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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

• Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will be discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s
support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement
provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will no longer be enhanced and
maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full
details, see the End of Life Announcement.

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange: October 4-6, 2022
Save the date! We're bringing virtual technical education sessions, product demos, ideation discussions, and product
roadmaps directly to you. Join us for this no-cost educational event and connect with peers and experts from across
the globe. Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.
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Release Information
This area contains release-specific information about WA Restart Option, like new features and enhancements to existing
features. Use the navigation panel to the left to view detailed information about the new features in this release.

New Features
The following new features are available in WA Restart Option 11.0:

ABENDER Program Support

WA Restart Option now treats steps that execute certain programs as not restartable. Use the ABENDPGM keyword in
the DBAS configuration file to designate the programs as not restartable.

Audit Capabilities

The online interfaces and certain batch jobs include a built-in audit for all changes made. A new module is callable
to determine whether you want auditing. A new module is callable with “OLD” and “NEW” records to create the audit
elements.

Datacom Database Space Monitor

This release creates a Datacom space monitor for WA Restart Option. The space monitor adds two new options:

• The first option specifies the system DBID when not the default of DBID=1000.
• The second option specifies a warning percentage so that WA Restart Option can issue a warning message when an

area reaches the specified percentage.

Dynamically Allocated Data Sets

WA Restart Option detects dynamically allocated data sets and adds them to the WA Restart Option database. These
data sets are maintained the same as the data sets that are allocated in the JCL.

Flexible Restart Step Selection

WA Restart Option permits the selection of multiple individual steps or step ranges for restart. In previous releases, you
could specify only a single range. This change creates more flexibility in selecting the portions of a job to run and prevents
the need to rerun the job multiple times to process the steps required.

NOTE
To enable this feature, the ISPF Restart panel has been changed to require that you enter a SAVE or SV
command to commit the changes to the database. To discard the changes before saving, enter the CANCEL or
CAN command.

JOBLOG Creation When SUB=MSTR

In previous releases, when WA Restart Option is brought up before JES, no JOBLOG is available for problem
determination. WA Restart Option now issues a “Request JOB” SSI call to establish a JOB LOG after JES initializes.
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NJE Support Introduction

The WA Restart Option ISPF interface permits the specification of an NJE node name from which to retrieve JOB
information. The restart information of the NJE job is displayed. You can alter it to permit the submitting system to control
the restart of NJE jobs in the same way that they control the restart of local jobs. This change eliminates the need to log in
to the NJE system to set up a job for restart. This enhancement uses GTS to communicate between NJE systems.

Packaging and Installation Changes

The following upgrades for packaging and installation are included in this release:

Mainframe 2.0

Starting with this release, the installation process changed to conform to Mainframe 2.0 standards. Mainframe 2.0 is an
initiative to make it easier to obtain, install, and configure a mainframe Broadcom product. You can install this release with
Mainframe Software Manager (MSM), which automates the steps necessary to allocate the SMP data sets, RECEIVE,
APPLY, and ACCEPT the product. You can also obtain the product in “pax” file format through Electronic Software
Delivery (ESD) and install with SMP, or you can order a tape and install with SMP.

Product Name Changes

This release contains numerous naming convention changes.

• The name of the product is now WA Restart Option.
• The SMP CSI data set now ends with GLOBAL.CSI.
• SMP target and distribution zones are now CAIT and CAID respectively.
• The target and distribution data sets now include the product code AL7 preceded by a C for target and an A for

distribution as follows:
– CAL7CLS0
– CAL7LOAD
– CAL7MAC
– CAL7MSG0
– CAL7OPTN
– CAL7PNL0
– CAL7SAMP
– CAL7SRC
– AAL7LOAD
– AAL7MAC
– AAL7SAMP
– AAL7SRC

Packaging Updates

The data sets required by SMP are now defined with DDDEFs during the SMP CSI initialization.

The SMP PROC has been deleted.

SAMPJCL is now under SMP control, and the member names include the product code. An index, AL7$INDX, contains a
brief description of each member. A cross reference, AL7$XREF, relates the new names to the old names when possible.

The installation jobs are now located on file 1 of the distribution tape.

APPLY processing now ends with RC=0.
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The ISPF Interface is now invoked with a REXX named C11ILIBD. C11IEXEC is still available for backward compatibility
issues, but C11IEXEC has been rewritten to call C11ILIBD.

With this release, GTS is installed during the installation of WA Restart Option. Because several Broadcom products use
GTS, it may have been installed already. If you decide not to install GTS, make the appropriate changes in the RECEIVE,
APPLY, and ACCEPT jobs. Each job contains instructions to accomplish the changes.

U11RMS SYSIN Parameters

Specifying parameters to U11RMS in a SYSIN data set has changed slightly. The following items are the new rules:

• The SYSIN parameters are appended to the ones specified on the EXEC statement. The result is a continuous series
of parameters that U11RMS uses to control processing for the job.

• SYSIN parameters cannot override the positional parameters such as processing code or starting/ending steps that
are specified as parameters on the EXEC statement.

• Parameters that are specified on SYSIN can continue to more lines in two different ways.
– A parameter ending with a comma and a space indicates that more parameters follow on the next line starting in

column 1.
– A nonblank character in column 72 indicates that the current parameter is continued starting in column 1 of the next

line.
• An asterisk in column 1 indicates a comment line unless a nonblank character was found in column 72 of the previous

line.

RD=NR JCL Parameter

Steps with the JCL parameter RD=NR specified on the EXEC statement are treated as nonrestartable steps.

Scheduling Product Condition Code Support

A new module lets you set a job for restart from any scheduling package. Called with input of job name and step number,
AUTO-SETUP is performed for the job. A new RMS parameter is available to deactivate WA Restart Option condition
code processing.

Enhancements to Existing Features
The following enhancements to existing features are available in WA Restart Option 11.0:

Attributes for PURGE and Report Files

The Maintenance task includes the SPACE parameter in the definitions for the PURGE and REPORT files and does not
require the UNIT parameter when SMS parameters are specified.

Condition Codes Propagatation

During a restart, you have the option not to propagate the condition codes that executed before the restart step.

Disaster Recovery

WA Restart Option tracking changed so that the job is set for restart, and the step executing currently is maintained in the
Job record as the restart step. This method helps ensure that in the event of a catastrophic system failure, the job is set
for restart in the appropriate step.
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Fewer Redundant Steps in Rerun

A new database table can determine which steps depend on other steps for data set creation and use. This table can
decide which steps execute during a rerun or restart.

High Availability Tasks and SUSPEND

U11PDSCL and U11VSMIO macros accept a new parameter indicating SUSPEND=NO. The CRQE and JRQE are
flagged to indicate the request must complete. U11D8500 recognizes this flag and if the request causes DBAS to
suspend, posts the CRQE complete with a “SUSPENDED" return code. U11D6300 and U11D7300 recognize SUSPEND
status and while DBAS is suspended, move incoming CRQEs and JRQEs to a suspend queue. Those marked
SUSPEND=NO are posted complete with a SUSPENDED return code. During RESUME processing, U11D6300 and
U11D7300 process the requests on the suspend queue before processing those requests on the incoming CRQE queue.

HSM Volume Parameter Increases

In previous releases, the HSMVOL parameter could specify only one parameter. In this release, you can specify up to
eight volumes as shown in this example:

HSMVOL=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003,...) 

ISPLINK Requirement for ISPF

Previous releases of WA Restart Option required a step during the installation to link ISPLINK into WA Restart Option. In
this release, ISPLINK is loaded instead of the required link with ISPLINK.

Remember that ISPLINK must be link listed.

New Format for Non-Deletable Messages

The non-deletable messages now have the name of the subsystem (SSN) that issued the message appended at the end
of the message. The following is a sample changed message:

U11-002 WA Restart Option ENTER PARM INFORMATION FOR JOB jobname SSN=xxxx

New Parameters in the DBAS Configuration File

The DBAS configuration file contains the following new parameters:

ABENDPGM
Designates programs as "abender" programs. Job steps executing these programs are flagged as nonrestartable.

AUDITAGE
Specifies the number of days to compare against an audit record's creation date to determine whether to delete
and audit record.

AUDITSUP
Specifies whether auditing support is available.

DBWARN
Specifies the warning level that the Space Monitor task uses to display database usage when over the value
specified.

HONORCC
Specifies whether evaluation of the conditional step execution honors the condition codes of all previous steps.

LOCALGTS
Specifies the node name that executes on the same LPAR as this instance of WA Restart Option DBAS.
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PURGSPACE
Specifies the amount of space to allocate for PURGE data set.

RPRTSPACE
Specifies the amount of space to allocate for REPORT data set.

STEPDEP
Specifies whether to create step dependency table entries for this job.

RIMPARM SVC Behavior

The RIMPARM determines the SVC number used. If it is not specified as a RIMPARM, the SVC number specified in
U11OPT is used as a default.

Service Pack Number

The service pack number is available in the “Initialization Complete” message and in the main menu for the ISPF
interface.

Size of the Job Execution History File (JEHF) Database Area

This release introduces the ability to audit changes to WA Restart Option. A new database table has been defined to
contain the audit information. This new audit table resides in the JEHF database area. If you decide to enable auditing,
it is sometimes necessary to enlarge the size of the JEHF database area. The amount of additional space depends on
the number of updates that users make to WA Restart Option information. For example, updates include setting a job for
restart, performing preprocessing, changing the starting or ending steps for a job, and so on. Updates to information as a
normal part of RMS processing are not considered "user changes" and therefore are not audited.

If you are not currently using JEHF processing, you may have defined a JEHF database area of minimal size-perhaps
one cylinder or one track. If so and you want to enable auditing, plan to increase the size of the JEHF database area. If
you are currently using JEHF processing, determine whether the current size of the JEHF database area is adequate for
your current history needs plus your estimated auditing needs. If necessary, increase the size. For planning purposes, one
3390 cylinder contains approximately 2100 audit records. Because an audit record is written for each field that is changed,
a single change generally results in several audit records.

Step Level Backout

U11PRE now permits data set maintenance for a single step.

Subsystem Selection and ISPF

This release improves the use of subsystems with the WA Restart Option ISPF dialog. On the main menu, you can
change subsystems by choosing from a list of active subsystems.

Using the LOGRCV Option and Backup/Restore

The default value for the Datacom/AD LOGRCV option is LOGRCV=NEVER. Specifying LOGRCV=NEVER or accepting
the default value causes the log (LXX) to be reused and never spilled to a recovery file (RXX). Therefore, this setting does
not allow complete forward recovery of the WA Restart Option database. Therefore, we strongly recommend specifying
LOGRCV=NO. This setting enables the LXX to spill to an RXX periodically as the LXX fills. These RXX files can then be
used with a database backup to perform forward recovery up to the most recent transaction that was written to the RXX.

Also, we recommend performing regular backups of the database.

NOTE
For more information about recommended backup and restore procedures, see the Programming topics.
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WTOR at Shutdown

A new SHUTDOWN command option (NOW) alleviates the normal “are you sure” shutdown question, but the WTOR
still prompts the operator when jobs are currently using WA Restart Option services. Issue the command from the OS
console.

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with WA Restart Option:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Cursor width and blink rate

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume

Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• ACF2
• APCDDS
• CA 1
• CA 7
• Chorus Software Manager
• Command Propagation Facility (CPF)
• Common Components and Services
• Datacom
• Datacom/AD
• Datacom/DB
• Dataquery
• Data Classification Option (DCO)
• Direct-Access Storage Device (DASD)
• Disk
• Domain Name System (DNS)
• Dynam
• Easytrieve
• ESP Workload Automation
• External Security Manager (ESM)
• File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
• Global System Option (GSO)
• GTS
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)
• IBM® Db2
• IBM RACF® (IBM RACF)
• JCLCheck
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• Job Entry System (JES)
• Jobtrac
• Linear Data Sets (LDS)
• LMP
• Logical Partition (LPAR)
• Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
• Roscoe
• Scheduler
• Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
• Started task (STC)
• System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E)
• TLMS
• Top Secret
• User ID (UID)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• User Interface (UI)
• Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM)
• Z File System (zFS)
• Z Series Operation System (z/OS)
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Installing
These topics provide specific information that you require to install CA Workload Automation Restart Option for z/OS
Schedulers (WA Restart Option) and CA General Transaction Server (CA GTS). WA Restart Option restarts jobs with
minimal impact on the operations and programming staff in your data center, plus it provides extensive online and batch
reporting to give you an accurate picture of what production abends are costing you and where the "weak points" are in
your processing schedule. 

WA Restart Option can only be installed using SMP/E, and the installation tasks are set up to use SMP/E.

Before you install WA Restart Option, you must determine the following:

• Identify the person who has primary responsibility for installation of the product
• Determine the data set names and DASD volumes to be used for all the WA Restart Option and common component

data sets
• Select which of the various product interfaces and user exits supported by WA Restart Option should be installed

NOTE
Because WA Restart Option is customized by applying USERMODs through SMP/E, we strongly recommend
that you ACCEPT the WA Restart Option Function SYSMOD. This way, if a USERMOD (or future APAR-type
maintenance) is in error, you can back out the modification by executing an SMP/E RESTORE function.

Installing CA GTS is a normal part of the WA Restart Option installation process. If CA GTS has been installed with
another product, pay close attention to the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. If you decide  to install CA GTS in a
separate SMP/E environment, see the CA GTS documentation.

The following table outlines the installation steps described in the Installation Steps topics.

Step Description
Preliminary Steps
1 Install CA Common Services Components
2 Install Datacom/AD
3 Update CA Datacom Options
4 Load WA Restart Option Installation JCL from Tape
5 Acquire Documentation
6 Upgrade USERMOD Considerations
7 Allocate and Initialize SMP/E Data Sets
8 Allocate and Catalog WA Restart Option and CA Common

Libraries
9 Create SMP/E JCL for WA Restart Option r11
Product Level SMP/E Processing
10 RECEIVE WA Restart Option
11 APPLY WA Restart Option
12 ACCEPT WA Restart Option
Product Tailoring
13 SMP/E Receive/Apply Published Maintenance
14 Tailor WA Restart Option User Options
15 Customize the WA Restart Option DBAS Configuration File
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Database Allocation/Conversion
16 Resolve Database ID and URT Name
17 Generate URT for CA Easytrieve
18 Start CA Datacom
19 Allocate WA Restart Option Purge File
20 Define and Catalog WA Restart Option Datacom Tables
21 Allocate WA Restart Option Data Area and Index
22 Convert r2.2 CMT and JEHF
Define WA Restart Option to Your System
23 Customize WA Restart Option JCL Procedures
Optional Interfaces
24 (Optional) Install JES2 Interface ($EXIT6)
25 (Optional) Install JES3 Interface (IATUX03)
26 (Optional) Install CA TLMS® Interface
27 (Optional) Install ISPF/PDF Interface
28 (Optional) Install CA Roscoe® Interface
29 (Optional) Install CICS Interface
30 (Optional) Install Scheduling System
Final Installation Steps
31 Customize Batch Report Banner Page
32 Tailor CAIRIM Procedures
33 Update CARIMPRM
34 (Optional) Update CAUTOCMD
35 r3.0 Upgrade Considerations
36 Add Reason-for-Rerun Table to CMT
37 Verify Installation
38 Customize CA GTS
39 (Optional) Install CAIENF DCM for Supported Scheduling

Packages

WA Restart Option is installed from scratch. Information from USERMODs applied against WA Restart Option r3.0 is not
carried forward.

After performing the basic SMP/E installation steps to load WA Restart Option onto your system, you must configure
the product for your environment by applying a series of SMP/E USERMODs. Sample JCL for each of the required and
optional customization USERMODs is included in the CAL7SAMP library and is described in detail in other topics .

Further customization can be attained by using user exit modules, which can be tailored through SMP/E USERMODs
immediately following product installation or at any time in the future.

SMP/E
SMP/E is IBM's System Modification Program. SMP/E Version 5 and higher are supported. It can be used to perform
product installation, tailoring, or maintenance. SMP/E performs three major operations relating to installing a product or
performing maintenance. These operations manage a structure wherein a given product is present in two places:
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• Distribution libraries
• Target (operating) libraries

The distribution libraries are used only for recovery from incorrect maintenance, user modifications, or both. The product
executes from the target libraries. The following topics describe the operations performed.

APPLY Processing

During APPLY processing, SMP/E performs the operations dictated by the modification control statements (MCS) and
updates the target libraries. If the installation is to be aborted at this point, a RESTORE operation can be run. Using the
default Broadcom options, SMP/E also performs REJECT processing for the affected SYSMODs.

ACCEPT Processsing

When the ACCEPT operation is run, the product is permanently placed into the distribution libraries. ACCEPT processing
is typically not performed for APARs or USERMODs.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E General Information Manual.

RECEIVE Processing

SMP/E loads the installation tape into temporary data sets. If any error is detected, or the user wishes to stop the process
at this point, a REJECT operation can be run. This will undo anything done during the RECEIVE processing.

Prepare for Installation
To prepare for the WA Restart Option for ACF2 for z/OS or WA Restart Option for Top Secret for z/OS installation, you
need to verify the requirements, obtain Broadcom LDAP configuration values, and comment out FMIDs for products you
do not want to install. This section gives procedures for completing those tasks.

The installation topics are intended for WA Restart Option installers using CSM or Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software
Delivery (ESD).

If you are using Pax-Enhanced ESD, we strongly suggest that you read the entire Installing topics and follow the
procedures the first time you download Broadcom products through the Pax-Enhanced ESD program.

Operating Environment
WA Restart Option is designed to operate with all currently supported versions of the IBM z/OS operating system.

Datacom/AD is used for CMT and JEHF table access. Datacom/AD is distributed with WA Restart Option. Install Datacom/
AD before installing WA Restart Option.

WA Restart Option requires one type-3 or type-4 SVC. Be sure that the selected SVC number is available before
beginning the installation. The SVC does not need extended save areas. Do not specify LOCK. The SVC is sometimes
generated as either enabled or disabled. For z/OS installations, update the SVCTABLE PARMLIB member.

NOTE
The SVCTABLE entry required for WA Restart Option can be considered merely a place holder because the WA
Restart Option SVC is dynamically installed using CAIRIM. In other words, you need not be concerned about
the location or identity of the WA Restart Option SVC module. Define the SVCTABLE entry for the WA Restart
Option SVC as a comment only to record the use of the SVC by WA Restart Option. This definition avoids errors
at IPL time when the operating system cannot locate the SVC.

The SVC number reserved for WA Restart Option by CAIRIM is 169; therefore, if you select that SVC number, you need
not be concerned about conflicts with other products and their SVCs. If you decide not to use the CAIRIM-reserved SVC
number, select a number from 200 through 255.
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The SVC number specified in CARIMPRM overrides the U11OPT specification. If no SVC number is specified in
CARIMPRM, the number specified in U11OPT is used. U11OPT defaults to an SVC number of 169.

WA Restart Option operates under all currently supported versions of JES2 and JES3.

WARNING
WA Restart Option uses a real-time subsystem in the operating environment, that is, the Database Address
Space (DBAS). DBAS can execute as a started task under control of your Master Scheduler or as a batch job
under JES. Plan to assign DBAS sufficient dispatching priority to perform its tasks under the most extreme
system load conditions.

Datacom must also be at a high enough priority to service requests from DBAS in a timely manner.

Dispatching priorities are now controlled with the Workload Manager (WLM) portion of the operating system usually
through the assigning of service classes to started tasks. Consult with your performance analyst to place the WA Restart
Option DBAS and the MUF started tasks in the same service class as the Job Entry Subsystem (JES). Also, specify the
parameter TIME=1440 on the JCL EXEC statement in the DBAS procedure to prevent S/522 abends.

NOTE
For more information about performance groups and related topics, see the MVS SPL: Initialization & Tuning.

Hardware Requirements
The topics below discuss DASD devices, DASD requirements, and memory requirements for WA Restart Option.

DASD Devices

WA Restart Option supports all direct-access storage devices that can be installed in your environment.

DASD Requirements

The WA Restart Option data sets and support files are described in detail in the System Structure and Database Address
Space topics. The following items are the four sets of files to consider:

• Distribution files for WA Restart Option
• More files for WA Restart Option
• WA Restart Option Target Libraries
• SMP/E data sets and Relfiles

Distribution Files

The following are the distribution files for WA Restart Option. The table shows the distribution files and their approximate
sizes.

Library Name Blksize Blks Dir Description
CAI.CA11.AAL7LOAD 6144 800 150 WA Restart Option Load

Library
CAI.CA11.AAL7MAC 3120 900 60 WA Restart Option Macro

Library
CAI.CA11.AAL7SAMP 3120 300 50 WA Restart Option

Sample JCL Library
CAI.CA11.AAL7SRC 3120 400 50 WA Restart Option

Source Library
CAI.AD51JCL 27920 17 16 GTS JCL Library
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CAI.AD51MOD0 6144 64 78 GTS Load Library
CAI.AD51OPTN 27920 18 18 GTS Option Library
CAI.AD51PROC 27920 17 16 GTS Procedure Library

Additional Files

The permanent files for WA Restart Option are described in the Programming topics. The following are the permanent
files:

• CMT (Catalog Management Table) Job Data Area
• CMT Step Data Area
• CMT Data Set Data Area
• JEHF (Job Execution History File) History Data Area
• IXX Index Area for the database

The size requirements for these data sets depend on your data center's workload characteristics, such as number of
unique jobs, average number of steps per job and average number of significant data sets per step. Size also depends on
the number of production runs to be retained per job and the average number of reruns. Datacom/AD data area files can
expand into more extents. The default sizes can handle about 400 jobs with an average of 30 steps per jobs, 10 data sets
per step, retaining 5 production runs and 5 reruns.

The following formulas can be used to estimate space requirements.

NOTE
First calculate the number of blocks per track. This number is used by all the file calculations, as they all use the
same block size.

blocks_per_track = track_size / 7476     (drop any fractions)

 

 track_size =    8368 for 3340 device

                19069 for 3350 device

                35616 for 3375 device

                47476 for 3380 device

                56664 for 3390 device

                46456 for 9345 device

 

Job_Area_Tracks = (number of jobs *.065) / blocks_per_track) *

                    (1 + percent_job_growth)

 

Step_Area_Tracks = (((number_of_jobs*av0erage_number_of_steps_per_job )*.021) /

                     blocks_per_track ) * (1 + percent_job_growth)

 

Dsn_Area_Tracks = (((number_of_jobs*average_number_of_steps_per_job *

                    Average_datasets_per_step)*.025) / blocks_per_track ) *

                    (1 + percent_job_growth)

 

JEHF_Area_Tracks= (((number_of_jobs * average_production_runs_per_job * .049) +

                    (average_number_reruns_per_job *

                    number_of_jobs *.052)) / blocks_per_track) *

                    (1 + percent_job_growth)

 

IXX_Track =

                    (Job_Area_Tracks x .10)  +
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                    (Step_Area_Tracks x .05)  +

                    (Dsn_Area_Tracks x .05) +

                    (JEHF_Area_Tracks x .25)

                    Specify this value for both the primary and the secondary allocation.

If you do not have the required information to estimate your space requirements, use the defaults for installation.
Later, you can increase your allocations as needed using the backup and reload procedures that are described in the
Programming topics.

Target Libraries

The following table shows the permanent files used by WA Restart Option.

NOTE
Although some additional space has been included, these space requirements are in addition to other Broadcom
products that can use these libraries.

Library Name Blksize Blks Dir Description
CAI.CAL7CLS0 3120 100 30 Common CLIST Library
CAI.CAL7LOAD 6144 800 150 Common Load Library
CAI.CAL7MAC 3120 700 100 Common Macro Library
CAI.CAL7MSG0 3120 100 30 Common ISPF Message

Library
CAI.CAL7OPTN 3120 200 50 Common Options Library
CAI.CAL7PNL0 3120 300 100 Common ISPF Panel

Library
CAI.CAL7SAMP 3120 300 50 Common Sample JCL

Library
CAI.CAL7SRC 3120 400 50 Common Source Library
CAI.CD51JCL 27920 17 16 GTS Sample JCL Library
CAI.CD51LOAD 27998 526 19 GTS Load Library
CAI.CD51OPTN 27920 18 18 GTS Option Library
CAI.CD51PROC 29720 17 16 GTS Procedure Library

SMP/E Files Required for Installation

The following files are required for WA Restart Option installation with SMP/E. Space allocations are WA Restart Option
additional space.

Library Name Blksize Blks Dir Trks (3390) Description
CAI.SMPCSI.CSI VSAM 30 VSAM Data

Component
VSAM 5 VSAM Index

CAI.SMPMTS 3120 200 30 15 Macro Temporary
Storage

CAI.SMPPTS 3120 400 150 30 PTF Temporary
Storage

CAI.SMPSCDS 3120 200 90 15 SYSMOD Control
Data Set
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CAI.SMPSTS 3120 120 10 10 Source Temporary
Storage

Total 105

SMP/E requires additional temporary space for placement of the Relfiles that SMP/E unloads from the product distribution
tape. The amount of this space depends on the setting of the DSSPACE parameter in the OPTIONS entry in your SMP/E
CSI. SMP/E automatically deletes these data sets after successful completion of ACCEPT processing.

WARNING
Verify that the DSSPACE and PEMAX parameters defined for the SMP/E OPTIONS entry CAIOPT are large
enough for the installation of WA Restart Option. We recommend a setting of at least DSSPACE(120,380,600)
and PEMAX(2000) before attempting to install the product. Be aware that the SMP/E default for PEMAX is 2000.
The consequences of setting PEMAX too low can be quite severe. Using the recommended DSSPACE settings,
WA Restart Option Relfiles require 300 tracks on a 3390.

Memory Requirements

In one address space per host CPU, WA Restart Option requires a minimum of 4 MB of virtual storage, most of which
is extended (that is, can be above the 16 MB line). Also, on each host CPU, WA Restart Option uses at least 64 KB of
CSA, of which approximately 98 percent is extended. As the use of WA Restart Option increases, so do the virtual storage
requirements, but minimally.

NOTE
In the event that DBAS is brought down and back up, the RECOVCSA parameter in the configuration file has
an effect on CSA usage. If the parameter is set to NO, no CSA is given back to the system, and new CSA
is obtained. The DBAS command=DIS CB can be used to determine the number of bytes used each time
DBAS is initialized. If the parameter is set to YES, the CSA is reused except for the two pages that are used by
U11OPT (one page) and U11VCX (one page). These two pages are never freed, and each is obtained as DBAS
initializes.

Authorized Library
Both WA Restart Option and GTS require APF authorization to execute.

If the CAI.CAL7LOAD and GTS load library are to be accessed through your system's linklist, the active LNKLSTxx or
PROGxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB must be modified to add an entry for both of them.

Commands invoked from the WA Restart Option ARTS interface under TSO and Roscoe can require that other data sets
in the STEPLIB or ISPLLIB also be authorized. The PRE R command requires APF authorization when OLMAINT=YES.
(The OLMAINT parameter of the U11OPT table defines whether data set maintenance is to be performed online when a
PRE R command is entered.)

If your installation requires the ability to issue PRE R or SIM P commands from the TSO or Roscoe interface, ensure that
CAI.CAL7LOAD and all other data sets in the STEPLIB are authorized. If you do not require the ability to perform data set
maintenance online, we recommend that you specify OLMAINT=NO.

The CICS interface does not support the SIM P command, and the PRE R command is not supported if OLMAINT=YES is
specified in the WA Restart Option Options Table.

NOTE
For more information about the OLMAINT parameter, see the U11OPTBL -- User Option Table.

For ease of access to WA Restart Option and other products throughout your data center, we recommend that you make
CAL7LOAD one of the first (non-IBM) libraries in your linklist. If your system uses Library Lookaside (LLA), remember that
an LLA REFRESH is necessary whenever any linklist library is modified.
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Common Components and Services
The product requires some of the following Common Components and Services, and others are optional.

WA Restart Option requires the following Common Components and Services:

• LMP
• CAIRIM

WA Restart Option optionally uses the Easytrieve Broadcom Common Service as the new reporting engine. Easytrieve is
required to produce audit reports.

If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services might already be installed.

These topics present an overview of each of these services.

NOTE
For more information, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

LMP
The License Management Program provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software.
It uses common real-time enforcement software to validate the client's configuration. LMP reports on activities that are
related to the license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products. The routines that accomplish this are integrated into
the CAIRIM service.

WA Restart Option requires LMP (License Management Program), one of the Common Components and Services, to
initialize correctly. Examine the LMP Key Certificate that you received with your WA Restart Option installation or service
pack tape. That certificate contains the following information:

Product Name
Indicates the trademarked or registered name of the copy of WA Restart Option licensed for your designated site
and CPUs.

Product Code
Indicates a two-character code that corresponds to WA Restart Option.

Supplement
Indicates the reference number of your license for the particular WA Restart Option, in the format nnnnnn - nnn.
This format differs slightly inside and outside North America, and in some cases cannot be provided at all.

CPU ID
Indicates the code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of your WA Restart Option is valid.

Execution Key
Indicates an encrypted code required by LMP for WA Restart Option initialization. During installation, it is referred
to as the LMP Code.

Expiration Date
Indicates the date (ddmonyy as in 15JAN09) your license for WA Restart Option expires.

Technical Contact
Indicates the name of the technical contact at your site, who is responsible for the installation and maintenance of
the designated WA Restart Option. This is the person to whom Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence.

MIS Director
Indicates the name of the Director of MIS, or the person who performs that function at the site. If the title, but
not the individual's name, is indicated on the Certificate you should supply the actual name when correcting and
verifying the Certificate.
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CPU Location
Indicates the address of the building where the CPU is installed.

LMP is provided as an integral part of CAIRIM, another one of the Common Components and Services. Once CAIRIM
has been installed or maintained at Service Level A9 or higher, LMP support is available for all LMP-supported Broadcom
software solutions.

The LMP execution key, provided on the Key Certificate, must be added to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure proper
initialization of the Broadcom software solution. To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify
member KEYS in OPTLIB data set.

The parameter structure for member KEYS follows:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

pp
(Required.) Indicates the two-character product code. For any given LMP software solution, this code agrees
with the product code already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier genlevels of WA Restart
Option.

ddmmmyy
(Required.) Indicates the LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

tttt-mmmm
(Required.) Indicates the CPU type and model (for example: 3090-600) on which the LMP software solution is to
run. If the CPU type, model, or both require fewer than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused
characters.

ssssss
(Required.) Indicates the serial number of the CPU on which the LMP software solution is to run.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
(Required.) Indicates the execution key that is required to run the LMP software solution. This LMP execution key
is provided on the Key Certificate that is shipped with each LMP software solution.

Following is an example of a control statement for the LMP execution software parameter. This LMP execution key value
is invalid and provided as an example only!

PROD(L7) DATE(15JAN09) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

NOTE
For more information about defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see the Common
Components and Services documentation.

CAIRIM
CAIRIM, CAI Resource Initialization Manager, is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization
routines. CAIRIM eliminates the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation
requirements commonly encountered when installing systems software.

Because WA Restart Option uses the CAISMFI Dynamic SMF Event Interceptor, SMF recording must be active in the
system for any SMF event or data handling product routines. The CAIRIM SMF Interceptor component does not require
any particular SMF records, but WA Restart Option requires that SMF records type-4 and type-5 (or type-30) be produced.
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Easytrieve
The Easytrieve reporting component is a report definition facility with the power of a comprehensive programming system.
Easytrieve lets you modify and print the contents and layout of predefined Broadcom product reports.

Installation Steps
These topics in this section guide you through the step-by-step installation of WA Restart Option. Use the navigation panel
on the left to access the installation steps.

Installation Media

WA Restart Option is distributed in two media types that accommodate various installation methods:

• A pax file is available for download from Support Online for installing with the Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
installation method or with the Mainframe Software Manager (MSM) installation method. MSM automates the steps
necessary to allocate the SMP data sets, RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT the product. If you install with MSM, you
should perform installation steps 1, 2, 3, 6, and then skip to step 14 to complete the installation. The ESD and MSM
installation methods are documented on Support Online.

• A 3480 tape cartridge is also available and is prepared in IBM SMP/E RELFILE (unloaded PDS) format. For more
information about IBM SMP/E RELFILE format, see the IBM SMP/E General Information Manual.
The tape contains installation JCL.

Step 1 Install Common Components and Services Components
This step may be skipped if the required components were installed for another Broadcom product.

WA Restart Option requires several common components from the Common Components and Services tape. For a list of
the components required, see "Common Components and Services."

Install and configure the required components using the Common Components and Services for z/OS Getting Started
documentation (also available in TechDocs). After you log in there, select the product documentation for Common
Components and Services.

Step 2 Install Datacom/AD
You can skip this step if a Datacom database is already installed or if Datacom/AD was installed for another Broadcom
product.

Datacom/AD is a free version of the Broadcom database product Datacom/DB. Datacom/AD has all the functions of the
full Datacom/DB product, with the exception that Datacom/AD does not permit the use of user-defined databases. Use the
Datacom/AD Installation documentation to install Datacom/AD.

Step 3 Update Datacom Options
This step is required for all sites. This step updates some Datacom/AD options. For more information about the specified
options, see the Datacom Database and System Administrator documentation.

Each user of WA Restart Option connects to the Datacom MUF (multi-user facility). The MUF needs a connection for each
user. The number of connections is specified on the Datacom startup option TASKS. At least x+6 tasks must be available,
where x is the number of concurrent users of WA Restart Option.

If WA Restart Option multiple-CPU support is needed, Datacom XCF support is needed. The number of XCF tasks is
also specified on the TASKS statement and must be the number of SYSIDs at the JES node. The DBSIDPR CCISYS
parameter must also be set.
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NOTE
For more information, see the topic Connecting Using MVS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) in the
Datacom/DB Database and System Administrator documentation. Also, see the Cross-System Sharing of
Database topic in this documentation.

If you have other Datacom applications, either Broadcom products or site-specific applications, the EXPAND and TASKS
numbers specified here are in addition to the needs of these other products.

You may want to review the logging options specified on the LOGMSGE, LOGRCV, and LOGSPILL keywords. Use of the
Datacom forward recovery feature requires specific types of backups and log options.

Step 4 Load Installation JCL Library
The WA Restart Option installation JCL library is allocated and loaded from the distribution tape with the data set name
CAI.SAMPJCL. The library is in IEBCOPY unloaded format and is file 1 on the tape.

Before you unload SAMPJCL, back up or rename your old release of SAMPJCL. Your old release of SAMPJCL contains
your customized input to the USERMODs.

WA Restart Option is distributed either through Broadcom Mainframe 2.0 Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) or on a tape
sent to you. If you choose to obtain the product using ESD, go to Broadcom Support Online and download the product
and the associated maintenance now.

Use the following JCL as a model to load the installation JCL library to disk.

If you used the ESD delivery method, you may want to move the SAMPJCL library to a more permanent location. Change
the SYSUT1 DD statement to point to the SAMPJCL library created by the UNZIPJCL job. A valid DD statement might
look like the following:

//SYSUT1   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=yourhlq.CAI.CAL7SAMP

yourhlq is the high level qualifier you used in the UNZIPJCL job.

//LOAD     EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,REGION=512K

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=CAI.SAMPJCL,

//             DISP=OLD,

//             UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=L7yymm,   <--- SPECIFY TAPE VOLSER

//             LABEL=(1,SL,EXPDT=98000)

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=CAI.CA11.SAMPJCL,

//             DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,

//             VOL=SER=xxxxxx,

//             SPACE=(3120,(800,,50)),

//             DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB)

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY

//

When this job ends, your library contains examples of all of the JCL and procedures needed to install WA Restart Option.

Step 5 Acquire Documentation
The product documentation is available on this TechDocs.broadcom.com site can be downloaded as a PDF here.
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Step 6 Upgrade USERMOD Considerations
If you are upgrading from r3.0, read this step.

This task addresses modifications that were made to WA Restart Option and your JES system with USERMODs in the
previous release of WA Restart Option.

First Modification: The source for the WA Restart Option sample exits and macro tables is installed into CAL7OPTN. If
you have customized any of these members and did not move the source to a different library or use a different member
name, you should take steps to retain your modified source. Either rename or move any altered CAL7OPTN members to
another library before continuing with this installation. You may reapply your changes once the installation is complete.
Additional Customization USERMODs describes how to implement these USERMODs.

All r3.0 exits are compatible with r11.

Second Modification: A WA Restart Option USERMOD may have also been installed into your JES SMP/E environment.
This modification, if applied, should be restored before installing the new version. The USERMOD is:

The JES Interface
Default USERMOD ID for r3.0 is UL730Jx, where x is 2 for JES2 or 3 for JES3.

Verify that the USERMOD is on your SMP/E target zone before attempting to RESTORE it.

To restore the USERMOD, modify and submit the appropriate SAMPJCL members:

r30.SAMPJCL(L730RSMP)
To restore the WA Restart Option USERMOD.

r30.SAMPJCL(L730RJES)
To restore the JES interface USERMOD.

NOTE
These exits are optional and might not have been installed with your previous WA Restart Option version. If you
are currently using the exit, restore and apply the r11 versions to bring these up to the current level and allow
for maintenance in the future. Since the r3.0 JES exit will work with WA Restart Option r11, it is not necessary to
activate this exit prior to running WA Restart Option r11. The next time JES is restarted the new exit is activated.

Step 7 Allocate WA Restart Option and Broadcom Common Libraries
All Broadcom Common target libraries are allocated and cataloged in this step. The following is a list of the ddnames
associated with the WA Restart Option and Broadcom Common libraries:

DDNAME Library
WA Restart Option distribution libraries
AAL7LOAD Load library
AAL7MAC Macro library
AAL7SAMP Sample JCL library
AAL7SRC Source library
WA Restart Option target libraries
CAL7CLS0 CLIST library
CAL7LOAD Load library
CAL7MAC Macro library
CAL7MSG0 ISPF Message library
CAL7OPTN PPOPTION library
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CAL7PNL0 ISPF Panel library
CAL7SAMP Sample JCL library
CAL7SRC Source library
GTS distribution libraries
AD51JCL GTS JCL library
AD51MOD0 GTS Load library
AD51OPTN GTS Option library
AD51PROC GTS Procedure library
GTS target libraries
CD51JCL GTS JCL library
CD51LOAD GTS Load library
CD51OPTN GTS Option library
CD51PROC GTS Procedure library

Procedure

The JCL to allocate the Broadcom Common target libraries and the WA Restart Option distribution libraries is provided in
SAMPJCL member AL7ALC. Modify AL7ALC as indicated in the member, and submit to allocate these libraries.

Step 8 Allocate Broadcom Common SMP/E Data Sets
All Broadcom Common SMP/E data sets must be allocated and initialized. To do this allocation and initialization, tailor and
submit the job in SAMPJCL member AL7NITE5.

WARNING
Verify that the DSSPACE and PEMAX parameters that are defined for the SMP/E OPTIONS entry CAIOPT are
large enough for WA Restart Option r11. Use a setting of at least DSSPACE(120,380,600) and PEMAX(2000)
before attempting to install the product. Remember that the SMP/E default for PEMAX is 2000. The
consequences of setting PEMAX too low can be severe.

Procedure

Edit SAMPJCL member AL7NITE5 and modify, as indicated, to the standards of your installation.

Step 9 Create SMP/E JCL
WARNING
Before proceeding to this step, ensure that you have backed up the previous release WA Restart Option target,
distribution, and CSI data sets. The back up provides for recovery from errors during installation.

Now that you have allocated the libraries to be used during this product installation, you must tailor the SMP/E JCL for use
by the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT tasks.

To do this, edit the following SAMPJCL members, and verify that SMPCSI and SMPPTFIN are appropriate:

AL7RECE
RECEIVE processing for WA Restart Option obtained using the ESD method.

AL7RECT
RECEIVE processing for WA Restart Option from the distribution tape.

AL7APP
APPLY processing for WA Restart Option.
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AL7ACC
ACCEPT processing for WA Restart Option.

Step 10 SMP/E RECEIVE
WARNING
These RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps default to installing WA Restart Option and GTS together in the
same SMP/E environment. If you choose not to install GTS with WA Restart Option, you must alter the SMP/E
control statements accordingly. Each JCL member provides instructions.

This step performs an SMP/E RECEIVE of WA Restart Option.

For SMP/E control data set and Relfile space requirements, see the System Requirements.

Procedure

RECEIVE processing has two SAMPJCL members: AL7RECE and AL7RECT. You should modify and submit one of these
based on whether you received the WA Restart Option product using a distribution tape or using the ESD method. Follow
the instructions in the appropriate SAMPJCL member.

Step 11 SMP/E APPLY
This step performs an SMP/E APPLY of WA Restart Option.

For target library space requirements, see the System Requirements.

Procedure

Edit the JCL in SAMPJCL member AL7APP. Modify it to your installation's standards.

The APPLY control statement (SMPCNTL DD *) in the sample job contains the CHECK parameter. Remove this
parameter before the selected SYSMODs actually update the target libraries.

This step should complete with a return code 0.

Step 12 SMP/E ACCEPT
This step performs an SMP/E ACCEPT of WA Restart Option.

We strongly recommend that you accept the WA Restart Option SYSMOD (CL7B000) so that you can recover from
problems in maintenance or user modifications through SMP/E RESTORE. Restore can only be performed if the function
has been accepted.

Procedure

Edit the JCL in SAMPJCL member AL7ACC. Modify it as indicated to your installation's standards.

WARNING
Do not accept USERMODs. If you do, you have no way to remove the modifications (except by reinstalling the
product).

The only reasonable exception to this would be the customization USERMODs for your User Options Table or DBAS
configuration file.

If you are upgrading from a previous release of WA Restart Option, distribution library data sets for the previous release
are now unnecessary and can be deleted. These libraries have the following low-level node names for r3.0:
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• CL730SLD
• CL730MLD
• CL730LLD
• CL730PLD
• CL730XLD

Step 13 SMP/E Receive/Apply Published Maintenance
At this time, verify that all available published maintenance is incorporated into WA Restart Option r11. This maintenance
can include service packs, individual PTFs, or both, which you can obtain from Broadcom Support.

The RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps have created a library named yourhlq.CAL7SAMP that contains the sample
JCL that is used for the remainder of the installation process.

Procedure

Edit the JCL in CAL7SAMP members AL7MREC and AL7MAPP. Modify them to adhere to your installation's standards.
CAL7SAMP member AL7MACC permits SMP/E ACCEPT processing of maintenance.

Step 14 Customize User Options Table
This step performs an SMP/E RECEIVE and APPLY of the User Options Table. Default values may be overridden for any
options that you may want to change. If you do not want to change any options and to accept all the default values, you
can skip this task.

NOTE
For more information about all available options, search U11OPTBL -- User Option Table.

The sample job contains a full source replacement for U11OPT. Leave this module intact, changing only what you want
to change. That way, future users can see all available parameters (that is, do not delete source statements to assume
default values).

NOTE
The SVC number that is reserved for WA Restart Option by CAIRIM is 169. Therefore, if you choose that SVC
number, you need not be concerned about conflicts with other Broadcom products and their SVCs. If you choose
not to use the CAIRIM-reserved SVC number, you must choose a number from 200 through 255.

Procedure

Edit the JCL in CAL7SAMP member AL7UOPT. Modify it as indicated to the standards of your installation.

SMP/E REJECT processing removes the modification from the Global Zone.

WARNING
You cannot perform a RESTORE unless you have ACCEPTED the WA Restart Option Function SYSMOD
(CL7B000).

Step 15 Customize DBAS Configuration File
The Database Address Space (DBAS) functions within WA Restart Option as a multi-user, multi-CPU database
management system using Datacom/AD. The configuration file lets you specify DBAS options appropriate for your needs.

The CAL7SAMP library supplies a sample configuration file. The member name is AL7B0CDK. Copy the CAL7SAMP
member to the desired member name in the CAL7OPTN data set and make the modifications. Create as many
configuration files as your environment requires.

NOTE
Use the Database Address Space topics to determine your DBAS configuration parameters.
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Step 16 Resolve Database ID and URT Name
WA Restart Option is shipped using a database ID of 601 and a default URT name of L7URT601. This does not conflict
with any other Broadcom product using Datacom/AD, but it can conflict with a site-written application. Confirm with the
database administrator at your site that database ID 601 is available. If it is available, no action is necessary. If it is not
available, you need to change either your site's database ID or the WA Restart Option database ID.

Datacom has also reserved database ID 602 for use by WA Restart Option. If 601 is not available, we recommend that
602 be used. Database ID 602 does not conflict with any other Broadcom products using Datacom. To change the WA
Restart Option database ID, follow the directions in CAL7SAMP member AL7DBID. Tailor the job, and then submit it.
Change the configuration file parameter URT to reflect the new URT name.

Step 17 Generate URT for Easytrieve
This step performs an SMP/E Receive and Apply of the USERMOD that assembles the URT used with Easytrieve. This
step is required to generate the URT that Easytrieve reporting programs use.

Procedure:

Edit the JCL in CAL7SAMP member AL7EZTP. Modify it as indicated to the standards of your installation. Be sure to read
and follow all the instructions before submitting the job.

Save the output from the L7B0EZTP USERMOD job in machine-readable format so that Broadcom Support can use it for
problem determination.

WARNING
You cannot perform a RESTORE unless you have accepted the WA Restart Option function SYSMOD
(CL7B000).

Step 18 Start Datacom
This step is required for all sites.

If Datacom/AD is not already running, start it now. Datacom must be active when any WA Restart Option activity is
performed.

Step 19 Allocate Purge and Report Files
This step allocates the WA Restart Option PURGE and REPORT files (see configuration file parameters PURGDATA,
PURGDSN, PURGMGMT, PURGSPACE, PURGSTOR, PURGUNIT, RPRTDATA, RPRTDSN, RPRTMGMT,
RPRTSPACE, RPRTSTOR, and RPRTUNIT). These files are GDG data sets that the MANT Task (Database
Maintenance) uses to write and report on the records being purged from the database.

Procedure

CAL7SAMP member AL7ALOP provides the JCL for executing program IDCAMS to define the PURGE and REPORT file
GDGs.

Step 20 Define and Catalog Datacom Tables
This step updates Datacom/AD with the data dictionary definitions for WA Restart Option database tables and catalogs
them to make them available for use.

Procedure
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CAL7SAMP member AL7AD1 executes Datacom utilities to perform these updates for new installations. Member
AL7ADUP performs these updates for clients that are upgrading from WA Restart Option r3. Modify the JCL as described
in the member.

If you are running the full Datacom/DB product and you chose to change the database ID in Step 16: Resolve Database
ID and URT Name, edit the -CXX statement at the end of the member to change L7601 to L7nnn, where nnn is the
database ID that you chose to use instead of 601.

All copies of WA Restart Option Database address space tasks that access the same Datacom/AD MIF have to be down
before submitting AL7ADUP. The Datacom/AD MUF must remain up.

Submit the job to perform the updates.

Step 21 Allocate WA Restart Option Data Area and Index
This step allocates the files that will contain the WA Restart Option tables.

Procedure

CAL7SAMP member AL7AD2 allocates the WA Restart Option Datacom/AD database files and initializes them to prepare
them for use by WA Restart Option.

WARNING
If you are upgrading from r3.0 to r11, do not run this job.

Step 22 Convert r2.2 CMT and JEHF
If you are still running WA Restart Option r2.x, you can either install r3.0 and convert your data according to the
instructions in the r3.0 version of Getting Started, or you can continue with the empty databases allocated previously.

Step 23 Customize WA Restart Option Procedures
The CAL7SAMP library supplies several sample cataloged procedures (PROCs). First, modify the PROCs to reflect
appropriate data set names, volume serial numbers, and unit names for your WA Restart Option files and Broadcom
Common Libraries, as needed. Next, place them in your system procedure library.

Several of these procedures require the specification of SYSIN DD statements for inclusion of in-stream control data
during execution. This information is documented in comments at the beginning of the PROC.

NOTE
For more information about the correct coding of the SYSIN data, see the Using topics.

Place the completed PROCs into an appropriate procedure library.

NOTE
For more information about these topics, see the appropriate reference guides in your z/OS Systems
Programming Library.

Procedure Sample JCL Description
CAL7* AL7CAL7 WA Restart Option DBAS Subsystem

procedure
AL7ART AL7JART System console interface to the ARTS

online system
AL7BNQ AL7JBNQ CMT inquiry
AL7CRD AL7JCRD Data Set Cross Reference Report
AL7MGR AL7JMGR Management Reporting
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AL7NIT AL7JNIT WA Restart Option Tracking initialization
AL7OBD AL7JOBD Online Batch Driver
AL7ODS AL7JODS Data Set List
AL7PRE AL7JPRE Preprocessing
AL7RCP AL7JRCP WA Restart Option Report control program
AL7RMS* AL7JRMS Run Handler (U11RMS)
AL7UPD AL7JUPD CMT Update

* Users can alter these procedure names during installation. The DBAS procname can be any name; however, the
subsystem name that is specified on the DBAS configuration file and CAIRIM product statement SSN= parameters must
be identical. Also, the U11RMS procname should be identical to the name specified on the INSRTPC= parameter in the
WA Restart Option User Options Table.

For each of the previous PROCs, sample execution JCL is provided as indicated in the table. These members supply
sample SYSIN DD data where appropriate.

NOTE
If you are using TLMS, add the following DD statement to the RMS step:

//CAIVMFI  DD   DSN=TLMS.Volume.Master.File,DISP=SHR

Be certain to supply the correct data set name for the TLMS Volume Master File.

Procedure

DBAS executes as a started task (STC). If you are installing the WA Restart Option JES interface, the IEFUJV (RMS
Step Insertion) exit, or both, start DBAS under the Master Scheduler before JES (that is, before Primary Subsystem
initialization). This method requires that CAIRIM is defined as a subsystem.

NOTE
For more information before proceeding, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Specify UNIT and VOL=SER on all DD statements in the DBAS procedure. Write no SYSOUT DDs. SYSABEND or
SYSUDUMP data to a sequential DASD file.

If you want to execute DBAS as a started task under control of your job entry subsystem, SYSOUT data sets are
permitted. The UNIT/VOL=SER parameters, as well as the STEPCAT DD, are only needed if your data sets are not
cataloged.

If the GTS load library or the Datacom/AD load libraries are not in the LNKLST, place them in the STEPLIB of the DBAS
started task.

When DBAS is started under the MSTR subsystem, DBAS attempts to connect to the primary Job Entry Subsystem once
during initial DBAS startup and then once a minute after the DBAS DB task initializes. After DBAS connects to JES with
the return job ID call, a JES job log is available. The JES job log only contains messages that are issued between the
return job ID call when DBAS initially connects until DBAS returns the job ID to JES. When DBAS is started under JES, all
messages that are issued by the DBAS address space are in the JES job log.

Step 24 (Optional) Install JES2 Interface ($EXIT06)
WA Restart Option provides a JES2 interface for JES2 users to eliminate the data set enqueues for steps which do not
execute due to WA Restart Option restart step skipping. The WA Restart Option JES2 exit automatically tells the operating
system which data sets are not necessary for a successful execution of a WA Restart Option restart. The WA Restart
Option JES2 interface uses the standard JES2 Exit 6 Converter/Interpreter internal text exit. This interface fully supports
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multiple exits through the JES2 standard exit control statement. This exit may be called in any sequence but, because it
modifies the internal text, should be the last exit depending on the processing of the other exits called.

The job in CAL7SAMP member AL7JES2 does an SMP/E RECEIVE and APPLY of user modifications to implement the
JES2 interface and consists of two SMP/E steps:

1. RECEIVE/APPLY ++USERMOD to assemble the JES Exit module with the proper macros for your release of JES2.

NOTE
This ++USERMOD is applied to the Broadcom Common SMPCSI.

2. RECEIVE/APPLY ++USERMOD to link the JES Exit module into the JES Exit Load Library defined for your JES
subsystem.

NOTE
This ++USERMOD is applied to your system SMPCSI. This job step may be omitted if CAL7LOAD is in the
linklist.

This task implements the USERMOD on your JES2 system as JES2 Exit 6.

Procedure

The JCL provided in CAL7SAMP member AL7JES2 contains appropriate control statements. Edit the JCL in CAL7SAMP
member AL7JES2. Modify it as indicated to your installation's standards. Be sure to read and follow all the instructions
before submitting.

WARNING
You should save the output from the AL7JES2 USERMOD job in machine readable format so that Broadcom
Support can use it for problem determination.

Step 25 (Optional) Install JES3 Interface (IATUX03)
WA Restart Option provides a JES3 interface for JES3 users to eliminate the requirement for the WA Restart Option
user to use the preprocessing features (U11PRE and PRE) before Run Handler restarts, to correct and alleviate the
problems of mass storage staging group allocation conflicts with JES3 during Run Handler restarts, and to verify that
setup and fetch requests by JES3 are correct for Run Handler restarts. U11PRE and PRE typically handle catalog
maintenance, setup, and fetch problems, but they require manual intervention. The WA Restart Option JES3 exit,
however, automatically tells JES3 which requirements are not necessary for successful execution of a Run Handler
restart. The WA Restart Option JES3 interface uses the standard JES3 IATUX03 Converter/Interpreter internal text exit.
The exit fully supports any user exit that might already be written.

The job in CAL7SAMP member AL7JES3 does an SMP/E RECEIVE and APPLY of user modifications to implement the
JES3 interface and consists of two SMP/E steps:

1. RECEIVE/APPLY ++USERMOD to assemble the JES Exit module with the proper macros for your release of JES3.

NOTE
This ++USERMOD is applied to the Broadcom Common SMPCSI.

2. RECEIVE/APPLY ++USERMOD to link the JES Exit module into the JES Exit Load Library that is defined for your JES
subsystem.

NOTE
This ++USERMOD is applied to your system SMPCSI. This job step might be omitted if CAL7LOAD is
in your linklist. If you have an existing IATUX03, the existing IATUX03 is not included in the IATUX03 on
CAL7LOAD as the composite link is done in this USERMOD. This link might be done outside of SMP/E at
your discretion. Also, as previously mentioned in this document, we recommend that CAL7LOAD be the first
non-IBM library in the linklist to ensure that the proper module is picked up.

This task implements the USERMOD on your JES3 system as IATUX03.
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Procedure

The JCL provided in CAL7SAMP member AL7JES3 contains appropriate control statements. Edit the JCL in CAL7SAMP
member AL7JES3. Modify it, as indicated, to your installation's standards. Be sure to read and follow all the instructions
before submitting.

WARNING
Save the output from the AL7JES3 USERMOD job in machine-readable format so that Broadcom Support can
use it for problem determination.

Multiple IATUX03 Exits
We do not provide a multi-exit driver for IATUX03. There is, however, a "weak" external reference to CSECT IATUX03 in
module U11U3X, so that one additional exit may be installed in the following manner:

1. Ensure that the "user" IATUX03 is linked as IATUX03 on some load library.
2. Specify the load library data set name in both ***LIB DD statements (that is in the ++JCLIN for the system USERMOD

as well as the execution JCL for the "system" SMP/E step).
3. Change ***LIB ddname to equal the lowest-level qualifier of the load library data set from which the "user" IATUX03 is

included.
4. Add an INCLUDE statement to the Linkage Editor control statements in the ++JCLIN for the system USERMOD. The

ddname specified on this INCLUDE statement should be the low-level qualifier of the distribution library for IATUX03,
as defined to SMP/E (that is, the DLIB subentry in the LMOD entry for IATUX03).

5. Add a ++MOD(IATUX03) statement with a LKLIB parameter specifying the ddname determined in Step 3.

Step 26 (Optional) Install TLMS Interface
The job in CAL7SAMP member AL7TLMS links the WA Restart Option TLMS interface modules into the Broadcom global
execution library under SMP/E. Using this interface requires a currently supported release of TLMS.

WARNING
For proper execution of WA Restart Option with the TLMS interface, the TLMS Volume Master File (ddname
CAIVMFI) must be allocated and all TLMS user exits that affect batch command processing must be available to
any WA Restart Option component that interfaces with TLMS (that is, you must add a CAIVMFI DD and also add
the TLMS load library to a STEPLIB DD in all procedures) if TLMS is not installed into CAL7LOAD or some other
Linklist library.

The following are the affected components (procedures):

• U11OCD (AL7ART)
• U11OBD (AL7OBD)
• U11PRE (AL7PRE)
• U11RMS (AL7RMS)
• U11CARTS (CLIST on CAL7CLS0)
• TSO Logon PROC (for ISPF)
• Roscoe PROC
• CICS PROC
• Scheduling system (for example, CA 7)

Procedure

Edit the JCL in CAL7SAMP member AL7TLMS. Modify it as indicated to your installation's standards before submitting.
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Step 27 (Optional) Install TSO ISPF/PDF Interface
This topic has instructions for accessing WA Restart Option from the WA Restart Option ISPF interface and from the
TSO ARTS command. Regardless of the method you choose to access WA Restart Option, the GTS load library must be
available for successful NJE processing.

ISPF
You first need to decide which data set allocation method, dynamic or static, to use. We recommend using the dynamic
method, which uses LIBDEF, and it is presented first. The other method, the static method, places the WA Restart Option
ISPF libraries in the TSO logon procedure (JCL).

The dynamic and static methods have a common task of modifying the ISPF panel where program product ISPF dialogs
are invoked. This differs in every installation, but traditionally the main IBM panel ISR@PRIM is modified. Depending on
the panel, a line should be added in either the )BODY or )AREA section that shows the WA Restart Option option:

11   CA-11          - Invoke CA-11 ISPF interface 

Dynamic Allocation

The dynamic library allocation method uses the C11ILIBD REXX EXEC, and you have a choice of methods for invoking
it. In the )PROC section of the panel source, you can invoke the C11ILIBD REXX EXEC with one of the following three
command syntax examples:

• The following command is the easiest way of invoking the WA Restart Option ISPF interface. The C11ILIBD REXX
EXEC does not have to be copied or modified. Change hlq to the WA Restart Option high-level qualifier:

11,'CMD(EXEC ''hlq.CAL7CLS0(C11ILIBD)'')'

• The next command example requires copying the C11ILIBD REXX EXEC from the hlq.CAL7CLS0 data set and placing
it in the SYSPROC or SYSEXEC concatenation. Change "CAI" to the WA Restart Option high-level qualifier:

11,'CMD(C11ILIBD CA11HLQ=CAI GTSHLQ=CAI)'

• The last command example invokes the most work. Copy the C11ILIBD REXX EXEC from the hlq.CAL7CLS0 data set
into a library in the SYSPROC or SYSEXEC concatenation. Modify the C11ILIBD REXX EXEC to have the HLQ set by
changing CAI to that value on this line in the EXEC:

If CA11HLQ == "" then CA11HLQ = "ca11hlq" /* USER */

If GTSHLQ == "" then GTSHLQ = "gtshlq" /* USER */

The ISPF panel source should invoke C11ILIBD with the following line:

11,CMD(C11ILIBD)

Static Allocation

The static method invokes by adding the WA Restart Option TSO/ISPF libraries to your TSO logon procedure. This
method is the old way of invoking vendor ISPF dialogs, and we do not recommend this method. However, if you decide to
invoke this way, the following are the steps:

1. Determine the location of the TSO logon procedure to update.
2. Add "hlq.CAL7LOAD" and "hlq.CD51LOAD" to the STEPLIB.
3. Add "hlq.CAL7CLS0" to the SYSPROC or SYSEXEC concatenation.
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4. Add "hlq.CAL7MSG0" to the ISPMLIB concatenation.
5. Add "hlq.CAL7PNL0" to the ISPPLIB concatenation.
6. Change the program product's ISPF panel to have the following line:

11,CMD(C11IPROC) 

TSO Command
The U11CARTS command can access WA Restart Option online without ISPF. Edit the U11CARTS CLIST in
CAI.CAL7CLS0.

To use the TSO command interface

1. Change CAI. to the high-level qualifier that you used to install WA Restart Option.
2. If you have installed the TLMS interface, and you have specified OLMAINT=YES in the WA Restart Option Options

Table (U11OPT), specify the TLMS Master file as described in the comments in member U11CARTS.
3. Save the changes. This interface can then be used by entering U11CARTS (password) at the TSO READY prompt or

through the ISPF TSO Command Processor (ISPF Option 6).

Step 28 (Optional) Install Roscoe Interface
The online Roscoe driver is available for Roscoe r4.2 and higher releases. Attempts to execute with an earlier release of
Roscoe produce unpredictable results.

Approximately 30 KB is required to run the Roscoe interface.

To install the Roscoe interface

1. Concatenate the CAL7LOAD Load Module Library to the Roscoe STEPLIB if it is not in your LNKLST concatenation.
The online interface module, U11ODR, must be activated by applying the USERMOD UL7B007 found in CAL7SAMP
member AL7ROSC.

2. Add ART to the RUN parameter in the Roscoe SYSIN stream.
3. Add the following DD statement for the HELP data set to the Roscoe step:

//CA11HELP DD DSN=CAI.CAL7CLS0(CA11HELP),DISP=SHR

4. If OLMAINT=YES has been specified in the U11OPT table and if you are using TLMS, see the caution in the TLMS
interface installation step.

Step 29 (Optional) Install CICS Interface
To install the CICS interface

1. Edit job AL7CICS in CAL7SAMP to apply USERMOD UL7B008. This USERMOD assembles and links the WA Restart
Option CICS Interface with your CICS macros and load modules. Modify it as indicated to your installation's standards.
Submit the job and review the output for a successful completion.

NOTE
If a new release of CICS is installed, this USERMOD can be reinstalled by uncommenting the REWORK
statement and specifying a DATE and SEQ NO on the REWORK, as described in the AL7CICS member.

2. CAI.CAL7LOAD must be concatenated to the CICS STEPLIB if it is not in your LNKLST concatenation.
3. Examine the OSCOR parameter in DFHSIT to determine whether you have adequate space to load the WA Restart

Option modules. Approximately 30 KB is required.
4. The following entry is required in the DFHPPT table:
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DFHPPT  TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=U11ODC,PGMLANG=ASSEMBLER

5. The following entry is required in the DFHPCT table:

DFHPCT  TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=U11ODC,TWASIZE=100,TRANSID=ARTS

6. Add the following DD statement for the HELP data set to the CICS step:

//CA11HELP DD DSN=CAI.CAL7CLS0(CA11HELP),DISP=SHR

7. To use the UPRS command to update the Reason for Rerun Table under CICS, the Datacom/AD load libraries
containing modules DBINFPR and DBSIDPR must be link listed or be in your CICS STEPLIB concatenation.

All input under the transaction identifier ARTS is logged to a transient data file. An attempt is made to log the entry into
the file CSSL. If the DCT table has no entry for the CSSL file, the activity is logged to the SLOG, which is a standard CICS
SYSOUT data set. If neither file is provided, no logging is performed.

NOTE
The CICS interface does not support the SIM P command. If OLMAINT=YES is specified in the WA Restart
Option Options Table, the PRE R command is not supported.

Step 30 (Optional) Install Scheduling System
CA 7, Scheduler, Jobtrac, and ESP interface with WA Restart Option through an online interface by allowing automatic
RMS step insertion, and, for all except ESP, by providing automatic CMT updating when jobs are restarted, forced to
complete, or canceled.

You must be at a currently supported release of CA 7, Scheduler, Jobtrac, or ESP (r11.3), or you cannot interface with WA
Restart Option r11 directly from your scheduling system.

For details on implementing this facility, see the appropriate installation documentation for your scheduling system.

Also, add the following DD statement to the JCL of your scheduling system for CA 7, Scheduler, and Jobtrac:

//CA11HELP DD   DSN=CAI.CAL7CLS0(CA11HELP),DISP=SHR

CAL7CLS0 is the Broadcom Common Target Library for CLISTs.

WARNING
If you intend to use the WA Restart Option completion code Auto Setup feature, whether by setting job- or step-
level completion codes in the CMT or through the user exit U11CCREX, extreme caution should be exercised
to ensure that the WA Restart Option criteria for determining job failure are in sync with any such parameters
defined to your scheduling system.

Refer to your scheduling systems' documentation to determine whether it offers an automatic interface to synchronize
condition code failures between itself and WA Restart Option r11.

If OLMAINT=YES has been specified in the U11OPT table and if you are using TLMS, see the caution in Step 26:
(Optional) Install TLMS Interface.

Step 31 Customize Batch Report Banner Page
This task consists of running an SMP/E USERMOD to customize the WA Restart Option Common Print Routine with your
company name and address information. This information prints on banner pages and headings for all WA Restart Option
reports.

Update COMNAME, COMADDR, and COMCITY to reflect the correct name, address, city, state, and zip for your
company. Verify that all symbolics and data set names are correct. Run the job in CAL7SAMP member AL7UPRT.
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Procedure

Edit the JCL in CAL7SAMP member AL7UPRT. Modify it to your installation's standards.

The REWORK parameter is provided to simplify the application of USERMODs for SMP/E users, eliminating the need to
RESTORE and REJECT the USERMOD before trying again. The REWORK parameter format is YYMMDDNN. To reapply
the USERMOD, uncomment the REWORK parameter and specify the current date in the preceding format, with a value of
00 for NN. If you must do this more than once on the same day, increase the NN value.

The restore operation may be used to eliminate a USERMOD or APAR. SMP/E REJECT processing removes the
modification from the Global Zone.

Step 32 Tailor CAIRIM Procedures
Before you can bring up the WA Restart Option Database Address Space (DBAS), you must complete, confirm, or both
the installation of CAIRIM.

WA Restart Option requires LMP (License Management Program), one of the Common Components and Services, to
initialize correctly.

NOTE
For more information about CAIRIM procedures, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Step 33 Update CARIMPRM
Member L7B0RIM was added to the CAL7OPTN library during the SMP/E APPLY of WA Restart Option, and it contains
the default parameter statement. The parameter statement controls the dynamic initialization of the WA Restart Option
system interfaces when CAIRIM (CAS9) is executed. Now you need to add the CAIRIM installation parameters for WA
Restart Option to the CARIMPRM member of the CAL7OPTN library.

Member L7B0RIMR contains an example of a REINIT statement for WA Restart Option.

NOTE
For more information, see the WA Restart Option Multiple Subsystem Selection Facility (user exit U11SSSEX).

If you have already installed at least one Broadcom product using CAIRIM, this procedure should be familiar.

NOTE
For more information, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Step 34 (Optional) Update Automatic Start Command
In this task, you update the CAIRIM Automatic Start Command for DBAS that is in member L7B0AUTO of your
CAL7OPTN target library.

You can add this command to the member pointed to by the CAIRIM (CAS9) procedure’s DD statement AUTOCMDS.
These commands are issued at the completion of CAIRIM initialization.

Keep in mind to start the Datacom/AD MUF before starting WA Restart Option DBAS.

If you have already installed at least one Broadcom product using CAIRIM, this procedure should be familiar.

NOTE
For more information, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Step 35 r3.0 Upgrade Considerations
Before attempting to run WA Restart Option r11, verify that the following items have been completed.
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• Verify and make changes to any items for other products that interface to WA Restart Option r11 to ensure that r11
elements are being used.

• Because the WA Restart Option interface modules have not changed from r3.0 in most cases, these products only
need to be changed to use the new CAL7LOAD. Also, if the Datacom library is not link listed, the Datacom/AD load
libraries containing modules DBINFPR and DBSIDPR must be in the STEPLIB concatenation.
Examples of products with interfaces that should be considered are CA 7, Jobtrac, Scheduler, and ESP.

• Change references to any WA Restart Option r3.0 libraries to refer to WA Restart Option r11 libraries. Change
references to any WA Restart Option r3.0 PROCs to refer to WA Restart Option r11 PROCs.

Step 36 Add Reason-for-Rerun Table to CMT
This step is for new installations. If you are upgrading from r3.0, go to the next step.

This step requires that DBAS be active. This step adds the default Reason-for-Rerun Table to the CMT.

To ADD the Reason-for-Rerun Table to the WA Restart Option database (converted or default), edit CAL7SAMP member
(AL7REAT), customize it as indicated, and submit the job. This job executes the BATCH ARTS program (U11OBD) to
ADD the table entries. Be sure the UPRS function can be used by the profile specified in U11OBD.

Once established, you can maintain this table using the UPRS - Reason-for-Rerun Table Update online ARTS command.

Refresh the table in CSA from the database by restarting DBAS or issuing the DBAS REFRESH command.

Step 37 Verify Installation
This task involves running the batch job in CAL7SAMP member AL7TEST that exercises the WA Restart Option Database
Address Space to determine whether the product has been properly installed. DBAS must be active prior to running this
job. JCL procedure AL7RMS must have previously been placed in your system procedure library (see Step 23: Customize
WA Restart Option Procedures).

If no errors are encountered during execution of the test job, you have successfully accomplished the installation of WA
Restart Option.

If a problem is detected, you may use this test job as a tool to determine the cause of the problem. To do this, remove the
execution parameters (PARM= on each EXEC statement in the job) and resubmit the job. A WTOR is issued when the
problem is detected, and you may force a dump at that time.

NOTE
For more information about diagnostic tools provided with WA Restart Option, see the Programming topics or
contact Broadcom Support.

Step 38 Customize GTS
WA Restart Option uses the GTS to access data or to use the online interface at remote locations (NJE). To take
advantage of this feature, install GTS. GTS is installed by default with WA Restart Option. Because other Broadcom
products use GTS, it may have already been installed. In any event, some minor customization is necessary.

GTS requires access to the WA Restart Option CAL7LOAD and the Datacom/AD load libraries. The GTS Product Code
for WA Restart Option is BB. Specify this product code in the GTS Parmlib Member CLIENTxx:

PRODUCT(IDENTITY(BB) MODULE(CAGSBBLD))

This parameter is the only WA Restart Option specific parameter needed. However, some GTS Parmlib members can
adversely affect WA Restart Option if coded incorrectly.
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• Verify that the GTS Parmlib member GSINITxx includes XMEM(YES) (this value is the default if omitted).
• Code the GTS Parmlib members TCPIPCxx and TCPIPSxx so that all remote locations that WA Restart Option is to

access are defined as both Client and Server.

Step 39 (Optional) Install CAIENF DCM
WA Restart Option can optionally create a CAIENF event so that scheduling products that use CAIENF can identify which
subsystem has been selected for a job.

A Data Control Module (DCM) must be installed to support the creation of this new CAIENF event. Two members exist in
CAL7SAMP to install the DCM: AL7ENF1 and AL7ENF2. AL7ENF1 is intended for use with Common Components and
Services before r12. AL7ENF2 is intended for use with Common Components and Services starting at r12.

NOTE
For more information about installing a DCM, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Contact Broadcom Support for your scheduling product to determine whether your scheduling product can support this
feature. If so, continue with the installation of the DCM. Otherwise, you have no reason to install the DCM.

Edit the JCL in CAL7SAMP member AL7ENF1 or AL7ENF2. Modify it as indicated to meet the standards at your
installation before submitting.

Additional Customization USERMODs
Now that you have completed and verified the installation of WA Restart Option, you can further customize the product
with tables and user exits.

Tables
WA Restart Option provides several load module "tables" that you can use to customize the product. You have already
updated the User-Defined Report Title in Step 31: Customize Batch Report Banner Page. This table and the others can be
modified using the Maintenance Procedures and the information in the Security topics.

NOTE
Default values contained in the JCL in CAL7SAMP are inappropriate for your installation.

Job Name Description
AL7UGRP Reporting Group Table
AL7UJCL U11RMS JCL Insertion
AL7UOPT User Options Table
AL7UOST Security Table
AL7UPRT User-Defined Report Title
AL7UVCX Volume Include/Exclude Table
AL7UXIT User Exit Module

NOTE
If you want to put your IEBUPDTE change (delta file) or full source module replacement in another data set,
it should be concatenated with the SMPPTFIN DD statement immediately following the ++SRCUPD (or the +
+SRC if using full module replacement) MCS.

These exits and options can be used in an upgraded release. You should save your customized source for use in future
releases.
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Procedure
The SMP/E JCL is in CAL7SAMP members AL7UGRP, AL7UOST, AL7UPRT, AL7UJCL, and AL7UVCX.

SMP/E USERMOD Note
The REWORK parameter is provided to simplify the application of USERMODs for SMP/E users. The parameter
eliminates the need to RESTORE and REJECT the USERMOD before trying again. The REWORK parameter format is
YYMMDDNN. If you must reapply the USERMOD, uncomment the REWORK parameter. Specify the current date in the
preceding format, with a value of 00 for NN. If you have to do this process more than once on the same day, increase the
NN value.

The RESTORE operation can be used to eliminate a USERMOD or APAR. SMP/E REJECT processing removes the
modification from the Global Zone.

WARNING
You cannot perform a RESTORE unless you have accepted the function SYSMOD that the USERMOD or APAR
affects.

User Exits List
Fifteen user exits are available and can be installed by providing the proper exit name in the job in CAL7SAMP member
AL7UXIT. You must run job AL7UXIT once per exit to be installed.

Exit Name Description
U11ACTEX Tracking action exit
U11CCREX Nonzero completion code auto setup exit
U11CIEEX Step insertion exit
U11LOGEX Logon/logoff security exit
U11NITEX DBAS initialization exit
U11RDSEX Reserved data set exit
U11RECEX JEHF record creation exit
U11RRSEX Rerun authorization exit
U11RSTEX Abnormal termination auto setup exit
U11SSSEX Subsystem selection exit
U11TRMEX DBAS termination exit
U11TXNEX Transaction security exit
U11UAEEX User accounting exit
U11UCSEX Uncatalog/scratch verification exit
U11UPFEX Selective F processing exit

The CAL7OPTN library provides a sample of these exits.

User exit U11SRUEX is received and applied as part of the base product and, as such, is not optional as are most of the
preceding exits. U11SRUEX may, however, be modified using CAL7SAMP member AL7UXRU.

NOTE
The REFRESH command activates or reinstates any of these exits except U11SSSEX. U11SSSEX requires a
CAIRIM REINIT of WA Restart Option, and DBAS must be recycled with RECOVCSA=NO.

The r3.0 exits are compatible with r11. For more information about user exits, see Programming.
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CAL7SAMP member AL7UXIT contains the SMP/E JCL for the job needed to implement any of the user exits listed
previously.

Product Reinstallation/Deinstallation
The WA Restart Option CAL7SAMP library contains Job AL7XSMP, which is set up to perform the necessary processing
to uninstall WA Restart Option r11. This job does not affect manually installed elements such as procedures and
configuration files. After the job has been executed, you should be able to reinstall the product into the same SMP/E
environment (that is, the same CSI) as before.

As in any case where you are altering the contents of critical data sets, we strongly recommend that you back up all the
SMP/E data sets, any relfile data sets, plus the target and distribution libraries associated with the product before and
after the installation and before attempting deinstallation, reinstallation, or both.

Troubleshooting
These topics contain troubleshooting information. Use the left navigation pane to view the topics.

Diagnostic Procedures
The following flowchart provides a summary of the procedures you should follow if you have a problem with a Broadcom
product. These procedures are detailed on the following pages.
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Problem Resolution
Before contacting Broadcom Support, attempt to resolve the problem using the steps detailed below.

Verifying the Problem

1. Examine the procedure that you used and compare it to the documented procedure for performing the required
activity.

2. If you find no discrepancies between your procedures and the documented procedures, repeat the activity under
conditions similar to those that existed when the problem first appeared. (If you no longer get unsatisfactory results, an
inadvertent error may have caused the problem.)

3. If the same error occurs when you repeat a given activity, and you can find nothing in the documentation to suggest
that your procedure is flawed, check with others at your site to determine if they have had the same or similar problem
and how they handled it.

Collecting Diagnostic Data

In the table below, use the left column to categorize the problem your site has encountered. Then, follow the instructions
in the corresponding right column to generate useful diagnostic data.

Type of Problem Procedure

Installation Ensure that the job in error has been properly customized for your
installation (CAL7SAMP members are only intended to be used as
examples). Consult the customization topics for more information,
and have the output from all jobs you have run available before
contacting Broadcom Support.

Incorrect Output or Action Analyze this as you would any problem with a software
application. Determine if you can reproduce the problem before
contacting Broadcom Support. If the problem involves a batch
job, please have the JES Log, JCL Image, SYSMSG output,
and ARTS report available. If you suspect a problem with the
ARTS Online System, screen prints documenting all activity will
probably be helpful. Be prepared to send this and other related
documentation overnight, such as IDCAMS LISTCAT output or
ARTS CINQ and/or JINQ listings. On advice from Broadcom
Support, you may need to reproduce the problem again, with the
WA Restart Option Diagnostic Trace active.

WA Restart Option Program ABEND (non-DBAS) See the Message topics for documentation of the specific abend
code, any U11xxxx messages, or both related to the problem, then
take appropriate corrective action. Determine if the problem can
be reproduced. Have SYSUDUMP or SYSABEND output available
before contacting Broadcom Support.

WA Restart Option DBAS or Related System ABEND Console messages issued by DBAS may be crucial to our
analysis, so you should have either the DBAS JES Log, or a copy
of the System Log available before contacting Broadcom Support.
Also, if SYSUDUMP or SYSABEND output from DBAS is not
available, we recommend you set a SLIP Trap and reproduce the
error, then be prepared to send in the SYS1.DUMPxx data set
which contains the resulting SVCDUMP.

Run U11SRV using the following JCL:
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//CA11STAT JOB 1,user

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=U11SRV

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

//RMSRPT   DD  SYSOUT=A

If you have multiple WA Restart Option DBAS subsystems in your environment, an @SSNxxxx DD statement (xxxx is the
subsystem name) can be used to force selection of a specific DBAS for reporting.

A copy of the WA Restart Option MVS problem reports (System Environment, DBAS Configuration, and User Options)
should be included with any documentation you send to Broadcom Support to assist in problem resolution.

Interpreting Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

• What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
• What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
• Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
• Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
• Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
• Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

If you determine that the problem is a result of a product error, you can make use of the Broadcom online support system
to see if a fix (APAR or PTF) or other solution to your problem has been published. Otherwise, contact Broadcom Support.

Contact Technical Support
For online technical assistance and a complete list of locations, primary service hours, and telephone numbers, contact
Broadcom Support at casupport.broadcom.com.

NOTE
Only your local Broadcom Support Center can provide native language assistance.

If you are unable to resolve the problem, please have the following information ready before contacting Broadcom
Support:

• All the diagnostic information described in Problem Resolution.
• Product name, release number, operating system, and genlevel.
• Product name and release number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Release/version level and PUTLEVEL of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number and extension (if any).
• Your company name.
• Your site ID.
• Severity code. This is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem. Use the following to determine the

severity of the problem:
1

"System down" or inoperative condition.
2

Suspected high-impact condition associated with the product.
3

Question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition associated with the product.
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4
Question concerning general product utilization or implementation.

Product Releases and Maintenance
Customers are requested to operate only under currently supported releases of the product.

Customers with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing product maintenance. When a new release of the
system is available, a notice is sent to all current customers.

Requesting Enhancements
Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered and acknowledged.
Contact your Account Manager.
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Programming
These topics present the technical information and procedures that are required to configure and maintain WA Restart
Option (WA Restart Option). The information is designed primarily for systems programmers to answer questions
regarding the details of configuration, maintenance, and troubleshooting.

System structure, user exits, maintenance, database address space, summary of user installation options, and security
are among the topics.

Use the navigation panel to the left to access these programming articles.

System Structure
Documentation in this area provides information about the major macros and modules, records and keywords for the CMT
and JEHF, U11DSBLK, and the Option Table DSECT.

Description of Major Macros/Modules
The following topics present the functions and formats of the major macros. They are presented in alphabetical order.

H DSECT, DEFAULT, AUDIT Description Generator
All table elements that need to be initialized with certain default values or that will have changes audited need to use this
macro to generate the element description.

This macro has the following format:

►── name ── @H ── V1,V2,V3,V4,V5───────────────────────────────────────────────►

name
Specifies a one- to eight-alphanumeric character field name.

V1
DATA TYPE (CL1 XL10 F ETC.)

V2
DEFAULT VALUE

V3
SQL_NAME

V4
SPECIAL AUDIT FIELD -
T

SQL TIME;
D

SQL DATE;
S

SQL TIMESTAMP
C

CHARACTER (ALWAYS!)
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V5
'COMMENT IN QUOTES...'

L7 DSNEL - DSN Table Element
The L7@DSNEL macro generates an element description for the DSN Table.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@DSNEL ────────┬──────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────►◄

                     └─,TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ───┬──┘ └─ ,DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               ├─ CSECT ─────┤                └─ YES───┘

                               ├─ AUDIT ─────┤ 

                               └─ DEFAULT ───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.
AUDIT

Specifies that the queue area is for audit purposes.
DEFAULT

Specifies to generate the queue area with the default values.
DSECT

Specifies the TYPE of queue area only if the TYPE is AUDIT or DEFAULT.
NO

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT. This is the default.
YES

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT.

L7 DSNKY - DSN Table Master Key
The L7@DSNKY macro provides a description for the DSN table master key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@DSNKY ───────┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ───┬─┘

                              └─ CSECT ─────┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.
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L7 HSTEL - HST Table Element
The L7@HSTEL macro generates element descriptions for the HST table.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@HSTEL ───────┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────►◄

                    └─ TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ───┬─┘ └─ ,DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                              ├─ CSECT ─────┤               └─ YES───┘

                              ├─ AUDIT ─────┤ 

                              └─ DEFAULT ───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.
AUDIT

Specifies that the queue area is for audit purposes.
DEFAULT

Specifies to generate the queue area with the default values.
DSECT

Specifies the TYPE of queue area only if the TYPE is AUDIT or DEFAULT.
NO

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT. This is the default.
YES

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT.

L7 HSTKY - HST Table Master Key
The L7@HSTKY macro generates a description for the HST table master key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@HSTKY ───────┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ─┬─┘

                              └─ CSECT────┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 JOBEL - Job Table Element
The L7@JOBEL macro generates an element description for the Job table.
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This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@JOBEL ───────┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────►◄

                    └─ TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ───┬─┘ └─ ,DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                              ├─ CSECT ─────┤               └─ YES───┘

                              ├─ AUDIT ─────┤ 

                              └─ DEFAULT ───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.
AUDIT

Specifies that the queue area is for audit purposes.
DEFAULT

Specifies to generate the queue area with the default values.
DSECT

Specifies the TYPE of queue area only if the TYPE is AUDIT or DEFAULT.
NO

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT. This is the default.
YES

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT.

L7 JOBKL - Job Table Lock Key
The L7@JOBKL macro generates a description for the Job table lock key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@JOBKL ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 JOBKY - Job Table Master Key
The L7@JOBKY macro generates the Job table master key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@JOBKY ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄
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                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 PRDEL - PRD Table Element
The L7@PRDEL macro generates an element description for the PRD table.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@PRDEL ───────┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────►◄

                    └─ TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ───┬─┘ └─ ,DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                              ├─ CSECT ─────┤               └─ YES───┘

                              ├─ AUDIT ─────┤ 

                              └─ DEFAULT ───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.
AUDIT

Specifies that the queue area is for audit purposes.
DEFAULT

Specifies to generate the queue area with the default values.
DSECT

Specifies the TYPE of queue area only if the TYPE is AUDIT or DEFAULT.
NO

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT. This is the default.
YES

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT.

L7 PRDKL - PRD Table Lock Key
The L7@PRDKL macro generates a description fo the PRD table lock key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@PRDKL ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 
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TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 PRDKN - PRD Table Native Key
The L7@PRDKN macro generates the PRD table native key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@PRDKN ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 PRDKY - PRD Table Master Key
The L7@PRDKY macro generates the PRD table master key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@PRDKY ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 RRNEL - RRN Table Element
The L7@RRNEL macro generates an element description for the RRN table.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@RRNEL ───────┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────►◄

                    └─ TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ───┬─┘ └─ ,DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                              ├─ CSECT ─────┤               └─ YES───┘
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                              ├─ AUDIT ─────┤ 

                              └─ DEFAULT ───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.
AUDIT

Specifies that the queue area is for audit purposes.
DEFAULT

Specifies to generate the queue area with the default values.
DSECT

Specifies the TYPE of queue area only if the TYPE is AUDIT or DEFAULT.
NO

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT. This is the default.
YES

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT.

L7 RRNKL - RRN Table Lock Key
The L7@RRNKLL macro generates a description for the RRN table lock key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@RRNKL ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 RRNKN - RRN Table Native Key
The L7@RRNKN macro generates a description of the RRN table native key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@RRNKN ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
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DSECT
Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.

CSECT
Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 RRNKY - RRN Table Master Key
The L7@RRNKY macro generates a description for the RRN table master key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@RRNKY ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 STPEL - STP Table Element
The L7@STPEL macro generates an element description for the STP table.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@STPEL ───────┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────►◄

                    └─ TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ───┬─┘ └─ ,DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                              ├─ CSECT ─────┤               └─ YES───┘

                              ├─ AUDIT ─────┤ 

                              └─ DEFAULT ───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.
AUDIT

Specifies that the queue area is for audit purposes.
DEFAULT

Specifies to generate the queue area with the default values.
DSECT

Specifies the TYPE of queue area only if the TYPE is AUDIT or DEFAULT.
NO

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT. This is the default.
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YES
Specifies to generate the queue area as a DSECT.

L7 STPKY - STP Table Master Key
The L7@STPKY macro generates a description for the STP table master key.

This macro has the following format:

 ►─ L7@STPKY ───────┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES───┘ 

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT.

L7 TARCH - Table for ARCHDEL Actions
The L7@TARCH macro is only used optionally in the U11OPT source member to specify actions to take when WA Restart
Option issues the ARCHDEL macro. The L7@TARCH macro has four forms: The forms and functions are as follows:

START
Indicates the first entry L7@TARCH entry in the U11OPT source code.

ENTRY
Indicates one or more ENTRY statements that follow the L7@TARCH START statement. The ENTRY statements
specify the RC (return code), CC (condition code) values, and the actions to take when a match is made.

END
Follows the last ENTRY statement.

DSECT
Precedes the last END assembler statement of the U11OPT source code member.

L7 TARCH Syntax -- START Form

►►── L7@TARCH ─ START ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

START
Specifies the START form of the L7@TARCH macro.

L7 TARCH Syntax -- ENTRY Form

►►──L7@TARCH ─ ENTRY ── ,RC= ─┬─ rrr ─┬── ,CC= ─┬─ ccc ─┬─────────────────────►

                              └─ ANY ─┘         └─ ANY ─┘

 ►── ,ACTION= ─┬─ ABEND  ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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               └─ IBNORE ─┘

ENTRY
Specifies the ENTRY form of the L7TARCH macro.

RC
Specifies the return code from the ARCHDEL IBM macro. The value can be either an exact number or ANY.

CC
Specifies the condition code from the ARCHDEL IBM macro. The value can be either an exact number or ANY.

ACTION
Specifies the action to take if the return code and condition code match. The value can be ABEND or IGNORE.

L7 TARCH Syntax -- END Form

►►── L7@TARCH ─ END ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

END
Specifies the END form of the L7@TARCH macro.

L7 TARCH Syntax -- DSECT Form

►►── L7@TARCH ─ DSECT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DSECT
Specifies the DSECT form of the L7@TARCH macro.

Example L7 TARCH -- Abend for Specific Codes

This example uses the L7@TARCH statements for TARCH=YES on the U11OPTBL macro to ABEND for RC=74 and
CC=12. All other nonzero return codes from the ARCHDEL macro are not handled.

           L7@TARCH START                                                 

           L7@TARCH ENTRY,RC=74,CC=12,ACTION=ABEND                        

           L7@TARCH END               

           ...

           L7@TARCH DSECT             

Example L7 TARCH -- Abend Except CC=4

This example abends all ARCHDEL RC=255 except when CC=4:

          L7@TARCH START                                                 

          L7@TARCH ENTRY,RC=255,CC=4,ACTION=IGNORE                       

          L7@TARCH ENTRY,RC=255,CC=ANY,ACTION=ABEND                      

          L7@TARCH END               

          ...

          L7@TARCH DSECT             
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L7 TEMSG -- Table for Messages to Echo
The L7@TEMSG macro is only used optionally in the U11OPT source member to specify by message ID the messages
to echo to the job log that usually only print in the RMSRPT file. The L7@TEMSG macro has four forms. The forms and
functions are as follows:

START
Indicates the first entry L7@TEMSG entry in the U11OPT source code.

ENTRY
Indicates one or more ENTRY statements that follow the L7@TEMSG START statement. The ENTRY statements
specify the message to echo to the job log.

END
Follows the last ENTRY statement.

DSECT
Precedes the last END assembler statement of the U11OPT source code member.

L7 TEMSG Syntax -- START Form

►►── L7@TEMSG ─ START ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

START
Specifies the START form of the L7@TEMSG macro.

L7 TEMSG Syntax -- ENTRY Form

►►──L7@TEMSG ─ ENTRY  ── ,MSGID='mmmmmmmm' ─,ACTION=──┬─ ECHO ───┬───────────►◄

                                                      └─ NOECHO ─┘

ENTRY
Specifies the ENTRY form of the L7@TEMSG macro.

MSGID
Specifies the the first x characters on the line in the RMSRPT file to echo as a WTO to the batch job log.

ACTION
Specifies the action to take on a match. Any message not matched is not echoed by default. The value can be
ECHO or NOECHO.

L7 TEMSG Syntax -- END Form

►►── L7@TEMSG ─ END ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

END
Specifies the END form of the L7@TEMSG macro.

L7 TEMSG Syntax -- DSECT Form

►►── L7@TEMSG ─ DSECT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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DSECT
Specifies the DSECT form of the L7@TEMSG macro.

Example L7 TEMSG -- Echo Only U11-117

This example echoes the L7@TEMSG statements for TEMSG=YES on the U11OPTBL macro. Only U11-117 is echoed to
the batch job output.

                 L7@TEMSG START                                                 

                 L7@TEMSG ENTRY,MSGID='U11-117',ACTION=ECHO                     

                 L7@TEMSG END   

                 ...

                 L7@TEMSG DSECT

Example L7 TEMSG -- Echo All Messages Except U11-118

This example echoes all messages that begin with U11-11 but not U11-118:

                 L7@TEMSG START                                                 

                 L7@TEMSG ENTRY,MSGID='U11-118',ACTION=NOECHO                   

                 L7@TEMSG ENTRY,MSGID='U11-11',ACTION=ECHO                      

                 L7@TEMSG END           

                 ...

                 L7@TEMSG DSECT

L7 TIDCM -- Table for IDCAMS Messages
The L7@TIDCM macro is only used optionally in the U11OPT source member to specify actions to take when the RMS
step processes messages returned from invoking the IBM IDCAMS utility. The L7@TIDCM macro has four forms. The
forms and functions are as follows:

START
Indicates the first entry L7@TIDCM entry in the U11OPT source code.

ENTRY
Indicates one or more ENTRY statements that follow the L7@TIDCM START statement. The ENTRY statements
specify the messages, the environments, and the actions to take when a match is made.

END
Follows the last ENTRY statement.

DSECT
Precedes the last END assembler statement of the U11OPT source code member.

L7 TIDCM Syntax -- START Form

►►── L7@TIDCM ─ START ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

START
Specifies the START form of the L7@TIDCM macro.
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L7 TIDCM Syntax -- ENTRY Form

►►──L7@TIDCM ─ ENTRY ── ,MSGID='mmmmmmmm' ─,ACTION=──┬─ ABEND ───┬────────────►

                                                     ├─ PRINT ───┤ 

                                                     └─ NOPRINT ─┘

 ►── ,ENV= ─┬─ ANY     ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            ├─ RMSSTEP ─┤ 

            └─ UTILITY ─┘

ENTRY
Specifies the ENTRY form of the L7@TIDCM macro.

MSGID
Specifies the first x characters on the output line from the IDCAMS utility upon which to act.

ACTION
Specifies the action to take on a match. The value can be ABEND, PRINT, or NOPRINT.

ENV
Specifies the the environment for which this entry is used. The value can be ANY, RMSSTEP, or UTILITY.

L7 TIDCM Syntax -- END Form

►►── L7@TIDCM ─ END ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

END
Specifies the END form of the L7@TIDCM macro.

L7 TIDCM Syntax -- DSECT Form

►►── L7@TIDCM ─ DSECT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DSECT
Specifies the DSECT form of the L7@TIDCM macro.

Example L7 TIDCM -- Suppress Messages

This example shows the L7@TIDCM statements for TIDCM=YES on the U11OPTBL macro that suppress any message
that does not begin with IDC. The product defaults to doing this if no TIDCM=NO to suppress messages from a non-IBM
product that the IDCAMS utility issues:

                 L7@TIDCM START                                                 

                 L7@TIDCM ENTRY,MSGID='IDC',ACTION=PRINT,ENV=ANY                       

                 L7@TIDCM ENTRY,MSGID=ANY,ACTION=NOPRINT,ENV=ANY                

                 L7@TIDCM END 

                 ...

                 L7@TIDCM DSECT
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Example L7 TIDCM -- Suppress Messages and Abend

This example abends the RMS step if IDCAMS issues the IDC3018I message but does the same processing as the
previous example for the other messages.

                 L7@TIDCM START 

                 L7@TIDCM ENTRY,MSGID='IDC3018I',ACTION=ABEND,ENV=ANY

                 L7@TIDCM ENTRY,MSGID='IDC',ACTION=PRINT,ENV=ANY           

                 L7@TIDCM ENTRY,MSGID=ANY,ACTION=NOPRINT,ENV=ANY                

                 L7@TIDCM END 

                 ...

                 L7@TIDCM DSECT

U11CHKDD -- Check Open
The U11CHKDD macro determines whether the specified DCBs are open. If the DCBs are not open, the U11CHKDD
macro determines the error routine to pass control to.

This macro has the following format:

►►──┬─────────┬─ U11CHKDD ─ dcbs ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

    └─ label ─┘                   └─ , ─┬─ ABEND002 ◄ ─┬─┘

                                        └─ errortn ────┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

dcbs
Specifies a DCB to be checked for a valid OPEN. Multiple DCBs must be enclosed in parentheses and separated
by commas. Register notations, R1 through R12, can be used and must be enclosed in parentheses.

errortn
Defines the name of routine to go to if the DCB is not open. Register 15 points to the DCB upon entry to the error
routine. The default is ABEND002.

U11CMTRC -- CSECT/DSECT Generator for CMT Records
The U11CMTRC macro generates CSECTs or DSECTs of the CMT records.

This macro has the following format:

►►─ U11CMTRC ─┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

              └─ REC= ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───────────┬─┘

                       ├─ rec ─────────────┤

                       │     ┌─ , ───┐     │

                       └─ ( ─▼─ rec ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ CSECT ───┘

REC
Specifies for which type record the CSECT or DSECT is required. The acceptable values are:
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ALL
All of the record types, that is, JOB, STEP, DD, HIST, XREF, CMCR, CMHR, CMCP, and CMBK. This is
the default.

ALLD
All of the DBAS record types, that is, CMCR, CMHR, CMCP, and CMBK.

CMBK
CMT block header.

CMCP
CMT control member CPU record.

CMCR
CMT control member control record.

CMHR
CMT control member History record.

DD
Data set record.

HIST
History record.

JOB
Job record.

STEP
Step record.

XREF
Cross-reference record produced from U11CRD in the SORTOUT DD statement.

Multiple values can be specified, as in REC=(JOB,STEP).
TYPE

Specifies the type of record.
DSECT

Generates records as DSECTs. The default is DSECT.
CSECT

Generates records as part of the current CSECT.

U11DELVT -- ELVT DSECT Generator
The U11DELVT macro generates the DSECT for the WA Restart Option Vector Table. This area is built in common
storage (CSA) during DBAS initialization.

U11ENTER -- Program Entry
The U11ENTER macro generates the program entry code necessary for WA Restart Option programs.

This macro has the following format:

                              ┌─ , ──┐

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11ENTER ─ ( ─▼─ Rx ─┴─ ) ─┬─────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ label ─┘                             └─ ,NAME=programname ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►
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   └─ ,SAVE= ─┬─ YES ◄ ───┬─┘ └─ ,SAVAREA= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

              ├─ NO ──────┤                 ├─ NO ────┤

              └─ (Rx,Ry) ─┘                 ├─ DBASA ─┤

                                            └─ DBASB ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ ,LABEL= ─┬─ SAVEAREA ◄ ─────┬─┘ └─ ,EQUS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ save area name ─┘              └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ ,RMODE=rmode ─┘ └─ ,AMODE=amode ─┘ └─ ,PTFLVL=level ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ NORM ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,PALEN= ─┬─ 128 ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ CMONLY ─┘               └─ nnn ───┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

(Rx, . . .)
Indicates the required positional parameter of base registers to be loaded for this program. The registers must
be included in one set of parentheses with multiple registers separated by commas, for example, (R2,R3). The
registers can be specified numerically or by equated register names. At least one base register must be specified.
When multiple registers are used, no more than 40 characters, including commas, can be included within the
parentheses.
Register 13 or 15 can be specified as the first base register only if SAVAREA=NO is specified (see following).

NAME
Specifies a one- to eight-character program name. The default is the current CSECT name. If the current CSECT
name is blank, asterisks are generated.

SAVE
Specifies whether the calling program's registers are saved in the calling program's register save area.
YES

Specifies saving calling program's registers R14-R12. This is the default.
NO

Specifies calling program's registers R14-R12 are not saved.
(Rx,Ry)

Defines the range of registers to be saved. Ry is optional. If Ry is omitted, only Rx is saved.
SAVAREA

Specifies whether a 72-byte register save area is generated.
YES

The 72-byte register save area is generated inline. The save area is aligned on a fullword boundary and
register 13 points to it. The save area is labeled with the value specified by the LABEL parameter (see the
following). This is the default.

NO
The save area is not generated inline.

DBASA
Used only in the Database Address Space to indicate that the save area is to be obtained from the
LOC=ANY save area pool (REGA).
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DBASB
Used only in the Database Address Space to indicate that the save area is to be obtained from the
LOC=BELOW save area pool (REGB).

LABEL
Specifies the label of the register save area generated if SAVAREA=YES.
SAVEAREA

Indicates the default.
save area name

If SAVAREA=NO and SAVE=YES, this is the name of the user-established save area. If SAVE=NO, this is
the name of the area to which register 13 should point.

EQUS
If EQUS=YES, register equates are generated (R10 through R15 are equated to RA through RF). If EQUS=NO,
register equates are not generated.
NO

Does not generate register equates. This the default.
YES

Generates register equates.
RMODE

Specifies the program's residency mode.
AMODE

Specifies the program's addressing mode at entry.
PTFLVL

Specifies the seven EBCDIC characters describing the PTF level of the module. The default is seven blanks.
TYPE

Specifies the U11ENTER macro expansion.
NORM

Indicates an expansion into normal entry instructions (save registers, set up base registers, and so forth).
NORM is the default.

CMONLY
Indicates an abbreviated expansion (module name, assembly date and time only) are generated
(TYPE=CMONLY).

PALEN
Specifies the length of the inline patch area in number of S-CONS. The default is 128.

U11FUCB -- Find UCB Address
The U11FUCB macro finds the UCB (unit control block) associated with a particular volume serial number.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11FUCB ─ VOLSER=label ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.
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VOLSER=label
Defines the address of a six-byte field that contains the volume serial number. It is an Rx-type address. Register
notations, R2 through R12, can be used and must be enclosed in parentheses.

When control is returned, register 1 contains either the address of the UCB or zero if the UCB was not found.

U11GROUP -- Define Job Groups
The U11GROUP macro allows the user to define job groups based on four criteria: job name, programmer name, user
accounting information, or substrings thereof. All groups required by a user can be defined.

For a job to be categorized in a group by WA Restart Option, all group criteria originally specified by the macro must be
met. To determine if a job qualifies to belong to a group, a comparison is performed in the exact order of job name criteria,
programmer name criteria, and accounting criteria. The comparison of individual accounting fields is performed in the
exact order specified in the accounting criteria definition.

Conditions which apply for using groups in batch reporting include:

• Groups are the highest level of aggregation (that is, if sorting is specified when running a batch report, the sorting is
performed within each group).

• If no groups are explicitly requested, no grouping occurs.
• If the ALL parameter is specified in a batch report request, all groups known to the system are reported. If a job does

not belong to a group, it is included in a default group named SYSTEM, which print first in sorted reports.

Groups are established by assembling and link editing the U11GROUP macro that defines group structuring to the
system. The group table is contained in module U11GRP. There can be only one group structuring at a time. To add,
change, or delete a group requires that the entire structure be redefined by reassembling and link editing the macro. This
redefinition destroys the previous group structure.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11GROUP ─ NAME¹=name ────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,JOBNAME= ─┬─ (s,lv,hv) ─────────────┬─┘

                 │     ┌─ , ─────────┐     │

                 └─ ( ─▼─ (s,lv,hv) ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────┬────────────►◄

   └─ ,PGMNAME= ── (s,lv,hv) ─┘ │          ┌─ , ───────────────┐ │

                                └─ ,ACCT= ─▼─ ((f,(s,lv,hv))) ─┴─┘

¹ Continuation requires an * in column 72 following normal IBM standards.

label
Indicates any optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

NAME
Indicates the group name. If NAME is omitted, a default name consists of the characters U11GROUP followed by
a unique, internally generated number.
name

Specifies an eight-character name for a group. This group name is used when requesting reports
pertaining to the jobs belonging to the group. The name is left-justified and blank-filled to the right.
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JOBNAME
Defines the criteria for placing jobs in a group based on job name. You can specify multiple job name criteria. If
so, they are handled using an OR condition.
s

Indicates the character position in the job name where the character string starts.
lv

Indicates the character string denoting the low value for a range of character strings. A maximum of eight
characters can be specified depending on the value specified for the s parameter.

hv
Indicates the character string denoting the high value for a range of character strings. lv and hv must
be the same character length. A maximum of eight characters can be specified depending on the value
specified for the s parameter.

For example, JOBNAME=(3,AAC,AAE) would select all jobs with AAC, AAD, or AAE in positions 3 through 5 of
the job name.

PGMNAME
Defines the criteria for placing jobs in a group based on programmer name.
s

Specifies the character position in the programmer name (20 characters maximum) where the character
string starts.

lv
Specifies the character string denoting the low value for a range of character strings. A maximum of 20
characters can be specified depending on the value specified for the s parameter.

hv
Specifies the character string denoting the high value for a range of character strings. lv and hv must
be the same character length. A maximum of 20 characters can be specified depending on the value
specified for the s parameter.

For example, PGMNAME=(1,TA,TC) would select all jobs with TA, TB, or TC in positions 1 through 2 of the
programmer name.

ACCT
Defines the criteria for placing jobs in a group based on accounting information. WA Restart Option recognizes
any of the accounting fields defined to the operating system from the JOB statement. Use any combination of the
accounting fields to qualify for a group. The same accounting field can be used more than once in the qualification
criteria as an operand in an OR condition.
f

Indicates the accounting field number relative to 1 in the JOB statement. For example,
//A JOB (PROD,PAYROLL,F23AE,....)

PROD is field number 1 (f=1), PAYROLL is field number 2 (f=2), and so forth.
s

Indicates the character position in the accounting field number where the character string starts.
lv

Indicates the character string denoting the low value for a range of character strings. A maximum of eight
characters can be specified depending on the value specified for the s parameter.

hv
Indicates the character string denoting the high value for a range of character strings. lv and hv must be the same
character length. A maximum of eight characters can be specified depending on the value specified for the s
parameter.

For instance, consider that two accounting fields are used in an installation: location code and department code.
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U11GROUP EXAMPLE1 could be defined as:

Location Code DALL or CLEV

or

Department Code Between 23 and 25 inclusive

In this case a job with a location code of DALL or CLEV or a department code of 23, 24, or 25 would qualify.

Macro Example

                                                        72

EXAMPL         U11GROUP NAME=HDQPAYRL,                  *

               JOBNAME=(2,A,C),                         *

               ACCT=((3,(1,HOME01,HOME99)),             *

               (5,(4,ADMIN,ADMIN)))

Group HDQPAYRL includes all jobs with A, B, or C in the second character position of the job name and HOME01 through
HOME99 in positions 1 through 6 of the third accounting field or ADMIN in positions 4 through 8 of the fifth accounting
field.

As shown in the macro definition, groups can be defined with or without a name. Internally each group is assigned a
number starting with 1. If the user does not define a group name, the group name defaults to the internally generated
number. The internal numbers are assigned sequentially as group definitions are encountered in the macro assembly. If
new groups are added into the middle of an existing group macro file or an old one removed, the internal numbers of the
groups change. That means the group name for a group without a user-specified name also changes. For this reason, we
do not recommend defining groups without a name.

U11INIT -- Establish DBAS Access
The U11INIT macro finds the WA Restart Option Vector table and resident module and specifies a base register to map
the latter. The Vector table, if found, will be pointed to by R1 when open code is resumed following the macro.

U11INIT must be invoked by any WA Restart Option or user program which accesses the CMT or JEHF using the
U11PDSCL and U11VSMIO interface macros. Programs which refer to the Resident Module or the User Option Table
must also invoke U11INIT before these areas can be referenced.

When the U11INIT macro is invoked, register 13 must point to a standard, 72-byte register save area.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11INIT ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘           └─ BASE=( ─┬─ 9 ◄ ─┬─ ) ─┘

                                    └─ n ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ABEND= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ NO ────┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

BASE
Specifies the base register for the resident module. The default is 9. This parameter is optional.

ABEND
Specifies whether a U/0299 abend is to occur if DBAS is inactive.
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YES
A U/0299 abend occurs if DBAS is inactive. YES is the default.

NO
Indicates that if DBAS is inactive, the register specified by the BASE parameter contains 0 when open
code is resumed following the macro. Register 1 also contains 0 in this situation.

This macro has no return codes. An assembly error occurs, however, if the U11RESID DSECT is not available.

U11IOQUE -- Access Job Queue
The U11IOQUE macro is used to access the Job queue.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11IOQUE ─ area ─ , ─ ttr ─┬───────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘                             └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ READ ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                      └─ WRITE ──┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

area
Indicates the address of the Job queue I/O area. Register notations R1 through R12 can be specified and, if used,
must be enclosed in parentheses.

ttr
Indicates the track and record number of the record to be read or written. It can be a four-byte value or the
address of an area containing the four-byte value. If it is an address, it can be specified in register notations R0 or
R2 through R12.

TYPE
Specifies the type of I/O.
READ

Indicates a READ I/O type. This is the default.
WRITE

Indicates a WRITE I/O type.

U11JPARM -- Job Queue Area Generator
The U11JPARM macro generates the Job queue manager parameter list area.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11JPARM ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘            └─ TYPE= ─┬─ CSECT ◄ ─┬─┘

                                    └─ DSECT ───┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT. CSECT is the default.
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DSECT
Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT.

U11LINK -- Subroutine Linkage
The U11LINK macro saves and restores return register R14 for subroutine linkage within a module. It allocates a return
area at address RTNADDR having the length necessary to store returns for all subroutines referencing the macro.

This macro has the three following formats:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11LINK ─┬─ ALLOCATE ─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘           ├─ RESTORE ──┤

                         └─ SAVE ─────┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

ALLOCATE
Allocates RTNADDR with enough memory to accommodate all calculated displacements.

RESTORE
Restores R14 from RTNADDR plus the last calculated displacement.

SAVE
Saves R14 in RTNADDR plus a calculated displacement.

Only one of these forms can be specified.

Example

**********************************************************************

SUBRTN1  DS    0H                       (first subroutine start)

         U11LINK SAVE

              .

      (Subroutine 1 code)

              .

RETSBR1  U11LINK RESTORE

         BR    R14                      (first subroutine end)

**********************************************************************

SUBRTN2  DS    0H                       (second subroutine start)

         U11LINK SAVE

              .

      (Subroutine 2 code)

              .

RETSBR2  U11LINK RESTORE

         BR    R14                      (second subroutine end)

**********************************************************************

              .

              .

              .

**********************************************************************

SUBRTN3  DS    0H                       (third subroutine start)

         U11LINK SAVE

              .

      (Subroutine 3 code)
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              .

RT1SBR3  U11LINK RESTORE

         BR     R14                     (third subroutine return1)

              .

      (More subroutine 3 code)

              .

RT2SBR3  U11LINK RESTORE

         BR     R14                     (third subroutine end)

**********************************************************************

SUBRTNn  DS    0H                      (nth subroutine start)

         U11LINK SAVE

              .

      (Subroutine code)

              .

RETSBRn  U11LINK RESTORE

         BR     R14                     (nth subroutine end)

**********************************************************************

              .

              .

              .

      (Program work area)

           U11LINK ALLOCATE

U11MSGTB -- Message Writer
The U11MSGTB macro generates the code necessary to output messages either by WTOs, the printer using the
U11PRTRT macro, or the JOBLOG. Messages are referenced by a three-digit message number.

A Definition form of the macro is used to define constant and variable portions of the message, and to give instructions for
the output. All definitions for messages having the same first digit must be grouped together in one nonexecutable module
called U11MSn. This module must reside in a load library where it can be loaded by the message processor when output
of the desired message is requested.

Once defined and included in a message module, the message can be output by using the Execute form of this macro
and, if necessary, the List forms. Presently, two message processing modules are available for use: U11MSG and
U11U3M. The macro allows use of either, or the user can supply his own.

The U11MSGTB macro has six formats:

DSECT
Generates work area DSECT for U11MSG. You need not be concerned with this form unless writing a new
message processor, since it is used only in the message processing routine.

Definition
Defines a specific message for message processor.

CALL (Execute)
Calls message processor to output a specific message.

CALL VL=L
Generates variable list.

CALL MF=L
Generates parameter list for U11MSG call.

CALL SF=L
Generates VCON for message processor module.
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U11MSGTB Macro Format -- DSECT Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11MSGTB ─ DSECT ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

DSECT
Specifies that this is the DSECT form of the macro. No other parameters are required or permitted.

U11MSGTB Macro Format -- Definition Form

                                 ┌─ , ───────────────────────┐

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11MSGTB ─ area ─▼─ (C,'definition'),(V,nn) ─┴────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─ ,DEST= ─┬─ dest ─────────────┬─ ,MSGNO=nnn ─┬───────────┬─────────────────►

            │     ┌─ , ────┐     │              └─ ,ASA=cc ─┘

            └─ ( ─▼─ dest ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────┬────────────────────►◄

   │          ┌─ , ─┐     │ └─ ,ROUTCDE=x ─┘ └─ ,DESC=y ─┘

   └─ ,PRT=( ─▼─ d ─┴─ ) ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

(C,'definition'),(V,nn),...
Defines the constant and variable message text to be output.
(C,'definition')

Specifies that the string following the next comma is the constant data to be included in the message.
(V,nn),...

V specifies that variable data in the length of nn is to be included in the message.
Data is assumed to be in character format. The sequence of constant and variable parameters defines the
message to be output. The constant and variable parameters are required for this form of the macro.

DEST
Specifies the message destinations.
dest1

Indicates a single destination to which a message is to be routed.
(dest1,dest2,...)

Indicates a group of destinations to which a message is to be routed. Any or all of the following
destinations can be specified:

• ONLINE
• PRINT
• SYSMSG
• WTO
• WTOR
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If more than one destination is specified, you must separate them with commas and enclose them in
parentheses. DEST= is required for this form of the macro.

MSGNO=nnn
Specifies the three-digit message number being assigned. This parameter is required.

ASA=cc, PRT=(d1,d2,...)
These optional parameters are meaningful only if DEST=PRINT is specified. ASA=cc specifies the carriage
control to be used when the message is output to the printer. PRT specifies the printer.

ROUTCDE=x,DESC=y
These optional parameters are meaningful only if DEST=WTO or DEST=WTOR was specified. ROUTCDE
specifies the route code to be used if the message is output by the WTO or WTOR form of the macro. DESC
specifies the WTO or WTOR descriptor code.

U11MSGTB Macro Format -- CALL (Execute) Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11MSGTB ─ CALL ─┬────────────────────┬─ ,MSGNO=nnn ──────────►

   └─ label ─┘                   │      ┌─ , ───┐     │

                                 └─ ,( ─▼─ var ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─────────►

   └─ ,REPLY=area ─┘ └─ ,ECB=ecb ─┘ └─ ,REPLEN=nnn ─┘ └─ ,SYS=vcon ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────►◄

   └─ ,DVR=drvr ─┘ └─ ,VL=(E,tag) ─┘ └─ ,MF=(E,tag) ─┘ └─ ,SF=(E,tag) ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

(var1,var2,...)
Identifies a list of variables. var is the location of the variable, or identifies a register containing the location.
The variable list is required only if the message being output contains variable data, and the variable list has not
been previously initialized by the desired variable addresses. The number of variables specified here must be
equal to the number in the message to be output.
If VL=(E,tag) is specified, the variable addresses are stored in sequential locations beginning at location tag. If VL
is omitted, the variable list is generated inline.

MSGNO=nnn
Specifies the three-digit message number being assigned. This parameter is required. The message must have
been defined by the Definition form of this macro in a separate message module which has been included in the
WA Restart Option Load Module Library.

REPLY=area, ECB=ecb, REPLEN=nnn
Are required parameters if DEST=WTOR has been specified for this message in the Definition form of the macro.
area is the address of the area in the user program to contain the reply.
ecb is the address of the user ECB for the WTOR.
nnn specifies the length of the reply area.

SYS=vcon
Indicates required if DEST=SYSMSG has been specified for this message in the Definition form of the macro.
vcon is the IEFYS VCON required to output the message to the system log.

DVR=drvr
Indicates required if DEST=ONLINE has been specified for this message in the Definition form of the macro. drvr
is a VCON to the online driver.
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VL=(E,tag)
Specifies that the variable list addresses are stored in sequential locations starting at location tag. This parameter
is not required, but if not specified, the variable list is generated inline.

MF=(E,tag)
Specifies that the parameter list is stored at location tag. This parameter is not required, but if not specified, the
parameter list is generated inline.

SF=(E,tag)
Specifies that the VCON for the message processor (used to output the message) is stored at location tag. This
parameter is not required, but if not specified, the resident module U11RES is assumed to be addressable, and
the VCON for the message processor is assumed to be at UR$UMSG.

U11MSGTB Macro Format -- CALL VL=L Form

                                         ┌─ , ───┐

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11MSGTB ─ CALL ─ , ─ ( ─▼─ var ─┴─ ) ─ ,VL=L ────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

(var1,var2,...)
Indicates the list of variables to be used in generation of the message. This parameter is required.

VL=L
Specifies that ADCONs for the variables just specified are generated at the current location and is identified by
label. This parameter is required.

U11MSGTB Macro Format -- CALL MF=L Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11MSGTB ─ CALL ─ ,MF=L ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

MF=L
Specifies that the parameter list for message module calls is generated at the current location and is identified by
label. This parameter is required.

U11MSGTB Macro Format -- CALL SF=L Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11MSGTB ─ CALL ─ ,SF=L ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

SF=L
Causes a VCON for the JES3 macro, U11U3M, to be generated at the current location and is identified by label.
This parameter is required.
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Macro Example

To output the message:

U11-626 JOBNAME=D463TEST,PRODJOB#=0001,TERMINATED UNSUCCESSFULLY

First define the message in a module called U11MS3 as follows:

                                                                   72

MSG626  U11MSGTB        (C,'JOBNAME='),(V,8),                      *

              (C,',PRODJOB#='),(V,4),                              *

              (C,',TERMINATED '),(V,2),(C,'SUCCESSFULLY'),         *

              DEST=WTO,SYSMSG),ROUTCDE=(2,11),DESC=(6),MSGNO=626

Then call it in the desired module as follows:

          U11MSGTB  CALL,VL=(E,VL1),MF=(E,MF1),MSGNO=626

            .

            .

            .

          RETURN

  (User work area)

VL1       U11MSGTB  CALL,(JOBNAME,JOBNO,SUCCESS),VL=L

MF1       U11MSGTB  CALL,MF=L

JOBNAME   DC        CL8'D463TEST'

JOBNO     DC        CL4'0001'

SUCCESS   DC        CL2'UN'

          END

U11OPTBL -- User Option Table
The U11OPTBL macro generates the user option module. This module is loaded during DBAS initialization and defines
the user options that have been specified. User options can be changed after the installation system generation by coding
this macro with the options wanted, then assembling and link editing it into the WA Restart Option Load Module Library as
module U11OPT. The new options take effect at the next Database Address Space initialization.

This replaces all options.

WARNING
Options that are not to be changed (and are not the default) must be respecified.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ UllOPTBL ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘            └─ AUTOF= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                     └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,AUTOS= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,BIAS= ─┬─ JOB ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ NO ────┘              └─ STEP ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,CA1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘
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                ├─ YES ──┤             └─ NO ────┘

                ├─ VER ──┤

                └─ CAT ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ ,DEVLCNT= ─┬─ 55 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,HISTNM= ─┬─ HISTORY ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ nnn ──┘                └─ xxxxxxxx ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ ,INSRTOP= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,INSRTPC= ─┬─ AL7RMS ◄ ──┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘                 └─ procname ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ,INSRTPM= ─┬─ 'P,PSEUDO=YES' ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,LOGO= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ 'P' ──────────────┘              ├─ NO ────┤

                                                     └─ BATCH ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXDAY= ─┬─ 60 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,MAXOLD= ─┬─ 50 ◄ ──┬─┘

                └─ nnn ──┘                └─ nnnnn ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAXPASS= ─┬─ 50 ◄ ──┬─┘ └─ ,MAXUGDG= ─┬─ 50 ◄ ──┬─┘

                 └─ nnnnn ─┘                 └─ nnnnn ─┘

►►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MINCNT= ─┬─ 5 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,OLMAINT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ nnn ─┘                 └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ,OPCORCT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,OPVER= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘               └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ,PRANGEB= ─┬─ 1W ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,PRANGEO= ─┬─ 18H ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ nnnx ─┘                 └─ nnnx ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ,REASON= ─┬─ NO ◄ ───┬─┘ └─ ,RETCODE= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ──┬─┘

                ├─ ABEND ──┤                 └─ nnnn ─┘

                └─ PROMPT ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SVC= ─┬─ 169 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SYSLCNT= ─┬─ 55 ◄ ─┬─┘ 

             └─ nnn ───┘                 └─ nnn ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TARCH= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,TEMSG= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ YES ──┘               └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TIDCM= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,TLMS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ YES ──┘              └─ YES ──┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ ,TRACK= ─┬─ CA-11 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,TRKSTP= ─┬─ CA07RMS ◄ ─┬─┘

               ├─ ALL ─────┤                └─ xxxxxxxx ──┘

               └─ STEP ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,UNCDASD= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,USAGE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ────┬─┘

                 └─ NO ────┘               ├─ YES ─────┤

                                           └─ RESTART ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

AUTOF
Specifies whether WA Restart Option should automatically switch to F processing if any substantial change is
detected in the production JCL during normal P processing.
YES

Indicates an automatic switch to F processing any time a substantial change in production JCL is
determined. This is the default.

NO
Implies WA Restart Option will abend the job when the production JCL is changed.

AUTOS
Specifies whether WA Restart Option should automatically set the job for a step restart when any step in the job
abends. This restart only takes place if the next execution of the job has a U11RMS processing code of P.
YES

Indicates an automatic restart should be set. This is the default.
NO

Indicates that automatic restart will not be set.
BIAS

Specifies the GDG bias resetting scheme used at the user site.
JOB

Sets the GDG bias on a job basis. This is the default.
STEP

Sets the GDG bias on a step basis.

WARNING
If this parameter is changed it will affect all jobs containing GDGs currently on the CMT. These jobs will have to
be executed with a Format (F) processing code the next time they are run to build new CMT members.

BYPGDG
Specifies whether WA Restart Option is to check for additional or changed input GDG data sets in a rerun. This
option can be overridden at execution time by specifying the BYPGDG keyword in the WA Restart Option PARM
field.
NO

Indicates that WA Restart Option is to abend any job that has additional or changed GDGs as input to a
program during a rerun or restart. This is the default.

YES
Allows processing when additional or changed input GDGs are found.
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VER
Requests that during restart, GDG data sets are verified against the catalog according to the bias
recorded in the CMT. WA Restart Option abends the job if the CMT and catalog do not match.

CAT
Accept current catalog values for GDG bias resolution.

NOTE
The CAT and VER parameters are mutually exclusive with the JES exits (U11U2X and U11U3X
(IATUX03)). The JES exit modifies the data set names prior to the CAT and VER processing. If
a JES exit is operational, the CAT and VER parameters are ignored.

CA1
Specifies whether the WA Restart OptionCA 1 interface is implemented.
YES

Indicates the default.
NO

Indicates no interface with CA 1.

WARNING
If CA 1 is not installed, NO must be specified. The default is YES. For CA 1, the expiration date posted in
the TMC is calculated from the rerun date plus number of days selected as a CA 1 user option (RR=) during
installation of CA 1.

DEVLCNT
Specifies a page line count (including headings) for all WA Restart Option reports directed to an actual device,
that is, UNIT=TAPE.
55

Indicates the default.
nnn

Indicates a page line count.
HISTNM

Specifies the name of the CMT record which will contain the Run Handler processing totals.
HISTORY

Indicates the default.
xxxxxxxx

User-defined name of up to eight characters.
INSRTOP

Specifies whether the WA Restart Option IEFUJV exit should insert an RMS step in ALL jobs submitted to the
system.
NO

Indicates a U11RMS step should not be inserted. This is the default.
YES

Indicates a U11RMS step should be inserted.
INSRTPC

Specifies the procedure name that the WA Restart Option SMF IEFUJV exit will insert into a job's JCL. Value
specified by procname should correspond with the name given to the WA Restart Option U11RMS procedure in
the system PROCLIB.
AL7RMS

Indicates the procedure name to be inserted by the IEFUJV exit. This is the default.
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CAL7SAMP provides a sample AL7RMS PROC. CAL7SAMP member AL7JRMS provides a sample job
to execute the AL7RMS PROC.

procname
Indicates the user-defined procedure name to be inserted.

INSRTPM
Specifies the processing function passed as a default to the procedure named in the INSRTPC parameter.
'P,PSEUDO'

Indicates pseudo-production processing should be performed. This is the default.
'P'

Indicates production processing is to be performed.
LOGO

Specifies whether the logo pages print before each report.
YES

Specifies logo pages print before each report. This is the default.
NO

Specifies logo pages do not print before each report.
BATCH

Specifies that logo pages appear on all reports except those produced by the Run Handler (U11RMS).
MAXDAY

Specifies the maximum number of days to retain a job's production run and associated rerun entries in the Job
Execution History File (JEHF). The specified value is used as a system default whenever a job is added to the
JEHF.
60

Indicates the default.
nnn

Indicates the maximum number.
MAXOLD

Specifies the maximum number of unique data sets with a disposition (DISP) of OLD, SHR or MOD per job. The
valid range is 25 to 32767.
50

Indicates the default.
nnnnn

Indicates the maximum number.
For each entry in the OLD DSN table, RMS needs 46 bytes of private area storage; for example, for
MAXOLD=2000, the OLD DSN table requires 92000 bytes.

MAXPASS
Specifies the maximum number of passed or cataloged data sets per job. The valid range is 25 to 32767.
50

Indicates the default.
nnnnn

Indicates the maximum number.
For each entry in the PASS table, RMS needs 56 bytes of private area storage; for example, for MAXPASS=2000,
the PASS table requires 112000 bytes.
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MAXUGDG
Specifies the maximum number of generation data group (GDG) bias values per job. The valid range is 25 to
32767. This value is used to determine the amount of memory to acquire for the WA Restart Option GDG table.
This value is not used and is forced to a value of zero if BIAS=JOB.

50
Indicates the default.

nnnnn
Indicates the maximum number.

For each entry in the GDG table, RMS needs 40 bytes of private area storage; for example, for MAXUGDG=2000,
the GDG table requires 80000 bytes.

NOTE
The U11RMS job step requires a region calculated from U11OPTBL parameters as follows:

100KB + MAXPASS*56 + MAXOLD*46 + MAXUGDG*40

NOTE
This is private area storage - not common. It is allocated only for the duration of the U11RMS job step.

MINCNT
Specifies for a particular job the minimum number of production cycle entries to maintain permanently in the Job
Execution History File (JEHF) format for jobs that are controlled by WA Restart Option. The specified value is
placed into the job element whenever a job is added. If the job is only tracked (no CMT data exists in the job
element), the MINCNT value is disregarded, and the MAXDAY value controls the existence of production cycle
entries.
5

Indicates the default.
nnn

Indicates the minimum number.
OLMAINT

Specifies whether WA Restart Option should perform data set maintenance online during the processing
for an online PRE R command. The PRE R command requires APF authorization when OLMAINT=YES. If
CAI.CAL7LOAD is concatenated in a STEPLIB or ISPLLIB, all other data sets in the concatenation must be APF
authorized. If any load library in the concatenation with CAI.CAL7LOAD is not authorized, all data sets are treated
as unauthorized. If OLMAINT=NO is specified, the PRE R command will not perform data set maintenance, and
authorization requirements for the other data sets in the STEPLIB can be avoided.
NO

Indicates WA Restart Option should not perform online data set maintenance. The maintenance is
deferred until the job is submitted for rerun. This is the default.

YES
Indicates WA Restart Option should perform online data set maintenance.

OPCORCT
Specifies whether the operator should be asked, by a WTOR, to correct an invalid U11RMS parameter.
NO

Indicates the default.
YES

Indicates a WTOR should ask the operator.
OPVER

Specifies whether the operator should be asked, by a WTOR, to allow a job to be rerun.
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NO
Indicates the default.

YES
Indicates a WTOR should ask the operator.

PRANGEB
Specifies the reader start time used by the U11RCP program RANGE control statement in selecting JEHF
records. This number is subtracted from the initiator start time to create the reader start time. nnn is a number in
the range of 1-999. x is specified as either H (hours), D (days), W (weeks), or M (months).
1W

Indicates the default.
nnnx

Indicates the time.
PRANGEO

Specifies the reader start time used by the online STA command in selecting JEHF records. This number is
subtracted from the initiator start time to create the reader start time. nnn is a number in the range of 1-999. x is
specified as either H (hours), D (days), W (weeks), or M (months).
18H

Indicates the default.
nnnx

Indicates the time.
REASON

Specifies whether the reason-for-rerun must be specified for all reruns and rerun processing.
NO

Indicates a reason-for-rerun is not required. This is the default.
ABEND

Indicates a reason-for-rerun is required and the Run Handler (U11RMS) abends if it is omitted.
PROMPT

Indicates a reason-for-rerun is required and if omitted the system prompts the operator to supply a
reason-for-rerun.

NOTE
If you have specified TRKHIST=NO in the DBAS configuration file, you should specify
REASON=NO, since the reason will not be recorded in the JEHF.

RETCODE
Specifies the default return code value issued by WA Restart Option during rerun processing. The valid range is 0
to 4095.
0

Indicates the default.
nnnn

Indicates a default return code value.
SVC

Specifies a three-digit decimal number. It does not obtain locks and must be generated as enabled. Valid range is
169 or 200-255. The default is 169.
169

Indicates the default.
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nnn
Indicates a three-digit decimal number.

SYSLCNT
Specifies a page line count (including headings) for all WA Restart Option reports directed to a SYSOUT class.
55

Indicates the default.
nnn

Indicates a page line count.
TARCH

Specifies whether L7@TARCH statements occur later in the U11OPT source module. This table has entries for
actions to take when the RMS step issues the ARCHDEL macro for the various return and condition codes.
NO

Indicates that there is no table and no action is considered if the ARCHDEL macro call gets a non-zero
return code. The default is NO.

YES
Indicates that L7@TARCH entries occur later in the U11OPT source code containing actions to take when
the ARCHDEL macro calls gets a non-zero return code.

TEMSG
Specifies whether L7@TEMSG statements occur later in the U11OPT source module. This table has entries for
message IDs for messages printed in the RMSRPT file output that should be echoed to the batch job's batch job.
NO

Indicates that there is no table and no messages are echoed. The default is NO.
YES

Indicates that L7@TEMSG entries occur later in the U11OPT source code containing messages to echo
in the batch job log.

TIDCM
Specifies whether L7@TIDCM statements occur later in the U11OPT source module. This table has entries for
actions to take when the RMS step processes messages returned from invoking IBM's IDCAMS utility.
NO

Indicates that there is no table and the default action of only printing messages that begin with "IDC"
output by the IDCAMS utility.The default is NO.

YES
Indicates that L7@TIDCM entries occur later in the U11OPT source code containing actions to take when
the RMS step processes messages from the IDCAMS utility.

TLMS
Specifies whether the TLMS interface is implemented. The default is NO.
NO

Indicates the default.
YES

Indicates the TLMS interface is implemented.
TRACK

Specifies for which jobs WA Restart Option is to maintain entries in the Job Execution History File.
WA Restart Option

Specifies to maintain only jobs under the control of the Run Handler (that is, those jobs defined in the
CMT). This is the default.
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ALL
Specifies to maintain all jobs on the system with the exception of TSO foreground jobs and started tasks.

STEP
Specifies it is possible to track only jobs with a particular step name, (for example //STEPNAME EXEC
RMS). STEP must be RMS step.

TRKSTP
Specifies the name of the step within a job to be used as the criteria for tracking a job. Only used if
TRACK=STEP. Using the example following:
TRACK=STEP

TRKSTP=STEPNAME

Only jobs with the stepname of STEPNAME for the step that invokes the PROC RMS would be tracked.
UNCDASD

Specifies whether, after a scratch attempt on disk fails, WA Restart Option will uncatalog the data set.
YES

Indicates the default.
NO

Indicates WA Restart Option does not uncatalog the data set.
USAGE

Specifies the use of the usage code parameter in U11RMS and U11PRE processing.
NO

Specifies that the usage code is not used. The default is NO.
YES

Specifies that the usage code is used for all U11RMS processing.
RESTART

Specifies usage code is required for U11RMS rerun processing only.

U11PDSCL -- CMT I/O Interface
The U11PDSCL macro generates either linkage code to build a parameter list and pass control to U11PDS or generates
only the parameter list. This macro should be used by all programs which access the CMT. This macro serves as the
vehicle for passing a CMT I/O request to U11PDS for validation. U11PDS, after verifying that the request is valid, passes
the request to DBAS for processing, if necessary (some requests can be satisfied by U11PDS without invoking DBAS).
U11PDS is vectored in the resident module.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11PDSCL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─ (request ─┬───────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─ ) ────────────────────────►

              └─ ,u11prt ─┘ └─ ,variable,UPDATE ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ TOKEN=tokenaddr ─┘ └─ ,MF= ─┬─ L ────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ (E,listaddr) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TCB=tcbaddr ─┘ └─ ,REMT=name ─┘
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label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

request
Indicates the address of a one-byte field which contains a request code. Register notations R2 through R12,
if used, must be enclosed in parentheses. The following are the available decimal request codes and their
corresponding required or optional variables:
04

Find CMT job.
Required variable: Address of the job name to find or zero for next job in collating sequence. (Register 1
will point to job name found.)

08
Get next record.
Optional variable: Address of buffer. If not specified, R1 will contain the address of the record.

12
Update current record.
Required variable: Address of updated record. (Record length cannot be changed.)

16
Close update DCB (Endup).
Optional variable: Address of reason-for-rerun.

20
Build new job.
Required variable: Address of job name to build.

24
Put new record.
Required variable: Address of record.

28
Stow new job.
Required variable: None.

32
End Build.
Required variable: None.

36
Delete existing job.
Required variable: Address of job name to delete.

40
End delete.
Required variable: None.

44
Final processing (Last request by caller). This must always be the last request of a program accessing the
CMT.
Required variable: None.

48
Reposition to first record of job.
Required variable: Address of job name to find.
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56
Get History data for job.
Optional variable: Address of buffer. If not specified, register 1 contains the address of the record.

60
Put History data for job.
Required variable: Address of buffer.

64
Obtain reason-for-rerun.
Required variable: None. (Register 1 points to the reason-for-rerun field.)

68
Inquiry find (Find CMT job without update intent).
Required variable: Address of the job name to find or zero for next job in collating sequence. (Register 1
points to job name found.)

u11prt
Indicates the name of the U11PRT parameter list to use for message output. This parameter is optional.

variable
Indicates directly related to a specific request code (see the previous chart for the list of variables). This
parameter can be required, depending on the request.

UPDATE
This is used for Inquiry Find. This parameter indicates update intent for security purposes only, any nonblank
character in the fourth positional parameter will signify update intent.

TOKEN
Indicates the address of the external security control block (ACEE). Register notations must be enclosed in
parentheses.

MF
Indicates an optional parameter that controls the generation of the parameter list, executable code, or both for
performing the call. If not specified, both an inline parameter list and executable code are generated.
L

Specifies that only the parameter list is to be generated.
(E,listaddr)

Specifies that only executable code is to be generated. The code generated in this case uses the
parameter list located at listaddr. The variable listaddr can be specified as a label or as a register R2
through R12, which must be enclosed in parentheses.

TCB
Indicates an optional parameter that specifies the address of the TCB (task control block) of the issuer of
U11PDSCL macro.

REMT
Identifies the GTS node name or the NJE node name from which the data is accessed.

Return Codes: On return from U11PDS, register 15 contains a code indicating the success or failure of the requested
function. For all requests, a return code of zero indicates a successful request. For every request type except GET, a
return code of 4 indicates a request failure. A return code of four for a GET request indicates end of file on a CMT job; a
return code of eight indicates a failed GET request. For FIND, INQUIRY FIND, and BUILD requests, if R15 is not zero, R0
can contain the following:

68 (x'44')
Indicates a lack of authorization to JOBNAME.
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72 (x'48')
Indicates that external security is not active.

U11PRTRT -- Report Printer
The U11PRTRT macro generates the code necessary to print WA Restart Option report lines and headings. The
U11PRTRT macro has five forms. The forms and functions are as follows:

GEN
Generate print module.

START
Open report file DCB and print logo if options request it.

PRINT
Print a line and, if necessary, the page headings.

END
Print a count of the items listed and close the report file.

INFO
Generate a report file DCB and a list of the default values used.

U11PRTRT Macro Format -- GEN Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11PRTRT ─ GEN ─ ,COMNAME=cname ─ ,COMADDR=cadd1 ─────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─ ,COMCITY=cadd2 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

GEN
Specifies the GEN form of the U11PRTRT macro.

COMNAME=cname
Indicates the user company name. The maximum length is 132 characters. This parameter is required.

COMADDR=cadd1
Indicates the user company street address. The maximum length is 132 characters. This parameter is required.

COMCITY=cadd2
Indicates the user company city, state, and zip. The maximum length is 132 characters. This parameter is
required.

U11PRTRT Macro Format -- START Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11PRTRT ─ START ─ ,nn ─┬──────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘                          └─ , ─┬─ LOGO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                              └─ NOLOGO ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.
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START
Specifies the START form of the U11PRTRT macro.

nn
Indicates the report number (with a leading zero, if necessary, to expand to two digits).

NOTE
For more information, see the Batch Reports topics.

LOGO NOLOGO
Specifies whether the WA Restart Option logo is printed in front of the report.
LOGO

Causes the WA Restart Option logo to print on the two pages preceding the report. This is the default.
NOLOGO

Suppresses the printing of logo pages.

U11PRTRT Macro Format -- PRINT Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11PRTRT ─ PRINT ─ , ─ nn ─ , ─ ioarea ───────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ , ─┬─ CLEAR ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ , ─┬─ TOTAL ◄ ─┬─┘

         └─ NOCLEAR ─┘         └─ NOTOTAL ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

PRINT
Specifies the PRINT form of the U11PRTRT macro.

nn
Indicates the report number (with a leading zero, if necessary, to expand to two digits).

NOTE
For more information, see the Batch Reports topics.

ioarea
Indicates the address of the print line. Rx-type address or register notations can be used.

CLEAR NOCLEAR
Specifies whether the print line is to be cleared.
CLEAR

Blanks the print line after printing. The control character is unchanged. This is the default.
NOCLEAR

Leaves the print line unaltered after printing.
TOTAL NOTOTAL

Specifies whether heading lines are to be included in line count.
TOTAL

Causes the heading lines to be included in the line count. This is the default.
NOTOTAL

Causes the heading lines to be excluded from the line count.
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U11PRTRT Macro Format -- END Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11PRTRT ─ END ─ ,nn ─┬────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘                        └─ , ─┬─ TOTALS ◄ ─┬─┘

                                            └─ NOTOTALS ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

END
Specifies the END form of the U11PRTRT macro.

nn
Specifies the report number (with a leading zero, if necessary, to expand to two digits).

NOTE
For more information, see the Batch Reports topics.

TOTALS NOTOTALS
Specifies whether the line count is to be printed.
TOTALS

Causes the report line count to be printed at the end of the report. This is the default.
NOTOTALS

Suppresses the line count printing.

U11PRTRT Macro Format -- INFO Form

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11PRTRT ─ INFO ─ , ─ nn ─────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   │             ┌─ , ──────┐     │ └─ ,LCOUNT= ─┬─ 55 ◄ ─┬─┘

   └─ ,TITLES=( ─▼─ header ─┴─ ) ─┘              └─ mmm ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ ,ERROR= ─┬─ ABEND002 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DCB=┤ parameter-block ├ ─┘

               └─ error-rtn ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DCBU=ddname ─┘ └─ ,DSECT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                  ├─ YES ──┤

                                  └─ ONLY ─┘

parameter-block:

├── ( ─┬─ $TPRPTnn ◄ ─┬─ , ─┬─ RMSRPT ◄ ─┬─ , ─┬─ 133 ◄ ─┬─ , ────────────────►

       └─ dcbname ────┘     └─ ddname ───┘     └─ lrecl ─┘

 

 ►─┬─ 532 ◄ ───┬─ ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ blksize ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.
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INFO
Specifies the INFO form of the U11PRTRT macro.

nn
Specifies the report number (with a leading zero, if necessary, to expand to two digits).

NOTE
For more information, see the Batch Reports topics.

TITLES
Are report headings defined by the user. Maximum length of each is 132 characters.

LCOUNT
Specifies the maximum number of lines, including headings, per page.
55

Indicates the default.
mmm

Indicates the maximum number.
ERROR

Indicates the address of the error routine to gain control if an I/O error occurs.
ABEND002

Indicates the default.
error-rtn

Indicates the address of the error routine.
DCB

Indicates used to define a DCB for the report file. The default is DCB=($TPRPTnn,RMSRPT,133,532).
dcbname

Indicates the name of a model DCB. The default is $TPRPTnn.
ddname

Indicates the user-defined label. The default is RMSRPT.
lrecl

Indicates the logical record length. Must be a minimum of 133. The default is 133.
blksize

Indicates the block size. Must be a multiple of lrecl. The default is 532.
DCBU

References a user-defined DCB already established for the report file.
DSECT

Generates a DSECT of the parameter list for symbolic reference.
NO

Suppresses generation of a DSECT. This is the default.
YES

Causes a DSECT to be generated.
ONLY

Causes a DSECT to be generated and suppresses generation of a DCB.

The first position in the print line must contain a valid ANSI carriage control character.
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U11RESID -- Resident Module DSECT
The U11RESID macro generates the resident module DSECT.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬──────────────┬─ U11RESID ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ URES ◄ ─┬─┘

     └─ label ──┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label. The default is URES.

U11RJCL -- RMS Step Insertion JCL
The U11RJCL module contains JCL statement images that are inserted in a job's JCL instead of inserting a PROC.
This substitution only occurs if the WA Restart Option step insertion exit is installed. This module is provided for JES3
installations. In JES3, an insert procedure is not expanded if the Job does not already contain a procedure.

Specifications:

1. If the first four bytes of U11RJCL are X'00', no JCL statements contained in the module are inserted. The RMS PROC
name indicated in the Option Table is inserted.

2. The first four bytes of U11RJCL must point at the end of the module.
3. Do not code the following as part of U11RJCL. WA Restart Option step insertion builds this statement:

//EXEC U11RMS,PARM=

or

//EXEC PGM=U11RMS,PARM=

4. Make all JCL statements 80 bytes long.

NOTE
It can be necessary to add the following to the U11RJCL module at your site:

//STEPLIB DD

The default module that is supplied contains a fullword of X'00', which causes the standard insertion of the PROC
statement. If this statement is commented (or deleted), then this module is used and WA Restart Option starts
inserting the JCL as specified in the U11RJCL module.

If the module is implemented to execute using the operating system's LNKLST, a refresh of LLA is required. Set the DBAS
configuration file parameter RECOVCSA value to NO before DBAS reinitialization.

U11VERDD -- Verify Presence of DD by DDNAME
The U11VERDD macro generates a search of the TIOT to determine whether the indicated ddname has been specified in
the JCL.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11VERDD ─ DDNAME=ddname ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘
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label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

DDNAME
Indicates the address of an eight-byte field that contains the ddname to be verified. It must be left-justified and
padded with blanks to the right. It is an Rx-type address or register notations, R2 through R12, can be used and
must be enclosed in parentheses.

When control is returned, register 1 contains either the address of TIOT entry for the ddname, or zero if the ddname was
not found.

U11VOLCB -- Volume Control Block Generator
The U11VOLCB macro generates the volume control block used by catalog management.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11VOLCB ─ TYPE= ─┬─ CSECT ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘                    └─ DSECT ───┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

TYPE
Specifies the type of volume control block generated.
CSECT

Generates the area as part of the current CSECT. The default is CSECT.
DSECT

Generates the area as a DSECT.

U11VOLCX -- Volume Include/Exclude List
The U11VOLCX macro generates the Volume Include/Exclude List module (U11VCX). Volumes can be excluded to
prevent catalog maintenance for data sets that reside on that volume. Volumes can also be included. The include is
primarily for tape volumes, so that besides data sets being uncataloged and expired, data sets residing on the specified
volume are also scratched.

The U11UCSEX - Uncatalog/scratch Exit is used to exempt data sets from catalog maintenance, or to perform additional
scratch processing for tape data sets, and U11UCSEX is called first. If U11UCSEX returns a zero return code or is not
present, U11VCX is checked for the volume of the data set on which catalog maintenance is about to be performed, and
the specified action is performed.

Changes made to U11VCX are not effective until the next initialization of DBAS.

NOTE
If U11VCX is assembled and linked into LNKLST, a refresh of LLA is required before initializing DBAS.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11VOLCX ─┬───────┬─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬───────►◄

   └─ label ─┘            └─ vol ─┘ └─ , ─┬─ INCL ─┬─┘ └─ ,TYPE=LAST ─┘

                                          └─ EXCL ─┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.
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vol
Volume serial number of the volume to which these specifications will apply. vol cannot be specified with TYPE.

INCL
Perform catalog maintenance for data sets on this volume. If this is a tape volume, do scratch processing in
addition to uncatalog and expire processing.

EXCL
Do not perform catalog maintenance for data sets on this volume.
INCL and EXCL cannot be specified with the TYPE parameter.

TYPE
LAST must be specified on the last vol entry.
Type cannot be specified with the vol parameter.

Example

       U11VOLCX SYSRES,EXCL            NO CATALOG MAINTENANCE

       U11VOLCX ARCH01,INCL            UNCATLG/EXPIRE/SCRATCH TAPES

       U11VOLCX TYPE=LAST              REQUIRED FINAL ENTRY

       END   U11VCX

U11VSMIO -- JEHF I/O Interface
JEHF data resides in a Datacom/AD database. The external appearance of VSAM is retained for compatibility. The
U11VSMIO macro generates either linkage code to build a parameter list and pass control to U11VSM or generates only
the parameter list. This macro should be used by all programs which access the JEHF. The macro serves as a vehicle
for passing a JEHF I/O request to U11VSM for validation. U11VSM, after verifying that the request is valid, passes the
request to DBAS for processing, if necessary (some requests can be satisfied by U11VSM without invoking DBAS).
U11VSM is vectored in the resident module.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11VSMIO ─ operation ─┬─────────────┬─┬──────────────┬────────►

   └─ label ─┘                        └─ ,STRNO=nn ─┘ └─ ,AREA=addr ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────┬───────►

   └─ ,AREALEN=nnn ─┘ └─ ,UPDATE=Y ─┘ └─ ,TOKEN=addr ─┘ └─ ,ARG=addr ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────►

   └─ ,KEYLEN=nnn ─┘ └─ ,RECLEN=nnn ─┘ │            ┌─ , ──────┐     │

                                       └─ ,OPTCD=( ─▼─ option ─┴─ ) ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘ 

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

operation
Indicates the operation requested. This parameter is required. The following are the acceptable operations:
OPEN

Performs JEHF access initialization. Does not actually OPEN the JEHF.
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GET
Reads a JEHF record.

PUT
Updates or inserts a JEHF record.

ERASE
Removes the previously read record from the JEHF and positions the JEHF pointer for the next GET or
PUT operation.

ENDRQ
Ends current request and writes the buffers if necessary. Releases logical control of any record currently
held on a specified string.

CLOSE
Performs JEHF access cleanup. Does not actually close the JEHF. Releases logical control of any
records currently held by all strings.

LIST
Produces the U11VSM parameter list. Must be used once within the program.

STRNO
For OPEN request, this specifies the number of strings or the number of requests requiring concurrent data set
positioning. At present, three is the maximum which can be specified. For all other requests, it is the specific string
number to which the request is assigned.

AREA
Indicates the address of the record buffer. It is an ADCON-type label for the LIST operation, or any Rx-type label,
or a register number enclosed in parentheses.

AREALEN
Indicates the total length, in decimal, of the record buffer.

UPDATE
To be specified with the OPEN operation; to specify update intent for security purposes only.

TOKEN
Specifies the address of the external security control block (ACEE). Register notations must be enclosed in
parentheses.

ARG
Indicates the address of the 20-byte argument (key). It is an ADCON-type label for the LIST operation, or any Rx-
type label, or a register number enclosed in parentheses.

KEYLEN
When used with the VSAM generic key option (OPTCD=GEN), this is the length, in decimal, of the key for use in a
generic search. The number can be in the range of 1 through 255.

RECLEN
For a PUT or ERASE request, this is the actual length of the VSAM record.

OPTCD
Represents the VSAM options selected for this request. Available options and their defaults are as follows:
DIR or SEQ

Request is a direct (DIR) request or a sequential (SEQ) request. The default is DIR.
NUP or UPD

Request is in Update mode (UPD) or No Update mode (NUP). With UPD, VSAM remembers its current
position. The default is NUP.
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KEQ or KGE
The key supplied must be equal (exact match) for a successful request (KEQ) or be greater than or equal
for a successful request (KGE). The default is KEQ.

FKS or GEN
The key supplied is the full 20-byte key (FKS) or is a generic portion of the key (GEN). The KEYLEN field
must be used to specify the length of the generic key. The default is FKS.

REL or HLD
Used with the PUT request. REL indicates that logical control of the record is released after the PUT.
HLD indicates that logical control is held on completion of the PUT. If HLD, another PUT or ERAS can be
performed without a subsequent GET request. (This is not a VSAM hold on the record or control interval.
It does not cause CI conflicts.) The default is REL.

OUT or IN
For an OPEN request, the database is opened for both input and output requests (OUT) or only input
requests (IN). The default is OUT.

NPT/PST
If NPT, a request is posted when processing is complete. If PST, it is posted when received. Using PST
can cause the user to miss notification of error conditions and should normally not be used. The default is
NPT for CLOSE and GET. The default is PST for all other request.

REMT
Identifies the GTS node name or the NJE node name from which to access the data.

Return Codes: On return from U11VSM, register 15 contains a return code indicating the success of the request.
Register 0, register 1, or both can contain additional codes depending on the code in register 15. The decimal values
returned are as follows:

Return Code R15 Subcode R0 R1 Description
0 0/reclen 0 Request successful. For a GET

request, register 0 contains the
length of the record read.

4 (value) 0 Error in parameter list. The
value in register 0 indicates the
specific error.

 16  An OPEN request was made but
is not the first request.

 20  A request was made, but
no OPEN request has been
processed.

 24  The STRNO specified exceeds
the STRNO specified for OPEN.

 28  The STRNO specified is 0.
 32  The user has not specified a

buffer address.
 36  For a DIR request, the ARG

parameter was not specified.
 40  Invalid request.
 44  For ERASE request, OPTCD did

not specify UPD.
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 48  For ERASE request, the
previous request was not a GET
for the record.

 52  Attempted to update a
record but did not specify
UPDATE=YES on the OPEN.

 56  U11VSM/DBAS interface error
occurred. One of the following
conditions was found:
DBAS inactive
JEHF I/O task inactive
Request time out

 68  Lack of authorization to
JOBNAME.

 72  External security not active.
16 (Feedback) Pointer Indicates an error returned from

a simulated VSAM request
macro. Register 0 contains the
FDBK code returned by VSAM.
Register 1 contains an address
of a doubleword which contains
the VSAM request macro return
code (R15) in the first word and
the VSAM request macro FDBK
code in the second word.

The previous return codes are fully described in IBM's OS/VS VSAM Programmer's Guide. The subcodes documented for
the WA Restart Option return code 16 are documented under return code 8 by IBM.

Return Code R15 Subcode R0 R1 Description
20 (value) 0 Catastrophic error. The value in

register 0 indicates the specific
error.

 4  U11VSM parameter list
damaged or invalid.

 8  U11VSM work area damaged or
invalid.

 12  DBAS-associated error.
 16  Request service error.
 40  DBAS time out.
 60  JEHF TASK terminated.

U11VSMRC -- CSECT/DSECT Generator for JEHF
The U11VSMRC macro generates maps of all the VSAM records.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11VSMRC ─┬─ ALL ─────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ label ─┘            │     ┌─ , ───┐     │

                          └─ ( ─▼─ num ─┴─ ) ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ DSECT ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,RECORD= ─┬─ VSAM ◄ ──┬─┘

              └─ CSECT ───┘                ├─ NONVSAM ─┤

                                           └─ SORT ────┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

U11VSMRC
Indicates if maps are to be generated for the specific record numbers or all of the records.
(num,num...)

Indicates the specific record number (num), or numbers (num,num...), to be generated.
ALL

Generates maps for all records.
Either num or ALL must be specified.

TYPE
Indicates whether each record generated should be a DSECT or all records generated should be part of the
existing CSECT or DSECT. If omitted, DSECT is the default.
DSECT

Generates the area as part of the current DSECT. This is the default.
CSECT

Generates the area as part of the current CSECT.
RECORD

Specifies the map format for the VSAM record.
VSAM

Maps the VSAM record. This is the default.
NONVSAM

Maps the VSAM record with a four-byte RDW (Record Descriptor Word) in front of the VSAM record.
SORT

Maps the VSAM record produced from U11RCP in the SORTOUT DD statement with the 56-byte sort key
in front of the VSAM record.

Records and Keywords for the CMT
CMT data is stored in a Datacom/AD database. The appearance of a PDS is retained for compatibility. The following
tables consist of record definitions for the CMT. The record definitions contain both the field names and the keywords. The
keywords are used when referencing data in the Online System.

The following are the nine character types that are referenced in the Job record definitions. The types are defined as
follows:

B
Binary

±
Signed binary

C
Character (EBCDIC)
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D
Date in the format yyddds, where:
yy

Indicates the year in binary based on the zero year being 1970.
ddds

Indicates the day in packed format with a signs.
P

Packed
T

Time in the format hhmmss. It is packed without a sign.
X

Hexadecimal
Y

Year in binary based on the zero year being 1970
Z

The first two bytes are the condition code value in binary. The third byte is the condition code operator defined by
the following table. The fourth byte is the step reference number.
02

GT
04

LT
07

NE
08

EQ
11

GE
13

LE

CMT Specifications
Access to the CMT should always be through the U11PDS module. The U11PDS module handles all reading or writing
from user-written routines. The actual I/O to the CMT takes place in the Database Address Space.

CMT Records
The following tables contain record descriptions for the Job, Step, Data Set, and History records.

Field Keyword Starting Position Internal Length Type Displayed Meaning (Value)
JBLGN RECLEN 0 2 B No Record length
JOBID RECID 2 1 C Yes Record ID (=1)
JBBATCID BTCHID 3 1 X Yes Batch ID of

last program to
update record
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JB11PROC PROCSTEP 4 8 C Yes WA Restart
Option PROC
stepname

JB11STEP  12 8 C Yes WA Restart
Option stepname

JBIND1 IND1 20 1 X Yes Restart logic:
JBNOREST  20

BIT 0
   User set job not

restartable (80)

JBNEXTF  20
BIT 1

   Next P force F
(40)

JBSYNRST  20
BIT 2

   WA Restart
Option set job not
restartable (20)

JBPSEUDP  20
BIT 3

   Pseudo-
production run
(10)
No restrictions
(00)

JBIND2  21 1 X  Auto Setup
indicators

JBF2ATRY AUTOSAL    Yes Always Auto
Setup

JBF2ATRN AUTOSNV    Yes Never Auto Setup
JBHIRTCD HIRTCD 22 2 B Yes Job level high

return code
JBHONCC  24 1 C No HONORCC=A or

N or blank
  25 1   Reserved
JBRIND RESTRIND 26 1 X Yes Restart logic:
JBRESTRT  26

BIT 0
   Job to be

restarted (80)

JBRTNCD  26
BIT 1

   Condition code
has been given
(40)

JBBYGYES  26
BIT 2

   GDG changes
permitted (20)

JBBYGNO  26
BIT 3

   Abend on added
GDG (10)

JBREAN  26
BIT 4

   Reason received
(08)

JBPSEUDR  26
BIT 5

   Rerun is Pseudo
rerun (04)

JBBYGVER  26
BIT 6

   Verify GDGs and
catalog

JBBYGCAT  26
BIT 7

   Accept catalog
G0000V00s
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JBCONDCD RESTRTCC 28 2 X Yes Condition code
for restart

JBSTPROC  30 8 C Yes Starting PROC
JBSTSTEP STPROCST 38 8 C Yes Starting step or

step number
JBENPROC  46 8 C Yes Ending PROC
JBENSTEP ENDPROCS 54 8 C Yes Ending step or

step number
JBTYPE LTYPE 62 1 C Yes Last run type:

P - Production
F - Format
R - Restart

JBUSAGE LUSE 63 1 C Yes Last usage code
  64 6   Reserved
JBFDATE LFDATE 70 3 D Yes Date of last F

processing
JBFTIME LFTIME 73 3 T Yes Time of last F

processing
JBPDATE LPDATE 76 3 D Yes Date of last P

processing
JBPTIME LPTIME 79 3 T Yes Time of last P

processing
JBRDATE LRDATE 82 3 D Yes Date of last R

processing
JBRTIME LRTIME 85 3 T Yes Time of last R

processing
JBCYEAR CYR 88 1 Y Yes Current year
  89 3   Reserved
JBCNBRP CPNUM 92 4 B Yes Number of P

processings in
current year

JBCNBRR CRNUM 96 4 B Yes Number of R
processings in
current year

JBLYEAR LYR 100 1 Y Yes Last year
  101 3   Reserved
JBLNBRP LPNUM 104 4 B Yes Number of P

processings in
last year

JBLNBRR LRNUM 108 4 B Yes Number of R
processings in
last year

JBNJYR NYR 112 1 Y Yes Next year
  113 1   Reserved
JBNJNBRP NPNUM 114 2 B Yes Number of P

processings in
next year
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JBNJNBRR NRNUM 116 2 B Yes Number of R
processings in
next year

  118 1   Reserved
JBACTLGN USERLEN 119 1 B Yes User data length
JBUSRACT USERDATA 120 0-60 C Yes User accounting

data. Length is
fixed during F
processing.

Field Keyword Starting Position Internal Length Type Displayed Meaning (Value)
STLGN RECLEN 0 2 B No Record length
STID RECID 2 1 C Yes Record ID(=3)
STBATCID BTCHID 3 1 B Yes Batch ID of

last program to
update the record

STPROC  4 8 C Yes WA Restart
Option PROC
stepname

STSTEP PROCSTEP 12 8 C Yes WA Restart
Option stepname

STSEQ SEQNO 20 1 B Yes Step sequence
number within the
job

STIND LOGIC 21 1 X Yes Step restart logic:
STNOTRST  21

BIT 0
   User set step not

restartable (80)

STCCBYPS  21
BIT 1

   Step does not run
in P mode due
to WA Restart
Option condition
code checking
(40)

STSYNRST  21
BIT 2

   WA Restart
Option set step
not restartable
(20)

STNEGRST  21
BIT 3

   Not eligible for
Auto Setup (10)

STRST  21
BIT 4

   User set step
restartable (08)
No restrictions
(00)

STNRDD  21
BIT 5

   User set step
not restartable
with CA11NR DD
statement (04)
No restrictions
(00)
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STCATDD  21
BIT 7

   BYPGDG=CAT
required to restart
in this step. Set
by presence of
CA11CAT DD
DUMMY in this
step (01)

STRTCD LRTCD 22 2 C Yes Last completion
code of step
return code - four
decimal digits
(0000)
System abend
- S/followed by
three hex digits
(S/0C4)
User abend - U
followed by four
decimal digits
(U9999)

STHIRTCD HIRTCD 24 2 B Yes Step level high
return code

  26 1   Reserved
STNBRCC NBRCC 27 1 B Yes Number of

condition codes
for step

STCONDCD CC1 28 4 Z Yes Step condition
code 1

 CC2 32 4 Z Yes Step condition
code 2

 CC3 36 4 Z Yes Step condition
code 3

 CC4 40 4 Z Yes Step condition
code 4

 CC5 44 4 Z Yes Step condition
code 5

 CC6 48 4 Z Yes Step condition
code 6

 CC7 52 4 Z Yes Step condition
code 7

 CC8 56 4 Z Yes Step condition
code 8

Field Keyword Starting Position Internal Length Type Displayed Meaning (Value)
DDLGN RECLEN 0 2 B No Length of record
DDID RECID 2 1 C Yes Record ID (=4)
DDBATCID BTCHID 3 1 B Yes Batch ID of

last program to
update record

  4 1   Reserved
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DDSN DSN 5 44 C Yes Data set name or
GDG index

DGDGNBR GDGNUM 49 8 C Yes GDG number
DGDGDISP GDGDISP 57 1 B Yes GDG number

displacement in
data set name

DGDGBIAS GDGJBIAS 58 2 +B Yes GDG bias (job)
DGDGSBIA GDGDBIAS 60 2 +B Yes GDG bias (step)
DVOLSER VOLSER 62 6 C Yes Volume serial

number
DVCTYPE DEVTYPE 68 1 X Yes UCB device type:

DASD (20)
TAPE (80)

DSTOLDEL DSTPNUM 69 1 B Yes Step number of
previous OLD
STEP

DJFCBIN2 DISP1 70 1 X Yes First disposition
DSCTSDSP DISP2 71 1 X Yes Second

disposition
DDNAME DDNAME 72 8 C Yes DDNAME
DIND1 STATIND 80 1 X Yes Status indicator:
DVSINJCL      VOLSER

specified in JCL
(80)

DVOLC      VOLSER change
for DISP=NEW
(40)

DNEWK      VOLSER
change for
DISP=(NEW,KEEP)
(20)

DSIOALTD DISP3 81 1 X Yes Third disposition
  82 4   Reserved
DDCONCAT CONCAT 86 2 X Yes Concatenation

number
DSTODSN DPSTNUM 88 1  Yes Step number of

last step using
data set name

DACTION ACTION 89 1 C Yes Data set action
code:

DSCRATCH      Scratch/uncatalog
on restart (S)

DNOSCR      Do not scratch on
restart (N)

DBADSCR      Previous scratch
failed (F)
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DNOACT      No action (X)

Field Keyword Starting Position Internal Length Type Displayed Meaning (Value)
HTLGN RECLEN 0 2 B No Length of record
HTID RECID 2 1 C Yes Record ID (=2)
HTBATCID BRCHID 3 1 B Yes Batch ID of

last program to
update the record

  4 4   Reserved
HT1YR H1YR 8 1 Y Yes Current year
  9 3   Reserved
HT1#JOBS H1JOBS 12 4 B Yes Number of jobs

executed
HT1#P H1JOBP 16 4 B Yes Number of P

processings
HT1#R H1JOBR 20 4 B Yes Number of R

processings
HT2YR H2YR 24 1 Y Yes Prior year
  25 3   Reserved
HT2#JOBS H2JOBS 28 4 B Yes Number of jobs

executed
HT2#P H2JOBP 32 4 B Yes Number of P

processings
HT2#R H2JOBR 36 4 B Yes Number of R

processings
HT3YR H3YR 40 1 Y Yes Prior year
  41 3   Reserved
HT3#JOBS H3JOBS 44 4 B Yes Number of jobs

executed
HT3#P H3JOBP 48 4 B Yes Number of P

processings
HT3#R H4JOBR 52 4 B Yes Number of R

processings
HT4YR H4YR 56 1 Y Yes Prior year
  57 3   Reserved
HT4#JOBS H4JOBS 60 4 B Yes Number of jobs

executed
HT4#P H4JOBP 64 4 B Yes Number of P

processings
HT4#R H4JOBR 68 4 B Yes Number of R

processings
HT5YR H5YR 72 1 Y Yes Prior year
  73 3   Reserved
HT5#JOBS H5JOBS 76 4 B Yes Number of jobs

executed
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HT5#P H5JOBP 80 4 B Yes Number of P
processings

HT5#R H5JOBR 84 4 B Yes Number of R
processings

Records and Keywords for the JEHF
JEHF data is stored in a Datacom/AD database. The appearance of VSAM is retained for compatibility. The following
tables consist of record definitions for the JEHF. The record definitions contain both the field names and the keywords.
The keywords are used when referencing data through the Online System.

The following table contains the nine character types that are referenced under the Type column in the Job record
definitions. The types are defined as follows:

B
Binary

±
Signed binary

C
Character (EBCDIC)

D
Date in the format yyddds, where:
yy

Indicates the year in binary based on the zero year being 1970.
ddds

Indicates the day in packed format with a signs.
P

Packed
T

Time in the format hhmmss. It is packed without a sign.
X

Hexadecimal
Y

Year in binary based on the zero year being 1970.
Z

The first two bytes are the condition code value in binary. The third byte is the condition code operator defined as
follows. The fourth byte is the step reference number.
02

GT
04

LT
07

NE
08

EQ
11

GE
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13
LE

JEHF Specifications
The JEHF contains variable-length records. Access to the JEHF should always be through the U11VSMIO macro. The
U11VSMIO macro handles the reading and writing from user-written routines.

JEHF Record Descriptions
The following tables contain record descriptions for the Control, Production, and Rerun records:

Field Keyword Starting Position Internal Length Type Displayed Meaning (Value)
JCR0RTYP  0 1 B No Record Type
JCR0RDTE CNTLDATE 1 3 P No Reader start date
JCR0RTME CNTLTIME 4 4 B No Reader start time
  8 2 B  Reserved
JCR0JNME CNTLJOBN 10 8 C No Job name
JCR0GRP#  18 2 B No Group number
JCR0MADY MAXDAY 20 2 B Yes Maximum days

held
JCR0MICT MINCNT 22 2 B Yes Minimum cycles

held
JCR0PRCN TLPRDCNT 24 2 B Yes Cycle count
  26 2 B  Reserved
JCR0FLG1  28 1 X  Flag byte #1
FL01PURG SET2PURG    No Purge all entries
JCR0FLG2  29 1 X  Reserved
JCR0FLG3  30 1 X  Reserved
JCR0FLG4  31 1 X  Reserved
  32 4 X  Reserved
  36 1 X  Reserved
JCR0FRSD FSTPRDTE 37 3 P No First Production

record reader
start date

JCR0FRST FSTPRDTM 40 4 B No First Production
record reader
start time

  44 1 X  Reserved
JCR0LRSD LSTPRDTE 45 3 P No Last Production

record reader
start date

JCR0LRST LSTPRDTM 48 4 B No Last Production
record reader
start time

JCR0PRCT CRPRDCNT 52 2 B Yes Number of
production entries
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  54 2 X  Reserved
  56 1 X  Reserved
  57 3 P  Reserved
  60 4 B  Reserved
  64 1 X  Reserved
  65 3 P  Reserved
  68 4 B  Reserved
  72 2 B  Reserved
  74 2 B  Reserved
  76 1 X  Reserved
  77 3 P  Reserved
  80 4 B  Reserved
  84 1 X  Reserved
  85 3 P  Reserved
  88 4 B  Reserved
  92 2 B  Reserved
  94 2 B  Reserved
JCR0PGMN PGMRNAME 96 20 C Yes Programmer

name
JCR0VLGN  116 2 B No Length of variable

accounting
segment

JCR0UOFF  118 2 B No Offset to user
accounting field

JCR0ULGN  120 1 X No Length of user
field

JCR0ACTN  121 1 X No Number of
accounting field

JCR0ACTL  122 1 X No Length of
accounting field

JCR0ACTF CNTLACCT 123 1 X Yes Accounting field
JCR0UFLD CNTLUSER 122 40 C Yes Variable user field

Field Keyword Starting Position Internal Length Type Displayed Meaning (Value)
JCR1RTYP  0 1 B No Record type
JCR1RDTE PRODDATE 1 3 P No Reader start date
JCR1RTME PRODTIME 4 4 B No Reader start time
  8 2 B No Reserved
JCR1JNME PRODJOBN 10 8 C No Job name
JCR1GRP#  18 2 B No Group number
JCR1SRVU PRDSRU 20 4 B Yes Job service units

in hundredths
JCR1MEMU PRDUMEM 24 2 B Yes Job user memory

used in KB
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JCR1MEMS PRDSMEM 26 2 B Yes Job system
memory used in
KB

JCR1TPNB PRDNRTAP 28 2 B Yes Max number of
units used

JCR1DKNB PRDNRDSK 30 2 B Yes Max number of
DASD units used

JCR1OTNB PRDNROTH 32 2 B Yes Max number of
OTHER units
used

  34 4 B No Reserved
JCR1CPUT PRDTCPU 38 3 B Yes Job CPU time

under TCB in
hundredths of a
second

JCR1CPUS PRDSCPU 41 3 B Yes Job CPU time
under SRB in
hundredths of a
second

JCR1TPCT PRDTPCNT 44 4 B Yes Total tape EXCP
count

JCR1DKCT PRDDKCNT 48 4 B Yes Total DASD
EXCP count

JCR1VICT PRDVICNT 52 4 B Yes Total VIO EXCP
count

JCR1OTCT PRDOTCNT 56 4 B Yes Total OTHER
EXCP

  60 4 B No Reserved
  64 4 B No Reserved
JCR1PICT PRDPGIN 68 4 B Yes Total PAGE IN

count (VS only)
JCR1POCT PRDPGOUT 72 4 B Yes Total PAGE OUT

count (VS only)
JCR1CLAS PRDCLASS 76 1 C Yes Job class
JCR1SDTE PRDSDATE 77 3 P Yes Date initiator

selected job
JCR1STME PRDSTIME 80 4 B Yes Time initiator

selected job
JCR1#STP PRDNRSTP 84 1 B Yes Number of steps

in job
JCR1EDTE PRDEDATE 85 3 P Yes Date job

terminated
JCR1ETME PRDETIME 88 4 B Yes Time job

terminated
JCR1SYID PRDSYSID 92 4 C Yes System ID from

SMF
JCR1RTCD PRODCPCD 96 2 B Yes Job completion

code
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JCR1#SPE PRD#STPX 98 1 B Yes Number of steps
executed

JCR1OPSY PRDOPSYS 99 1 X Yes Operating system
(from CVT)

JCR1FLG1  100 1 X No Flag byte #1 (job
status)

FL11EXEC PRODEXEC    No Job currently
executing

FL11NORM PRODNORM    No Job completed
normally

FL11ABNM PRODABND    No Job completed
abnormally

FL11SABN PRDSABND    No Job failed for
system abend

FL11UABN PRDUABND    No Job failed for user
abend

FL11FLSH PRDJFLSH    No Job failed for job
flush

FL11COND PRDHICCD    No Job high
completion code

JCR1FLG2  101 1 X No Flag byte #2
JCR1FLG3  102 1 X No Flag byte #3
JCR1FLG4  103 1 X No Flag byte #4
FL14EXEC LSTRREXC    No Rerun job

currently
executing

FL14NORM LSTRRNML    No Rerun job
completed
normally

FL14ABNM LSTRRABD    No Rerun job
completed
abnormally

FL14SABN LSTRRSAB    No Rerun job failed
for system abend

FL14UABN LSTRRUAB    No Rerun job failed
for user abend

FL14FLSH LSTRRFLH    No Rerun job failed
for job flush

FL14COND LSTRRHOD    No Rerun job high
completion code

JCR1LRTC LSTRRCCD 104 2 B Yes Last return code
for cycle

JCR1SMFS  106 1 X No Reserved
JCR1SM45 PRDSMF45    No Source was SMF

type-4 and -5
records

JCR1SM30 PRDSMF30    No Source was SMF
type-30 records
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JCR1A#SP PRDABSP# 107 1 B Yes Step number of
abending step

JCR1APRC PRDAPRCC 108 8 C Yes PROC name of
abending step

JCR1ASTP PRDASTEP 116 8 C Yes Name of
abending step

JCR1APGM PRDABPGM 124 8 C Yes Name of
abending
program

JCR1USER PRODUSER 132 8 C Yes Reserved user
field

JCR1USR1  132 4 B No User reserved
word one

JCR1USR2  136 4 B No User reserved
word two

  140 1 X No Reserved
JCR1PRSD PRVPRDTE 141 3 P No Previous

Production record
reader start date

JCR1PRST PRVPRDTM 144 4 B No Previous
Production record
reader start time

  148 1 X No Reserved
JCR1NRSD NXTPRDTE 149 3 P No Next Production

record reader
start date

JCR1NRST NXTPRDTM 152 4 B No Next Production
record reader
start time

  156 1 X No Reserved
JCR1FRSD FSTRRDTE 157 3 P No First Rerun

record reader
start date

JCR1FRST FSTRRTME 160 4 B No First Rerun
record reader
start time

  164 1 X No Reserved
JCR1LRSD LSTRRDTE 165 3 P No Last Rerun record

reader start date
JCR1LRST LSTRRTME 168 4 B No Last Rerun record

reader start time
JCR1RSCT NMRERUNS 172 2 B Yes Count of subentry

detail entries
  174 2 B No Reserved
JCR1RELN  176 1 B No Length of reason

field
JCR1REAS PRODRESN 177 40 C Yes Variable length

reason field
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JCR1SSRV TMPASRU 217 4 B No Abend step SRU
in hundredths of a
second

JCR1SEMU TMPAUMEM 221 2 B No Abend step user
memory used in
KB

JCR1SEMS TMPASMEM 223 2 B No Abend step
system memory
used in KB

JCR1SCPT TMPATCPU 225 3 B No Abend step CPU
time (TCB) in
hundredths of a
second

JCR1SCPS TMPASCPU 228 3 B No Abend step CPU
time (SRB) in
hundredths of a
second

JCR1STCT TMPATPCT 231 4 B No Abend step tape
EXCP count

JCR1SDCT TMPADKCT 235 4 B No Abend step
DASD EXCP
count

JCR1SVCT TMPAVIOT 239 4 B No Abend step VIO
EXCP count

JCR1SOCT TMPACTOT 243 4 B No Abend step
OTHER EXCP
count

  247 4 B No Reserved
  251 4 B No Reserved
JCR1TASP  217 38 X No Temporary abend

step spoilage
area

Field Keyword Starting Position Internal Length Type Displayed Meaning (Value)
JCR2RTYP  0 1 B No Job Control

record type
JCR2RDTE RRUNDATE 1 3 P No Reader start date
JCR2RTME RRUNTIME 4 4 B No Reader start time
  8 2 B No Reserved
JCR2JNME RRUNJOBN 10 8 C No Job name
JCR2GRP#  18 2 B No Group number

(batch reports
only)

JCR2SRVU RRNSRU 20 4 B Yes Job SRU in
hundredths

JCR2MEMU RRNUMEM 24 2 B Yes Job user memory
used in KB
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JCR2MEMS RRNSMEM 26 2 B Yes Job system
memory used in
KB

JCR2TPNB RRNNRTAP 28 2 B Yes Max number of
tape units used

JCR2DKNB RRNNRDSK 30 2 B Yes Max number of
DASD units used

JCR2OTNB RRNNROTH 32 2 B Yes Max number of
OTHER units
used

  34 4 B No Reserved
JCR2CPUT RRNTCPU 38 3 B Yes Job CPU time

under TCB in
hundredths of a
second

JCR2CPUS RRNSCPU 41 3 B Yes Job CPU time
under SRB in
hundredths of a
second

JCR2TPCT RRNTPCNT 44 4 B Yes Total tape EXCP
count

JCR2DKCT RRNDKCNT 48 4 B Yes Total DASD
EXCP count

JCR2VICT RRNVICNT 52 4 B Yes Total VIO EXCP
count

JCR2OTCT RRNOTCNT 56 4 B Yes Total OTHER
EXCP count

  60 4 B No Reserved
  64 4 B No Reserved
JCR2PICT RRNPGIN 68 4 B Yes Total PAGE IN

count
JCR2POCT RRNPGOUT 72 4 B Yes Total PAGE OUT

count
JCR2CLAS RRNCLASS 76 1 C Yes Job class
JCR2SDTE RRNSDATE 77 3 P Yes Date initiator

selected job
JCR2STME RRNSTIME 80 4 B Yes Time initiator

selected job
JCR2#STP RRNNRSTP 84 1 B Yes Number of steps

in job
JCR2EDTE RRNEDATE 85 3 P Yes Date job

terminated
JCR2ETME RRNETIME 88 4 B Yes Time job

terminated
JCR2SYID RRNSYSID 92 4 C Yes System ID from

SMF
JCR2RTCD RRUNCPCD 96 2 B Yes Job completion

code
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JCR2#SPE RRN#STPX 98 1 B Yes Number of steps
executed

JCR2OPSY RRNOPSYS 99 1 X Yes Operating system
(from CVT)

JCR2FLG1  100 1 X No Flag byte #1 (job
status)

FL21EXEC RRUNEXEC    No Job currently
executing

FL21NORM RRUNNORM    No Job completed
normally

FL21ABNM RRUNABND    No Job completed
abnormally

FL21SABN RRNSABND    No Job failed for
system abend

FL21UABN RRNUABND    No Job failed for user
abend

FL21FLSH RRNJFLSH    No Job failed for job
flush

FL21COND RRNHICCD    No Job high
completion code

JCR2FLG2  101 1 X No Flag byte #2
JCR2FLG3  102 1 X No Flag byte #3
JCR2FLG4  103 1 X No Flag byte #4
FL24OSTP RRNOSRRN    Yes OS step restart
FL24OSCK RRNOCRRN    Yes OS checkpoint

restart
FL24U11R RRNUCRRN    Yes WA Restart

Option complete
job rerun

FL24U11P RRNUPRRN    Yes WA Restart
Option partial job
restart

  104 2 B No Reserved
JCR2SMFS  106 1 X No Reserved
JCR2SM45 RRNSMF45    No Source was SMF

type-4 and -5
records

JCR2SM30 RRNSMF30    No Source was SMF
type-30 records

JCR2A#SP RRNABSP# 107 1 B Yes Step number of
abending step

JCR2APRC RRNABPRC 108 8 C Yes PROC name of
abending step

JCR2ASTP RRNABSTP 116 8 C Yes Name of
abending step

JCR2APGM RRNABPGM 124 8 C Yes Name of
abending
program
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JCR2USER RRUNUSER 132 8 C Yes User reserved
field

JCR2USR1  132 4 B No User reserved
word one

JCR2USR2  136 4 B No User reserved
word two

  140 1 X No Reserved
JCR2PRSD PRVRNDTE 141 3 P No Previous Rerun

record reader
start date

JCR2PRST PRVRNDTM 144 4 B No Previous Rerun
record reader
start time

  148 1 X No Reserved
JCR2NRSD NXTRNDTE 149 3 P No Next Rerun

record reader
start date

JCR2NRST NXTRNDTM 152 4 B No Next Rerun
record reader
start time

JCR2RSST RRNRSSTP 156 8 C Yes Starting
stepname or step
number for restart

JCR2REST RRNRESTP 164 8 C Yes Ending stepname
or step number
for restart

JCR2SSRV RRNSSRU 172 4 B Yes Job service units
JCR2SEMU RRNSUMEM 176 2 B Yes Job user memory

used in KB
JCR2SEMS RRNSSMEM 178 2 B Yes Job system

memory used in
KB

  180 2 B No Reserved
JCR2SCPT RRNSTCPU 182 3 B Yes Job CPU time

under TCB in
hundredths of a
second

JCR2SCPS RRNSSCPU 185 3 B Yes Job CPU time
under SRB in
hundredths of a
second

JCR2STCT RRNSTPCT 188 4 B Yes Total tape EXCP
counts

JCR2SDCT RRNSDKCT 192 4 B Yes Total DASD
EXCP counts

JCR2SVCT RRNSVICT 196 4 B Yes Total VIO EXCP
counts

JCR2SOCT RRNSOTCT 200 4 B Yes Total OTHER
EXCP counts

  204 4 B No Reserved
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  208 4 B No Reserved
JCR2RELN  212 1 B No Length of reason

field
JCR2REAS RRUNRESN 213 40 C Yes Variable length

reason field

U11DSBLK -- Data Set Block Area Generator
The U11DSBLK macro generates the data set block area.

This macro has the following format:

►►─┬─────────┬─ U11DSBLK ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label ─┘            └─ TYPE= ─┬─ CSECT ◄ ─┬─┘

                                    └─ DSECT ───┘

label
Defines an optional one- to eight-character user-defined label.

TYPE
Specifies the type of queue area.
CSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be part of the current CSECT. CSECT is the default.
DSECT

Specifies that the queue area is to be generated as a DSECT.

Option Table DSECT
A DSECT for the User Option Table can be generated using the U11OPTBL macro.

User Exits
The following register conventions are in effect on entry to WA Restart Option user exits:

• Register 13 points to a standard save area to use for saving and restoring the registers of the exit's caller.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the user exit's entry point address.
• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that was initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX. This area is intended

to be used for pointers to user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in the Resident
Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and should not be modified by any other exit, except perhaps U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list. The parameter list is different for each user exit and is described under the
appropriate user exit.

• Registers 2 through 12 contain unpredictable values and must be saved on entry to the user exit and restored before
returning to WA Restart Option.

It is the responsibility of the user exit to reestablish the addressing mode of the exit's caller before returning to WA Restart
Option if the addressing mode of the user exit differs from that of the exit's caller. See the sample user exits for examples
of proper return logic.

Exits must be link edited so that the entry point is at location 0.
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All WA Restart Option user exits must be reentrant. On return, register 15 must contain a return code indicating a specific
action depending on the exit. If register 15 does not contain a valid return code, WA Restart Option functions as if the exit
is not present.

Valid return codes for user exits are described under the appropriate user exit.

CAL7OPTN members contain an example of most user exits to simplify installation of the exit. As coded, each example
exit does not in any way affect the operation of any portion of the WA Restart Option system. Any adaptation or
modification of an example exit in these topics is the responsibility of the user.

Run Handler User Exits
The following Run Handler user exits are available:

• U11UAEEX -- User Accounting exit
• U11UPFEX -- Selective F Processing exit
• U11RDSEX -- Reserved Data Set exit
• U11RRSEX -- Restart Setup exit
• U11UCSEX -- Uncatalog/Scratch exit
• U11TMPEX -- Define a job as a TEMP job

If these Run Handler user exits are present in the DBAS JOBLIB/STEPLIB or LNKLST, they are called as required.

These Run Handler user exits let you perform the following tasks:

• Add accounting information to the CMT during F processing (U11UAEEX).
• Determine whether to perform F processing during P processing (U11UPFEX).
• Determine whether to perform normal data set processing for a particular data set (U11RDSEX).
• Allow/disallow restart of a job (U11RRSEX).
• Allow/disallow uncatalog/scratch of a data set (U11UCSEX).

Installation Concerns for Run Handler User Exits
If Run Handler exits are present in the DBAS JOBLIB/STEPLIB or LNKLST, WA Restart Option calls them as required. If
changes are made to these user exits, the changes do not become effective until the next initialization of DBAS.

If these exits are assembled and linked into LNKLST, a refresh of LLA is required before initializing DBAS.

If a new version or a fresh copy of a user exit is required, set the DBAS configuration file parameter RECOVCSA= to NO.
When set to NO, the exits are loaded into newly obtained CSA during DBAS initialization.

NOTE
For more information about CSA usage with RECOVCSA, see the Memory Requirements topic.

U11UAEEX -- User Accounting Exit
The User Accounting exit, U11UAEEX, lets you add accounting information to the CMT Job record during F processing.
U11UAEEX is invoked only during F processing of U11RMS.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11UAEEX, the following register conventions apply:
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• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX, initialized. This field is intended to
be used for pointers to user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in the Resident
Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and should not be modified by any other exit, except perhaps U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list containing two address constants (ADCONs). The first ADCON points to the
Accounting Control Table (ACT) for the job. The IBM macro IEFAJCTB maps this table. The second ADCON points to
a 60-byte user accounting area that is initialized to hexadecimal zeros.

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11UAEEX entry point address.

On return from U11UAEEX, register 1 must contain the length of the data that was placed into the user accounting area by
this exit. A value greater than 60 causes a U0216 abend.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11UAEEX contains a sample user exit.

U11UPFEX -- Selective F Processing Exit
The Selective F Processing exit, U11UPFEX, lets you determine whether to perform F processing during P processing.
The decision can be based either on information that is stored in the CMT Job record or on the job name itself.
U11UPFEX is invoked only during P processing.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11UPFEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX, initialized.
• Register 1 points to a parameter list containing two address constants (ADCONs). The first ADCON points to an 8-byte

field containing the name of the job. The second ADCON points to the CMT Job record for the job. The WA Restart
Option macro U11CMTRC maps the Job record.

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11UPFEX entry point address.

On return from U11UPFEX, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
If P processing is to be performed.

4
If F processing is to be performed.

Any other value in register 15 causes a U0220 abend.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11UPFEX contains a sample user exit.

U11RDSEX -- Reserved Data Set Exit
The Reserved Data Set exit, U11RDSEX, is used to determine when to perform normal data set processing for a
particular data set. U11RDSEX is called before data set processing for every data set in a job. The call for the exit can
come from one of three programs:

• U11RMS
• U11PRE
• U11OPR

The exit indicates one of three decisions for each data set handled. These decisions are to:
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• Perform normal processing.
• Ignore normal processing.
• Abend the job.

The decision is made based on information in the data set record and the job name. U11RDSEX is invoked before data
set processing for every data set in the job, and before Job queue modification for the resolution of GDG data sets.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11RDSEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX, initialized.
• Register 1 points to a parameter list that contains the following values:

– Address of the CMT's DD record for the data set. The U11CMTRC macro mapped the DD record.
– Address of an 8-byte field containing the name of the job.
– Address of a 1-byte field indicating the type of call:

• X'01' -- GDG bias resolution call
• X'02' -- Uncatalog call
• X'04' -- Uncatalog and scratch call

– Address of a 1-byte field indicating the type of processing being performed:
• P -- Production processing
• R -- Rerun/Restart processing
• F -- Format processing
• A -- Add processing
• N -- Null processing
• O -- Operator processing

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11RDSEX entry point address.

On return from U11RDSEX, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Indicates to perform normal data set processing.

4
Indicates to ignore normal processing.

8
Indicates to abend the job with a U0074.

Any other value in register 15 causes a U0076 abend.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11RDSEX contains a sample user exit.

U11RRSEX -- Restart Setup Exit
The Restart Setup exit, U11RRSEX, lets you allow or disallow the restart of a job.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11RRSEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX, initialized. This area is intended to be
used for pointers into user storage areas that are the responsibility of the user to maintain. This field is in the Resident
Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and not modified by any other exit, except perhaps U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list containing four address constants (ADCONs). The first ADCON is the address
of a field containing the job name being restarted. The second ADCON is the address of the EXEC PGM=U11RMS
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parameter list (value of register 1 at entry into U11RMS). The third ADCON is the address of the CMT job record. The
fourth ADCON is the address of the ELVT.

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11RRSEX entry point address.

On return from U11RRSEX, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Allows restart to proceed.

1-255
Disallows restart.

A nonzero return code from this exit is written to the operator/printed with Message U11-053, and user abend U/0053
follows.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11RRSEX contains a sample user exit.

U11UCSEX -- Uncatalog/Scratch Exit
The Uncatalog/Scratch exit, U11UCSEX, lets you exempt data sets from catalog maintenance, or for tape data sets, to
perform scratch processing in addition to uncatalog and expire processing.

The U11VOLCX--Volume Include/Exclude List can also be used to exempt data sets from catalog maintenance or to
perform more scratch processing for tape data sets, but U11UCSEX has the higher priority. If U11UCSEX returns a
nonzero return code, the catalog maintenance functions that are implied by that return code are performed on the data
set. If U11UCSEX returns a zero return code or is not present, U11VCX is checked.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11UCSEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that was initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX. This area is intended
to be used for pointers into user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in the Resident
Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero) and should not be modified by any other exit, except perhaps U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list that contains the following:
– Address of a field containing the data set name on which catalog maintenance is about to be performed.
– Address of the CMT DD record for this data set.
– Address of the volume control block for this data set.
– Address of a byte that indicates whether the data set was located.

• 0 = Located
• 1 = Not located

– Address of a byte that indicates the catalog maintenance function to perform.
• 0 = Uncatalog
• 1 = Uncatalog/scratch for DASD data sets; uncatalog/expire for TAPE data sets

– Address of the ELVT.
• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11UCSEX entry point address.

On return from U11UCSEX, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Perform the catalog maintenance.

4
Do scratch processing in addition to uncatalog and expire processing if this data set is a tape data set.
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8
Do not perform the catalog maintenance.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11UCSEX contains a sample user exit.

U11TMPEX -- Define a Job as a TEMP Job Exit
U11TMPEX, the TEMP job exit, lets you differentiate between a TEMP or test job and a production job.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11TMPEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 1 points to a parameter list containing three address constants (ADCONs).
– The first ADCON is the address of a field containing the job name.
– The second ADCON is the address of the CMT job record.
– The third ADCON is the address of the value specified on the configuration file parameter.

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11TMPEX entry point address.

On return from U11TMPEX, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Indicates a production job.

4
Indicates a TEMP job.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11TMPEX contains a sample user exit.

Tracking User Exits
The product provides five user exits to its IEFACTRT SMF exit.

• U11SRUEX -- SRU exit
• U11RECEX -- JEHF Record exit
• U11RSTEX -- Auto Setup Status exit
• U11ACTEX -- Tracking Action exit
• U11CCREX -- Step Condition Code Auto Setup exit

These IEFACTRT exits let you perform the following actions:

• Decide whether WA Restart Option is to track the job (U11ACTEX).
• Examine, change, or do both to the SRU value WA Restart Option is about to post to the JEHF (U11SRUEX).
• Inspect, modify, or do both to the various JEHF records before updating the JEHF (U11RECEX).
• Examine, change, or do both to the Automatic Restart parameters (Auto Setup) when a step abends (U11RSTEX).
• Allow or disallow Auto Setup of a job.

Installation Concerns for Tracking User Exits
SRU Exit (U11SRUEX):
WA Restart Option provides a standard SRU exit that is included automatically in the system. The SRU exit is designed
for user modification or replacement for particular installation needs. The provided standard exit calculates SRUs based
on the standard calculation of the operating system.

Step Condition Code Auto Setup Exit (U11CCREX):
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If an installation has implemented a scheduling system such as CA 7 or Scheduler that also performs return code
processing, it is important to synchronize the handling of return codes between WA Restart Option and the scheduling
system.

If the scheduling system has implemented the scheduling package condition code interface with WA Restart Option, the
scheduling system determines job failure, and the failing job is set for restart automatically. For instructions regarding this
implementation, see the documentation of your scheduling system.

Other Tracking Exits:
Include these exits in the DBAS JOBLIB/STEPLIB or LNKLST. If an exit is not present, it is not invoked by WA Restart
Option.

U11SRUEX -- SRU Exit
The System Resource Unit exit, U11SRUEX, is called whenever WA Restart Option is about to post an SRU value to
the JEHF. WA Restart Option provides a standard U11SRUEX exit that can be modified or replaced by the user. The
supplied exit either uses the SRU number that is calculated by the operating system or calculates an SRU number using
the following algorithm:

CPU  TIME (PT)=TCB TIME/360,000

I/O TIME (IOT)=(0.000005 * TAPE EXCP Counts)+

               (0.000004 * DASD EXCP Counts)+

               (0.000010 * Other EXCP Counts)

OCCUPANCY TIME (OT)=PT + IOT

SYSTEM RESOURCE UNITS (SRU) = (15OO*PT)+(75O*IOT)+(5*OT* Memory)

You can change any of the factors or the complete algorithm if necessary.

NOTE
If U11SRUEX is assembled and linked into LNKLST, a refresh of LLA is required before initializing DBAS.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11SRUEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX, initialized.
• Register 1 points to a list of addresses. That list contains the following addresses:

– Address of a 4-byte field that receives the SRU number.
– Address of 6 bytes containing the TCB CPU time in the first 3 bytes and, the SRB (service request block) CPU time

in the next 3 bytes.
– Address of 4 bytes containing the user memory that is used in the first 2 bytes and the system memory that is used

in the next 2 bytes.
– Address of six 4-byte fields that contain the accumulated tape, DASD, VIO, other, and two reserved counts,

respectively.
– Address of the SMF step termination record, TYPE=4.

On return from the SRU exit, register 15 should contain the following value:

4
Indicates an unsuccessful completion

Any other return code in register 15 causes WA Restart Option to use the SRU value as calculated.

U11RECEX -- JEHF Record Exit
The JEHF Record exit, U11RECEX, is used to examine, to modify, or to do both to the JEHF records before they are
written to the JEHF. U11RECEX is called once per step termination for a job that WA Restart Option is tracking.
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Processing Actions: On entry to U11RECEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that was initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX.
• Register 1 points to a parameter list as follows:

– Address of JEHF Control record (JCR0)
– Address of JEHF Production record (JCR1)
– Address of JEHF Rerun record (JCR2) (optional)

The third entry in the parameter list is optional; therefore, either the second or the third parameter contains X'80' in the
high-order byte to indicate the end of the parameter list.

On return to WA Restart Option, no return code is expected and the JEHF records are written as is, with no error or
modification checking being performed.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11RECEX contains a sample user exit.

NOTE
U11RECEX is not called for jobs that are tracking without JEHF access.

U11RSTEX -- Auto Setup Status Exit
The Auto Setup Status exit, U11RSTEX, is used to determine if Auto Setup should be performed for a particular job.
U11RSTEX is called prior to updating the Auto Setup parameters to the CMT when a job being tracked by WA Restart
Option abends. The exit lets you analyze the restart parameters selected by WA Restart Option and, if necessary, change
them. You can even remove the job from Auto Setup status for this one particular execution. Also, the exit can be used to
supply a reason-for-rerun at the time of the abend.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11RSTEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to the 12-byte user area in the Resident Module that was to be initialized by exit U11NITEX.
• Register 1 points to a parameter list that contains the following:

– Address of the eight-byte field containing the current job name.
– Address of the CMT Job record for the job.
– Address of the JEHF Control record for the job (JCR0).
– Address of 41-byte reason-for-rerun area (this area is initialized to hex zeros).
– Address of JEHF production record (JCR1) for this cycle (high-order bit is set to indicate if this is the last

parameter).
– Address of JEHF rerun record (JCR2) if job is a rerun.

On return from the U11RSTEX exit, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Indicates normal Auto Setup processing is to be performed.

4
Indicates Auto Setup is not to be applied to the job.

8
Indicates Auto Setup is to be performed regardless of the system default.

If a return code of 8 is issued, you can change the Auto Setup parameters within the CMT Job record, and can also return
a reason-for-rerun at this time by placing in register 0 the address of an area containing the reason. The reason-for-rerun
area pointed to by register 0 is formatted with a 1-byte length and a 1- to 40-byte reason. If the length in the area is more
than 40 bytes the reason is ignored. When no reason is being supplied, register 0 should point to a byte containing a
value greater than 40.
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NOTE
This exit is called for jobs that are being tracked with or without JEHF access. When called for a job being
tracked without the JEHF, 'memory only' pseudo-JEHF records will be provided. These records are not
complete. If you are examining JEHF record fields, see the JEHF DSECT to see if the fields you are accessing
are valid in all circumstances. The JCR0FLG2 field in the JEHF Control record (JCR0) will have the x'80' bit set
(FL02MEMO equate), if the record is for a job that is tracking without JEHF access.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11RSTEX contains a sample user exit.

U11ACTEX -- Tracking Action Exit
The Tracking Action exit, U11ACTEX, is used to determine if WA Restart Option tracking should occur for a particular job.
This determination overrides the specification of the TRACK installation option. The Tracking Action exit is called once
per job during step termination for the first step in the job whether the job contains a U11RMS step or not. The exit is not
called for TSO users or if WA Restart Option SMF exits are inactive.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11ACTEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that was initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX.
• Register 1 points to a standard IBM IEFACTRT parameter list that contains the following:

– Address of the SMF common exit parameter area.
– Address of a field containing the stepname.
– Address of a 20-byte field containing the programmer name.
– Address of three bytes of total job TCB CPU time and a one-byte number of accounting fields in the JOB statement.
– Address of a table of variable-length accounting fields from the JOB statement.
– Address of three bytes of step TCB CPU time and a one-byte number of accounting fields from the EXEC

statement.
– Address of a table of variable-length accounting fields from the EXEC statement.
– Address of two bytes of indicators (job flush, step number).
– Address of a two-byte completion or abend code.
– Address of the SMF record, type-4 or type-30, subtype-4. (A more detailed description of these parameters can be

found in IBM's OS/VS2 SMF.)

On return from the U11ACTEX exit, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

4
Indicates WA Restart Option is not to track the job.

8
Indicates WA Restart Option is to track the job with JEHF access.

12
Indicates WA Restart Option is to track the job without JEHF access.

Any other value in register 15 causes WA Restart Option to use the value of the TRACK installation option in determining
whether to perform tracking.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11ACTEX contains a sample user exit.

U11CCREX -- Step Condition Code Auto Setup Exit
The Step Condition Code Auto Setup exit, U11CCREX, lets you allow or disallow Auto Setup of a job.

If an installation has implemented a scheduling system such as CA 7 or Scheduler that also performs return code
processing, it is important to synchronize the handling of return codes between WA Restart Option and the scheduling
system. If the scheduling system has implemented the scheduling package condition code interface with WA Restart
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Option, the scheduling system determines job failure, and the failing job is set for restart automatically. For instructions
regarding this implementation, see your scheduling system's documentation.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11CCREX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that was initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX. This area is intended
to be used for pointers into user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in the Resident
Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and should not be modified by any other exit, except perhaps U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list that contains the following values:
– Address the SMF common exit parameter.
– Address of an eight-byte field containing the stepname.
– Address of a 20-byte field containing the programmer name.
– Address of a four-byte field containing the job total TCB CPU time (three bytes) and the number of accounting fields

on the JOB statement (one byte).
– Address of a table of variable-length accounting fields from the JOB statement.
– Address of a four-byte field containing the step TCB CPU time (three bytes) and the number of accounting fields on

the EXEC statement (one byte).
– Address of a table of variable-length accounting fields from the EXEC statement.
– Address of a two-byte field containing job flush and step number indicators.
– Address of a two-byte field containing completion code or abend code.
– Address of an SMF record (type-4 or type-30, subtype-4).

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.

On return from U11CCREX, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Ignore user exit.

4
Perform Auto Setup.

8
Do not perform Auto Setup.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11CCREX contains a sample user exit.

U11CIEEX -- Step Insertion Exit
The Step Insertion exit, U11CIEEX, lets you determine whether to insert a WA Restart Option step into a particular job.
This exit is invoked once per job immediately after the WA Restart Option IEFUJV exit finds the first EXEC statement in
the JCL for the job.

The WA Restart Option SMF IEFUJV exit captures the WA Restart Option comment statement. The WA Restart Option
Converter/Interpreter exit can insert the U11RMS step automatically as the first step in a job's JCL based on the setting
of the INSRTOP and ISRTPC parameters of the User Option Table macro (U11OPT). A WA Restart Option comment
statement can also be used to control the insertion of the U11RMS procedure into a job's JCL. The U11CIEEX user exit
can be used to override the decision made by the Converter/Interpreter exit or to change any of the parameters. This user
exit has final authority.

Data from the JMR can selectively insert RMS for jobs assigned to specific batch initiator classes by coding appropriate
statements in the U11CIEEX user exit.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11CIEEX, the following register conventions apply:
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• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that was initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX.
• Register 1 points to a list of seven addresses. Bit 0 set to 1 (hex 80 in the high-order byte) indicates the last address in

the list. The addresses are as follows:
a. Job name
b. Decision flag
c. Default parameters to U11RMS
d. JOB statement
e. First EXEC statement
f. EXEC statement work area
g. SMF common parameter area (also named JMR)

NOTE
If the product encountered an invalid WA Restart Option comment statement, the decision flag (second in the
parameter list) is set to X'10'. This bit can be set or reset at user discretion. If the flag is still equal to X'10' on
return from the user exit, the IEFUJV exit cancels the job with a JCL error.

On return from the exit, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Default (INSRTOP= in the Option table).

4
Do not insert U11RMS step.

8
Insert U11RMS step.

Any other value in register 15 results in an error message and the default is taken.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11CIEEX contains a sample user exit.

Online System User Exits
The following are the Online System user exits:

• U11LOGEX -- ARTS Command Logon/Logoff exit
• U11TXNEX -- ARTS Command Transaction exit

Installation Concerns for Online System User Exits
The DBAS startup parameter SECOPT controls the execution of these exits. These exits are invoked if SECOPT=U and
the modules are available to DBAS at initialization time. If SECOPT=U, neither external nor internal security is in effect.

If these exits are assembled and linked into LNKLST, a refresh of LLA is required before initializing DBAS.

If you require a new version or a fresh copy of a user exit, set the DBAS configuration file parameter RECOVCSA= to NO.
When set to NO, the exits are loaded into newly obtained CSA during DBAS initialization.

NOTE
For more information about CSA usage with RECOVCSA, see the Memory Requirements topic.

U11LOGEX -- ARTS Command Logon/Logoff Exit
The ARTS Command Logon/Logoff exit, U11LOGEX, lets you to perform Logon/Logoff processing for an Online System
user.
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NOTE
If U11LOGEX is assembled and linked into LNKLST, a refresh of LLA is required before initializing DBAS.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11LOGEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that was initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX. This area is intended
to be used for pointers into user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in the Resident
Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and should not be modified by any other exit, except perhaps U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list containing three address constants (ADCONs).
– The first ADCON is the address of a field containing the user's password.
– The second ADCON is the address of a byte that indicates the type of processing to occur:

• 4 = Logon
• 8 = Logoff

– The third ADCON is the address of the ELVT.
• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11LOGEX entry point address.

Logon Return Code

On return to the Online System, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Allow access.

81
Disallow access.

Logoff Return Code

No return code checking is performed.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11LOGEX contains a sample user exit.

U11TXNEX -- ARTS Command Transaction Exit
The ARTS Command Transaction exit, U11TXNEX, lets you perform resource access processing for an Online System
user.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11TXNEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that was initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX. This area is intended
to be used for pointers into user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in the Resident
Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and should not be modified by any other exit, except perhaps U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list that contains the following values:
– Address of an eight-byte field containing the user's password.
– Address of a byte that indicates the type of processing to occur:

• 4 = Function authorization
• 8 = Job match authorization
• 12 = Record access authorization
• 16 = Field access authorization

– Address of the ELVT.
– Address of the resource to be authorized.
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• Function authorization -- Address of the four-byte function identifier.
• Job match authorization -- Address of the eight-byte job name.
• Record access authorization -- Address of the four-byte record identifier.
• CMT Job record -- 'JOB '
• CMT Step record -- 'STEP'
• CMT DD record -- 'DD '
• History member -- 'HIST'
• JEHF Control record -- X'00000000'
• JEHF Production record -- X'00000001'
• JEHF Rerun record -- X'00000002'
• Field access authorization -- Address of the eight-byte field identifier.

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11TXNEX entry point address.

Function Authorization Return Code: On return to the Online System, register 15 should contain one of the following
values:

0
Allow user access to requested function.

82
Disallow access.

Job Authorization Return Code: On return to the Online System, register 15 should contain one of the following values:

0
Allow user access to the CMT/JEHF records associated with this job.

83
Disallow access.

Record Authorization Return Code: On return to the Online System, register 15 should contain one of the following
values:

0
Allow user access to requested record.

84
Disallow access.

Field Authorization Return Code: On return to the Online System, register 15 should contain one of the following
values:

0
Allow user access to requested field.

84
Disallow access.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11TXNEX contains a sample user exit.

DBAS User Exits
Coding Conventions: All user exits receive control with the following register conventions:
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• Register 13 points to four contiguous 18-word save areas for the user of the exit routine. The first 18-word area must
be used to save the contents of general registers 2 through 12, 14, and 15. The second 18-word area is intended to be
used as the exit's register save area. The third and fourth 18-word area can be used as work areas.

• Register 14 contains the return address with DBAS.
• Register 15 contains the user exit's entry point address.
• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that can be initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX. This area is

intended to be used for pointers into user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in
the Resident Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and should only be modified by your DBAS termination exit,
U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list that is described under each user exit.
• Register 2 through 12 contain unpredictable values, but must be saved on entry to the user exit and restored prior to

returning to DBAS.

All exits must be able to operate in supervisor state and protect-key zero.

No return code is checked on return from the exit.

Examples of User Exits: CAL7OPTN members contain examples of all user exits to simplify installation of the exit.
As coded, each example exit does not in any way affect the operation of any portion of DBAS. Any readaptation or
modification of an example exit in this section is the responsibility of the user.

U11NITEX -- DBAS Initialization Exit
The DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX, lets a user acquire storage for a control block to be used by other WA Restart
Option exits.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11NITEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that can be initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX. This area is
intended to be used for pointers into user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in
the Resident Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and should only be modified by your DBAS termination exit,
U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list containing one address constant (ADCON). The ADCON is the address of the
ELVT.

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11NITEX entry point address.

No return code is checked on return from the exit.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11NITEX contains a sample user exit.

U11TRMEX -- DBAS Termination Exit
The DBAS Termination exit, U11TRMEX, lets a user release storage for a control block obtained for use by other WA
Restart Option exits.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11TRMEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 0 points to a 12-byte field that can be initialized by your DBAS Initialization exit, U11NITEX. This area is
intended to be used for pointers into user storage areas that are the user's responsibility to maintain. This field is in
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the Resident Module, which is in CSA (protect-key zero), and should only be modified by your DBAS termination exit,
U11TRMEX.

• Register 1 points to a parameter list containing one address constant (ADCON). The ADCON is the address of the
ELVT.

• Register 13 points to a register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11TRMEX entry point address.

No return code is checked on return from the exit.

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11TRMEX contains a sample user exit.

U11SSSEX -- Subsystem Selection Exit
The Subsystem Selection Exit, U11SSSEX, is used in a Multiple-Subsystem Facility (MSSF) environment to select a
DBAS subsystem for access. The U11SSSEX exit is loaded into LPA during CAIRIM initialization. Subsystem selection
can be based on job name or other criterion, dependent on particular user needs.

Processing Actions: On entry to U11SSSEX, the following register conventions apply:

• Register 1 points to a parameter list.
• Register 13 points to a standard register save area.
• Register 14 contains the return address.
• Register 15 contains the U11SSSEX entry point address.

The parameter list consists of four words:

• Word one points to the job name.
• Word two points to job class.
• Word three points to user ID.
• Word four points to JOB statement accounting.

Job name is eight bytes filled to the right with spaces.

Job class is one byte.

User ID is eight bytes filled to the right with spaces. If not provided, it is all spaces.

JOB statement accounting is in the following format:

• One-byte number of subfields.
• One-byte length of subfield text.
• Subfield text.
• Length and text repeated for number of subfields.

If no accounting data is provided on the JOB statement or it is not available, the number of subfields is zero.

On return from U11SSSEX, register 15 must contain a return code indicating whether the exit selected a subsystem:

0
Indicates that the exit selected no subsystem. The subsystem to be accessed will be determined by the presence
of a //@SSNXXXX dummy DD in the step's JCL or will be determined by default.

4
Indicates a subsystem was selected (the subsystem's name must be returned in register 0).

Example: CAL7OPTN member U11SSSEX contains a sample user exit.
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Usage Notes: This exit can be called in several different environments. Most frequently it is called in the job's address
space. It can be called under JES2 in exit 6 or in JES3 exit 3. It can also be called under JES2 or JES3 by SMF exit
IEFUJV.

Under IEFUJV, user ID is only available if coded on the JOB statement or inserted before JCL conversion. Accounting is
only available if coded on the JOB statement (not in JES control statements).

Under JES3 exit 3 accounting is not available.

Maintenance Procedures
Documentation in this area provides information about the customization USERMODs, backup and recovery, and
performance and tuning.

Customization USERMODs
SMP ++USERMODs perform all the customization. USERMODs facilitate recovery from bad changes and provide a
record of the changes that are made. USERMODs can also streamline the process of product customization because all
maintenance procedures conform to a standard approach. Instructions for each of the customization USERMODs follow.

To back out a USERMOD, perform an SMP RESTORE.

WARNING
Never accept USERMODs. Accepting a USERMOD prevents you from restoring it and causes conflicts when
you must apply any maintenance to affected components.

Change Installation Options
The Summary of User Installation Options contains a list of all installation options that are defined on your system.
The options that are listed as being displayed by the OINQ command can be modified as described in the following
paragraphs.

Your user options are defined to WA Restart Option in module U11OPT, which is produced by assembling the U11OPTBL
macro.

Modify the source for this module only with an SMP ++USERMOD. The CAL7SAMP library member AL7UOPT contains
the JCL to receive and apply the USERMOD.

You can provide IEBUPDTE control statements to modify the distributed version of the source module (use ++SRCUPD),
or replace the module completely (use ++SRC instead). You might want your IEBUPDTE statements or replacement
source to reside in a separate library or member. If so, you can concatenate a DD statement identifying this member
immediately following the ++SRC or ++SRCUPD SMPPTFIN statement.

NOTE
Do not code a ./ REPL if replacing an entire source module (SMP returns an error).

The REWORK parameter is provided to make it easy for SMP/E users to change the USERMOD repeatedly without ever
having to perform a RESTORE operation.

Once the USERMOD is successfully applied, perform the following tasks to make your changes effective:

1. Issue the following command if CAL7LOAD is in your linklist:

F LLA,REFRESH

2. Issue the REFRESH MOD=U11OPT command, or shut down and restart the Database Address Space (DBAS).
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Change the Reporting Group Definition
After WA Restart Option is installed, sometimes the need arises to change the batch report groups. Typical changes
include, adding groups, deleting groups, changing membership criteria, and so forth. When the Group table must be
changed, the generating macro, U11GROUP, must be reassembled and linked as module U11GRP. The entire table must
be recreated. Creation of a new table completely destroys the existing table, so all group profiles must be declared, not
only the changed groups.

Your reporting groups are defined to WA Restart Option in module U11GRP, which is produced by assembling the
U11GROUP macro.

Modify the source for this module only with an SMP ++USERMOD. The CAL7SAMP library member AL7UGRP contains
the JCL to receive and apply the USERMOD.

You can provide IEBUPDTE control statements to modify the distributed version of the source module (use ++SRCUPD),
or replace the module completely (use ++SRC instead). You might want your IEBUPDTE statements or replacement
source to reside in a separate library or member. If so, you can concatenate a DD statement identifying this member
immediately following the ++SRC or ++SRCUPD SMPPTFIN statement.

NOTE
Do not code a ./ REPL if replacing an entire source module (SMP returns an error).

The REWORK parameter is provided to make it easy for SMP/E users to change the USERMOD repeatedly without ever
having to perform a RESTORE operation.

Once the USERMOD is successfully applied, perform this task to make your changes effective: Issue the following
command if CAL7LOAD is in your linklist:

F LLA,REFRESH

Change the Internal Security Definition
If you are using WA Restart Option internal security or external security with field level security, you might have to change
the Security table for the Online System. You can add new users, delete users, change the profile of an existing user, and
so forth. When the Security table must be changed, the generating macro, U11SECUR, must be reassembled and linked
as module U11OST. The entire Security table must be recreated. Because the creation of a new table completely destroys
the existing table, all security profiles must be declared, not only the changed profiles.

Your online security table is defined to WA Restart Option in module U11OST, which assembling the U11SECUR macro
produces.

Modify the source for this module only with an SMP ++USERMOD. The CAL7SAMP library member AL7UOST contains
the JCL to receive and apply the USERMOD.

You can provide IEBUPDTE control statements to modify the distributed version of the source module (use ++SRCUPD),
or replace the module completely (use ++SRC instead). You might want your IEBUPDTE statements or replacement
source to reside in a separate library or member. If so, you can concatenate a DD statement identifying this member
immediately following the ++SRC or ++SRCUPD SMPPTFIN statement.

NOTE
Do not code a ./ REPL if replacing an entire source module (SMP returns an error).

The REWORK parameter is provided to make it easy for SMP/E users to change the USERMOD repeatedly without ever
having to perform a RESTORE operation.

Once the USERMOD is successfully applied, perform the following tasks to make your changes effective:

1. Issue the following command if CAL7LOAD is in your linklist:
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F LLA,REFRESH

2. Shut down and restart the Database Address Space (DBAS).

Modify COMADDR, COMCITY, or COMNAME
You can modify the values for the parameters COMADDR (your company address), COMCITY (your company city), and
COMNAME (your company name) as defined to WA Restart Option.

Your COMMADDR, COMCITY, and COMNAME are defined in module U11PRT, which is produced by assembling the
U11PRTRT macro.

Modify the source for this module only with an SMP ++USERMOD. The CAL7SAMP library member AL7UPRT contains
the JCL to receive and apply the USERMOD.

You can provide IEBUPDTE control statements to modify the distributed version of the source module (use ++SRCUPD),
or replace the module completely (use ++SRC instead). You might want your IEBUPDTE statements or replacement
source to reside in a separate library or member. If so, you can concatenate a DD statement identifying this member
immediately following the ++SRC or ++SRCUPD SMPPTFIN statement.

NOTE
Do not code a ./ REPL if replacing an entire source module (SMP returns an error).

The REWORK parameter is provided to make it easy for SMP/E users to change the USERMOD repeatedly without ever
having to perform a RESTORE operation.

Once the USERMOD is successfully applied, perform the following tasks to make your changes effective:

1. Issue the following command if CAL7LOAD is in your linklist:

F LLA,REFRESH

2. Shut down and restart the Database Address Space (DBAS).

Change Reason-for-Rerun Table Definitions
The Reason-for-Rerun table is maintained in a special table of the CMT. You can use an Online System command, UPRS,
to alter the table.

Change the Volume Include/Exclude List
You can add, change, or delete volume specifications using the following procedure.

Your volumes to include or exclude are defined to WA Restart Option in module U11VCX. U11VCX is produced by
assembling the U11VOLCX macro.

Modify the source for this module only with an SMP ++USERMOD. The CAL7SAMP library member AL7UVCX contains
the JCL to receive and apply the USERMOD.

You can provide IEBUPDTE control statements to modify the distributed version of the source module (use ++SRCUPD),
or replace the module completely (use ++SRC instead). You might want your IEBUPDTE statements or replacement
source to reside in a separate library or member. If so, you can concatenate a DD statement identifying this member
immediately following the ++SRC or ++SRCUPD SMPPTFIN statement.

NOTE
Do not code a ./ REPL if replacing an entire source module (SMP returns an error).

The REWORK parameter is provided to make it easy for SMP/E users to change the USERMOD repeatedly without ever
having to perform a RESTORE operation.
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Once the USERMOD is successfully applied, perform the following tasks to make your changes effective:

1. Issue the following command if CAL7LOAD is in your linklist:

F LLA,REFRESH

2. Shut down and restart the Database Address Space (DBAS).

Backup and Recovery
Before you attempt backup and recovery operations, read and understand the  Datacom  Administrator topics:

• Modifying Multi-User Startup Options
• Logging
• Operating with Logging Active
• Using Transaction Backout
• Using Recovery
• Ensuring Data Integrity with Continuous Availability

Also read the Datacom  DBUTLTY Reference topics about the BACKUP, SPILL, LOAD, and RECOVERY commands. This
topic is intended as a summary of the subject.

With Datacom, data areas (data sets) or an entire database can be backed up in several ways. The method depends on
the purpose of the backup. This backup is done with the Datacom utility DBUTLTY, though sometimes other tools can be
used.

For relocating, reorganizing, or expanding data areas, use DBUTLTY to take a backup in either physical or native key
sequence. In this case, DBAS should not be running. The DBUTLTY keyword RECID should be NO and UPDATE should
be YES. The data areas can then be rebuilt using the DBUTLTY LOAD command.

For purposes of recovery, a backup can be taken using DBUTLTY or another product. If the backup is taken using other
than DBUTLTY, DBAS should not be running. The other product should back up a complete DASD track. A "RETIX" must
be run.

If DBUTLTY is used, a backup can be taken with DBAS operational and updating the database. The DBUTLTY keyword
RECID should equal YES, SEQUENCE should be PHYSICAL, and UPDATE should be NO.

Whether the backup is taken with DBAS stopped or running, a subsequent recovery consists of restoring the database
as it was at the time of the backup and then applying the Recovery files created after the beginning of the backup. This
process is known as forward recovery.

Logging File
Datacom/AD uses the logging file (LXX) to keep before images and transaction data before applying updates. This
process lets you back out transactions when an application program, such as DBAS, fails or requests a rollback. If a
transaction is successful, the application program issues a Commit request and the updates are permanently applied.
Committed transactions are considered spillable; that is they can be written to a Recovery file. This process frees up
space on the logging file to hold more transactions.

Recovery Files
The Recovery file can be used after restoring the database to bring the database back to current status (forward
recovery). The DBUTLTY RECOVERY command is used to do this.

The Recovery file can be produced in either of two ways. First, the file can be written by Datacom/AD automatically using
a permanently allocated tape unit (Datacom MUF Startup Parameter LOGRCV set to YES).
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The second and more common method is to create recovery files using the DBUTLTY SPILL command when the log file
reaches a predetermined percentage of capacity. The MUF Startup parameter LOGRCV is set to NO in this case. MUF
Startup parameter LOGSPILL is used to specify the capacity threshold at which a console message is issued to alert the
operator. MUF Startup parameter LOGMSGE is set to YES to highlight this message.

Sample Backup and Recovery Jobs
Sample jobs are provided to back up the WA Restart Option database with DBAS active, to create a Recovery file, to
restore the database, and to apply the recovery file. The Datacom/AD MUF must be running to execute these jobs.

AL7BKUP backs up the WA Restart Option database while DBAS continues to run. This job backs up the entire database
to one file.

AL7SPLL creates a recovery file. This job can be used when LOGRCV is set to NO. Run this job whenever the Log file
reaches the capacity threshold that is specified in LOGSPILL and again immediately before a recovery is attempted to
capture the most recent transactions.

AL7LD1 or AL7LD2 can load the database from a backup file depending on whether the Datacom MUF is up or down.

AL7RECV performs a forward recovery using the Recovery files that are created after the last backup. Concatenate
recovery files in order of creation under the RXX DD statement. DBAS must be stopped during this process.

NOTE
For more information about these procedures, see the Datacom Database and System Administrator topics and
the Datacom DBUTLTY Reference topics.

Performance and Tuning
The performance can be improved by tuning the basic components of the system for maximum efficiency. The
performance of the Tracking System is critical as it affects all jobs and, in particular, all tracked jobs. Run Handler
(U11RMS) performance is also critical, as it controls job execution for all production and rerun jobs. Although not as
critical, the Online Inquiry/Update component also has an impact on the overall performance of WA Restart Option. Each
of the previously mentioned components can be tuned so that WA Restart Option runs at maximum efficiency. Tuning is
presented in the following topics.

Tune the Run Handler (U11RMS)
Observe the following suggestions to improve performance of the Run Handler. Assume that you have made JCL changes
to a large job, which forces Format processing. You can avoid a large amount of processing time by submitting the job
with a PARM of F, instead of P. This setting eliminates the overhead of reading and checking for JCL changes against the
database.

WARNING

The U11RMS job step requires a region that is calculated from U11OPTBL parameters as follows:

100KB + MAXPASS*56 + MAXOLD*46 + MAXUGDG*40

This area is private area storage - not common. The allocation is only during the U11RMS job step.

Online Component Tuning
When issuing an online PRE command for restart processing, the value of the OLMAINT option can have a significant
effect on the amount of time that is used in the command. When OLMAINT=YES is used, WA Restart Option performs
data set maintenance in much the same fashion as U11RMS would. On large jobs, this process can take several seconds
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to a few minutes in the online environment. The OLMAINT=NO option causes the data set maintenance to be deferred
until the restart job actually runs, by that eliminating most processing in this command.

DBAS Tuning
The DBTASKS configuration file parameter controls how many concurrent tasks (threads) can communicate with
Datacom/AD on behalf of DBAS. Not having enough can result in delays during peak workloads. Having too many can
result in wasted virtual storage and CPU time.

Some statistics available from DBAS can help tune the DBTASKS parameter. To begin, DBAS has been running for at
least a few hours and your normal batch workload has been processed during this time. Turn on database statistics using
the SET STATS,ACT=ON command. The interval is not important because you only need one set of statistics for this
purpose. You can turn off the statistics using the SET STATS,ACT=OFF command after one interval.

Look at Messages U11D-8000-26 and U11D-8000-27. Message U11D-8000-26 is repeated for every database I/O
task that has processed requests after DBAS was started. The message indicates the number of requests that are
processed by that task. If a task has not processed any work, Message U11D-8000-26 is not issued for that task.
Message U11D-8000-27 indicates the number of times a request was delayed because all tasks were busy.

Several tasks within DBAS give work to these tasks. They all start at the first task and find the first idle one so that the first
task processes more requests than the second, and so on. If all tasks are busy, the task that requests the work waits a
brief interval and it starts over at the first, adding one to the number of requests delayed.

If the number of delays is zero or a small percentage of the requests that the last task processed, DBTASKS is adequate
to support your workload. A relative few delays do not result in measurable performance degradation.

Consider increasing DBTASKS if the number of requests that are delayed is more than a small percentage of the number
of requests that the last task processed.

The default for DBTASKS is 5. We recommend that you start with this number and do use a smaller number. The number
of tasks that can be supported is limited to about 250. This number can vary with different releases of WA Restart Option.
If you specify more than the maximum supported, the maximum is used.

Increasing DBTASKS might require a similar adjustment to Datacom startup parameters.

Database Address Space
The Database Address Space functions within WA Restart Option as a multiuser, multi-CPU database access system.
The following diagram further describes this process. The users on CPU1 access the CMT and the JEHF through the
Database Address Space in CPU1 while users on CPU2 access the CMT and the JEHF through the Database Address
Space in CPU2. DBAS on both CPUs access Datacom/AD to access the tables. Since the database tables only reside
on CPU1, Datacom on CPU2 uses an XCF connection (CTC) to access the database on CPU1. This process maximizes
performance of WA Restart Option by implementing a separate address space for database access by multiple users and
multiple CPUs. The following figure illustrates this multiple database access feature:
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Figure 1: Database Address Space

 

An application program, running in a user's address space, calls the I/O interface modules (U11PDS or U11VSM) to
access the WA Restart Option database. Either U11PDS or U11VSM validates the request and, if necessary, issues the
WA Restart Option SVC to pass the request to DBAS through a request queue in CSA. On completion of the request,
the reverse process returns a return code to the application user. DBAS, through the use of Cross-Memory Services,
accomplishes the data transfer between DBAS and the application user.

DBAS Tasks
A MAIN task and its subtasks control the Database Address Space. Depending on the selected configuration file
parameters, you can start DBAS with a minimum of three subtasks under the MAIN task (CMD task, CMT task, and DB
task) and a maximum of five subtasks under the MAIN task, if the MANT task and JEHF I/O task are started. The MANT
task and JEHF I/O task can be started and shut down independently of other DBAS tasks and of each other.

MAIN Task

The MAIN task initiates the startup of DBAS and attaches the tasks that perform various independent functions. The task
is also responsible for responding to several types of operator commands (for example, displaying system status, shutting
down DBAS, and so forth).

CMD Task

The Command (CMD) task performs two functions: routing all operator commands to their proper destinations among the
various tasks and processing commands directed to the CMD task (for example, Displaying CMD Task Status or Activity).

CMT Task

The Catalog Management Table (CMT) task initiates all I/O to the CMT for the entire system. This task also processes
various display and abnormal termination cleanup commands.
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JEHF Task

The Job Execution History File (JEHF) task controls all I/O to the JEHF for the entire system. This task also processes
various display and abnormal termination cleanup display and abnormal termination cleanup commands.

DB Task

The DB task interfaces with Datacom/AD through a variable number of subtasks. This task also accepts CMT and JEHF I/
O requests and satisfies them through Datacom.

MANT Task

The MANT task interfaces with Datacom/AD for purging old records, unused jobs, or both. This task also processes
display commands.

Database Unlock Task

The Database Unlock task executes during DBAS initialization. Its purpose is to ensure that any database records left
locked by a previous DBAS execution are unlocked. It runs concurrently with the initialization of the other DBAS tasks.
CMT and JEHF requests must await execution of this task. On a large database, some delay occurs in beginning DBAS
normal processing.

DYDS Task

The DYDS task establishes an interface to an IEFDB401 exit and enables WA Restart Option to be aware of the dynamic
allocation of data sets. The DYDS task adds DD records to the CMT as the exit is invoked, allowing dynamically allocated
data sets to be maintained.

Space Monitor Task

The Space Monitor task starts at DBAS initialization time when the DBWARN configuration value is not zero. At startup,
the task displays database usage values. The task also displays space values after the first 10-minute interval that ends
after midnight.

At 10-minute intervals, this task obtains database space values from the Datacom/AD MUF. If a WA Restart Option area is
over the warning level, a non-deletable message is issued to the master console to alert the operator that action might be
required.

The Space Monitor task stops when DBAS goes into SUSPEND mode and starts when DBAS resumes.

The Space Monitor task requires the installation of the System Database option during Datacom installation. This typically
occurs during a Datacom/AD installation and is named the CASYSTEMTABLES database (defaults to DBID=1000).

Native Data Access (NDA) Task

The Native Data Access (NDA) task lets processes outside DBAS access data elements (records) through DBAS in their
native database format instead of the traditional PDS or VSAM access. Elements can be read, updated, added, or deleted
one element at a time through NDA.

DBAS Configuration File
The configuration file lets you specify DBAS parameters appropriate for your needs. The following paragraphs contain a
description of the configuration file including the user-specified parameters that can be selected.

During DBAS initialization, the DBAS MAIN task reads the configuration file and initiates the subtasks according to your
desired configuration of DBAS.
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JCL to Run DBAS as a Started Task

 //CAL7     PROC

 //DBAS     EXEC PGM=U11D0000,REGION=4096K

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD.dsn,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=A

 //SYSIN    DD   DSN=CA11config.file,DISP=SHR

CAL7SAMP member AL7CAL7 provides a sample PROC to run DBAS as a started task.

Configuration File Format
The JCL for DBAS must include a SYSIN DD that specifies the configuration file. You can supply the control statements
through allocation of a card-image, sequential data set (LRECL=80), or in-stream when DBAS is executed as a batch job.

The configuration file is composed of free-form 71-position control statements having the following format:

          ┌─ , ──────────┐

►►─ type ─▼─ parm=value ─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

where type, which must begin in position 1 of the statement, specifies the DBAS task for which the parameters following
(parm=value) apply.

You can continue a configuration file statement onto multiple card images. Break the statement at a comma and resume
the statement at position 2 or later of the next card image. Positions 72-80 of configuration file statements are ignored.

The following topics contain an explanation of each parameter in the configuration file.

Configuration File Parameter Descriptions
This topic presents parameters for the MAIN task and the supporting subtasks, including formats and a complete
description of each.

DBAS MAIN Task

The DBAS MAIN task has the following format:

 ►►─ MAIN──SSN=xxxx───,NUMASID=(ppp,ss)───,MAXTASKS=nnn───────────────────────►   

 

 ►─ ,PURGDSN=xxx...xxx ────── ,RECURINT=nnnn ─────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─ ,REQTMOUT=nnn ─────────── ,RPRTDSN=xxx...xxx ─────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ABENDPGM= ─┬─ xxxxxxxx ──────────────────┬─┘

                  └─ (xxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyy,...) ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,ARM= ─┬─ NO ──────┬─┘ └─ ,AUDITAGE= ─┬─ 30 ◄ ─┬─┘

             ├─ xxx,*xx ─┤                  └─ nnn ──┘

             └─ NONE ────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬──────────────────────►
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   └─ ,AUDITSUP= ─┬─ YES ◄ ───┬─┘ └─ ,CI= ─┬─ ACT ───┬─┘

                  ├─ NO ──────┤            └─ INACT ─┘

                  └─ REQ ─────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,CLEANUP= ─┬─ JOB ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DBTASKS= ─┬─ 5 ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ STEP ──┘                 └─ n ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,DBWARN= ─┬─ 80 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ nnn ──┘                  └─ YES ──┘ 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,EVICTJOB= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ YES ──┘  

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,GBLHIRC= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ──┬─┘

                 └─ nnnn ─┘ 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ ,HLTHCK= ─┬─ NO ◄ ────┬─┘ └─ ,HONORCC= ─┬─ ALL ◄ ──┬──┘

                └─ nnnnn ───┘                 └─ NONE ───┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬───┬──────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ ,HSMVOL=(xxxxxx,xxxxxx,...) ─┘   └─ ,LOCALGTS=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MAINTAGE= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,MAINTPRC=xxxxxxxx ─┘

                  └─ nnn ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ ,MAINTRQS= ─┬─ 1000 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,MAINTTME= ─┬─ 5 ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ nnnn ───┘                  └─ nnn ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ ,MAINTTMP= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,MINSTATS=n ─┘ └─ ,PURGDATA=xxxxxxxx ─┘

                  └─ nnn ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,PURGMGMT=xxxxxxxx ─┘

        

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

   └─ ,PURGSPACE= ─┬─ (05550,(01000,00000)) ◄ ─────────────────────┬─┘  

                   └─ ( ┬─ CYL ───┬─ ,(nnnnn ─┬──────────┬─ ) ─ ) ─┘

                        ├─ TRK ───┤           └─ ,nnnnn ─┘

                        └─ nnnnn ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─────┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,PURGSTOR=xxxxxxxx ─┘     └─ ,PURGUNIT=xxxxxxxx ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ,RECOVCSA= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,RMSSTEP= ─┬─ 3 ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ NO ────┘                 ├─ 1 ───┤

                                              └─ 2 ───┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RPRTDATA=xxxxxxxx ─┘ └─ ,RPRTMGMT=xxxxxxxx ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ ,RPRTSPACE= ─┬─ (08000,(01000,00000)) ◄ ──────────────────────┬─┘

                   └─ ( ┬─ CYL ───┬─ ,(nnnnn ─┬──────────┬─ ) ─ ) ──┘

                        ├─ TRK ───┤           └─ ,nnnnn ─┘

                        └─ nnnnn ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─────┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,RPRTSTOR=xxxxxxxx ─┘     └─ ,RPRTUNIT=xxxxxxxx ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ,RSNUM= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘   └─ ,SECFLD= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ 

               └─ YES ─┘                  └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,SECJOB= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SECOPT= ─┬─ I ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘                ├─ E ───┤ 

                                          └─ U ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ ,SECPRFX= ─┬─ L7 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SFAUTOR= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ xx ───┘                 └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,STEPDEP= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘  

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,SUBMSG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ └─ ,TRAKINIT= ─┬─ TRAK ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ─┘                  └─ NTRK ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TRKHIST= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ └─ ,TRKRMS= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                 └─ NO ──┘                └─ YES ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,URT= ─┬─ L7URT601 ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ xxxxxxxx ───┘

MAIN
Defines the parameters for the MAIN task.

SSN
Specifies the subsystem name for the DBAS subsystem. This parameter is required.
xxxx

Indicates the one- to four-character subsystem name. WA Restart Option assumes that the subsystem
name of DBAS is CAL7. An installation can decide to use a different name. However, letting WA Restart
Option utilities and other programs determine the name of the subsystem to use involves the use of the
Subsystem Selection User exit (U11SSSEX) or the inclusion of a special DD in production JCL.

NUMASID
Specifies a primary and secondary allocation for the number of address spaces to be concurrently accessing
DBAS. This parameter is required.
(ppp,ss)

ppp is the value for the primary allocation.
ss is the value for the secondary allocation.
The primary allocation should be approximately 75 percent of the maximum number of TSO users
who can be accessing the system online, plus the total number of batch initiators in the system with a
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minimum value of 8 and a maximum of 100. Make the secondary allocation approximately 10 percent of
the primary allocation with a minimum value of 8. If fewer are specified, the minimum values are used for
both ppp and ss.

MAXTASKS
Specifies the maximum number of tasks within a single address space to permit concurrent access to DBAS. This
parameter is required.
nnn

Specifies the value for the maximum number of tasks. The nnn should be at least two or the larger of
either the number of Converter/Interpreters in JES3 or maximum number of concurrent users of any of the
online interfaces (with a minimum value of eight).

PURGDSN
Defines the GDG base data set name to use to allocate the next generation of the PURGE data set. Specify 1- to
36-alphanumeric characters. This parameter is required.

RECURINT
Specifies the maximum time interval between DBAS task abends for detection of recursive abends. A recursive
abend is defined as an abend that occurs repeatedly as a result of DBAS attempting to recover from errors. In an
unusual circumstance, the recovery processing itself can abend, causing a recursive abend situation. Differing
CPU speeds result in differing amounts of time before a recursive abend can be detected. Value is specified in
milliseconds. The maximum value is 9999 (9.999 seconds). This parameter is required.

REQTMOUT
Specifies, in seconds, the real-time window that is allowed for DBAS to service a user request. If this window
expires before the user request is serviced, the application (user job) issues a U11-012 message and wait or loop
within the SVC until the request is serviced. A typical value for this parameter is 30 (30 seconds). This parameter
is required.

RPRTDSN
Specifies the GDG base data set name to use to allocate the next generation of the MANT task REPORT data
set. Specify 1- to 36-alphanumeric characters. This parameter is required.

ABENDPGM
Designates programs as "abender" programs. Job steps executing these programs are flagged as nonrestartable.
You can enter up to eight programs on a line with as many lines as necessary.

ARM
Controls the interface to IBM's Automatic Restart Manager.
NO

Does not permit ARM processing. NO is the default.
xxx,*xx

Permits ARM processing except for this abend code or codes where xxx and *xx are specific or generic
(*) abend codes.

NONE
Permits ARM processing with no exceptions.

AUDITAGE
Specifies the number of days that are used to compare against an audit record's creation date to determine
whether to delete an audit record.
Default: 30

AUDITSUP
Specifies whether auditing support is available.
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YES
Performs audits of user modifications to WA Restart Option data. Auditing is suspended (ignored)
when the database area containing the audit information fills or is full. YES is the default.

NO
Performs no audits of user modifications to WA Restart Option data.

REQ
Performs audits of user modifications to WA Restart Option data and requires auditing. The WA Restart
Option database is suspended if the database area containing the audit information fills or is full. Use
caution when specifying this option.

CI
Specifies whether the Converter/Interpreter interface is automatically activated or deactivated during DBAS
initialization. This parameter is optional.
ACT

Indicates activate the Converter/Interpreter interface.
INACT

Indicates deactivate the Converter/Interpreter interface.
If CI is not specified and RECOVCSA=NO, a WTOR (U11-800) is issued after DBAS initialization when the first
JCL statement is passed to the Converter/Interpreter interface. The console operator replies to the WTOR and
activates or deactivates the Converter/Interpreter interface according to the reply.
If CI is not specified and RECOVCSA=YES, the Converter/Interpreter interface remains in the same state as
when the previous DBAS was shut down. If, however, an IPL has occurred because a previous DBAS was active,
U11-800 is always issued when CI is not specified.

CLEANUP
Specifies whether the Run Handler performs data set cleanup actions (uncatalog/scratch/expire) for the entire job
in the U11RMS step or perform these actions in the SMF Step Initiation Exit (USI) for each individual step.

NOTE
For more information, see the Job Versus Step Level Data Set Cleanup topic.

DBTASKS
Specifies the number of subtasks to interface with Datacom/AD. The default is five. This number can be raised to
allow more concurrent CMT and JEHF requests.
You do not need to have a database subtask for every JES2/JES3/WLM initiator that can run RMS steps. This
value is only increased from the default of 5 by direction of Broadcom Support.
If you are accessing the Datacom Multi-User Facility using XCF, adjust the Datacom TASKS parameter so that
Datacom has adequate tasks to handle these connections.

DBWARN
Specifies the warning level that the Space Monitor task uses to display database usage when over the value
specified. The default is 80 (for 80 percent). Specify DBWARN=0 to disable the Space Monitor task (which is only
done at the request of Broadcom Support).

DYNCLEAN
Specifies whether to perform data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

WARNING
Cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets does not occur the first time that a job runs or each time that
Format processing is performed (explicitly or implicitly).

NO
Does not perform data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets. NO is the default.

YES
Performs data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.
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EVICTJOB
Specifies whether WA Restart Option supports the JES2 $EJnnn,STEP command
NO

WA Restart Option does not detect a job that is evicted by JES2 using the $EJnnn,STEP or
$EJnnn,STEP,HOLD commands. NO is the default.

YES
WA Restart Option detects whether an RMS job was evicted by the JES2 $EJnnn,STEP or
$EJnnn,STEP,HOLD command. When JES2 restarts the job, WA Restart Option supports RMS
processing for the job. The system that executes the job after it has been restarted by JES2 must have
the WA Restart Option EVICTJOB=YES option set for WA Restart Option to process the remaining steps.

WARNING
Setting EVICTJOB=YES adds a Datacom database call to read the job record at the start of
every batch step for every job in the system. While this is not significant, it is more overhead.
You might consider using the =SET EVICTJOB,ACT=ON command to enable this setting
dynamically.

EVICTJOB=YES requires TRACINIT=TRAK
The WA Restart Option DBAS tasks must use the same Datacom database and MUF on all systems
where the evicted job executes. In addition, the same WA Restart Option subsystem (SSN= value in the
configuration file) must be used. If you are using a WA Restart Option subsystem that is not CAL7, you
must use the WA Restart Option subsystem selection exit U11SSSEX to set a subsystem.
The RMS step override DD is not compatible with the WA Restart Option evict job support.
//SSN@xxxx DD DUMMY - Cannot use this, you must use the U11SSSEX subsystem
selection exit.
Not all jobs are suitable for the $EJnnn,STEP command.
IBM has documented some limitations of using the $EJnnn,STEP command:
- Job must execute in a JES2 Journal class.
- Passed data sets over the restart cannot execute successfully.
- IF/THEN/ELSE logic before a restart is evaluated as false.
See the IBM APAR OA49401 that has more information about their restrictions for job streams and the
$EJnnn,STEP command.

GBLHIRC
Specifies a global high return code parameter to act as a default return code value used in determining the
success or failure of a job. The default is zero that means no global high return code.

HLTHCK
Specifies the interval in minutes between DBAS health checks under the IBM Health Checker.
NO

Indicates no health checks for this DBAS subsystem. NO is the default.
nnnnn

Indicates an interval in minutes. Acceptable values range 0-59999 in minutes (0-999 hours and 59
minutes). A value of 0 indicates a one-time execution of the health checks. We do not recommend this
value.

HONORCC
Indicates whether evaluation of the conditional step execution honors the condition codes of all previous steps.
ALL

Indicates that evaluation of conditional step execution considers condition codes in steps before the
restart step. ALL is the default.
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NONE
Indicates to bypass conditional step execution if the step depends on the condition code of a step before
the restart step. HONORCC=NONE does not disable dependencies regarding the U11RMS step.

HSMVOL
Specifies the volume serial number that HSM uses to indicate that a data set has been archived. The value must
reflect the VOLSER that is in the catalog, not MIGRT1, MIGRT2, and so on. If you run Disk, you would specify the
Disk archive volume here. Multiple volumes, up to eight, might be specified. Enclose the values in parentheses
and separate the volumes with commas as shown in the following example:

HSMVOL=(HSMVO1,HSMVO2,...)

LOCALGTS
Specifies the 1-byte to 16-byte node name that is to execute on the same LPAR as this instance of DBAS.

MAINTAGE
Specifies the number of days that are used to compare against a CMT job's last accessed date to determine
whether to delete a job. The default is zero, which means do not delete any jobs.

MAINTPRC
This value is passed to the user exit U11TMPEX. The exit with data in the JOB element as criteria for defining a
TEMP job can use this value.

MAINTRQS
Specifies the number of concurrent DBAS requests used to determine whether DBAS is too busy to perform
maintenance on another job element. We recommend the maximum number of initiators. The default is 1000.

MAINTTME
Controls the number of days between maintenance cycles. Value can range from 0 through 248. MAINTTME=0
indicates not to run the MANT task. This setting is ideal for DBAS tasks that do not run on the same system as the
Datacom MUF. Only run the MANT task on the same system where the Datacom MUF executes. The default is
five.

NOTE
Customers who have more than one system using the same Datacom MUF task should remember
that the MANT task is designed to run on a single system at a time. Therefore, a configuration file
specifying a MAINTTME greater than zero should only be used on one system. Configuration files on
other systems should specify MAINTTME=0 to prevent the MANT task from running automatically on
those systems.

MAINTTMP
Identifies the number of days that are used to compare against a TEMP JOB element's last accessed date
to determine whether to delete a TEMP JOB element. The default is zero, which means delete a TEMP JOB
element immediately.

MINSTATS
Specifies the number of minutes between statistical development cycles.

PURGDATA
Indicates the data class that SMS uses for the PURGE data set.

PURGMGMT
Specifies the management class that SMS uses for the PURGE data set.

PURGSPACE
Specifies the space to allocate for the PURGE data set. All the parameters are positional.
The first subparameter specifies the following:
CYL

Allocates space in cylinders.
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TRK
Allocates space in tracks.

nnnnn
Specifies block size for the purge file. The size must be a valid block size for your DASD device type, a
value higher than 370, and evenly divisible by 370.

The second subparameter specifies the number of cylinders, tracks, or blocks to allocate.
The third subparameter specifies the number of extra space units to allocate when more space is required. This
subparameter is optional.
When the purge file is allocated in CYL or TRK, the block size used is 5550. If the PURGSPACE keyword is not
specified in the configuration file, the default is PURGSPACE=(05550,(01000,00000)).

PURGSTOR
Specifies the storage class that SMS uses for the PURGE data set.

PURGUNIT
Defines the unit name to allocate for the PURGE data set. If you do not specify SMS parameters, provide a unit
name. For SMS, it is overridden by SMS. This parameter is not required if you specify SMS.

RECOVCSA
Specifies whether to recover CSA GETMAINed by a previous execution of DBAS, that is, for the current DBAS to
reuse. This parameter is required.
YES

Indicates CSA is recovered. YES is the default.
NO

Indicates CSA is not recovered. The CSA GETMAINed by a previous DBAS is lost until the next IPL. This
should not be specified unless DBAS cannot initialize successfully with RECOVCSA=YES or unless it is
necessary to preserve the GETMAINed CSA of a previous execution of DBAS for later analysis.
RECOVCSA=NO must be specified if WA Restart Option is being upgraded from one release to another.

RMSSTEP
Specifies the maximum number of steps that Tracking examines for the U11RMS programs. If the U11RMS
program is found within the number of steps specified, Tracking considers the job to be a WA Restart Option job
(see TRACK=WA Restart Option in the U11OPT Options Table). You can specify a value of 1, 2 or 3. The default
value is 3.

NOTE
If you have CA 7 installed at your site, specify a minimum value of 2 to account for the CA 7 LOAD step.

RPRTDATA
Specifies the data class that SMS uses for the REPORT data set.

RPRTMGMT
Indicates the management class that SMS uses for the REPORT data set.

RPRTSPACE
Specifies the space to allocate for RPRTSPACE data set. All the subparameters are positional.
The first subparameter specifies the following:
CYL

Allocates space in cylinders.
TRK

Allocates space in tracks.
nnnnn

Specifies block size for the report file. The size must be a valid block size for your DASD device type, a
value higher than 80, and evenly divisible by 80.

The second subparameter specifies the number of cylinders, tracks, or blocks to allocate.
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The third subparameter specifies the number of extra space units to allocate if more space is required. This
subparameter is optional.
When the report file is allocated in CYL or TRK, the block size used is 8000. If the RPRTSPACE keyword is not
specified in the configuration file, the default is RPRTSPACE=(08000,(01000,00000)).

RPRTSTOR
Specifies the storage class that SMS uses for the REPORT data set.

RPRTUNIT
Specifies the unit name to allocate for the MANT task REPORT data set. If you do not specify SMS parameters,
provide a unit name. For SMS, it is overridden by SMS. This parameter is not required if you specify SMS.

RSNUM
Specifies whether tracking for Auto Setup is to use step name or step number.

SECFLD
Specifies whether to make field level security checks. This parameter is only used if SECOPT=E.
NO

Indicates to make no checks. NO is the default.
YES

Indicates to use U11OST to determine field level access.
SECJOB

Specifies whether to make external security checks for job names.
NO

Performs no checks for job name access. NO is the default.
YES

Issues external security check for job name access.
SECOPT

Specifies the type of security to implement.
I

Indicates internal security as defined through U11OST. I is the default.
E

Indicates external Security as defined to your external security package.
U

Indicates user exit Managed Security as defined by the exits U11LOGEX, U11TXNEX, or both.
SECPRFX

Specifies the two-character prefix used to develop the unique resource classes and resource name used to
make external security checks. Any two characters suitable in a resource definition as described by your external
security package.
Default: L7

SFAUTOR
Specifies whether to set jobs for restart automatically when a system failure occurs while the job is executing.
NO

Does not set jobs for restart when a system failure occurs while the job is executing. NO the default.
YES

Sets jobs for restart when a system failure occurs while the job is executing.
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STEPDEP
Indicates whether to create and use step dependency table entries as an aid in restarting jobs that use temporary
data sets. If your installation does not use temporary data sets, this option has no benefit. You can override the
value specified here with the U11RMS PARM STEPDEP during Format or Add processing for a job.
NO

Specifies not to create step dependency entries. NO the default.
YES

Specifies to create and use step dependency table entries in restarting jobs.
SUBMSG

Specifies whether the Run Manager (Message U11-046) and Tracking (Message U11-646) issues a message to
indicate the WA Restart Option Subsystem being accessed.
NO

Specifies do not issue messages.
YES

Specifies to issue messages.
TRAKINIT

Specifies whether the Tracking System is automatically activated or deactivated during DBAS initialization. This
parameter is optional.
TRAK

Indicates activate Tracking.
NTRK

Indicates deactivate Tracking.
If TRAKINIT is not specified and RECOVCSA=NO, a WTOR (U11-600) is issued during DBAS
initialization. The console operator replies to the WTOR and activates or deactivates the Tracking System
according to the reply.
If TRAKINIT is not specified and RECOVCSA=YES, the Tracking System remains in the same state as
when the previous DBAS was shut down. If, however, an IPL has occurred because a previous DBAS
was active, U11-600 is always issued if TRAKINIT is not specified.

TRKHIST
Specifies whether tracking records the tracking information in the Job Execution History File (JEHF).
YES

Indicates to record history to JEHF.
NO

Indicates do not record history.

NOTE
Auto Setup of jobs can be done without the History data being recorded.

TRKRMS
Specifies whether to track jobs in RMS step.
NO

Indicates to track jobs, if an RMS step is within the first three steps or if the job exists in the CMT.
YES

Indicates to track only jobs that execute an RMS step within the number of steps indicated by the
RMSSTEP parameter value.
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NOTE
If the RMS step is removed while the job is in restart status, the next time the job runs with the
RMS step, it is considered a restart. You can execute a PRE,P command to reset the restart
indicator.

URT
Specifies the User Resource Table name for access to Datacom. The default is L7URT601. If you modified this
name to use a different database ID or to support multiple subsystems, the new name must be specified.

Command Task

The Command task has the following format:

►►─ CMD COMCHAR=xxxx ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Subparameters of the CMD parameter define the options to be in effect for the CMD Subtask of the MAIN task.

COMCHAR
Defines the one- to four-character prefix used to identify all DBAS console commands. This parameter is required.
xxxx

Indicates the one- to four-character prefix identifying the console command as a DBAS command.

If the value is NO, no command prefix is created and only MVS modify commands are accepted.

NOTE
You can always use the MVS modify command even when a COMCHAR=xxxx value is given, for example:

F dbas,DISPLAY STATUS 

F dbas,SUSPEND

The DBAS address space also accepts the MVS STOP command, which functions the same as the SHUTDOWN NOW
command.

CMT I/O Task

The CMT I/O task has the following format:

►►─ CMT DELAY=nnnn ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Defines the parameter for the CMT I/O task.

DELAY
The DBAS configuration file parameter, CMT DELAY, controls the delay factor used by the DBAS task when
multiple attempts are made to access a job's data.
This value, in hundredths of a second, is the amount of time DBAS waits before retrying access to a CMT
member that is held for update by a previous request. The value 10 allows 1/10 of a second delay that should be
sufficient. The sample configuration file provided (AL7B0CDK in CAL7OPTN) has the CMT DELAY set to 100.

nnnn
Indicates the number of hundredths of a second of delay.
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JEHF I/O Task

The JEHF I/O task has the following format:

►►─ JEHF ─┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ JPOST= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                     └─ YES ──┘

Defines the parameter for the JEHF I/O task. The JEHF keyword controls the JEHF subtask. If this keyword is not
specified, the JEHF task is not initialized and the JEHF database is unavailable.

JPOST
(Optional) Specifies whether to post JEHF CLOSE requests immediately or on completion.
NO

Post JEHF CLOSE requests on completion. NO is the default.
YES

Post JEHF CLOSE requests immediately.

WARNING
Warning! JPOST is not required. Do not specify JPOST under normal conditions. Specify JPOST=YES only on
the recommendation of Broadcom Support personnel attempting to alleviate a JEHF throughput problem. This
option can cause DBAS to be unable to post an error condition to the address space of a user. If an unpostable
error occurs, message U11D-7560-1 notes this situation on the DBAS job log, but the user's job appears to have
completed typically. Therefore, if JPOST=YES is specified, special procedures must be instituted to notify the
user of the U11D-7560-1 error.

DBAS Commands
The Database Address Space maintains a command and response dialog through the system consoles.

DBAS has been designed to run in unattended fashion as much as possible. Typically, no DBAS commands are issued
from the system console, except the command to shut down DBAS at the end of a production period.

Occasionally, however, it is desirable (or necessary) to issue DBAS console commands to observe or control the
operation of DBAS tasks. Use a DBAS console command to do so.

Various DBAS commands are provided for displaying information regarding DBAS task status and performance. These
commands are useful to the systems programmer (and Broadcom Support personnel) when DBAS problems occur or are
suspected.

The following table shows which DBAS commands are available for various DBAS tasks. An x in a column indicates that
the DBAS task represented by the column initiates processing for the command displayed. Some commands are available
for multiple tasks.

DBAS
Command

 

 MAIN CMD MANT CMT JEHF DB DYDS
ABTERM
(usually
automatic)

   x x   

ALLOCATE
DSN

x       

CPUFAIL    x x   
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DISPLAY
ACTIVITY

x x x x x x x

DISPLAY
CONFIG

x       

DISPLAY CB x x  x x  x
DISPLAY CB
NAME

x       

DISPLAY
FLAGS

x       

DISPLAY
FILES

x       

DISPLAY
JOBNAME

   x x   

DISPLAY
MODULE

x       

DISPLAY
OPTIONS

x       

DISPLAY
STATUS

x x x x x x x

DISPLAY
STORAGE

x       

FREE DD x       
HELP x       
REFRESH
CONFDD

x       

REFRESH
CONFDSN

x       

REFRESH
TABLE

x       

RESUME      x  
RESUME
AUDIT

     x  

SET x       
SHUTDOWN
DBAS

x       

SHUTDOWN
TASK

x  x  x  x

START x  x  x  x
SUSPEND      x  

A description of each DBAS command follows, including command format, associated parameters, and system responses
to each command at the system console.

ABTERM Command -- Cleanup for an Abended User Task/Address Space
The ABTERM command unlocks CMT records, JEHF records, or both and performs cleanup on DBAS control blocks for
the specified application.
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An ABTERM command is automatically generated by the DBAS EOT, the EOM, or both subsystem exits whenever an
application task or address space terminates while DBAS accesses are still active. The SVC also generates an ABTERM
command whenever an application is removed from WA Restart Option control due to a DBAS time out.

It is possible for an abnormally terminated application's DBAS control blocks to remain unfreed, or for CMT records, JEHF
records, or both locked by that application to remain locked. Subsequent applications that attempt to access the locked
CMT records, JEHF records, or both are unable to proceed until these locks are freed.

CMT records, JEHF records, or both could remain locked because the DBAS EOT, EOM, or both subsystem exits were
not activated during DBAS initialization. The ABTERM command is the appropriate command for unlocking these records.

CMT records, JEHF records, or both could also remain locked because the DBAS subsystem that controlled access
to them has failed. The ABTERM command works in this situation; however, the CPUFAIL command is a better choice
because it unlocks all CPU records, JEHF records, or both that were being accessed through the failing DBAS subsystem.

WARNING
Take care to verify that you do not issue the ABTERM command against jobs with validly held locks running
either on your CPU or another CPU that shares the CMT and JEHF. Issuing an ABTERM for jobs with valid locks
can produce unpredictable results.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ ABTERM ─┬─ ASID=nnnn ─┬─────────────────┬──────┬────────────────►

                      │             └─ ,TCB=xxxxxxxx ─┘      │

                      └─ JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                                           └─ ,CPUID=yyyy ─┘

 ►─ , ─┬─ ALL ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

       ├─ CMT ──┤

       └─ JEHF ─┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

ABTERM
Specifies to clean up DBAS control blocks and clear CMT, JEHF, or both record locks for the specified application.

ASID
Specifies the ASID (address space identifier) of the user address space that has terminated. If TCB is not also
specified, the ABTERM command performs cleanup for all TCBs under this ASID.
nnnn

Indicates the hexadecimal ASID value.
TCB

Specifies the TCB address of the terminated user task in the specified ASID. This parameter limits the scope of
the ABTERM command to the DBAS control blocks and CMT JEHF, or both record locks under the control of this
TCB.
xxxxxxxx

Indicates the hexadecimal TCB address.
JOBNAME

Specifies the name of the CMT record, JEHF record, or both controlled by the ASID that has terminated. The
ABTERM command performs cleanup for all TCBs under this ASID.
xxxxxxxx

Indicates the one- to eight-alphanumeric character job name.
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CPUID
Specifies the SMFID of the CPU that has locked the specified JOBNAME. The default CPUID is the SMFID of the
CPU on which the ABTERM command is issued.
nnnn

Indicates the four alphanumeric character CPUID.
ALL

Specifies to perform CMT and JEHF task cleanup.
CMT

Specifies to perform CMT task cleanup.
JEHF

Specifies to perform JEHF task cleanup.

System Response for ALL

The MAIN task issues ABTERM commands to both CMT and JEHF tasks. The ABTERM processing unique to both tasks
is then initiated. (See the following topics.)

System Response for CMT

An application failure due to a locked CMT record is indicated by CRQRC:0010 in the following message:

U11-011 U11PDS REQUEST SERVICE ERROR; REQ:08 SVCRET:00 SVCREAS:00

CRQECB:40000000 CRQRC:0010

Verify that the CMT record that is being accessed by the failed application is invalidly locked and determine the SMFID of
the CPU that holds the lock. The following ABTERM command can be issued to unlock the record:

comchar ABTERM JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx,CPUID=yyyy,CMT

The following verification inquiry is made through WTOR:

*nn U11D-6430-2 VERIFY CMT ABTERM FOR JOB= xxxxxxxx,CPUID=yyyy (Y/N)

After a reply of Y to the inquiry, the CMT task begins performing the cleanup. The following message is issued on
completion of ABTERM processing:

U11D-6430-3 CMT ABTERM PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR ASID=nnnn, TCB=xxxxxxxx,

JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx

System Response for JEHF

An application failure due to a locked JEHF record is indicated by JRQRC:0004 in the following message:

U11-014 U11VSM REQUEST SERVICE ERROR; REQ:08 SVCRET:08 SVCREAS:38

JRQECB:40000064 JRQRC:0004

Verify that the JEHF record that is being accessed by the failed application is invalidly locked and determine the SMFID of
the CPU that holds the lock. The following ABTERM command can be issued to unlock the record:

comchar ABTERM JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx,CPUID=yyyy,JEHF
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The following verification inquiry is made through WTOR:

*nn U11D-7430-D VERIFY JEHF ABTERM FOR JOBNAME=  xxxxxxxx,CPUID=yyyy (Y/N)

After a reply of Y to the inquiry, the JEHF task begins performing the cleanup. The following message is issued on
completion of ABTERM processing:

U11D-7580-7 JEHF ABTERM PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR ASID=xxxx TCB=xxxxxxxx

JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx

ALLOCATE DSN Command
The ALLOCATE command is used to allocate dynamically a data set name to the DBAS task. One use for this command
is to use this command with the REFRESH CONFDD command.

This module generates the ddname.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ ALLOCATE ─ DSN=dsname ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

dsname
Specifies the dsname to allocate dynamically.

System Response

The following is a typical response:

U11D-0483-20 ALLOCATED DD=U11R0001 DSN=SYS1.CAL7OPTN(NEWCONF)

 

U11D-0483-22 ERROR ALLOCATING DSN=USERA01.JOHN.CNTL -

             MEMBER NAME MISSING

CPUFAIL Command -- Cleanup for a Failed CPU
The CMT or JEHF task parameter of the CPUFAIL command causes a termination of all CMT or JEHF DBAS functions
related to WA Restart Option database access which was in process by that CPUID. Issue this command to only one CPU
in the complex, and then that CPU performs all cleanup that is required. This process releases all software LOCKs held by
the failing CPU. The process also releases any records that the failing CPU currently holds.

The CPUFAIL command parameter ALL causes issuing of identical CPUFAIL commands for both CMT and JEHF
cleanup.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ CPUFAIL ─ CPUID=xxxx ─ , ─┬─ ALL ──┬────────────────────────────►◄

                                        ├─ CMT ──┤

                                        └─ JEHF ─┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.
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CPUFAIL
Specifies to perform cleanup on failed CPUs.

CPUID
Specifies the ID for the failed CPU.
xxxx

Indicates the SMF CPU ID for the failed CPU.
ALL

Specifies to perform cleanup for both the CMT and the JEHF.
CMT

Specifies to perform cleanup for the CMT.
JEHF

Specifies to perform cleanup for the JEHF.

System Response for ALL

The MAIN task issues CPUFAIL commands to both CMT and JEHF I/O tasks. The CPUFAIL processing unique to both
tasks is then initiated. (See the following topics.)

System Response for CMT

The following verification inquiry is made through WTOR:

*nn U11D-6460-1 VERIFY CMT CPUFAIL REQUEST FOR CPUID=xxxx:

                REPLY "C" TO CONTINUE, "A" TO ABORT

After a reply of C to the inquiry, the CMT I/O task begins performing the cleanup actions. The following message is issued
on the completion of cleanup:

U11D-6470-2 CMT CPUFAIL PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR CPUID=cpuid

System Response for JEHF

The following verification inquiry is made through WTOR:

*nn U11D-7440-1 VERIFY JEHF CPUFAIL REQUEST FOR CPUID=xxxx:

                REPLY "C" TO CONTINUE, "A" TO ABORT

After a reply of C to the inquiry, the JEHF I/O task begins performing the cleanup actions. The following message is issued
on the completion of cleanup:

U11D-7470-2 JEHF CPUFAIL PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR CPUID=cpuid

Note: If you are running DBAS without the JEHF active, you receive the following message and no JEHF cleanup is done

U11D-4300-D JEHF TASK UNABLE TO PROCESS COMMAND
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DISPLAY ACTIVITY Command
The DISPLAY ACTIVITY command creates a console display that shows an activity summary for a specified DBAS task
after the task was initialized. The summary displays information unique for each task. Activity displays for I/O tasks show
real-time performance data pertaining to I/O request servicing.

If no task parameter is specified, an activity summary for the DBAS MAIN task is displayed.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ ACTivity ─┬────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                                  └─ , ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘

                                        ├─ CMD ──┤

                                        ├─ CMT ──┤

                                        ├─ DYDS ─┤

                                        ├─ JEHF ─┤

                                        ├─ MANT ─┤

                                        └─ NDA ──┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

DISplay
Specifies a request for a display.

ACTivity
If no option is specified, the status of the MAIN task is specified.
ALL

Specifies that the activity of all DBAS tasks is requested.
CMD

Specifies that the CMD task activity is requested.
CMT

Specifies that the CMT I/O task activity is requested.
DYDS

Specifies that the DYDS task activity is requested.
JEHF

Specifies that the JEHF I/O task activity is requested.
MANT

Specifies that the Maintenance task activity is requested.
NDA

Specifies that the Native Data Access task activity is requested.

System Response for (Blank)

MAIN task activity is displayed in the following format:

U11D-0440-1 DBAS SYSTEM ACTIVITY DISPLAY  yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss      CPU2

            SYSTEM INITIALIZED:           yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss

            MAIN TASK COMMANDS ISSUED:   nnnnnnn

            AVG RESPONSE TIME PER CMD:   nn.nnnn SEC

            CMD TASK ABENDS:             nnnnnnn
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            MANT TASK ABENDS:            nnnnnnn

            CMT TASK ABENDS:             nnnnnnn

            JEHF TASK ABENDS:            nnnnnnn

            DB TASK ABENDS:              nnnnnnn

            NDA TASK ABENDS:             nnnnnnn

            DYDS TASK ABENDS:            nnnnnnn

System Response for CMD

CMD task activity is displayed in the following format:

U11D-4420-1 DBAS CMD TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY   yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss  CPU1

            SYSTEM INITIALIZED:           yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss

            CONSOLE CMDS PROCESSED:      nnnn

            EOT EXIT CMDS PROCESSED:     nnnn

            EOM EXIT CMDS PROCESSED:     nnnn

            AVG CMDQ DWELL TIME:         nn.nnnn SEC

System Response for CMT

CMT task activity is displayed in the following format:

U11D-6420-1 DBAS CMT TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY   yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss  CPU1

            TASK INITIALIZED:             yy.ddd hh.mm.ss

            EXISTING MEMBERS ACCESSED:     nnnnnnnnn

            NEW MEMBERS WRITTEN:           nnnnnnnnn

            REQUESTS PROCESSED:            nnnnnnnnn

            AVG TIME PER REQUEST:          nnnn.nnnn SEC

System Response for DYDS (DISPLAY ACTIVITY)

DYDS activity is displayed in the following format:

U11D-B420-1 DBAS DYDS TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY  yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss  iiii

            I/O TASK INITIALIZED:          yy.ddd hh.mm.ss

            REQUESTS PROCESSED:            nnnnnnnnn

            AVG TIME PER REQUEST:          nn.nnnn SEC

System Response for JEHF

JEHF task activity is displayed in the following format:

U11D-7420-1 DBAS JEHF TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY  yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss

            I/O TASK INITIALIZED:          yy.ddd hh.mm.ss

            REQUESTS PROCESSED:            nnnnnnnnn

            AVG TIME PER REQUEST:          nn.nnnn SEC

System Response for MANT

MANT task activity is displayed in the following format:
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U11D-D402-0  MANT TASK ACTIVITY               yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  iiii

              INITIALIZED ON yy.ddd AT hh.mm.ss

            # COMMANDS PROCESSED              n

            # JOB ELEMENTS DELETED            n

            # PRODUCTION ELEMENTS DELETED     n

            # RERUN ELEMENTS DELETED          n

            # DATABASE MAINTENANCE CYCLES     n

System Response for NDA (DISPLAY ACTIVITY )

NDA task activity is displayed in the following format:

U11D_5420-1  DBAS NDA TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  CPU1

              I/O TASK INITIALIZED:        yy.ddd hh.mm.ss

              REQUESTS PROCESSED:          nnnnnnnn

DISPLAY CB Command
The DISPLAY CB command creates a display of DBAS control block information. The information is associated with either
the MAIN task or a specified task. If no task is specified, MAIN task control block information is displayed together with
other general control block information. This command is useful for observing how DBAS main storage is allocated and
used.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ CB ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

                            └─ , ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘

                                  ├─ CMD ──┤

                                  ├─ CMT ──┤

                                  ├─ DYDS ─┤

                                  ├─ JEHF ─┤

                                  └─ NDA ──┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

DISplay
Specifies a request for a display.

CB
If no option is specified, CB displays the MAIN task control block information and other general control block
information.
ALL

Specifies to display control block information that is associated with all the DBAS tasks.
CMD

Specifies to display control block information that is associated with the CMD task.
CMT

Specifies to display control block information that is associated with the CMT I/O task.
DYDS

Specifies to display control block information that is associated with the DYDS task.
JEHF

Specifies to display control block information that is associated with the JEHF I/O task.
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NDA
Specifies to display control block information that is associated with the NDA I/O task.

System Response for (Blank)

MAIN task and general control blocks are displayed in the following format:

U11D-0425-1  DBAS GENERAL STORAGE DISPLAY   yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   CPU2

     MAIN TASK TCB:        @@@@@@@@

     MTWA:                 @@@@@@@@

     MCMQ:                     nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     DBAS ASCB:            @@@@@@@@  ASID: xxxx

     SSCVT:                @@@@@@@@

     SSVT/ELVT:            @@@@@@@@

     RES MOD:              @@@@@@@@

     OPT TBL:              @@@@@@@@

     ASCT:                     nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     TCBE:                     nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     TMQE:                     nnnn IN USE

     REGA:                     nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     REGB:                     nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     TOTAL CSA GETMAINED:   nnnnnnn BYTES

System Response for CMD

CMD task control blocks are displayed in the following format:

U11D-4425-1  DBAS COMMAND TASK STORAGE DISPLAY  yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  CPU2

     CMD TASK TCB:  @@@@@@@@

     CMWA:          @@@@@@@@

     CMDQ:              nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     CMWECBL:        @@@@@@@@ ECBS:  nnnn

System Response for CMT

CMT task control blocks are displayed in the following format:

U11D-6425-1  DBAS CMT TASK STORAGE DISPLAY      yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  CPU2

     CMT TASK TCB:     @@@@@@@@

     CTWA:             @@@@@@@@

     CCMQ:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     CRQE:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     ECBL:             @@@@@@@@ ECBS:  nnnn

     CTCE:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     CPRL:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     CIOE:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

System Response for DYDS (DISPLAY CB)

DYDS control blocks are displayed in the following format:
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U11D-B425-1  DBAS DYDS TASK STORAGE DISPLAY     yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  iiii

     DYDS TASK TCB:    @@@@@@@@

     YTWA:             @@@@@@@@

     YCMQ:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     YRQE:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     YPRL:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

System Response for JEHF

JEHF task control blocks are displayed in the following format:

U11D-7425-1  DBAS JEHF TASK STORAGE DISPLAY     yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  CPU2

     JEHF TASK TCB:    @@@@@@@@

     JTWA:             @@@@@@@@

     JCMQ:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     JRQE:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     JTWECBL:          @@@@@@@@ ECBS:  nnnn

     JTCE:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     JRPL:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

     JBUF:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

System Response for NDA (DISPLAY CB)

NDA task control blocks are displayed in the following format:

U11D_5425-1  DBAS NDA TASK STORAGE DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.SS  CPU2  919

             NDA TASK TCB:     00000000

             NTWA:             00000000

             NCMQ:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

             NRQE:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

             ECBL:             00000000, ECBS: nnnn

             NTCE:                 nnnn ALLOC, 0000 IN USE

             NPRL:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

             NIOE:                 nnnn ALLOC, nnnn IN USE

DISPLAY CB NAME Command
The DISPLAY CB command with the name keyword dumps storage for the control block.

This command is only issued when requested by Broadcom Support.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ CB ─ ,NAME=nnnn ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

nnnn
Specifies the name of the control block. The following control blocks can be displayed: CTWA, DCWA, DTWA,
ELVT, JTWA, MTWA, OPT, SSCT, URES.
The following special control block name is accepted:
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*CB
Shows a list of the control blocks that can be displayed.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0481-10  DISPLAY STORAGE    dd.mmm hh.mm.ss iiii

07902000 +000 D4E3E6C1 F0F0F0F0 ... 07902F98 |MTWA0000..?-...q|

07902010 +010 80FDBAF8 87A357B0 ... 079023C4 |...8gt.........D|

07902020 +020 87900080 079020A0 ... 007FD0C0 |g............"..|

07902030 +030 007D2FE0 00BB1000 ... 07902000 |.'......."......|

07902040 +040 87900F68 07901F68 ... F4070000 |g...........4...|

07902050 +050 00000000 00000000 ... 007CC668 |.........'7..@F.|

07902060 +060 007DCCF0 007CA088 ... 00000000 |.'.0.@.h.'.h....|

DISPLAY CONFIG Command
The DISPLAY CONFIG command creates a display of DBAS configuration parameters. These parameters were specified
in the DBAS configuration file processed during DBAS initialization.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ CONFig ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

DISplay
Specifies a request for a display.

CONFig
Specifies a request for DBAS configuration parameters.

DISPLAY FILES Command
The DISPLAY FILES command shows the file allocations of the DBAS task.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ FILES ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

DISplay
Specifies a request for a display.

FILES
Specifies a request for DBAS file allocations.

System Response

U11D-0480-12 DISPLAY FILES     dd.mmm hh.mm.ss iiii

DDNAME   STATUS
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-------- ------

STEPLIB  DSN=SYS2.CA11B0.CAL7LOAD

         DSN=SYS2.DCAD11.CUSLIB

         DSN=SYS2.DCAD11.CAILOAD

SYSIN    DSN=SYS2.CA1130.XE87.CAL7OPTN(AL7B0CDK)

@SSNCAL7 DUMMY

DISPLAY FLAGS Command
The DISPLAY FLAGS command shows the status of all DBAS diagnostic flags. To change the status of a DBAS
diagnostic flag, see SET Command.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ FLAgs ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

DISplay
Specifies a request for a display.

FLAgs
Specifies to display the DBAS diagnostic flags.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0226-6  DBAS DIAGNOSTIC FLAGS DISPLAY

             GPDS.......OFF

             CMTD.......OFF

             GVSM.......OFF

             GSVC.......OFF

             GTRT.......OFF

             CIWK.......ON

             CIJB.......ON

             STATS......ON  EVERY 2 MINUTES

DISPLAY JOBNAME Command
The DISPLAY JOBNAME command creates a display of the DBAS resources (control blocks, and so forth) that are
currently allocated to a DBAS application. This command is useful in problem determination, such as when a DBAS
application appears to be hung.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ JOBname= ─┬─ xxxxxxxx ─┬─ ,Rplq= ─┬─ YES ─┬───────────►

                                  └─ * ────────┘          └─ NO ──┘

 ►─ , ─┬─ ALL ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

       ├─ CMT ──┤

       ├─ JEHF ─┤
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       └─ NDA ──┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

DISplay
Specifies a request for a display.

JOBname
Specifies the job name of the DBAS application to display.
xxxxxxxx

Indicates the job name of the DBAS application to display.
*

Specifies to display all active applications for this destination in summary format.
Rplq

Specifies whether to display all queued JEHF requests for this job name. The CMT destination ignores Rplq.
YES

Displays all queued JEHF requests.
NO

Does not display queued JEHF requests.
ALL

Displays CMT and JEHF resources for this job.
CMT

Displays the CMT resources for this job.
JEHF

Displays the JEHF resources for this job.
NDA

Displays the NDA resources for this job.

System Response for CMT

The following response is typical for JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx:

U11D-6480-1  DBAS CMT APPLICATION DISPLAY    yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  iiii

         JOB:  TBELOW0E   TCB:  008FF1C0   ASCB: 00FA0400   ASID: 0010

         RB:   U11DPDST   STEP: STEP2      PSTP:

         MEMB: D4CBTST8   CTCFLAG1:   00   CTCFLAG2:   80

         UPD CIOES: 000   OUT CIOES: 000

 

         ACTIVE CPRL:   0006CA48      QUEUED CPRL:  NONE

         ACTIVE CRQE:   021ED500      CRQFCODE: 04  CRQKFLG: 89

                                      CRQFLAG:  00

         CRQVDATA:      C4F4F6F3D4E3F1F10000000000000000000000000000

                        00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

The following response is typical for JOBNAME=*:

U11D-6480-B  DBAS CMT APPLICATION DISPLAY    yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  iiii

             JOB      ASID ASCB     TCB      RB       STEP     PSTP

             -------- ---- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
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             USER1RM5 0012 00FA3E00 008FF1C0 U11DPDST STP0

             USER1RM4 000D 00F9D780 008FF1C0 U11DPDST STP0

             USER1RM3 000F 00FA0200 008FF1C0 U11DPDST STP0

             USER1RM1 0010 00F9FE00 008FF168 U11DPDST STP0

             USER1RM2 000E 00F9D580 008FF1C0 U11DPDST STP0

System Response for JEHF

The following response is typical for JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx:

U11D-7480-1  DBAS JEHF APPLICATION DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  iiii

JOB: CARJVSMT  TCB:  008FF6A0  ASCB:  00F80E00     D:  000D

RB:  U11DVSJ2  STEP: VSMT      PSTP:

REQUESTS:  JRPL(1)  +JRQE(1)   JRPL(2)  +JRQE(2)   JRPL(3)  +JRQE(3)

<LAST=80>                      000B6F60 +POSTED

                               000B6D00 +POSTED

                               000B71C0 +5F1B1C00

NO. REQ:   STRING 1...000      STRING 2...004      STRING 3...000

EXCTL KEYS:                    D4VOLC17.CNTL.REC

ACTIVE REQ:STR1-NONE           STR2-GET  /80/CNTL  STR3-NONE

JRPL ADDR:                     000B6F60=D4VOLC17

FLAGS:<00>                     40.41.00

SQSTP(ERR):                    04/14

The following response is typical for JOBNAME=*:

U11D-7480-B  DBAS JEHF APPLICATION DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  iiii

             JOB      ASID ASCB     TCB      RB       STEP     PSTP

             -------- ---- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

             USER1RM5 0012 00FA3E00 008FF1C0 U11DPDST STP0

             USER1RM4 000D 00F9D780 008FF1C0 U11DPDST STP0

             USER1RM3 000F 00FA0200 008FF1C0 U11DPDST STP0

             USER1RM1 0010 00F9FE00 008FF168 U11DPDST STP0

             USER1RM2 000E 00F9D580 008FF1C0 U11DPDST STP0

System Response for NDA (DISPLAY JOBNAME)

The following response is typical for JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx:

U11D_5480-1 DBAS NDA APPLICATION DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss iiii

                     JOB: TBELOWE TCB: 8FF1C0 ASCB: 00FA0400 ASID: 0010

                     RB: xxxxxxxx STEP: STEP2 PSTP:

                     NTCFLAG1: 00 NTCFLAG2: 80

                     UPD NIOES: 000 OUT NIOES: 000

                     ACTIVE NPRL: 0006CA48 

                     ACTIVE NRQE: 021ED500 NRQFCODE: 04 NRQKFLG: 89

                     NRQFLAG: 00

                     NRQVDATA: 01000500000000000000000000000000000

                     000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

The following response is typical for JOBNAME=*:
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U11D_5480-B DBAS NDA APPLICATION DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss iiii

                     JOB ASID ASCB TCB RB STEP PSTP

                     -------- ---- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------

                     xxxxxxxx 0012 00FA3E00 008FF1C0 aaaaaaaa STP0

                     yyyyyyyy 000D 00F9D780 008FF1C0 bbbbbbbb STP0

                     zzzzzzzz 000F 00FA0200 008FF1C0 cccccccc STP0

DISPLAY MODULE Command
The DISPLAY MODULE command finds modules in the normal search order and shows information about them. Modules
can exist in many places like the STEPLIB, LNKLST, already loaded in private storage.

This command can be used to verify that a module has been copied into production.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ MODule=name ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

name
Specifies the module name to display. The following special ddnames are accepted:
*REFRESH

Shows the modules that can be refreshed.
*SMF

Shows the WA Restart Option SMF exits.
*SVCxxx

Shows the specified SVC. This value is good for double checking the WA Restart Option SVC.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0480-1  DISPLAY MODULE    dd.mmm hh.mm.ss iiii

             U11CIEEX FOUND IN URES     EP=86B62000

             LEVEL: U11CIEEX CL7B000 06/25/yy 15.00

 

             U11CIEEX LOADED FROM STEPLIB+001 LENGTH=000003A0

             LEVEL: U11CIEEX CL7B000 06/25/yy 15.00

             DSN=APC.LV2CA11.CA11B0.SP00.CAL7LOAD

 

             U11CIEEX LOADED FROM  LNKLST+006 LENGTH=000003B8

             LEVEL: U11CIEEX CL7B000 03/16/yy 14.54

             DSN=SYS1.iiii.LINKLIB

 

             U11CIEEX WAS FOUND 0003 TIMES

 

U11D-0480-9  MODULE xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND
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DISPLAY OPTIONS Command
The DISPLAY OPTIONS command shows the values from the U11OPT module.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ OPTIONS ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0484-1  DISPLAY OPTIONS    07.177 04.47.54

SVC -------- 248      RETCODE ---- 00004    MAXUGDG ---- 00000

MAXOLD ----- 00200    MAXPASS ---- 00200    MAXDAY ----- 00060

MINCNT ----- 00005    PRANGEB ---- 001W     PRANGEO ---- 018H

BIAS ------- JOB      USAGE ------ RESTART  OPVER ------ NO

OPCORCT ---- NO       STPSKIP ---- INIT     AUTOF ------ YES

UNCDASD ---- YES      BYPGDG ----- VER      AUTOS ------ YES

TRACK ------ CA-11    REASON ----- ABEND    CA1 -------- NO

TLMS ------- NO       LOGO ------- YES      OLMAINT ---- YES

INSRTOP ---- YES      SYSLCNT ---- 055      DEVLCNT ---- 055

HISTNM ----- HISTORY  INSRTPC ---- CA11RMS  TRKSTP ----- CA07RMS

INSRTPM ---- 'P,PSEUDO=YES'

DISPLAY SPACE Command
The DISPLAY SPACE command shows current allocation and use values for the WA Restart Option Datacom/AD
database files. Sometimes, this command shows values that are only accurate after the DBUTLTY Datacom utility is run
with the COMM OPTION=STATS,DBID=601 control statement, which is delivered in the AL7CXXR CAL7SAMP member.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ SPACE,TYPE=AREA TABLE  ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

DISplay
Specifies a request for a display.

SPACE
Specifies a request for database file use.

System Response

The following is a typical response of these commands:
comchar DISPLAY SPACEcomchar DISPLAY SPACE,TYPE=AREA

U11D-8200-8  SPACE MONITOR yy.ddd hh.mm.ss iiii
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AREA           TOTAL     TOTAL      USED           

NAME  DBID    TRACKS    BLOCKS    BLOCKS  FULL     

----  ----  --------  --------  --------  ----     

IXX   0601       nnn      nnnn        nn    n%     

JOB   0601        nn       nnn        nn    n%     

STP   0601        nn       nnn         n    n%     

DSN   0601       nnn      nnnn       nnn    n%     

JHF   0601        nn       nnn       nnn   nn%     

                                                   

AREA FREE                                          

NAME CYLS VOLUME EX DSN                            

---- ---- ------ -- ---                            

IXX  nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.IXX601

JOB  nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.JOB601

STP  nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.STP601

DSN  nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.DSN601

JHF  nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.JHF601

                                                   

WARNING PERCENTAGE IS  nn%                         

NEXT MONITOR CHECK COUNT: nn MIN 

The following is a typical response of the comchar DISPLAY SPACE,TYPE=TABLE command:

U11D-8200-15 SPACE MONITOR yy.ddd hh.mm.ss iiii 

        

Area  Table  Record      Record                                                 

Name  Name   Length       Count                                                 

----  -----  ------  ----------                                                 

JOB   JOB        ll          cc                                                 

      HST       lll          cc                                                 

      MIS       lll          cc                                                 

      REA        ll          cc                                                 

      Total:                 cc                                                 

                                                                                       

STP   STP       lll          cc                                                 

      CSD        ll          cc                                                 

      Total:                 cc                                                 

                                                                                       

DSN   DSN       lll          cc                                                 

                                                                                       

JHF   PRD       lll          cc                                                 

      RRN       lll          cc                                                 

      AUD       lll          cc                                                 

      Total:                 cc        

      

DISPLAY STATUS Command
The DISPLAY STATUS command creates a console display that shows status information about a specified DBAS task.
Information concerning units of work currently queued for the task is displayed. Other items unique for each task are also
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displayed. For example, the displayed status for the I/O tasks shows the data set name/cluster name of the WA Restart
Option database component that the task serviced.

If no task parameter is specified, a display is formatted. The display summarizes the status of all subtasks of the DBAS
MAIN task. An inquiry is made for each task, and the elapsed time for response is displayed. If the task is not active, an
indication of the last known status is given:

NOT IN CONFIG FILE,

ABENDED; CC=xxxx,

SHUT DOWN,            or

RESPONSE TIMEOUT

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ STAtus ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

                                └─ , ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘

                                      ├─ CMD ──┤

                                      ├─ CMT ──┤

                                      ├─ DYDS ─┤

                                      ├─ JEHF ─┤

                                      ├─ MANT ─┤

                                      └─ NDA ──┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

DISplay
Specifies a request for a display.

STAtus
If no option is specified, the status of the MAIN task is requested.
ALL

Specifies a request for the status of all DBAS tasks.
CMD

Specifies a request for the status of the CMD task.
CMT

Specifies a request for the status of the CMT I/O task.
DYDS

Specifies a request for the status of the DYDS task.
JEHF

Specifies a request for the status of the JEHF I/O task.
MANT

Specifies a request for the status of the MANT task.
NDA

Specifies a request for the status of the NDA task.

System Response for (Blank)

MAIN task status is displayed in the following format:

U11D-0430-1 DBAS SYSTEM STATUS DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss   CPU1
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            TASK ID   ACTIVE    STATUS

              CMD        Y      nn.nnnn SEC RESPONSE

              MANT       Y      nn.nnnn SEC RESPONSE

              CMT        Y      nn.nnnn SEC RESPONSE

              JEHF       Y      nn.nnnn SEC RESPONSE

              DB         Y      nn.nnnn SEC RESPONSE

              NDA        Y      nn.nnnn SEC RESPONSE

              DYDS       Y      nn.nnnn SEC RESPONSE

            MAIN TASK CMDS QUEUED:    nnnnn

System Response for CMD

CMD task status is displayed in the following format:

U11D-4410-1 DBAS CMD TASK STATUS DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  CPU1

            CMD TASK CMDS QUEUED:  nnnnn

System Response for CMT

CMT task status is displayed in the following format:

U11D-6410-1 DBAS CMT TASK STATUS DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  CPU1

            CMT TASK CMDS QUEUED:     nnnnn

            CMT REQUESTS QUEUED:      nnnnn

            CMT REQUESTS IN PROCESS:  nnnnn

            MEMBERS HELD FOR UPDATE:  nnnnn

System Response for DYDS

DYDS task status is displayed in the following format:

U11D-B410-1 DBAS DYDS TASK STATUS DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  CPU1

            DYDS TASK CMDS QUEUED:     nnnnn

            DYDS REQUESTS QUEUED:      nnnnn

System Response for JEHF

JEHF task status is displayed in the following format:

U11D-7410-1 DBAS JEHF TASK STATUS DISPLAY   yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss CPU1

            TASK ID                              STATUS

            JEHF TASK CMDS QUEUED:         nnnnn

            JEHF REQUESTS ACTIVE:          nnnnn

            JEHF REQUESTS PENDING:         nnnnn

            JEHF REQUESTS ON STRINGS:      nnnnn

System Response for MANT

MANT task status is displayed in the following format:

U11D-D401-0  MANT TASK STATUS                 yy.ddd  hh.mm.ss  CPU1
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             MANT TASK COMMANDS QUEUED:   nnnnn

  CONTROLLING PARAMETERS:

     MAINTTME     nnn

     MAINTRQS     nnnn

     MAINTAGE     nnn

     MAXDAY       nnn

     MINCNT       nn

  CURRENTLY SLEEPING

System Response for NDA

NDA task status is displayed in the following format:

U11D_5410-1  DBAS NDA TASK STATUS DISPLAY   yy.ddd hh.mm.ss  CPU1  

                                NDA TASK CMDS QUEUED:      nnnnn

                                NDA REQUESTS QUEUED:       nnnnn

                                NDA REQUESTS IN PROCESS:   nnnnn

DISPLAY STORAGE Command
The DISPLAY STORAGE command shows the contents of virtual storage in a hex dump format.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ DISplay ─ STORAGE=aaaaaaaa ─┬──────────┬────────────────────────►◄

                                          └─ ,L=lll ─┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

aaaaaaaa
Specifies the address in virtual storage.

L=lll
Specifies the length to display.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0481-10  DISPLAY STORAGE    yy.ddd hh.mm.ss ssss

07902000 +000 D4E3E6C1 F0F0F0F0 ...07902F98 |MTWA0000..?-...q|

07902010 +010 80FDBAF8 879E43A0 ...079023C4 |...8g..........D|

07902020 +020 879000E8 079020A0 ...007FD0C0 |g..Y........."..|

U11D-0481-5  xxxxxxxx NOT ADDRESSABLE

FREE DD Command
The FREE DD command is used to free dynamically a ddname from the DBAS task.

This command has the following format:
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►►─ comchar ─ FREE ─ DD=ddname ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

ddname
Specifies the dsname to free dynamically.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0483-28 DD=JOHN     WAS FREED

HELP Command
The HELP command creates a display of DBAS command syntax.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ HELp ─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ , ─┬─ ABTERM ───┬─┘

                          ├─ CPUFAIL ──┤

                          ├─ DISPLAY ──┤

                          ├─ SET ──────┤

                          ├─ SHUTDOWN ─┤

                          └─ START ────┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

HELp
If no option is specified, requests a list of all DBAS HELP commands.
ABTERM

Requests a display of DBAS ABTERM command syntax.
CPUFAIL

Requests a display of DBAS CPUFAIL command syntax.
DISPLAY

Requests a display of DBAS DISPLAY command syntax.
SET

Requests a display of DBAS SET command syntax.
SHUTDOWN

Requests a display of DBAS SHUTDOWN command syntax.
START

Requests a display of DBAS START command syntax.

REFRESH CONFDD Command
The REFRESH CONFDD command is used to change dynamically a subset of configuration file parameters. The
specified ddname on this command must be a full configuration file with changed parameters. You can either preallocate
file in the DBAS JCL or use the Allocate command to add them dynamically.
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The REFRESH CONFDD command is a powerful command, and we recommend using it while DBAS is in SUSPEND
mode.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ REFRESH ─ CONFDD=ddname ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

ddname
Specifies the ddname of an allocated file in the DBAS started task, such as SYSIN.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0482-2  REFRESH PROCESSING COMPLETE

U11D-0482-4  REFRESH DD NAME NOT ALLOCATED: xxxxxxxx

REFRESH CONFDSN Command
The REFRESH CONFDSN command is used to change dynamically a subset of configuration file parameters. The
DSNAME specified on this command must be a full configuration file with changed parameters.

The REFRESH CONFDSN command is a powerful command, and we recommend using it while DBAS is in SUSPEND
mode.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ REFRESH ─ CONFDSN=config-dataset-name ──────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

config-dataset-name
Specifies the fully qualified data set name that has the configuration file. Do not enclose the data set name with
single quotes.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0483-10 REFRESH PROCESSING COMPLETE

U11D-0483-13 FIELD x        IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR REFRESH

U11D-0483-22 ERROR ALLOCATING DSN=my.lib

REFRESH MODULE Command
The REFRESH MODULE command reloads modules that the DBAS address space has already loaded. The modules that
are eligible for refresh are a subset of the WA Restart Option CAL7LOAD.

The primary use of the REFRESH MODULE command is for replacing user exits and the options table (U11OPT) so that
you do not have to stop and restart the DBAS task merely to bring in a new load module. The command can also refresh
modules updated by maintenance when the PTF description mentions to use the REFRESH MODULE command.
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Copy the module to refresh into a location in the normal search order. This location is typically either a data set in the
STEPLIB concatenation of the DBAS started task or in the WA Restart Option CAL7LOAD that resides in the LNKLST.

This command is entered at the request of Broadcom Support when installing maintenance for an individual PTF. When
upgrading a Service Pack, a shutdown of the DBAS started task must be performed.

To see a list of modules that can be refreshed, issue the following command:

comchar DISPLAY MOD=*REFRESH

The first two groups of modules that are displayed are those modules that you use the REPLACE MODULE command
to replace them. The other groups show modules where alternative methods of refreshing the module can be used.
Alternative methods include shutting down and restarting a WA Restart Option task or executing CAIRIM.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ REFRESH ─ MODule=name ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

name
Specifies the module name to refresh.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0482-2  REFRESH PROCESSING COMPLETE

U11D-0482-5  MODULE xxxxxxxx IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR REFRESH

REFRESH TABLE Command
The REFRESH TABLE command reloads the indicated table from the CMT into CSA. Currently, only the Reason-for-
Rerun table can be refreshed.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ REFRESH ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ TABLE=REASON ─┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

TABLE=REASON
Specifies the table to refresh. Currently only REASON can be specified, because this table is the only table to
refresh. This value is the default.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0460-0  LOADING TABLE: REASON

U11D-0460-1  THE TABLE HAS BEEN REFRESHED
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RESUME Command
The RESUME command causes DBAS to reestablish connections to the Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF) and
continue processing. RESUME is used when DBAS is in SUSPEND mode due to a SUSPEND command or the failure of
the MUF. The maintenance task also resumes if it was operating at the time of entry to SUSPEND mode.

The RESUME AUDIT command is used to resume auditing after auditing is suspended due to a database area full
condition.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ RESUME ─┬─────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ AUDIT ─┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

AUDIT
(Optional) Causes auditing to resume when auditing is suspended.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-8000-7  RESUMING DATABASE ACTIVITY

If DBAS is not in SUSPEND mode, the following response is typical:

U11D-0471-1  NOT SUSPENDED

If auditing is successfully resumed, the following response is typical:

U11D-0471-3  AUDITING HAS BEEN RESUMED

SET Command
The SET command turns on or turns off DBAS diagnostic flags. To display the status of all DBAS diagnostic flags, see the
Display Flags command. DBAS diagnostic flags are set to collect information about a known WA Restart Option error.

WARNING
Set these flags only under the direction of Broadcom Support except for STATS and EVICTJOB.

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ SET ─┬─ CIJB ───────────────────┬─ ,ACT= ─┬─ ON ──┬─────────────►◄

                   ├─ CIWK ───────────────────┤         └─ OFF ─┘

                   ├─ CMTD ───────────────────┤

                   ├─ GPDS ───────────────────┤

                   ├─ EVICTJOB ───────────────┤

                   ├─ GSVC ───────────────────┤

                   ├─ GTRT ───────────────────┤

                   ├─ GVSM ───────────────────┤

                   └─ STATS ─┬──────────────┬─┘

                             └─ ,MINUTES=n ─┘
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comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

SET
Specifies to turn on or turn off a DBAS diagnostic flag.

CIJB
Specifies to act on the global C/I job trace diagnostic flag.

CIWK
Specifies to act on the JES3 C/I work area diagnostic flag.

CMTD
Specifies to act on the DBAS CMT I/O task diagnostic flag.

EVICTJOB
Specifies whether WA Restart Option has EVICTJOB support.
ON

Turns on EVICTJOB support.
OFF

Turns off EVICTJOB support.
You must use the WA Restart Option Subsystem Selection exit U11SSEX when the WA Restart Option subsystem
name is not CAL7.

GPDS
Specifies to act on the U11PDS global diagnostic mode flag.

GSVC
Specifies to act on the WA Restart Option SVC global diagnostic mode flag.

GTRT
Specifies to act on the WA Restart Option Tracking global diagnostic mode flag.

GVSM
Specifies to act on the U11VSM global diagnostic mode flag.

STATS
Specifies to calculate and display statistical information.
MINUTES

Indicates to display every n minutes.
ACT

Specifies the action to be performed on the specified flag.
ON

Turns on the specified flag.
OFF

Turns off the specified flag.

System Response

A typical response is one of the following responses:

U11D-0226-1  GPDS FLAG HAS BEEN SET ON

Or

U11D-0226-1  CMTD FLAG HAS BEEN SET OFF
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SHUTDOWN Command
The JEHF task parameter initiates shutdown for the JEHF I/O task.

The MANT task parameter initiates shutdown for the MANT task.

The DYDS task parameter initiates shutdown for the DYDS task.

The SHUTDOWN command parameter ALL initiates the shutdown sequence for all DBAS tasks.

Generally, a decision to shut down DBAS on a CPU indicates that, for some time, no further need for WA Restart Option
(the Run Handler, the Tracking System, and so forth) is expected on the CPU. Obviously, any job that typically runs
under WA Restart Option control can no longer do so after DBAS has been shut down. Jobs attempting to execute
U11RMS receive a U/0299 abend. Jobs that would typically be tracked are not tracked. If the jobs have an unsuccessful
completion, Auto Setup for such jobs does not occur.

For these reasons, it is important that the user verifies that such jobs are not released during or after a DBAS shutdown.
Do this by halting or draining all initiators before requesting the shutdown. The shutdown process within DBAS permits all
jobs to complete that were accessing the WA Restart Option database when the shutdown was requested. In other words,
DBAS shutdown is delayed until all current DBAS applications have run to completion.

Note: If the user wants to terminate long-running jobs such as CICS or IMS, which run under WA Restart Option control,
do this termination before requesting a DBAS shutdown. Otherwise, the results are unpredictable.

Procedure: The recommended procedure for a DBAS shutdown on a CPU is as follows:

1. Halt readers on all systems when using the WA Restart Option JES2 or JES3 converter/interpreter USERMODs.
2. Halt initiators.
3. Deactivate any job scheduling system.
4. Deactivate JES2 Exit6, if active.
5. Issue DBAS shutdown console command.
6. After DBAS is down, start all readers that you halted in Step 1 (if applicable).

This command has the following format:

►►─ comchar ─ SHUTDOWN ─┬─ ALL ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                        ├─ NOW ──┤

                        ├─ DYDS ─┤

                        ├─ JEHF ─┤

                        └─ MANT ─┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

SHUTDOWN
Specifies a request for a DBAS shutdown.
ALL

Specifies a request for a total DBAS shutdown.
NOW

Specifies a request for an expedited total DBAS shutdown.
DYDS

Specifies a request for a shutdown of the DYDS task only.
JEHF

Specifies a request for a shutdown of the JEHF I/O task only.
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MANT
Specifies a request for a shutdown of the MANT task only.

System Response for ALL

SHUTDOWN NOW initiates the shutdown process immediately without a verifying WTOR.

SHUTDOWN ALL results in an operator inquiry through WTOR to verify a DBAS shutdown as follows:

*nn U11D-0450-1 VERIFY CA-11 DBAS SHUTDOWN (Y/N)

If the operator replies with N, no change in DBAS status takes place. However, if the operator verifies the shutdown
request by replying with Y, the shutdown process is initiated. When a DBAS shutdown is done, the following message is
issued:

U11D-0000-2 CA-11 DBAS SHUTDOWN COMPLETE

System Response for DYDS

This command results in an operator inquiry through WTOR to verify a DYDS shutdown as follows:

 *nn U11D-B450-1 VERIFY CA-11 DBAS DYDS TASK SHUTDOWN (Y/N SSN=XXXX

When the DYDS I/O task is shut down, the following message is issued indicating that DYDS shutdown is complete:

U11D-B000-D DYDS TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE

System Response for JEHF

This command results in an operator inquiry through WTOR to verify a JEHF shutdown as follows:

 *nn U11D-7540-1 VERIFY CA-11 DBAS JEHF TASK SHUTDOWN (Y/N)

When the JEHF I/O task is shut down, the following message is issued indicating that JEHF shutdown is complete:

U11D-7000-3 JEHF TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE

System Response for MANT

When the MANT task is shut down, the following message is issued:

U11D-D000-5  MANT TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE

START Command
The START command directs the MAIN task to ATTACH the specified I/O task or maintenance task with the parameters
given. The JPOST parameter is valid only when JEHF is specified.

For the optional JEHF task parameter, if no value is specified, the value in effect the last time the JEHF I/O task was
active for the current DBAS job is used.

This command has the following format:
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►►─ comchar ─ START ─┬─ JEHF ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────►◄

                     │        └─ ,JPOST= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ │

                     │                    └─ YES ──┘   │

                     ├─ DYDS ──────────────────────────┤

                     └─ MANT ──────────────────────────┘

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

START
Specifies the request for the start of an I/O task.
DYDS

Indicates a request for the DYDS task.
JEHF

Indicates a request for the JEHF I/O task.
MANT

Indicates a request for the MANT task.
JPOST

Specifies whether JEHF CLOSE requests are posted immediately or on completion.
NO

Post JEHF CLOSE requests on completion. NO is the default.
YES

Post JEHF CLOSE requests immediately.

NOTE
JPOST is not required. Do not specify JPOST under normal conditions. Specify JPOST=YES only on the
recommendation of Broadcom Support attempting to alleviate a JEHF throughput problem. This option can
cause DBAS to be unable to post an error condition to the address space of a user. If an unpostable error
occurs, message U11D-7560-1 notes this situation on the DBAS run log, but the user's job appears to have
completed typically. Therefore, if JPOST=YES is specified, special procedures must be instituted to notify the
user of the U11D-7560-1 error.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-0420-3  {JEHF/MANT} TASK ALREADY ACTIVE

Or

U11D-0420-4  {JEHF/MANT}  TASK ATTACHED;  INITIALIZATION IN PROGRESS

SUSPEND Command
The SUSPEND command can be used to close temporarily all connections to the Multi-User Facility (MUF) and stop
processing requests. SUSPEND also temporarily stops the Maintenance Task when it is operating. This action allows for
the stopping the MUF for performing maintenance or for moving the MUF.

This command has the following format:
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►►─ comchar ─ SUSPEND ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

comchar
Defines the one- to four-character prefix that identifies the DBAS commands.

System Response

The following response is typical:

U11D-8000-5  SUSPENDING DATABASE ACTIVITY

U11D-8000-6  ENTER 'RESUME' COMMAND WHEN READY

If DBAS is already in SUSPEND mode, the following response is typical:

U11D-0470-1  ALREADY SUSPENDED

Batch Programs
The batch programs associated with the Database Address Space include the following:

• CMT Access Test program
• JEHF Access Test program

CMT Access Test Program
The CMT Access Test program, U11DPDST, is a batch program that tests access to the CMT through DBAS. The
program makes all possible types of requests to the CMT I/O interface module U11PDS and verifies the correct servicing
of each request. If an error is detected, the program issues a console message describing the error and then optionally
issues a perpetual WAIT to enable the taking of an SVC dump of DBAS or other diagnostic actions while DBAS and the
test job are both still active.

U11DPDST is useful for confirming correct operation of CMT I/O in a repeatable and predictable way whenever an error
is suspected. The program can also be used for DBAS performance benchmarking purposes or for verifying correct WA
Restart Option installation/maintenance procedures.

Execute the CMT Access Test Program

User-supplied parameters that are specified through the EXEC statement PARM control the operation of U11DPDST.
Sample JCL for the execution of U11DPDST follows:

//         JOB ...

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=U11DPDST,PARM='parameters'

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//RMSRPT   DD  SYSOUT=*

U11DPDST Parameter Format

This parameter has the following format:

►►─┬───────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

   └─ REPS= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,PAUSE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘
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             └─ nnn ─┘               └─ YES ──┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ERRHALT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,ERRWAIT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘                 └─ YES ──┘

REPS
Specifies the number of times the program executes the CMT request loop. The REPS parameter is used to
extend the time that is taken for the test program to execute and to increase the total number of CMT requests
made. The default is one.

PAUSE
Specifies whether to issue a WTOR and WAIT after the return from U11PDS following the first CMT request.
PAUSE is useful for pausing U11DPDST until some other event critical to the test has occurred. Also, PAUSE is
useful for synchronizing U11DPDST execution with the execution of another program. The default is NO.

ERRHALT
Specifies whether to halt the DBAS CMT I/O task when a CMT access error is detected. Specify this parameter
only when a halted CMT I/O task would not adversely affect production processing. This parameter is used for
diagnosis of a known DBAS error. A halted CMT task does not process new CMT requests, nor does it complete
CMT requests in process at the time of halt. The default is NO.

ERRWAIT
Specifies whether U11DPDST issues a perpetual WAIT when a CMT access error occurs. The default is NO.

If a CMT access error is encountered and U11DPDST issues a wait, cancel the job with a dump. After securing the dump
output and any other documentation that is associated with the error, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

CAL7SAMP member AL7TEST provides a sample job to execute the CMT Access Test program.

 

JEHF Access Test Program
The JEHF Access Test Program U11DVSMT is a batch program that tests access to the JEHF through DBAS. The
program makes all possible types of requests to the JEHF I/O interface module U11VSM and verify the correct servicing
of each request. If an error is detected, the program issues a console message describing the error and then optionally
issues a perpetual WAIT to enable the taking of an SVC dump of DBAS or other diagnostic actions while DBAS and the
test job are both still active.

U11DVSMT is useful for confirming correct operation of JEHF I/O in a repeatable and predictable way whenever an error
is suspected. The program can also be used for DBAS performance benchmarking purposes or for verifying correct WA
Restart Option installation/maintenance procedures.

Execute the JEHF Access Test Program

User-supplied parameters that are specified through the EXEC statement PARM control the operation of U11DVSMT.
Sample U11DVSMT execution JCL follows:

//         JOB ...

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=U11DVSMT,PARM='parameters'

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*
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U11DVSMT Parameter Format

The parameter has the following format:

 

►►─┬───────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ REPS= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,ERRWAIT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ nnn ─┘                 └─ YES ──┘

REPS
Specifies the number of times the program executes the JEHF request loop. The REPS parameter can extend the
time that is taken for the test program to execute and can increase the total number of JEHF requests made. The
default is one.

ERRWAIT
Specifies whether U11DVSMT issues a perpetual WAIT if a JEHF access error occurs. The default is NO.

If a JEHF access error is encountered and U11DVSMT issues a perpetual WAIT, cancel the job with a dump. After
securing the dump output and any other documentation that is associated with the error, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.

CAL7SAMP member AL7TEST provides a sample job to execute the JEHF Access Test program.

MSSF -- Multiple Subsystem Facility
WA Restart Option DBAS is usually installed on a CPU in a single-subsystem implementation, with accesses to the WA
Restart Option database managed by a single version of WA Restart Option executable code. The new architecture of
WA Restart Option allows implementations that were not possible previously. Multiple WA Restart Option subsystems
at the same release level can now be installed and run concurrently on the same CPU. A subsystem must be defined
for each concurrent release of WA Restart Option. Therefore, when two or more releases of WA Restart Option are
concurrently active on the same CPU, this is known as a multiple subsystem implementation. The user determines the
extent of commonality and interdependence of multiple WA Restart Option releases. The user can elect to share the WA
Restart Option SVC, the load modules, or both between the releases or can set up each WA Restart Option release to be
virtually independent of all others. We also offer the choice of using the same Datacom/AD MUF or specifying separate
MUFs for the database. The choices made by the user in this area are driven by the intended use of the additional WA
Restart Option releases.

Installation Considerations
Before you implement MSSF, determine the relationship of the multiple releases of the product to each other. If you want
the multiple releases to be independent of each other, the amount of required resources such as DASD space for WA
Restart Option libraries and databases increases in direct proportion to the number of extra releases (assuming identical
database requirements). Main storage requirements likewise increase for both private and common storage (CSA).

If it is not necessary for each WA Restart Option release to be independent of all others, WA Restart Option resources
can be shared between or among them. Multiple releases can share load modules by using modules from the same
authorized load library. If the Option Table of every WA Restart Option release specifies the same SVC parameter,
multiple releases can share the WA Restart Option SVC.

Also, determine the extent to which the data for each DBAS is separated. Multiple DBASs can use the same Datacom/
AD MUF to access the data that is unique according to the DBAS SSN (Subsystem Name), or also by specifying a unique
Datacom DBID for each DBAS sharing the Datacom MUF, or by running multiple Datacom MUFs and having each DBAS
access the data that is associated with an individual Datacom MUF.

If you must create more Datacom DBIDs, perform the following steps in the Installing topics for each extra DBID created:
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• Resolve Database ID and URT Name
• Start Datacom
• Allocate WA Restart Option PURGE File -- AL7ALOP
• Define and Catalog WA Restart Option Datacom Tables
• Allocate WA Restart Option Data Area and Index

The USERMOD referred to in the Resolve Database ID and URT name topic also requires a unique name for each
additional DBID. Read and follow the instructions in each of the members that are listed in these steps.

CAIRIM Initialization

Each of the WA Restart Option DBAS subsystems must be initialized by CAIRIM. Multiple DBAS subsystems can be
started during the same execution of CAIRIM (CAS9), or they can be started by separate CAIRIM procedures.

Optional parameters for the CARIMPRM parameter statement can be specified to identify each copy of WA Restart Option
that you want to initialize, as follows:

►►─ VERS ─┬─ L7B0 ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ xxxx ─┘

 ►─ PARM ─ ( ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────►

              └─ PVER= ─┬─ L730 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,REINIT ─┘

                        └─ xxxx ───┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────┬─ ) ───────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SSN= ─┬─ CAL7 ─┬─┘ └─ ,SVC=nnn ─┘ └─ ,UJV ─┘

             └─ xxxx ─┘

VERS
Must be used to identify each subsystem separately to CAIRIM. The first subsystem is required to be initialized
with a VERS of L7B0. Extra subsystems must be initialized with a VERS different from the first, for example,
L7BA. This parameter is passed to the WA Restart Option CAIRIM INIT program. The parameter ensures proper
identification of a particular subsystem for initialization and reinitialization.
L7B0

Indicates the first subsystem.
xxxx

Indicates an extra subsystem.
PVER

Deactivates the previous releases of WA Restart Option SMF exits to avoid conflicts. If you are upgrading from
release 3.0, you do not have to specify this parameter. If you are upgrading from some other release, use PVER
to specify the previous release from the VERS parameter on the previous CAIRIM parameters.

SSN
Must be the same as the SSN parameter in the DBAS configuration file for each subsystem.
CAL7

Indicates the default.
xxxx

Indicates another parameter.
REINIT

Allows the WA Restart OptionCAIRIM parameters to be refreshed or changed and allows the loading of new
copies of the SVC, SMF exits, or both. If REINIT is not specified and the VERS specified has been initialized
previously after an IPL, WA Restart OptionCAIRIM initialization is aborted.
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SVC
Identifies a different type-3 or -4 user SVC number for one or more subsystems. The SVC number that is
specified here overrides the number that is specified in module U11OPT. If this parameter is not specified, the
SVC number is extracted from module U11OPT. Be aware of which release of this module the CAIRIM procedure
loads.

UJV
In previous releases of WA Restart Option, SMF exit IEFUJV was optional using a USERMOD. Starting with
release 3.0, it is specified in the CAIRIM parameters. If the UJV keyword is included, the exit is loaded; otherwise
it is not.

Note: For more information, see the Installing topics, the Common Components and Services documentation, or both.

Using MSSF
A typical usage of MSSF might be the concurrent running of a production release of WA Restart Option together with
another release. The second release is intended for the use of personnel updating or correcting production JCL. The WA
Restart Option releases could share WA Restart Option load modules and SVC while accessing separate CMTs, JEHFs,
or both. A user exit (U11SSSEX) automatically determines the WA Restart Option release that processes a given job. The
exit selects one release or the other according to job name, job class, user ID, or accounting information.

A user exit mechanism is provided for the selection of a subsystem in an MSSF environment. The exit (U11SSSEX)
receives control at necessary points within WA Restart Option program logic. The exit automatically selects a subsystem
by name that is based on user-defined criteria. U11SSSEX is not considered to be a part of any WA Restart Option
release in an MSSF implementation, that is, it is not owned by any release.

WARNING
Only one U11SSSEX receives control for MSSF, regardless of the number of multiple WA Restart Option
subsystems. The U11SSSEX load module is loaded into LPA during CAIRIM initialization. A sample Subsystem
Selection User exit is provided.

Additional MSSF Considerations
WARNING
Users of MSSF implementations must remember that WA Restart Option utilities access only one WA Restart
Option database per execution. This is because the subsystem selection mechanism can only select one
subsystem (and its database).

Execute WA Restart Option utilities such as U11MGR, U11RCP once for every WA Restart Option database that is to
be accessed. A means for overriding the Subsystem Selection User exit U11SSSEX is provided for forcing selection of
a particular WA Restart Option release and its database, except as noted in the following. This consists of a dummy DD
present in the JCL of the WA Restart Option utility or other program that accesses a WA Restart Option database. The
ddname for the override is of the following form:

//@SSNxxxx

xxxx
Specifies the subsystem name of the WA Restart Option release to select.

The override DD can appear anywhere in the JCL of the step involved. Online System users can force access to a
particular CMT, JEHF, or both by using the Subsystem Selection option (S) from the main menu. Alternately, they can
code the override DD in the TSO logon procedure.
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Multiple Release Considerations
WA Restart Option r3.0 and r11 can coexist on the same or multiple systems. In the case of mixed releases, the WA
Restart Option functionality is at the lowest release level. For example, if a job is submitted executing an r3.0 RMS step
that runs against an r11.0 DBAS, functionality is at the r3.0 level. Similarly, if a job is submitted executing an r11.0 RMS
step that runs against an r3.0 DBAS, functionality is at the r3.0 level. DBAS and RMS functionality that is introduced with
r11.0 might not be available in a mixed release environment.

If you want to run multiple releases of WA Restart Option, we recommend executing the r11 version of CAIRIM (L7B0INIT)
for all subsystems. This permits the r11 creation of our SSCT, the r11 versions of our SMF exits, and the r11 version of our
SVC.

WARNING
It is acceptable to execute an r3.0 version of DBAS after executing r11 CAIRIM. However, if you do so, and then
want to execute an r11 version of DBAS with the same subsystem name, r11 CAIRIM must execute again.

In r3.0, U11UJI is the source of the Name/Token pair that is created for each job. With r11, U11UJI is disabled
and the creation of the Name/Token pair for each job now occurs in U11RMS. If an RMS step with a //
@SSNxxxx DD DUMMY is submitted against an r3.0 DBAS, step-level data set maintenance might not be
performed if the subsystem specified is other than CAL7. A temporary solution would be to implement job-level
data set maintenance until the upgrade to WA Restart Option r11.0 has been completed.

If you are running both WA Restart Option r3.0 and r11 subsystems concurrently on the same system, the r11 CAIRIM
initialization must be performed for all subsystems.

Here is an example of CAIRIM statements that initialize r11 and r3.0 subsystems on the same system:

PRODUCT(CA-11) INIT(L7B0INIT) -   /* r11 subsystem */

 VERSION(L7B0) PARM(SSN=TS11)

PRODUCT(CA-11) INIT(L7B0INIT) -   /* r3.0 subsystem */

 VERSION(L7BA) PARM(SSN=CAL7)

This example shows a production subsystem that has product L7B0 and a non-production subsystem that has product
L7BA. As stated previously, mark only one subsystem as production with product L7B0.

In an MSSF environment that has both r3.0 and r11 subsystems, use the r11 version of the SVC for both. The r11 SVC is
downwardly compatible with r3.0. The r11 SVC is initialized by running the CAIRIM for the production subsystem.

Cross-System Sharing of Database
As described in the graphic at the start of these topics, only one Datacom/AD MUF in the sysplex actually accesses the
Datacom files. All other systems access the data in these files through an XCF connection. Consider these three startup
parameters for the MUF.

MUF Parameter

This control statement gives the MUF a name. In this example, the MUF is named ADRRMUF.

MUF              ADRRMUF,99,NO

XCFFROM Parameter

This control statement defines the remote systems that might access the MUF.

XCFFROM *,SYSPROD
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*
Specifies the wild-carded task names that can access the MUF through XCF. For example, XCFFROM
CA11*,SYSPROD. If you want to let any task access the MUF over XCF, you can use a single asterisk.

SYSPROD
Specifies any name that you select but must match the value of the group name on the TOGROUP parameter.

For performance reasons, run utilities like U11MGR on the same system where the Datacom MUF executes.

TASKS Parameter

This control statement defines the number of tasks and size of each task, number of XCF tasks, and so on.

TASKS          35,33K,0,0,29            # OF TASKS,SIZE,0,0,XCFTASKS

Ensure that the last parameter, XCFTASKS, is large enough to accommodate all of the WA Restart Option configuration
file DBTASKS values combined for DBAS tasks not on the same system where the Datacom MUF resides. Also, add
more tasks here when you want all functions of the WA Restart Option ISPF dialog to work on systems where the
Datacom MUF does not execute. Make the first parameter, # OF TASKS, larger than XCFTASKS. Include the DBTASK
value for the DBAS task where the Datacom MUF resides.

Each system in the sysplex must have access to module DBSIDPR.

For instructions to create this module, see the Datacom Database and System Administrator documentation. APF
authorization is required. Consider two parameters.

TOMUF       ADRRMUF

This parameter specifies the name of the MUF we want to interface with.

TOGROUP   SYSPROD

This parameter specifies the group name that is defined on the XCFFROM parameter.

Example: Startup Parameters

Assume that a sysplex has five systems that are named SYST1, SYST2, SYST3, SYST4, and SYST5. The startup
parameters for the MUF might look like the following example:

MUF              ADRRMUF,99,NO

ADRRMUF is any name that you select but must match the value of TOMUF in the DBSIDPR module.

XCFFROM *,SYSPROD

*
Specifies the wild-carded task names that can access the MUF through XCF. For example, XCFFROM
CA11*,SYSPROD. If you want to let any task access the MUF over XCF, you can use a single asterisk.

SYSPROD
Specifies any name that you select but must match the value of TOGROUP in the DBSIDPR module.

TASKS          35,33K,0,0,29

The first parameter specifies the maximum number of tasks that might access the MUF, both local and XCF. The last
parameter specifies the maximum number of XCF accesses. Assuming the DBAS Configuration file contains the
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parameter DBTASKS=5, in our scenario, we need at least 6 for the MUF and at least 5 for the XCF systems plus some
number of "extra" tasks for online accesses such as TSO, CA 7, or Jobtrac.

NJE Support
WA Restart Option uses GTS to access data or to use the Online interfaces at remote locations (NJE). Because other
Broadcom products also use GTS, GTS might have been installed during a previous installation.

GTS is distributed on the WA Restart Option product tape, but the documentation is not on the tape. You can retrieve
the GTS documentation from Broadcom Support Online and then use the WA Restart Option tape for installation and
customization.

A new GTS parameter must be specified in the CLIENTxx member of GTS PARMLIB:

PRODUCT(IDENTITY(BB) MODULE(CAGSBBLD))

The GSINITxx member accepts an XMEM keyword. Ensure that it is set to XMEM(YES). This value is the default when
omitted.

Code the TCPIPCxx and TCPIPSxx members so that all remote locations that WA Restart Option accesses are defined as
both Client and Server.

In response to the command:

F gtsstc,COMM INFO

You typically see the following messages:

CAGS01260I Command accepted: COMM

CAGS01360I The following active communication paths are available:

CAGS01370I Host: CPU1 , Sysplex: SYSPLEX1, GTS: CPU1GTS1, type: TCP/IP-Client, JES: USACPU1E

CAGS01370I Host: CPU1 , Sysplex: SYSPLEX1, GTS: CPU1GTS1, type: TCP/IP-Server, JES: USACPU1E

This response indicates that the remote location at SMFID CPU1, JES node USACPU1E, and GTS node CPU1GTS1
is defined as both a Client and a Server. This definition must be the case for WA Restart Option to communicate
successfully to this NJE location.

A new WA Restart Option parameter in the CONFIG file, LOCALGTS, lets WA Restart Option successfully use GTS
services. This parameter signifies the local GTS ID. The value must equal the GTS parameter, ID(xx) which is specified on
the EXEC statement within the GTS PROC. Once GTS has been implemented, the U11PDSCL and U11VSMIO macros
can specify either a remote GTS group name or an NJE node name, remote name, to access data at the remote location.

All ISPF function panels have a field in which to specify a remote name, and Online ARTS commands can specify
a remote name using the REMT keyword. Broadcom scheduling packages might have also taken advantage of this
functionality. The restart process can include a field for a remote name. If the scheduling package also wants to use the
scheduling package condition code feature, the scheduling package can interface with WA Restart Option at a remote
location to set a job for restart that is based on the scheduling package's criteria. Any function that accesses a remote site
must have access to the GTS load library (using either STEPLIB or LNKLIST) to be successful.

Health Checker
The IBM Health Checker can monitor the status of WA Restart Option DBAS. Two checks are implemented. One of
the checks monitors and reports the status of DBAS. This checking issues a message if the subsystem is down or the
subsystem is suspended. The other checking issues a message when any database area exceeds the threshold value of
the configuration file parameter DBWARN.
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These checks run at a recurring interval that is specified in minutes in the configuration file parameter HLTHCK. If you
want no Health Checker support for a DBAS subsystem, specify HLTHCK=NO, or let it default to NO.

Summary of User Installation Options
The following table contains the name of the parameter that represents the option, the value chosen, and a description of
the option. If the value must be one of a set recognized by WA Restart Option, all values are shown and the user should
circle the one selected. Default values are underlined. If the value is completely user-defined, a blank is provided in which
the user should enter the value selected. The OINQ transaction displays these installation options.

Parameter Values Meaning
AUTOF YES/NO Automatic F processing
AUTOS YES/NO Automatic Setup
BIAS JOB/STEP GDG bias resetting scheme
BYPGDG NO/YES/VER/CAT Bypass GDG logic
CA1 YES/NO CA 1 interface wanted
DEVLCNT 055/______ Actual device line count
HISTNM HISTORY/______ Name of WA Restart Option CMT history

record
INSRTOP NO/YES Insert U11RMS step into all jobs using an

IEFUJV exit
INSRTPC AL7RMS PROC name used by IEFUJV exit
INSRTPM P,PSEUDO=YES/P Default U11RMS parameter to be used by

IEFUJV exit
LOGO YES/NO/BATCH Print logo
MAXDAY 60/___________ Maximum JEHF retention period
MAXOLD 50/___________ Maximum data sets with DISP=OLD/SHR/

MOD per job
MAXPASS 50/___________ Maximum passed data sets per job
MAXUGDG 50/___________ Maximum number of GDGs per job
MINCNT 5/____________ Minimum number of production JEHF

entries per job
OLMAINT NO/YES Online data set/catalog maintenance will be

performed using the PRE R command
OPCORCT NO/YES Operator correct invalid PARM
OPVER NO/YES Require operator verification of rerun
PRANGEB 1W/______________ PRANGE default for batch
PRANGEO 18H/ ______________ PRANGE default for online
REASON NO/ABEND/PROMPT Reason-for-rerun required
RETCODE 0/__________ U11RMS return code
SVC 169/200-255 Number of WA Restart Option SVC
SYSLCNT 055/__________ SYSOUT line count
TLMS NO/YES DYNAM/TLMS interface wanted
TRACK WA Restart Option/ALL/STEP Jobs to track
TRKSTP CA07RMS/_________ STEPNAME executing RMS PROC
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UNCDASD YES/NO Uncatalog if scratch fails
USAGE NO/YES/RESTART Usage code required

Security
You have three options to let you secure WA Restart Option online commands, job names, or both managed by WA
Restart Option. You can manage your security by specifying parameters in the startup file. The initial parameter that is
involved is SECOPT with the options:

• I — Internal Security (default)
• E — External Security
• U — User Exit Managed Security

Internal Security
This topic explains implementing WA Restart Option internal security, the master profile, online system security, and the
default security table.

Implementation of Internal Security

The Security function is implemented through a Load Module Table (U11OST) defined through a macro that is assembled
and linked to the WA Restart Option Load Module Library. Only one Security table can be in effect at any one time.
The Security table can be recreated at any time by reassembling and relinking the U11SECUR macro through SMP
USERMOD, which destroys the existing Security table.

The Internal Security function applies exclusively to the Online System; however, it can be used with the External Security
function for securing fields within the data records. The startup parameter to specify field level security is SECFLD. If
SECOPT is set to E (External) and SECFLD is set to YES, U11OST checks field level access.

Master Profile

The Internal Security system for the online functions recognizes a master profile that lets you access all functions and all
data elements, bypassing the Security table. This profile is intended for systems personnel only. The expansion of the
U11SECUR macro assembles the U11OST module.

Online System Security

Access to the Online System is restricted on a functional basis. The U11SECUR macro controls access to the online
functions. The systems programmer can set the functions accessible to various system users (that is, certain functions
can be defined to be available to one user, but not to another). Also, the updating functions can be restricted on a field
(data element) basis. The following items are the Online System functions:
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• DIS — Job Inquiry
• STA — Production Status Inquiry
• JINQ — JEHF Inquiry
• JUPD — JEHF Update
• CINQ — CMT Inquiry
• CUPD — CMT Update
• PULL — Pull List Request
• PRE — Preprocessing
• SIM — Simulated RMS
• HELP — Tutorial
• LJOB — Job Restart Inquiry
• LSTP — Job Step Inquiry
• OINQ — Option Table Inquiry
• LREA — Reason-for-Rerun Table Inquiry
• REST — RMS Parameter Restart panel
• RUPD — Reason-for-Rerun Update
• UPRS — Reason-for-Rerun Table Update
• REMT — NJE Processing

The two update functions, CUPD and JUPD, can be restricted to specific fields.

Default Security Table

The product is delivered with a Security table already defined. The only profile that is defined in the table is OPERATOR.
Any user signing on with this profile is restricted to the STA, DIS, OINQ, and PULL functions. Any user signing on without
a profile can access only the HELP, PULL, STA, DIS, CINQ, OINQ, and JINQ functions.

Redefining the Default Security Table

The systems programmer can redefine the default Security table by using the U11SECUR macro. In fact, we highly
recommend that you do this to customize the security feature for your installation.

You can use the DEFAULT macro to define user access to certain specified Online System functions. These specified
functions can then be accessed by all users without a profile entry being required at log in.

U11SECUR Macro
The U11SECUR macro has three forms:

PROFILE
Defines profiles.

RULES
Defines rules or restrictions.

DEFAULT
Defines default functions. These functions are available to a user who logs in without a profile.

When using the U11SECUR macro, at least one of these forms must be used. A DEFAULT form of the macro must be the
last used in the definition of the table.

PROFILE Macro Format

The PROFILE macro has the following format:
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                             ┌─ , ───────┐

►►─ U11SECUR PROFILE,NAME=( ─▼─ profile ─┴─ ) ────────────────────────────────►◄

NAME=profile1,profile2,...
Specifies the profiles to have system access as defined by the following rules. The maximum size for each profile
is eight characters.

RULES Macro Format

The RULES macro has the following format:

                          ┌─ , ─────────┐

►►─ U11SECUR RULES,FUN=( ─▼─ functions ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,ACCESS= ─┬─ INCLUDE ◄ ─┬─┘

                ├─ EXCLUDE ───┤

                └─ ALL ───────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MATCH= ─┬─ (JOBNAME,literal1,literal2) ─┬─┘

               └─ (JOBNAME,ABC.'ABC ') ────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ ,CMTJOB=(jobrec fields) ─┘ └─ ,CMTSTEP=(steprec fields) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─ ,CMTDD=(ddrec fields) ─┘ └─ ,CMTHIST=(histrec fields) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,JEHCNTL=(controlrec fields) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,JEHPROD=(productionrec fields) ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,JEHRRUN=(rerunrec fields) ─┘

FUN=(functions)
Specifies the online functions that the specified profiles can access. If more than one function is defined, enclose
in parentheses and separate by commas. At least one function must be specified.

ACCESS
Defines the type of field accesses allowed.
INCLUDE

Can only use those fields that are listed. INCLUDE is the default.
EXCLUDE

Can use every field except those fields listed.
ALL

All fields can be accessed.
Optional keywords to be used with the ACCESS keyword are:
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• CMTJOB
• CMTSTEP
• CMTDD
• CMTHIST
• JEHCNTL
• JEHPROD
• JEHRRUN

You can specify these keywords selectively to INCLUDE or to EXCLUDE access to fields within a particular record
type.
Multiple RULES can be defined for each PROFILE definition. This allows for different, or the same, security for
different MATCH specifications.

MATCH
Defines the records accessible to this profile.
JOBNAME

This field must contain the literal JOBNAME. An actual job name is not entered.
literal1

If the keys are fewer than eight characters, only a partial compare for the length of the key is made. If only
literal1 is present, the compare must be exact.

literal2
If literal2 is also present, the compare is against a range whose limits are literal1 through literal2.

Only one MATCH is allowed per profile at any one time. For example, if all jobs processed by the Payroll
Department are prefixed with PAY, a MATCH for users in the department could be specified as:
MATCH=(JOBNAME,PAY,PAY)

Only this single match is allowed for each specified profile.
If MATCH is not specified, all jobs are available.

DEFAULT Macro Format

The DEFAULT macro has the following format:

                              ┌─ , ─────────┐

►►─ U11SECUR RULES,DEFAULT=( ─▼─ functions ─┴─ ) ──────────────────────────────►◄

FUN=(functions
)
Specifies the WA Restart Option online functions. The functions are the same as those functions for preceding
RULES format. If HELP is specified as the only function, every user must have a profile to gain access to any of
the other Online System functions.
If more than one function is specified, enclose in parentheses and separate by commas. For example:
FUN=(OINQ,HELP,PULL,STA,DIS)

The DEFAULT macro must be the last macro in the Security definition.

U11SECUR Macro Example

The following example uses the U11SECUR macro.

10    16                                                  72

U11SECUR  PROFILE,NAME=(JOHN,JANET)

U11SECUR  RULES,FUN=(PULL,CINQ,JINQ,DIS,STA,HELP),        *
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      ACCESS=ALL,                                         *

      MATCH=(JOBNAME,F,Z)

U11SECUR  PROFILE,NAME=(USER3)

U11SECUR  RULES,FUN=(PRE,SIM,PULL,CINQ,CUPD,JINQ,JUPD,    *

      DIS,STA,HELP,LREA,UPRS,REMT,REST),                  *

      ACCESS=EXCLUDE,                                     *

      CMTJOB=(LUSE),                                      *

      CMTSTEP=(LOGIC),                                    *

      CMTDD=(VOLSER,GDGNUM),                              *

      CMTHIST=(H1YR,H2YR,H3YR)

U11SECUR  DEFAULT,FUN=(DIS,HELP,OINQ,UPRS)

In the example, users assigned either JOHN or JANET as a profile could use Online System functions PULL, CINQ, JINQ,
DIS, STA, and HELP for only those jobs with the first character of the job name ranging between F and Z inclusive. The
two inquiry functions, CINQ and JINQ, would have access to all fields.

The user with profile equal to USER3 would have access to all Online System functions for all jobs. When in inquiry or
update function, the user would have access to all fields except:

• The LUSAGE field in the CMT Job record
• The LOGIC or step logic flag in the CMT Step record
• The volume serial number and absolute GDG number of GDG data sets
• The number of reruns for the last three years in the CMT record

A user without the profile would only be able to access the DIS, HELP, and OINQ functions.

Implementation of External Security
External Security calls can be invoked by specifying E on the SECOPT startup parameter. Calls are made through
the Standard Security Facility (CAISSF) supplied by Common Components and Services, so that WA Restart Option
is unaware of the particular security package that is being used. Besides External Security calls, you can use the WA
Restart Option Internal Security function to protect fields within the data records. To do this, specify YES on the SECFLD
parameter. The SECJOB parameter is used to control job name access. When set to YES, job names are considered
securable resources and are checked through your External Security package.

Implementing External Security requires the definition of unique resource classes and resources. Two resource classes
are involved, L7CMDS to classify all WA Restart Option online commands, and L7JOBN to encompass job names. Each
command is in turn prefixed with L7T and the job name resource is the one- to eight-character job name.

In cases where the JEHF or CMT is to be processed generically/sequentially, two resources must be defined under the
L7JOBN class. These resources are L7JEHF and L7CMT. Check the samples noted for specifics.

Sample definitions are supplied in CAL7SAMP members ACF2SAMP, RACFSAMP, and TSSSAMP.

The startup parameter SECPRFX allows you to specify a two-character prefix other than L7. This prefix lets you define
separate security requirements for use in a multiple DBAS subsystem environment.

Syntax for security options:

SECOPT=
I

Internal Security (default)
E

External Security
U

User Exit Managed Security
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SECFLD=
YES

Use U11OST to verify field level access (only if SECOPT=E).
NO

Do not verify field level access (default).
SECJOB

YES
Check access to job names.

NO
Do not check job name access (default).

SECPRFX=
L7

Is the default prefix used to develop resource classes and resource names for commands. For example,
to secure the CINQ command, define a resource class of L7CMDS, then define a resource name of
L7TCINQ under the L7CMDS resource class. Access to the CINQ command can be granted or restricted.
Likewise, to secure job name ABC123, define a resource class of L7JOBN. Next, define a resource name
of ABC123, then access to that job name can be granted or restricted. The following list shows command
resource names, access levels, and job name resources when SECPRFX=L7. (Only if SECOPT=E)

Command Resource Access Level Job Name Resource
L7TSTA READ L7JEHF
L7TDIS READ L7JEHF, jobname
L7TCINQ READ Jobname
L7TCUPD UPDATE Jobname
L7TJINQ READ Jobname
L7TJUPD UPDATE Jobname
L7TSIM UPDATE Jobname
L7TRUPD UPDATE Jobname
L7TLREA READ
L7TOINQ READ
L7TLJOB READ L7CMT
L7TLSTP READ Jobname
L7TPRE UPDATE Jobname
L7TPULL READ Jobname
L7TREMT UPDATE
L7TREST UPDATE Jobname
L7UPRS UPDATE L7TBRS
L7THELP READ

Besides the previous online commands, the following lists the DBAS batch utilities, access level, and job name resources:

Utility Access Level Job Name Resource
U11BNQ READ Jobname
U11CRD READ L7CMT
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U11JCC READ L7JEHF, jobname
U11MGR READ L7CMT
U11ODS READ Jobname
U11PRE UPDATE Jobname
U11RMS UPDATE Jobname
U11UPD UPDATE Jobname

NOTE
If External and Field level security and job name security are implemented, consider the following items:

• External Security secures functions (commands) exclusively.
• If the MATCH= keyword is coded on the U11SECUR macro, the job names that are specified are secured

internally and externally.
• Internal Security secures fields exclusively.

User Exit Managed Security
User exits U11LOGEX and U11TXNEX are user-written exits to provide security for Logon/Logoff and command
transactions. If you want to implement these exits, you must specify SECOPT=U.

NJE Security
Two security aspects control your ability to perform online functions on a remote system. One is the level of security on
the local system. For Internal Security, this access is allowed by specifying the REMT keyword on the U11SECUR macro.
For External Security, this access is allowed by granting access to the L7TREMT resource. This aspect only determines
your ability to go to a remote system. After that ability is permitted, the second aspect is that the security in place on the
remote system controls your ability to perform the various online functions.

Example: USERA wants to log on to SYSTEM1 and issue the CINQ command on SYSTEM2

The security definitions on SYSTEM1 must let USERA go to a remote system in one of the following methods:

• Specifying REMT on the U11SECUR macro for Internal Security
• Permitting access to the L7TREMT resource for External Security

If this access is permitted, the security definitions on SYSTEM2 must permit USERA to log on to the system. Either the
Internal or External Security definitions must permit access to the CINQ command.

NOTE
Subsystem names also play an important part in the security of issuing online functions across NJE systems. To
access data controlled by subsystem CAL7 on a remote system, CAL7 must be active on the local system too.
Each subsystem can have its own security definitions.
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Quick Reference
These topics summarize the functions and commands of WA Restart Option (WA Restart Option). They are intended as a
quick-reference point for users who are familiar with the product.

NOTE
For syntax, details, examples, and techniques, see the Using topics.

Start the Online System
Several methods are available to initiate the online system. See the topic that matches your situation.

• Master Console
• TSO Terminal
• CICS Terminal
• Roscoe Terminal
• CA 7 Terminal

Inquiry/Update
Various commands are are available for inquiry and update. The commands are listed here and are separate topics in the
Online System topics.

• CINQ - CMT inquiry
• CUPD - CMP update
• DIS - Job status inquiry
• LJOB - Job restart inquiry
• LSTP - Job step inquiry
• JINQ - JEHF inquiry
• JUPD - JEHF update
• LREA - Reason for Rerun table inquiry
• OINQ - Option table inquiry
• RUPD - Reason update
• STA - Production status inquiry
• UPRS - Reason for Rerun table update

Other Online Functions
Various other online functions and commands are available. The commands are listed here and are separate topics in the
Online System topics.

• END - Termination of Online Function
• HELP - Online HELP (Tutorial)
• PRE - Preprocessing (Online Setup)
• PULL - Request Pull List
• REST - RMS Parameter Restart
• SIM - Simulated RMS

The functions are detailed in the following topics.
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Auto Setup Status Inquiry

CINQ jobname

 

 ...

=YES and AUTOSNV=NO...

    (job is always Auto Setup)

 ...AUTOSAL=NO and AUTOSNV=YES...

    (job will not be Auto Setup)

 ...AUTOSAL=NO and AUTOSNV=NO...

    (job follows installation default)

Use CMT Update to change Auto Setup status.

CMT Member Deletions (Online)

Use the DEL command of the CUPD function. The DEL command is valid only when the job record is listed.

Mark JEHF Records for Subsequent Deletion

The SET2PURG flag can be set to YES using the REP command of the JUPD function.

Set or Reset Restartable Flag (Using CUPD Function)

To flag a job as restartable:

REP IND1 = RS

To flag a job as nonrestartable:

REP IND1 = NR

The Hex contents of IND1 are:

• 80 = Job not restartable (user-specified)
• 40 = Next P force F
• 20 = Job not restartable (system-specified)
• 10 = Pseudo-production run
• 00 = No restrictions

To flag a step as user-specified restartable:

REP LOGIC=RS

To flag a step as user-specified nonrestartable:

REP LOGIC=NR

NOTE
The //CA11NR DD statement is the recommended method for flagging steps as user-specified nonrestartable.

The Hex contents of LOGIC are:
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• 80 = Step not restartable (user-specified)
• 40 = Step does not run due to WA Restart Option condition code testing
• 20 = Step not restartable (system-specified)
• 10 = Step not eligible for Auto Setup
• 08 = User set step restartable (user-specified)
• 00 = No restriction

NOTE
For more information, see the Using topics.

Codes
WA Restart Option has various processing codes and verification codes. The following topics detail these codes.

Processing Codes List

This table shows the processing codes.

Value Meaning

P Production

R Rerun/Restart

F Format (JCL changes)

N Null (WA Restart Option processing suppressed)

O Operator (operator intervention requested)

A Add

B Backout

C Current values from CMT for processing code and starting and
ending steps.

NOTE
For more information, see the Using topics.

Verification Codes List

U11RMS issues Message U11-022 as follows:

VERIFICATION CODE=cd PROC/STEP=proc.step STEP=step DDNAME=ddname DSN=dsn

The following table shows the verification codes.

NOTE
For more information, see the Using topics.

Value for cd Meaning

04 No step records/EOF in CMT tables

08 No step records/EOF on Job queue

12 CMT and SCT procnames disagree

16 CMT and SCT stepnames disagree

20 EOF on SIOT/DDs in CMT tables
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24 Added a data set, DISP=NEW

28 Added a GDG

32 Changed a DD statement

36 Changed a BIAS (relative generation) number

40 Data set DISP changed

44 //CA11NR DD DUMMY added

48 Unknown CMT DD record action field

52 GDG model data set label is not provided

56 GDG verification failed

Reports
This table shows the names of all WA Restart Option reports, their numbers, and the programs that generate the reports.

Report Number Report Title Generating Program
01 Automated Rerun and Tracking System U11RMS
02 Online Job Queue Trace U11RMS
03 Pre-Job Processing U11PRE
04 Job Queue Records for Job U11PJQ
05 Batch CMT Update U11UPD
06 Batch CMT Inquiry U11BNQ
07 Output Data Set List for Job U11ODS
08 Management Report Detail List U11MGR
09 Management Report Summary U11MGR
11 Batch Online Inquiry/Update U11OBD
20 Control Statements for JEHF Batch Reports U11RCP
21 Job Report U11RCP
22 Job Report for Jobs Without Abends U11RCP
23 Job Report for Jobs with Abends U11RCP
24 Spoilage Report U11RCP
25 Spoilage Report for Jobs Without Abends U11RCP
26 Spoilage Report for Jobs with Abends U11RCP
27 Job Report for Jobs with Reruns U11RCP
28 Spoilage Report for Jobs with Reruns U11RCP
31 Omitted Reason Report U11RCP
41 Elapsed Time Report U11RCP
42 Elapsed Time Report for Jobs Without

Abends
U11RCP

43 Elapsed Time Report for Jobs with Abends U11RCP
44 Elapsed Time Report for Jobs with Reruns U11RCP
50 List Audit Report Processing Options U11ARP
51 List Audit Report Totals U11ARP
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52 List Audit Report: By Time U11ARP
53 List Audit Report: By Subsystem U11ARP
54 List Audit Report: By Job Name U11ARP
55 List Audit Report: By Node ID U11ARP
56 List Audit Report: By Facility U11ARP
57 List Audit Report: By User ID U11ARP
80 Control Statements for CMT Batch Reports U11CRD
81 Data Set Cross-Reference Report U11CRD

Job, Spoilage, Omitted Reason, and Elapsed Time Report Generation
PGM=U11RCP

SYSIN control statements:

REPORTS

               ┌─ , ──┐

►►─ REPORTS=( ─▼─ nn ─┴─ ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

nn
Defines a report number (21-28, 31, 41-44). A maximum of eight reports can be produced per execution.

►►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SORT= ─┬─ JOBNAME ◄ ─┬─┘

             ├─ APGM ──────┤

             ├─ REASON ────┤

             ├─ RTCD ──────┤

             ├─ TIME ──────┤

             └─ USER ──────┘

JOBNAME
Indicates a user-defined job name. This is the default.

APGM
Indicates an abending program name.

REASON
Indicates a reason-for-rerun.

RTCD
Indicates a highest job return code.

TIME
Indicates an initiation time.

USER
Indicates a PRODUSER.

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │                ┌─ , ───────┐       │

   └─ GROUP= ─┬─ ( ─▼─ grpname ─┴─ ) ─┬─┘

              └─ ALL ─────────────────┘
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grpname
Defines a user-defined group.

ALL
Represents all groups known to system.

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RANGE= ─┬─ (yyddd/hhmmsshh,yyddd/hhmmsshh) ─┬─┘

              ├─ LWEEK ───────────────────────────┤

              ├─ LMONTH ──────────────────────────┤

              ├─ LQUARTER ────────────────────────┤

              └─ TODAY-nnn ───────────────────────┘

yyddd/hhmmsshh
Defines an initiator start and end times.

LWEEK
Indicates the last calendar week.

LMONTH
Indicates the last calendar month.

LQUARTER
Indicates the last calendar quarter.

TODAY-nnn
Indicates the number of days to go back.

►►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PRANGE=nnnx ─┘

nnn
Defines a reader start time for selection (1-999).

x
Indicates one of the following: H (hours), D (days), W (weeks), M (months).

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PRINT= ─┬─ ALL ◄ ────────────┬─┘

              │     ┌─ , ────┐     │

              └─ ( ─▼─ name ─┴─ ) ─┘

ALL
Specifies to print all data. This is the default.

name
Specifies data to be printed. Valid names include the following:
DETAIL

Indicates to print detail.
ASSOCIATED

Indicates to print detail and associated totals.
SORT

Indicates to print sort break totals.
GROUP

Indicates to print group totals.
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GRAND
Indicates to print grand totals.

NOTE
This control statement is for Reports 21-28, and 41-44.

Data Set Cross-Reference Report Generation
PGM=U11CRD

SYSIN control statements:

►►─ REPORTS=( ─┬─ 81 ◄ ─┬─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ nn ───┘

81
Defines a two-digit report number. The default is 81.

►►─ PAGEBRK= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ YES ──┘

NO
Indicates that no page break will occur. This is the default.

YES
Causes a page break to occur each time a sort break occurs.

►►─ SORT= ─┬─ JOB ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           └─ DSN ───┘

JOB
Specifies to sort by job name, step name, and data set name. This is the default.

DSN
Specifies to sort by data set name, job name, and step name.

►►─ INCLUDE=JOB= ─┬─ * ◄ ───────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                  │     ┌─ , ───────┐               │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname ─┴─ ) ───────────┤

                  │     ┌─ , ───────────────┐       │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname-jobname ─┴─ ) ───┤

                  │     ┌─ , ────────┐              │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname* ─┴─ ) ──────────┤

                  │     ┌─ , ─────────────────┐     │

                  └─ ( ─▼─ jobname*-jobname* ─┴─ ) ─┘

*
Selects all job names.This is the default.

jobname
Defines the job name to select. The name can contain up to eight characters.

jobname*
Defines a generic job name of up to seven characters.

►►─ INCLUDE=RERUN=jobname ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

                           ├─ , ─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┤
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                           │     └─ startstep ───────────────┘ │

                           └─ , ─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─────┘

                                 └─ endstep ─────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DDTYP= ─┬─ * ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATE= ─┬─ * ◄ ─┬─┘

               ├─ I ───┤              ├─ A ───┤

               └─ O ───┘              └─ B ───┘

jobname
Defines the job name to select. Can contain up to eight characters.

startprocstep.startstep
Defines the stepname that executes the beginning PROC and the first step in that PROC where the selection is to
begin.

startstep
Defines the step name that executes the program where the selection is to begin.

endprocstep.endstep
Defines the step name that executes the ending PROC and the last step in that PROC to select.

endstep
Defines the step name that executed the last program to select.

DDTYP=value
Indicates the type of DDs to select.
*

Selects all DDs. This is the default.
I

Selects only input DDs.
O

Selects only output DDs.
DATE=value

Indicates the date of the jobs to select.
*

Scans all jobs. This is the default.
B

Scans only those jobs having a date/time before that of the rerun job.
A

Scans only those jobs having a date/time after that of the rerun job.

                        ┌─ , ──────┐

►►─ INCLUDE=DSN= ─┬─ ( ─▼─ dsname ─┴─ ) ──────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

                  │     ┌─ , ─────────────┐       │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ dsname-dsname ─┴─ ) ───┤

                  │     ┌─ , ───────┐             │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ dsname* ─┴─ ) ─────────┤

                  │     ┌─ , ───────────────┐     │

                  └─ ( ─▼─ dsname*-dsname* ─┴─ ) ─┘

dsname
Data set name to select. Can contain up to 44 characters.
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dsname*
Generic data set name to select. Can contain up to 43 characters.

                        ┌─ , ───────┐

►►─ EXCLUDE=JOB= ─┬─ ( ─▼─ jobname ─┴─ ) ───────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                  │     ┌─ , ───────────────┐       │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname-jobname ─┴─ ) ───┤

                  │     ┌─ , ────────┐              │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname* ─┴─ ) ──────────┤

                  │     ┌─ , ─────────────────┐     │

                  └─ ( ─▼─ jobname*-jobname* ─┴─ ) ─┘

jobname
Job name to exclude. Can contain up to eight characters.

jobname*
Generic job name to exclude. Can contain up to seven characters.

                        ┌─ , ──────┐

►►─ EXCLUDE=DSN= ─┬─ ( ─▼─ dsname ─┴─ ) ──────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

                  │     ┌─ , ─────────────┐       │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ dsname-dsname ─┴─ ) ───┤

                  │     ┌─ , ───────┐             │

                  ├─ ( ─▼─ dsname* ─┴─ ) ─────────┤

                  │     ┌─ , ───────────────┐     │

                  └─ ( ─▼─ dsname*-dsname* ─┴─ ) ─┘

dsname
Data set name to exclude. Can contain up to 44 characters.

dsname*
Generic data set name to exclude. Can contain up to 43 characters.

Audit Reporting
CAL7SAMP Member=AL7ARPR

PGM=U11ARP

The Input Control, Report Selection, Report Section Control, and Filtering Control Options are specified in the U11ARP
program source. The keywords that control the report content are listed in the following topics. The data field names in the
U11ARP program are shown in parentheses.

• Input Control Options
• Datacom Database ID Option
• Report Selection Options
• Report Selection Control Options
• Filtering Control Options

System Operator Commands
The following list shows the system operator commands used with the Database Address Space. Each command is a
separate topic.
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• ABTERM Command — Cleanup for an Abended User Task/Address Space
• ALLOCATE DSN Command
• CPUFAIL Command — Cleanup for a Failed CPU
• DISPLAY ACTIVITY Command
• DISPLAY CB Command
• DISPLAY CB NAME Command
• DISPLAY CONFIG Command
• DISPLAY FILES Command
• DISPLAY FLAGS Command
• DISPLAY JOBNAME Command
• DISPLAY MODULE Command
• DISPLAY OPTIONS Command
• DISPLAY SPACE Command
• DISPLAY STATUS Command
• DISPLAY STORAGE Command
• FREE DD Command
• HELP Command
• REFRESH CONFDD Command
• REFRESH CONFDSN Command
• REFRESH MODULE Command
• REFRESH TABLE Command
• RESUME Command
• SET Command
• SHUTDOWN Command
• START Command
• SUSPEND Command
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Using
The Using topics include WA Restart Option concepts and features, the Run Handler, the Tracking System, the Online
System, and Batch Reports.

Concepts and Features
These topics introduce the concepts and features of WA Restart Option.

 

Reading Syntax Diagrams
The format of all statements and some basic language elements are illustrated using syntax diagrams. Read syntax
diagrams from left to right and top to bottom.

The following terminology, symbols, and concepts are used in syntax diagrams:

• Keywords appear in uppercase letters, for example, COMMAND or PARM. These words must be entered exactly as
shown.

• Variables appear in italicized lowercase letters, for example, variable.
• Required keywords and variables appear on a main line.
• Optional keywords and variables appear below a main line.
• Default keywords and variables appear above a main line.
• Double arrowheads pointing to the right indicate the beginning of a statement.
• Double arrowheads pointing to each other indicate the end of a statement.
• Single arrowheads pointing to the right indicate a portion of a statement, or that the statement continues in another

diagram.
• Punctuation marks or arithmetic symbols that are shown with a keyword or variable must be entered as part of the

statement or command. Punctuation marks and arithmetic symbols can include the following:

, comma
. period
( open parenthesis
) close parenthesis
+ addition
* multiplication
> greater than symbol
< less than symbol
= equal sign
¬ not sign
- subtraction
/ division

The following is an example of a statement without parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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For this statement, you must write the following:

COMMAND

Required parameters appear on the same horizontal line, the main path of the diagram, as the command or statement.
The parameters must be separated by one or more blanks.

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1 ─ PARM2 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

You must write the following:

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2

Delimiters, such as parentheses, around parameters or clauses must be included.

►►─ COMMAND ─ (PARM1) ─ PARM2='variable' ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

If the word variable is a valid entry, you must write the following:

COMMAND (PARM1) PARM2='variable'

When you see a vertical list of parameters as shown in the following example, you must choose one of the parameters.
This indicates that one entry is required, and only one of the displayed parameters is allowed in the statement.

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─ PARM1 ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM2 ─┤

             └─ PARM3 ─┘

You can choose one of the parameters from the vertical list, such as in the following examples:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM2

COMMAND PARM3

When a required parameter in a syntax diagram has a default value, and the default value appears above the main line,
it indicates the value for the parameter if the command is not specified. If you specify the command, you must code the
parameter and specify one of the displayed values.

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─ PARM2 ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ NO ────┘

If you specify the command, you must write one of the following:

COMMAND PARM1=NO PARM2

COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2

A single optional parameter appears below the horizontal line that marks the main path.

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ PARAMETER ─┘
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You can choose (or not) to use the optional parameter, as shown in the following examples:

COMMAND

COMMAND PARAMETER

If you have a choice of more than one optional parameter, the parameters appear in a vertical list below the main path.

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM1 ─┤

             └─ PARM2 ─┘

You can choose any of the parameters from the vertical list, or you can write the statement without an optional parameter,
such as in the following examples:

COMMAND

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM2

For some statements, you can specify a single parameter more than once. A repeat symbol indicates that you can specify
multiple parameters. The following examples include the repeat symbol.

             ┌────────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─ variable ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the preceding example, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply, but it is also on
the main path, which means that you are required to specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can
specify a parameter more than once. Assume that you have three values named VALUEX, VALUEY, and VALUEZ for the
variable. The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND VALUEX

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEY

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEX VALUEZ

If the repeat symbol contains punctuation such as a comma, you must separate multiple parameters with the punctuation.
The following example includes the repeat symbol, a comma, and parentheses:

                 ┌─ , ────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─ ( ─▼─ variable ─┴─ ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the preceding example, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply. It is also on the
main path, which means that you must specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can specify more
than one variable and that you must separate the entries with commas. The parentheses indicate that the group of entries
must be enclosed within parentheses. Assume that you have three values named VALUEA, VALUEB, and VALUEC for
the variable. The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND (VALUEC)

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEC)

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEA)

COMMAND (VALUEA,VALUEB,VALUEC)

The following example shows a list of parameters with the repeat symbol:
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             ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴──────────────────►◄

               └─ PARM1 ─┘     └─ PARM2 ─┘     └─ PARM3 ─┘

The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2 PARM3

COMMAND PARM1 PARM1 PARM3

The placement of YES in the following diagram indicates that it is the default value for the parameter. If you do not include
the parameter when you write the statement, the result is the same as if you had actually specified the parameter with the
default value.

►►─ COMMAND ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PARM2 ─────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                        └─ NO ────┘

For this command, COMMAND PARM2 is the equivalent of COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2.

In some syntax diagrams, a set of several parameters is represented by a single reference, as in this example:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM1 ─────────────┤

             └─┤ parameter-block ├─┘

parameter-block

├──┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PARM2 ─────────────┤

   └─ PARM3 ─┬─────────┬─┘

             ├─ PARM4 ─┤

             └─ PARM5 ─┘

The parameter-block can be displayed in a separate syntax diagram.

Choices you can make from this syntax diagram therefore include, but are not limited to, the following:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM3

COMMAND PARM3 PARM4

NOTE
Before you can specify PARM4 or PARM5 in this command, you must specify PARM3.

A note in a syntax diagram is similar to a footnote except that the note appears at the bottom of the diagram box.

►►─ COMMAND ─┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ PARM1¹ ─┘

¹ This is a note about the item.
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Improved Resource Use
The objective of the WA Restart Option product is to improve resource use and productivity for client data centers. WA
Restart Option accomplishes this objective by reducing unproductive usage of data center resources. The following
paragraphs introduce the basic concepts of the product and related terminology.

Production Run Versus Rerun/Restart

A philosophy central to WA Restart Option is that there are only two types of job execution:

• Production run
• Rerun (also called a restart)

A production run is the initial execution of a job, that is, not a rerun or restart of a job previously processed.

A rerun (or restart) is considered to be an extension or continuation of a production run. A rerun consists of the
reexecution of the entire job, or a portion thereof, due to an abend, lost reports, bad or missing input, and so forth. The
terms rerun and restart are synonymous within WA Restart Option terminology. Thus, when the term rerun is used, it also
means restart.

Production Cycle

Another central theme of the WA Restart Option operation is the production cycle. A production cycle begins with the
initial attempt to execute the JCL for a job and ends when that JCL has successfully finished processing. Any processing
actions occurring between these two events belong to that cycle. The initial run for a job is considered to be the production
run; any subsequent run for that job is considered to be a rerun. Therefore, a production cycle can contain a production
run and one or more reruns of the same job.

The Tracking System is built around this concept of a production cycle. All data captured for a run is grouped under
the appropriate cycle. Job statistics are generated and the Online System can display them for a particular cycle or a
particular time frame. These statistics are available for the most current cycle, the next most current cycle, or for n cycles
back in a detailed or summary format. Job information is also available from a set of batch reports.

Spoilage

The concept of unproductive usage of resources is defined as spoilage. Spoilage in relation to WA Restart Option
constitutes the resources consumed when reruns or restarts are executed for a job. For a given rerun or restart, spoilage
is defined to be the sum of the resources used to rerun steps completed in the previous run, plus the resources expended
in the abended step of the previous run. For example, the 10-step job depicted in the following figure abends first in Step 4
and restarts in Step 2. In the first rerun, the job abends in Step 7, restarts in Step 7, and completes successfully.

In the following figure, each box contains the number of SRUs (system resource units) used by the corresponding step.
Any step which is rerun when it has reached a good end of step is considered wasted. Any step not reaching a good end
of step is considered wasted. The total spoilage is the sum of the resources of the shaded steps.

WA Restart Option minimizes spoilage in the following ways:

• Letting you do step restarts as easily as total job reruns.
• Reducing failures due to errors in setting up the rerun.
• Reducing the number of steps executed during reruns based on step dependencies.

You can get spoilage figures for individual reruns and for jobs from Tracking System batch reports.

                                    SPOILAGE COMPUTATION

 

                                       Step Number
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                  1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10 

Production Run ┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬ 

               │ 30  │/60//│/40//│//10/│     │     │     │     │     │     │ 

1st Rerun      ┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬

               │     │ 60  │ 40  │ 20  │ 10  │ 80  │/60//│     │     │     │ 

2nd Rerun      ┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬─────┬

               │     │     │     │     │     │     │ 90  │ 50  │ 90  │  10 │ 

               └───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

                        60 + 40  + 10  + 60                                 = 170 SRUs (Wasted)

                30   + 120 + 80  + 30  + 10  + 80  + 150 + 50  + 90  + 10   = 650 Total Job SRUs

                                 SRUs= System Storage Units

System Description

WA Restart Option is an automated rerun and tracking system. The system can be used as an effective management tool
in a production environment and as an invaluable tool in a test environment. Job Management encompasses two major
functions: run handling and job analysis/tracking. WA Restart Option is designed to perform as a run handler, as a job
analysis and tracking system, or as a combination of both.

The Run Handler executes in production runs and handles reruns/restarts. Entire reruns or step restarts are greatly
simplified. Catalog and data set maintenance (which prevents NOT CATLGD 2 situations), GDG bias adjustment, and so
forth, are handled automatically. The Run Handler operation is based on the Catalog Management Table (CMT).

The Tracking System captures job execution data allowing Job Status information to be retained in the CMT. The data can
optionally be retained in the Job Execution History file (JEHF), permitting you to analyze the impact of reruns on personnel
and resources. Through real-time online inquiries or batch reports, details of production runs and all associated reruns are
available.

The Online System is a basic tool used with the Run Handler and the Tracking System. The Online System facilitates the
Tracking System and is useful in production control.

The following figure illustrates the functional flow of information through the system:
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Figure 2: System Description
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Operating Systems

WA Restart Option is designed to operate with all currently supported versions of the IBM z/OS operating systems. IBM or
IBM-compatible direct-access storage devices (DASD) are required for residence of the database files.

The product is designed to operate in either single- or multiple-CPU environments. The product supports a multiple-CPU
complex using the Datacom/AD multi-user facility for the WA Restart Option databases.

The product also functions in a Network Job Entry (NJE) environment using GTS to communicate across systems.

Installation

For more information about installing the product, see the Installing topics.

Major Features
This topic introduces the major features of WA Restart Option.

Run Handler Benefits
The Run Handler provides the means for automatically handling all catalog maintenance, data set maintenance, and GDG
bias adjustment for job reruns and restarts. The Run Handler handles step restarts as easily as complete job reruns. The
use of step restarts by WA Restart Option, as opposed to complete reruns, and the reduction of reruns greatly improves
the overall efficiency and productivity of your data center. The Run Handler allows you to free personnel from the error-
prone manual procedures that are typically used to set up and execute reruns. That is, WA Restart Option handles the
necessary tasks of correcting JCL, scratching data sets for production runs or reruns, and so forth.

Description of Run Handler Operation
The following is a general description of how the Run Handler operates.

Insertion of a step that executes the U11RMS program in the JCL for the job brings a job under Run Handler control. The
U11RMS step is designed to be the first step in the job. Under certain circumstances, a user can execute U11RMS in a
job step other than the first step, but these cases are a typical of intended Run Handler implementation.

The Run Handler is designed around the Catalog Management Table (CMT). The CMT is a set of tables on a Datacom/AD
database that contain information about each step and each data set for every job executed under Run Handler control.
The following figure illustrates the Catalog Management Table (CMT):
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Figure 3: Run Handler Operation - CMT

Specifically, the entry for each job under Run Handler control contains one Job record, one Step record per step, and
one DD record per permanent input/output data set. (The following are not considered to be permanent data sets, and
therefore WA Restart Option does not build DD records for them: &&, DUMMY, NULLFILE, SYSIN, and SYSOUT.) The
Job record, Step record, and DD record information is derived from the production JCL submitted with each job. Also, a
separate history record in the CMT contains processing counters and date and time information. For each job, the CMT
always reflects the JCL information recorded during the most recent production run.

The Run Handler also works with the catalog to provide update information to the catalog before a rerun. This function is
an important feature of the product.

When you request a rerun, WA Restart Option uses the data in the CMT to perform the catalog and data set maintenance,
permitting the successful recreation of output data sets. Additionally, WA Restart Option modifies system control blocks in
the job queue to facilitate correct generation data set input and output and to help ensure that only the steps requested to
be rerun are executed.
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All production runs are executed by specifying to U11RMS that a production run is to be executed. Two methods of
executing reruns are available. The first method requires that you input parameter information instructing WA Restart
Option how to execute. You specify whether you want to perform a production run or a rerun. The second method,
the Auto Setup feature, lets WA Restart Option automatically determine, on an abnormal job termination, the most
recently executed restartable step. The Run Handler assumes that the job is to restart at this step when resubmitted for
processing. Rerun execution automatically begins at the proper job step without any manual intervention to make JCL
changes before the job is resubmitted. The Auto Setup feature requires that the Tracking System is active.

The following figure graphically portrays data flow through the Run Handler:

Figure 4: Run Handler Data Flow
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Catalog Update

A primary function of WA Restart Option is to update the catalog before a rerun. The Catalog Management Table (CMT) is
maintained for this purpose. The CMT is the source of necessary information for performing all the catalog maintenance
required to set up a rerun. The CMT is a set of tables on a Datacom database with an entry for each job processed under
WA Restart Option.

The CMT is built automatically as jobs are placed under WA Restart Option control. The first time a job executes with the
WA Restart Option step as the initial step in the job, WA Restart Option creates an entry in the CMT tables for that job.
Subsequent updates to that job's entry must occur whenever the JCL for that job changes. These updates can be initiated
automatically or manually, depending on installation options and user requirements.

An online function, Catalog Management Table Inquiry (CINQ), is provided for you to scan the contents of the CMT for any
given job. The Catalog Management Table Update (CUPD) function allows you to modify the data controlling the rerun
execution if necessary.

Condition Code Recovery and Rerun

A facility in WA Restart Option permits the incorporation of recovery procedures into the production JCL. This results
in one JCL stream for all production or rerun processing. WA Restart Option has the capability of allowing the recovery
procedure to execute only during a rerun. You can specify the condition code value with which the WA Restart Option
step, U11RMS, terminates. This condition code value is generated at the system level as a system generation option.

You can override this option at execution time by using the CC parameter of the WA Restart Option step. When the rerun
is executed, the WA Restart Option step terminates with the specified condition code. Condition code testing can then be
used in the recovery step to determine whether to execute the recovery step.

In a production run, the WA Restart Option step terminates with a condition code of zero. Consequently, the recovery step
is skipped. In a rerun, the recovery step is executed.

Tracking System Benefits
The Tracking System provides the means for the following actions:

• Determine where to restart an abended job
• Post return codes to the CMT

With JEHF History Recording (optional), the History information provides for the following online functions:

• Online job inquiry
• Online batch reporting

JEHF History online inquiries permit you to make queries such as the following inquiries:

• Job status -- Historical information about an individual job basis
• Production status -- Status of all jobs, or subgroup of all jobs within a specified time frame
• JEHF display/update -- Display/update of JEHF records

Batch reporting lets you produce reports such as the following reports:

• Management detail and summary reports
• Job reports for jobs with/without abends
• Spoilage reports for jobs with/without abends
• Elapsed time reports for jobs with/without abends

This type of reporting lets you quantify the impact reruns have on production, determine the causes of reruns, and identify
recurring causes. You can effectively use the information that the Tracking System reports provide to institute a systematic
approach to reduce the number of reruns.
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Description of Tracking System Operation
The Tracking System is an installation option and is initialized automatically on Database Address Space (DBAS)
initialization. Jobs to be tracked can be selected by specifying that all jobs should be tracked; only jobs under the control
of the Run Handler should be tracked; or only jobs under the control of WA Restart Option with a specified STEPNAME
should be tracked. A user exit is available that lets you determine Tracking on a job-by-job basis.

The following is a representation of data flow through the Tracking System:
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Figure 5: Tracking System Operation
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The Tracking System provides for the optional retention of History data in the Job Execution History File (JEHF). The
JEHF contains data for jobs and individual runs. The JEHF is allocated during installation. If you specified the DBAS
option TRKHIST=YES, the Tracking System updates the JEHF. When active, the JEHF is automatically built as jobs are
executed and tracked. An SMF exit captures the data at step and job termination time. You define the amount of data, that
is, how much historical data is retained, and the jobs to be tracked as an installation option. You can then override values
on an individual job basis as needed.

The JEHF is a set of tables on a Datacom/AD database containing, among other data, production and rerun starting and
ending times, the resources expended for production runs and reruns (CPU, disk, tape and others), terminating condition
codes and abend codes, and so forth. Job status is maintained for all runs. Status is designated as the following:

• Complete (job completed normally)
• Abended (job completed with an abend, JCL error, or unacceptable return code)
• Executing (job is currently executing)
• Set for rerun

The following figure illustrates the Job Execution History File (JEHF):
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Figure 6: Tracking System Operation - JEHF

The data in the JEHF is used to generate the following standard batch reports:

• Job report
• Spoilage report
• Omitted Reason report
• Elapsed Time report

An internal DBAS utility task (MANT) executes periodically to purge records from the JEHF and dump them to a purge
file on tape or disk. The purged records are those records that exceed the two retention limits (MINCNT and MAXDAY)
associated with each job being tracked. These limits specify the minimum number of cycles for which data must be
retained (MINCNT) and the maximum number of days for which data is retained (MAXDAY). For example, an installation
can select always to retain data on the five most recent cycles of the payroll system, but never to retain data for more
than 120 days. WA Restart Option always maintains the minimum number of occurrences. The product only purges
occurrences over the minimum number of runs whose age exceeds the maximum retention period.
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Tracking Without JEHF Access
WA Restart Option can track jobs without accessing the JEHF. This allows for jobs to be tracked to have enough
information to perform Auto Setup of the job if it terminates abnormally. When using this feature, no history information is
available for the jobs. Jobs tracked without JEHF access do not appear on ARTS commands that access the JEHF (such
as STA, DIS, JINQ, and JUPD) or in the JEHF reports, such as U11RCP. You can specify this option on the TRACK=
parameter of the U11OPT option table or indicate in the user exit U11ACTEX.

Online System Benefits

The Online System provides online functions that give quick, real-time access to information and permit control of setup
for restarts and reruns. The online functions provide for accessing information, controlling the setup of jobs for restart, and
allowing inquiries or updates to the CMT, the JEHF, or both as necessary.

The Online System encompasses various functions: basic information displays, control functions (for example, the PRE
transaction), and inquiry/update capability.

• Production status -- Displays information about all tracked jobs from the present to 99 hours back or for a specified
time frame.

• Job status -- Shows information about a specific tracked job from the present to as far back as the history is
maintained in the database.

• Job restartability -- Shows a particular job or a generic cluster of jobs (determined by job name) and tells whether they
are restartable and whether they are set for restart.

• Step restartability -- Shows whether the steps for a particular job are restartable.
• Pull List -- Identifies the tape and disk volume serial numbers (VOLSERs) needed for a particular job name.
• Option table -- Shows the installation options in effect.
• SIM -- Shows catalog and data set maintenance that the U11RMS step in a batch job would perform.
• PRE -- Allows for setting up jobs for restart through a preprocessor.
• CMT inquiry -- Displays records for a given job from the CMT.
• CMT update -- Displays and updates records for a given job from the CMT.
• JEHF inquiry -- Displays records for a given job from the JEHF.
• JEHF update -- Displays and updates records for a given job from the JEHF.

Help Tutorial

An online help system is available through the HELP inquiry. The HELP inquiry provides formats and explanations of
various WA Restart Option online commands. This facility greatly simplifies the use of the product and potentially reduces
training in product usage.

Online Security
WA Restart Option System Security can be controlled internally by the U11SECUR macro, externally by your security
system such as ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF (IBM), or through user-developed user exits. The U11SECUR macro is
typically used only by systems programmers. This function provides user-defined security profiles for all available online
functions. This feature allows for customizing the controlled access to the online functions.

Auto Setup
An optional feature, Auto Setup, automatically determines where to restart an abended job. A prime benefit of this option
is that you can resubmit a job without making JCL changes, and WA Restart Option restarts the job at the abended step.
If the abended step is nonrestartable, the restart begins at the most recently executed restartable step before the abended
step. If the system fails, an executing job is set to restart at the last restartable step to begin execution.
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Use of Auto Setup is advantageous because a job restarts at the first restartable step rather than at the very beginning
of the job. The steps skipped on a restart are therefore not processed, thus considerably reducing resource use and
providing significant improvement of throughput for a job.

Auto Setup considers backward volume references and temporary and passed data sets.

At product installation, you designate whether to use Auto Setup for all jobs. This selection is implemented as an
installation option and is the system default. All jobs are processed in the manner that is designated as the default unless
you explicitly indicate that a particular job is not to assume the default. In that case, designate the Auto Setup action for
that particular job.

The Auto Setup status for an individual job can be changed by setting flags in the Job record in the Catalog Management
Table (CMT).

A user exit can also change the Auto Setup status at the time of an abend. The Tracking facility must be active to enable
Auto Setup. JEHF history recording is not required.

Job Status
WA Restart Option maintains the continuous status of all jobs that the system tracks in the Job Execution History File
(JEHF). If JEHF history recording is active, two Online System commands, DIS (Job Inquiry) and STA (Production Status
Inquiry), can display job status. Each of these inquiries provides the status of a job (that is, unresolved abend, complete,
executing, set for restart) with other pertinent job information.

By continuously maintaining job status information, WA Restart Option allows for measuring job reliability, job monitoring,
and permitting accurate responsiveness to inquiries about job status.

Job Groups
When attempting to assign accountability for reruns, it is often desirable, even necessary, to group jobs on some basis.
WA Restart Option permits you to define as many job groups as necessary using the U11GROUP macro.

Under WA Restart Option, job groups are a user-defined set of jobs. The JEHF Batch Tracking Report program (U11RCP)
uses job groups to assemble jobs into a logical structure for reporting purposes. Job groups can be defined by job name,
programmer name, accounting/user information, or substrings thereof.

For example, GROUP8 can identify payroll applications defined as meeting the criteria of jobs named PAYAA through
PAYAR, written by a specific programmer TOM, belonging to a cost center range of F23 through F3l, and so forth.

Reason-for-Rerun
Depending on the installation options for your data center, a reason-for-rerun code can be required for every rerun. Setting
reason-for-rerun requirements is an installation option. This standard can be instituted to ensure that the Tracking System
produces meaningful reports. Reason-for-rerun is one of the six fields that can be selected to sort on when producing
Batch Tracking reports. If used as the sort field, it can quickly be determined the various reasons or causes for job failures
and how many job failures are attributed to each unique cause. The Reason field is 40 bytes long and can accommodate
text or user-defined codes to track the causes of job reruns.

Reason-for-rerun codes and their corresponding text are maintained in a special table of the CMT. The table can be
updated online or in batch through the ARTS UPRS command.

A default version of the table is distributed with the product. The table should be modified to reflect the preferred coding
structure and reason-for-rerun messages of each user. Also, you can modify the table to add or change codes and
reason-for-rerun messages by using the UPRS command. After modification, the table can be made available to the
active WA Restart Option by issuing the REFRESH operator command.
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User Exits Overview
Various user exits are available to provide various functions. One important user exit is the Tracking Action Exit that lets
you determine whether Tracking occurs for a particular job. Other user exits control prime processing functions like letting
a user determine whether to perform Format (F) processing during Production (P) processing for a specified job (Selective
Format (F) Processing Exit), and normal processing for a specified data set (Reserved Data Set Exit).

Initialization of the Tracking System
Initialization processing for the Tracking System is done during initialization of the Database Address Space (DBAS).
A DBAS configuration file parameter specifies whether to make the Tracking System active or inactive. By specifying
TRAKINIT=TRAK, DBAS automatically activates tracking. Specifying TRAKINIT=NTRK results in an inactive Tracking
System when DBAS initializes. If the TRAKINIT parameter is not coded in the DBAS configuration file, messages U11-600
and U11-601/U11-602 are issued, requiring an operator reply. A reply to U11-600 must be given to activate the Tracking
System. To deactivate tracking, the operator must reply with the WA Restart Option master password as supplied by the
systems programmer.

NOTE
If RECOVCSA=YES is coded in the DBAS configuration file and the TRAKINIT parameter is not coded, the
status of the Tracking System remains the same as when the previous DBAS was active, if any.

Following the initial setting of the Tracking System status during DBAS initialization, tracking can be reset to the opposite
status by use of the AL7NIT cataloged procedure. The following console command invokes AL7NIT:

S AL7NIT,PARM=pppp

The pppp is either TRAK or NTRK. If the PARM data is not supplied, messages U11-600 and U11-601/U11-602 are issued
as previously described.

CAL7SAMP provides a sample AL7NIT PROC. CAL7SAMP member AL7JNIT provides a sample job to execute the
AL7NIT PROC.

Relating Tracking, Auto Setup, and JEHF Parameters
Tracking can run and collect job status information, post completion codes to the CMT, and update the CMT with Auto
Setup information, with or without recording the history data to the JEHF. The JEHF DBAS task can be prevented from
running.

Understanding the parameters that control tracking and the JEHF is important. The parameters let you control the tracking
process to suit your needs.

The following parameters affect tracking:

DBAS Configuration File Option Table (U11OPT)
TRAKINIT= TRACK=
JEHF  
TRKHIST=  

The DBAS configuration file contains parameters that affect tracking and the JEHF. The TRAKINIT= parameter specifies
if the tracking facility should be activated. Even if the JEHF history data is not to be written, the tracking facility must be
active if you want tracking to update the CMT and perform Auto Setup. If TRAKINIT=NTRK is specified, no tracking is
done and the other parameters listed previously have no effect. The exception is the JEHF keyword. If the JEHF keyword
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is contained in the configuration file, the DBAS JEHF task is initialized, even though the tracking facility is not active to
access it. Tracking can be started at a later time by using the AL7NIT cataloged procedure.

The JEHF keyword controls the starting of the JEHF DBAS subtask. If the keyword is present in the DBAS configuration
file, the JEHF subtask will be attached.

The TRKHIST= parameter, controls the updating of the Job Execution History File (JEHF). If TRKHIST=NO is specified,
the JEHF database will not be updated by tracking. Tracking continues to update the CMT with step completion codes and
Auto Setup information (if AUTO=YES), but no JEHF History records are created. If you decide not to retain any history
data:

1. Specify TRKHIST=NO.
2. Remove the JEHF keyword.

This completely eliminates all run history retention.

The U11ACTEX Tracking Action Exit can perform selective history recording. For any history recording to occur, specify
the JEHF parameter in the DBAS configuration file.

The U11OPT Option Table tracking parameters control which jobs will be tracked (TRACK=) and whether the jobs should
be automatically set up for rerun (AUTOS=). These parameters apply even if the JEHF task is not active, the history is not
being recorded, or both.

NOTE
While it is possible to specify TRACK=ALL and TRKHIST=NO, it is illogical to do so. With these options
specified, non-WA Restart Option jobs have the overhead of being tracked, though no data is retained for them
and no actions, such as Auto Setup can be performed for them.

The following are examples of parameters that can be specified:

• To track WA Restart Option jobs (jobs containing a U11RMS step), retain the JEHF History information, and perform
Auto Setup for job failures, specify:
In the DBAS configuration file,

TRACKINIT=TRAK

TRKHIST=YES

JEHF

In the U11OPT Option Table,

TRACK=CA-11

AUTOS=YES

• To track WA Restart Option jobs (jobs containing a U11RMS step), and perform Auto Setup for job failures, without
retaining the JEHF History information, specify:
In the DBAS configuration file,

TRAKINIT=TRAK

TRKHIST=NO

In the U11OPT Option Table,

TRACK=CA-11

AUTOS=YES

JES2 Interface
A JES2 interface for JES2 users is provided to eliminate the data set enqueues for steps that do not execute due to WA
Restart Option restart step skipping.
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Data Set Enqueues

Normal data set enqueues done by the operating system occur at job initiation. When WA Restart Option resolves the
GDG bias values to their actual generation numbers, it is after the enqueues for the data sets have been completed. Since
the catalog was not updated prior to the enqueues, GDG data set enqueues could be for the wrong actual generation
numbers.

Again, because WA Restart Option during a restart can skip to a starting step, data set enqueues for the skipped steps
are already in force. If any of the data sets in the skipped steps are held exclusively by some other job, such as an online
system, then the WA Restart Option step does not initiate due to data set enqueue conflicts. Because of this, you cannot
restart the job with WA Restart Option.

JES2 Exit

The WA Restart Option JES2 exit automatically tells the operating system which data sets are not necessary for a
successful execution of a WA Restart Option restart. Consequently, the operating system issues data set enqueues for
only those steps that will execute by analyzing the WA Restart Option PARM information and the CMT job record for
restart status and information. If the job is not detected to be in restart status, the exit does not modify anything and the
job executes normally. If the job is in restart status, the exit modifies the JCL in its internal text format. All DD statements
of steps that will not execute become dummy references. All GDG data set names of steps that execute are modified to
the absolute generation data set name recorded in the CMT.

JES2 Exit 6 Converter/Interpreter Exit

The WA Restart Option JES2 interface uses the standard JES2 Exit 6 Converter/Interpreter internal text exit. This
interface fully supports multiple exits with the JES2 standard exit control statement. This exit can be called in any
sequence but, because it modifies the internal text, should be the last exit depending on the processing of the other exits
called.

Initialization of the JES2 Exit

Initialization processing for the Converter/Interpreter interface is done during initialization of the Database Address Space
(DBAS). A DBAS configuration file parameter specifies whether the C/I interface exit is active or inactive. By specifying
CI=ACT, the C/I interface exit is activated automatically by DBAS. Specifying CI=INACT results in an inactive C/I interface
exit when DBAS initializes. If the CI parameter is not coded into the DBAS configuration file, the first time a JCL statement
is passed to the Converter/Interpreter interface, message U11-800 is issued, requiring an operator reply. A reply to
U11-800 must be given to activate the C/I interface exit. To deactivate the C/I interface exit, the operator must reply with
the WA Restart Option master password as supplied by the systems programmer.

NOTE
If RECOVCSA=YES is coded in the DBAS configuration file and the CI parameter is not coded, the status of the
C/I interface remains the same as when the previous DBAS was active, if any.

Following the initial setting of the C/I interface during DBAS initialization, the C/I interface can be reset to the opposite
status using the AL7NIT cataloged procedure. The following console command invokes the procedure:

S AL7NIT,PARM=C/I

If the C/I interface exit is to be activated, the operator replies with U. If the exit is to be inactive, the operator replies with
the WA Restart Option master password as supplied by the systems programmer.

CAL7SAMP provides a sample AL7NIT PROC. CAL7SAMP member AL7JNIT provides a sample job to execute the
AL7NIT PROC.

WARNING
Be sure EXIT6 is disabled before DBAS is brought down for any reason.
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Do not use DSNAME REFERBACKs with this exit. DSN=NULLFILE is propagated forward on DDs dummied by this exit.

BYPGDG=VER/CAT Considerations with JES2

When you are using the JES2 exit, the BYPGDG values of VER and CAT are not processed. During a rerun/restart, the
JES exits alter GDG data set JCL to specify the absolute generation/version (G0000V00) number that is recorded in the
CMT during the most recent production run. The JCL no longer contains GDGs with relative generation (that is, 0, +1)
numbers. If a fully qualified GDG data set name is specified, U11RMS does not modify it, because the name could have
been overridden manually in the JCL before submission.

JES3 Interface
WA Restart Option provides a JES3 interface for JES3 users to:

• Eliminate the requirement for the WA Restart Option user to use the preprocessing features (U11PRE and PRE) before
Run Handler restarts.

• Correct and alleviate the problems of mass storage staging group allocation conflicts with JES3 during Run Handler
restarts.

• Ensure that setup and fetch requests by JES3 are correct for Run Handler restarts.

Prestaging
Installations using a setup facility such as JES3 or a prestaging facility such as a Pull List will find setup or Pull List
requests are based on current contents of the system catalog. For reruns, these requests are invalid. They retrieve the
output serial numbers and generation numbers of the prior, unsuccessful run because WA Restart Option has not gained
control through U11RMS to perform catalog maintenance.

WA Restart Option provides both a batch program, U11PRE, and an online function, PRE, to overcome these prestaging
and setup problems. Execution of U11PRE causes WA Restart Option to perform all the catalog maintenance that
would normally be done at runtime by U11RMS (if OLMAINT=YES was selected at the time the system was generated).
Thereafter, when fetch messages are issued or Pull Lists are printed, the proper volume serial numbers and generation
numbers are used.

Besides eliminating prestaging problems, U11PRE can be used to originate all restarts and reruns from a central point
(such as a console in a production control area). One person can set up all the reruns for the next shift or for the next day
at one time. The reruns can then be executed by loading the normal production JCL when time is available for the rerun.
The rerun parameters that were preset with U11PRE override the production JCL.

Alternatively, the WA Restart Option JES3 Interface, when installed, performs preprocessing tasks in restart situations
automatically. The WA Restart Option JES3 exit causes setup and fetch requests to be issued for only those steps that will
be executed, thereby eliminating the need for U11PRE and PRE. The automatic execution of the WA Restart Option JES3
exit causes DD statements in steps not to be executed to become dummy references. The GDG data set names of steps
to be executed are modified to the absolute generation data group (GDG) data set generation numbers recorded in the
CMT.

JES3 Considerations
In a restart situation, the Run Handler can set a job to bypass execution of some beginning steps. JES3 has no
knowledge that these steps will not execute when the restart occurs.

Furthermore, JES3 normally preassigns mass storage staging groups for an entire job. This can create staging problems
when the Run Handler bypasses the step that creates a GDG to a step requiring that same GDG for input. At allocation
time for the job, JES3 cannot adjust the staging assignment. It does not use the current volume assigned to the GDG
created by the last execution of some other job. Therefore, JES3 fails the job with a JCL error.
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JES3 also calculates setup and fetch requirements on the basis of the JCL for the entire job. Since it does not know that
some steps will not be executed during restart, JES3 holds the job until all JCL requirements are met.

When you are using the JES3 exit, the BYPGDG values of VER and CAT will not be processed. During a rerun/restart, the
JES exits alter GDG data set JCL to specify the absolute generation/version (G0000V00) number that is recorded in the
CMT during the most recent production run. The JCL will no longer contain GDGs with relative generation (that is, 0, +1)
numbers. If a fully qualified GDG data set name is specified, U11RMS will not modify it, since the name could have been
overridden manually in the JCL prior to submission.

You should always use job level cleanup in the Run Handler if you are using JES3 (CLEANUP=JOB in DBAS initialization
parameters). Job level cleanup is the default if the keyword is not specified.

JES3 Exit
U11PRE and PRE normally handle these catalog maintenance, setup, and fetch problems, but they require operator
intervention by JES3 users. The WA Restart Option JES3 exit, however, automatically tells JES3 which requirements are
not necessary for successful execution of a Run Handler restart. Consequently, JES3 issues setup and fetch requests
for only those steps that will execute by analyzing the Run Handler PARM information and the CMT job record for restart
status, and information. If the job is not detected to be in restart status, the exit does not modify anything, and the job
executes normally. If the job is in restart status, the exit modifies the JCL in its internal text format. All DD statements of
steps that will not execute become dummy references. All GDG data set names of steps that will execute are modified to
the absolute generation data set name recorded in the CMT.

IATUX03 Converter/Interpreter Exit
The WA Restart Option JES3 Interface uses the standard JES3 IATUX03 Converter/Interpreter internal text exit. This
interface fully supports any user exit that can already be written. This support is accomplished during the link-edit of
the IATUX03 load module with the WA Restart Option entry module as an entry point. The WA Restart Option exit then
determines if an existing IATUX03 CSECT has been included with the link-edit of the exit load module. If the IATUX03
CSECT is not the default exit supplied by IBM, the WA Restart Option exit transfers control to the IATUX03 CSECT after
performing any necessary processing. If the IATUX03 CSECT is the IBM-supplied default, then the WA Restart Option exit
does not transfer control to the CSECT because the IBM default CSECT indicates to JES3 not to call the IATUX03 exit
during startup.

Initialization of the JES3 Exit
Initialization processing for the Converter/Interpreter interface is done during initialization of the Database Address Space
(DBAS). A DBAS configuration file parameter specifies whether the C/I interface exit is active or inactive. By specifying
CI=ACT, DBAS automatically activates the C/I interface exit. Specifying CI=INACT results in an inactive C/I interface exit
when DBAS initializes. If the CI parameter is not coded into the DBAS configuration file, the first time a JCL statement is
passed to the Converter/Interpreter interface, message U11-800 is issued, requiring an operator reply. A reply to U11-800
must be given to activate the C/I interface exit. To deactivate the C/I interface exit, the operator must reply with the WA
Restart Option master password as supplied by the systems programmer.

NOTE
If RECOVCSA=YES is coded in the DBAS configuration file and the CI parameter is not coded, the status of the
C/I interface remains the same as when the previous DBAS was active, if any.

Following the initial setting of the C/I interface during DBAS initialization, the C/I interface can be reset to the opposite
status by use of the AL7NIT cataloged procedure. This is invoked by the console command:

S AL7NIT,PARM=C/I
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If the C/I interface exit is to be activated, the operator replies with U. If the exit is to be inactive, the operator replies with
the WA Restart Option master password as supplied by the systems programmer.

CAL7SAMP provides a sample AL7NIT PROC. CAL7SAMP member AL7JNIT provides a sample job to execute the
AL7NIT PROC.

JES3plus
Phoenix Software's JES3plus product replaces the IBM JES3 product.

JES3plus uses exit name J3PUX33 instead of IATUX33. You will use Scheduler member CHJES3P instead of CHJES3
to assemble and link the J3PUX33 exit with the usermod. Otherwise you will use the information in the previous JES3
subtopics with JES3plus.

ISPF Interface
The distribution package includes a menu-driven interface between the IBM product ISPF and the WA Restart
Option Online System. If installed, the following main menu is typically accessible from the ISPF/PDF Primary Options
Menu under TSO. Ask your systems programmer for the appropriate option to select. After you invoke the main menu,
issue the TSO HELP command (or press your HELP PF key) to begin the tutorial. All functions available through the
Online System are accessible through the ISPF interface, and the ISPF interface is designed to make the Online System
easier to use.

ISPF Menu Panel

--------CA Workload Automation Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers-----------

 OPTION ===> _

 USER. . . . TSOUSER

 0 STA - Production Status Inquiry TIME. . . . 09:00

 1 DIS - Job Inquiry DATE. . . . yyyy/mm/dd

 2 CINQ - Catalog Management Table Inquiry SYSTEM. . . xxxx

 3 CUPD - Catalog Management Table Update NODE. . . . xxxxxxxx

 4 JINQ - Job Execution History Inquiry CA-11: ACTIVE

 5 JUPD - Job Execution History Update o SUBSYS. . xxxx

 6 SIM - Simulated RMS Processing o RELEASE . 11.0

 7 RUPD - Reason-for-Rerun Update o SERVICE . xxxx

 8 LREA - Reason-for-Rerun Table Inquiry

 9 OINQ - Option Table Inquiry

 A LJOB - Job Restart Inquiry

 B LSTP - Job Step Inquiry

 C PRE - Pre-RMS Processing

 D PULL - Pull List Request

 E REST - RMS Parameter Restart Screen

 F UPRS - CMT Reason Table Maintenance

S SUBSYS - Subsystem Selection

 T TUTORIAL- Using CA WA Restart Option under ISPF

 X EXIT - Terminate CA WA Restart Option

Enter END command to terminate the application.
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Run Handler
As previously discussed in Concepts and Features topics, the Run Handler adds a new dimension to the power of JCL.
Standard JCL lets you control and direct job execution for production runs. The WA Restart Option Run Handler goes
beyond this by expanding the power of JCL to direct job execution for reruns and restarts.

With WA Restart Option, a job is executable for a production run or a rerun/restart of the same job all with the same JCL.
With the U11RMS step as the first step in a job, the Run Handler is initiated. The following figure shows this concept.

Methods of initiating the Run Handler are discussed in detail later in these topics.

Figure 7: Run Handler Initiation

The Run Handler can be used with or without the Tracking System being activated. To use WA Restart Option means the
obvious use of the Run Handler, since the Run Handler is the core of WA Restart Option. As for the Tracking System, it
may be or may not be used with the Run Handler active.

However, we highly recommend using both the Run Handler and Tracking System together to take advantage of the
overall effectiveness of WA Restart Option.

Run Handler Concepts
To fully understand how the Run Handler operates, it is necessary to be familiar with certain concepts peculiar to WA
Restart Option and the Run Handler. Concepts discussed include the following:

• WA Restart Option control methods -- How, when and where WA Restart Option gains control in the execution of a job.
• The Catalog Management Table (CMT) -- Its purpose, structure, contents, and size.
• Processing codes used by the Run Handler program, U11RMS -- The various processing codes with specific details of

purpose and actions performed.

The following paragraphs describe these important concepts.

Control Methods
WA Restart Option must have been implemented to gain control whenever a job is executed to affect continuous current
catalog and data set information. This control is imperative for either a production run or a rerun. In a production run, WA
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Restart Option captures job step and data set information and stores it for use in setting up a possible rerun. For a rerun,
WA Restart Option performs the necessary catalog maintenance and controls which steps are executed.

When WA Restart Option Must Gain Control

When and how WA Restart Option is implemented is a decision that is based on your installation's standards and
implementation goals, but in all environments, WA Restart Option gains control by the execution of the U11RMS program
as the first step of a job. Every production run or rerun under WA Restart Option control must execute U11RMS in the
first step. Information that is supplied in the parameter field of the U11RMS EXEC statement indicates whether the job
execution is a production run or a rerun. The PARM information that is supplied in the JCL determines the processing
action. If U11PRE or PRE has been executed for a particular job, U11RMS uses the PARM information that is supplied by
U11PRE or PRE for that particular job and only for the single run.

In the case of N processing, U11RMS can execute as the first and the last step.

How the U11RMS Step Is Inserted into a Job

The U11RMS step can be inserted into a job's JCL:

• Manually, by inserting the U11RMS step as the first step in the JCL for the job.
• Automatically, by CA 7
• Automatically, by Scheduler
• Automatically, by Jobtrac
• Automatically, by ESP
• Automatically, by a WA Restart Option comment statement

Job Versus Step Level

U11RMS processing determines which data sets need to be scratched, uncataloged, or both for the current execution of a
job. WA Restart Option can actually perform these maintenance functions on either a job or step level. That is, all the data
set maintenance for the entire job can be performed in the U11RMS step, or the data set maintenance for each step can
be performed by the WA Restart Option SMF Step Initiation Exit (USI) immediately prior to step execution. In either case
the evaluation of data sets is performed in the U11RMS step, only the scratch/uncatalog actions can be deferred.

The global cleanup option is set by the CLEANUP= parameter in the DBAS initialization parameters. Job level cleanup
is the default. You can override this global setting for specific jobs by inserting a special DD statement in the JCL for the
U11RMS step. By inserting //CA11@JOB DD DUMMY in the U11RMS step, job level cleanup for data sets is used for the
job regardless of the global option. By inserting //CA11@USI DD DUMMY in the U11RMS step, step level cleanup for data
sets is used for the job regardless of the global option.

The major advantage to using step level cleanup is that each step is evaluated at step initiation (USI) time to determine if
it executes based on the abend condition, condition code, and IF/THEN/ELSE clauses in effect at the time. If the USI exit
concludes that the step executes, the data set maintenance for that step is performed. If the USI exit concludes that the
step does not execute, the data set maintenance for that step is bypassed.

The following items are the disadvantages and restrictions to step level cleanup:

• Step level cleanup cannot be used in JES3 environments.
• Step level cleanup cannot be used with TLMS tape management.
• Because the USI SMF exit does not access the WA Restart Option database, the WA Restart Option CMT tables are

not updated if a data set scratch process fails.
• The USI exit issues data set maintenance messages as WTOs rather than messages in the U11RMS step report.

The methods that you select depends entirely on the environment and needs of individual jobs and your data center.
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Cleanup for Dynamically Allocated Data Sets

New data sets that are dynamically allocated are associated with the job name and step under which the program
executed. DBAS adds data set records to the CMT by DBAS for new, dynamically allocated data sets. These records are
appended to the existing data set records for the step executing at the time of the dynamic allocation. The dynamically
added data set records exist in the CMT until the next cleanup operation is performed at the next production (P
processing) run. After the cleanup is complete, the data set records for dynamically allocated data sets are removed from
the CMT. Both job and step level cleanup for dynamically allocated data sets is supported.

Because the information about new, dynamically allocated data sets does not exist in JCL as in statically defined DD
statements, it is important to remember that cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets does not occur the first time a job
runs and each time Format processing is performed (explicitly or implicitly). Moreover, if identically named data sets
are created through dynamic allocation by different job names or steps, it is possible that data set cleanup will not be
performed and NOT CATLG 2 errors could occur.

Nonrestartable Steps and Jobs
Several reasons could make a restart at a certain step inadvisable or impossible. For example, a step that updates a
database should not be the first step of a restart because a database recovery step should be executed before the update
step. Also, a step containing a backward volume reference cannot be the first step of a restart.

The first example is a user constraint; the second is a system constraint. WA Restart Option flags steps as nonrestartable
due to system constraints automatically.

WA Restart Option automatically flags a step as nonrestartable:

• If it uses a temporary or a passed data set for input.
• If it contains a backward volume reference to a previous step.

When a step is marked as nonrestartable, that step cannot be the first step executed in a restart.

A user can designate any step as nonrestartable using one of the following:

• Manually update the LOGIC field in the appropriate CMT Step record through the Online System.
• Insert //CA11NR DD DUMMY within the step.
• Include the JCL parameter RD=NR or RD=NC on the EXEC or JOB statement.
• Designate the job step program as an abender program through the ABENDPGM configuration file parameter or RMS

parameter.

Either WA Restart Option or the user can flag a job nonrestartable. For example, a job is automatically flagged as
nonrestartable if a P or F run has just finished and WA Restart Option abended. WA Restart Option flags the job as
nonrestartable until a successful P or F run has occurred.

Use the user nonrestartable flag when you have a job that is never to be restarted. You can set the IND1 field in the
CMT Job record through the Online System. Set this job level restartability indicator to X'80' to make a job permanently
nonrestartable.

By inserting a //CA11CAT DD DUMMY statement within a step, the user can mark the step as nonrestartable without the
RMS PARM BYPGDG=CAT. This must be done on a P or F run to be recognized.

Prevent Scratching of Data Sets
When using WA Restart Option, certain precautions should be followed to ensure that certain data sets are never deleted,
such as SYS1.PROCLIB. Be sure that the disposition of these kinds of data sets is specified with disposition parameters
such as:

DISP=OLD
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DISP=SHR

If disposition is not specified, the disposition defaults to the following which can cause WA Restart Option to delete the
data set:

DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE)

Correct coding of the DISP parameter ensures that data sets which should never be deleted will not be deleted.

WA Restart Option provides facilities to help ensure that data sets which should never be deleted are exempt from
normal WA Restart Option uncatalog/scratch functions. These facilities, available from your systems programmer, are the
following:

• Reserved Data Set Exit (U11RDSEX)
• Uncatalog/Scratch Exit (U11UCSEX)
• Volume Include/Exclude List

Use the Reserved Data Set Exit to exempt particular data sets from normal WA Restart Option uncatalog/scratch
functions. Use it also to specify whether a GDG data set resolution should occur during rerun/restart processing. Many
data centers include, in this exit at least, all SYS1. data sets.

The Uncatalog/Scratch Exit allows you to exempt a data set from WA Restart Option uncatalog functions, scratch
functions, or both.

The Volume Include/Exclude List allows you to exempt entire DASD volumes from WA Restart Option uncatalog functions,
scratch functions, or both.

Reduce Redundant Steps During Rerun
In these topics, a temporary data set includes any data set created with DISP=(NEW,PASS) regardless of whether &&
prefixes the data set name.

To use the step dependency feature, include STEPDEP=YES in the U11RMS PARM for the job or in the DBAS
configuration file. This option takes effect after Format (F) or Add (A) processing. A database table tracks the steps that
create and use temporary data sets. During an auto setup for rerun, this table is used to decide which steps to bypass
between a step creating a temporary data set and the failing step. Steps that would be bypassed using this feature are
not bypassed when they are marked Not Restartable by using the CA11NR DD DUMMY statement. WA Restart Option
assumes that these steps require a rerun.

For example, suppose that you have a ten-step job. Step 2 creates a temporary data set that is first used as input in Step
6. Suppose that the job fails in Step 5. Step 2 must be rerun to recreate the temporary data set. Steps 3 and 4 would
typically also be rerun even though they might be redundant. By using the optional step dependency feature, you can
bypass these redundant steps on restart.

Use with IBM Utilities
If any steps within a job are set to delete non-VSAM data sets with the IBM utilities IEHPROGM or IDCAMS, modify these
steps to use IEFBR14. Because WA Restart Option determines processing actions from JCL, WA Restart Option has no
way to know what data sets are deleted through the use of IBM utilities that use control statements rather than JCL.

Use with the IBM Operating System
The IBM operating system does not perform any data set maintenance. Users must perform the following tasks:
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• Manually determine restartable steps
• Manually perform the catalog maintenance
• Manually perform data set maintenance
• Manually perform GDG bias adjustment

WA Restart Option interacts with the operating system to perform full data set maintenance by performing the following
tasks:

• Automatically determining restartable steps
• Automatically performing catalog maintenance
• Automatically performing data set maintenance
• Automatically adjusting GDG bias

With the WA Restart Option Run Handler in place, manual maintenance to data sets and the catalog is unnecessary
because their maintenance is assured during reruns/restarts.

WA Restart Option does not handle checkpoint restarts. Assume that you perform a step restart using the RESTART=
parameter on the JOB statement or a checkpoint restart. In this case, the job is running outside of WA Restart
Option control. You must perform your own GDG and catalog maintenance. If the WA Restart Option installation option
OLMAINT is set to YES, WA Restart Option can do catalog and data set maintenance for you if the online PRE command
is issued. However, WA Restart Option tracks the step or checkpoint restart as a rerun only if the CMT entry of the job is
set for restart and the U11RMS step is not removed from the job.

Data Set Classification
WA Restart Option classifies data sets in one of two ways:

• GDG (generation data group) data sets are denoted by the presence of a bias (or relative generation) number.

//DD01   DD  DSN=A.B(0)

• Simple (non-GDG) data sets are denoted by the absence of a bias (or relative generation) number.

//DD01  DD  DSN=A.B.G0005V00,DISP=(OLD,KEEP),...

or

//DD01  DD  DSN=X.Y.Z,DISP=(OLD,KEEP),...

Because WA Restart Option often handles GDG data sets differently than it handles simple data sets, the previous
definitions must be recalled.

If the RMS Step Abends
If the RMS step abends during a P, F, or R processing run, resubmit the job with the same PARM that U11RMS was
attempting to execute when the abend occurred. DO NOT change to R processing if the RMS step abends during P or F
processing. Unpredictable results might occur when R processing is attempted. Also, if the RMS step abends, jobs track,
if they have previously had a JCR0 (CTL) record built in the JEHF being accessed, otherwise; they do not track.

Non-U11RMS Step Condition Code Checking
JCL can be structured so that steps conditionally execute. Code the EXEC statement COND or IF/THEN/ELSE condition
code checks to the completion codes of prior steps.

During WA Restart Option Production processing, U11RMS assumes that all steps with non-U11RMS step-specific
condition code checks execute. If WA Restart Option job level cleanup is in effect, U11RMS deletes all simple data
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sets whose first DD reference is with DISP=NEW. If WA Restart Option step level cleanup is in effect, U11RMS stages
information for these data sets so that the WA Restart Option SMF Step Initiation (USI) exit can perform the delete if it
determines that the step with the first DISP=NEW reference will actually execute.

While a job is executing, the WA Restart Option Tracking System stores the return code from each step in the appropriate
CMT step record. On a rerun, these return codes are posted back to the Job queue to recreate the environment that
existed up to the step at which the job is restarted so that steps which would not have executed during the previous run of
a job will not execute during the rerun of the job.

Steps that are conditionally executed based on a previously abended step (by coding the EXEC statement with
COND=EVEN or COND=ONLY or IF/THEN/ELSE abend or ABENDCC completion code checks) are considered to have
executed during the run in which the abend occurred. On a rerun, a not executed (NOEX) condition is posted to the Job
queue for the abending step.

During WA Restart Option Rerun processing, U11RMS determines whether steps with COND condition code checks
execute based on step condition codes saved in the CMT tables during the previous run. WA Restart Option performs no
data set or catalog maintenance for steps which it determines will not execute. If WA Restart Option job level cleanup is
in effect, U11RMS performs data set and catalog maintenance on all other steps, even if they use IF/THEN/ELSE logic.
If WA Restart Option step level cleanup is in effect, U11RMS stages information for these steps so that the WA Restart
Option USI exit can perform maintenance if it determines that these steps will actually execute based on IF/THEN/ELSE
evaluation at step initiation time.

The job in the following example is being restarted at USERSTP3. The last time this job ran, USERSTP1 completed with
return code 0, and USERSTP2 completed with return code 4. These return codes are posted to the Job queue during WA
Restart Option Rerun processing. The IF/THEN/ELSE condition code check for USERSTP3 is satisfied and USERSTP3
executes.

//JOBNAME   JOB

//CA11STEP  EXEC  PGM=U11RMS,PARM='R,USERSTP3'

  .

  .

  .

//USERSTP1  EXEC  PGM=USERPGM1

  .

  .

  .

//USERSTP2  EXEC  PGM=USERPGM2

  .

  .

  .

//   IF (RC=4 AND USERSTP1.RUN)

//   THEN

//USERSTP3  EXEC  PGM=USERPGM3

//   ENDIF

Step Specific to U11RMS Step Condition Code Checking
Using the EXEC statement COND or IF/THEN/ELSE JCL condition code testing facilities, the user can embed more steps
in WA Restart Option controlled jobs and control whether these steps execute during WA Restart Option Production or
Rerun processing.

With Production processing, the U11RMS step returns a condition code of 0. With Rerun processing, the U11RMS step
returns a condition code specified by the user. If no condition code setting is specified for the rerun, the value specified by
the WA Restart Option installation option RETCODE is used.
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During Production and Rerun processing, each step with a COND condition code check to the U11RMS step is evaluated
to determine if that step executes or not. WA Restart Option performs no data set or catalog maintenance for steps which
it determines will not execute.

The operating system controls whether steps with IF/THEN/ELSE checks to the U11RMS step will execute. IF/THEN/
ELSE checks are not evaluated during U11RMS processing. If WA Restart Option job level cleanup is in effect, U11RMS
performs data set and catalog maintenance for these steps.

An example of U11RMS step specific condition checking using COND follows:

//JOBNAME   JOB

//CA11STEP  EXEC  PGM=U11RMS,PARM='P'

  .

  .

  .

//USERSTP1  EXEC  PGM=USERPGM1

  .

  .

  .

//USERSTP2  EXEC  PGM=RELOAD,COND=(1,NE,CA11STEP)

//BACKUP    DD    DISP=OLD,DSN=BACKUP.MASTER.FILE

//MASTFILE  DD    DISP=NEW,DSN=MASTER.FILE

  .

  .

  .

//USERSTP3  EXEC  PGM=UPDATE

//MASTFILE  DD    DISP=OLD,DSN=MASTER.FILE

During Production processing, the COND condition code check to the U11RMS step in USERSTP2 is evaluated against
the anticipated return code from U11RMS. The return code from U11RMS is zero, therefore, USERSTP2 does not
execute and MASTFILE is not deleted. If this job abended in step USERSTP3 while performing a database update,
it would be necessary to reload the database by restarting the job in USERSTP2. This would be accomplished by
specifying:

//CA11STEP  EXEC  PGM=U11RMS,PARM='R,USERSTP2,CC=1'

During Rerun processing, the COND condition code check to the U11RMS step in USERSTP2 is evaluated against
the anticipated return code from U11RMS. The return code from U11RMS is one, therefore, USERSTP2 executes and
MASTFILE is uncataloged and scratched before the reload.

Return Code Processing
If the Tracking System is active, WA Restart Option automatically detects and reports on abend situations. If the Auto
Setup feature is used, WA Restart Option can automatically set an abended job for restart. Optionally, WA Restart Option
can also detect, take action, and report on user-defined unacceptable step condition codes.

Each CMT Job and Step record contains a HIRTCD (high return code) field which can be used to define unacceptable
condition codes. The default setting of these fields is 0000, which indicates that step condition codes are not checked.
HIRTCD is a four-position numeric field, and acceptable settings are from 0000 to 4095.

Use the Online System commands LJOB and LSTP to display the settings of these fields online. Update the fields using
the Online System command CUPD (CMT Update) or the batch utilities U11OBD or U11UPD.
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If HIRTCD in the CMT Job record is set to a nonzero value, WA Restart Option checks the return code of each step in
the job and considers the job to have failed (abended) if any step returns a condition code equal to or greater than the
specified value. If using the Auto Setup feature, Auto Setup is invoked when the job terminates and sets the job for restart.

If HIRTCD in the CMT Step record is set to a nonzero value, WA Restart Option checks the return code of the step and
considers the job to have failed (abended) if the step return code is equal to or greater than the specified value. If the Auto
Setup feature is used, Auto Setup is invoked when the job terminates and will set the job for restart.

If neither the CMT Job record nor the CMT Step record contain a nonzero value in the HIRTCD field, the GBLHIRC
configuration file parameter (if set to a nonzero value) is examined. If the step return code is equal to or greater than the
specified value, the job is considered to have failed. If the Auto Setup feature is used, Auto Setup is invoked when the job
terminates and sets the job for restart.

A Tracking System user exit, U11CCREX, is provided to operate with return code processing. This exit makes it possible
to override the default handling of the HIRTCD value for a job and its steps.

WA Restart Option does not stop processing of the job when an unacceptable condition code is encountered. The job
processes until it reaches completion or abends.

A scheduling package can notify WA Restart Option that it is in control of condition codes and that WA Restart Option
should not perform condition code processing (the SCHCC=Y RMS parameter). Through the scheduling package
interface module U11SCHCC, WA Restart Option can be notified that a JOB has failed in a particular step and cause
WA Restart Option to set the job for restart as appropriate. Each scheduling package documents the steps necessary to
facilitate this function.

Run Handler Operation
The Run Handler encompasses three major components of WA Restart Option: Catalog Management Table, Online
System, and batch reports. The following figure shows the relationship of the Run Handler within the product and how it
interfaces with other components:
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Figure 8: Run Handler Operation

Catalog Management Table (CMT)
The functioning of the Run Handler is based on information that is stored in the Catalog Management Table (CMT). WA
Restart Option uses the CMT to manage the catalog properly.

The CMT is a set of tables on a Datacom/AD database. The Database Address Space gives the CMT the appearance
of a partitioned data set (PDS) that contains entries that are automatically built by WA Restart Option for every job being
managed by WA Restart Option. One entry for each job is generated; each entry contains a Job record, Step records, and
DD records.
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Each CMT entry name is the up to eight-character job name. The CMT entry does not contain DD records for dummy data
sets, temporary (&&) data sets, or SYSIN/SYSOUT data sets.

The CMT always reflects the JCL and execution conditions existing at the latest production run. With JCL for a job
remaining unchanged at the time of next execution, WA Restart Option simply updates existing CMT records for the job.

Online facilities are available to inquire about CMT status (CINQ) or perform actual updates to the CMT (CUPD).

This table summarizes the contents of the CMT records.

Job Record Step Record DD Record
Last run type (F, P, R)
Date of last production run
Date of last rerun
Number of production runs
Number of reruns
Job restart indicator
Restart indicator
User accounting data (60 bytes)
High return code
Auto setup indicators

Step name
Step restart indicator
Last completion code
High return code

GDG number
Absolute and relative
Device type
Disposition
DDNAME
Data set name or GDG index
Data set action

Following are the Job Record Fields:

Last Run Type
The processing code used the last time that the job processed. The processing code that is recorded is either F,
P, or R.

Date of Last Production Run
The date of the last production run of the job.

Date of Last Rerun
The date of the last rerun of the job.

Number of Production Runs
The total number of production runs of the job in the current year.

Number of Reruns
The total number of reruns of the job in the current year.

Job Restart Indicator
Hexadecimal value indicating one or more of the following:
80

User set the job as nonrestartable
40

Next P force F
20

WA Restart Option set the job as nonrestartable
10

Last run was P,PSEUDO=YES
00

No restrictions
Restart Indicator

An indicator which designates whether the job has been preset for restart.
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User Accounting Data
A 60-byte field of user-defined information.

High Return Code
WA Restart Option considers the job to have failed when the return code of any step is equal to or greater than
this value. This feature is activated if the user supplies a nonzero value. A Scheduling Package might override the
code if the RMS parameter SCHCC=Y is provided.

Auto Setup Indicators
Two flags specifying that the Auto Setup feature is always active (AUTOSAL) or never active (AUTOSNV) for the
job.

Following are the Step Record Fields:

Step Name
A unique step name to enable restarts.

Step Restart Indicator
Hexadecimal value indicating one or more of the following conditions:
80

User set step as nonrestartable
40

Step does not run in P processing because of WA Restart Option condition code checking
20

WA Restart Option set the step as nonrestartable
10

Step not eligible for Auto Setup
08

User set step as restartable
04

User set step as nonrestartable (CA11NR DD)
00

No restrictions
Last Completion Code

The completion code with which the step finished at the last runtime.
High Return Code

WA Restart Option considers the job to have failed when the return code of this step is equal to or greater than
this value. This feature is activated if the user supplies a nonzero value. A Scheduling Package might override the
code when the RMS parameter SCHCC=Y is provided.

Following are the DD Record Fields:

GDG Number
The absolute (G0000V00) and relative (+0, +1, and so forth) generation numbers of the GDG data set.

Device Type
The device type on which the data set is stored (TAPE or DASD).

Disposition
The three disposition subparameters for the data set.

DDNAME
The data definition name.
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Data Set Name or GDG Index
The name of the data set or the GDG index name.

Data Set Action
The action to be taken on the data set.
S

Scratch/uncatalog the data set
N

No scratch to be performed (uncatalog only)
F

Previous scratch attempt failed
X

No action

Parameters to U11RMS
The Run Handler program, U11RMS, is parameter (PARM) driven. The Run Handler uses processing codes and other
parameters to determine the type of processing to be performed. You designate the type of processing needed for a job
and specify that as a parameter value to U11RMS. The various parameters can either be specified as a PARM value on
the EXEC statement (EXEC PGM=U11RMS,PARM=’…’), or through a SYSIN data set, or both.

When both means are used to specify the parameters, the SYSIN parameters are appended to the ones specified on the
EXEC statement. The result is a continuous series of parameters that U11RMS uses to control processing for the job.
SYSIN parameters cannot override the positional parameters such as processing code or starting/ending steps specified
as parameters on the EXEC statement. Parameters specified on the EXEC statement can continue to multiple lines
according to JCL coding rules.

Parameters specified on SYSIN can continue to additional lines in two different ways.

• A parameter ending with a comma and a space indicates additional parameters follow on the next line.
• A nonblank character in column 72 indicates that the current parameter is continued starting in column 1 of the next

line.

An asterisk in column 1 indicates a comment line unless a nonblank character was found in column 72 of the previous
line.

Examples:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

//RMSSTEP EXEC PGM=U11RMS,PARM=’R’

//SYSIN    DD *

* Rerun 3 steps for the manager

RUNPROC.STEP005,RUNPROC.STEP7, 

BYPGDG=YES,CC=1000,

RE=/THE REASON-FOR-RERUN MAY BE 40_BYTESLONG/

/*

The result is a continuous 96-character string:

R,RUNPROC.STEP005,RUNPROC.STEP7,BYPGDG=YES,CC=1000,RE=/THE REASON-FOR-RERUN MAY BE 40_BYTESLONG/

The following (with a nonblank character in column 72) results in the same 96-character string:
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----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--

* Rerun 3 steps for the manager 

RUNPROC.STEP005,RUNPROC.STEP7,BYPGDG=YES,CC=1000,RE=/THE REASON-FOR-RERX 

UN MAY BE 40_BYTESLONG/ 

Processing Codes
The Run Handler program, U11RMS, uses the following processing codes:

P
Production processing. Either Active or Passive (Pseudo) production processing is executed with the P
processing code.

R
Rerun/Restart processing. Either Active or Passive (Pseudo) rerun processing is executed with the R processing
code.

F
Format processing (reformats the job's CMT entry and performs P processing).

A
Add processing (adds a job to the CMT).

N
Null processing (suppresses WA Restart Option control).

O
Operator processing (allows operator to specify run type).

B
Backout processing.

C
Current values from CMT for processing code and starting and ending steps.

The following topics discuss each processing code and variations (Active and Pseudo processing) in detail and present
examples showing JCL variations.

P - Production (Active) Processing

The P processing code causes U11RMS to perform production processing. Production processing has two forms:

Active
Uncatalogs and scratches data sets.

Pseudo Processing
Often referred to as Passive P processing. This form of processing does not uncatalog or scratch data sets.

Production (active) processing is normally used on jobs that have been previously tested by using pseudo processing. It is
not advisable to run a new job that has never run under WA Restart Option without first running it in pseudo processing.

Processing Actions

Active P processing performs actual production processing. It encompasses updating the CMT Job record with history
information, capturing the generation numbers for GDG data sets, and ensuring that all output (DISP=NEW) simple data
sets are uncataloged and scratched for the current production run. Specifically, the production processing code P causes
the following actions:
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• If no CMT entry exists for the job, one is built. (U11RMS automatically switches to F processing to accomplish the
building of a CMT entry for the job.)

• If Auto Setup or PRE processing has been invoked indicating R processing should take place, rerun processing occurs
rather than production processing.

• If the production JCL has changed significantly since the last production run, two options are available:
– If Automatic F processing (AUTOF=YES) was specified at WA Restart Option installation time, a new CMT entry is

built. (U11RMS automatically switches to F processing to accomplish the building of a CMT entry for the job.)
– If AUTOF=NO, a user abend is issued. You must then force Format processing to occur by either changing the

U11RMS PARM to F or using the online command PRE to set the next run for F processing. If using PRE, run the
job with a U11RMS PARM of P.

NOTE
A user exit, U11UPFEX, is available that can be invoked during P processing to determine if a job should
have F processing performed prior to P processing. When the exit code is executed, the CMT Job record
and job name are available to the user for examination. If AUTOF=NO is specified and a major JCL
change has been made, an abend occurs and abend message U0020 is issued.

• The CMT Job record is updated with history information; for example, the CPNUM counter is updated, with the
LPDATE, LPTIME, and LTYPE fields.

• Generation Data Group (GDG) data set information is captured and recorded (for example, GDG index name, relative
generation number, and absolute generation/version number). This information is captured for each GDG data set in
the job in anticipation of a possible rerun or restart.

• All simple (non-GDG) data sets whose first DD reference is with DISP=NEW are uncataloged and also are scratched
if on disk. This action prevents NOT CATLGD 2 situations. This catalog and data set maintenance is not performed on
data sets which are exempted from it by the user exits, U11RDSEX or U11UCSEX, or the Volume Include/Exclude List.

NOTE
If WA Restart Option step level cleanup is in effect, U11RMS stages information for these data sets so that
the SMF Step Initiation (USI) exit can perform the maintenance if it determines that the step will actually
execute based on abend/condition codes and IF/THEN/ELSE clauses.

Procedure

Implementation of WA Restart Option can be staged systematically by job, since it is activated for any job by supplying the
U11RMS step as the first step of the job. Perform the following three tasks when a production job is to execute under WA
Restart Option control:

1. Insert the U11RMS program as the first step of the job.
2. Analyze the production job stream to determine which steps are restartable. Note the restartable steps for each job

in the JCL so that other personnel can determine which steps are valid starting steps for job restart. A convenient
way to document this information is to place a comment following each EXEC statement stating whether the step is
restartable. Also, set the nonrestartable flag for nonrestartable steps in the CMT (WA Restart Option automatically
marks any step using a temporary or passed data set or containing a volume refer-back as nonrestartable.). If you
chose Auto Setup as a system option, its calculation of where to restart a job takes the restartability information into
account.

3. Execute the job with the P processing code. The EXEC statement to effect P processing follows:

//stepname   EXEC  [PROC=]U11RMS,TYPRUN='P'

Example

The following figure shows production processing in the active mode:
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Figure 9: P Processing Example

//STEP1 EXEC U11RMS,TYPRUN='P'

//*
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//STEP2 EXEC PGM=FACTORY

//DD010 DD   DSN=PAYROLL1,DISP=OLD

//DD020 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(0),DISP=OLD

//DD030 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//DD040 DD   DSN=PAYROLL3,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=DISK

//*

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=FICA

//DD010 DD   DSN=PAYROLL3,DISP=SHR

//DD020 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+1),DISP=OLD

//DD030 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+2),DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//DD040 DD   DSN=PAYROLL4,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

In this example, the Run Handler performs the following actions:

The U11RMS step is the first step in the job. The Run Handler analyzes the JCL and the catalog and records data in the
CMT.

Uncatalogs and scratches disk data set PAYROLL3 (created in Step 2). Uncatalogs tape data set PAYROLL4 created in
Step 3.

A NOT CATLGD 2 could have occurred with PAYROLL3 and PAYROLL4 in this job. However, the Run Handler prevented
that situation by automatically scratching and uncataloging these data sets.

For each GDG data set, WA Restart Option records the relative generation (bias) number in the CMT DD record. A locate
to the catalog is done to retrieve the absolute generation/version number (G0000V00), and this is also recorded in the
CMT DD record. During production processing, GDG data sets are NOT uncataloged or scratched. In this example, if the
current (0) generation of GDG PAYROLL2 is G0010V00, then WA Restart Option records the following:

DDNAME Relative Generation Absolute Generation/Version
STEP2   
DD020 +000 G0010V00
DD030 +001 G0011V00
STEP3   
DD020 +001 G0011V00
DD030 +002 G0012V00

P - Production (Pseudo) Processing
The P processing code in the U11RMS PARM field specifies that the job is being run as a production run. The additional
parameter of PSEUDO=YES specifies to perform Pseudo Production processing. Pseudo Production processing is a
useful tool to test a job on its first run to verify the actions WA Restart Option will take.

Processing Actions

A pseudo production run performs all of the same processing actions as a production run except that uncataloging and
scratching of data sets does not occur. PSEUDO=YES causes passive production run processing, that is, WA Restart
Option reports on what U11RMS would have done if active P processing had been requested. Remember, no actual
scratching/uncataloging occurs as a result of P,PSEUDO=YES.

Additionally, this processing generates a series of messages detailing the catalog and data set scratching U11RMS would
have performed had PSEUDO=YES not been specified.

Either a rerun (R) or a pseudo rerun (R,PSEUDO=YES) can follow a pseudo production run. If a pseudo production run
abends, and if Auto Setup is in use, the job is set for pseudo restart.
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Procedure

To run Pseudo processing, insert the PSEUDO parameter in the U11RMS step as follows:

//stepname  EXEC  [PROC=]U11RMS,TYPRUN='P,PSEUDO=YES'

R - Rerun/Restart Processing
The R processing code in the U11RMS PARM field specifies that the job is being rerun/restarted and overrides any
parameters established by the preprocessor (U11PRE or PRE) or by Auto Setup.

If PRE or U11PRE has not already performed catalog and data set maintenance, U11RMS does this now.

Processing Actions

The rerun processing code R specifies that the job is being rerun and overrides any parameters established by the
preprocessor or Auto Setup. When the R processing code is encountered, U11RMS performs the following:

• Attempts to scratch and uncatalog all data sets which are to be recreated in the execution of the job.
• Attempts to expire tape data sets to be recreated if such data sets are cataloged to tape volumes which are controlled

by CA 1 or TLMS, and if the installation option unique to the system (CA1= or TLMS=) has been specified as YES. For
CA 1, the expiration date posted in the Tape Management Catalog (TMC) is calculated from the rerun date plus the
number of days selected as a CA 1 user option (RR=) during installation of CA 1. For TLMS, the expiration date posted
to the Volume Master File (VMF) is the date of the rerun.
The preceding functions do not occur for:
– Data sets created NEW in steps not to be rerun.
– Data sets that are added or changed.
– Output data set DD statements set to DUMMY in steps that are to be rerun.
– Data sets which are exempted from maintenance by the user exits, U11RDSEX or U11UCSEX, or the Volume

Include/Exclude List.

NOTE
If WA Restart Option Step Level Cleanup is in effect, U11RMS stages information for these data sets so that
the SMF Step Initiation (USI) exit can perform the maintenance if it determines that the step will actually
execute based on abend/condition codes and IF/THEN/ELSE clauses.

• Modifies the Job queue so that the same input and output generations of GDG data sets are used as were used in
the prior production run. The GDGNUM field in the CMT DD record is used to supply the generation. You can use the
Online System commands SIM or CINQ to determine which generation of a GDG will be used. The Reserved Data Set
Exit, U11RDSEX, can exempt a GDG data set from this GDG bias resolution.

• Modifies the Job queue so that return codes from the previous run are available.
• Records the run date and time in the CMT Job record as history information.
• Sets the necessary control blocks in the Job queue to permit the job to start or end at the specified steps.
• Sets the U11RMS return code specified by the CC= parameter on the U11RMS PARM or SYSIN control statement.
• If no return code (CC=) is specified, uses the default specified at the time of WA Restart Option installation. To check

the value of RETCODE, see Summary of User Installation Options, or use the OINQ inquiry.
• Optionally requires verification that the rerun is authorized. For the value of OPVER, see Summary of User Installation

Options, or use the OINQ inquiry to determine its value. Also, user exit, U11RRSEX, can prevent R processing for a
job.

Procedure

To rerun a job, use one of the following methods:
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• Change the processing code of the U11RMS step in the job's JCL to R.
• Insert the following WA Restart Option comment statement in the job's JCL:

//*CA-11 PARM='R,...'

• Use the PRE (preprocessing) or REST (RESTART) commands for online setup or the U11PRE batch utility.

NOTE
Specifying an invalid PARM on the U11RMS step of the job or in the //*WA Restart Option PARM F comment
statement can have unexpected tracking results. Specifically, a job that completed normally and is being
restarted with the invalid PARM is tracked as a production run. To prevent an invalid PARM, use the online
interface to set up jobs for restart.

U11RMS PARM Values
The PARM field has several formats. O processing asks the operator for restart parameters. The other processing codes
have these formats:

This command has the following format for P processing:

►►─┬─────┬─── P ──┬────────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬──►

   └─ u ─┘        │  ┌─ , ───────────────────┐ │  └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ 

                  └──▼── ,ABENDPGM=xxxxxxxx ─┴─┘                 └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬───┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘   └─ ,SFAUTOR= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                     └─ YES ─┘ 

This command has the following format for N processing:

►►─┬─────┬─── N ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ u ─┘ 

This command has the following format for R processing:

►►─┬─────┬─── R ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ u ─┘       └─ , ─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┘

                       └─ startstep ───────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ , ─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─┘

         └─ endstep ─────────────┘ 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───┬────────────┬──────┬───────────────────────┬───►

   └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘   └─ ,CC=nnnn ─┘      └─ ,DYNCLEAN=─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                ├─ YES ─┤                                       └─ YES ─┘

                ├─ VER ─┤

                └─ CAT ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬────┬───────────────────────────────────────┬────►

   └─ ,HONORCC= ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘    └─ ,LRTCD= ─┬─ procstep.step ─┬─ =nnnn ─┘

                 └─ NONE ─┘                  └─ step ──────────┘
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 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬────────────────┬────┬───────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘ └─ ,RE=/reason/ ─┘    └─ ,SFAUTOR= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                                         └─ YES ─┘

This command has the following format for A processing:

►►─┬─────┬─── A ────┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

   └─ u ─┘          └─ ,REPL ─┬────────────┬─┘

                              └─ =jobname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,STEPDEP= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                 └─ YES ─┘  

This command has the following format for F processing:

►►─┬─────┬─── F ─────────┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ u ─┘               │  ┌─ , ───────────────────┐ │

                         └──▼── ,ABENDPGM=xxxxxxxx ─┴─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬────┬───────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘    └─ ,PSEUDO= YES─┘

                  └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬────┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SFAUTOR= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘    └─ ,STEPDEP= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                 └─ YES ─┘                    └─ YES ─┘  

u
(Optional) Specifies the usage code. Use this user-defined code to prevent accidental job reruns. If the usage
code parameter in the User Option Table is set to YES, a usage code must be supplied and is required to be
changed before each submission of the job. If the usage code parameter in the User Option Table is set to
RESTART, usage codes are only used on restarts and must be changed between consecutive restarts within a
production cycle. If the usage code parameter in the User Option Table is set to NO, no usage codes are required,
and the U11RMS step fails.

P|R|F|N|A|O
Specifies the processing code (P, R, F, N, A, O).

startstep
An option of R processing only; startstep is stepname or step number in the execution JCL that executes the
program with which the rerun is to start. The default is the first step of the job.

startprocstep.startstep
An option of R processing only; startprocstep is the stepname that executes the PROC containing the step at
which the rerun is to start. startstep is the stepname in the PROC at which the rerun is to start.

endstep
An option of R processing only; endstep stepname or step number in the execution JCL that executes the step
with which the rerun is to end. The default is the last step of the job.

endprocstep.endstep
An option of R processing only; endprocstep is the stepname that executes the PROC containing the step at
which the rerun is to stop. endstep is the stepname in the PROC at which the rerun is to stop.
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NOTE
If a startprocstep or endprocstep is specified, step number is not valid.

Step number is relative to the RMS step. The RMS step is 0.
ABENDPGM

Designates a job step program as an abender program. An abender program is typically a program that abends
whenever it is executed. Its purpose is to abnormally terminate the job if the previous step sets a return code
indicating an error. The COND JCL parameter would bypass execution of this step if a normal return code is
issued. The designation as an abender program causes the step to be flagged as nonrestartable. You can enter
the ABENDPGM keyword multiple times to designate more than one abender program. ABENDPGM is also a
configuration file parameter. The ABENDPGM parameter is recognized on F runs. If the designation changes on a
P run, a format is forced.
Limits: Only one program can be designated per keyword, but you can enter multiple keywords.
{ABENDPGM=PROGRAM1,ABENDPGM=PROGRAM2}

BYPGDG
An option of R processing only; BYPGDG overrides the logic of Bypass Input Generation Data Group Processing
for this rerun only. This option permits the use of more or different generation data groups as input.
NO

Specifies not to use more or different generation data groups as input.
YES

Specifies to use more or different generation data groups as input.
VER

Verify that GDG bias resolution that is recorded in the CMT agrees with the catalog.
CAT

Accept the catalog resolution for GDG data sets and save results in the CMT.

NOTE
BYPGDG=CAT can be required to restart in a particular step by adding //CA11CAT DD DUMMY
to that step.

CC=nnnn
An option of R processing only; CC overrides the rerun return code that is specified at the time of WA Restart
Option installation (RETCODE) where nnnn is the value that is given to the return code. It can range from 0 to
4095 and must be numeric.

DYNCLEAN
An option of F, P, and R processing. Specifies whether to perform data set maintenance for dynamically allocated
data sets. Specifying this parameter lets you override the default DYNCLEAN value specified in the configuration
file for the execution of the job

WARNING
Cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets does not occur the first time that a job runs and each time
Format processing is performed (explicitly or implicitly).

NO
Does not perform data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

YES
Performs data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

HONORCC 
Indicates whether evaluation of the conditional step execution honors the condition codes of all previous steps.
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ALL
Indicates that evaluation of conditional step execution considers condition codes in steps before the
restart step. If the starting step of a rerun is located after a step which abended in an earlier run, the
abended step is considered as not having executed.

NONE
Disables the checking of condition codes from the previous run during a restart. HONORCC=NONE does
not disable dependencies with respect to the U11RMS step.

LRTCD=procstep.step=nnnn|LRTCD=step=nnnn 
An option of R processing only; LRTCD overrides the last return code for the specified step.
procstep

Indicates the stepname that executes the PROC containing the step for which the last return code is to be
changed.

step
Indicates stepname for which the last return code is to be changed.

nnnn
Indicates is the return code you want for the step. It can be any numeric value in the range of 0 to 4095.

PSEUDO=YES 
Indicates that processing under U11RMS is to be reported but not performed. 

RE=/reason/ 
An option of R processing only; reason specifies a reason for rerun for the last execution of the job. The reason
can be any word, phrase, code, or number for a maximum of 40 characters enclosed in slashes (/).

REPL[=jobname] 
An option of A processing only; indicates that if the CMT entry exists, it is to be replaced. If REPL=jobname is
present, the job name entry is to be replaced.

SFAUTOR 
An option of F, P, and R processing. Specifies whether to set jobs for restart automatically if a system
failure occurs while the job is executing. Specifying this parameter lets you override the default SFAUTOR
value specified in the configuration file for the execution of the job. 
NO

Does not set jobs for restart automatically if a system failure occurs while the job is executing.
YES

Sets jobs for restart automatically if a system failure occurs while the job is executing.
STEPDEP 

An option of F or A processing only; indicates whether to create and use step dependency table entries for this
job. Step dependency entries are used in restarting jobs that use temporary data sets. This parameter overrides
the STEPDEP value specified in the DBAS configuration file. 
NO

Specifies not to create step dependency table entries. This is the default unless STEPDEP=YES is
specified in the DBAS configuration file.

YES
Specifies to create and use step dependency table entries in bypassing redundant steps on reruns where
temporary data sets are used.
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Submit a Rerun
The following steps outline the procedure to submit a rerun. Proceed through the steps answering the questions and
performing the indicated tasks.

1. Is the job set for restart?
– YES -- Go to Step 2.
– NO -- Go to Step 3.
Determine whether the job is set for restart/rerun by using the LSTP inquiry.

2. Are the established restart parameters acceptable?
– YES -- Go to Step 5 (see the note that follows).
– NO -- Go to Step 3.
If Auto Setup set the job for restart, the job log for the abended run contains a WA Restart Option message specifying
the restart setup. PRE, U11PRE, or CUPD can also have set the job for restart. In any case, review the restart
parameters by using the LSTP inquiry.

NOTE
If submitting the job with any parameter other than P, none of the restart parameters previously established
take effect. Therefore, establish all parameter information for a restart prior to the submission of the job,
unless giving the job an explicit U11RMS parameter of R and all other associated parameters.

3. Determine what setup parameters are required (that is, the starting and ending steps, the WA Restart Option return
code, and so forth). Remember, some steps are nonrestartable and can be marked as such in the CMT. If in doubt,
use the LSTP inquiry to determine step restartability. Additionally, if a reason is required for all reruns, the reason
should be determined. If a reason is to be entered, it can be submitted in a number of ways: through the Online
System, U11RMS, U11PRE, the CA 7 Restart panel, or the Scheduler Rerun Job panel.

4. Is a Pull List required?
– NO -- Go to Step 5.
Generate a Pull List through the Online System. To generate a Pull List, issue the following command to the Online
System:

PULL jobname

All Pull List information comes from the catalog. If the job is set for restart, PULL displays only the data sets/volumes
required for the steps which will be rerun.

5. Submit the job. The rerun submission is now complete. Do not go any further.

NOTE
If the WA Restart Option JES3 interface is not being used, choose the installation option OLMAINT=YES and
use either PRE or U11PRE prior to submitting the job. This corrects the catalog prior to the submission of the
job for restart or rerun.

Example of R Processing
The following figure shows processing that occurs in a typical rerun:
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Figure 10: R Processing Example

 

//STEP1 EXEC U11RMS,TYPRUN='R'
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//*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ADMIN

//DD010 DD   DSN=PAYROLL1,DISP=OLD

//DD020 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(0),DISP=OLD

//DD030 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//DD040 DD   DSN=PAYROLL3,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=DISK

//*

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=FICA

//DD010 DD   DSN=PAYROLL3,DISP=SHR

//DD020 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+1),DISP=OLD

//DD030 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+2),DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//DD040 DD   DSN=PAYROLL4,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

In this example, the Run Handler performs the following actions:

The U11RMS step is the first step in the job. The Run Handler analyzes the JCL and the catalog and uses information
recorded in the CMT during the prior Production run.

With GDG data sets, WA Restart Option attempts to force the use of the same input generations and recreation of
the same output generations as in the previous Production run. To accomplish this, WA Restart Option uncatalogs
PAYROLL2(+1) that was created in STEP2 of the previous run. Recall from production processing example that the
absolute generation/version number was G0011V00. PAYROLL2(+2) (G0012V00) is also uncataloged. If CA 1 or TLMS
is installed, these tape data sets are automatically expired if they are cataloged. Also, WA Restart Option will modify the
job queue so that the absolute generation/version numbers of the GDG data sets, rather than the relative generation
numbers, are supplied.

Simple data sets PAYROLL3 and PAYROLL4 are uncataloged. This prevents a possible NOT CATLGD 2 situation from
occurring. PAYROLL3 is also scratched since it resides on disk. Tape data set PAYROLL4 is expired if it is cataloged and
is under the control of CA 1 or TLMS.

This data set maintenance, both for GDG and simple data sets, is performed by either the U11RMS step or the SMF Step
Initiation (USI) exit based on processing options.

The following figure shows processing that occurs in a typical step restart:
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Figure 11: Typical Step Restart

 

//STEP1 EXEC U11RMS,TYPRUN='R,STEP3'
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//*

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ADMIN

//DD016 DD   DSN=PAYROLL1,DISP=OLD

//DD026 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(0),DISP=OLD

//DD036 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//DD046 DD   DSN=PAYROLL3,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=DISK

//*

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=FICA

//DD010 DD   DSN=PAYROLL3,DISP=SHR

//DD020 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+1),DISP=OLD

//DD030 DD   DSN=PAYROLL2(+2),DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//DD040 DD   DSN=PAYROLL4,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

In this example, the Run Handler performs the following actions:

The U11RMS step is the first step in the job. The Run Handler analyzes the JCL and the catalog and uses information
recorded in the CMT during the prior Production run.

For this example, a step restart is to begin in Step 3. Step 2 is automatically bypassed when the restart is set at Step 3.

In Step 3, the first step of the restart, the following GDG adjustments are made for:

1. Data set PAYROLL2 DSN=PAYROLL2(+1),DISP=OLD is changed to DSN=PAYROLL2.G0011V00,DISP=OLD
2. Data set PAYROLL2 DSN=PAYROLL2(+2),DISP=(,CATLG) is changed to

DSN=PAYROLL2.G0012V00,DISP=(,CATLG)

Also, tape data sets PAYROLL4 and PAYROLL2(+2) are uncataloged because they are recreated. If CA 1 or TLMS is
installed, these data sets are also expired.

This data set maintenance, both for GDG and simple data sets, is performed by either the U11RMS step or the SMF Step
Initiation (USI) exit based on processing options.

The restart shown in this example required no JCL changes for the step restart to occur. Step 2 was automatically
bypassed, GDG bias numbers did not need to be manually changed because WA Restart Option supplied absolute
generation/version numbers, and catalog/data set maintenance was handled automatically.

Effect of JCL Changes on U11RMS
WA Restart Option must gain control whenever a job is executed to maintain continuous current catalog and data set
information. This control is imperative for either a production run or a rerun. In a production run, WA Restart Option
gathers job step and data set information and stores it for use in setting up a possible rerun/restart. In a rerun/restart
situation, WA Restart Option performs the necessary catalog and data set maintenance and controls which steps are
executed.

Processing Actions

During production processing, WA Restart Option compares the submitted JCL with the job's CMT entry. If a significant
JCL change is detected, WA Restart Option takes one of two actions depending on the setting of the Automatic Format
(AUTOF) user installation option. AUTOF is only triggered during production processing.

• If AUTOF=YES, WA Restart Option switches to format processing to build a new CMT entry for the job.
• If AUTOF=NO, WA Restart Option issues a user abend. The user must then force format processing to occur.

Six types of JCL changes trigger an AUTOF:
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• Adding a new step.
• Changing the name of an existing step.
• Deleting an existing step.
• Adding a significant DD statement to an existing step.
• Deleting a significant DD statement from an existing step.
• Changing the DDNAME, DATA SET NAME, GDG INDEX, or GDG BIAS on a significant DD statement within an

existing step.

A significant DD statement is defined as any DD statement which contains a DSN other than NULLFILE, an && temporary
name, SYSIN, or SYSOUT.

The philosophy of WA Restart Option R processing is to exactly reproduce the production run. WA Restart Option allows
some JCL changes prior to executing a rerun, but certain situations can occur where you need to make significant
changes to the JCL preventing WA Restart Option from being able to handle the restart. In this situation, a step restart
using the RESTART= parameter on the JOB statement would be required to bypass the U11RMS step.

NOTE
A special case involving a JCL change deals with the detection of a changed VOL parameter for a DD during P
processing. If AUTOF=YES, the CMT DD record is updated to reflect the new VOLSER.

Procedure

The following is a suggested procedure to use for executing a rerun/restart in case significant JCL changes are made.

1. If the installation option is OLMAINT=YES, the PRE command or U11PRE performs all necessary catalog
maintenance. If OLMAINT=NO, use the following command online with the stepname to determine what catalog
maintenance WA Restart Option would have done and do the required maintenance manually.

SIM R,jobname

2. Add RESTART=stepname or procstep.stepname on the JOB statement.

NOTE
WA Restart Option is not available on subsequent abends of this job since the CMT is incorrect until the next
F processing. Use the RESTART= parameter on the JOB statement and manual catalog maintenance until
successful.

The following table shows the result of certain JCL changes encountered by U11RMS. The Change to JCL column
indicates input or output data sets and the JCL change that is detected. Notice that three columns indicate the various
processing types. The effect of a JCL change can vary from P processing to R processing and within R processing
depending on whether Bypass GDG logic is in effect. Under the P Processing column, observe that certain JCL changes
cause format processing (AUTOF) or an abend with a message (U/0020) issued, depending on the AUTOF option
selected.

NOTE
IN specifies input data set. OUT specifies output data set. SDS specifies simple data set (non-GDG). VC
specifies verification code.

Change to JCL P Processing R,BYPGDG=NO/CAT R,BYPGDG=YES

ADD DD DUMMY O K O K O K

DEL DD DUMMY O K O K O K

IN-CHG TO DUMMY AUTOF/U0020 O K O K

OUT-CHG TO DUMMY AUTOF/U0020 O K O K

IN-SDS-CHG DSN AUTOF/U0020 O K O K
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IN-SDS-ADD DD AUTOF/U0020 O K O K

IN-SDS-DEL DD AUTOF/U0020 O K O K

OUT-SDS-CHG DSN AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=24 U0020-VC=24

OUT-SDS-ADD DD AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=24 U0020-VC=24

OUT-SDS-DEL DD AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=24 U0020-VC=24

IN-GDG-CHG INDEX AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=24 O K

IN-GDG-CHG BIAS AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=36 O K

IN-GDG-ABS OVERIDE AUTOF/U0020 O K O K

IN-GDG-ADD DD AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=24 O K

IN-GDG-DEL DD AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=24 O K

OUT-GDG-CHG INDEX AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=32 U0020-VC=32

OUT-GDG-CHG BIAS AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=36 U0020-VC=36

OUT-GDG-ABS OVERIDE AUTOF/U0020 O K O K

OUT-GDG-ADD DD AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=32 U0020-VC=32

OUT-GDG-DEL DD AUTOF/U0020 U0020-VC=20 U0020-VC=20

NOTE
R,BYPGDG=VER only looks at GDG data sets and produces a U0020 abend whenever the GDGNUM in the
CMT does not match the relative GDG in the catalog.

R - Rerun/Restart (Pseudo) Processing
The R processing code in the U11RMS parameter field specifies that the job is being rerun/restarted. The additional
parameter of PSEUDO=YES specifies pseudo processing is to be performed.

Processing Actions

The pseudo rerun processing parameter, R,PSEUDO=YES, overrides any parameters established by the preprocessor or
Auto Setup. When WA Restart Option encounters R and PSEUDO=YES, it performs as follows:

• Identifies data sets that would be scratched and uncataloged during a normal rerun.
• Identifies tape data sets that will be expired during the next normal rerun if CA1=YES or TLMS=YES has been

specified as an installation option.
• Identifies steps that would be skipped during a normal rerun.
• Sets the job to restart at the first step.
• Records the date and time as history information.
• Optionally requires the operator to verify that the pseudo rerun is authorized.

Procedure

To run a pseudo rerun, submit it in the same way as a rerun with the processing code R except the parameter
PSEUDO=YES is used to specify a pseudo rerun as follows:

//STEP1   EXEC  [PROC=]U11RMS,TYPRUN='R,PSEUDO=YES'
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F - Format Processing
The F processing code is used when the JCL in a job has been changed. Before the job can run with the new JCL, F
processing must be performed.

WA Restart Option can execute F processing in four ways:

• Manually by specifying a parameter value of F (see the example in these topics).
• Through the user exit U11UPFEX (Selective F Processing).
• Through the AUTOF feature of the Run Handler (see the installation options for your system in the Summary of User

Installation Options).
• Through the Online System PRE command. Then execute the job with U11RMS PARM of P.

Processing Actions

WA Restart Option deletes the existing CMT entry and builds a new one, based on the JCL submitted with the F
processing request. The F processing code causes the following actions:

• Builds a new CMT Job record.
• Builds a new CMT Step record for each step.
• Builds a new CMT Data Set record for each permanent data set.
• Transfers history information from the old Job record to the new one.
• Maintains user-defined step-restartability information, provided a change in the JCL does not add or delete steps.
• Assigns an action code for each data set:

– An S code (scratch) if the first DISP parameter is NEW.
– An X code (no action) if the first DISP parameter is not NEW.

• Stores the volume serial number in the data set record if device type is disk and a single volume serial number is
specified in the DD statement. (If the system fails during the step, the disk data set is allocated, but not cataloged. For
reruns, U11RMS uses this volume serial number to scratch the data set if the volume serial number cannot be found in
the catalog.)

• Determines the device type that is assigned for a data set by checking first the Eligible Devices table, then checking
the passed or cataloged data sets created earlier in the job, and then the system catalog. If the data set name is not
found, the SPACE parameter of the DD statement is checked. If either the primary or secondary space quantity is
specified, the device is assumed to be disk. If none of this checking determines the device as disk, it is assumed to be
tape.

Use this processing code only if the AUTOF feature in the installation options is AUTOF=NO and you have changed
the JCL for the job. That is, you are performing format processing manually. Normally, WA Restart Option performs F
processing automatically when it is required (that is, if AUTOF=YES as an installation option).

NOTE
Production processing always immediately executes following the completion of F processing.

WARNING
Cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets does not occur the first time that a job runs and each time Format
processing is performed (explicitly or implicitly).

Procedure

To execute a job with F processing, insert the F processing code in the parameter statement as shown in the following
example:

//STEP1   EXEC  [PROC=]U11RMS,TYPRUN='F'
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User Exit

A provided user exit, U11UPFEX (Selective F Processing), can be invoked during P processing to determine whether
to perform F processing for a job. When the exit is executed, the CMT Job record and job name are available for
examination.

NOTE
For more information, see the U11UPFEX user exit.

A - Add Processing
The A processing code is equivalent to F processing without P processing occurring immediately afterward. This code
is useful primarily during implementation to add a job to the CMT. A processing causes U11RMS to execute, build a
new CMT entry for the job, and flush the remaining steps. A processing allows you to examine JCL and to flag steps as
nonrestartable prior to their first execution.

Processing Actions

The A processing code causes the following actions:

• Builds a new entry in the CMT for the job. The new entry includes job, step, and DD records. The entry name is the job
name of the job.

• Transfers history information to the new entry if the CMT already contains a entry for the job.
• Replaces the existing CMT entry if a CMT entry already exists for the job when REPL is present in the parameter.
• Executes only the U11RMS step; subsequent job steps are not executed.
• Maintains user-defined step-restartability information, provided a change in the JCL does not add or delete steps.
• Performs no maintenance (that is, uncataloging or scratching of data sets).

WARNING
Cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets does not occur the first time a job runs after Add processing is
performed.

Procedure

To run A processing, insert the A processing code in the parameter statement as shown in the following example:

//STEP1   EXEC   [PROC=]U11RMS,TYPRUN='A'

                                      'A,REPL'

                                      'A,REPL=jobname'

NOTE
Use the REPL parameter of A processing when you want to replace an existing CMT entry without executing
any step other than the U11RMS step. The REPL=jobname parameter causes a CMT entry to be built without
executing any step other than the U11RMS step. The entry name is the job name specified in the REPL=
parameter.

N - Null Processing
The N processing code in the initial U11RMS step indicates that no WA Restart Option action is to be taken; that is, no
uncataloging or data set scratching is to be performed. WA Restart Option control is completely suppressed.

Processing Actions

WA Restart Option is turned off; the U11RMS step does not process. However, the JCL for the job executes normally.
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If the N processing code is used in the last step of the job, the usage code can be reset. If the job completes successfully,
the step is executed and the usage code is reset. If the job terminates abnormally or is determined to be unsuccessful
because of condition code testing, and the N processing step does not execute, the usage code is not reset.

Procedure

To run N processing, insert the N processing code in the parameter statement as shown in the following example:

//STEP1   EXEC   [PROC=]U11RMS,TYPRUN='N'

O - Operator Processing
The O processing code permits the master console operator to specify the processing options at execution time by
replying to a WTOR.

Processing Actions

The O processing code causes a WTOR to be issued to the master console requesting that the operator supply U11RMS
PARM information. Specify the O processing code as the only PARM value or SYSIN control statement.

Procedure

To run O processing, insert the O processing code in the parameter statement as shown in the following example:

//stepname  EXEC   [PROC=]U11RMS,TYPRUN='O'

U11RMS Step in JCL
The U11RMS step can be manually inserted as the first step in the JCL of a job to execute Run Handler processing for the
job. The U11RMS step can be set up as a cataloged procedure on SYS1.PROCLIB or can be added to the JCL member
of each job. As an alternative, add the step as an in-stream PROC to the JCL of the job.

U11RMS Set as a PROC

If set up as a PROC, the EXEC statement in the job stream invoking the procedure appears as shown in the following
example:

//stepname  EXEC [PROC=]AL7RMS,TYPRUN='value'

The actual name of the cataloged procedure is user-defined. CAL7SAMP member AL7JRMS provides a sample job to
execute a U11RMS PROC.

U11RMS JCL Requirements

The following JCL is required to execute the U11RMS program:

  //stepname EXEC PGM=U11RMS[,PARM='value']

  //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

  //RMSRPT   DD   SYSOUT=A

  //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=A

 [//TRACE    DD   SYSOUT=A                              ]

 [//SYSIN     DD   *                                    ]
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 [control statements                                    ]

 [/*                                                    ]

 [//CAIVMFI DD DSN=TLMS master volume file,DISP=SHR *   ]

 [   *only if using CA TLMS r5.3 or greater             ]

stepname
Indicates a unique stepname for the job.

'value'
Indicates a control statement.

CAI.CAL7LOAD
Identifies the data set name of the Broadcom Common Target Library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that this library is in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is necessary.

CAL7SAMP member AL7RMS provides a sample PROC to execute U11RMS.

The presence of the TRACE DD statement is optional and produces a vertical hexadecimal dump of all job queue records
read or written by U11RMS. The TRACE DD statement is used only to diagnose WA Restart Option problems. This
function is not operable under EXECUTOR.

WARNING
The TRACE facility is a diagnostic tool and causes severe degradation in WA Restart Option performance. Use
this facility only if you are directed to do so by a Broadcom Support representative.

NOTE
If CA 1 is installed and you want to use the WA Restart Option CA 1 interface, you must make the CA 1 load
library available to the WA Restart Option Run Handler. If you are using WA Restart Option job level cleanup in
the U11RMS step (default method), then the CA 1 Load Module library must be in the STEPLIB concatenation
or included in your LNKLST concatenation. If you are using WA Restart Option step level cleanup in the WA
Restart Option SMF Step Initiation (USI) exit, you must include the CA 1 Load Module library in your LNKLST
concatenation.

The global WA Restart Option option which determines whether data set and catalog maintenance is done at the job or
step level can be overridden for specific jobs by inserting a special DD statement in the JCL for the U11RMS step. By
inserting //CA11@JOB DD DUMMY in the U11RMS step, job level cleanup for data sets is used for the job regardless of
the global option. By inserting //CA11@USI DD DUMMY in the U11RMS step, step level cleanup for data sets is used for
the job regardless of the global option.

B - Backout Processing
The B processing code is a backout process that only performs data set maintenance for data sets within the specified
step range. Unlike the existing F (format), P (set for production), and R (set for restart) processing codes, the backout
process does not alter the current restart state of the job.

The simulation feature has changed so that the backout process can be simulated.

For preprocessing only (batch, online, and simulation), the B processing code lets you perform backout data set
maintenance for an entire job or a single range of steps, without altering the status of the job or restart parameters in the
CMT. Preprocessing code B cannot be used with U11RMS and is not saved in the CMT.

B preprocessing is not disabled when a job or a step is marked nonrestartable. B processing performs data set
maintenance regardless of whether an included step would actually run during a restart.

Data set maintenance is not performed if the range of steps that are selected for backout includes an earlier step with a
DD statement with DISP=(OLD,DELETE) or DISP=(OLD,UNCATLG).
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C - Current Processing
Processing code C permits multiple individual steps or step ranges to be selected for restart. In previous releases, you
could specify only a single range. This change creates more flexibility in selecting the portions of a job to run and prevents
the need to rerun the job multiple times to process the required steps.

A value of C specifies to use the current values from the CMT. If the job is set for production, P preprocessing is
performed or simulated. Similarly, if the job is set for restart, the current execution ranges (starting and ending steps) are
used, and R preprocessing is performed or simulated.

If a job has been set for restart with multiple step execution ranges, specify processing code C.

If you want to perform a simulation for a job that is set for restart with multiple step execution ranges, specify processing
code C.

U11RMS Step Using CA 7
If you have installed CA 7, it can insert the U11RMS step in any job. By accessing the CA 7 DB.1 panel and applying the
appropriate parameter to activate the step insertion function, you can set up U11RMS step insertion for any job when it is
submitted for execution. Using CA 7 to insert the U11RMS step is strictly for use on an individual job-by-job basis.

The procedure involves specifying INSERT-RMS=Y on the CA 7 DB.1 panel. CA 7 then inserts the U11RMS step (with
the procedure name specified in the WA Restart Option installation option INSRTPC or the procedure name defined in the
PROCRMS parameter of the CA 7 initialization file RESTART statement) when the job is submitted.

NOTE
For more information about the CA 7 interface to WA Restart Option and how to activate this interface, see the
CA 7 Interfaces documentation.

This method of inserting the U11RMS step in the job ensures that the step is inserted before the WA Restart Option exit
IEFUJV reads the first EXEC statement in the JCL.

 

U11RMS Step Using Scheduler
 can insert the U11RMS step in any job.

NOTE
For more information, see the   Interface Reference Guide.

U11RMS Step Using Jobtrac
Jobtrac can insert the U11RMS step in any job.

NOTE
For more information, see the  Jobtrac Planning and Implementation Guide.

U11RMS Step Using ESP
ESP can insert the U11RMS step in any job.

NOTE
For more information, see the ESP documentation.
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U11RMS Step Using a Comment Statement
A WA Restart Option comment statement (//*WA Restart Option) can insert the U11RMS step automatically into the JCL of
a job. You can use the U11CIEEX user exit to override the insertion or to change any of the parameters.

The WA Restart Option comment statement has two formats:

//*CA-11 INSERTRMS=YES or NO

//*CA-11 PARM='value'

Use the first format with the WA Restart Option IEFUJV exit to insert the U11RMS step. If the exit is installed
with the option not to insert the U11RMS step (INSRTOP=NO) automatically, the comment statement specifying
INSERTRMS=YES causes an override and the U11RMS step is inserted in the JCL of a job.

If the exit is installed with the option to insert the U11RMS step (INSRTOP=YES) automatically, the comment statement
specifying INSERTRMS=NO causes an override and the U11RMS step is not inserted in the JCL of the job.

WARNING
An invalid WA Restart Option comment statement causes the job to abend.

Comment Statement Format 1
                    {YES}

//*CA-11  INSERTRMS={NO }

INSERTRMS
Indicates whether to insert the U11RMS step into the JCL of a job. (The default processing code that is selected in
the U11OPTBL macro INSRTPM= parameter is used in the step.) The U11CIEEX user exit can override insertion.
YES

Inserts the U11RMS step into the JCL of a job.
NO

Does not insert the U11RMS step into the JCL of a job.

Comment Statement Format 2
//*CA-11  PARM='value'

The following alternate format shows when a continuation is required:

                                                                  col 72

                                                                       |

//*CA-11 PARM='value                                                   x

//*CA-11 PARM=value(continued)'

PARM='value'
Indicates to insert the U11RMS step. The specified 'value' comprises the U11RMS PARM values to use when
the RMS step is passed to the JCL of a job. If this comment statement is not used, the default parameter that is
specified in the INSRTPM installation option is used.

You can use a user exit, U11CIEEX, to override the insertion or to change any PARM values.

In an environment where a setup or prestaging facility is used, WA Restart Option provides a batch preprocessing
program, U11PRE, and an online function, PRE, to achieve the required catalog maintenance before a rerun execution.
Setup facilities (JES3), or a prestaging facility such as a Pull List, are based on current contents of the system catalog.
For reruns, however, these facilities provide invalid results because WA Restart Option has not gained control through
U11RMS to perform catalog maintenance. So, the information that is retrieved for the output serial numbers and
generation numbers comes from the previous unsuccessful run. Execution of U11PRE causes WA Restart Option to
perform all catalog maintenance that U11RMS typically does at runtime. After U11PRE is executed, setup or prestaging
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facilities can be used in their normal manner. Besides performing catalog and data set maintenance, U11PRE also presets
the rerun parameters of a job; that is, the processing code and starting and ending step can be specified. When the job is
resubmitted, it is processed as specified by U11PRE.

For installations with the WA Restart Option JES3 interface installed, manual intervention in restart situations, as
described previously, can be avoided only if BYPGDG=VER or CAT is not used. The WA Restart Option JES3 interface,
IATUX03, automatically performs all catalog maintenance (setup and fetch requests) required before restarting a job.
Also, the program alleviates mass storage staging group allocation problems, typically associated with JES3, during Run
Handler restarts. If BYPGDG=VER or CAT is used, U11PRE is required or these parameters have no effect.

The WA Restart Option IEFUJV exit insertion method may result in an operating system-issued error when certain JCL
statements are used, like instream data in a PROC. This problem only occurs when the first step of a job is a PROC. A job
that fails with this error will have this JCL line inserted by the WA Restart Option IEFUJV exit:

//*   THE FOLLOWING STEP INSERTED BY THE CA-11 IEFUJV EXIT 

Later in the SYSMSGS, the JCL line not processed by the operating system is marked with this error:

##  IEFC601I INVALID JCL STATEMENT

This message also appears in the job log:

IEFC452I jobname  - JOB NOT RUN - JCL ERROR

To avoid this problem, add any step that is not a PROC as the first step of the job. Here is an example:

//CA11REQ EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

Online Run Handler Functions
Online System functions are designed to provide timely information and responsive rerun management. Three types of
online displays are available: inquiry displays, update displays, and processing displays. The following figure shows how
online functions fit the Run Handling scheme:
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Figure 12: Online Run Handler Functions
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The following paragraphs briefly describe the various online functions as they relate to the Run Handler.

Security Note
You might not be able to access all the Online System functions outlined in the following topics. The Online System
provides for user security and requires proper authorization for certain functions.

NOTE
For more information, see the WA Restart Option specialist at your installation, security administrator, or both.

HELP
The Online System supports the HELP command which instructs you on the Online System itself. Formats and
explanations for all the online commands are available.

Inquiry Functions
Online System inquiry functions include CINQ, OINQ, LREA, LJOB, and LSTP.

CINQ - CMT Inquiry

Use the Online CMT Inquiry to display information from the Catalog Management Table (CMT) which is the data
controlling catalog maintenance and rerun execution. A production control analyst would use this inquiry in determining
changes required to perform routine job or CMT maintenance. As an aid in determining step restartability, this inquiry is
very helpful.

OINQ - Option Table Inquiry

Use the Option Table Inquiry to display the WA Restart Option options that are currently in effect for the system. These
options were user-defined at installation and are subject to change. New users sometimes find this inquiry useful in
knowing exactly what the installation options are for this installation.

LREA - Reason-for-Rerun Table Inquiry

Use the Reason-for-Rerun Table Inquiry function to display the Reason-for-Rerun Table online. This inquiry allows for
ready review of the reasons-for-rerun used in your data center. Before a reason-for-rerun is supplied, use this inquiry to
verify existing reason-for-rerun codes. The following figure shows the default reason-for-rerun codes installed with the
product:

    CODE   EXPANDED REASON-FOR-RERUN    

        1         1 - BAD INPUT FILE

        2         2 - BAD JCL OVERRIDE

        3         3 - BAD OUTPUT FILE

        4         4 - HARDWARE ERROR

        5         5 - JCL ERROR

        6         6 - MISSING OUTPUT REPORTS

        7         7 - OPERATOR ERROR

        8         8 - PROGRAM ERROR

        9         9 - RAN JOB OUT OF SEQUENCE

        10       10 - SCHEDULING ERROR

        S001   S001 - I/O ERROR

        S122   S122 - OPERATOR CANCEL WITH A DUMP
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        S137   S137 - I/O ERROR, EOV ON TAPE

        S213   S213 - I/O ERROR, DSCB NOT FOUND

        S222   S222 - OPERATOR CANCEL

        S322   S322 - ESTIMATED TIME EXCEEDED

        S722   S722 - ESTIMATED LINES EXCEEDED

        S806   S806 - PROGRAM NOT FOUND

        SB37   SB37 - NO SPACE AVAILABLE

        SD37   SD37 - NO SECONDARY QUANTITY

LJOB - Job Restart Inquiry

Use the Job Restart Inquiry function to provide the restartability status of jobs being handled by WA Restart Option. The
display can be for the following:

• A single job
• All jobs
• Jobs set for rerun
• Jobs within a range

You can limit these categories to nonrestartable jobs and even limit further as to whether flagged by the user or by WA
Restart Option.

LSTP - Job Step Inquiry

Use the Job Step Inquiry function to display step record information from the CMT for a particular job. Information
displayed concerns step restartability, last execution completion codes, and WA Restart Option condition code checks. A
production control analyst could use this function to verify step restartability prior to a rerun.

Update Functions
Online System update functions include CUPD, REST, RUPD, and UPRS.

CUPD - Catalog Management Table Update

Use the Catalog Management Table (CMT) Update function to modify the data that controls catalog maintenance and
rerun execution. A production control analyst could use this function to update job data.

REST - RMS Parameter Restart

Use the Restart function to ensure a job is set for restart, change various parameters to control the restart, or set a job for
restart that is currently set for production processing.

RUPD - Reason-for-Rerun Update

Use the Reason-for-Rerun Update function to apply a reason-for-rerun to any WA Restart Option job on a job name basis.
The most recent job cycle can be accessed through RUPD to update, add, or otherwise check a reason-for-rerun. This
allows a job that is set for restart or has been rerun to have its reason-for-rerun added or changed.

UPRS - CMT Reason-for-Rerun Table Update

Use the CMT Reason-for-Rerun Table Update function for online updating (Add, Delete, Update) of the reason-for-rerun
table residing in the database. WA Restart Option loads this table during DBAS initialization. The operator command
REFRESH reloads the table for use.
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Processing Functions
Online System processing functions include PRE and SIM.

PRE - Preprocessing (Online)

The preprocessing function accommodates the unique requirements of JES3 and also provides a central point to set
up reruns if the Auto Setup facility is not used. PRE lets you preset the type of processing to perform before the job is
actually in execution for rerun or restart. Preprocessing is necessary when any kind of prestaging facility is used to pull
tapes, mount tapes, or both since catalog maintenance must be performed prior to the FETCH messages being issued or
Pull Lists being printed. If, however, the WA Restart Option JES3 interface is installed, catalog maintenance is performed
automatically and use of PRE is unnecessary. Use PRE to accomplish the following:

• Process uncatalogs and data set scratches to keep JES3 from fetching the wrong tapes in a restart or rerun situation,
or having the wrong tapes pulled through a Pull List facility when the WA Restart Option JES3 interface has not been
installed.

• Establish a central point or procedure for setting up restarts and reruns with starting and ending steps and condition
codes prior to the actual execution of the rerun.

SIM - Simulated RMS

The SIM command simulates the processing functions normally performed by the U11RMS Run Handler. The panel
resulting from SIM displays the actions that would have been taken had the processing taken place. This would be
helpful when analyzing JCL of a new job to be run under WA Restart Option control or when determining actions that a
production mode RMS step would attempt.

Run Handler Reports
The Run Handler provides various batch and online reports. The CMT (Catalog Management Table) is the prime source of
information for reports. The Run Handler produces the following reports:

• Pull List
• Data Set Report
• Data Set Cross-Reference Report
• Detail and Summary Handling Report

The following figure shows how the Batch Reports fit into the overall Run Handler scheme:
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Figure 13: Run Handler Reports

PULL List

The Pull List lists the tape volumes, the number of scratch tapes, and disk data sets required for a job. The Pull List is
available either online and through batch.

Data Set Report

The Data Set Report lists all output data sets and, optionally, input data sets for any job under WA Restart Option control.
The generating program for the Data Set Report is U11ODS.

Data Set Cross-Reference Report

The Data Set Cross-Reference Report lists all data sets in jobs under WA Restart Option control and where they are used
in this installation. This report has two sorting options:

• Sort by data set name. This provides a good reference in determining which jobs under WA Restart Option control
reference what data sets. This sort is useful for estimating the impact of reruns.

• Sort by job name. This provides a list of what data set is used within each job. This sort is useful in determining which
data set is impacted by rerunning that job.
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Detail and Summary Handling Report

The Detail Handling Report and the Summary Handling Report are two batch reports which document jobs handled
by WA Restart Option and give statistics on the number of production runs and reruns executed. The Detail Report lists
each job handled by WA Restart Option with the number of production runs and reruns over the past two years. The
Summary Report lists the number of production runs and reruns/restarts for the whole installation over the past five years.
The generating program for these batch reports is U11MGR.

Generate Batch Reports

For more information about generating Run Handler reports, see Batch Reports.

Frequently Used Functions
This topic groups the frequently used functions with explanations and syntax.

Determine Step Restartability
You can use the LSTP command to determine a step's restartability.

This command has the following format:

►►─ LSTP ─ jobname ─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ ,stepname ─┘

Also, you can use the CINQ command.

Change a CMT Entry
You can modify the data controlling catalog maintenance and rerun execution with the Catalog Management Table (CMT)
Update function.

This command has the following format:

►►─ CUPD ─ jobname ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Delete a CMT Entry
You can delete a CMT entry using the CMT Update function, CUPD, through the Online System.

Online System CMT Inquiry
Catalog Management Table (CMT) inquiry is an online function which enables you to display the CMT contents for a given
job. A use of the inquiry is to determine if a step in a job is restartable. If the stepname is known, inquiry can be made
directly to the particular step. If the stepname is not known, it is necessary to scan through the job's CMT records until the
proper step is found. The restartable indicator is the field named LOGIC. The following are the values for LOGIC:

80
Indicates the step is not restartable (user-specified).

40
Indicates the step has CA11NR DD DUMMY.
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20
Indicates WA Restart Option set the step as not restartable.

10
Indicates the step is not eligible for Auto Setup.

08
Indicates the step is restartable (user-specified).

04
Indicates RD=Nx specified.

02
Indicates an ABENDER program in the step.

This command has the following format:

►►─ CINQ ─ jobname ─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ ,stepname ─┘ └─ ,ddname ─┘

The LJOB or LSTP command provides an easier method of inquiring on CMT restartability information.

You can delete a CMT entry through the online CMT Update function, CUPD. After the update function has been initiated,
records for the job name specified are displayed in a fieldname=fieldvalue format. When the Job record is displayed, a
response of DEL deletes the CMT entry. The DEL command is valid only when the Job record is displayed. At any other
time, the system returns an error message and ignores the request.

Inquire on Auto Setup Parameters and Status
Auto Setup automatically sets a job for step restart at the most recently executed restartable step when the job abends.
The restart status is valid only for the next P processing of the job. The Auto Setup parameters can be determined by
executing the online LSTP.

This command has the following format:

►►─ LSTP ─ jobname ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Two flags in the CMT Job record determine the Auto Setup status, that is, whether the job will use Auto Setup. The
meaning of each of the four possible flag combinations is as follows:

• If AUTOSAL=YES and AUTOSNV=NO, the job is always processed as Auto Setup.
• If AUTOSAL=NO and AUTOSNV=YES, the job is never processed as Auto Setup; that is, the user must supply the

rerun parameters.
• If AUTOSAL=NO and AUTOSNV=NO (both flags = NO), the job takes the system default. Check the installation default

value in the Summary of User Installation Options or through OINQ. If AUTOS=YES, the system default is Auto Setup.
If AUTOS=NO, the system default is not Auto Setup.

• AUTOSAL and AUTOSNV can never both be YES. WA Restart Option does not let you set both flags to YES.

Change Auto Setup Status
Change Auto Setup status through the CMT Update (CUPD) function. Using the REP command for the Auto Setup fields
modifies the status in the CMT Job record. The procedure is as follows:

Enter the CMT update mode:

CUPD jobname
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If the job is to take the system default, enter the following command:

REP AUTOSAL=NO,AUTOSNV=NO

If the job is to assume a value other than the system default, enter the following command depending on whether the job
is to be subject to Auto Setup:

REP AUTOSAL=YES

Or

REP AUTOSNV=YES

Enter Reason-for-Rerun
You have two primary considerations when entering a reason-for-rerun. The latest production cycle can have the reason-
for-rerun entered through the RUPD transaction, the JUPD transaction, U11RMS, U11PRE, PRE, the QM.4 panel from CA
7, or the Rerun Job panel from Scheduler. Prior production cycles can be updated with the JUPD transaction. Additionally,
RUPD, U11RMS, U11PRE, and PRE translate reason-for-rerun codes into the appropriate text message.

You can apply a reason-for-rerun to any WA Restart Option job through the batch or the JUPD online command. The
reason-for-rerun can be entered through U11RMS or U11PRE using the PARM or SYSIN control statement equated to RE
as follows:

RE=/reason/

/reason/
Specifies the Reason-for-rerun field for the last execution of the job. /reason/ can be any word, phrase, code, or
number for a maximum of 40 alphanumeric characters enclosed in slashes (/). The text cannot include slashes.

To enter a reason-for-rerun online, use the Job Execution History File Update (JUPD) function. JUPD does not translate
reason-for-rerun codes to reason-for-rerun text. The command is as follows:

JUPD jobname

The response consists of a display of JEHF Control record information in a fieldname=fieldvalue format. To display JEHF
Production record data, press Enter. The display includes the actual number of reruns associated with the job. The
number of reruns appears as follows:

NMRERUNS=nn

If NMRERUNS=0, reruns do not exist for the job and the reason-for-rerun is not available. If NMRERUNS=1, the reason-
for-rerun is applied as follows:

REP PRODRESN=/reason/

If the Number-of-reruns field indicates you have n number of reruns (NMRERUNS=n), press Enter n-1 times to display the
last Rerun record. When the record has been displayed, enter the reason as follows:

REP RRUNRESN=/reason/
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Request a Pull List
To generate a Pull List online, use PULL to produce a list of tapes and disk volumes required for a run on any given job. If
a job is set by WA Restart Option to be rerun, the Pull List applies for only those steps to be rerun.

This command has the following format:

►►─ PULL ─ jobname ─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ ,option ─┘

Set/Reset Restartable Flag
Use the Online System CMT Update function, CUPD, to set or reset restartable flags.

Fields within the CMT records are referenced by field names. The field name required to set or reset a job's restartable
flag is IND1.

The hexadecimal contents of the field name IND1 and the values are the following:

• 80 = Job cannot be restarted (user-specified)
• 40 = Next P force F
• 20 = Job cannot be restarted (system-specified)
• 00 = No restrictions or conditions

The input value to set a job as restartable is RS. The input value to set a job as nonrestartable is NR. For example:

ACCREC04 JOB

VER IND1=RS

REP IND1=NR

The job, ACCREC04, is changed from restartable (RS) to nonrestartable (NR) after it is verified that it is presently
restartable. The verification is optional.

To set a step user-specified nonrestartable, incorporate the following (reserved ddname) DUMMY statement into the
step's JCL.

//CA11NR   DD  DUMMY

If this DD statement is added or removed prior to P processing, it forces F processing if AUTOF is specified. Adding or
removing it prior to R processing has no effect. It is recognized on the next P or F run. The CA11NR statement in the JCL
accomplishes two things:

• Documents in the JCL the step's nonrestartable status.
• Assures that the LOGIC field is not reset to restartable status during future format processing runs.

Examples of U11RMS JCL

Rerun Processing - First Through Last Steps

The following JCL is for a typical rerun of a job:

//RMSSTP    EXEC PGM=U11RMS,PARM='R,CC=8'

//STEPLIB   DD   DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR
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//RMSRPT    DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=A

Restart (R) processing is performed for this job. The job is to be restarted beginning at the first step and ending at the last
step. The U11RMS step is set with a condition code of eight.

Starting and Ending Steps in R Processing

Specified steps in a job can be executed in R processing by a simple modification to the JCL.

The following JCL is a sample of the JCL to start and end at specific steps in a job:

//STEP1   EXEC  U11RMS,TYPRUN='R,STEP3,STEP5'

//STEP2

//STEP3

   .

   .

   .

//STEP5

This JCL executes only the STEP 3 through STEP 5 steps.

Override Condition Code Setting with R Processing

You can use R processing to override the default condition code (RETCODE=) in the WA Restart Option Option Table. By
setting the condition code in the PARM value to another value, the operating system executes or skips steps as you have
specified. The following JCL is a sample in which the condition code is set in the PARM parameter:

//STEP1   EXEC   U11RMS,TYPRUN='R,STEP2,CC=20'

//STEP2   EXEC   PGM=RECOVER,COND=(20,GT,STEP1)

//STEP4   EXEC   PGM=UPDATE

//STEP5   EXEC   PGM=ACCTPGM5

Indicate Reason-for-Rerun with R Processing

Two sample JCL statements can be used to set a reason-for-rerun for a job. Up to 40 bytes of information can be supplied
describing why the job had to be rerun.

Example 1

//STEP1   EXEC  U11RMS,TYPRUN='R,RE=/LOST REPORTS/'

Example 2

//STEP1   EXEC  U11RMS,TYPRUN='R,RE=/10/'

Any of three other ways through WA Restart Option can preset Reason-for-rerun:

• Online using the PRE command
• Online using the RUPD command
• Batch using U11PRE

When the job is rerun, the reason-for-rerun appears on the batch job reports and on online displays. The reason-for-rerun
table provided at product installation time is the source of the reason.
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U11RMS Reports
U11RMS produces two reports:

• Report 01 -- Automated Rerun and Tracking System Report
• Report 02 -- Job Queue Trace Report

Report 01 -- Automated Rerun and Tracking System Report

This report is the main report from the Run Handler. The report lists occurrence messages and completion codes for error
conditions encountered. The report shows what was attempted by the Run Handler and the results of those attempts. This
report allows you to manage the restartability of jobs to be prepared for any possible restarts that can occur.

Report 02 -- Job Queue Trace Report

This report is output under the TRACE function of the U11RMS program. The report is a vertical hexadecimal dump of all
records read and written to the system Job queue. This provides a real-time trace of records from the Job queue showing
exactly what was present when the Run Handler processed the records and what changes the Run Handler made to the
records. The report displays a timestamp (whether the record was read or written), the return code from the system when
the read or write was attempted, and whether the record was successfully read or written.

Report 02 is primarily used in diagnosing possible WA Restart Option problems.

The report is produced only if the TRACE DD statement is present in the JCL for the U11RMS step. Remember that the
TRACE DD significantly increases processing requirements and decreases efficiency.

U11RMS Interface to Other Broadcom Products
These topics address the interfaces of CA 1, TLMS, CA 7, Scheduler, Jobtrac, ESP, JCLCheck, and APCDDS with
U11RMS.

CA 1

WA Restart Option can interface with CA 1, the Tape Management System, if installed. During the data set maintenance
that is performed during a rerun, any tape data sets to be recreated will be expired on the CA 1 database (the TMC) if
those tape data sets are cataloged.

At installation time, one installation option of CA 1 is to specify the TMS retention period. That retention period is used
to recalculate the expiration date in this way. WA Restart Option adds that number of days to the current date, and this
total is the new expiration date unless the current expiration date is less than the calculated expiration date. For example,
if a tape is set to expire on the fifth and WA Restart Option recalculates it to expire on the seventh, the expiration date
remains the fifth because it is less than the calculated expiration date.

TLMS

WA Restart Option interfaces with TLMS if installed. The operation of the interface is functionally identical to the interface
with CA 1. Tape data sets to be recreated are expired on the TLMS database (the VMF) during data set maintenance
before a rerun if those data sets are cataloged.

Always use job level cleanup in the Run Handler if you are using TLMS (CLEANUP=JOB in DBAS initialization
parameters). Job level cleanup is the default if the keyword is not specified.

CA 7

CA 7 provides an extensive interface to WA Restart Option. The WA Restart Option online panels are accessible through
the CA 7 terminals without any intermediate logging on or off. CA 7 can automatically insert the WA Restart Option step
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into jobs scheduled and submitted by CA 7. When restarting production jobs from CA 7, the CMT is accessed to provide
information about job status, and it is updated to set restart conditions. The CA 7 QM.4 panel can be used to enter a
reason-for-rerun and to restart a job.

NOTE
For more information about the interface and how to activate this interface, see the CA 7 Interface topics.

Scheduler

Scheduler can interface with WA Restart Option if installed. The interface is similar to that between CA 7 and WA Restart
Option.

Scheduler can automatically insert the WA Restart Option step into jobs scheduled and submitted by Scheduler. The
Scheduler Rerun Job panel can be used to enter a reason-for-rerun and to restart a job.

Jobtrac

Jobtrac provides automatic insertion of the WA Restart Option U11RMS step during Jobtrac job submission. Insertion of
the step can be controlled by job class. Step insertion parameters are retrieved from the WA Restart Option Option Table.

Jobtrac integrates with WA Restart Option to update the WA Restart Option database when Jobtrac Delete (D) and Purge
(P) commands are issued.

The Jobtrac ISPF online integrates with the WA Restart Option ISPF online to display the WA Restart Option ISPF panels
when a Jobtrac Rerun (R) command is issued. The job name of the job selected in Jobtrac is passed to the WA Restart
Option online. Jobtrac recognizes when the selected job is set up through the WA Restart Option online for restart, and
releases the job when you return to the Jobtrac panels. Jobtrac also detects restart, cancel, or force complete actions for
the selected job.

ESP

ESP, starting with r11.3, lets users select WA Restart Option for job restarts. The WA Restart Option ISPF panels are
accessible through the ESP ISPF interface. ESP can automatically insert the WA Restart Option step into jobs that ESP
schedules and submits. Before a user resubmits a job from the ESP Job Resubmission panel, the CMT is accessed to
provide information about job status. ESP passes parameters to the U11RMS step through the step's SYSIN data set.
Using the ESP Rerun Multiple panel, a user can enter and apply a set of U11RMS parameters to multiple jobs.

NOTE
For more information about the interface and how to activate this interface, see the ESP documentation.

JCLCheck

WA Restart Option does not provide a direct interface to JCLCheck. However, JCLCheck provides an option to prevent
selected JCL errors from being reported when WA Restart Option is in use.

Use the JCLCheck CA11 option to cause JCLCheck to suppress error messages for error conditions that WA Restart
Option prevents.

NOTE
For more information about the CA11 option, see the JCLCheck documentation.

APCDDS

WA Restart Option interfaces with APCDDS, if installed. On completion of a step which executes CATKJCL, APCDDS
notifies WA Restart Option through the Tracking System that it has successfully completed processing and has committed
status information to its database for all extracted elements and all evaluated rules, compound rules, derivatives, and data
equates.
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On a rerun of this step, WA Restart Option notifies APCDDS that this step is being rerun by changing the CATKJCL EXEC
PARM statement from PARM=DDS to PARM=DDSR, thus causing APCDDS to invalidate all the relevant status from the
previous run of this step.

Tracking System
The WA Restart Option Tracking System is a fully automated job tracking and analysis system. It provides job execution
statistics through online inquiries and batch reports to assist you in quantifying the impact reruns have on production,
determining causes of reruns, and identifying recurring causes. With this pertinent information provided by the Tracking
System, you can develop and implement a systematic approach to reduce the number of reruns and to improve overall
processing productivity.

Historical and real-time information is automatically collected for use as an aid in management control of production runs
and reruns.

Information provided by the Online System and batch reports is beneficial to users, systems programmers, and
management. Benefits to persons directly involved in day-to-day data center operations include the following:

• Reduction in the need for manual logging tasks required in many data centers.
• Elimination of manual reporting.
• Reduction of data retrieval and formatting tasks involved in day-to-day report generation.

Management is provided with the tools to monitor, on a real-time basis, the production status of the data center. Job
historical trends can easily be tracked and analyzed with documented reasons for problems encountered in runs. Problem
areas can be isolated, and the impact of these problems can be evaluated with the concise information provided by the
Tracking System.

The Tracking System can be used with or without the Run Handler being active on jobs. However, to take advantage of
the overall effectiveness of WA Restart Option, we highly recommend that both the Run Handler and the Tracking System
be used together.

Certain valuable WA Restart Option features are directly affected if the Tracking System is not used with the Run Handler.

Tracking System Operation
Tracking System operation revolves around four major components of WA Restart Option:

• IEFACTRT SMF Exit
• Job Execution History File (JEHF)
• Online System
• Batch Reports

As a job executes, the Tracking System IEFACTRT exit gathers information from the System Management Facility
(SMF). This information is used to update the CMT with step condition codes and Auto Setup information. Optionally,
this information can be stored in the JEHF when active. The JEHF contains information about production cycles and the
production runs and reruns contained in those cycles. The following is an abbreviated list of the JEHF contents:

• Job runtime
• Resources used
• Completion code
• Production and rerun information

This information is used to produce the various batch reports.

The Online System provides quick and easy access to JEHF data and other WA Restart Option data. However, WA
Restart Option security controls access and update capability.
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Batch reports provide you with the job execution information vital for analysis of job activity. The following shows the
relationship of the Tracking System within the product and the data flow involved.
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Figure 14: Tracking System Operation Two
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Tracking System Options
At product installation, you can select from several options how you want to use the Tracking System. The value that
is specified for the TRACK parameter at the time your system is installed controls these options. Tracking System
installation options include the following:

• Track only the jobs under Run Handler control (TRACK=WA Restart Option).
• Track all jobs being processed in your data center (TRACK=ALL).
• Track jobs without accessing the JEHF database (TRKHIST=NO).
• Track selected jobs (through the U11ACTEX exit which overrides the TRACK option).
• Track only jobs that contain a specified step name (TRACK=STEP,TRKSTP=xxxxxxxx).

To determine the TRACK option in effect for your data center, use the Online System command OINQ.

Track All WA Restart Option Jobs (TRACK=WA Restart Option)

If TRACK=WA Restart Option is specified as the Tracking System option, only those jobs which execute the U11RMS
step are tracked. This option cannot provide all the tracking that you actually want. WA Restart Option cannot track all
the production jobs in a data center simply because not all production jobs run under WA Restart Option control. If your
installation option is TRACK=WA Restart Option, and you want to track every production job (that is, all jobs including all
non-WA Restart Option jobs), you can still do so by using the Tracking Action Exit. This exit is a user exit (U11ACTEX)
described briefly in these topics and in the U11ACTEX -- Tracking Action Exit topic.

Track All Jobs (TRACK=ALL)

If TRACK=ALL is specified as the Tracking System option parameter, WA Restart Option tracks all jobs that execute. This
tracking includes all production jobs and test jobs including all jobs that  WA Restart Option does not control (that is, jobs
without the U11RMS step). This option does not track started tasks (that is, jobs started by the operator from the master
console) and TSO foreground jobs.

Track Without History Recording (TRKHIST=NO)

If TRKHIST=NO is specified in the DBAS configuration file, jobs are tracked without accessing the JEHF database.
Without the JEHF, tracking updates the CMT with step completion information, Auto Setup information, and APCDDS step
information but no History records are maintained in the JEHF.

Track Selected Jobs (U11ACTEX - Tracking Action Exit)

If coded and installed, this exit is invoked once per job, at the termination of the first step in the JCL. The Tracking Action
Exit (U11ACTEX) lets you select which jobs to track with or without JEHF access. This exit overrides the Tracking System
installation option.

Once this exit specifies which jobs to track, the Tracking System automatically collects job information when the jobs
execute.

Track Jobs That Contain a Specified Stepname

If TRACK=STEP and TRKSTP=xxxxxxxx, only jobs that contain //xxxxxxxx EXEC ca11rmsprocname are tracked.

Job Execution History File (JEHF)
Recording of the tracking information is based on the JEHF. When JEHF recording is active, the Tracking System
automatically builds the JEHF, and it is the repository for all tracking History information. Jobs are automatically added to
the JEHF without any other predefinition or manual intervention required by you or the master console operator.
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Information captured in the JEHF is from the Tracking System. The Tracking System uses the SMF IEFACTRT exit to
capture step termination (SMF type-4 record), job termination (SMF type-5 record), or step/job termination (SMF type-30
record). This method of data capture ensures that the JEHF contains accurate, real-time information about job activity.

JEHF Records

The JEHF is a set of tables on a Datacom/AD database. The Database Address Space (DBAS) gives the JEHF the
appearance of a VSAM key-sequenced data set maintained by WA Restart Option on a real-time basis. The JEHF
contains information about jobs in the form of three kinds of records: Control, Production, and Rerun. The JEHF key is a
concatenation of record type, job name, and reader start date and time.

The following table shows the contents of JEHF records:

Control Record Production Record Rerun Record

Job name
Maximum days held
Min cycles held
Programmer name
Accounting field
User field

Reader start date and time
CPU
Tape EXCP count
DASD EXCP count
Job completion code
Abending program name
Reason field
Resources used

Reader start date and time
Restart starting step
Restart ending step
Reason field
Resources used
CPU
Tape EXCP count
DASD EXCP count
Job completion code
Abending program name

JEHF Record Field Descriptions
Jobname

The eight-character name of the job.
Maximum Days Held

The installation-defined retention time (MAXDAY) for total number of days that the record for the job is retained in
the JEHF. (See Installation Options for your data center.)

Min Cycles Held
The installation-defined retention amount (MINCNT) for the minimum number of JEHF production entries per job.

Programmer Name
The name of the programmer responsible for the job.

Accounting Field
The user-supplied accounting field.

User Field
The reserved field for a user-defined value.

Reader Start Date and Time
The starting date and time that the reader read the job.

CPU
The ID of the CPU performing the processing.

Tape EXCP Count
The execute channel program I/O count for the applicable tape drive unit.

DASD EXCP Count
The execute channel program I/O count for the applicable DASD unit.
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Job Completion Code
The indicator reflecting the status of the job at termination.

Abending Program Name
The name of the program in which the abend occurred.

Reason Field
The reason-for-rerun text.

Resources Used
The total system resource units (SRUs) used.

Restart Starting Step or Number
The first JCL step executed in a restart.

Restart Ending Step or Number
The last JCL step executed in a restart.

Reason Field
The reason-for-rerun text.

JEHF Structure
The following figure shows the structure of the JEHF and the key pointers to and from the records. The Control record for
each job has key pointers to the Production records for that job. In turn, each Production record has key pointers to the
Rerun records for that production job.
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Figure 15: JEHF Structure

You can display and update the JEHF through batch processing or through the Online System. WA Restart Option
security controls the updating of the JEHF.
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The following examples show a sample JINQ inquiry. Notice the record key in the first line of each of the three distinct
record types: Control, Production, and Rerun.

Sample JINQ

    CNTL RECORD KEY =   ACGHGDG   00.00   00.00.00.00   

MAXDAY  =00060 MINCNT  =00005 TLPRDCNT=00028

CRPRDCNT=00028 PGMRNAME=GINA HICKEY

CNTLACCT=(4957CFFZ) CNTLUSER=''

      PROD RECORD KEY =   ACGHGDG   09.010  11.26.10.61

PRDSRU   =0000000262 PRDUMEM =0108 PRDSMEM =0208 PRDNRTAP=0000 PRDNRDSK=0006

PRDNROTH=0000  PRDTCPU =00000025 PRDSCPU =00000002 PRDTPCNT=0000000000

PRDDKCNT=0000000123  PRDVICNT=0000000000 PRDOTCNT=0000000000

PRDPGIN =0000000021  PRDPGOUT=0000000000 PRDCLASS=A PRDSDATE=09.010

PRDSTIME=11.31.41.18  PRDNRSTP=004 PRDEDATE=09.010 PRDETIME=11.33.35.88

PRDSYSID=8301  PRODCPCD=S/B37 PRDOPSYS=13 PRD#STPX=004 LSTRRCCD= 0000

PRDABSP#=004  PRDAPROC=         PRDASTEP=S3       PRDABPGM=IEBGENER

NMRERUNS=001  PRODUSER=

PRODRESN= SB37  - NO SPACE AVAILABLE

RRUN RECORD KEY     ACGHGDG   09.010 11.29.16.41

RRNSRU   =0000000263 RRNUMEM =0072 RRNSMEM =0208 RRNNRTAP=0000 RRNNRDSK=0006

RRNNROTH=0000  RRNTCPU =00000026 RRNSCPU =00000002 RRNTPCNT=0000000000

RRNDKCNT=0000000111  RRNVICNT=0000000000 RRNOTCNT=0000000000

RRNPGIN =0000000002  RRNPGOUT=0000000000 RRNCLASS=A RRNSDATE=09.010

RRNSTIME=11.33.38.83  RRNNRSTP=003 RRNEDATE=09.010 RRNETIME=11.34.07.26

RRNSYSID=8301 RRUNCPCD= 0000RRNOPSYS=13 RRN#STPX=003 RRNOSRRN=NO

RRNOCRRN=NO  RRNUCRRN=YES RRNUPRRN=NO   RRNABSP#=000 RRNABPRC=

RRNABSTP=S3       RRNABPGM=         RRUNUSER=          RRNRSSTP=

RRNRESTP=         RRNSSRU =0000000263 RRNSUMEM=0072  RRNSSMEM=0208

RRNSTCPU=00000026 RRNSSCPU=00000002 RRNSTPCT=0000000000  RRNSDKCT=0000000111

RRNSVICT=0000000000 RRNSOTCT=0000000000

RRUNRESN=

JEHF Size

The size of the JEHF or the total number of records that it contains depends entirely on these two items:

• The number of jobs being recorded
• The amount of job information you have designated to retain

The WA Restart Option installation parameters control the minimum number of production cycles to be retained for any
job and the maximum number of days for the system to retain a production cycle. You define these system parameters at
product installation. MAXDAY defines the maximum number of days that records are retained on the JEHF. The default is
60 days.

MINCNT defines the minimum number of production entries that are permanently maintained on the JEHF. The default is
five production entries.

Maintain JEHF Integrity

The JEHF can only reflect the true status of a job if tracking was on with History Recording, and the JEHF was updated
for that job every time it was run. If tracking was inactive, not tracking the job in question, not recording (TRKHIST=NO)
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history for the job, or if WA Restart Option or DBAS abended while the job was running, then the JEHF cannot reflect the
job's current status. For this reason, it is necessary to correct any error conditions which may have been evident during
DBAS operations or in the job run. To correct error conditions, use JINQ and JUPD to ensure that a suspect job has the
correct status.

Initialize the Tracking System
Initialization processing for the Tracking System is done during initialization of the Database Address Space (DBAS).
A DBAS configuration file parameter specifies whether to make the Tracking System active or inactive. By specifying
TRAKINIT=TRAK, DBAS automatically activates tracking. Specifying TRAKINIT=NTRK results in an inactive Tracking
System when DBAS initializes. If the TRAKINIT parameter is not coded in the DBAS configuration file, messages U11-600
and U11-601/U11-602 are issued, requiring an operator reply. A reply to U11-600 must be given to activate the Tracking
System. To inactivate tracking, the operator must reply with the WA Restart Option master password as supplied by the
systems programmer.

NOTE
If RECOVCSA=YES is coded in the DBAS configuration file and the TRAKINIT parameter is not coded, the
status of the Tracking System remains the same as when the previous DBAS was active, if any.

Following the initial setting of the Tracking System status during DBAS initialization, tracking can be reset to the opposite
status by use of the AL7NIT cataloged procedure. The following console command invokes AL7NIT:

S AL7NIT,PARM=pppp

pppp is either TRAK or NTRK. If the PARM data is not supplied, messages U11-600 and U11-601/U11-602 are issued as
previously described.

CAL7SAMP provides a sample AL7NIT PROC. CAL7SAMP member AL7JNIT provides a sample job to execute the
AL7NIT PROC.

NOTE
If TRKHIST=NO in DBAS configuration file, you can initialize the Tracking System without the JEHF task active.
If tracking determines that the JEHF task is not active, tracking continues without History Recording.

Tracking Only Jobs Submitted by a Scheduling Product
The Option Table contains two parameters that pertain to the use of any product that can insert the RMS step, and
want  to track only those jobs that have had the RMS step inserted. WA Restart Option uses TRACK=STEP and
TRKSTP=xxxxxxxx to track only jobs that contain a specific STEPNAME, for example:

//xxxxxxxx  EXEC RMSPROC

For CA 7 and ESP customers, the STEPNAME is an option.

For Scheduler customers, the STEPNAME is RMS.

Jobtrac uses the stepname defined in the TRKSTP keyword of the WA Restart Option Option Table.

Online Functions Related to the JEHF
Online System functions are a major means of monitoring jobs and job status when the Tracking System is active.
Through Online System access, you can obtain various displays of job and job status information. Depending on your
defined security access, you can also update the JEHF through the Online System.
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It is important to remember that the information displayed with these functions comes from the JEHF. The Tracking
System updates this file. If tracking is not active when a job is run or DBAS is not active when the job is run, the JEHF
was not updated to reflect the job's true status. These functions do not report jobs that are being tracked without JEHF
recording (TRKHIST=NO).

Job status appears on various online displays. Often it is useful to know whether a job is executing, completed, and so
forth. WA Restart Option keeps job status ready for immediate display. The following figure shows how online functions fit
the Tracking System scheme:
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Figure 16: Online Functions Related to the JEHF

The following paragraphs briefly describe the various online inquiry and update functions related to the Tracking System
and the JEHF.
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DIS - Job Inquiry

The Online Job Inquiry displays historical information on execution cycles for a specified job. This inquiry permits display
of as many production cycles for a job as wanted. The number of cycles is limited only by the amount of data stored in
the JEHF. The facility supports summary type displays from which it is possible to isolate a particular cycle. Detailed
information is available on a cycle basis.

The number of reruns performed in each cycle, abend information, and reason-for-rerun are displayed. This display can
be used to view job trends over a given time period.

Examples: The following example shows the summarized history for six cycles for job ADJF0021. The relative production
cycle zero is the most recent cycle for the job which is currently executing (Status=E). Seven reruns occurred over the last
six cycles for the job; three of which occurred in the (-2) cycle.

DIS - History Report for Several Cycles of a Job

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

DIS ADJF0021,H(6)

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRODUCTION CYCLE INQUIRY -- 

                    HISTORY REPORT FOR JOBNAME = ADJF0021

RELATIVE             INITIATION             NUMBER               STATUS

PROD. CYCLE             TIME                OF RERUNS

   (0)            yy.036/17.25.00.00           00000               E

   (1)            yy.030/15.35.02.00           00000               C

   (2)            yy.026/16.21.42.00           00003               C

   (3)            yy.021/17.30.00.00           00001               C

   (4)            yy.019/16.59.55.04           00000               C

   (5)            yy.017/17.09.25.03           00001               C

   (6)            yy.014/15.55.00.01           00002               C

 ---  PRODUCTION JOB INQUIRY ENDED ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

An inquiry for the (-2) cycle shows a detailed history to determine the causes for the reruns. The following example shows
this second inquiry.

DIS - Detailed History Report for a Specified Cycle

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

DIS ADJF0021(-2)

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRODUCTION CYCLE INQUIRY -- 

                     DETAIL REPORT FOR JOBNAME = ADJF0021

                     --------- LAST OR ABENDED ----------

DATE    TIME   C  SYSID  PROCNAME  STEPNAME  PROGRAM  RTCD  S REASON FOR RERUN

yy026  162142  C  8301   MTYPROC1   STEP4     PGM2    S/001     MACHINE ERROR

yy026  162512  C  8301   MTYPROC1   STEP7     PGM3    S/0C7     PROGRAM ERROR

yy026  164523  C  8301   MTYPROC1   STEP9     PGM6    S/001     MACHINE ERROR

yy026  170121  C  8301   MTYPROC1   STEP12    PRINT   0000  C

  ---  PRODUCTION JOB INQUIRY ENDED ---
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U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

This example shows the job status of the job currently executing.

DIS - Detailed Report for a Job Currently Executing

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

DIS ADJF0021

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRODUCTION CYCLE INQUIRY -- 

                     DETAIL REPORT FOR JOBNAME = ADJF0021

                     --------- LAST OR ABENDED ----------

DATE    TIME   C  SYSID  PROCNAME  STEPNAME  PROGRAM  RTCD  S REASON FOR RERUN

yy036  172500  C  8301   MTYPROC1    STEP3     PGM3         E

  ---  PRODUCTION CYCLE INQUIRY ENDED ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

STA - Production Status Inquiry

The Production Status Inquiry displays the status of all jobs or a subgroup of all jobs in a given time frame. The display
shows which jobs are completed, those abended, still executing, and those set for restart. It also displays the last
successfully executed PROC name, stepname and program name. The same information is displayed for abended jobs.

Example: The following example shows an inquiry made to display all jobs with a reader start time within the past two
hours.

STA - Report of Jobs Executed During Past Two Hours

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

STA H=2

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRODUCTION STATUS INQUIRY --

                                ---------------- LAST OR ABENDED --------------

  JOBNAME    DATE   TIME   #RR  C  SYSID  PROCNAME  STEPNAME  PROGRAM   RTCD   S

  CL9000    yy515   103405   0  C  8301   PROC02    BACKUP    IEFBR14    0000  C

  HTJE101   yy515   103714   1  C  8301   ASIMS100  STEPR20   PAS06      0000  C

  DUSTTST1  yy515   104103   0  A  8301   AHTJE10MO PRINT     RSER      S/001  C

  DUSTTST2  yy515   110123   1  C  8301   MOP       S2        MGL505    S/0C7  A

  DUSTTST3  yy515   110745   3  C  8301   HTED201   S20       MOPRINT    0000  E

  TOTALS.   #C      #A     #E     #S       #JOB        #RR     #RUN      %RR

            0003    0001   0001   0000     0005        0005    0010    50.00 %

   --- PRODUCTION STATUS INQUIRY ENDED ---

  U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

For each job, the number of reruns (#RR), class (C), system ID (SYSID), information about the last or abended
PROC (PROCNAME), stepname, program, completion code, and status are displayed. Also shown is the number of
jobs categorized in each of the four status groups (C, A, E, and S). The rerun percentage is the total number of runs
(production runs plus reruns - #RR=10) in the specified time frame (two hours).
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JINQ - Job Execution History File Inquiry

The Production Status Inquiry displays the status of all jobs or a subgroup of all jobs in a given time frame. The display
shows which jobs are completed, those abended, still executing, and those set for restart. It also displays the last
successfully executed PROC name, stepname and program name. The same information is displayed for abended jobs.

Example: The following example shows an inquiry made to display all jobs with a reader start time within the past two
hours.

STA - Report of Jobs Executed During Past Two Hours

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

STA H=2

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRODUCTION STATUS INQUIRY --

                                ---------------- LAST OR ABENDED --------------

  JOBNAME    DATE   TIME   #RR  C  SYSID  PROCNAME  STEPNAME  PROGRAM   RTCD   S

  CL9000    yy515   103405   0  C  8301   PROC02    BACKUP    IEFBR14    0000  C

  HTJE101   yy515   103714   1  C  8301   ASIMS100  STEPR20   PAS06      0000  C

  DUSTTST1  yy515   104103   0  A  8301   AHTJE10MO PRINT     RSER      S/001  C

  DUSTTST2  yy515   110123   1  C  8301   MOP       S2        MGL505    S/0C7  A

  DUSTTST3  yy515   110745   3  C  8301   HTED201   S20       MOPRINT    0000  E

  TOTALS.   #C      #A     #E     #S       #JOB        #RR     #RUN      %RR

            0003    0001   0001   0000     0005        0005    0010    50.00 %

   --- PRODUCTION STATUS INQUIRY ENDED ---

  U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

For each job, the number of reruns (#RR), class (C), system ID (SYSID), information about the last or abended
PROC (PROCNAME), stepname, program, completion code, and status are displayed. Also shown is the number of
jobs categorized in each of the four status groups (C, A, E, and S). The rerun percentage is the total number of runs
(production runs plus reruns - #RR=10) in the specified time frame (two hours).

JUPD - Job Execution History File Update

The Online JEHF Update function allows updating of fields in the Job Execution History File. Fields that are displayed are
the only fields which can be updated (in accordance with your defined WA Restart Option security).

Field names are displayed in the Records and Keywords of the JEHF topic. Fields specified can be updated with new data
as required.

Example: Since the JUPD update function is used only by those having authorized security access, see the JUPD
Example.

RUPD - Reason-for-Rerun Update

A reason-for-rerun can be applied to any WA Restart Option job. The most recent job cycle can be accessed through the
RUPD transaction to update, add, or otherwise check a reason-for-rerun. If it is desired to access previous job cycles to
enter a reason-for-rerun, RUPD cannot be used. The reason-for-rerun can be entered through U11RMS, PRE, or U11PRE
using the PARM or SYSIN control statement.

Example: To use the RUPD update function, your security access must be set to allow access and update. For an
example of this function, see Example in the RUPD - Reason-for-Rerun Update topic.
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Usage Note

Online tracking information can be difficult to analyze on the panel display, particularly if large amounts of data are
retrieved. Generating a batch report is a good alternative in such cases.

 

 

JEHF Reports
Various batch reports are available from the JEHF History Data. The JEHF History Data generating program for all JEHF
reports is U11RCP. The following figure shows how the batch reports fit into the overall Tracking System scheme:
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Figure 17: JEHF Reports

Management Reports
Efficient use of system resources, job status, and selective reporting are among the concerns of management and
production control. WA Restart Option through the Tracking System and JEHF Batch Reports can aid in the management
and control of resources and jobs.

WA Restart Option reports on wasted resources. When you must reexecute an entire job or job steps for any reason, the
resources used are wasted. The WA Restart Option term for this occurrence is spoilage. WA Restart Option uses IBM's
System Resource Units (SRUs) for spoilage reporting.
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SMF automatically calculates SRUs. Spoilage information, as reported by the Tracking System, helps in determining
which reruns and restarts are the costly ones.

The JEHF Batch Reporting produces four basic types of management reports with job execution data:

• Job report
• Spoilage report
• Omitted Reason report
• Elapsed Time report

WA Restart Option offers four variations on the Job report, Spoilage report, and Elapsed Time report:

• All jobs are reported.
• Only jobs with a normally terminated production run are reported. These jobs can still have reruns due to lost reports,

and so forth.
• Only jobs with an abnormally terminated production run are reported.
• Only jobs with reruns are reported.

The Omitted Reason report reports only jobs that have been rerun and do not have a reason-for-rerun.

User Selected Report Options
Another unique feature of batch reporting, flexible report selection, lets you customize reports for your individual needs.
This flexibility encompasses the following four options:

• Grouping -- Group jobs by job name, programmer name, accounting information, or substrings of these fields.
Grouping permits reporting on jobs from selected applications (that is, payroll, accounting, and so forth). You can
define an unlimited number of groups.
Grouping is a quick, efficient way to isolate the applications for which you want to produce reports.

• Selecting -- Specify time ranges for all jobs, jobs with/without abends, or jobs with reruns.
• Sorting -- Generate reports by job name, abending program or code, job initiation time, or reason-for-rerun.
• Printing -- Generate either detail or summary reports.

Headings for reports are also under your direct control. Even though report installation options determine heading format,
you can override those default values with the use of the report heading control statement.

Generate Tracking Reports
For more information about generating Tracking reports, see U11RCP Reports.

 

Features Dependent on the Tracking System
The Tracking System directly affects the operation and performance of certain functions of the product. If the Tracking
System is not initiated and active, several system elements are affected. The following topics discuss the effects to each
of these elements and WA Restart Option in general.

Auto Setup

The Auto Setup feature depends on entirely the Tracking System being initiated and active for each job. The Auto Setup
feature (AUTOS) of the Run Handler only functions when the Tracking System is initiated. If AUTOS=YES is installed as a
default in your system, turn on the Tracking System.

A user exit, U11RSTEX (Tracking Action Exit), is available that lets you select Auto Setup on a job-by-job basis.
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JEHF Record Building

Some of the Online System functions rely on the records captured by the Tracking System and stored in the JEHF.
If the Tracking System is not active, History Recording is not enabled, or DBAS is not active when a job is run, then
record building in the JEHF does not occur for that job. Consequently, the Online System data displayed for the job is not
accurate.

For example, the STA - Production Status Inquiry requires the following data from the JEHF to display reliable information:

• Initiation time
• System ID
• Job status
• Abended program name
• Abended or last stepname
• Abended or last PROC stepname

Two Online System functions are exclusively tied to the JEHF: JINQ - Job Execution History File Inquiry and JUPD - Job
Execution History File Update. These functions display and modify JEHF data directly. Use the functions to correct any
discrepancies observed in JEHF data and the actual status of a job. However, unless the Tracking System remains active
with History Recording, the status of the job is again inaccurate next time the job is run.

Step Completion Codes

Recording of completion codes in the Step record of the CMT does not occur with the Tracking System inactive
(TRAKINIT=NTRK). The absence of these completion codes can significantly affect reruns.

Without having access to step completion codes, rerun of abended jobs can result in unnecessary rerunning of steps
which contain condition code tests which are not executed in the rerun/restart. This feature does not require JEHF History
Recording.

Interface

WA Restart Option interfaces with APCDDS if installed. On completion of a step which executes CATKJCL,  notifies WA
Restart Option through the Tracking System that it has successfully completed processing and has committed status
information to its database for all extracted elements and all evaluated rules, compound rules, derivatives, and data
equates.

On a rerun of this step, WA Restart Option notifies  that this step is being rerun by changing the CATKJCL EXEC PARM
statement from PARM=DDS to PARM=DDSR. This change causes  to invalidate all the relevant status from the previous
run of this step. This feature does not require JEHF History Recording.

Online System
The major function of the Online System is to display information relative to both the shop-wide production status and
the individual job status. Also, both WA Restart Option databases, the Catalog Management Table (CMT) and the Job
Execution History File (JEHF), can be inquired against and updated through the Online System. Finally, the Pull List
facility and the Rerun Setup facility (PRE) are available online.

The Online System is available through any of the following facilities:

• Master console
• TSO terminal
• CICS terminal
• Roscoe terminal
• CA 7 terminal
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Also, a batch interface is provided. This batch interface permits the initiation of all the Online System functions in batch
mode. All system responses could then be directed to an output printer. Printing is useful to obtain hardcopy of valuable
output such as production status at shift changes.

The following Online System functions are available:

• Job Inquiry (DIS)
• Production Status Inquiry (STA)
• Job Execution History File Inquiry (JINQ)
• Job Execution History File Update (JUPD)
• Catalog Management Table Inquiry (CINQ)
• Catalog Management Table Update (CUPD)
• Pull List Request (PULL)
• Preprocessing (PRE)
• Simulated RMS (SIM)
• Option Table Inquiry (OINQ)
• Reason-for-Rerun Table Inquiry (LREA)
• Reason-for-Rerun Update (RUPD)
• RMS Parameter Restart (REST)
• CMT Reason-for-Rerun Table Update (UPRS)
• Job Restart Inquiry (LJOB)
• Job Step Inquiry (LSTP)
• Tutorial Session (HELP)
• Terminate the Online System (END)

Initiate Online System
You can initiate the Online System from a master console or a TSO, CICS, CA 7, or Roscoe terminal.

NOTE
For more information about the security requirements, see the Programming topics.

If the system is initiated from a console or TSO terminal, a maximum time-out limit for lack of activity is set for 15 minutes.
The system then automatically terminates and requires reinitiation for further online operation. When using a Roscoe or
CICS terminal, you have no time-out limit. The MONLIM parameter on the CA 7 TERM statement in the initialization file
determines its time-out limit.

The following topics present procedures for initiating the Online System from the various consoles and terminals.

Master Console
Initiate the Online System by executing a cataloged procedure from SYS1.PROCLIB using the START command. The
format of the START command is:

►►─ S AL7ART ─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ ,,,profile ─┘

The fourth positional parameter, profile, is optional.

NOTE
For more information about the security options, see the Programming topics.
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Switch to Another Console

The operator's console driver limits all communication with the Online System to the console that started the driver. If
this console becomes unavailable, the system permits a switch to another console. Enter the following operator's modify
command to make the switch:

►►─ F AL7ART,S ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This command switches all communication with the Online System from the current operator's console to the console that
entered the modify command.

Interrupt or Terminate the Online System

To interrupt or terminate the Online System from any operating system terminal, enter the following operator's stop
command:

►►─ P AL7ART ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This command causes the Online System to terminate its current activity and return control to the operating system. For
an orderly termination, use the END command of the Online System.

CAL7SAMP provides a sample AL7ART PROC. CAL7SAMP member AL7JART provides a sample job to execute the
AL7ART PROC.

TSO Terminal
To initiate the Online System using the TSO terminal driver, enter the following TSO CLIST command:

►►─ U11CARTS ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ PS(profile) ─┘

The profile is optional.

NOTE
For more information about the security options, see the Programming topics.

CICS Terminal
Initiation of the Online System using the CICS interface requires the following command from the CICS terminal:

►►─ ARTS ─┬────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ ,profile ─┘

The profile is optional.

NOTE
For more information about the security options, see the Programming topics.

Use of the CICS interface, U11ODC, can trigger WA Restart Option initialization in which case the standard WA
Restart Option initialization WTORs are issued. If CICS is shut down with U11ODC active, it can return to the operating
system with a subtask attached causing an SA03 abend. This abend can be prevented by terminating all active ARTS
transactions from the CICS master terminal before shutting down CICS.
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Roscoe Terminal
Several command options are available to initiate the Online System from a Roscoe terminal. The commands to activate
the Roscoe interface to the Online System are as follows:

►►─ RUN ART ─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ ,/profile/ ─┘

►►─ RUN ART-A ─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ ,/profile/ ─┘

►►─ RUN ART-B ─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ ,/profile/ ─┘

►►─ RUN ART-C ─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ ,/profile/ ─┘

The profile is optional.

NOTE
For more information about the security options, see the Programming topics.

CA 7 Terminal
To initiate the Online System using a CA 7 terminal, enter the following command:

►►─ ARTS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

No parameters are entered with this command.

CINQ - Catalog Management Table Inquiry
The CINQ function is an inquiry to the Catalog Management Table (CMT), which contains the data that controls catalog
maintenance and rerun execution.

NOTE
For more information about CMT record layouts and field descriptions, see the Records and Keywords for the
CMT topic.

Typical Use

The CINQ function is useful in examining individual fields in the CMT records. For example, you might determine which
generation of a GDG was used in the last execution of a job.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ CINQ ─ jobname ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

                    └─ ,stepname ─┬─────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ .procstepname ─┘ └─ ,startdd ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘
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jobname
Indicates a request for information regarding the specified job name. If the name of the CMT History record is
specified, the History record is displayed. Use the OINQ command to determine the name of your CMT History
record (HISTNM).

stepname
Indicates the name of the step in the job at which the inquiry is to begin.

procstepname
Indicates the name of the PROC step in the job at which the inquiry is to begin.

startdd
Indicates the ddname in the step at which the inquiry is to begin.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Inquiry Procedure

After the inquiry has been initiated, the first selected record displays in a fieldname=fieldvalue format. Each time the Job
record or Step record and the corresponding DD records are displayed, the following response must be initiated:

• Press Enter to display the next record. Records for the job are read sequentially from the CMT. If all records have been
displayed, control returns to the Online System.

Exit Procedure

To exit this command and to continue performing online tasks, enter the following command:

CANCEL

Then enter another online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the CINQ transaction. The request was to display CMT
information for the job DUSTTST1. First the CMT Job record was displayed, the user indicated to continue
displaying (with an Enter response). Next, the step and its associated DD records were displayed, and the
user canceled the inquiry.

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

CINQ DUSTTST1

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - CMT INQUIRY -- 

  JOB=DUSTTST1

   JOB  RECID=1 BTCHID=111 PROCSTEP/STEP=RMS     /RMS@21   IND1=01 HIRTCD=0000

      RESTRIND=80   RESTRTCCD=0000   STPROCSTEP/STEP=        /

      ENDPROCSTEP/STEP=        /           LTYPE=P   LUSE=   LFDATE=yy.109

      LFTIME=10:56:00   LPDATE=yy.206   LPTIME=10:30:50   LRDATE=yy.206

      LRTIME=08:15:51  CYR=yy  CPNUM=0005  CRNUM=0004  AUTOSAL=YES AUTOSNV=NO

      LYR=yy LPNUM=0025 LRNUM=0013 NYR=00 NPNUM=0000 NRNUM=0000 USERLEN=00

      USERDATA=''
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 U11-441  CONTINUE DISPLAY ?

CMT Inquiry Display (CINQ)

PROCSTEP/STEP=          /STEP1

 STEP RECID=3 BTCHID=110 PROCSTEP/STEP=         /STEP1    SEQNO=001

    LOGIC=00 LRTCD= 0000 HIRTCD=0000 NBRCC=0 CC1=NONE     CC2=NONE

    CC3=NONE    CC4=NONE    CC5=NONE    CC6=NONE    CC7=NONE     CC8=NONE

 DD    RECID=4 BTCHID=000 DSN='AC.CA11.TESTSDS1

     GDGNUM=           GDGDISP=000   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/A

     VOLSER=   DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000 DSP1=OLD  DSP2=UNKNOWN  DSP3=UNKNOWN

     DDNAME=INPUT1     STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

 DD    RECID=4 BTCHID=000 DSN='AC.CA11.TESTSDS2

     GDGNUM=           GDGDISP=000   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/A

     VOLSER=   DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000 DSP1=NEW  DSP2=UNKNOWN  DSP3=UNKNOWN

     DDNAME=OUTPUT1    STATIND=00   ACTION=S   DPSTNUM=000

U11-441   CONTINUE DISPLAY ?

CANCEL

 ---  PROCESSING TERMINATED  ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

CUPD - Catalog Management Table Update
The Catalog Management Table (CMT) update function lets you modify the data in the CMT that controls catalog
maintenance and rerun execution.

NOTE
For more information about record layouts and field descriptions of the CMT records, see the Records and
Keywords for the CMT topic.

Typical Use

The CUPD function is useful in the following:

• Deleting CMT entries for jobs which are no longer processed in your data center.
• Modifying data set information when overrides are made.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

 

►►─ CUPD ─ jobname ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►

                    └─ ,stepname ─┬─────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ .procstepname ─┘ └─ ,startdd ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

 

CUPD
Indicates a CMT Update.
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jobname
Indicates the name of the job to inquire against.

step
Indicates the name or number of the step within the job at which the inquiry is to start.

procstep
Indicates the name of the PROC step within the job at which the inquiry is to start.

startdd
Indicates the ddname within the step at which the inquiry is to start.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1- to 8-byte JES node name or the 1- to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Update Procedure

After the update is initiated, records display in a fieldname=fieldvalue format. Each time a record displays, one of the
following responses must be initiated:

• Press Enter to display the next CMT record. If all records have been displayed, control returns to the Online System.
• VER field1=data1,field2=data2,... redisplays the current record and verifies the contents of the specified fields

against the specified values. This may be necessary if the panel has been lost, partially overwritten, and so forth, or
if verification of the field contents prior to updates made is desired, such as running in batch emulation of the Online
System.

• REP field1=data1,field2=data2,... causes the indicated fields to be updated with the specified data. The fields are
referenced through keywords. For more information, see the Programming topics. The record automatically redisplays
with the new data. The same record can then be updated again to correct any errors. The REP transaction cannot
continue to a second line.

• DEL deletes the CMT entry. This command is valid only when the Job record is displayed. At any other time, the
system returns an error message and ignores the request.

NOTE
The REP transaction invokes a security check if using field level security. VER and DEL require no further
security checks.

Exit Procedure

To exit this command and to continue performing online tasks, enter the following:

CANCEL

Then enter another online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the CUPD transaction. The request was for a display and
subsequent update of the CMT Step record for STEP1 of job DUSTTST1. The Step record was displayed and
REP used to change the value of the LOGIC field from X'00' to X'80' to indicate that the user has set this step
as not restartable. The Step record was redisplayed after confirming that the update was correct and then the
update cycle was canceled.
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U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

CUPD DUSTTST1,STEP1

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - CMT INQUIRY/UPDATE -- 

 JOB=DUSTTST1

 PROCSTEP/STEP=        /STEP1

   STEP RECID=3 BTCHID=110 PROCSTEP/STEP=      /STEP1     SEQNO=001

    LOGIC=00 LRTCD= 0000 HIRTCD=0000 NBRCC=0 CC1=NONE     CC2=NONE

    CC3=NONE    CC4=NONE    CC5=NONE    CC6=NONE    CC7=NONE     CC8=NONE

U11-445  AWAITING NEXT REPLY / COMMAND ?

REP LOGIC=80

              LOGIC    CHANGED FROM - 00

                               TO   - 80

U11-446  REPLY 'U' TO UPDATE -- 'R' TO REJECT

U

PROCSTEP/STEP=        /STEP1

   STEP RECID=3 BTCHID=110 PROCSTEP/STEP=      /STEP1      SEQNO=001

    LOGIC=80  LRTCD= 0000  HIRTCD=0000  NBRCC=0  CC1=NONE  CC2=NONE

    CC3=NONE      CC4=NONE    CC5=NONE     CC6=NONE   CC7=NONE   CC8=NONE

U11-445  AWAITING NEXT REPLY / COMMAND ?

CANCEL

                 ---  CMT INQUIRY/UPDATE ENDED  ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

DIS - Job Inquiry
The DIS (Online Job Inquiry) function displays historical information about execution cycles of a particular job. The facility
supports summary type displays from which it is possible to isolate a particular cycle. Detailed information is available on
a cycle basis. Only jobs tracked with JEHF recording can be displayed.

Typical Use

The DIS function is useful as a JEHF History and a production control tool. Advantages include the following:

• The summarized job history provided is valuable in allowing you to analyze the reliability of jobs and performance of
specified jobs over a selected time span.

• As a management tool, this inquiry aids quality assurance groups, auditors, and management. It provides valuable
insight on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis for jobs processed.

• After a system crash, this inquiry can be used to identify which step, in any specified job, was the last to
complete successfully.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ DIS ─ jobname ─┬─┬────────────────┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                   │ └─ ,History(mm) ─┘          │

                   └─┬─────────────────────────┬─┘

                     └─ (-nn), ─┬─ Detail ◄ ─┬─┘
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                                └─ Summary ──┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

 

DIS
Indicates a Job Inquiry.

jobname
Indicates the name of the job for which the inquiry is initiated. If none of the optional parameters are specified, the
DETAIL format of the most recent cycle, that is, (0),DETAIL, is assumed.

History(mm)
Indicates a request of a display on the last mm cycles of the job indicated by job name. The display is in the
SUMMARY format as defined below.

(-nn)
Indicates optional request of a display of the nnth cycle back. Zero or minus zero (-0) is the most recent cycle,
(-1) the next most recent, and so forth. If the optional (-nn) parameter is not specified, (0), the most recent, is
assumed.
If either the optional DETAIL or SUMMARY is omitted, DETAIL is assumed.

Detail
Indicates to display the following data for the initial production run and each rerun in the cycle:

• Job name
• Initiation time (yyddd/hhmmss format)
• Class
• System ID
• Terminating procname
• Terminating stepname
• Terminating program name
• Completion code
• Status of the job:

– A = Unresolved abend
– C = Job run complete
– E = Job is executing
– S = Job is set to be rerun

• Reason-for-rerun

If the status for the job is set-for-rerun, an additional line of data details the parameters WA Restart Option uses
for the rerun to include:

• Starting step name or step number
• Ending step name or step number
• WA Restart Option return code
• Last usage
• Last processing type (P=production, R=rerun)
• Whether bypass GDG processing occurred
• Reason-for-rerun (of last unsuccessful run)

The reruns are listed in chronological order.
Summary

Indicates to display the following job information:
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• Job name
• Initiation time (yyddd/hhmmsshh format)
• Relative cycle (0) is current, (-1) is next most current, and so forth. This number can then be used to request a

particular cycle, that is, (-nn),DETAIL.
• Number of reruns for this cycle.
• Status of the cycle:

– A = Unresolved abend
– C = Job run complete
– E = Job is executing
– S = Job is set to be rerun

The jobs are listed in reverse chronological order, that is, the most recent first.
REMT=name

Identifies the 1- to 8-byte JES node name or the 1- to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online inquiry, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the DIS transaction with an inquiry for the last cycle of job
DUSTTST1. The display indicates that the last cycle completed (C) with a completion code of zero.

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

DIS DUSTTST1

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRODUCTION JOB INQUIRY -- 

          DETAIL REPORT FOR JOBNAME = DUSTTST1

               SYS  **** LAST OR ABENDED *****

 DATE   TIME C ID   PROCNAME STEPNAME PROGRAM   RTCD S REASON FOR RERUN

09215 104007 F 8301          STEP5    IEFBR14   0000 C

 ---  PRODUCTION JOB INQUIRY ENDED  ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

END - Terminate Online System Functions
Use the END function to release the Online System and disallow further access to Online System functions.

Typical Use

The END function is useful for terminating your online session. Thus, an unauthorized user cannot access system
functions using your session (under your profile security level) when you leave the terminal.
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Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ END ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

HELP - Tutorial
The HELP command issues a request for a tutorial session and can be used initially simply to display a list of the Online
System functions. You can then select and request a display of the command syntax format for a specific function.

Typical Use

The HELP command is frequently used and is useful for the following:

• New users to learn the various system functions
• Reference information for all users (command syntax, and so forth)

Such a HELP facility enhances user training and often significantly reduces training time and effort.

Command Format

The HELP command can be issued in response to the system inquiry. The HELP command is a request for a list of Online
System functions. HELP specified with no options displays a summary of commands available to the Online System.

This command has the following format:

►►─ HELP ─┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          ├─ ALL ─────┤

          ├─ BATCH ───┤

          ├─ CONSOLE ─┤

          ├─ HELP ────┤

          ├─ ROSCOE ──┤

          └─ xxxx ────┘

ALL
Displays the formats for all Online System functions.

BATCH
Displays formats for unique commands available to the Online Batch Driver.

CONSOLE
Displays formats for unique commands available to the console driver.

HELP
Displays all formats of the HELP command.

ROSCOE
Displays formats for unique commands available to the Roscoe terminal.

xxxx
Displays the formats for a specific Online System function (CINQ, CUPD, JINQ, JUPD, PULL, END, DIS, STA,
PRE, SIM, OINQ, LREA, RUPD, LJOB, LSTP).

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.
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To exit from the Online System, enter the following:

END

JINQ - Job Execution History File Inquiry
The Job Execution History File (JEHF) Inquiry displays data for a particular job in a given time frame. The JEHF appears
as a VSAM data set containing Control, Production, and Rerun records. The inquiry can be limited to these specific record
types for the particular job as required.

NOTE
For more information about JEHF record layouts and field descriptions, see the Records and Keywords for the
JEHF topic.

Typical Use

The JINQ function is useful for verifying the JEHF retention criteria for a job. See MAXDAY and MINCNT fields in the
Control record.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ JINQ ─ jobname ─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬──────────►

                    └─ ,TIME=yyddd/hhmmsshh ─┘ └─ ,Record= ─┬─ C ─┬─┘

                                                            ├─ P ─┤

                                                            └─ R ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

JINQ
Indicates a Job Execution History File Inquiry.

jobname
Indicates the job name of the job to inquire against.

TIME=yyddd/hhmmsshh
Indicates optional and if used, indicates the beginning time from which the display of Production records is to
start. Records are then displayed in chronological order. If TIME is omitted, the display begins with the Control
record, then the Production records are displayed in reverse chronological order, that is, the most recent first.
Those Rerun records that are associated with each production run are always displayed in chronological order.
TIME can be specified as a partial string of any length up to a full year, day of year, hour, minute, second, or
hundredths of a second, for example, yy201, yy201/10, yy201/10132590.

Record
Indicates optional and can be used to limit the inquiry to specific record types. The record types are:
C

Control records
P

Production records
R

Rerun records
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If RECORD is omitted, all records are displayed.
After the inquiry is initiated, the first record displays in a fieldname=fieldvalue format. Each time a record displays,
the following response must be initiated:

• Press Enter to display the next record. If all records have been displayed, control returns to the Online System.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1- to 8-byte JES node name or the 1- to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To exit this command and to continue performing online tasks, enter the following command:

CANCEL

Then enter another online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the JINQ transaction. The example shows a standard inquiry
for Job DUSTTST1. The example first showed the Control record. Next, Enter instructed it to display the most
recent Production record, and then canceled.

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

JINQ DUSSTTST1

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - JOB EXECUTION HISTORY FILE INQUIRY -- 

     CNTL RECORD KEY =   DUSTTST1  00.000  00:00:00:00

MAXDAY  =00060 MINCNT  =00005 TLPRDCNT=00004

CRPRDCNT=00004 PGMRNAME=TOM JONES

CNTLACCT=(4967CFCZ) CNTLUSER=''

U11-466  AWAITING NEXT REPLY / COMMAND ?

JEHF Inquiry Display (JINQ)

     PROD RECORD KEY =   DUSTTST1  09.215  10:40:01:02

PRDSRU  =0000000220 PRDUMEM =0072 PRDSMEM =0296 PRDNRTAP=0000 PRDNRDSK=0005

PRDNROTH=0000 PRDTCPU =00000040 PRDSCPU =00000004 PRDTPCNT=0000000000

PRDDKCNT=0000000018 PRDVICNT=0000000000 PRDOTCNT=0000000000

PRDPGIN =0000000003 PRDPGOUT=0000000004 PRDCLASS=F PRDSDATE=09.215

PRDSTIME=10:40:07:47 PRDNRSTP=006 PRDEDATE=09.215 PRDETIME=10:40:39:10

PRDSYSID=8301 PRODCPCD= 0000 PRDOPSYS=13 PRD#STPX=006 LSTRRCCD= 0000

PRDABSP#=006 PRDAPROC=         PRDASTEP=STEP5    PRDABPGM=IEFBR14

NMRERUNS=000 PRODUSER=

PRODRESN=

U11-466  AWAITING NEXT REPLY / COMMAND ?

CANCEL

 ---  J E H F  INQUIRY ENDED  ---
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U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

JUPD - Job Execution History File Update
The Job Execution History File (JEHF) Update function lets you update fields in the Job Execution History File.
Fields displayed (in accordance with your profile) are the only fields which can be updated. Fields specified can be
updated with new data as required.

NOTE
For more information about CMT record layouts and field descriptions, see the Records and Keywords for the
JEHF topic.

JUPD does not do translation of the reason-for-rerun codes to their text equivalent; text must be entered.

Typical Use

The JUPD function is useful in the following:

• Changing JEHF retention criteria for a job (see Typical Use for JINQ).
• Adding or changing a reason-for-rerun for a job.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ JUPD ─ jobname ─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬──────────►

                    └─ ,TIME=yyddd/hhmmsshh ─┘ └─ ,Record= ─┬─ C ─┬─┘

                                                            ├─ P ─┤

                                                            └─ R ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

JUPD
Indicates a Job Execution History File Update.

jobname
Indicates the name of the job to update.

TIME=yyddd/hhmmsshh
Indicates optional and if used, indicates the beginning time from which the display of Production records is to
start. Records are then displayed in chronological order. If TIME is omitted, the display begins with the Control
record, the Production records are listed in reverse chronological order, that is, the most recent first. Those Rerun
records associated with each production run are always displayed in chronological order. TIME can be specified
as a partial string of any length up to a full year, day of year, hour, minute, second, or hundredths of a second, for
example, yy201, yy201/10, yy201/10132590.

Record
Indicates optional and can be used to limit the display to specific record types. The record types are the following:
C

Control records
P

Production records
R

Rerun records
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REMT=name
Identifies the 1- to 8-byte JES node name or the 1- to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Update Procedure

After the update is initiated, the display consists of Control record information in a fieldname=fieldvalue format. To display
Production record data, press Enter. The display includes the actual number of reruns associated with the job.

Each time a record is displayed, one of the following responses must be initiated:

• Press Enter to display the next record. If all records have been displayed, control returns to the Online System.
• VER field1=data1,field2=data2,... redisplays the current record and verifies the contents of the specified fields against

the specified values. This response can be necessary if the panel has been lost, partially overwritten, and so forth, or if
verification of the field contents prior to updates being made is desired, such as when running in batch emulation of the
Online System.

• REP field1=data1,field2=data2,... causes the indicated fields to be updated with the specified data. The record is then
redisplayed with the new data, whereupon the same record can be updated again to correct any errors. The REP
transaction cannot continue to a second line.

• The SET2PURG flag can be set to YES by using the REP command. This marks all records for this job name to be
deleted during the next maintenance cycle. This flag is found only in the Control record.

Exit Procedure

To exit this command and to continue performing online tasks, enter the following:

CANCEL

Then enter another online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following:

END

Example
The following example shows an update of the JEHF Control record for the job DUSTTST1 using the JUPD
command. First the Control record was displayed, then the user replaced the SET2PURG field with YES,
was prompted to update or reject, later displayed the updated Control record, and then canceled the update
transaction.

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

JUPD DUSTTST1                                                           0000150

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - JOB EXECUTION HISTORY FILE UPDATE/INQUIRY --

     CNTL RECORD KEY =   DUSTTST1  00.000  00:00:00:00

CNTLDATE=00.000 CNTLTIME=00:00:00:00 CNTLJOBN=DUSTTST1 MAXDAY  =00060

MINCNT  =00005 TLPRDCNT=00013 SET2PURG=NO  FSTPRDTE=yy.300

FSTPRDTM=11:25:28:58 LSTPRDTE=yy.206 LSTPRDTM=10:30:44:48 CRPRDCNT=00013

PGMRNAME=MOOR

CNTLACCT=(40100000) CNTLUSER=''

U11-466  AWAITING NEXT REPLY / COMMAND ?

REP SET2PURG=YES                                                        0000160

              SET2PURG CHANGED FROM - NO
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                               TO   - YES

U11-467 REPLY 'U'TO UPDATE -- 'R' TO REJECT

U   

                                                                        0000170

     CNTL RECORD KEY =   DUSTTST1  00.000  00:00:00:00

CNTLDATE=00.000 CNTLTIME=00:00:00:00 CNTLJOBN=DUSTTST1 MAXDAY  =00060

MINCNT  =00005 TLPRDCNT=00013 SET2PURG=YES FSTPRDTE=yy.300

FSTPRDTM=11:25:28:58 LSTPRDTE=yy.206 LSTPRDTM=10:30:44:48 CRPRDCNT=00013

PGMRNAME=MOOR

CNTLACCT=(40100000) CNTLUSER=''

U11-466  AWAITING NEXT REPLY / COMMAND ?

CANCEL                                                                  0000220

 ---  J E H F  UPDATE/INQUIRY ENDED  ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

LJOB - Job Restart Inquiry
The LJOB Job Restart Inquiry provides a generalized display of information that is contained in the Job records of the
CMT. This generalized display can be based on all jobs, jobs set for rerun, jobs within a range, or a single job. For each
category, the display can be limited to those jobs that are nonrestartable jobs. The segregation can be further limited to
those jobs that are flagged as nonrestartable by any user or by WA Restart Option.

LJOB displays the following information:

• Job name
• Job restartability status
• Whether the job is set for restart
• The dates of the last P, F, and R runs
• The total number of P and R runs for the current year

Typical Use

The LJOB function is useful in letting you readily determine which jobs are set for restart.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ LJOB ─┬─ * ───────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

          ├─ nnn* ────┤ └─ , ─┬─ NR ─┬─ A ◄ ─┬─┬─┘

          └─ jobname ─┘       │      ├─ S ───┤ │

                              │      └─ U ───┘ │

                              └─ SR ───────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

LJOB
Indicates the Job Restartability Inquiry.
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*
Indicates to report all jobs.

nnn*
Indicates to report only jobs beginning with nnn (up to seven characters).

jobname
Indicates to report the job name of a single job.

NR
Limits the report to those jobs which are nonrestartable. NR indicates to include only nonrestartable jobs.
All

Indicates that all jobs designated as nonrestartable are desired. The value is coded as either A or ALL.
ALL is the default.

System
Indicates only WA Restart Option designated nonrestartable jobs are desired. Coded as either S or
SYSTEM.

User
Indicates that only user-designated nonrestartable jobs are desired. Coded as either U or USER.

SR
Indicates that all jobs set for restart are desired. This provides a global checking process for all jobs set for restart.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the LJOB transaction. The request was for the job DUSTTST1.
The job is displayed and shows that it is both restartable and set for a restart. The high return code field
displays the return code value with which WA Restart Option is to compare the return code of each step. If any
step returns a condition equal to or greater than the specified return code, WA Restart Option considers the
job to have failed. Also shown are the last dates on which the job was run under P, F, and R processing, and
the total runs for the year-to-date for P and R processing. Job Restartability Inquiry (LJOB)

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

LJOB DUSTTST1

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - JOB RESTART INQUIRY --

         RESTART  SET FOR  HIGH  ------ DATE OF ------       TOTALS FOR 20yy

JOBNAME   ABLE    RESTART  RTCD  LASTP   LASTF   LASTR      P-RUNS     R-RUNS

DUSTTST1   YES     YES     0004  yy.215  yy.215                 4         0

 ---  JOB RESTART INQUIRY ENDED  ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?
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LREA - Reason-for-Rerun Table Inquiry
The LREA Reason-for-Rerun Table inquiry function lets you display the active Reason-for-Rerun Table online.

NOTE
LREA displays a different table from the one that the UPRS L command displays. LREA displays the Reason-
for-Rerun Table that is currently loaded and being used by WA Restart Option. UPRS L displays the Reason-for-
Rerun Table on the CMT. The CMT Table is copied to the current table when DBAS is started or when a DBAS
REFRESH command is entered.

Typical Use

The LREA inquiry is used only to display the Reason-for-Rerun Table.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ LREA ───┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

LREA
Indicates the request for the Reason-for-Rerun Table list.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

The display consists of the four-character reason-for-rerun code, followed by the reason-for-rerun text in up to 40
characters.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:

END

Example
The following example shows the default Reason-for-Rerun Table that is supplied with the product.

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

LREA

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - REASON FOR RERUN TABLE -- 

        CODE   DESCRIPTION

        1         1 - BAD INPUT FILE

        2         2 - BAD JCL OVERRIDE

        3         3 - BAD OUTPUT FILE

        4         4 - HARDWARE ERROR

        5         5 - JCL ERROR

        6         6 - MISSING OUTPUT REPORTS

        7         7 - OPERATOR ERROR

        8         8 - PROGRAM ERROR
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        9         9 - RAN JOB OUT OF SEQUENCE

        10       10 - SCHEDULING ERROR

        S001   S001 - I/O ERROR

        S122   S122 - OPERATOR CANCEL WITH A DUMP

        S137   S137 - I/O ERROR, EOV ON TAPE

        S213   S213 - I/O ERROR, DSCB NOT FOUND

        S222   S222 - OPERATOR CANCEL

        S322   S322 - ESTIMATED TIME EXCEEDED

        S722   S722 - ESTIMATED LINES EXCEEDED

        S806   S806 - PROGRAM NOT FOUND

        SB37   SB37 - NO SPACE AVAILABLE

        SD37   SD37 - NO SECONDARY QUANTITY

LSTP - Job Step Inquiry
The LSTP Job Step Inquiry function provides a display of Step record information from the CMT for a particular job.
Information is provided concerning step restartability, last execution completion codes, and WA Restart Option condition
code checks.

This transaction helps determine whether a step can be restarted and where the most efficient restart point is. The display
can be for all job steps or for any specific steps.

Typical Use

The LSTP function is useful because you no longer have to search through SYSOUT messages to locate step return
codes because it lists each step in a specified job and indicates the following:

• Whether each step is restartable
• The completion code with which each step most recently terminated
• Any condition code checks to the U11RMS step
• The step at which restart begins (if the job is set for restart).

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ LSTP ─ jobname ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

                    └─ , ─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┘

                          └─ startstep ───────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ , ─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─┘

         └─ endstep ─────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

LSTP
Indicates job step inquiry.

jobname
Indicates the name of the desired job.
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startprocstep.startstep
Indicates a requested starting stepname that executes the beginning PROC, and the first step within that PROC
to be executed.

startstep
Indicates a starting stepname or step number that executes the beginning program. The default is the beginning
of the job.

endprocstep.endstep
Indicates a stepname that executes the ending PROC, and the last step within that PROC to be executed.

endstep
Indicates a requested ending stepname or step number that executes a program. The default is the end of the job.
Finally, if a starting step is not specified, but an ending step with two commas preceding it is, the display begins
with the first step and ends with the specified ending step.

NOTE
Step number is mutually exclusive with startprocstep and endprocstep.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the LSTP transaction. The job inquired on, DUSTTST1,
is shown to be restartable and set for restart in STEP2. Also, the display shows all the job steps, their
restartability, the last completion code for each step, the high return code for each step, and condition code
checks to the U11RMS step, if any. The high return code field specifies the value with which WA Restart
Option is to compare the return code of the step. If the step returns a condition equal to or greater than this
value, WA Restart Option considers the job to have failed. The possible settings for restartability are as
follows:

NO-USER
Indicates one of the following values:

• Incorporated the //CA11NR DD DUMMY statement in the step's JCL
• Used the RD=Nx parameter on the JOB statement or on the EXEC JCL statement
• Designated the program being executed as an ABENDER program
• Manually set the nonrestartable flag with the Online System

NO-CA11
Indicates that either the step performs a volume refer back or the step uses a temporary or passed data set for
input.

NO-AUTOS
Indicates that a data set is passed around the step. Auto Setup does not pick this step as the starting step in a
restart.

The difference between AUTOS, WA Restart Option, and USER is that you can restart in a step that is not
eligible for Auto Setup selection with manual intervention. You cannot restart in a step marked NO-USER or
NO-WA Restart Option. The following example shows that STEP3 was set not restartable by the user, STEP4
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is not eligible for Auto Setup, and STEP5 was set not restartable by WA Restart Option. Step Inquiry Display
(LSTP)

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

LSTP DUSTTST1

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - JOB STEP INQUIRY FOR JOB DUSTTST1 --

  JOB IS RESTARTABLE.

  JOB IS SET FOR RESTART AT  STEP2

                              STEP      LAST    HIGH     CONDITION CODE

STEP#  PROCSTEP  STEPNAME  RESTARTABLE  RTCD    RTCD   CHECKS TO RMS STEP

001              STEP1     YES          00000   0000

002              STEP2     YES          00000   0000

003              STEP3     NO - USER    00000   0000

004              STEP4     NO - AUTOS   00000   0000

005              STEP5     NO - CA-11   00000   0000

 --- ONLINE STEP INQUIRY ENDED ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

OINQ - Option Table Inquiry
The Option Table Inquiry (OINQ) function displays a subset of all WA Restart Option options that the system maintained.
You define these processing options during installation, and they are subject to change.

Typical Use

The OINQ function is useful in verifying the processing options currently in effect for your installation. You can easily
determine installation settings for the following items:

• AUTOS -- Auto Setup
• TRACK -- Track jobs
• BYPGDG -- Bypass GDG Logic

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ OINQ ───┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

OINQ
Indicates an Option Table Inquiry.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:
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END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the OINQ transaction, an Option Table Inquiry display of all the
options that are installed and maintained on your system. Option Table Inquiry Display (OINQ)

OINQ

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - OPTION TABLE INQUIRY -- 

AUTOF ------ YES        AUTOS ------ YES        BIAS ------- JOB 

BYPGDG ----- NO         CA1 -------- NO         DEVLCNT ---- 055

HISTNM ----- HISTORY    INSRTOP ---- NO         INSRTPC ---- AL7RMS

INSRTPM ---- 'P,PSEUDO=YES'                     LOGO ------- YES

MAXDAY ----- 0060       MAXOLD ----- 0200       MAXPASS ---- 0200

MAXUGDG ---- 0000       MINCNT ----- 0005       OLMAINT ---- NO

OPCORCT ---- NO         OPVER ------ NO         PRANGEB ---- 001W

PRANGEO ---- 018H       REASON ----- NO         RETCODE ---- 0000

STPSKIP ---- INIT       SYSLCNT ---- 055        TLMS ------- NO

TRACK ------ CA-11      TRKSTP ----- CA07RMS    UNCDASD ---- YES

USAGE ------ NO         SVC -------- 211

OPTIONS TABLE VERSION: 1 ASSEMBLED: 20yy-mm-dd hh.mm

  U11-420  -- INQUIRY ENDED --

   -- ARTS SUBTASK COMPLETION S/000, U/0000 --

PRE - Preprocessing
Preprocessing lets you preset the type of processing to be performed for the next job run. If OLMAINT=YES has been
specified in the U11OPT Option Table, PRE R processing causes data sets to be scratched and uncataloged before
the job is actually submitted for execution. Preprocessing is a necessity when any kind of prestaging facility, such as
JES3, is used to pull tapes, to mount tapes, or both because catalog maintenance must be performed before to the
FETCH messages being issued. If, however, the WA Restart Option JES3 interface is installed, catalog maintenance
is performed automatically and the use of PRE is unnecessary.

WARNING
The JES3 C/I interface does not process BYPGDG=VER/CAT.

If OLMAINT=NO is specified, jobs are preset for a rerun, but catalog maintenance is not performed online.

Typical Use

The PRE function is useful in the following ways:

• Performing catalog maintenance
• Presetting jobs for Production (P) processing
• Presetting jobs for Rerun or Restart (R) processing
• Presetting jobs for Format (F) processing
• Setting up multiple reruns from a central location
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Command Format

This command has the following format for P and F processing:

►►─ PRE ─┬─────┬──┬─ P ─┬─ , jobname ──┬────────────────────────┬─────────────►

         └─ u ─┘  └─ F ─┘              └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                                      └─ YES ─┘

►─┬───────────────┬──┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘  └─ ,REMT=name ─┘    

This command has the following format for R processing:

►►─ PRE ─┬─────┬─── R ─── , jobname ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         └─ u ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

  └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

        └─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┘

          └─ startstep ───────────────┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬────────────►

  └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┘  └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

        └─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─┘                 ├─ YES ─┤

          └─ endstep ─────────────┘                   ├─ CAT ─┤

                                                      └─ VER ─┘ 

►─┬────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬─────►

  └─ ,CC=nnnn ─┘  └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘  └─ ,HONORCC= ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘

                                 └─ YES ─┘                  └─ NONE ─┘

►─┬───────────────┬──┬────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘  └─ ,RE=/reason/ ─┘  └─ ,REMT=name ─┘                   

This command has the following format for C processing in R status:

►►─ PRE ─┬─────┬─── C ─── , jobname ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         └─ u ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────┬──┬────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬────────►

  └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘  └─ ,CC=nnnn ─┘  └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

               ├─ YES ─┤                                   └─ YES ─┘

               ├─ CAT ─┤

               └─ VER ─┘  

►─┬────────────────────────┬──┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

  └─ ,HONORCC= ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘  └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘ 

                └─ NONE ─┘ 

►─┬────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,RE=/reason/ ─┘  └─ ,REMT=name ─┘                         

This command has the following format for C processing in P status:

►►─ PRE ─┬─────┬─── C ─── , jobname ──┬────────────────────────┬──────────────►

         └─ u ─┘                      └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                                     └─ YES ─┘

►─┬───────────────┬───┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

This command has the following format for B processing:
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►►─ PRE ─┬─────┬─── B ─── , jobname ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         └─ u ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

  └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

        └─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┘

          └─ startstep ───────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┘  └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

         └─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─┘                 ├─ YES ─┤

           └─ endstep ─────────────┘                   ├─ CAT ─┤

                                                       └─ VER ─┘  

►─┬────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘  └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

                 └─ YES ─┘                                                   

u
(Optional) Indicates the usage code.
For C preprocessing, a usage code is required when a job is in P or R status and the DBAS is configured with
USAGE=YES and when a job is in R status and USAGE=RESTART.
For B preprocessing, a usage code is always required if the DBAS is configured with USAGE=YES or
USAGE=RESTART.

P|R|F|C|B
Indicates the Processing code to preset in a CMT job record (P, R, or F only).  PRE performs data set
maintenance only for processing codes B, R, and, if a job is in R status, C. For a description, see Processing
Codes. If a value is entered for startstep (or startprocstep.startstep) or endstep (or endprocstep.endstep), that
value is used instead of the preset values.
A value of C specifies to use the current values from the CMT. If a job is currently set for production, P processing
is performed. Similarly, if a job is set for restart, the current execution ranges, starting and ending steps, are used
and R processing is performed. If a job is set for restart with multiple step execution ranges, you should use
processing code C.
A value of B, backout, performs data set maintenance for data sets within the specified step range.

jobname
Indicates the name of the job for which this processing is to be performed.

startstep
An option of R and B processing only; this is the stepname or step number that executes the beginning program.
The default is the first step of the job.

startstep.startprocstep
An option of R and B processing only; this is the stepname that executes the beginning PROC and the first step
within that PROC to be executed.

endstep
An option of R and B processing only; this is the stepname or step number that executes the last program. The
default is the last step of the job.

endstep.endprocstep
An option of R and B processing only; this is the stepname that executes the ending PROC and the last step
within that PROC to be executed.

NOTE
If startprocstep or endprocstep is specified, step number is not valid.Step number is relative to the RMS
step. The RMS step is 0.
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BYPGDG
An option of R, B, and C processing only; alters the logic of Bypass Input Generation Data Group Processing for
the next rerun only. (To determine the default value of BYPGDG, see the Summary of User Installation Options ,
or use the OINQ command.)
NO

Does not permit the rerun to use additional or different generation data groups as input.
YES

Permits the rerun to use additional or different generation data groups as input.
CAT

Accepts the catalog resolution for GDG data sets and save results in the CMT.

NOTE
The CAT parameter is mutually exclusive with the JES exits (U11U2X and U11U3X (IATUX03)).
The JES exit modifies the data set names prior to CAT processing. If a JES exit is operational,
the CAT parameter is ignored.

VER
Requests that during restart, GDG data sets are verified against the catalog according to the bias
recorded in the CMT. If the CMT and catalog do not match, the job is abended.

CC=nnnn
An option of R and C processing only; assigns the return code value for the U11RMS step. If the CC parameter is
omitted, the value specified by the installation option RETCODE is used. (To determine the value of RETCODE,
see the Summary of User Installation Options, or use the OINQ command.) nnnn is the value given to the return
code. It can range from 0 through 4095 and must be numeric. This return code can be checked by using the
EXEC/COND or IF/THEN/ELSE JCL condition code testing facilities.

DYNCLEAN
An option of F, P, R, C, and B processing. Specifies whether to perform data set maintenance for dynamically
allocated data sets. Specifying this parameter lets you override the default DYNCLEAN value specified in the
configuration file for this execution of the job.

WARNING
Cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets does not occur the first time a job runs and each time
Format processing is performed (explicitly or implicitly).

NO
Does not perform data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

YES
Performs data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

HONORCC
Indicates whether evaluation of the conditional step execution honors the condition codes of all previous steps.
ALL

Indicates that evaluation of conditional step execution considers condition codes in steps before the
restart step. If the starting step of a rerun is located after a step which abended in an earlier run, the
abended step is considered as not having executed. The effect of HONORCC=ALL can only be seen
during an actual rerun.

NONE
Disables the checking of condition codes from the previous run during a restart. HONORCC=NONE does
not disable dependencies with respect to the U11RMS step.

PSEUDO=YES
If this PARM is used, PRE sets a job for pseudo-rerun, which only reports on data set and catalog maintenance
that would have been performed. Value must appear as shown.
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NOTE
JCL runs as if U11RMS is not present.

RE=/reason/
Passes a reason-for-rerun for the last execution of the job. The reason can be any word, phrase, code, or number
for a maximum of 40 characters enclosed in slashes (/).

REMT=name 
Identifies the 1- to 8-byte JES node name or the 1- to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

WARNING
Since R processing uncatalogs and scratches data sets for the job, subsequently resetting to P or F processing
(by use of the PRE function) after R processing could cause unwanted results when the job is run.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following:

END

Examples
Example 1

PRE R,CT102ABC,CC=0020

RESTART processing is performed for Job CT102ABC starting with the first step of the job and ending with
the last step. A condition code of 20 is set for the U11RMS step when Job CT102ABC runs. Example 2

PRE AR,CT101DEF,CT130.SECOND,CT130.STEP6,CC=0016

For Job CT101DEF, the usage code of A is checked against the last specified usage code. If it is different,
then rerun processing is performed for Job CT101DEF starting with step SECOND of the procedure called
by step CT130 and ending with STEP6 of CT130. When CT101DEF runs, a condition code of 16 is set
for the U11RMS step. Example 3 The following example shows an example of PRE transaction use. The
example shows the changing of the usage code from X to 2, the use of the R processing code, starting at
the step named STEP2. The data set maintenance was not performed because of the installation option
OLMAINT=NO. Preprocessing Display (PRE)

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

PRE 2R,DUSTTST1,STEP2,RE=/1/

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRE-JOB PROCESSING -- 

U11-001 CA-11 - PARM RECEIVED FOR JOB DUSTTST1 -  PARM=

    2R,DUSTTST1,STEP2,RE=/1/

U11-023 USAGE PARM CHANGED FROM X TO 2

 .DATASET MAINTENANCE NOT PERFORMED DUE TO SYSTEM OPTION.

 ..... JOB IS NOW SET FOR RERUN/RESTART ....

U11-010 CA-11 - 'R' PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB DUSTTST1

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?
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Example 4 The following example illustrates the use of a PRE transaction used with the C processing code.
The job is currently set for restart and multiple step execution ranges exist. The data set maintenance was not
performed because of the installation option OLMAINT=NO. Preprocessing Display (PRE)

U11-411 ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

PRE C,CT101MLT

                                                            

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRE-JOB PROCESSING -- 

U11-001 CA-11 - PARM RECEIVED FOR JOB CT101MLT - PARM=      

    C, CT101MLT                                              

U11-111 CURRENT PROC CODE=R, MULTIPLE EXECUTION RANGES EXIST

                                                            

 .DATASET MAINTENANCE NOT PERFORMED DUE TO SYSTEM OPTION.   

 ..... JOB IS NOW SET FOR RERUN/RESTART ....                

                                                            

U11-010 CA-11 - 'C' PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB CT101MLT

U11-420  -- INQUIRY ENDED --                                

 -- ARTS SUBTASK COMPLETION S/000, U/0000 --                

PULL - Pull List Request
The Pull List Request function generates a list of tapes, a list of disk volumes, or both required for the execution of a job.
If a job is set for rerun, the display is limited to only the data sets referenced in steps to be rerun. Use the DIS display to
examine set-for-rerun status. A job can be set for rerun through the PRE function or through Auto Setup. All volume serial
information that is used in producing the Pull List comes from the catalog rather than the CMT.

Typical Use

The PULL function is an excellent production control tool. Your access to total resources required to run a job can improve
production by reducing mount time for tapes or disk volumes. Only the required resources for job steps to be executed are
requested.

Also, use it to determine approximately how many scratch tapes that a specified job needs for output data set creation.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ PULL ─ jobname ─┬────────────────┬────┬──────────────┬────────────────────►◄

                    └─ , ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘    └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

                          └─ TAPE ─┘

PULL
Indicates a Pull List request.

jobname
Indicates the name of the job for which the Pull List is requested.

ALL
Indicates to list input tapes and output tapes and DASD data sets, and the number of scratch tapes required.

TAPE
Indicates to list input tapes and output tapes, and the number of scratch tapes required.
The default, if neither TAPE nor ALL is specified, lists only input tapes and the number of scratch tapes required.
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REMT=name
Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:

END

Example
The following examples are two typical uses of the PULL transaction. The first use was to list only the default
input tapes because neither TAPE nor ALL was specified (as shown in the following example). The display
shows that this job needs two input tapes and two scratch tapes. Pull List Display (PULL)

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

PULL DUSTTST1

CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PULL LIST FOR JOB DUSTTST1 ** INPUT TAPES ONLY **

                                                             VOLUME DEVICE

STEP# STEPNAME  DDNAME   DATA SET NAME                       SERIAL TYPE

002  STEP2    INPUT2B   AC.CA11.TSTGDG1(+000)                136481   T

003  STEP3    INPUT3    AC.CA11.TSTGDG2(+000)                148379   T

INITIAL SCRATCH TAPES NEEDED FOR JOB DUSTTST1 = 0002

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF TAPES NEEDED FOR JOB DUSTTST1 = 0004

---  PULL LIST ENDED  ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

PULL DUSTTST1,ALL

The second use was specified with the ALL parameter and lists all data sets used by the job (as shown in the
following example). Data sets that already exist in the catalog show the volume where they reside and the
data sets that are used in steps after which they are created show references to the creating step. Pull List
Display (PULL)

CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PULL LIST FOR JOB DUSTTST1 ** INPUT/OUTPUT DATASETS **

                                                            VOLUME DEVICE

STEP# STEPNAME  DDNAME   DATA SET NAME                      SERIAL TYPE

001  STEP1    INPUT1    AC.CA11.TESTSDS1                    W75001   D

              OUTPUT1   AC.CA11.TESTSDS2                             D

002  STEP2    INPUT2A   AC.CA11.TESTSDS2                    SEE STEP# 001

              INPUT2B   AC.CA11.TSTGDG1(+000)               136481   T

              OUTPUT2A  AC.CA11.TSTGDG1(+001)                        T

003  STEP3    INPUT3    AC.CA11.TSTGDG2(+000)               148379   T

004  STEP4    OUTPUT4   AC.CA11.TSTGDG2(+001)                        T

005  STEP5    INPUT5A   AC.CA11.TSTGDG1(+001)               SEE STEP# 002

              INPUT5B   AC.CA11.TSTGDG2(+001)               SEE STEP# 004

INITIAL SCRATCH TAPES NEEDED FOR JOB DUSTTST1 = 0002
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF TAPES NEEDED FOR JOB DUSTTST1 = 0004

---  PULL LIST ENDED  ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

REST - RMS Parameter Restart
Use the REST function to make database updates that are required to rerun/restart a job.

Typical Use

The REST function is useful in the following ways:

• Specifying reason-for-rerun
• Specifying starting steps, ending steps, or both
• Setting condition code for RMS
• Specifying usage code
• Specifying bypass GDG
• Specifying pseudo= parameter

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ REST ─┬─ C ─┬─ , JN = jobname ─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────►

          ├─ F ─┤                  └─ ,PS=startproc ─┘ └─ ,PE=endproc ─┘

          ├─ L ─┤

          └─ U ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ,SS=startstep ─┘ └─ ,SE=endstep ─┘ └─ ,RE=reason ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ ,CC=conditioncode ─┘ └─ ,US=usagecode ─┘ └─ ,BY= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘

                                                        ├─ NO ──┤

                                                        ├─ VER ─┤

                                                        └─ CAT ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ ,PD= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ └─ ,LP=procstepname ─┘ └─ ,LS=stepname ─┘

            └─ NO ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───┬───────────────────┬───┬───────────────────┬────►

   └─ ,LC=conditioncode ─┘   └─ ,DC= ─┬─ NO ──┬──┘   └─ ,HC= ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘

                                      └─ YES ─┘               └─ NONE ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

C
Indicates a request to cancel.
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F
Indicates a request to force complete.

L
Indicates a request to list.

U
Indicates a request to update.

JN
Indicates a job name.

PS
Indicates a starting PROC step name.

PE
Indicates an ending PROC step name.

SS
Indicates a starting step name.

SE
Indicates an ending step name.

RE
Indicates a reason-for-rerun.

CC
Indicates an RMS step condition code.

US
Indicates a usage code.

BY
Indicates bypass GDG (YES, NO, VER, CAT).

PD
Indicates pseudo (YES or NO).

LP
Indicates a PROC step name.

LS
Indicates a step name.

LC
Indicates a condition code.

DC
Specifies whether to perform data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets (YES or NO).

HC
Specifies whether evaluation of the conditional step execution honors the condition codes of all previous steps
(NONE or ALL).

REMT=name
Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location at which
the command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online command, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:
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END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the REST command with the L(ist) function.

------------ CA WA Restart Option - RESTART Interface ------------ Row 1 of 14

COMMAND ===>                                                      SCROLL- CSR

     (R=reset to production, M=message scan, Cancel, Save)

 Jobname: USER001D            Remote:                        Profile:

  Reason-For-Rerun:

  Use Step Seq?: N    Job Status:           HONORCC: ALL      DYNCLEAN:

  Starting   Starting   Ending     Ending    Usage  Bypass  Pseudo   Condition

  Proc       Step       Proc       Step      Code   GDG    Execution Code

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             009                                    NO      NO       0000

  Step

  Seq        Procname      Stepname    Rstind          Comp             Newcmp

  001                      STEP1       YES             0001

  002                      STEP2       YES             0002

  003                      STEP3       YES             0003

  004                      STEP4       YES             0000

  005                      STEP1       YES             0000

  006                      STEP2       YES             0000

  007                      STEP3       YES             0000

  008                      STEP4       YES             0000

  009 <STRT>               STEP1       YES            S/806 <--ABENDED

  010                      STEP1       YES             0000

  011                      STEP1       YES             0000

  012                      STEP1       YES             0000

  013                      STEP1       YES             0000

  014                      $J          YES             NOEX

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

RUPD - Reason-for-Rerun Update
A reason-for-rerun can be applied to any WA Restart Option job on a job name basis. The most recent job cycle can be
accessed through the Reason-for-Rerun Update (RUPD) transaction to update, add, or otherwise examine a reason-for-
rerun. This lets a job that is set for restart or has been rerun have its reason-for-rerun added or changed. Requiring a
reason-for-rerun is an option at the time of system generation.

If you want to access previous job cycles to enter a reason-for-rerun, RUPD cannot be used. Other methods are available
to do this and are detailed following the explanation of RUPD.

For jobs tracked without JEHF recording, the reason-for-rerun will only be retained for the next run (in the CMT). Updating
of previous runs will not be possible and the reason is not retained past the next run.

Typical Use

The RUPD update function is typically used to supply a reason-for-rerun. This is necessary if you are required to supply a
reason for the rerun, and you accept Auto Setup parameters.
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Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ RUPD ─ jobname ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬─────────────►

                    └─ , ─┬─ Next ◄ ────────┬─┘ └─ ,RE=/reason/ ─┘

                          └─ Last ─┬──────┬─┘

                                   └─ -n ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

jobname
Indicates the name of the job for which the reason is to be displayed, added, or updated.

Next
Indicates that a reason is to be provided for the next execution of the job. It is assumed that the job is set for
restart either by Auto Setup or PRE. This is the default.

Last
Indicates that the previous rerun is to be provided a reason-for-rerun.

-n
Indicates that the last rerun, minus n number of reruns, is updated. For example, if the last production cycle
consists of one production run and two reruns, LAST-1 is the first rerun. The LAST feature is limited to the last
production cycle. The previous production cycle is not accessible if the current cycle has already begun.
The JUPD transaction is used for accessing previous production cycles.

RE=/reason/
Indicates the actual reason-for-rerun text or reason-for-rerun code. The reason can be any phrase, word, number,
or code for a maximum of 40 alphanumeric characters enclosed in slashes (/).
If RE=/reason/ is provided, the processing is direct and automatic. If there is a qualifying rerun, the reason is
directly updated and you are notified that processing was completed successfully. However, if the specified rerun
already had a reason-for-rerun, RUPD displays the previous reason and prompts you to either update or cancel.
If the parameter is not coded, RUPD lets you verify or update the reason-for-rerun. You can review what the
current reason-for-rerun is, add a reason-for-rerun where none is present, or change the reason-for-rerun.
CANCEL, when the RE parameter is not present, causes the current reason-for-rerun to be retained. Otherwise, a
reason-for-rerun must be provided for update.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1- to 8-byte JES node name or the 1- to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the RUPD transaction. The next rerun of the job DUSTTST1 is
to be given the reason code 2, which the Reason-for-Rerun Table expands into 2 - BAD JCL OVERRIDE. The
user is notified that the CMT already contains a reason-for-rerun for the next rerun and is given a chance to
cancel before the update is completed. Reason-for-Rerun Update (RUPD)
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U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

RUPD DUSTTST1,NEXT,RE=/2/

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - REASON FOR RERUN UPDATE --

U11-469 THE SPECIFIED RERUN OF DUSTTST1 ALREADY HAD A REASON FOR RERUN.

        IT WAS:   1 - BAD INPUT FILE

U11-467 REPLY 'U' TO UPDATE 'C' TO CANCEL.

U

REASON FOR RERUN CHANGED FROM:   1 - BAD INPUT FILE

                           TO:   2 - BAD JCL OVERRIDE

 --- REASON FOR RERUN UPDATE COMPLETED ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

Reason-for-Rerun Update - Previous Job Cycles

You can enter the reason-for-rerun online through the Job Execution History File Update (JUPD) function. The following is
the command:

JUPD jobname

JUPD does not perform translation of the reason-for-rerun codes to their text equivalents. You must enter text for the
reason-for-rerun.

The JUPD command initiates display of Control record information in a field name=fieldvalue format. To display
Production record data, press Enter. The display includes the actual number of reruns that are associated with the job.
The Number-of-reruns field appears as follows:

NMRERUNS=nn

If NMRERUNS=0, reruns do not exist for the job, and the reason-for-rerun is not available. If NMRERUNS=1, the reason-
for-rerun is supplied as follows:

REP PRODRESN=/reason/

REP
Indicates the keyword used to indicate the replacement of a field.

/reason/
Indicates the reason-for-rerun. It can be any phrase, word, code, or number for a maximum of 40 alphanumeric
characters enclosed in slashes (/).

If the Number-of-reruns field indicates you have n number of reruns (NMRERUNS=n), press Enter n-1 times to display the
last Rerun record. When the record displays, enter the reason-for-rerun as follows:

REP RRUNRESN=/reason/

/reason/
Indicates the reason-for-rerun. It can be any phrase, word, code, or number for a maximum of 40 alphanumeric
characters enclosed in slashes (/).
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SIM - Simulated RMS
The SIM command simulates the processing functions that the U11RMS Run Handler typically performs. The panel
resulting from SIM displays the forecasted actions that would take place; the job does not run. Any data set or catalog
maintenance that is required is only simulated; maintenance is not performed.

You can simulate both Production and Rerun/Restart processing with SIM.

Typical Use

The SIM function is useful in the following ways:

• Analyzing JCL of a new job to be run for the first time under control of WA Restart Option.
• Investigating what would happen if abended jobs previously run as Production or Pseudo-Production were to run under

WA Restart Option control.
• Detailing the data set/catalog actions a production mode U11RMS step would attempt to perform. SIM lists the data

sets that would be uncataloged, disk data sets that would be scratched, and the GDG generations that would be
created.

If CA 1 is installed, SIM displays the tapes that would be expired.

Command Format

This command has the following format for P and F processing:

►►─ SIM ──┬─────┬──┬─ P ─┬─ , jobname ──┬────────────────────────┬────────────►

          └─ u ─┘  └─ F ─┘              └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                                       └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘  └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

This command has the following format for R processing:

►►─ SIM ─┬─────┬─── R ─── , jobname ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         └─ u ─┘

                

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

         └─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┘

           └─ startstep ───────────────┘ 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┘  └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

         └─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─┘                 ├─ YES ─┤

           └─ endstep ─────────────┘                   ├─ CAT ─┤

                                                       └─ VER ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ ,CC=nnnn ─┘ └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ └─ ,HONORCC= ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘

                                 └─ YES ─┘                 └─ NONE ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬─────────────────────►◄
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   └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘ └─ ,RE=/reason/ ─┘  └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

This command has the following format for C processing in R status:

►►─ SIM ─┬─────┬─── C ─── , jobname ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         └─ u ─┘

 ►────────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ └─ ,CC=nnnn ─┘ └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ 

                ├─ YES ─┤                                 └─ YES ─┘

                ├─ CAT ─┤

                └─ VER ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬──┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,HONORCC= ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘  └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘

                 └─ NONE ─┘ 

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,RE=/reason/ ─┘ └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

This command has the following format for C processing in P status:

►►─ SIM ─┬─────┬─── C ─── , jobname ───┬────────────────────────┬─────────────►

         └─ u ─┘                       └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                                      └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘  └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

This command has the following format for B processing:

►►─ SIM ─┬─────┬─── B ─── , jobname ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         └─ u ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘

         └─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┘

           └─ startstep ───────────────┘ 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┘  └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

         └─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─┘                 ├─ YES ─┤

           └─ endstep ─────────────┘                   ├─ CAT ─┤

                                                       └─ VER ─┘

───┬────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

 ► └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘  └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

                  └─ YES ─┘

u
(Optional) Indicates the usage code.
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P|R|F|C|B
Indicates the Processing code (P, R, or F only). For more information, see Processing Codes.
A value of C specifies to use the current values from the CMT. If a job is set for production, P processing is
performed. Similarly, if a job is set for restart, the current execution ranges, starting and ending steps, are used. R
processing is performed. If a job is set for restart with multiple step execution ranges, you should use processing
code C.
A value of B, backout, simulates data set maintenance for data sets within the specified step range.

jobname
Indicates the name of the job for which this simulated processing is performed.

startstep
An option of R and B processing only; startstep is the stepname or step number that executes the beginning
program. The default is the first step of the job.

startprocstep.startstep
An option of R and B processing only; startstep.startprocstep is the stepname that executes the beginning PROC
and first step of the PROC to execute.

endstep
An option of R and B processing only; endstep is the stepname or step number that executes the last program.
The default is the last step of the job.

endprocstep.endstep
An option of R and B processing only; endstep.endprocstep is the stepname that executes the ending PROC and
the last step within that PROC to execute.

NOTE
If startprocstep or endprocstep is specified, step number is not valid.

Step number is relative to the RMS step. The RMS step is zero.
BYPGDG

An option of R, B, and C processing only; alters the logic of Bypass Input Generation Data Group Processing for
the next rerun only. (To determine the default value of BYPGDG, see the Summary of User Installation Options, or
use the OINQ command.)
NO

Indicates that more or different generation data groups are not to be used as input.
YES

Allows the rerun to use more or different generation data groups as input.
VER

Verifies that GDG bias resolution that is recorded in the CMT agrees with the catalog.
CAT

Accepts the catalog resolution for GDG data sets and save results in the CMT.
CC=nnnn

An option of R and C processing only; assigns the return code value for the U11RMS step. If the CC parameter
is omitted, the value specified by the WA Restart Option installation option RETCODE is used. (To determine
the value of RETCODE, see the Summary of User Installation Options, or use the OINQ command.) nnnn is the
value given to the return code. It can range from 0 through 4095 and must be numeric. This return code can be
checked by using the EXEC/COND or IF/THEN/ELSE JCL condition code testing facilities.

DYNCLEAN
An option of F, P, R, C, and B processing. Specifies whether to simulate data set maintenance for dynamically
allocated data sets. Specifying this parameter lets you override the default DYNCLEAN value specified in the
configuration file for the simulation of the job.
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WARNING
Cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets does not occur the first time that a job runs and each time
Format processing is performed (explicitly or implicitly).

NO
Does not simulate data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

YES
Simulates data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

HONORCC
Indicates whether evaluation of the conditional step execution honors the condition codes of all previous steps.
ALL

Indicates that evaluation of conditional step execution considers condition codes in steps before the
restart step. The effect of HONORCC=ALL can only be seen during an actual rerun. SIM only performs
syntax checking on HONORCC.

NONE
Indicates to bypass conditional step execution if the step depends on the condition code of a step before
the restart step. HONORCC=NONE does not disable dependencies regarding the U11RMS step.

PSEUDO=YES
Indicates that processing under RMS is to be reported but not performed.

RE=/reason/
Passes a reason-for-rerun for the last execution of the job. The reason can be any word, phrase, code or
number for a maximum of 40 characters enclosed in slashes (/). A reason must be input if the REASON=ABEND
installation option has been chosen. Otherwise, the job abends. The SIM command, however, does not update
the CMT with this reason.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1- to 8-byte JES node name or the 1- to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online operation, enter the appropriate online command.

To exit from the Online System, enter the following:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the SIM transaction. The example shows the actions that
U11RMS would take if job DUSTTST1 were to be restarted in STEP3 with a usage code of 3 and a reason-
for-rerun of OPERATOR ERROR. The usage code would be changed from two to three. STEP1 would not be
executed. The GDG data set AC.CA11.TSTGDG2.G0003V00 would be scratched, uncataloged, or both, and
U11RMS would force the same data set to be used in the rerun. Simulated RMS Display (SIM)

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

SIM 3R,DUSTTST1,STEP3,RE=/OPERATOR ERROR/

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - SIM-JOB PROCESSING --

U11-001 CA-11 - PARM RECEIVED FOR JOB DUSTTST1 -  PARM=

    3R,STEP3,RE=/OPERATOR ERROR/

U11-023 USAGE CODE CHANGED FROM 2 TO 3

    .THIS MESSAGE IS PROVIDED FOR THE USER INFORMATION
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     ONLY, IT IS NOT AN INDICATION OF AN ERROR.

* AT YOUR REQUEST RESTART SPECIFIED TO BEGIN AT PROC/STEP=STEP=STEP3

  THEREFORE U11RMS WILL NOT ALLOW THE FOLLOWING STEPS TO EXECUTE...

  PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP001    EXECUTED ON A PRIOR RUN WITH RC=0008

  PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP002    NOT EXECUTED DURING THIS CYCLE

* PROCESSING WILL BEGIN AT THE FOLLOWING STEP...

* PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP3     IS MARKED *** NOT ELIGIBLE FOR AUTOS ***

* PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP4     IS MARKED *** NOT ELIGIBLE FOR AUTOS ***

* U11RMS WILL ATTEMPT TO *SCRATCH/UNCATALOG*  THE FOLLOWING DASD

  DDNAME=OUTPUT4  DSN=AC.CA11.TSTGDG2.G0003V00

* U11RMS WILL POST THE JOBQUE SO THAT THE FOLLOWING GDG WILL BE USED...

  DDNAME=OUTPUT4   DSN=AC.CA11.TSTGDG2.G0003V00

* PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP5     IS MARKED ***      RESTARTABLE       ***

U11-010 CA-11 - 'R' PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB DUSTTST1

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

The following example illustrates the use of a SIM transaction with the C processing code. The job in the
example is currently set for restart and multiple step execution ranges exist. Simulated RMS Display (SIM)

SIM C,CT101MLT                                                                

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - SIM-JOB PROCESSING --                        

                                                                               

 U11-001 CA-11 - PARM RECEIVED FOR JOB CT101MLT - PARM=                        

     C                                                                         

 U11-100 'C' PARMS - STEP EXECUTION FLAGS EXIST AND WILL BE HONORED            

                                                                               

                                                                               

 * BASED ON CURRENT VALUES MULTIPLE STEP RANGES WILL BE RESTARTED...           

   THEREFORE U11RMS WILL NOT ALLOW THE FOLLOWING STEPS TO EXECUTE...           

                                                                               

   PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP1    EXECUTED ON A PRIOR RUN WITH RC=0001       

                                                                               

 * PROCESSING WILL BEGIN AT THE FOLLOWING STEP....                             

                                                                               

                                                                               

 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP2     IS MARKED ***       RESTARTABLE       *** 

                                                                               

 * U11RMS WILL ATTEMPT TO *SCRATCH/UNCATALOG*  THE FOLLOWING DASD              

   DDNAME=TESTDSN       DSN=CT101.TSTDSN02                                  

                                                                               

                                                                               

 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP3     IS MARKED ***       RESTARTABLE       ***
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 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP4     IS MARKED ***       RESTARTABLE       ***

 * U11RMS WILL ATTEMPT TO *SCRATCH/UNCATALOG*  THE FOLLOWING DASD              

   DDNAME=TESTDSN       DSN=CT101.TSTDSN04                                   

 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP5     IS MARKED ***       RESTARTABLE       *** 

                                                                               

 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP6     IS MARKED *** USER ** NOT RESTARTABLE *** 

                                                                               

 * U11RMS WILL ATTEMPT TO *SCRATCH/UNCATALOG*  THE FOLLOWING DASD              

   DDNAME=TESTDSN       DSN=CT101.TSTDSN06                                   

                                                                               

 * BASED ON CURRENT VALUES THE FOLLOWING STEPS WILL NOT BE EXECUTED...         

   PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP7      PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP8            

   PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP9                                               

                                                                               

 * PROCESSING WILL RESUME AT THE FOLLOWING STEP...                             

                                                                               

                                                                               

 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP10    IS MARKED ***       RESTARTABLE       *** 

                                                                               

 * U11RMS WILL ATTEMPT TO *SCRATCH/UNCATALOG*  THE FOLLOWING DASD              

   DDNAME=TESTDSN       DSN=CT101.TSTDSN10                                  

                                                                              

 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP11    IS MARKED ***       RESTARTABLE       *** 

                                                                               

 * U11RMS WILL ATTEMPT TO *SCRATCH/UNCATALOG*  THE FOLLOWING DASD              

   DDNAME=TESTDSN       DSN=CT101.TSTDSN11                                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP12    IS MARKED ***       RESTARTABLE       *** 

                                                                               

 * PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP13    IS MARKED ***       RESTARTABLE       *** 

                                                                               

 * U11RMS WILL ATTEMPT TO *SCRATCH/UNCATALOG*  THE FOLLOWING DASD              

   DDNAME=TESTDSN       DSN=CT101.TSTDSN13                                   

                                                                               

 * BASED ON CURRENT VALUES THE FOLLOWING STEPS WILL NOT BE EXECUTED...         

   PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP14     PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP15           

   PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP16     PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP17           

   PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP18     PROC/STEP=         STEP=STEP19           

                                                                               

 U11-010 CA-11 - 'C' PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB CT101MLT                      

 U11-420  -- INQUIRY ENDED --                                                  

  -- ARTS SUBTASK COMPLETION S/000, U/0000 --                                 

STA - Production Status Inquiry
The Production Status Inquiry provides a status display of all jobs or a subgroup of all jobs in a given time frame. A
subgroup can be defined by specifying the status of the jobs to be displayed.
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NOTE
The status information is retained in the Job Execution History file (JEHF). Jobs that are not tracked or were
tracked without JEHF recording are not included in the STA display.

Typical Use

The STA function is useful in the following ways:

• Documenting productivity and identifying current activity at shift changes in a data center.
• Listing all abended jobs in the form of an exception report to allow production control analysis.
• Identifying the last successfully executed step for all jobs that were executing at the time of a total system crash.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ STA ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

         └─ H= ─┬─ 8 ◄ ───────────────────────────┬─┘

                ├─ hh ────────────────────────────┤

                └─ yyddd/hhmmsshh,yyddd/hhmmsshh ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬───┬──────────────┬───────────────►◄

   └─ ,Status= ─┬─ A ─┬─┘ └─ ,PRANGE=nnnx ─┘   └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

                ├─ C ─┤

                ├─ E ─┤

                └─ S ─┘

H
Indicates the time frame for the display. The default is eight hours.
hh

Indicates the optional number of hours in the time frame desired (display all jobs within the last hh hours
rounded back to the nearest hour from the current hour). If omitted, eight hours is assumed. Maximum is
99 hours; minimum is 1 hour. If hh is specified, the yyddd format cannot be used.

yyddd/hhmmsshh,yyddd/hhmmsshh
Represents the initiator start and end times. yyddd is a specific Julian date, and hhmmsshh the time in
hours, minutes, seconds, and hundredths of a second. yyddd/hhmmsshh can be specified as a partial
string of any length up to a full year, day of year, hour, minute, second or hundredths of a second, for
example, yy201, yy201/10, yy201/10132566.

Status
Indicates to limit the display to only those jobs having a certain status:
A

Unresolved abend
C

Job complete
E

Executing
S

Set-for-rerun
If STATUS is omitted, all jobs are listed.
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PRANGE
Indicates an optional reader start time that is used in selecting JEHF records. This is the number that is
subtracted from the initiator start time to create a reader start time.
nnn

Must be a numeric value in the range of 1 through 999.
x

Can be one of the following:
H
Hours
D
Days
W
Weeks
M
Months

Examples: 36H = 36 hours and 1D = 1 day
If PRANGE is not specified, the default from PRANGEO in the Option Table is used.

REMT=name
Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location where the
command is to execute.

For all jobs meeting the selection criteria, the following items are listed:

• Job name
• Initiation time (yyddd/hhmmss format)
• Number of reruns
• Class
• System ID
• Abended or last successfully executed PROC stepname
• Abended or last successfully executed stepname
• Abended or last successfully executed program name
• Completion code
• Status

The jobs are listed in chronological order.

The report concludes with the following summary figures for all jobs in the time frame:

• #C = Number of jobs with complete status
• #A = Number of jobs with abend status
• #E = Number of jobs with executing status
• #S = Number of jobs with set-for-rerun status
• Total jobs in time frame
• Number of reruns for jobs in time frame
• Number of runs in time frame
• Percentage of reruns (number of reruns for jobs in time frame that is divided by number of runs in time frame) times

100

The summary figures are for all jobs in the time frame and are not affected by the STATUS option of the Inquiry function.

Exit Procedure

To perform another online inquiry, enter the appropriate online command.
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To exit from the Online System, enter the following command:

END

Example
The following example shows a typical use of the STA transaction. The display is for all jobs within the last four
hours. The display is for all status categories. The total line lists the number of jobs in each status category,
the number of jobs for the time period, the number of reruns, the total number of runs, and the percentage of
reruns. Production Status Display (STA)

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

STA H=4

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - PRODUCTION STATUS INQUIRY --

                          ************* LAST OR ABENDED *************

JOBNAME   DATE   TIME #RR C SYSID PROCNAME STEPNAME PROGRAM   RTCD  S

CL9000   yy215 100926   0 A  8301 MOP      STEP1    MOPRINT  S/0C4  A

ASIMS10  yy215 102207   0 A  8301 ASIMS10  STEPR20  IEBGENER  0000  C

DUSTTST0 yy215 101442   0 F  8301          STEP1    IEFBR14   0000  C

HTOC101  yy215 101747   0 A  8301 HTOC101  HTOC124  H0003100  0000  C

DUSTTST1 yy215 101949   0 F  8301 UCC11    U11STEP  U11RMS   U0064  A

HTJE101  yy215 104413   0 A  8301 HTJE101  HTJE124  MED230    0016  C

DUSTTST1 yy215 102507   0 F  8301 UCC11    U11STEP  U11RMS   U0064  A

DUSTTST0 yy215 103611   0 F  8301          STEP1    IEFBR14   0000  C

DUSTTST1 yy215 103731   0 F  8301          STEP5    IEFBR14   0000  C

DUSTTST1 yy215 104007   0 F  8301          STEP5    IEFBR14   0000  C

FSWMBKUP yy215 110409   0 F  8301          BACKUP   RSER      0000  C

DUSTTST2 yy215 104835   0 F  8301          CRD2     U11CRD    0000  C

CL9000   yy215 110622   0 A  8301 MOP      STEP1    MOPRINT   0000  C

CLMAIN35 yy215 115101   0 A  8301          STEP06   PAS06     0000  C

ISMNTHIV yy215 115708   0 A  8301          S20      RBSCUBLD  0128  C

CLXMSBK4 yy215 115924   0 A  8301          STEP01   MASBRK4   0000  C

CLOFFSLP yy215 123019   0 A  8301          S3       OFFSRVCS  0000  C

ACBWCOPY yy215 125344   0 A  8301          JS10     IEBCOPY   0000  C

HTED201  yy215 125602   0 A  8301 HTED201  MGL505   MGL505    0016  C

DUSTTST3 yy215 130347   0 F  8301          UCC11OBD U11OBD    0000  C

DUSTTST3 yy215 131637   0 F  8301          UCC11OBD U11OBD    0000  C

DUSTTST3 yy215 133222   1 F  8301          UCC11OBD U11OBD    0000  C

DUSTTST3 yy215 135237   0 F  8301 UCC11    U11STEP  U11RMS    0000  E

TOTALS:   #C    #A    #E    #S  #JOB   #RR  #RUN    %RR

           20     2     1     0    23     1    24    4.1

 ---  PRODUCTION STATUS INQUIRY ENDED  ---

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

UPRS - Reason-for-Rerun Table Update
The Reason-for-Rerun Table Update function lets you update the Reason-for-Rerun Table that resides on the CMT. Table
entries can be added, deleted, updated, or listed. The CMT resident Reason-for-Rerun Table is used to build the CSA
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resident table that WA Restart Option uses. The table is copied to CSA when DBAS is started and can be reloaded by
issuing the DBAS REFRESH command. To view the active CSA Table, see the LREA command.

Typical Use

The UPRS function is useful in listing and altering the Reason-for-Rerun Table online.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

►►─ UPRS ─┬─ A,code,reason ─┬────┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

          ├─ D,code ────────┤    └─ ,REMT=name ─┘

          ├─ L ─┬─────────┬─┤

          │     └─ ,code ─┘ │

          └─ U,code,reason ─┘

A|D|L|U
Specifies the request code. The following values are the request codes:
A

Adds the indicated code and reason to the table.
D

Deletes the specified code from the table.
L

Lists the current table contents.
U

Updates the reason for the indicated code.
code

Indicates the one- to four-character code to be associated with the reason for rerun text.
reason

Indicates the 1-byte to 40-byte reason for rerun text.
REMT=name

Identifies the 1-byte to 8-byte JES node name or the 1-byte to 16-byte GTS node name of the location at which
the command is to execute.

Example
The following examples is a typical use of the UPRS transaction. The example lists the table (UPRS L), adds
a new entry (UPRS A,..), and then lists the table again to see the entry that was added. Reason-for-Rerun
Table Update (UPRS)

U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

 UPRS L                                                                  0000180

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - CMT REASON FOR RERUN TABLE UPDATE -- 

         CODE   DESCRIPTION

            1      1 - BAD INPUT FILE

            2      2 - BAD JCL OVERRIDE

            3      3 - BAD OUTPUT FILE

            4      4 - HARDWARE ERROR

            5      5 - JCL ERROR
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         SB37   SB37 - NO SPACE AVAILABLE

         SD37   SD37 - NO SECONDARY QUANTITY

         S001   S001 - I/O ERROR

         S122   S122 - OPERATOR CANCEL WITH A DUMP

         S137   S137 - I/O ERROR, EOV ON TAPE

         S213   S213 - I/O ERROR, DSCB NOT FOUND

         S222   S222 - OPERATOR CANCEL

         S322   S322 - ESTIMATED TIME EXCEEDED

         S722   S722 - ESTIMATED LINES EXCEEDED

 U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

Reason-for-Rerun Table Update (UPRS) (Continued)

UPRS A,S013,S013 - DATASET OPEN FAILED                                  0000190

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - CMT REASON FOR RERUN TABLE UPDATE -- 

         CODE   DESCRIPTION

         S013   S013 - DATASET OPEN FAILED

  ---  TABLE ENTRY ADDED

 U11-411  ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND ?

 UPRS L                                                                  0000200

-- CA WA RESTART OPTION ONLINE - CMT REASON FOR RERUN TABLE UPDATE -- 

         CODE   DESCRIPTION

            1      1 - BAD INPUT FILE

            2      2 - BAD JCL OVERRIDE

            3      3 - BAD OUTPUT FILE

            4      4 - HARDWARE ERROR

            5      5 - JCL ERROR

         SB37   SB37 - NO SPACE AVAILABLE

         SD37   SD37 - NO SECONDARY QUANTITY

         S001   S001 - I/O ERROR

         S013   S013 - DATASET OPEN FAILED

         S122   S122 - OPERATOR CANCEL WITH A DUMP

         S137   S137 - I/O ERROR, EOV ON TAPE

         S213   S213 - I/O ERROR, DSCB NOT FOUND

Batch Reports
Various batch reports are available. These topics also show you how to generate the reports and provide sample reports.

Report Cross-Reference
The following table cross-references report titles, report numbers, generating programs, and sample JCL members in
CAL7SAMP.

Report Number Report Title Generating Program CAL7SAMP Member
01 Automated Rerun and Tracking

System
U11RMS AL7JRMS

02 Job Queue Trace U11RMS AL7JRMS
03 Pre-Job Processing U11PRE AL7JPRE
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04 Job Queue Records for Job U11PJQ AL7JPJQ
05 Batch CMT Update U11UPD AL7JUPD
06 Batch CMT Inquiry U11BNQ AL7JBNQ
07 (Output) Data Set List for Job U11ODS AL7JODS
08 Management Report Detail List U11MGR AL7JMGR
09 Management Report Summary

Report
U11MGR AL7JMGR

11 Batch Online Inquiry/Update U11OBD AL7JOBD
20 Control Statements for JEHF

Batch Reports
U11RCP AL7JRCP

21 Job Report U11RCP AL7JRCP
22 Job Report for Jobs Without

Abends
U11RCP AL7JRCP

23 Job Report for Jobs with Abends U11RCP AL7JRCP
24 Spoilage Report U11RCP AL7JRCP
25 Spoilage Report for Jobs

Without Abends
U11RCP AL7JRCP

26 Spoilage Report for Jobs with
Abends

U11RCP AL7JRCP

27 Job Report for Jobs with Reruns U11RCP AL7JRCP
28 Spoilage Report for Jobs with

Reruns
U11RCP AL7JRCP

31 Omitted Reason Report U11RCP AL7JRCP
41 Elapsed Time Report U11RCP AL7JRCP
42 Elapsed Time Report for Jobs

Without Abends
U11RCP AL7JRCP

43 Elapsed Time Report for Jobs
with Abends

U11RCP AL7JRCP

44 Elapsed Time Report for Jobs
with Reruns

U11RCP AL7JRCP

50 List Audit Report Processing
Options

U11ARP AL7ARP

51 List Audit Report Totals U11ARP AL7ARP
52 List Audit Report: By Time U11ARP AL7ARP
53 List Audit Report: By Subsystem U11ARP AL7ARP
54 List Audit Report: By Job Name U11ARP AL7ARP
55 List Audit Report: By Node ID U11ARP AL7ARP
56 List Audit Report: By Facility U11ARP AL7ARP
57 List Audit Report: By User ID U11ARP AL7ARP
80 Control Statements for CMT

Batch Reports
U11CRD AL7JCRD

81 CMT Data Set Cross-Reference
Report

U11CRD AL7JCRD
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Files Accessed for Reports: The batch programs in these topics are organized according to the files accessed:

File Accessed By Program
CMT and JEHF U11OBD Online Batch Driver
CMT U11BNQ CMT Inquiry

U11UPD CMT Update
U11MGR CMT Reports
U11PRE Preprocessing
U11RMS Run Manager
U11ODS Job Data Set List
U11CRD Data Set Cross-Reference Report

JEHF U11RCP Reports
System Job Queue U11PJQ Print Job Queue Records

Report Headings
All reports have a standard heading. The first line contains the date and company name. The second line contains the
report number and name.

Depending on the option that is selected at installation time, two pages can precede all reports. The pages contain the WA
Restart Option logo, the user-specified company name and address, and some job accounting information.

All report programs support a runtime override of the logo printing and the report line count specified at the time of
installation. For the value of SYSLCNT (SYSOUT line count) and DEVLCNT (actual device line count), see Summary of
User Installation Options, or use OINQ.

Control Statement Format

This control statement has the following format:

►►─ REPORTnn ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

              └─ ,LOGO= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,LINECNT=nn ─┘

                         └─ NO ────┘

REPORTnn
Indicates the report number (right-justified, zero-filled).

NOTE
The U11RCP program can only have nn=20 for its override report number on all reports it produces.

LOGO
Controls printing the logo.
YES

Produces the logo.
NO

Suppresses the logo.
LINECNT

Indicates the line count (including headings) per page.

Control Statement Example

The following example is the override in use:
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//RMSOPTNS  DD  *

REPORT06,LOGO=NO,LINECNT=30

In whichever step these two control statements are inserted, they cause the printing of Report 06, Batch CMT Inquiry. The
report prints without the preceding logo and limited to 30 lines per page.

U11OBD Online Batch Driver
The Online Batch Driver simulates initialization and operation of the Online System functions using the SYSIN and
RMSRPT SYSOUT data sets.

U11OBD JCL Requirements
The JCL required to execute the Online Batch Driver program is as follows:

  //stepname    EXEC  PGM=U11OBD[,PARM='profile']

  //STEPLIB     DD    DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=(SHR,PASS)

  //CA11HELP    DD    DSN=CA11.help.dsn,DISP=(SHR,PASS)

  //RMSRPT      DD    SYSOUT=A

  //SYSUDUMP    DD    SYSOUT=A

  //SYSIN       DD    *

  online commands

  END

  /*

 [//CAIVMFI DD DSN=TLMS master volume file,DISP=SHR *   ]

 [   *only if using CA TLMS r5.3 or greater             ]

CAI.CAL7LOAD
Indicates the data set name of the Broadcom Common Target Library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that you have this library in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is
necessary.

CA11.help.dsn
Indicates the data set name of the WA Restart Option Online HELP facility data set.

The profile can be supplied through the PARM (PROFILE=pppppppp) or the first online command supplied by SYSIN
(pppppppp). All the WA Restart Option online functions are available. The default profile is not used unless a blank line is
inserted in front of the first command, and the PARM statement is removed.

U11OBD Special Commands
The following special Online Batch Driver commands are available.

 *           - In column 1 - comment line

 ..EJECT     - Force an immediate page eject.

 ..SPACE n   - Space n number of lines where n is 1, 2, or 3 lines.

END          - End the Online Batch Driver

NOTE
For more information about security requirements and options, see the Programming topics.
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To display additional records while using the Online System (JINQ, JUPD, CINQ, CUPD), you must press Enter. To
accomplish this while using the Online Batch Driver, you must use a blank entry to access each additional record, that is,
a blank entry corresponds to one pressing of Enter. Also, to terminate these functions, enter the CANCEL command at the
appropriate point following the number of blank entries needed for the desired number of records to be displayed.

NOTE
A condition code of 03 with the U11-405 message is received if the processing is not terminated correctly by
specifying the END online function.

CAL7SAMP member AL7JOBD provides a sample job to run U11OBD.

U11BNQ CMT Inquiry
The CMT Batch Inquiry program, U11BNQ, prints selected entries from the CMT. The entries are printed either in
character format (with titles for each field) or in a hexadecimal dump format. U11BNQ produces Report 06, entitled Batch
CMT Inquiry.

NOTE
For more information about the four record types available to U11BNQ (Job, Step, DD, and History), see the
Programming topics.

U11BNQ JCL Requirements
The JCL required to execute the U11BNQ program is as follows:

//stepname    EXEC  PGM=U11BNQ

//STEPLIB     DD    DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSUDUMP    DD    SYSOUT=A

//RMSRPT      DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN       DD    *

control statement

/*

stepname
Indicates any user-defined stepname.

CAI.CAL7LOAD
Indicates the data set name of the Broadcom Common target library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that you have this library in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is
necessary.

U11BNQ Control Statements
U11BNQ has only one type of control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─┬────────┬─┬─ FORMAT ─┬─ JOB=jobname ──────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ name ─┘ └─ DUMP ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►◄

   └─ ,DATA=(JOB ─┬──────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬─ ) ─┘
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                  └─ ,STEP=┤ step ├ ─┘ └─ ,DD=┤ step ├ ─┘

step:

├──┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─ , ─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─────────────────┤

   └─ startstep ───────────────┘     └─ endstep ─────────────┘

name
Indicates an optional user-defined name with a maximum of eight characters, which must start in column 1.

FORMAT|DUMP
Indicates how to display the records.
FORMAT

Causes printing of records in character format with titles for each field.
DUMP

Causes printing of records in a vertical hexadecimal format. A blank must precede and follow this value.
JOB

Indicates a required keyword parameter specifying the job name (CMT entry name) to print. If the name of the
History record is specified, the History record is printed.

DATA
Indicates optional keywords specifying the type of records to print for the job. If omitted, prints all record types
unless you use the STEP or DD keyword. (See the following definitions.)

STEP
Indicates an optional keyword specifying the first and last step for which Step records are printed.
startprocstep.startstep

Indicates the stepname that executes the PROC containing the first step to report. If startproc is specified,
startstep must be specified.

startstep
Indicates the stepname or step number of the first step to report.

endprocstep.endstep
Indicates the stepname that executes the PROC containing the last step to report. If endproc is specified,
endstep must be specified.

endstep
Indicates the stepname or step number of the last step to report.

NOTE
If startprocstep or endprocstep is specified, step number is not valid.

Step number is relative to the RMS step. The RMS step is zero.
If no starting step is specified, reporting begins with the first step. If no ending step is specified, reporting
continues through the last step. If only the starting step is specified, the parentheses can be omitted, for
example, STEP=stepone. However, parentheses are required if only the ending step is specified, for example,
STEP=(,stepnine).

DD
Indicates an optional keyword used to specify starting steps, ending steps, or both for DD record printing.
Subparameters for this keyword are the same as for the STEP keyword.

Control statements are continued by entering a nonblank character in column 72. A comma must follow the last keyword
parameter on a continued statement.

Continuation statements must have blanks in columns 1 through 15.
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If placed before the first control statement, comment statements can be used. An asterisk (*) in column 1 identifies a
comment statement.

CAL7SAMP member AL7JBNQ provides a sample job to run U11BNQ.

U11BNQ Control Statement Examples
This statement prints the Job record and Data Set records for MYJOB starting with the first Data Set record and ending
with records for STEPR.

                                                               72

                                                               |

DUMPIT    DUMP     JOB=MYJOB,DATA=(JOB,DD),                    *

                   DD=(,STEPR)

This statement prints the History record for the CMT. histname is the user-specified name for the CMT history data. This
name is defined within the user options (U11OPTBL assembly), default=HISTORY. The History record is updated when it
is necessary to roll historical information out of the Job records. The History record contains totals for each of the past five
years.

HISTORY      FORMAT     JOB=histname

NOTE
For more information, see the Programming topics.

The following is a sample page from the Batch CMT Inquiry report. This example displays records grouped by step. Also,
the example shows three of the four record types: the Job, Step, and DD records.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 06 - BATCH INQUIRY

U11-020 SYSIN CONTROL CARD =  ' FORMAT JOB=CARJ5310 DATA=(JOB,STEP,DD)                                 00170000'

JOB=CARJ5310

   JOB   RECID=1   BTCHID=103   PROCSTEP/STEP=        /RMS        IND1=00   RESTRIND=88   RESTRTCCD=0000

                   STPROCSTEP/STEP=        /ASM        ENDPROCSTEP/STEP=        /           LTYPE=R   LUSE=

                   LFDATE=09.216   LFTIME=09:58:39   LPDATE=00.000   LPTIME=00:00:00   LRDATE=09.216   LRTIME=10:01:31

                   CYR=yy   CPNUM=0003   CRNUM=0002   LYR=yy   LPNUM=0000   LRNUM=0000   NYR=yy   NPNUM=0000   NRNUM=0000

                   AUTOSAL=YES   AUTOSNV=NO  USERLEN=00   USERDATA=''

PROCSTEP/STEP=        /ALLOC

   STEP  RECID=3   BTCHID=102   PROCSTEP/STEP=        /ALLOC      SEQNO=001   LOGIC=00   LRTCD=00000   NBRCC=0

                   CC1=NONE      CC2=NONE      CC3=NONE      CC4=NONE      CC5=NONE      CC6=NONE      CC7=NONE      CC8=NONE

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.V3R0M00.TESTSRCJ                '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000

                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=UNKNOWN DSP3=UNKNOWN_

                   DDNAME=S               STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.V3R0M00.TESTSRC                 '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000

                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=UNKNOWN DSP3=UNKNOWN

                   DDNAME=TS              STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.CL7B000.SOURCE                  '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000
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                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=UNKNOWN DSP3=UNKNOWN

                   DDNAME=PS              STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.V3R0M00.TESTMACC                '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000

                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=UNKNOWN DSP3=UNKNOWN

                   DDNAME=CM              STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.V3R0M00.TESTMACJ                '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000

                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=UNKNOWN DSP3=UNKNOWN

                   DDNAME=M               STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.V3R0M00.TESTMAC                 '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000

                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=UNKNOWN DSP3=UNKNOWN

                   DDNAME=TM              STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.CL7VB00.MACROS                  '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000

                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=UNKNOWN DSP3=UNKNOWN

                   DDNAME=PM              STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.CL7B000.MACLIB                  '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000

                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=UNKNOWN DSP3=UNKNOWN

                   DDNAME=PM       +001   STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

   DD    RECID=4   BTCHID=000   DSN='SSDDEV.CA11.V3R0M00.TESTLOAD                '   GDGNUM=________   GDGDISP=000

                   GDGJBIAS=N/A    GDGSBIAS=N/

A    VOLSER=       DEVTYPE=DASD  DSTPNUM=000   DSP1=OLD     DSP2=CATLG   DSP3=DELETE

                   DDNAME=TL              STATIND=00   ACTION=X   DPSTNUM=000

U11UPD CMT Update
The CMT Batch Update program, U11UPD, can be used to update fields in the CMT records and to delete CMT records
(entries of the CMT). Also, you can use the online CMT update capability (CUPD). With the exception of the step and job
restartable flags, fields in the CMT should not require updating by the user. Fields within the CMT records are referenced
by keywords.

Most updates and all deletions require the specification of a password for the batch program U11UPD. This password is
unique to U11UPD and is not used by other systems. The restartable flags are not password-protected.

NOTE
For more information about the password contents, see the Programming topics.

U11UPD JCL Requirements
The JCL required to execute the U11UPD program is as follows:

//stepname  EXEC  PGM=U11UPD

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP  DD    SYSOUT=A

//RMSRPT    DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN     DD    *

control statements

/*
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stepname
Indicates any user-defined stepname.

CAI.CAL7LOAD
Indicates the data set name of the Broadcom Common Target Library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that you have this library in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is
necessary.

U11UPD Control Statements
U11UPD has three types of control statements:

• Password control statement
• Member control statement
• Operation control statement

Password Control Statement

The Password control statement, if used, must be the first input control statement and must start in column 1.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─ PASSWORD=0yydddhh ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

0yydddhh
Indicates the batch update password in year, day, and hour format. The job must execute within the hour specified
in the password. The format is as follow:
0

Numeric zero
yy

Current year
ddd

Current Julian date
hh

Hour in military time

Member Control Statement

The Member control statement specifies the CMT entry (the job) to be updated or deleted. All Operation control
statements following a Member control statement and preceding the next Member statement (or end of file) apply to the
preceding Member statement.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─ membername ─┬─ JOB ─────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

                ├─ STEP ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ DD ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ HIST ────────────────────────────────────────────┤

                ├─ DEL ─────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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                └─ STEP=stepname ─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ ,DD=ddname ─┘ └─ ,CONCAT=nn ─┘

membername
Indicates the one- to eight-character name of the CMT entry to be updated or deleted. The membername must
start in column 1 and be followed by a blank.
One of the following keywords must be specified to indicate the type of CMT record to be acted upon or to
indicate that the entire entry is to be deleted. This keyword must be preceded and followed by a blank.
JOB

Indicates to update the Job record.
STEP

Indicates to update a Step record.
DD

Indicates to update a DD record (data set record).
HIST

Indicates that CMT history data ( membername=histname ) is to be updated. histname is the user-
specified name for the CMT history data. This name is defined within the user options (U11OPTBL
assembly), default=HISTORY.

NOTE
For more information, see the Programming topics.

DEL
Indicates to delete the entry specified in membername.

STEP=stepname
Indicates a step. Used only if STEP or DD is specified as the type of CMT record to be updated or which
contains the DD record. stepname can be entered as procstepname.stepname, stepname, or step
number (1-255).

DDNAME=ddname
Indicates a ddname. Used only if DD is specified as the type of CMT record to be acted upon. ddname is
the ddname of the DD record to be updated.

CONCAT=nn
Indicates required when a concatenated DD has been specified. The value specified for nn is a two-digit
number that identifies the relative occurrence of this DD within the concatenation. For example,
//DDS    DD   DSN=DD1    CONCAT=0

//       DD   DSN=DD2    CONCAT=1

Operation Control Statement

This control statement has the following format:

             ┌─ , ───────────┐

►►─┬─ VER ─┬─▼─ field=value ─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ REP ─┘

VER
Indicates that the values in the CMT for the specified fields (the following keywords) are to be verified against the
values in the control statement. The function of the VER parameter is to assure that the proper record is being
updated or deleted. Any field in the CMT record can be verified whether it is being replaced or not. If any field fails
verification, the membername is not updated or deleted.
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For a given membername, all VER parameters must precede the first REP parameter. VER must be preceded
and followed by a blank.

REP
Indicates that the fields specified by the following keywords are to be updated with the indicated values. REP
must be preceded and followed by a blank.

field
Indicates the field to be verified, replaced, or both (VER/REP).

value
Indicates the value to be verified or replaced. Character values which contain special characters can be entered
by enclosing the string in delimiters. A delimiter is a character whose hexadecimal value is less than that of the
character A, that is less than X'C1'. The keyword HEXZERO can be used to set, verify, or replace (VER/REP) a
field to binary or packed zero.

A maximum of 30 fields can be verified or replaced per Member control statement.

Continuation statements are not accepted.

Comment statements can be used. An asterisk (*) in column 1 identifies a comment statement.

CAL7SAMP member AL7JUPD contains a sample job to run U11UPD.

U11UPD Control Statement Examples

This example uses single quote marks are used as delimiters to include the blank as part of the USERDATA value. The
user data accounting information is placed in the user field of the Job record for Job AC11TST2.

AC11TST2 JOB

 REP USERDATA='accounting information'

This example changes job AC11TST3 from restartable (RS) to nonrestartable (NR) if the verification is successful.

AC11TST3 JOB

 VER IND1=RS

 REP IND1=NR

This example deletes the CMT entry for Job ACRMSGEN.

ACRMSGEN DEL

This example sets STEP04 of Job AC11TST4 to nonrestartable (NR).

AC11TST4  STEP  STEP=STEP04

 REP LOGIC=NR

This example changes the volume serial number of the data set that corresponds to the first concatenated DD statement
in the CMT for STEP6 of Job AC11TST5 from MYPACK to NEWPAK.

AC11TST5 DD STEP=AC11PROC.STEP6,DDNAME=DD1,CONCAT=01

 VER VOLSER=MYPACK,DSN=AC11ABC

 REP VOLSER=NEWPAK     

This example sets the H1YR field to 09.
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HISTORY HIST

   REP H1YR=09

U11UPD Messages and Return Codes
The following message is issued for a successful REP operation:

xxxxxxxx CHANGED FROM yy...y TO zz...z

xxxxxxxx
Indicates a CMT keyword.

yy...y
Refers to the old value.

zz...z
Indicates the new value.

The following return codes are issued by U11UPD upon termination:

• 00 = Successful completion
• 12 = A VER/REP failed

The following is a sample page of the Batch CMT Update report. The control statements indicate that the Step record
for STEP1 of job DUSTTST1 is to be updated. The VER statement verifies that the LOGIC field shows that the step is
restartable. The REP statement replaces that value indicating that the step is not restartable by the user.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 05 - CMT UPDATE

 U11-020 SYSIN CONTROL CARD  =   'DUSTTST1 STEP STEP=STEP1

                                 ' VER LOGIC=RS

                                 ' REP LOGIC=NR

              LOGIC   CHANGED FROM - 00

                              TO   - 80

              DUSTTST1 UPDATED

                 01 CMT RECORDS UPDATED

Keywords for U11UPD
Use the following list to determine what values to input when updating CMT records. Keywords are given for the Job,
Step, DD, and History records. The input length is the maximum length accepted. In the case of character and numeric
type data, the maximum length or less is accepted. All other data types should be expanded to maximum length before
being entered.

Eight data types are described. They are defined as follows:
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• C -- Character
• D -- Date in yyddd (Julian) format
• X -- Hexadecimal. Unless noted under Special Considerations, always enter two hexadecimal digits.
• N -- Numeric (decimal number)
• ± N -- Numeric with leading sign
• T -- Time in hhmmss (24-hour) format
• Y -- Year in yy (without the century) format
• Z -- The first two bytes are the condition code value in binary. The third byte is the condition code operator, as defined

in the following table. The fourth byte is the step reference number.

Hex Value Operator
02 GT
04 LT
07 NE
08 EQ
11 GE
12 LE

All fields, except those with their keyword followed by a single asterisk (*), are password protected in the Batch System.

Keywords followed by a double asterisk (**) represent fields containing stepnames that can be input in step or proc.step
format.

Job Record Keywords

Keyword Input Length Type Contents
PROCSTEP** 17 C Stepname of the EXEC

PGM=U11RMS step
IND1* 2 X Job Logic:

80 -- Job cannot be restarted
(user)
Note: U11UPD input value is
NR.
40 -- Next P force F
20 -- Job cannot be restarted
(WA Restart Option)
10 -- Last production run used
PSEUDO=YES option
00 -- No restrictions or
conditions
Note: U11UPD input value is
RS.

AUTOSAL 3 C Always Auto Setup indicator
(YES or NO)

AUTOSNV 3 C Never Auto Setup indicator
(YES or NO)

HIRTCD 4 N High job return code to check for
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RESTRIND 2 X Restart Logic:
80 -- Job is to be restarted
40 -- Condition code has been
given
20 -- BYPGDG=YES
10 -- BYPGDG=NO
08 -- Reason-for-rerun supplied
02 -- BYPGDG=VER
01 -- BYPGDG=CAT
00 -- None

RESTRTCC 4 N Restart condition code
STPROCST** 17 C Starting step for restart
ENDPROCS** 17 C Ending step for restart
LTYPE 1 C Last run type:

P -- Production
F -- Format
R -- Restart

LUSE* 1 C Last usage code
LFDATE 5 D Date of last F processing
LFTIME 6 T Time of last F processing
LPDATE 5 D Date of last P processing
LPTIME 6 T Time of last P processing
LRDATE 5 D Date of last R processing
LRTIME 6 T Time of last R processing
CYR 2 Y Current year
CPNUM 4 N Number of P processings in

current year
CRNUM 4 N Number of R processings in

current year
LYR 2 Y Last year
LPNUM 4 N Number of P processings in last

year
LRNUM 4 N Number of R processings in last

year
NYR 2 Y Next year
NPNUM 4 N Number of P processings in next

year
NRNUM 4 N Number of R processings in

next year (January)
USERDATA* 0-60 C User accounting data - length is

fixed during F processing

Step Record Keywords

Keyword Input Length Type Contents
PROCSTEP 17 C** Stepname of the step
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SEQNO 3 N Step sequence number within
the job

LOGIC* 2 X Step restart logic:
80 -- Step is not restartable
(user-specified)
40 -- Step has CA11NR DD
DUMMY
20 -- WA Restart Option set the
step as not restartable
10 -- Step is not eligible for Auto
Setup
08 -- Step is restartable (user-
specified)
04 -- RD=Nx specified
02 -- ABENDER program in step
00 -- No flags specified

LRTCD 5 C Last completion code of step
Return code -- four decimal
digits followed by a blank
(0000 )
System abend -- S/ followed by
three hex digits (S/0C4)
User abend -- U followed by four
decimal digits (U9999)

HIRTCD 4 N High step return code to check
for

NBRCC 1 N Number of condition code
checks to U11RMS step

CC1 6 Z Step condition code 1. First four
digits are the condition value.
Last two digits are the decimal
value of the condition code
operator.

CC2 6 Z Step condition code 2; see CC1
CC3 6 Z Step condition code 3; see CC1
CC4 6 Z Step condition code 4; see CC1
CC5 6 Z Step condition code 5; see CC1
CC6 6 Z Step condition code 6; see CC1
CC7 6 Z Step condition code 7; see CC1
CC8 6 Z Step condition code 8; see CC1

DD Record Keywords

Keyword Input Length Type Contents
DSN 44 C Data set name or GDG index

name
GDGNUM 8 C GDG number (absolute

generation/version)
GDGDISP 2 N GDG number displacement in

data set name
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GDGJBIAS 4 +-N GDG bias (job)
GDGSBIAS 4 +-N GDG bias (step)
VOLSER 6 C Volume serial number; recorded

only:
1) If disk data set, and
2) If specified in JCL

DEVTYPE 2 X UCB device type:
20 -- DASD
80 -- TAPE

DSTPNUM 3 N Step number of (OLD,DELETE)
or (OLD,UNCATLG)

DISP1 2 X 1st disposition
DISP2 2 X 2nd disposition
DISP3 2 X 3rd disposition
DDNAME 8 C DDNAME
STATIND 2 X Status indicator:

00 -- Other
80 -- VOLSER specified in JCL

ACTION 1 C Data set action code:
S -- Scratch/uncatalog
N -- Do not scratch
F -- Previous scratch failed
X -- No action

CONCAT 3 N Concatenation number

History Record Keywords

Keyword Input Length Type Contents
H1YR 2 Y Current year
H1JOBS 6 N Number of jobs executed
H1JOBP 6 N Number of P processings
H1JOBR 6 N Number of R processings
H2YR 2 Y Prior year
H2JOBS 6 N Number of jobs executed
H2JOBP 6 N Number of P processings
H2JOBR 6 N Number of R processings
H3YR 2 Y Prior year
H3JOBS 6 N Number of jobs executed
H3JOBP 6 N Number of P processings
H3JOBR 6 N Number of R processings
H4YR 2 Y Prior year
H4JOBS 6 N Number of jobs executed
H4JOBP 6 N Number of P processings
H4JOBR 6 N Number of R processings
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H5YR 2 Y Prior year
H5JOBS 6 N Number of jobs executed
H5JOBP 6 N Number of P processings
H5JOBR 6 N Number of R processings

U11MGR CMT Reports
The Management Report program, U11MGR, produces two management level reports from the information that is stored
in the CMT:

• Detail Report
• Summary Report

These management level reports can help determine historical trends in rerun percentages. The report can also locate
unused or "dead" CMT entries (jobs that have not run for a long time) to perform CMT database cleanup.

U11MGR CMT Detail Report
The CMT Detail report contains a list of all jobs in the CMT. For each individual job executing under WA Restart Option,
this report lists the date and the time of the last P processing, the last R processing, and the last F processing. Also, R
processing totals for this year and the last year are reported.

The CMT Detail report contains the processing totals for all jobs in the CMT executing under WA Restart Option.
The totals are listed by job and processing type for a two-year comparative analysis based on the current year and
the preceding year. The productivity period commences on January 1 and ends on December 31 of each year. The
information is listed in the report under the headings LAST YEAR and THIS YEAR (cumulative year-to-date). These
categories are determined on an individual job basis by the actual year (greatest date) of the job's last activity. For
example, a job most recently executed in 2009 will list the 2009 statistics under THIS YEAR and the 2007 statistics as
LAST YEAR regardless of the report date.

For report purposes, the annual totals are not rolled to the previous year until February 1. During the month of January,
all counts are collected and reported separately under the report heading JANUARY. This enables the user to view the
previous two years in their entirety plus the current month of January. Therefore, until the totals are rolled on the 31st of
January, THIS YEAR will actually reflect the previous year's totals and LAST YEAR will denote the year before the actual
preceding year. This occurs during the month of January only until the 3lst is encountered and the rolling is performed.
January statistics are then moved to THIS YEAR and all totals shift accordingly. The JANUARY column then remains zero
until the current year has completed and the cycle is repeated.

The following is an example of the Management Report Detail List. This report lists all jobs in the CMT. The report shows
the time of the last P and R processings, the totals of each P and R for this year and last, and spikes out the January
totals for each. Use of the F processing option is detailed by the last occurrence of F processing.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 08 - MANAGEMENT REPORT DETAIL LIST

 JOBNAME    DATE/TIME        DATE/TIME     CURR  TOTAL P  LAST   TOTAL P  TOTAL P    DATE/

TIME       TOTAL R   TOTAL R   TOTAL R

             LAST F           LAST P       YEAR  CURR YR  YEAR   LAST YR  THIS JAN    LAST R         CURR YR   LAST YR   THIS JAN

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACDBCC1   08.268  9:52:29                  2007         2              0           08.268  9:58:13         2         0

ACDBGDG   08.307 16:14:58  08.268 12:31:28 2007         6              0                                   0         0

ACDBPSE   08.240 16:35:02  08.240 16:30:11 2007         4              0                                   0         0
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ACGHGDG   08.049 16:18:50                  2007         2              0                                   0         0

ADAM999   09.041  9:24:26                  2009         3 2007         2                                   0         0

ADAM999D  08.308 14:29:08                  2007         5              0                                   0         0

AD4014    08.352 12:42:23                  2007         6              0                                   0         0

APKIM     09.107 11:00:57  09.123 11:00:09 2009        10              0                                   0         0

BUILDPDB  09.051  7:04:23  09.053  7:00:48 2007         3              0                                   0         0

CLEMUCC7  08.274  8:24:48  09.091 20:59:09 2007         3 2006         5                                   0         0

C345MS18  09.154 18:00:30  09.180 18:00:33 2009        19              0                                   0         0 

C4BR14    08.182 16:24:10                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C4DBT     08.009 10:53:35  08.027 10:17:06 2007         5              0                                   0         0

C4DBTT    08.169 18:58:14  08.169 19:03:19 2007         2              0                                   0         0

C4DBT1    08.219  8:48:09                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C4DB1     08.063  9:14:09                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C4FM11T   08.163 11:58:41                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C4JBR1    08.051 16:29:55                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C4JBT     08.055 16:04:37  08.055 16:09:36 2007        38 2006         5           08.051 13:46:04         5         0

C4JBUNLD  08.010 11:42:47                  2007         2              0           08.010 14:54:52         2         0

C4JB11T   08.163 12:01:52  08.163 12:08:37 2007         2              0                                   0         0

C4JB13    08.048 10:18:30  08.048 10:08:13 2007         3              0                                   0         0

C4JB131   08.048 10:10:48  08.048 10:16:56 2007         3              0                                   0         0

C4KBT     08.063  8:56:37  08.063 14:38:03 2007         9              0           08.101  9:14:44         1         0

C4KBX     08.009 11:45:17                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C4RESTST  08.192 10:49:25                  2007         1              0           08.192 11:11:36         1         0

C4TEST    08.182 16:44:15                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C4TSTP    08.182 16:48:33                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C495DB1V  08.314 16:22:16  08.310 16:41:39 2007        10              0                                   0         0

C495JB1N  08.325 15:04:46                  2007         1              0                                   0         0

C495JB1P  08.325 17:08:21  08.338  9:41:06 2007         7              0           08.335 13:34:24         2         0

C495JB1Q  08.304 14:46:15  08.321 15:52:28 2007         5              0                                   0         0

C495JB1R  09.049 10:57:51  09.140  8:54:43 2009         5 2007         5           08.079 10:06:35         3         0

C495JB1S  08.295  8:14:51                  2007         2              0                                   0         0

C495JB1T  08.276 11:05:00  08.307 16:20:36 2007         5              0                                   0         0

C495JB1X  08.303 16:28:58  08.294 16:34:40 2007         7              0           08.294 16:30:40         2         0

C495JB1Y  09.012  9:41:21  09.022 14:11:29 2009         3 2007         6           09.016 14:34:21         2         2

C495SS1Q  09.142 12:08:40  09.148 13:36:09 2009         3              0           09.148 13:55:15         2         0

C495TC1Q  09.169 14:16:23                  2009         1              0           09.169 15:35:59         1         0

C495TC1R  09.008 15:05:13  09.008 15:00:09 2009         3              0           09.019 14:48:03         3         0

C495TC1T  09.135  8:49:37                  2009         1              0           09.135 10:54:25         5         0

C495U11   08.170 10:39:39  08.170 16:11:19 2007        14              0           08.170 16:14:00        13         0

C495U12   08.184  8:55:35                  2007         2              0                                   0         0

C496TST1  09.111 16:40:41                  2009         1              0                                   0         0

C496T001  09.085 13:54:28                  2009         1              0                                   0         0

DIINQ     08.139 13:03:37  09.166 14:06:38 2007        24 2006        47                                   0         0

DIPROSE   08.182 11:30:16  09.098 19:16:17 2007         6 2006         3                                   0         0

U11MGR CMT Summary Report
Besides the CMT Detail report, the U11MGR Management Report program produces a CMT Summary report. This report
lists the accumulated totals for reruns and production runs for the past five years. The total number of jobs currently stored
on the CMT is also reported.

The following is a sample of the Management Report Summary Page. This report shows by year the totals of production
runs, reruns, and number of jobs in the CMT.
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DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 09 - MANAGEMENT REPORT SUMMARY PAGE

          YEAR          PRODUCTION RUNS                   RERUNS                NUMBER OF JOBS

          2009                   646                          35                        71

          2007                 1,369                          82                       111

          2006                    92                           5                        14

         TOTAL                 2,107                         122                       196

TOTAL NUMBER OF JOBS READ FROM CMT EQUALS    153

         END OF REPORT 09  -  TOTAL ITEMS LISTED=         5

U11MGR JCL Requirements
The JCL required to execute the U11MGR program for either the Detail report or the Summary report is as follows:

                                  {DETAIL  }

//stepname  EXEC  PGM=U11MGR,PARM={NODETAIL}

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

//RMSRPT    DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP  DD    SYSOUT=A

stepname
Indicates any user-defined stepname.

PARM
Indicates which CMT report is to be produced.
DETAIL

If DETAIL is specified, both the CMT Detail report and the CMT Summary report print. DETAIL is the
system default.

NODETAIL
If NODETAIL is specified, only the CMT Summary report prints.

CAI.CAL7LOAD
Indicates the data set name of the Broadcom Common Target Library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that you have this library in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is
necessary.

CAL7SAMP member AL7JMGR contains a sample job to run U11MGR.

U11PRE Preprocessing
U11PRE lets the user preset the type of processing to be performed before the job is actually in execution for rerun or
restart. This is necessary when any kind of prestaging facility is used to pull or mount tapes since catalog maintenance
must be performed prior to the FETCH messages being issued or Pull Lists being printed. If, however, the WA Restart
Option JES3 interface is installed, catalog maintenance is performed automatically and use of U11PRE is unnecessary
unless BYPGDG=VER/CAT is being used.

The Online System command PRE also provides the functionality of the U11PRE program.
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Typical Use

Uncatalogs and scratches data sets to keep JES3 from fetching the wrong tapes in a restart or rerun situation, or having
the wrong tapes pulled through a Pull List facility when the WA Restart Option JES3 interface has not been installed.

U11PRE Examples

//PRESTEP  EXEC PGM=U11PRE,PARM='F,CT100ABC'

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

//RMSRPT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=A

F processing will be forced the next time Job CT100ABC executes.

//PRESTEP  EXEC PGM=U11PRE

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

//RMSRPT   DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

AR,CT10lDEF,CT130.SECOND,CT130.STEP6,CC=0016,

          RE=/LOST REPORTS/

BR,CT102ABC,CC=0020

/*

For Job CT101DEF, the usage code of A is checked against the last specified usage code. If it is different, then Restart
processing is performed for Job CT101DEF starting with step SECOND of the procedure invoked by PROC step CT130
and ending with step STEP6. A condition code of 16 is set for the U11RMS step. LOST REPORTS is posted in the
Reason-for-rerun field.

For Job CT102ABC, the usage code of B is checked against the last specified usage code. If it is different, Restart
processing is performed for Job CT102ABC starting with the first step of the job and ending with the last step. A condition
code of 20 is set for the U11RMS step when Job CT102ABC executes.

The following is a sample of the Pre-Job Processing report. The R processing option was used with a starting step of
STEP2 and a reason-for-rerun was supplied. The R processing option scratches and uncatalogs appropriate data sets in
preparation for the restart. The report closes by indicating that R processing completed successfully.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 03 - PRE-JOB PROCESSING

U11-020 SYSIN CONTROL CARD =  '1R,C495SS1B,PRINT000,CC=0016,RE=/

LOST REPORTS/                          00077201'

U11-001 CA-11  - PARM RECEIVED FOR JOB C495SS1B -  PARM=1R,C495SS1B,PRINT000,CC=0016,RE=/LOST REPORTS/

U11-023 USAGE PARM CHANGED FROM   TO 1

U11-031 * PROC-STEP=         STEP=PRINT000

U11-066 SCRATCH SUCCESSFUL - DSN = SSDDEV.DBAS.LOGGDG.G0020V00

U11-063 UNCATALOG SUCCESSFUL - DSN = SSDDEV.DBAS.LOGGDG.G0020V00

U11-031 * PROC-STEP=         STEP=PRINT001

U11-031 * PROC-STEP=         STEP=LAST0000

U11-066 SCRATCH SUCCESSFUL - DSN = C495SS1.TEST.SDS

U11-063 UNCATALOG SUCCESSFUL - DSN = C495SS1.TEST.SDS

U11-010 CA-11 - 'R' PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB C495SS1B
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         END OF REPORT 03  -  TOTAL ITEMS LISTED=        13

U11PRE JCL Requirements (Batch)
The JCL required to execute the U11PRE program is as follows:

  //stepname  EXEC  PGM=U11PRE[,PARM='value']

  //STEPLIB   DD    DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

  //RMSRPT    DD    SYSOUT=A

  //SYSUDUMP  DD    SYSOUT=A

  //SYSIN     DD    *

  control statements

  /*

 [//CAIVMFI DD DSN=TLMS master volume file,DISP=SHR *   ]

 [   *only if using CA TLMS r5.3 or greater             ]

stepname
Indicates any user-defined stepname.

'value'
Indicates a control statement pertaining to a single job.

CAI.CAL7LOAD
Indicates the data set name of the Broadcom Common Target Library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that you have this library in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is
necessary.

U11PRE PARM Values and Control Statements

Specify the necessary control information either in the PARM field or through SYSIN control statements. If the PARM field
is used, only one job can be processed per execution of U11PRE. Multiple jobs can be processed if control statements are
supplied. The format of the PARM field and the SYSIN control statements are identical.

Comments can be added in the control statements after a delimiting blank. Comment statements can be continued on the
next statement by ending the statement with a complete operand followed by a comma. The continuation statement must
begin in column 16 and must not contain embedded comment statements. As many continuation statements as needed
can be used to supply the operand.

The PARM field or control statement has the following format for P and F processing:

 ►►───────┬─────┬─┬─ P ─┬─ , jobname ──┬────────────────────────┬──────────────►

          └─ u ─┘ └─ F ─┘              └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                                      └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘

The PARM field or control statement has the following format for R processing:

►►───────┬─────┬─── R ─── , jobname ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         └─ u ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┘
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         └─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┘  

           └─ startstep ───────────────┘ 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬────────────►

  └─ , ─┬───────────────────────────┬─┘  └─ ,BYPGDG= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ 

        └─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─┘                 ├─ YES ─┤

          └─ endstep ─────────────┘                   └─ VER ─┘ 

►─┬────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────┬─────►

  └─ ,CC=nnnn ─┘  └─ ,DYNCLEAN= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘  └─ ,HONORCC= ─┬─ ALL ──┬─┘

                                 └─ YES ─┘                  └─ NONE ─┘

►─┬───────────────┬─┬────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

  └─ ,PSEUDO=YES ─┘ └─ ,RE=/reason/ ─┘

• u
(Optional) Indicates the usage code. This user-defined code can prevent accidental job reruns. If the usage code
parameter in the User Option Table is set to YES, then a usage code must be supplied and is required to be changed
before each submission of the job. If the usage code parameter in the User Option Table is set to RESTART, usage
codes are only used on restarts and must be changed between consecutive restarts within a production cycle. If the
usage code parameter in the User Option Table is set to NO, no usage codes are permitted.

P|R|F
Indicates the Processing code to preset in a CMT job record (P, R, or F only). PRE performs data set
maintenance only for processing codes B, R, and, if a job is in R status, C.

NOTE
Because U11PRE R processing uncatalogs and scratches data sets for the job, subsequent resetting
through U11PRE to P or F processing after R processing could cause undesirable results when the job
is executed.

For whichever job is specified by the next PARM variable job name, an indicator in the CMT is set equal to this processing
code. The next time U11RMS executes with production processing, it performs the processing specified by the CMT
indicator. The processing code for the subsequent U11RMS execution is preset. This setting only applies to the next
U11RMS P processing execution. If R is specified, U11PRE performs catalog maintenance in anticipation of the next run.
All output data sets to be recreated are scratched and uncataloged.

jobname
Indicates the name of the job for which to perform this processing.

startstep
An option of R processing only; startstep is the stepname or step number that executes the beginning program.
The default is the first step of the job.

startstep.startprocstep
An option of R processing only; names the stepname that executes the beginning PROC and the first step within
that PROC to execute.

endstep
An option of R processing only; names the stepname or step number that executes the last program. The default
is the last step of the job.

endstep.endprocstep
An option of R processing only; names the stepname that executes the ending PROC and the last step within that
PROC to execute.

NOTE
If startprocstep or endprocstep is specified, step number is not valid.

Step number is relative to the RMS step. The RMS step is zero.
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BYPGDG
An option of R processing only; alters the logic of Bypass Input Generation Data Group Processing for the next
rerun only. To determine the default value of BYPGDG, see the Summary of User Installation Options, or use the
OINQ command. This parameter lets the next rerun use additional or different generation data groups as input.
NO

Does not use additional or different generation data groups as input.
YES

Uses additional or different generation data groups as input.
CAT

Indicates to accept the catalog resolution for GDG data sets and save results in the CMT.

NOTE
Because U11PRE R processing uncatalogs and scratches data sets for the job, subsequent resetting
through U11PRE to P or F processing after R processing could cause unwanted results when the job is
executed.

CC=nnnn
An option of R processing only; assigns the return code value for the U11RMS step. If the CC parameter is
omitted, the value specified by the installation option RETCODE is used. (To determine the value of RETCODE,
see the Summary of User Installation Options, or use the OINQ command.) nnnn is the value given to the return
code. It can range from 0 through 4095 and must be numeric. This return code can be verified by using the EXEC/
COND or IF/THEN/ELSE JCL condition code testing facilities.

DYNCLEAN
Specifies whether to perform data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets. Specifying this parameter
lets you override the default DYNCLEAN value in the configuration file for the execution of the job.

WARNING
Cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets does not occur the first time a job runs and each time Format
processing is performed (explicitly or implicitly).

NO

Does not perform data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

YES
Performs data set maintenance for dynamically allocated data sets.

HONORCC

Indicates whether evaluation of the conditional step execution honors the condition codes of all previous steps.

ALL
Indicates that evaluation of conditional step execution considers condition codes in steps before the restart step. If
the starting step of a rerun is located after a step which abended in an earlier run, the abended step is considered
as not having executed. The effect of HONORCC=ALL can only be seen during an actual rerun.

NONE
Disables the checking of condition codes from the previous run during a restart. HONORCC=NONE does not
disable dependencies with respect to the U11RMS step.

PSEUDO=YES

Indicates that processing under U11RMS is reported but not performed.

RE=/reason/

An option of R processing only; passes a reason-for-rerun for the last execution of the job. The /reason/ can be any word,
phrase, number, or code for a maximum of 40 characters enclosed in slashes (/). Requiring a reason-for-rerun is an
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installation option. The Reason-for-Rerun Table contains the information necessary to convert a code to the appropriate
text.

CAL7SAMP member AL7JPRE contains a sample job to run U11PRE.

U11RMS Run Handler Reports
The following is a sample of the Automated Rerun and Tracking System report. In this particular case, the P processing
option was chosen indicating a production run of the job DUSTTST1. A data set to be created in the second step of
the job was located by U11RMS and later scratched/uncataloged to prevent a JCL error later in the job. This report is
automatically generated each time that a job is executed under the control of the Run Handler.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 01 - (ARTS) ------ AUTOMATED RERUN AND TRACKING SYSTEM -- 11.0 --

U11-001 CA-11 - PARM RECEIVED FOR JOB C495SS1B - PARM=P

U11-031 * PROC-STEP=         STEP=PRINT000

U11-073 GDG IN 'P' PROCESSING - DSN=SSDDEV.DBAS.LOGGDG.G0019V00

U11-073 GDG IN 'P' PROCESSING - DSN=SSDDEV.DBAS.LOGGDG.G0020V00

U11-031 * PROC-STEP=         STEP=PRINT001

U11-031 * PROC-STEP=         STEP=LAST0000

U11-060 LOCATE SUCCESSFUL - DSN = C495SS1.TEST.SDS

U11-066 SCRATCH SUCCESSFUL - DSN = C495SS1.TEST.SDS

U11-010 CA-11 - 'P' PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB C495SS1B

         END OF REPORT 01  -  TOTAL ITEMS LISTED=        10

The following sample is the Job Queue Trace report. The timestamps and all records were successfully read as shown by
the return code of 0. This report is only generated when the U11RMS JCL contains the TRACE DD statement. Generate
this report only at the direction of Broadcom Support because it causes performance degradation.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 02 - ONLINE JOB QUEUE TRACE

U11-901 JOBQUE TRACE - JOBQUE RECORD READ      DATE=yy.181   TIME=14:48:21:45   RC=00000000

   JCT      8D7EF0    =0   1 C495SS1B               O =                                                       $

                     90F080F9CFFFEEFC000000000000000D903090B0907000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000858000000000

                     DE000010349522120000000000000006DE00D900DD0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000DB0020010000

                    00....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95....

                                  =                        8      U  U

                     00000000000090300044444444444444449030F000055E55E811000008114444444000000000

                     000000000002DE00400000000000000000DB008000013413478F0000078F0000000100000000

                   100....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75

U11-901 JOBQUE TRACE - JOBQUE RECORD READ      DATE=yy.181   TIME=14:48:21:45   RC=00000000

   SCT      8D7E30    =    =       0                             RMS     U11STEP           0                       0

                     90300074000090F00000907090700000894000000000DDE44444EFFEECD40000000290F00000000000000000000000F00000

                     DE0205E00105DB000000D100D4000000DF0000000000942000004112357000001000D80000000000000000002000050B0000

                    00....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95....

                             U11RMS

                     00000000ECCFFDDE000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008000
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                     0000800043311942010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020

                   100....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75

U11-901 JOBQUE TRACE - JOBQUE RECORD WRITTEN   DATE=yy.181   TIME=14:48:21:46   RC=00000000

   SCT      8D7E30    =    =       0                             RMS     U11STEP           0                       0

                     90300074000090F00000000090700000894000000000DDE44444EFFEECD40000000290F00000000000000000000000F00000

                     DE0205E00105DB0000000000D4000000DF0000000000942000004112357000001000D80000000000000000002000050B0000

                    00....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95....

                             U11RMS

                     00000000ECCFFDDE000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008000

                     0000800043311942010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020

                   100....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75

U11-901 JOBQUE TRACE - JOBQUE RECORD READ      DATE=yy.181   TIME=14:48:22:50   RC=00000000

   SCT      8D7170         =       0      ,                              PRINT000

                     90700074000090F000008980898000008900000089C044444444DDCDEFFF0000000000000000000000000000000000D00000

                     D10205E00002D2000000DB00DE000000DA000000DD00000000007995300000002000000000000000000C00002000020B0000

                    00....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75...80...85...90...95....

                             IEFBR14

                     00000000CCCCDFF4000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                     0000000095629140010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020

                   100....5...10...15...20...25...30...35...40...45...50...55...60...65...70...75

CAL7SAMP member AL7JRMS contains a sample job to run U11RMS.

U11ODS Data Set List
U11ODS can list the output data sets (DISP=NEW) exclusively, or optionally list all data sets, for any job executing under
WA Restart Option. The job for which data sets are to be printed can be explicitly specified. The SYSIN data set can
contain control statements specifying which jobs are to be reported on. If the SYSIN is dummied, U11ODS assumes the
job in which U11ODS is executing is the job for which reports are required. The latter facility allows the generation of an
automatic Data Set List report for every job if U11ODS is executed as the last step in the job. This eliminates the need for
manual logging of the data sets used by a job.

Typical Use

Use this report for obtaining a list of data sets used by a job. The report is useful when determining the impact of reruns
on other jobs. However, the Data Set Cross-Reference Report contains more information.

U11ODS JCL Requirements
The JCL required to execute the U11ODS program is as follows:

                                  {OUTPUT}

//stepname  EXEC  PGM=U11ODS,PARM={INPUT }

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

//RMSRPT    DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN     DD    *

control statement

/*

stepname
Indicates any user-defined name.
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PARM
Indicates type of data sets to list.
OUTPUT

Indicates only output data sets are listed. This is the default.
INPUT

Indicates all data sets are listed.
CAI.CAL7LOAD

Indicates the data set name of the Broadcom Common Target Library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that you have this library in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is
necessary.

U11ODS Control Statement
The report reflects the data sets for the current job unless a SYSIN data set is present and not dummied.

This control statement has the following format:

   ┌─ , ───────┐

►►─▼─ jobname ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Where the desired jobs are listed across the statement with a blank terminating the list. Although continuation is not
permitted, you can use multiple statements.

The following is an example of the U11ODS report.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 07 - DATA SET LIST FOR JOB JOBAA04A ** INPUT/OUTPUT **

 PROC.STEPNAME      DDNAME         DATA SET NAME                               DATA SET   VOLUME      VOLUME   DEVICE

                                                                                  SEQ       SEQ       SERIAL    TYPE

 JOBSTEP1.PSTEP1    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP1.PSTEP2    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP2.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP2.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD3$1          JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD3$1    +001  JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP1.PSTEP3    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP3.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP3.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP2.PSTEP4    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP4.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP4.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP2.PSTEP5    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP5.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP5.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD3$1          JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD3$1    +001  JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP2.PSTEP6    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP6.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP6.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP3.PSTEP7    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP7.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP7.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP3.PSTEP8    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP8.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK
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                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP8.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD3$1          JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD3$1    +001  JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP3.PSTEP9    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP9.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP9.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP4.PSTEPA    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEPA.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEPA.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP4.PSTEPB    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEPB.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEPB.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD3$1          JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD3$1    +001  JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEP1.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

 JOBSTEP4.PSTEPC    DD1            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEPC.DD1                   000       001       M80008    DISK

                    DD2            JOBAA04.CSB00.TEST.STEPC.DD2                   000       001       M80008    DISK

CAL7SAMP member AL7JODS contains a sample job to run U11ODS.

U11CRD Data Set Cross-Reference Report
Use the U11CRD program to produce Report 81, the CMT Data Set Cross-Reference report. The SYSIN data set can
contain control statements specifying sort criteria and designating specific jobs to include or to exclude for the report. A
sample report follows.

Typical Use

This report is available in two sort patterns.

• SORT=JOB report is used for determining which jobs are used by which data sets. When a rerun of a job is required,
this report is helpful in determining what data sets will be recreated.

• SORT=DSN report is used to determine which data sets are used by which jobs.

Through the use of these reports, it is possible to determine the flow of data sets between jobs and to determine what
other jobs must be rerun when a job within a completed system must be rerun.

U11CRD JCL Requirements
The JCL required to execute the U11CRD program is as follows:

  //stepname   EXEC   PGM=U11CRD

  //STEPLIB    DD     DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

  //RMSRPT     DD     SYSOUT=A

  //SYSOUT     DD     SYSOUT=A

  //SYSUDUMP   DD     SYSOUT=A

  //SORTLIB DD     DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

  //SORTOUT DD     UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5)),

  //                  DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=343,BLKSIZE=3430)

  //SORTWK01 DD    UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

  //SORTWK02 DD    UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

  //SORTWK03 DD    UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

  //SYSIN       DD    *

 [REPORTS control statement]

 [PAGEBRK control statement]

 [SORT control statement   ]

 [INCLUDE control statement]
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 [EXCLUDE control statement]

  /*

  //

CAI.CAL7LOAD
Indicates the data set name of the Broadcom Common Target Library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that you have this library in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is
necessary.

U11CRD Control Statements
The batch report program recognizes five types of control statements:

• REPORTS
• PAGEBRK
• SORT
• INCLUDE
• EXCLUDE

REPORTS (U11CRD)

REPORTS specifies by number which reports you want produced.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─ REPORTS=( ─┬─ 81 ◄ ─┬─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ nn ───┘

81
Indicates a two-digit report number. The default is 81.

PAGEBRK

PAGEBRK indicates whether a page break should occur.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─ PAGEBRK= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ YES ──┘

NO
Indicates that no page break occurs. This is the default.

YES
Causes a page break to occur each time a sort break occurs.

SORT (U11CRD)

SORT indicates the sorting criteria for the report data.

This control statement has the following format:
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►►─ SORT= ─┬─ JOB ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           └─ DSN ───┘

JOB
Indicates that the report data is to be sorted by job name, stepname, and data set name. This is the default.

DSN
Indicates that the report data is to be sorted by data set name, job name, and stepname.

INCLUDE

INCLUDE indicates what is to be included on the report. Three forms of the INCLUDE control statement are available:

►►─ INCLUDE= ─┬─ JOB ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ RERUN ─┤

              └─ DSN ───┘

INCLUDE=JOB: This control statement has the following format: statement is as follows:

►►─ INCLUDE=JOB ─ = ─┬─ * ◄ ───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

                     │     ┌─ , ───────┐               │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname ─┴─ ) ───────────┤

                     │     ┌─ , ───────────────┐       │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname-jobname ─┴─ ) ───┤

                     │     ┌─ , ────────┐              │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname* ─┴─ ) ──────────┤

                     │     ┌─ , ─────────────────┐     │

                     └─ ( ─▼─ jobname*-jobname* ─┴─ ) ─┘

*
Indicates that all job names are to be selected. This is the default.

jobname
Indicates the one- to eight-character job name to be selected.

jobname*
Indicates a generic job name that can be specified in up to seven characters.

Multiple combinations of absolute, generic, and range values can be specified, as in:

INCLUDE=JOB=(jobname*,jobname*-jobname*,jobname-jobname*,

            jobname*-jobname,jobname,jobname-jobname)

INCLUDE=RERUN: This control statement has the following format:

►►─ INCLUDE=RERUN=jobname ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

                           └─ , ─┬─ startprocstep.startstep ─┬─┘

                                 └─ startstep ───────────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ , ─┬─ endprocstep.endstep ─┬─┘ └─ ,DDTYP= ─┬─ * ◄ ─┬─┘

         └─ endstep ─────────────┘               ├─ I ───┤

                                                 └─ O ───┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DATE= ─┬─ * ◄ ─┬─┘

              ├─ A ───┤

              └─ B ───┘

jobname
Indicates the one- to eight-character job name to be selected.

startprocstep.startstep
Indicates the stepname that executes the beginning PROC and the first step within that PROC where the
selection is to begin.

startstep
Indicates the stepname or step number that executes the program where the selection is to begin.

endprocstep.endstep
Indicates the stepname that executes the ending PROC and the last step within that PROC to be selected.

endstep
Indicates the stepname or step number that executes the last program to be selected.

NOTE
If startprocstep or endprocstep is specified, step number is not valid.

Step number is relative to the RMS step. The RMS step is zero.
DDTYP=value

Indicates the type of DDs to be selected. One of the following can be specified for value:
*

All DDs are to be selected. This is the default.
I

Only input DDs are to be selected.
O

Only output DDs are to be selected.
DATE=value

Indicates the date of the jobs to be selected. One of the following can be specified for value:
*

Scan all jobs. This is the default.
A

Scan only those jobs having a date/time after that of the rerun job.
B

Scan only those jobs having a date/time before that of the rerun job.

INCLUDE=DSN: This control statement has the following format:

                           ┌─ , ──────┐

►►─ INCLUDE=DSN ─ = ─┬─ ( ─▼─ dsname ─┴─ ) ──────────┬────────────────────────►◄

                     │     ┌─ , ─────────────┐       │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ dsname-dsname ─┴─ ) ───┤

                     │     ┌─ , ───────┐             │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ dsname* ─┴─ ) ─────────┤

                     │     ┌─ , ───────────────┐     │

                     └─ ( ─▼─ dsname*-dsname* ─┴─ ) ─┘
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dsname
Indicates a data set name to be selected. It can be specified in up to 44 characters.

dsname*
Indicates a generic data set name to be selected. It can be specified in up to 43 characters.

Multiple combinations of absolute, generic, and range values can be specified, as in:

INCLUDE=DSN=(dsname*,dsname*-dsname*,dsname-dsname*,

            dsname*-dsname,dsname,dsname-dsname)

Up to two INCLUDE statements (JOB,DSN) or one INCLUDE=RERUN statement can be submitted per run.

INCLUDE control statements can be continued after a comma by placing any non-blank character in column 72 and
continuing the next statement in any column prior to column 17.

EXCLUDE

EXCLUDE indicates what is to be excluded from the report. Two forms of the EXCLUDE control statement are available:

►►─ EXCLUDE= ─┬─ JOB ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ DSN ─┘

EXCLUDE=JOB: This control statement has the following format:

                       ┌─ , ───────┐

►►─ EXCLUDE=JOB ─ = ─┬─ ( ─▼─ jobname ─┴─ ) ───────────┬──────────────────────►◄

                     │     ┌─ , ───────────────┐       │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname-jobname ─┴─ ) ───┤

                     │     ┌─ , ────────┐              │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ jobname* ─┴─ ) ──────────┤

                     │     ┌─ , ─────────────────┐     │

                     └─ ( ─▼─ jobname*-jobname* ─┴─ ) ─┘

jobname
Indicates the one- to eight-character job name to be excluded.

jobname*
Indicates a generic job name to be excluded. It can be specified in up to seven characters.

Multiple combinations of absolute, generic, and range values can be specified, as in:

EXCLUDE=JOB=(jobname*,jobname*-jobname*,jobname-jobname*,

            jobname*-jobname,jobname,jobname-jobname)

EXCLUDE=DSN: This control statement has the following format:

                          ┌─ , ──────┐

►►─ EXCLUDE=DSN ─ = ─┬─ ( ─▼─ dsname ─┴─ ) ──────────┬────────────────────────►◄

                     │     ┌─ , ─────────────┐       │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ dsname-dsname ─┴─ ) ───┤

                     │     ┌─ , ───────┐             │

                     ├─ ( ─▼─ dsname* ─┴─ ) ─────────┤

                     │     ┌─ , ───────────────┐     │
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                     └─ ( ─▼─ dsname*-dsname* ─┴─ ) ─┘

dsname
Indicates the data set name to exclude. The name can be specified in up to 44 characters.

dsname*
Indicates a generic data set name to exclude. The name can be specified in up to 43 characters.

Multiple combinations of absolute, generic, and range values can be specified, as in the following:

EXCLUDE=DSN=(dsname*,dsname*-dsname*,dsname-dsname*,

            dsname*-dsname,dsname,dsname-dsname)

Up to two EXCLUDE statements (JOB, DSN) can be submitted for any one run. The EXCLUDE control statement is valid
with the INCLUDE=RERUN control statement.

EXCLUDE control statements can be continued after a comma by placing any non-blank character in column 72 and
continuing the next in any column prior to column 17.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                           PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 81 - CMT DATA SET CROSS REFERENCE            SORT=JOB

             DATA SET NAME                   GDG    GDG   DISPOSITION  DDNAME CONC UNIT  JOB NAME PROCSTEP   STEP   RET  LAST-

RUN

                                            NUMBER  BIAS                      NMBR                  NAME     NAME   CODE DATE/

TYPE

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

***** C495SS1B *****

SSD5SS1.TEST.SDS                                            NEW,CATLG   DD1      000 DASD  C495SS1B          LAST0000  0000 yy181 P

SSDECS.RPT.LOADLIB                                          OLD,******* STEPLIB  000 DASD  C495SS1B          LAST0000  0000 yy181 P

SSDDEV.DBAS.LOGGDG                           G0019V00 +000  OLD,******* DD2      000 TAPE  C495SS1B          PRINT000 S/806 yy181 P

SSDDEV.DBAS.LOGGDG                           G0020V00 +001  NEW,CATLG   DD4      000 DASD  C495SS1B          PRINT000 S/806 yy181 P

SSDECS.RPT.GENLIB                                           OLD,******* SYSUT1   000 DASD  C495SS1B          PRINT001  NOEX yy181 P

         END OF REPORT     -  TOTAL ITEMS LISTED=        13

CAL7SAMP member AL7JCRD contains a sample job to run U11CRD.

U11CRD Report 80 - Control Statements for CMT Batch Reports
This report prints the SYSIN control statements for the CMT Batch reports. This report is useful primarily for verification.
Error conditions detected in control statements are also shown.

The following is a sample of Report 80. Besides control statement error reporting, this report shows totals of the number of
CMT entries read, CMT entries selected for the report, and records written for the SORTOUT DD statement.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                           PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 80 - CONTROL STATEMENTS FOR CMT BATCH REPORTS..........................................................

REPORTS=(81)                                                            00250000

PAGEBRK=NO                                                              00260000

SORT=JOB                                                                00261000
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INCLUDE=JOB=C495SS*                                                     00262000

TOTAL CMT MEMBERS READ --                                    154

TOTAL CMT MEMBERS SELECTED --                                  2

TOTAL # OF RECORDS WRITTEN TO SORTOUT --                       5

U11RCP Reports
Four basic management reports are produced providing job execution data through the Batch system: the Job report, the
Spoilage report, the Omitted Reason report, and the Elapsed Time report. The four variations of the Job, Spoilage, and
Elapsed Time reports are:

• All jobs are reported.
• Only jobs with a typically terminated production run are reported. These jobs can still have reruns due to lost reports,

and so forth.
• Only jobs with an abnormally terminated production run are reported.
• Only jobs with reruns are reported.

The Omitted Reason report contains only jobs that have been rerun and do not have a reason-for-rerun.

NOTE
These reports include only jobs that are tracked with JEHF recording.

Typical Use

The Job report and its variations (U11RCP Reports 21, 22, 23, and 27) report on the total activity within the data center.
They provide a history of all jobs that were tracked during the reporting period.

The Spoilage report and its variations (U11RCP Reports 24, 25, 26, and 28) report on the resources wasted due to reruns
(spoilage) within the data center. They provide a listing of the spoilage in jobs that were tracked during the reporting
period.

The Omitted Reason report (U11RCP Report 31) reports on jobs rerun without a reason-for-rerun. This report is in a
worksheet format. This format allows it to be used to gather the missing reasons-for-rerun for updates to the JEHF
through the RUPD or JUPD Online System commands.

The Elapsed Time report and its variations (U11RCP Reports 41, 42, 43, and 44) report the time lag between the
occurrence of an abend which needs a rerun and the resolution of the abend and submission of the rerun. This report is
useful in determining the effectiveness of the handling of these situations. The report  also lists the queue time. This figure
is the amount of time between submittal and beginning of execution for a job. This figure is useful in examining system
throughput and your production scheduling accuracy.

U11RCP JCL Requirements
The JCL required to execute the U11RCP program can be found in the CAL7SAMP library that is shipped with the
product. The PROC is named AL7RCP, and an example of the JCL to execute this PROC is named AL7JRCP.

Within the AL7RCP PROC are several DD statements that could require some additional attention. If the executable load
modules for this product are in the LNKLIST, the following STEPLIB is not necessary.

STEPLIB
Besides the standard CAL7LOAD load library, two library concatenations are required to support Datacom/AD:

• The CUSLIB that provides the customization options for the Datacom region in use.
• The DB.CAILIB that provides the load modules (provided they are not on the primary CAL7LOAD).

The following DDs are only needed if you want to access previously purged records.
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PURGE
Contains the data purged prior to WA Restart Option Version 3.0.

PURGEDB
Contains the data purged from WA Restart Option Version 3.0 and beyond.

SYSUT1
Contain intermediate work results from processing purge records.

U11RCP SORTOUT DD
Optionally, the SORTOUT DD statement can be used to generate any customized reports wanted by another program.
The user can add a data set name to this DD and can catalog it for use as input to other user-written programs. An image
of the VSAM file will be written to this DD. The only difference is that there is a sort key in front of the record.

NOTE
For more information, see the U11VSMRC macro.

The SORTOUT data set contains all the JEHF Production and Rerun records that were selected by the SYSIN control
statements. The REPORT and PRINT control statements are not considered, as the report modules do the extraction of
records for their specific needs.

All records output from the SORTOUT DD must meet the criteria that were specified in the SORT, RANGE, and GROUP
control statements.

U11RCP Control Statements
The batch report program recognizes six types of SYSIN control statements:

• REPORTS
• SORT
• GROUP
• RANGE
• PRANGE
• PRINT

REPORTS (U11RCP)

REPORTS specifies by number which reports you want produced. This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:

               ┌─ , ──┐

►►─ REPORTS=( ─▼─ nn ─┴─ ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

nn
Indicates a two-digit report number ranging from 21-28, 31, and 41-44. Up to eight reports can be requested at
one time. If only a single report is requested, parentheses are not required.

SORT (U11RCP)

SORT indicates the criteria for sorting the data in the requested report.

This control statement has the following format:
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►►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SORT= ─┬─ JOBNAME ◄ ─┬─┘

             ├─ APGM ──────┤

             ├─ REASON ────┤

             ├─ RTCD ──────┤

             ├─ TIME ──────┤

             └─ USER ──────┘

JOBNAME
Indicates the job name. This the default.

APGM
Indicates the abending program name for the production runs.

REASON
Indicates the reason-for-rerun for the production runs.

RTCD
Indicates the highest job completion code for the production runs.

TIME
Indicates the initiation time of the production runs.

USER
Indicates the user-defined data area (PRODUSER).

GROUP

GROUP specifies by group definitions which records you want printed. This control statement is optional, and if omitted,
no grouping occurs.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │                ┌─ , ───────┐       │

   └─ GROUP= ─┬─ ( ─▼─ grpname ─┴─ ) ─┬─┘

              └─ ALL ─────────────────┘

grpname1,grpname2,...
Indicates the user-defined group names. Only records falling into these groups print. The maximum number of
groups that can be specified is twelve, and they must all be specified on a single statement.

ALL
Represents all group definitions known to the system. Records not qualifying under any group are treated as
belonging to a system default group (*SYSTEM*) and print first.

RANGE

The initiator start time of the Production record is the time used to qualify a job for a RANGE.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RANGE= ─┬─ (yyddd/hhmmsshh,yyddd/hhmmsshh) ─┬─┘

              ├─ LWEEK ───────────────────────────┤
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              ├─ LMONTH ──────────────────────────┤

              ├─ LQUARTER ────────────────────────┤

              └─ TODAY-nnn ───────────────────────┘

yyddd/hhmmsshh,yyddd/hhmmsshh
Represents the initiator start and end times. yyddd is a specific Julian date, and hhmmsshh the time in hours,
minutes, seconds, and hundredths of a second. The end time can also be the literal TODAY.

LWEEK
Indicates the last calendar week from Sunday 00:00:00:0l to Saturday 24:00:00:00.

LMONTH
Indicates the last calendar month from the first to the end of the month.

LQUARTER
Indicates the last calendar quarter.

TODAY-nnn
nnn is the number of days to go back, for example, TODAY-2 would be today, yesterday and the day before.

PRANGE

Represents the reader start time to use in selecting JEHF records.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PRANGE=nnnx ─┘

nnn
Represents the number to subtract from the initiator start time to create a reader start time. Must be a numeric
value in the range of 1 through 999.

x
Represents a unit of time and can be one of the following:
H

Hours
D

Days
W

Weeks
M

Months
If no PRANGE statement is specified, the value specified in the PRANGEB parameter of the U11OPT Option
Table is used by default.

PRINT

PRINT specifies by name which data is printed. It is meaningless for the Omitted Reason report. This control statement is
optional. If omitted, all report data prints. If coded, only the specified data prints.

This control statement has the following format:

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ PRINT= ─┬─ ALL ◄ ────────────┬─┘

              │     ┌─ , ────┐     │

              └─ ( ─▼─ name ─┴─ ) ─┘

ALL
Indicates all data prints. This is the default.

name1,name2,...
Specifies the names of the specific data (as indicated in name1,name2,...) to print. name1,name2 can be one of
the following:
DETAIL

Detail data prints.
ASSOCIATED

Detail data and associated totals print.
SORT

Sort break totals print.
GROUP

Group totals print.
GRAND

Grand totals print.

Example:

This example would produce Reports 21 and 24, sorted by reason-for-rerun for all group definitions known to WA Restart
Option, for the last week, with all data printed.

REPORTS=(21,24)

SORT=REASON

GROUP=ALL

RANGE=LWEEK

PRINT=ALL

CAL7SAMP member AL7JRCP contains a sample job to run U11RCP.

U11RCP Report 20 - Control Statements for JEHF Batch Reports
This report prints the SYSIN control statements for the JEHF batch reports. This report is useful primarily for verification.
Error conditions detected in control statements are also shown.

The following is a sample of Report 20. Besides control statement error reporting, this report shows totals of the Control
records read, Production records sorted, and Rerun records sorted from the JEHF.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 20 - CONTROL STATEMENTS FOR JEHF BATCH REPORTS

REPORTS=(21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28)                                       00080200

SORT=JOBNAME                                                            00290000

RANGE=TODAY-1                                                           00300000

PRINT=ALL                                                               00310000

TOTAL CONTROL RECORDS READ FROM THE JEHF.                      0

TOTAL PRODUCTION RECORDS SORTED FROM THE JEHF.                15
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TOTAL RERUN RECORDS SORTED FROM THE JEHF.                      3

U11RCP Job Reports
The Job report contains the following data for each run (production or rerun).

• Job name -- Name of job. Job name appears only with the production run. This provides a facility to easily distinguish
production runs from reruns.

• Start date and time -- (yy.ddd.hh:mm:ss:hh) Julian date and clock time job began execution.
• End date and time -- (yy.ddd.hh:mm:ss:hh) Julian date and clock time job ended.
• Elapsed time -- (hh:mm:ss:hh) The difference in the starting date and time, and the ending date and time.
• System ID -- ID of CPU where job executed.
• Terminating stepname -- Name of the stepname with which job terminated.
• Terminating program name -- Name of the program with which job terminated.
• Terminating return code -- Highest return code of any step or abend code.
• Reason-for-rerun -- Reason the job was rerun.

The report contains sort break totals, group subtotals at each group break, and totals for the combined groups.

For examples of Job reports, see the following samples.

The following is a sample page of the Job report. Jobs are listed in JOBNAME sequence. The default *SYSTEM* group is
the subject of the report.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 21 - JOB REPORT                         GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME        START               END            ELAPSE   SYS     TERMINATING                      REASON FOR RERUN

          DATE      TIME     DATE      TIME        TIME    ID     STEP    PROGRAM  RTCD

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C345MS18 09.180 18:00:33:10 09.180 18:00:33:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C345MS18

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1A 09.181 15:15:32:00 09.181 15:15:32:00  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

C495SS1A 09.181 15:39:52:48 09.181 15:40:13:17  0:00:20:69 IPO1 PRINT001 IEFBR15  S/806

         09.181 15:42:50:77 09.181 15:42:56:06  0:00:05:29 IPO1 U11STEP  U11RMS   U0012  RERUN JOB

         09.181 15:44:06:03 09.181 15:44:28:26  0:00:22:23 IPO1 LAST0000 IEFBR14  FLUSH

C495SS1A 09.181 15:54:38:07 09.181 15:55:07:19  0:00:29:12 IPO1                    0000

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          3 PRODUCTION RUNS          2 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1B 09.181 14:15:16:00 09.181 14:15:16:00  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

C495SS1B 09.181 14:48:22:10 09.181 14:48:22:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1B

**          2 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1G 09.181 16:02:11:68 09.181 16:02:38:61  0:00:26:93 IPO1                    0000

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1G

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1H 09.181 16:02:42:33 09.181 16:03:03:18  0:00:20:85 IPO1                    0000

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1H

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1X 09.181 15:40:17:17 09.181 15:40:38:49  0:00:21:32 IPO1 PRINT001 IEFBR15  S/806

         09.181 15:41:57:92 09.181 15:42:04:68  0:00:06:76 IPO1 U11STEP  U11RMS   U0012
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C495SS1X 09.181 15:55:10:17 09.181 15:55:28:93  0:00:18:76 IPO1                    0000

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          2 PRODUCTION RUNS          1 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

DITMSVAL 09.181  7:01:33:10 09.181  7:01:33:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     DITMSVAL

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

                                                                                  EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

The following is a sample of the Job Report for Jobs Without Abends.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 22 - JOB REPORT: JOBS WITHOUT ABENDS    GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME        START               END            ELAPSE   SYS     TERMINATING                      REASON FOR RERUN

          DATE      TIME     DATE      TIME        TIME    ID     STEP    PROGRAM  RTCD

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C495SS1A 09.181 15:54:38:07 09.181 15:55:07:19  0:00:29:12 IPO1                    0000

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1G 09.181 16:02:11:68 09.181 16:02:38:61  0:00:26:93 IPO1                    0000

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1G

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1H 09.181 16:02:42:33 09.181 16:03:03:18  0:00:20:85 IPO1                    0000

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1H

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1X 09.181 15:55:10:17 09.181 15:55:28:93  0:00:18:76 IPO1                    0000

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

The following is a sample of the Job Report for Jobs with Abends. The report data is once again sorted by JOBNAME.
Also, this report shows the number of production runs and associated reruns for each reported job.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                           Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                   PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 23 - JOB REPORT: JOBS WITH ABENDS       GROUP=*SYSTEM*   SRT=JOBNAME RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME        START               END            ELAPSE   SYS     TERMINATING                      REASON FOR RERUN

          DATE      TIME     DATE      TIME        TIME    ID     STEP    PROGRAM  RTCD

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C345MS18 09.180 18:00:33:10 09.180 18:00:33:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C345MS18

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1A 09.181 15:15:32:00 09.181 15:15:32:00  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

C495SS1A 09.181 15:39:52:48 09.181 15:40:13:17  0:00:20:69 IPO1 PRINT001 IEFBR15  S/806

         09.181 15:42:50:77 09.181 15:42:56:06  0:00:05:29 IPO1 U11STEP  U11RMS   U0012  RERUN JOB

         09.181 15:44:06:03 09.181 15:44:28:26  0:00:22:23 IPO1 LAST0000 IEFBR14  FLUSH

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          2 PRODUCTION RUNS          2 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1B 09.181 14:15:16:00 09.181 14:15:16:00  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

C495SS1B 09.181 14:48:22:10 09.181 14:48:22:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD
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**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1B

**          2 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1X 09.181 15:40:17:17 09.181 15:40:38:49  0:00:21:32 IPO1 PRINT001 IEFBR15  S/806

         09.181 15:41:57:92 09.181 15:42:04:68  0:00:06:76 IPO1 U11STEP  U11RMS   U0012

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          1 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

DITMSVAL 09.181  7:01:33:10 09.181  7:01:33:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     DITMSVAL

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

ISBACKUP 09.180 21:19:07:10 09.180 21:19:07:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     ISBACKUP

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

TMONHIST 09.180 21:19:09:10 09.180 21:19:09:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     TMONHIST

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

TMONNETM 09.180 21:23:14:10 09.180 21:23:14:10  0:00:00:00                        EXEC  INITIAL BUILD RECORD

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     TMONNETM

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          0 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

The following is a sample page from a Job Report for Jobs with Reruns. As its name implies, only production cycles with
associated reruns are reported. Again, the sorting occurred on the JOBNAME. Also complete production cycles, including
reruns with abends, are listed.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                         Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                     PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 27 - JOB REPORT: JOBS WITH RERUNS      GRP=*SYSTEM*   SRT=JOBNAME    RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME        START               END            ELAPSE   SYS     TERMINATING                      REASON FOR RERUN

          DATE      TIME     DATE      TIME        TIME    ID     STEP    PROGRAM  RTCD

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C495SS1A 09.181 15:39:52:48 09.181 15:40:13:17  0:00:20:69 IPO1 PRINT001 IEFBR15  S/806

         09.181 15:42:50:77 09.181 15:42:56:06  0:00:05:29 IPO1 U11STEP  U11RMS   U0012  RERUN JOB

         09.181 15:44:06:03 09.181 15:44:28:26  0:00:22:23 IPO1 LAST0000 IEFBR14  FLUSH

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          2 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

C495SS1X 09.181 15:40:17:17 09.181 15:40:38:49  0:00:21:32 IPO1 PRINT001 IEFBR15  S/806

         09.181 15:41:57:92 09.181 15:42:04:68  0:00:06:76 IPO1 U11STEP  U11RMS   U0012

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS          1 ASSOCIATED RERUNS

U11RCP Spoilage Reports
The Spoilage report contains the following data for each job run (production or rerun):
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• Job name -- Name of the job. Job name appears only with the production run. This provides a grouping to easily
identify production runs.

• System ID -- ID of CPU where job executed.
• Start date and time -- (yy.ddd.hh:mm:ss) Julian date and clock time job began execution.
• Core used -- Amount of virtual storage used.
• CPU time -- Amount of CPU time used.
• Disk I/Os -- Number of I/Os to disk.
• Tape I/Os -- Number of I/Os to tape.
• Other I/Os -- Which could be unit record, telecommunication, or other nonstandard device I/Os.
• SRUs -- Which are the standard units of measurement of system resources used.

Additionally for each rerun, the report displays the following spoilage data:

• CPU time -- Amount of CPU time used.
• Disk I/Os -- Number of I/Os to disk.
• Tape I/Os -- Number of I/Os to tape.
• Other I/Os -- Which could be unit record, telecommunication, or other nonstandard device I/Os.
• SRUs -- The standard units of measurement of system resources used.

The report contains job (production cycle) spoilage subtotals for jobs with reruns, sort break subtotals, group subtotals at
each group break, and totals for the combined groups.

For examples of the Spoilage report, see the following samples.

The following is a sample page from a Spoilage report. This report and its three variants show the resources used by
jobs and the spoilage that occurred, if any. The report has two distinct report sections. The left section covers resource
usage for all jobs within the parameters requested. The right section shows spoilage figures for those jobs where spoilage
occurred.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 24 - SPOILAGE REPORT                    GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

                                                                                                          SPOILAGE

JOBNAME  SYS        START      CORE    CPU              TOTAL I/O COUNTS           |    CPU          TOTAL I/

O COUNTS

         ID     DATE   TIME    USED    TIME      DISK      TAPE     OTHER    SRU'S |    TIME     DISK      TAPE     OTHER    SRU'S

C345MS18      09.180 18:00:33     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C345MS18

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

C495SS1A      09.181 15:15:32     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

C495SS1A IPO1 09.181 15:39:52    80     0.60        26         0         0    16.76|

         IPO1 09.181 15:42:50    64     0.18        17         0         0     5.52|     0.09        0         0         0    1.99

         IPO1 09.181 15:44:06    88     0.85        44         0         0    24.96|     0.18       17         0         0    5.52

                          TOTALS:       1.63        90         0         0    47.24|     0.27       17         0         0    7

                              % :                                                  |    16.56%   19.54%  ********  ********  15

C495SS1A IPO1 09.181 15:54:38   112     1.04        43         0         0    29.55|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          3 PRODUCTION RUNS           2.67       130         0         0    76.79|     0.27       17         0         0    7.51

**          2 ASSOCIATED RERUNS                                                    |    10.11%   13.07%  ********  ********  09.77%

C495SS1B      09.181 14.15.16     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

C495SS1B      09.181 14.48.22     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1B
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**          2 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

C495SS1G IPO1 09.181 16.02.11   112     0.96        44         0         0    28.09|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1G

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.96        44         0         0    28.09|

C495SS1H IPO1 09.181 16:02:42   112     0.96        52         0         0    28.63|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1H

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.96        52         0         0    28.63|

C495SS1X IPO1 09.181 15:40:17   112     0.90        33         0         0    25.80|

         IPO1 09.181 15:41:57    64     0.19        18         0         0     5.90|     0.09        0         0         0    1.89

                          TOTALS:       1.09        51         0         0    31.70|     0.09        0         0         0    1

                              % :                                                  |    08.25%   00.00%  ********  ********  05

C495SS1X IPO1 09.181 15.55.10   112     0.94        42         0         0    27.82|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          2 PRODUCTION RUNS           2.03        93         0         0    59.52|     0.09        0         0         0    1.86

**          1 ASSOCIATED RERUNS                                                    |    04.43%   00.00%  ********  ********  03.12%

The following is an example of a variant on the basic Spoilage report. This report covers only jobs that did not encounter
an abend. The categories OTHER and SRUs are defined as follows:

• OTHER -- Unit record, telecommunication, or nonstandard device I/Os.
• SRUs -- System resource units. The system resource unit is an IBM standard unit of measurement of resources used

by a job. It is not an absolute measurement. It is an accurate relative measurement.

NOTE
Some fields in Spoilage reports can show values of asterisks. This value indicates that invalid mathematical
calculations (that is, divide by zero) took place in arriving at that value, or that the result was too large to fit in the
permitted space on the print line.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 25 - SPOILAGE REPORT: JOBS W/

O ABENDS   GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

                                                                                                          SPOILAGE

JOBNAME  SYS        START      CORE    CPU              TOTAL I/O COUNTS           |    CPU          TOTAL I/

O COUNTS

         ID     DATE   TIME    USED    TIME      DISK      TAPE     OTHER    SRU'S |    TIME     DISK      TAPE     OTHER    SRU'S

C495SS1A IPO1 09.181 15:54:38   112     1.04        43         0         0    29.55|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           1.04        43         0         0    29.55|

C495SS1G IPO1 09.181 16:02:11   112     0.96        44         0         0    28.09|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1G

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.96        44         0         0    28.09|

C495SS1H IPO1 09.181 16:02:42   112     0.96        52         0         0    28.63|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1H

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.96        52         0         0    28.63|

C495SS1X IPO1 09.181 15:55:10   112     0.94        42         0         0    27.82|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.94        42         0         0    27.82|

The following is an example page of the Spoilage Report for Jobs with Abends. This report includes reruns only if they
resulted from a job that abended.
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DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 26 - SPOILAGE REPORT: JOBS WITH ABENDS  GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

                                                                                                          SPOILAGE

JOBNAME  SYS        START      CORE    CPU              TOTAL I/O COUNTS           |    CPU          TOTAL I/

O COUNTS

         ID     DATE   TIME    USED    TIME      DISK      TAPE     OTHER    SRU'S |    TIME     DISK      TAPE     OTHER    SRU'S

C345MS18      09.180 18:00:33     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C345MS18

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

C495SS1A      09.181 15:15:32     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

C495SS1A IPO1 09.181 15:39:52    80     0.60        26         0         0    16.76|

         IPO1 09.181 15:42:50    64     0.18        17         0         0     5.52|     0.09        0         0         0    1.99

         IPO1 09.181 15:44:06    88     0.85        44         0         0    24.96|     0.18       17         0         0    5.52

                          TOTALS:       1.63        90         0         0    47.24|     0.27       17         0         0    7

                              % :                                                  |    16.56%   19.54%  ********  ********  15

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          2 PRODUCTION RUNS           1.63        90         0         0    47.24|     0.27       17         0         0    7.51

**          2 ASSOCIATED RERUNS                                                    |    16.56%   19.54%  ********  ********  15.89%

C495SS1B      09.181 14:15:16     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

C495SS1B      09.181 14:48:22     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1B

**          2 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

C495SS1X IPO1 09.181 15:40:17   112     0.90        33         0         0    25.80|

         IPO1 09.181 15:41:57    64     0.19        18         0         0     5.90|     0.09        0         0         0    1.89

                          TOTALS:       1.09        51         0         0    31.70|     0.09        0         0         0    1

                              % :                                                  |    08.25%   00.00%  ********  ********  05

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           1.09        51         0         0    31.70|     0.09        0         0         0    1.86

**          1 ASSOCIATED RERUNS                                                    |    08.25%   00.00%  ********  ********  05.86%

DITMSVAL      09.181  7:01:33     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     DITMSVAL

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

ISBACKUP      09.180 21:19:07     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     ISBACKUP

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

TMONHIST      09.180 21:19:09     0     0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     TMONHIST

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           0.00         0         0         0     0.00|

A sample page follows. In all cases where reruns occur, there is associated spoilage.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 28 - SPOILAGE REPORT: JOBS WITH RERUNS  GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

                                                                                                          SPOILAGE

JOBNAME  SYS        START      CORE    CPU              TOTAL I/O COUNTS           |    CPU          TOTAL I/

O COUNTS

         ID     DATE   TIME    USED    TIME      DISK      TAPE     OTHER    SRU'S |    TIME     DISK      TAPE     OTHER    SRU'S

C495SS1A IPO1 09.181 15:39:52    80     0.60        26         0         0    16.76|

         IPO1 09.181 15:42:50    64     0.18        17         0         0     5.52|     0.09        0         0         0   1.99
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         IPO1 09.181 15:44:06    88     0.85        44         0         0    24.96|     0.18       17         0         0   5.52

                          TOTALS:       1.63        90         0         0    47.24|     0.27       17         0         0   7

                              % :                                                  |    16.56%   19.54%  ********  ******** 15

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           1.63        90         0         0    47.24|     0.27       17         0         0   7.51

**          2 ASSOCIATED RERUNS                                                    |    16.56%   19.54%  ********  ******** 15.89%

C495SS1X IPO1 09.181 15:40:17   112     0.90        33         0         0    25.80|

         IPO1 09.181 15:41:57    64     0.19        18         0         0     5.90|     0.09        0         0         0   1.89

                          TOTALS:       1.09        51         0         0    31.70|     0.09        0         0         0   1

                              % :                                                  |    08.25%   00.00%  ********  ******** 05

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUNS           1.09        51         0         0    31.70|     0.09        0         0         0   1.86

**          1 ASSOCIATED RERUNS                                                    |    08.25%   00.00%  ********  ******** 09.86%

U11RCP Omitted Reason Report
This report shows specific records in which a reason-for-rerun could exist but does not. The report is used to find cases
where the reason-for-rerun has been omitted but needs to be added. This report does not indicate, however, what the
reason-for-rerun should be. Its primary usefulness is assisting the user with tracking down the causes of reruns and aiding
in the input of this information to WA Restart Option.

The report shows the following:

• Job name -- Name of job.
• Record type (P=production, R=rerun) -- Type of record.
• Reader date and time -- (yy.ddd.hh:mm:ss:hh) Julian date and clock time when job was submitted.
• Execution start date and time -- (yy.ddd.hh:mm:ss:hh) Julian date and clock time job began execution.
• System ID -- ID of CPU where job executed.
• Terminating step -- Name of step with which job terminated.
• Terminating program -- Name of program with which job terminated.
• Return code -- Highest return code of any step or abend code.
• Reason-for-rerun -- Space to record a reason-for-rerun prior to manually updating the JEHF.

For an example, see this sample page from an Omitted Reason Report. The report shows all occurrences, within the
controlling parameters specified, where a reason-for-rerun could exist but does not.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                          Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                    PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 31 - OMITTED REASON REPORT              GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME  T   PROD. READER        JOB START       SYS     TERMINATING                          REASON FOR RERUN

         Y  DATE      TIME     DATE      TIME     ID    STEP   PROGRAM   RTCD

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C495SS1A P 09.181 15:39:50:28 09.181 15:39:52:48 IPO1 PRINT001 IEFBR15  S/806

C495SS1X P 09.181 15:40:05:90 09.181 15:40:17:17 IPO1 PRINT001 IEFBR15  S/806

U11RCP Elapsed Time Reports
The elapsed time reports show the result of analysis of times for jobs in the system. Turnaround time for submitted jobs
is calculated and reported. The reports also shows the time taken for restarts to be resubmitted to the system. Times
are reported in hours, minutes, seconds, and hundredths of a second. The reports available are for all jobs, jobs without
abends, jobs with abends, and jobs with reruns.
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These reports show the following:

• Job name -- Name of job.
• System ID -- ID of CPU where job executed.
• Submit date and time -- (yy.ddd.hh:mm:ss:hh) Julian date and clock time job was submitted.
• Start date and time -- (yy.ddd.hh:mm:ss:hh) Julian date and clock time job began execution.
• End date and time -- (yy.ddd.hh:mm:ss:hh) Julian date and clock time job completed execution.
• Queue time -- (h:mm:ss:hh) Difference between submit date and time and start date and time.
• Execution time -- (h:mm:ss:hh) Difference between start date and time and end date and time.
• Time until resubmittal -- Difference between end date and time and the submit date and time for the next rerun.
• Total elapsed time -- Difference between the submit date and time of the production run and the end date and time of

the last rerun.

The report contains sort break totals, group subtotals at each group break, and totals for combined groups.

For examples of the U11RCP Elapsed Time reports, see the following.

The following shows a sample page of an Elapsed Time report. Reruns are shown underneath the associated production
run and can be identified by the lack of a job name. Time until resubmittal is only present when a rerun situation occurs.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 41 - ELAPSED TIME REPORT                GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME  SYS  C       SUBMIT               START                END             QUEUE        EXECUTION   TIME UNTIL       TOTAL

          ID  L   DATE      TIME      DATE      TIME      DATE      TIME         TIME          TIME      RESUBMITAL        TIME

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C345MS18         09.180 18:00:33:10  09.180 18:00:33:10  09.180 18:00:33:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C345MS18

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

C495SS1A         09.181 15:15:32:00  09.181 15:15:32:00  09.181 15:15:32:00    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

C495SS1A IPO1 O  09.181 15:39:50:28  09.181 15:39:52:48  09.181 15:40:13:17    0:00:02:20    0:00:20:69                  0:00:22:89

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:42:48:37  09.181 15:42:50:77  09.181 15:42:56:06    0:00:02:40    0:00:05:29    0:02:35:20    0:02:42:89

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:44:02:30  09.181 15:44:06:03  09.181 15:44:28:26    0:00:03:73    0:00:22:23    0:01:06:24    0:01:32:89

     TOTALS:                                                                   0:00:08:33    0:00:48:21    0:03:41:44    0:04:37

C495SS1A IPO1 O  09.181 15:46:13:89  09.181 15:54:38:07  09.181 15:55:07:19    0:08:24:21    0:00:29:12                  0:08:53:33

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          3 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          2 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:08:32:54    0:01:17:33    0:03:41:44    0:13:31:31

C495SS1B         09.181 14:15:16:00  09.181 14:15:16:00  09.181 14:15:16:00    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

C495SS1B         09.181 14:48:22:10  09.181 14:48:22:10  09.181 14:48:22:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1B

**          2 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

C495SS1G IPO1 O  09.181 16:02:09:27  09.181 16:02:11:68  09.181 16:02:38:61    0:00:02:41    0:00:26:93                  0:00:29:34

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1G

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:02:41    0:00:26:93                  0:00:29:34

C495SS1H IPO1 O  09.181 16:02:24:38  09.181 16:02:42:33  09.181 16:03:03:18    0:00:17:95    0:00:20:85                  0:00:38:80

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1H

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:17:95    0:00:20:85                  0:00:38:80

C495SS1X IPO1 O  09.181 15:40:05:90  09.181 15:40:17:17  09.181 15:40:38:49    0:00:11:27    0:00:21:32                  0:00:32:59

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:41:55:41  09.181 15:41:57:92  09.181 15:42:04:68    0:00:02:51    0:00:06:76    0:01:16:92    0:01:26:19

     TOTALS:                                                                   0:00:13:78    0:00:28:08    0:01:16:92    0:01:58

C495SS1X IPO1 O  09.181 15:46:44:69  09.181 15:55:10:17  09.181 15:55:28:93    0:08:25:48    0:00:18:76                  0:08:44:24

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X
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**          2 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          1 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:08:39:26    0:00:46:84    0:01:16:92    0:10:43:02

DITMSVAL         09.181  7:01:33:10  09.181  7:01:33:10  09.181  7:01:33:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     DITMSVAL

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

The following shows a sample page from an Elapsed Time Report - Jobs Without Abends. It is a variant of the basic
Elapsed Time report.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 42 - ELAPSED TIME RPT: JOBS W/

O ABENDS  GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME  SYS  C       SUBMIT               START                END             QUEUE        EXECUTION   TIME UNTIL       TOTAL

          ID  L   DATE      TIME      DATE      TIME      DATE      TIME         TIME          TIME      RESUBMITAL        TIME

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C495SS1A IPO1 O  09.181 15:46:13:89  09.181 15:54:38:07  09.181 15:55:07:19    0:08:24:21    0:00:29:12                  0:08:53:33

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:08:24:21    0:00:29:12                  0:08:53:33

C495SS1G IPO1 O  09.181 16:02:09:27  09.181 16:02:11:68  09.181 16:02:38:61    0:00:02:41    0:00:26:93                  0:00:29:34

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1G

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:02:41    0:00:26:93                  0:00:29:34

C495SS1H IPO1 O  09.181 16:02:24:38  09.181 16:02:42:33  09.181 16:03:03:18    0:00:17:95    0:00:20:85                  0:00:38:80

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1H

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:17:95    0:00:20:85                  0:00:38:80

C495SS1X IPO1 O  09.181 15:46:44:69  09.181 15:55:10:17  09.181 15:55:28:93    0:08:25:48    0:00:18:76                  0:08:44:24

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:08:25:48    0:00:18:76                  0:08:44:24

The following shows a sample page of the Elapsed Time Report - Jobs with Abends. As its name indicates, only abended
jobs are reported. Reruns are reported only when the job abended.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 43 - ELAPSED TIME RPT: JOBS W/ ABENDS   GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME  SYS  C       SUBMIT               START                END             QUEUE        EXECUTION   TIME UNTIL       TOTAL

          ID  L   DATE      TIME      DATE      TIME      DATE      TIME         TIME          TIME      RESUBMITAL        TIME

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C345MS18         09..180 18:00:33:10  09.180 18:00:33:10  09.180 18:00:33:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C345MS18

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

C495SS1A         09.181 15:15:32:00  09.181 15:15:32:00  09.181 15:15:32:00    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

C495SS1A IPO1 O  09.181 15:39:50:28  09.181 15:39:52:48  09.181 15:40:13:17    0:00:02:20    0:00:20:69                  0:00:22:89

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:42:48:37  09.181 15:42:50:77  09.181 15:42:56:06    0:00:02:40    0:00:05:29    0:02:35:20    0:02:42:89

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:44:02:30  09.181 15:44:06:03  09.181 15:44:28:26    0:00:03:73    0:00:22:23    0:01:06:24    0:01:32:20

     TOTALS:                                                                   0:00:08:33    0:00:48:21    0:03:41:44    0:04:37

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          2 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          2 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:08:33    0:00:48:21    0:03:41:44    0:04:37:98

C495SS1B         09.181 14:15:16:00  09.181 14:15:16:00  09.181 14:15:16:00    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

C495SS1B         09.181 14:48:22:10  09.181 14:48:22:10  09.181 14:48:22:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1B
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**          2 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

C495SS1X IPO1 O  09.181 15:40:05:90  09.181 15:40:17:17  09.181 15:40:38:49    0:00:11:27    0:00:21:32                  0:00:32:59

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:41:55:41  09.181 15:41:57:92  09.181 15:42:04:68    0:00:02:51    0:00:06:76    0:01:16:92    0:01:26:19

     TOTALS:                                                                   0:00:13:78    0:00:28:08    0:01:16:92    0:01:58

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          1 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:13:78    0:00:28:08    0:01:16:92    0:01:58:78

DITMSVAL         09.181  7:01:33:10  09.181  7:01:33:10  09.181  7:01:33:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     DITMSVAL

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

ISBACKUP         09.180 21:19:07:10  09.180 21:19:07:10  09.180 21:19:07:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     ISBACKUP

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

TMONHIST         09.180 21:19:09:10  09.180 21:19:09:10  09.180 21:19:09:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     TMONHIST

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          0 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

TMONNETM         09.180 21:23:14:10  09.180 21:23:14:10  09.180 21:23:14:10    0:00:00:00    0:00:00:00                  0:00:00:00

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     TMONNETM

The following is a sample page from an Elapsed Time Report - Jobs with Reruns. As stated, all jobs with reruns that meet
the selection criteria are reported. Unsuccessful production cycles are only reported here if at least one rerun occurred.

DATES=mm/dd/yyyy.jjj/

hh:mm:ss                  Y O U R  C O M P A N Y  N A M E                                            PAGE=00001

CA WA RESTART OPTION REPORT 44 - ELAPSED TIME RPT: JOBS W/ RERUNS   GRP=*SYSTEM* SRT=JOBNAME     RNG=09.156/00000000-09.163/00000000

JOBNAME  SYS  C       SUBMIT               START                END             QUEUE        EXECUTION   TIME UNTIL       TOTAL

          ID  L   DATE      TIME      DATE      TIME      DATE      TIME         TIME          TIME      RESUBMITAL        TIME

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C495SS1A IPO1 O  09.181 15:39:50:28  09.181 15:39:52:48  09.181 15:40:13:17    0:00:02:20    0:00:20:69    0:00:22:89

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:42:48:37  09.181 15:42:50:77  09.181 15:42:56:06    0:00:02:40    0:00:05:29    0:02:35:20    0:02:42:89

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:44:02:30  09.181 15:44:06:03  09.181 15:44:28:26    0:00:03:73    0:00:22:23    0:01:06:24    0:01:32:20

     TOTALS:                                                                   0:00:08:33    0:00:48:21    0:03:41:44    0:04:37

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1A

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          2 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:08:33    0:00:48:21    0:03:41:44    0:04:37:98

C495SS1X IPO1 O  09.181 15:40:05:90  09.181 15:40:17:17  09.181 15:40:38:49    0:00:11:27    0:00:21:32    0:00:32:59

         IPO1 O  09.181 15:41:55:41  09.181 15:41:57:92  09.181 15:42:04:68    0:00:02:51    0:00:06:76    0:01:16:92    0:01:26:19

     TOTALS:                                                                   0:00:13:78    0:00:28:08    0:01:16:92    0:01:58

**  TOTALS FOR JOBNAME     C495SS1X

**          1 PRODUCTION RUN(S)          1 ASSOCIATED RERUN(S)                 0:00:13:78    0:00:28:08    0:01:16:92    0:01:58:78

U11PJQ Printing Job Queue Records
U11PJQ prints specific records from the system job queue. The records printed are the system control blocks JCT, ACT,
SCT, SIOT, and JFCB. U11PJQ prints the current contents of these control blocks for the job within which it is executed.
Information detailing specific format of the control blocks can be found in the appropriate IBM Debugging handbook.

Typical Use

The report is useful in WA Restart Option system debugging.

U11PJQ JCL Requirements

The JCL required to execute U11PJQ is as follows:
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//stepname  EXEC  PGM=U11PJQ

//STEPLIB   DD    DSN=CAI.CAL7LOAD,DISP=SHR

//RMSRPT    DD    SYSOUT=A

stepname
Indicates any stepname.

CAI.CAL7LOAD
Indicates the data set name of the Broadcom Common Target Library for executable load modules.

NOTE
We recommend that you have this library in your LNKLST concatenation. If it is, no STEPLIB DD is
necessary.

CAL7SAMP member AL7JPJQ contains a sample job to run U11PJQ.

U11ARP Audit Reporting
The U11ARP program produces reports from the selected audit data showing the controlled changes made to WA Restart
Option data.

The JCL to execute the List Audit Report program is AL7ARP in the CAL7SAMP library. This JCL member contains a
SYSIN DD statement that specifies the CAL7SRC member U11ARP as input.

The Input Control, Report Selection, Report Section Control, and Filtering Control Options are specified in the U11ARP
program source. The keywords that control the report content are listed in the following topics. The data field names in the
U11ARP program are shown in parentheses.

Datacom Database ID Option
 

DATABASE ID (AUD1-O-DBID)
Specifies the Datacom/AD database ID that uniquely identifies the WA Restart Option database. Specify three
digits.
Default: 601

Input Control Options
These input control options control which input sources the reporting program uses.

DATABASE (AUD1-O-INPDB)
Specifies whether the WA Restart Option database is an input source to the reporting program.
Y

Uses the database as an input source. This value is the default.
N

Does not use the database as an input source.
PURGE FILE (AUD1-O-INPPURG)

Specifies whether WA Restart Option purge data sets are an input source to the reporting program. Specify a data
set concatenation to read multiple purge data sets.
N

Does not use a purge data set as an input source. This value is the default.
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Y
Uses purge data sets as an input source.

Report Selection Options
These options control which reports the reporting program produces.

BY TIME (AUD1-O-RPTTIME)
Specifies whether the reporting program produces Report 52 - List Audit Report: by Time.
Y

Produces the report. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.
BY SUBSYSTEM (AUD1-O-RPTSSYS)

Specifies whether the reporting program produces Report 53 - List Audit Report: by Subsystem.
Y

Produces the report. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.
BY JOBNAME (AUD1-O-RPTJOBN)

Specifies whether the reporting program produces Report 54 - List Audit Report: by Jobname.
Y

Produces the report. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.
BY NODE ID (AUD1-O-RPTNODE)

Specifies whether the reporting program produces Report 55 - List Audit Report: by Node ID.
Y

Produces the report. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.
BY FACILITY (AUD1-O-RPTFAC)

Specifies whether the reporting program produces Report 56 - List Audit Report: by Facility.
Y

Produces the report. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.
BY USER ID (AUD1-O-RPTUSER)

Specifies whether the reporting program produces Report 57 - List Audit Report: by User ID.
Y

Produces the report. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.
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Report Selection Control Options
The audit report is comprised of the following three sections:

• Processing options
• Report detail
• Summary totals

These options control which report sections are produced.

PROCESSING OPTIONS (AUD1-O-RPTOPTS)
Specifies whether to produce the audit processing options report, Report 50 - List Audit Report Processing
Options.
Y

Produces the report. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.
REPORT DETAIL (AUD1-O-RPTDETL)

Specifies whether to produce the audit detail reports, Reports 52 - 57.
Y

Produces the reports. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.
SUMMARY TOTALS (AUD1-O-RPTSUMM)

Specifies whether to produce the audit summary totals, Report 51 - List Audit Report Totals.
Y

Produces the reports. This is the default.
N

Does not produce the report.

Filtering Control Options
These options specify the selection criteria to use when determining which audit records to select for reporting.

SUBSYSTEM (AUD1-F-SUBSYS)
(Required) Defines the four-character WA Restart Option subsystem name or * for all subsystems.
Default: * (all subsystems)

JOB NAME (AUD1-F-JOBNAME)
(Optional) Defines one- to eight-characters of a name or a name prefix ended by * as in *, ABC*, or xyz123*.
Default: * (all job names)

NODE ID (AUD1-F-NODEID)
(Optional) Defines a one- to eight-character JES node ID.
Default: * (all node IDs)

FACILITY (AUD1-F-FACILITY)
(Optional) Defines a one- to eight-character facility code.
Default: * (all facilities)

USER ID (AUD1-F-USERID)
(Optional) Defines a one- to eight-character operator name.
Default: * (all user IDs)
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DATE FORMAT (AUD1-F-DATEFM)
(Optional) Specifies the format of printed dates:
A

Specifies the American format of YYYY/MM/DD. This is the default.
I

Specifies the international format of YYYY/DD/MM.
AUDIT (AUD1-F-AUDFDAT, AUD1-F-AUDFTIM, AUD1-F-AUDTDAT, AUD1-F-AUDTTIM)

(Optional) Defines a range for date and time selection. The parameters are FROM and THRU limits for selection
of data meeting all the preceding selection criteria. The date fields can be TODAY or * to specify today's date (the
date of the report execution). Relative dates in the form TODAY+nnn, TODAY-nnn, *+nnn, and *-nnn are also
permitted (where nnn is an integer in the range 1 - 999). Leaving the field blank is treated as choosing any date/
time. Dates are in yyyy/mm/dd format. Times are in hh:mm:ss format.

Report 50 - List Audit Report Processing Options
The following is a sample Report 50 - List Audit Report Processing Options report.

 yyyy/mm/dd                          CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION RESTART OPTION FOR Z/

OS SCHEDULERS                         PAGE      1

                                          REPORT 50 - LIST AUDIT REPORT PROCESSING OPTIONS

         OPTION/FILTER          FILTER/     OPTIONAL    OPTIONAL    OPTIONAL           DESCRIPTION/COMMENT/

ERROR MESSAGE

             TYPE                 FROM        FROM        THRU        THRU

                                  DATE        TIME        DATE        TIME

   PRINT REPORT OPTIONS        Y                                                   - PRINT REPORT OPTIONS SECTION ?       

                                                                                                                          

   PRINT REPORT DETAIL         Y                                                   - PRINT REPORT DETAIL SECTIONS ?       

                                                                                                                          

   PRINT REPORT SUMMARY        Y                                                   - PRINT REPORT SUMMARY SECTION ?       

   DATABASE ID                 601                                                 - CA DATACOM DATABASE ID FOR CA 11

                                                                                                                          

   INPUT DATABASE              Y                                                   - IS DATABASE AN INPUT SOURCE ?        

                                                                                                                          

   INPUT PURGE FILE            N                                                   - IS PURGE FILE AN INPUT SOURCE ?      

                                                                                                                         

   REPORT BY TIME              Y                                                   - PRODUCE REPORT BY TIME ?             

   REPORT BY SUBSYSTEM         Y                                                   - PRODUCE REPORT BY SUBSYSTEM ?        

                                                                                                                          

   REPORT BY JOB NAME          Y                                                   - PRODUCE REPORT BY JOB NAME ?         

                                                                                                                          

   REPORT BY NODE ID           Y                                                   - PRODUCE REPORT BY NODE ID ?          

                                                                                                                          

   REPORT BY FACILITY          Y                                                   - PRODUCE REPORT BY FACILITY ?         

                                                                                                                          

   REPORT BY USER ID           Y                                                   - PRODUCE REPORT BY USER ID ?          

                                                                                                                          

   SUBSYSTEM                   *                                                   - CA 11 SUBSYSTEM NAME                 
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   JOB NAME                    *                                                   - JOB NAME AUDITED                     

                                                                                                                          

   NODE ID                     *                                                   - NODE ID AUDITED                      

                                                                                                                          

   FACILITY                    *                                                   - FACILITY AUDITED                     

                                                                                                                          

   USER ID                     *                                                   - USER ID MAKING CHANGE                

                                                                                                                          

   REPORT DATE FORMAT          A                                                   - INTERNATIONAL OR AMERICAN DATE FORMAT

                                                                                                                          

   CHANGE DATE/

TIME            TODAY-7                 TODAY                       - DATE / TIME FILE CHANGE WAS MADE    

                               yyyy/mm/

dd                                          NOTE - RELATIVE DATE USED AS FROM DATE

                                                       yyyy/mm/

dd                  NOTE - TODAYS DATE USED AS THRU DATE

Report 51 - List Audit Report Totals
The following is a sample Report 51 - List Audit Report Totals report.

yyyy/mm/hh/yy                        CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION RESTART OPTION FOR Z/

OS SCHEDULERS                          PAGE      1

                                                REPORT 51 - LIST AUDIT REPORT TOTALS

                                                   TOTAL      ACTIVE     ARCHIVED

                                                  RECORDS     RECORDS     RECORDS

                                                   READ      SELECTED    SELECTED

                                                       242         242           0

Report 52 - List Audit Report By Time
The following is a sample Report 52 - List Audit Report: By Time report.

 yyyy/mm/dd                          CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION RESTART OPTION FOR Z/

OS SCHEDULERS                          PAGE      1

                                               REPORT 52 - LIST AUDIT REPORT: BY TIME

                                                                           DESCRIPTION/                      BEFORE IMAGE/

  CHANGE OCCURRED   SUB    JOB    NODE ID  FACILITY USER ID  DB           SQL_FIELD_NAME                      AFTER IMAGE

    DATE   TIME     SYS    NAME                              TBL :------------------------------:    :-----------------------------

yyyy/01/09 12:53:15 CAL7 TSOUSR1A USI279ME TSO      TSOUSR1       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BATCH_ID                         B> +255

                                                                                                  A> +110

                                                                 C_YEAR_TOTAL_P_RUN               B> +1

                                                                                                  A> +2

                                                                 CURRENT_YEAR                     B> 2008
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                                                                                                  A> 2007

yyyy/01/09 16:16:47 CAL7 A161647$ USI279ME U11DPDST TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DPDST  DELETED   CMT

yyyy/01/09 16:16:48 CAL7 CA11TSTA USI279ME U11DVSMT TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DVSMT  ADDED     JEHF

yyyy/01/09 16:16:48 CAL7 CA11TSTA USI279ME U11DVSMT TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DVSMT  DELETED   JEHF

yyyy/01/10 10:58:04 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE  INTERNAL      CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN MANT

yyyy/01/10 11:14:18 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE  GRP900        CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SUSPEND

yyyy/01/10 12:43:16 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE  GRP900        CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      RESUME

yyyy/01/11 09:10:43 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME INTERNAL EOTEXIT       INTERNAL  ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      ABTERM ASID=0027,TCB=007D1C48,

                                                                                                     CMT

yyyy/01/11 14:25:42 CAL7 TSOUSR3A USI279ME TSO      TSOUSR3       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BYPASS_GDG_NOT_OK                B>

                                                                                                  A> Y

                                                                 ENDING_STEP                      B>

                                                                                                  A> STEP2

                                                             STP  SEQ=001, NAME=STEP2                  

                                                                                                       

                                                                 RANGE_EXECUTION_FLAG             B> Y 

                                                                                                  A> N 

yyyy/01/14 11:39:12 CAL7 TSOUSR3A USI279ME TSO      TSOUSR3       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             HST TOTAL_JOBS1                      B> +10

                                                                                                  A> +11

                                                                 TOTAL_PROD_RUNS1                 B> +42

                                                                                                  A> +43

Report 53 - List Audit Report by Subsystem
The following is a sample Report 53 - List Audit Report: By Subsystem report.

 yyyy/mm/dd                          CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION RESTART OPTION FOR Z/

OS SCHEDULERS                          PAGE      1

                                             REPORT 53 - LIST AUDIT REPORT: BY SUBSYSTEM

                                                                           DESCRIPTION/                      BEFORE IMAGE/

SUB    CHANGE OCCURRED     JOB    NODE ID  FACILITY USER ID  DB           SQL_FIELD_NAME                      AFTER IMAGE

SYS      DATE   TIME       NAME                              TBL :------------------------------:    :-----------------------------

CAL7 yyyy/01/09 12:53:15 TSOUSR1A USI279ME TSO      TSOUSR1       TSO       CHANGED   CMT
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                                                             JOB BATCH_ID                         B> +255

                                                                                                  A> +110

                                                                 C_YEAR_TOTAL_P_RUN               B> +1

                                                                                                  A> +2

CAL7 yyyy/01/09 16:16:47 A161647$ USI279ME U11DPDST TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DPDST  DELETED   CMT

CAL7 yyyy/01/09 16:16:48 CA11TSTA USI279ME U11DVSMT TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DVSMT  ADDED     JEHF

CAL7 yyyy/01/09 16:16:48 CA11TSTA USI279ME U11DVSMT TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DVSMT  DELETED   JEHF

CAL7 yyyy/01/10 10:58:04 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE  INTERNAL      CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN MANT

CAL7 yyyy/01/10 11:14:18 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE  GRP900        CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SUSPEND

CAL7 yyyy/01/10 16:21:09 DBAS     USI279ME INTERNAL EOTEXIT       INTERNAL  ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      ABTERM ASID=0027,TCB=007D1C48,

                                                                                                     CMT

CAL7 yyyy/01/10 17:46:44 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE  GRP900        CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN NOW

CAL7 yyyy/01/11 14:26:13 TSOUSR3A USI279ME TSO      TSOUSR3       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BYPASS_GDG_NOT_OK                B> Y

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 ENDING_STEP                      B> STEP2

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 JOB_TO_RESTART                   B> Y

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 STARTING_STEP                    B> STEP1

                                                                                                  A>

                                                             STP  SEQ=001, NAME=STEP2                  

                                                                                                       

                                                                 RANGE_EXECUTION_FLAG             B> Y 

                                                                                                  A> N 

Report 54 - List Audit Report By Job Name
The following a sample Report 54 - List Audit Report: By Job Name report.

 yyyy/mm/dd                          CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION RESTART OPTION FOR Z/

OS SCHEDULERS                          PAGE      1

                                             REPORT 54 - LIST AUDIT REPORT: BY JOB NAME

                                                                           DESCRIPTION/                      BEFORE IMAGE/

  JOB      CHANGE OCCURRED   SUB  NODE ID  FACILITY USER ID  DB           SQL_FIELD_NAME                      AFTER IMAGE
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  NAME       DATE   TIME     SYS                             TBL :------------------------------:    :-----------------------------

#SCHCC   yyyy/01/09 16:16:47 CAL7 USI279ME U11DPDST TSOUSR1       U11DPDST  CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB SCHED_CC                         B> Y

                                                                                                  A>

#SCHCC2  yyyy/01/15 07:08:12 CAL7 USI279ME TSO      TSOUSR2       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BYPASS_GDG_NOT_OK                B>

                                                                                                  A> Y

                                                                 COND_CODE_SPEC                   B>

                                                                                                  A> Y

                                                                 JOB_TO_RESTART                   B>

                                                                                                  A> Y

                                                                 RESTART11_CONDCODE               B> 0

                                                                                                  A> +5

                                                             STP  SEQ=001, NAME=STEP2                  

                                                                                                       

                                                                 RANGE_EXECUTION_FLAG             B> Y 

                                                                                                  A> N 

APAY210A yyyy/01/11 13:58:02 CAL7 USI279ME TSO      TSOUSR3       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB STARTING_PROCSTEP                B> 

                                                                                                  A> MAIN

                                                                 STARTING_STEP                    B> 

                                                                                                  A> STEP2

DBAS     yyyy/01/10 10:56:01 CAL7 USI279ME CONSOLE  INTERNAL      CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      DISPLAY STATUS

DBAS     yyyy/01/10 12:42:02 CAL7 USI279ME CONSOLE  GRP900        CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SUSPEND

TSOUSR1A yyyy/01/09 12:53:15 CAL7 USI279ME TSO      TSOUSR1       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BATCH_ID                         B> +255

                                                                                                  A> +110

                                                                 C_YEAR_TOTAL_P_RUN               B> +1

                                                                                                  A> +2

Report 55 - List Audit Report By Node ID
The following a sample Report 55 - List Audit Report: By Node ID report.

 yyyy/mm/dd                          CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION RESTART OPTION FOR Z/

OS SCHEDULERS                          PAGE      1
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                                              REPORT 55 - LIST AUDIT REPORT: BY NODE ID

                                                                           DESCRIPTION/                      BEFORE IMAGE/

NODE ID    CHANGE OCCURRED   SUB    JOB    FACILITY USER ID  DB           SQL_FIELD_NAME                      AFTER IMAGE

             DATE   TIME     SYS    NAME                     TBL :------------------------------:    :-----------------------------

USI279ME yyyy/01/09 05:05:45 CAL7 GHIRTCD  TSO      TSOUSR2       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BATCH_ID                         B> +255

                                                                                                  A> +110

                                                                 SCHED_CC                         B> Y

                                                                                                  A>

USI279ME yyyy/01/10 10:58:04 CAL7 DBAS     CONSOLE  INTERNAL      CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN MANT

USI279ME yyyy/01/10 16:21:09 CAL7 DBAS     INTERNAL EOTEXIT       INTERNAL  ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      ABTERM ASID=0027,TCB=007D1C48,

                                                                                                     CMT

USI279ME yyyy/01/10 12:22:36 CAL7 DBAS     INTERNAL DBAS          INTERNAL  ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN ALL

USI279ME yyyy/01/11 14:26:13 CAL7 TSOUSR3A TSO      TSOUSR3       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BYPASS_GDG_NOT_OK                B> Y

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 ENDING_STEP                      B> STEP2

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 JOB_TO_RESTART                   B> Y

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 STARTING_STEP                    B> STEP1

                                                                                                  A>

                                                             STP  SEQ=001, NAME=STEP2                  

                                                                                                       

                                                                 RANGE_EXECUTION_FLAG             B> Y 

                                                                                                  A> N 

USI279ME yyyy/01/11 18:54:49 CAL7 DBAS     CONSOLE  GRP900        CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN NOW

USI279ME yyyy/01/14 11:39:12 CAL7 TSOUSR3A TSO      TSOUSR3       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             HST TOTAL_JOBS1                      B> +10

                                                                                                  A> +11

                                                                 TOTAL_PROD_RUNS1                 B> +42

                                                                                                  A> +43

USI279ME yyyy/01/14 11:39:12 CAL7 TSOUSR3A TSO      TSOUSR3  JOB  TSO       DELETED   CMT
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Report 56 - List Audit Report By Facility
The following a sample Report 56 - List Audit Report: By Facility report.

 yyyy/mm/dd                          CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION RESTART OPTION FOR Z/

OS SCHEDULERS                          PAGE      1

                                             REPORT 56 - LIST AUDIT REPORT: BY FACILITY

                                                                           DESCRIPTION/                      BEFORE IMAGE/

FACILITY   CHANGE OCCURRED   SUB    JOB    NODE ID  USER ID  DB           SQL_FIELD_NAME                      AFTER IMAGE

             DATE   TIME     SYS    NAME                     TBL :------------------------------:    :-----------------------------

CONSOLE  yyyy/01/10 10:56:01 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME INTERNAL      CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      DISPLAY STATUS

CONSOLE  yyyy/01/10 10:58:04 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME INTERNAL      CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN MANT

CONSOLE  yyyy/01/10 11:14:18 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME GRP900        CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SUSPEND

INTERNAL yyyy/01/10 16:21:09 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME EOTEXIT       INTERNAL  ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      ABTERM ASID=0027,TCB=007D1C48,

                                                                                                     CMT

TSO      yyyy/01/11 14:26:13 CAL7 TSOUSR3A USI279ME TSOUSR3       TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BYPASS_GDG_NOT_OK                B> Y

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 ENDING_STEP                      B> STEP2

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 JOB_TO_RESTART                   B> Y

                                                                                                  A>

                                                                 STARTING_STEP                    B> STEP1

                                                                                                  A>

                                                             STP  SEQ=001, NAME=STEP2                  

                                                                                                       

                                                                 RANGE_EXECUTION_FLAG             B> Y 

                                                                                                  A> N 

U11DPDST yyyy/01/09 16:16:47 CAL7 A161647$ USI279ME TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DPDST  DELETED   CMT

U11DVSMT yyyy/01/09 16:16:48 CAL7 CA11TSTA USI279ME TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DVSMT  ADDED     JEHF

U11DVSMT yyyy/01/09 16:16:48 CAL7 CA11TSTA USI279ME TSOUSR1  JOB  U11DVSMT  DELETED   JEHF

Report 57 - List Audit Report By User ID
The following a sample Report 57 - List Audit Report: By User ID report.

 yyyy/mm/dd                          CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION RESTART OPTION FOR Z/

OS SCHEDULERS                          PAGE      1

                                              REPORT 57 - LIST AUDIT REPORT: BY USER ID
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                                                                           DESCRIPTION/                      BEFORE IMAGE/

USER ID    CHANGE OCCURRED   SUB    JOB    NODE ID  FACILITY DB           SQL_FIELD_NAME                      AFTER IMAGE

             DATE   TIME     SYS    NAME                     TBL :------------------------------:    :-----------------------------

BUSER01  yyyy/01/10 12:30:09 CAL7 BUSER01A USI279ME TSO           TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB BATCH_ID                         B> +103

                                                                                                  A> +110

                                                                 C_YEAR_TOTAL_R_RUN               B> 0

                                                                                                  A> +1

                                                                 CURRENT_YEAR                     B> 2008

                                                                                                  A> 2007

DBAS     yyyy/01/10 12:22:36 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME INTERNAL      INTERNAL  ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN ALL

EOMEXIT  yyyy/01/14 11:53:00 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME INTERNAL      INTERNAL  ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      ABTERM ASID=0018,CMT

GRP900   yyyy/01/10 12:42:02 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE       CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SUSPEND

GRP900   yyyy/01/10 12:43:16 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE       CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      RESUME

INTERNAL yyyy/01/10 10:58:04 CAL7 DBAS     USI279ME CONSOLE       CONSOLE   ISSUED DBAS COMMAND      SHUTDOWN MANT

MUSER01  yyyy/01/09 16:16:47 CAL7 A161647$ USI279ME U11DPDST JOB  U11DPDST  DELETED   CMT

SUSER01  yyyy/01/15 07:08:12 CAL7 #SCHCC2  USI279ME TSO           TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                             JOB COND_CODE_SPEC                   B>

                                                                                                  A> Y

                                                                 JOB_TO_RESTART                   B>

                                                                                                  A> Y

                                                                 RESTART11_CONDCODE               B> 0

                                                                                                  A> +5

                                                             STP  SEQ=001, NAME=STEP2                  

                                                                                                       

                                                                 RANGE_EXECUTION_FLAG             B> Y 

                                                                                                  A> N 

SUSER01  yyyy/01/15 07:09:23 CAL7 #SCHCC2  USI279ME TSO      JOB  TSO       CHANGED   CMT

                                                                 JOB_TO_RESTART                   B>

                                                                                                  A> Y
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Installation and Configuration Best Practices
These topics provide a brief introduction to the Broadcom mainframe management strategy and features, and describe
the best practices for installing and configuring WA Restart Option.

These topics are intended for systems programmers and administrators who install, configure, deploy, and maintain WA
Restart Option.

Mainframe 2.0 Overview
Mainframe 2.0 is our strategy for providing leadership in the mainframe operating environment. We intend to lead
the mainframe marketplace for customer experience, Out-Tasking solutions, and solution innovation. After listening
to customer needs and requirements to keep the mainframe operating environment viable and cost-effective, we are
providing new tools to simplify usage and to energize this operating environment for years to come.

CSM is an important step in realizing the Mainframe 2.0 strategy. CSM simplifies and standardizes the delivery,
installation, and maintenance of mainframe products on z/OS systems. CSM has a browser-based user interface (UI) with
a modern look and feel for managing those solutions. As products adopt Mainframe 2.0 features and CSM services, you
can acquire, install, and manage your software in a common way.

CSM provides software acquisition and installation that make it easier for you to obtain and install Broadcom mainframe
products, and apply the recommended maintenance. The services within CSM enable you to manage your software easily
based on industry accepted best practices. The common browser-based UI makes the look and feel of the environment
friendly and familiar.

We follow the IBM z/OS packaging standards using SMP/E, with some additional Broadcom qualities of service added,
to make installation simple and consistent. Also, through the synchronization of product releases and the use of common
test environments, we will declare a yearly mainframe software stack that includes many new releases with enhanced
functionality. This stack is certified for interoperability across the Broadcom mainframe product portfolio and the base IBM
z/OS product stack.

Mainframe 2.0 Features
Mainframe 2.0 has the following main features:

CSM
Delivers simplified acquisition, installation, and deployment capabilities using a common z/OS-based web
application delivered through a browser-based UI. CSM includes the following services:
Product Acquisition Service (PAS)

Facilitates the acquisition of our mainframe products and services, including product base installation
packages and program temporary fixes (PTFs). This service integrates the inventory of products
available on your system with Broadcom Support providing a seamless environment for managing and
downloading software and fixes onto your system.

Software Installation Service (SIS)
Facilitates the installation and maintenance of our mainframe products in the software inventory of
the driving system. This service enables you to browse and manage the software inventory using
a web interface, and automates tasks for products that use SMP/E to manage installation. You can
browse downloaded software packages, and browse and manage one or more consolidated software
inventories (CSIs) on the driving system.

Software Deployment Service (SDS)
Facilitates the deployment of Broadcom mainframe products from the software inventory of the driving
system. This service enables you to deploy installed products that are policy-driven with a set of
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appropriate transport mechanisms across a known topology. The enterprise system topology can
include shared DASD environments, networked environments, and z/OS systems. Policies represent a
combination of metadata input and user-supplied input. Metadata input identifies the component parts
of a product. User-supplied input identifies the deployment criteria, such as where it goes and what it is
named.

Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
Enables you to get our products from an FTP server. We have improved this process so that you no longer need
to build a tape to install the product.

Best Practices Management
Integrates with IBM Health Checker for z/OS to verify that deployed software follows our best practices. The
health checks continually monitor the system and software to provide feedback on whether the software continues
to be configured optimally.

Best Practices Documentation
Provides best practices for product installation and configuration.

Installation
To ensure a successful installation, follow the best practices that are associated with installation as outlined in the
following topics. A best practice is to install the WA Restart Option product using CSM. Also, apply all WA Restart Option
maintenance available using CSM during the initial installation.

Install Common Components and Services Components
Install the Common Components and Services Components that WA Restart Option requires.

Business Value:

This best practice ensures that you have the required Common Components and Services Components in place for a
successful product operation.

Additional Considerations:

If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services might already be installed.

WA Restart Option uses the following Common Components and Services:

• LMP
• CAIRIM
• Easytrieve

WA Restart Option optionally uses Easytrieve as the new reporting engine. Easytrieve is required to produce audit
reports.

• CAIVPE
Required by Datacom/AD

More Information:

For more information about installing and configuring the Common Components and Services components, see the
Common Components and Services documentation.

Datacom/AD Installation Considerations
Give careful consideration to the installation process of Datacom/AD especially in the area of sizing the log file correctly.
Also following the Datacom/AD Installation Verification Process (IVP), run jobs to ensure a successful product installation.

Business Value:

Because WA Restart Option uses Datacom/AD, correct installation promotes a quicker and more efficient installation.
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Additional Information:

If Datacom or Datacom/AD r11 or later is already installed, you can skip this information.

Use the Datacom/AD for z/OS Installation documentation to install Datacom/AD and for information about upgrades.
Datacom/AD is a no-charge version of the Broadcom database product Datacom. Datacom/AD has all the functions of the
full Datacom product except that Datacom/AD does not permit the use of user-defined databases.

The following topics discuss Datacom/AD installation steps. The steps can be carried out during the initial install of
Datacom/AD, or they can be done before going into production.

LXX (Log File)
Before you run Datacom/AD member AXNEW02, give careful consideration to determine the correct sizing for the log file.
The size that you require depends on the following items:

• The amount of activity
• The frequency of spills
• Whether you plan to share a Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF) with another product or application.

The Datacom/AD log file, which is known as the LXX, permits the caching of data while maintaining the integrity of the
data.

As updates are made to the database, the LXX is updated with each change that is made. The updates themselves are
not always written to the database at the time they are made. They are kept in storage and written to the database
periodically. This process limits I/O and increases the performance of the database accesses. If the LXX is permitted to
fill up, the database stops processing and WA Restart Option hangs (with U11-012 message occurring) until the spill job
is run. The calculations for the sizing of the LXX can be done in this step, or you can wait to do the calculations when you
are finished testing and before going into production.

Datacom/AD IVP Jobs
After you have finished all Datacom/AD installation steps for your site, execute the following jobs. The jobs demonstrate
successful product installation for batch processing and verify database access and connectivity.

The SAMPJCL job member names begin with AXIVP and must be performed in the following sequence.

To verify the installation

1. Execute CAIRIM to initialize the Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF).
2. Start the MUF.

As in the installation steps, edit and submit AD11STRT from the SAMPJCL library. This job executes DBUTLTY and
DBMUFPR to start the MUF.

3. Execute the sample Datacom/AD programs.
Edit and submit SAMPJCL member AXIVP01. This job executes multiple programs for Datacom/AD execution.

NOTE
If it appears, ignore the message code CSV003I.

4. Execute the sample dynamic SQL programs.
Edit and submit AXIVP02. This job executes a dynamic SQL program for Datacom/AD.

5. Execute the batch Dataquery program (Conditional).
If you are licensed to run Dataquery, edit and submit AXIVP03.

More Information:

For more information about the installation, see the Datacom/AD for z/OS documentation.
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Cross Reference SAMPJCL Members for r3.0 and r11
Use this cross reference of the SAMPJCL library members for r3.0 and r11 because the member names have changed.

Business Value:

This best practice ensures that you are using the equivalent SAMPJCL library member in the r11 version of WA Restart
Option.

Member Member Comments
ACF2SAMP AL7ACF2  
CA11ART AL7ART  
CA11BNQ AL7BNQ  
CA11CRD AL7CRD  
CA11MGR AL7MGR  
CA11NIT AL7NIT  
CA11OBD AL7OBD  
CA11ODS AL7ODS  
CA11PRE AL7PRE  
CA11RCP AL7RCP  
CA11RMS AL7RMS  
CA11UPD AL7UPD  
CAIL730 N/A No longer used
CAINITES AL7NITES  
CAL7 AL7CAL7  
DBTSTPR AL7DBTST  
L730ACC AL7ACC  
L730AD1 AL7AD1  
L730AD2 AL7AD2  
L730AD3 N/A Obsolete in r3.0 SP01
L730AD4 N/A Obsolete in r3.0 SP01
L730ALC AL7ALC  
L730ALOP AL7ALOP  
L730APAR AL7APAR  
L730APP AL7APP  
L730BKM N/A BookManager files that are no longer

supplied
L730BKUP AL7BKUP  
L730CAL7 N/A No longer used
L730CICS AL7CICS  
L730CNVT N/A No longer used
L730CXXR AL7CXXR  
L730DBID AL7DBID  
L730FSYS AL7FSYS  
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L730ISPF N/A No longer used
L730JART AL7JART  
L730JBNQ AL7JBNQ  
L730JCRD AL7JCRD  
L730JES2 AL7JES2  
L730JES3 AL7JES3  
L730JMGR AL7JMGR  
L730JNIT AL7JNIT  
L730JOBD AL7JOBD  
L730JODS AL7JODS  
L730JPJQ AL7PJQ  
L730JPRE AL7JPRE  
L730JRCP AL7JRCP  
L730JRMS AL7JRMS  
L730JUPD AL7JUPD  
L730LD1 AL7LD1  
L730LD2 AL7LD2  
L730LOAD N/A Replaced by AL7LD1 and AL7LD2
L730MACC AL7MACC  
L730MAPC AL7MAPC  
L730MAPP AL7MAPP  
L730MREC AL7MREC  
L730MRPT N/A No longer used
L730PDF N/A Documentation available on Support Online
L730RCNT N/A No longer used
L730REAT AL7REAT  
L730REC N/A Replaced by AL7RECE and AL7RECT
L730RECV AL7RECV  
L730RJES AL7RJES  
L730ROSC AL7ROSC  
L730RSMP AL7RSMP  
L730SPLL AL7SPLL  
L730TEST AL7TEST  
L730TLMS AL7TLMS  
L730TMS N/A No longer used
L730UCDK N/A No longer used
L730UGRP AL7UGRP  
L730UJCL AL7UJCL  
L730UOPT AL7UOPT  
L730UOST AL7UOST  
L730UPRT AL7UPRT  
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L730UREA AL7UREA  
L730UVCX AL7UVCX  
L730UXIT AL7UXIT  
L730UXRU AL7UXRU  
L730WOFF AL7WOFF  
L730WON AL7WON  
L730XSMP AL7XSMP  
L7REATBL AL7REATB  
N/A AL7$INDX New with r11
N/A AL7$XREF New with r11
N/A AL7ADLD New with r11
N/A AL7ADUP New with r11
N/A AL7ARP New with r11
N/A AL7B0CDK Configuration file no longer SMP/E

controlled
N/A AL7ENF1 New with r11
N/A AL7ENF2 New with r11
N/A AL7EZTP New with r11
N/A AL7MREE New with r11
N/A AL7MRET New with r11
N/A AL7RECE New with r11
N/A AL7RECT New with r11
RACFSAMP AL7RACF  
TSSSAMP AL7TSS  

Multiple Copies on a Single System
If you want to run multiple copies of DBAS on a single system, use this information to set up WA Restart Option correctly.

Business Value:

You can install and concurrently run multiple WA Restart Option subsystems at the same release level on the same CPU.
Users can elect to share the WA Restart Option SVC, the load modules, or both between the releases or set up each WA
Restart Option release to be independent of all others.

WA Restart Option resources can be shared between or among current releases. Multiple releases can share modules
from the same authorized load library. If each WA Restart Option table specifies the same SVC parameter, multiple
releases can share the SVC.

Multiple DBASs can use the same Datacom/AD MUF to access the data that is unique according to the DBAS SSN
(Subsystem Name) or by specifying a unique Datacom/AD DBID for each DBAS sharing the Datacom/AD MUF, or by
running multiple Datacom/AD MUFs and having each DBAS access the data associated with an individual Datacom/AD
MUF.

If it is necessary to create more Datacom/AD DBIDs, perform the following steps in the Installing topics for each extra
DBID created:
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• Resolve Database ID and URT Name
• Start Datacom/AD
• Allocate Purge and Report Files
• Define and Catalog Datacom/AD Tables
• Allocate WA Restart Option Data Area and Index

CAIRIM Initialization:

CAIRIM must initialize each WA Restart Option DBAS subsystem. Multiple DBAS subsystems can start during the same
execution of CAIRIM, or separate CAIRIM procedures can execute.

Usage:

Using MSSF could include the concurrent running of a production release of WA Restart Option together with another
release directed at Quality Assurance. Both releases can share the same load modules and SVC while accessing
separate CMTs, JEHFs, or both. The user exit (U11SSSEX) automatically determines the WA Restart Option release that
processes a given job (U11SSSEX). U11SSSEX selects the intended release according to job name, job class, user ID, or
accounting information. Only one U11SSSEX receives control for MSSF regardless of the number of WA Restart Option
subsystems.

WA Restart Option utilities access only one WA Restart Option database per execution. This single access is because
the subsystem selection mechanism can only select one subsystem (and its database). Execute utilities like U11MGR
and U11RCP once for every WA Restart Option database that you want to access. Use an @SSNxxxx dummy DD in the
JCL of the WA Restart Option utility or other program that accesses a WA Restart Option database to specify a selective
subsystem name.

Multiple Release Considerations:

WA Restart Option r3.0 and WA Restart Option r11 can coexist on the same or multiple systems. If mixed releases exist,
the WA Restart Option functionality is at the lowest release level. To run multiple releases, use the r11 version of CAIRIM
(L7B0INIT) for all subsystems.

If you are running both WA Restart Option r3.0 and WA Restart Option r11 subsystems concurrently on the same system,
the r11 CAIRIM initialization must be performed for all subsystems. Mark only one subsystem production with product
L7B0.

An example of the CAIRIM statements that are needed for multiple mixed releases to coexist is shown in the following
example.

PRODUCT(CA-11) INIT(L7B0INIT)  -     /*  R11   SUBSYSTEM  */

 VERSION(L7B0) PARM(SSN=TS11)

PRODUCT(CA-11) INIT(L7B0INIT)  -     /*  R3.0  SUBSYSTEM  */

 VERSION(L7BA) PARM(SSN=CAL7)

More Information:

For more information about the MSSF Multiple Subsystem Facility, see the Programming topics.

Reevaluate the Optional JES2 Exit
Reevaluate whether the use of the JES2 Exit6 is of added benefit if used at your site. EXIT6 is needed during restarts only
when you want to eliminate enqueues on job steps that do not execute during that restart.

Business Value:

WA Restart Option provides a JES2 interface for JES2 users to eliminate the data set enqueue for steps that do not
execute due to WA Restart Option restart step skipping. This exit is an optional feature of WA Restart Option.
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Additional Considerations:

WARNING
Use of the optional JES2 interface requires that you disable the EXIT6 before bringing down DBAS for any
reason.

When you are using the JES2 exit, the BYPGDG values of VER and CAT are not processed. During a rerun/restart, the
JES exits alter GDG data set JCL to specify the absolute generation/version (G0000V00) number that is recorded in the
CMT during the most recent production run. The JCL no longer contains GDGs with relative generation (that is, 0, +1)
numbers. If a fully qualified GDG data set name is specified, U11RMS does not modify it because the name could have
been overridden manually in the JCL before submission.

More Information:

For more information about the JES2 interface, see the Programming topics. For more information about installing the
JES2 interface, see the Installing topics.

Scheduling Interfaces
Verify that your scheduling package is at a currently supported release and that you have made the necessary updates
within the scheduling package to interface correctly with WA Restart Option r11.

Business Value:

CA 7, , Jobtrac, and ESP interface with WA Restart Option through an online interface by permitting automatic RMS step
insertion.

Additional Considerations:

To interface directly with WA Restart Option r11 from your scheduling system requires that you run a currently supported
release of CA 7, , Jobtrac, and ESP.

Add the following DD statement to the JCL of the scheduling system for CA 7, , and Jobtrac:

//CA11HELP   DD   DSN=CAI.CAICLS0(CA11HELP),DISP=SHR    

If you intend to use the WA Restart Option completion code Auto Setup feature, whether by setting job- or step- level
completion codes in the CMT or by using user exit U11CCREX, verify that the WA Restart Option criteria for determining
job failure is synchronized with any such parameters defined to your scheduling system.

See the documentation of your scheduling system to determine whether it offers an automatic interface to synchronize
condition code failures between itself and WA Restart Option r11.

More Information:

For more information about implementing the interface of the scheduling system to WA Restart Option, see the
appropriate installation documentation for your scheduling system.

Upgrade Considerations
Verify that any products that interface with WA Restart Option have had the necessary changes made before
implementing WA Restart Option r11.

Business Value:

Several products provide interfaces to WA Restart Option. These interfaces sometimes require changes or updates to
interface correctly with a new release of WA Restart Option.

Additional Considerations:
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Verify and change any items for other products that interface with WA Restart Option r11 to verify that r11 elements are
used.

The WA Restart Option interface modules have changed from r3.0. In most cases, the products only require a name
change to use the new CAL7LOAD for WA Restart Option r11.

Change references to any WA Restart Option r3.0 libraries to refer to WA Restart Option r11 libraries. Also, change any
references to any WA Restart Option r3.0 PROCs to refer to WA Restart Option r11 PROCs.

GTS and NJE Considerations
Install GTS to use the new NJE support feature in WA Restart Option r11. If GTS is installed, make the necessary
customization to implement this feature.

Business Value:

WA Restart Option uses GTS to access data or use the online interfaces at remote locations (NJE). The restart
information of the NJE job is displayed. You can alter the information to let the submitting system control the restart of NJE
jobs in the same way that they control the restart of local jobs.

Additional Considerations:

Multiple Broadcom products use GTS. WA Restart Option uses GTS to communicate with NJE environments. WA Restart
Option must be defined as a product to GTS with the product code of BB.

This new feature permits a central control point for all restart modifications regardless of the system where the job runs.
The WA Restart Option ISPF interface is invoked with the C11ILIBD REXX program in the CAL7CLS0 library. Pay close
attention to the following two statements in C11ILIBD to verify NJE functionality:

If CA11HLQ == "" then CA11HLQ = "ca11hlq" 

If GTSHLQ == "" then GTSHLQ = "gtshlq" 

Assume that the WA Restart Option target library is ‘SYS1.CA11.CAL7LOAD’ and the GTS target library is
‘SYS1.GTS.CD51LOAD’. These statements would look like the following example:

If CA11HLQ == "" then CA11HLQ = "SYS1.CA11" 

If GTSHLQ == "" then GTSHLQ = "SYS1.GTS" 

Specify the following new GTS parameter in the CLIENTxx member of the GTS PARMLIB:

PRODUCT (IDENTITY) (BB)   MODULE (CAGSBBLD))

The GSINITxx member accepts an XMEM keyword. Verify that it is set to XMEM(YES).

Code the TCPIPCxx and TCPIPSxx members so that all remote locations that WA Restart Option is to access are defined
as both Client and Server.

A new WA Restart Option parameter in the configuration file, LOCALGTS, lets WA Restart Option successfully use GTS
services. This parameter signifies the local GTS ID. The value must equal the GTS parameter, ID(xx) which is specified in
the GSINITxx PARMLIB member or on the EXEC statement within the GTS PROC.

More Information:

For more information about NJE support, see the Programming topics.
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Implementation
The following sections explain the best practices for implementing WA Restart Option.

Determine Number of XCF Tasks
Verify that the number of XCF tasks that are defined is adequate. Use the following information to help you determine the
minimum value for the number of XCF tasks. Remember that this calculation is the minimum value. Consider adding more
XCF tasks to the minimum value calculated.

Business Value:

In a sysplex environment, only one Datacom/AD MUF is required. On all other systems, WA Restart Option accesses the
MUF using an XCF connection. For the XCF connection, Datacom/AD has three important parameters. These parameters
are MUF, XCFFROM, and TASKS. Make the last parameter, XCFTASKS, large enough to accommodate all the WA
Restart Option configuration file DBTASKS values combined for DBAS tasks not on the same system where the Datacom/
AD MUF resides. If you want all functions of the WA Restart Option ISPF dialog to work on systems where the Datacom/
AD MUF does not execute, add more tasks here.

Additional Considerations:

TASKS parameter:

TASKS        35,33K,0,0,29            # of TASKS, SIZE,0,0,XCFTASKS

The # of TASKS first parameter is the maximum number of tasks that access the Datacom/AD MUF (this number includes
both local and XCF). Set this value larger than the number of XCFTASKS. Include the DBTASK value for the DBAS task
where the Datacom/AD MUF resides. The XCFTASKS is the maximum number of XCF accesses.

Consider the following items when calculating the number of XCFTASKS needed.

• Add the count of the DBTASKS=value from each WA Restart Option DBAS configuration file for all LPARs using this
Datacom/AD MUF.

• One more task for the WA Restart Option maintenance process that runs on the WA Restart Option region running on
the same LPAR as the Datacom/AD MUF.

• One more task is needed in the MUF definition for the Automatic Resume/Heartbeat Function.
• Plus some number of "extra" tasks for online accesses such as TSO, CA 7, or Jobtrac.

Example: A SYSPLEX Environment with three LPARS and the MUF residing LPAR3

             LPAR 1:   2 TSO USERS AND 1 CA JOBTRAC ACCESS

             LPAR 2:   2 TSO USERS

XCFTASKS=  LPAR1 + LPAR2 

XCFTASKS= (6 + 3)  +  (6 + 2)  = 17

NOTE
We recommend that you run the MANT task and the Datacom/AD space monitor on the LPAR where the
MUF executes. If running them on an LPAR where the Datacom/AD MUF does not reside, add an additional
connection for each in the XCF count.

We also recommend that utilities that access the Datacom/AD MUF run on the same LPAR where the Datacom/AD MUF
executes. If running these utilities on an LPAR where the MUF does not reside, add an additional connection for batch
jobs that use U11MGR, U11RCP, and so on, and any Datacom/AD utilities.

More Information:

For more information about cross-system sharing of the database, see the Programming topics.
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Configuration File and Options Settings
The configuration file and installation options let you specify DBAS parameters and options appropriate for your needs.

Business Value:

Having the ideal values specified for your configuration file parameters and installation options assures optimal
performance.

Additional Considerations:

MAINTTME
Controls the number of days between maintenance cycles. The value can range from 0 through 248.
MAINTTME=0 indicates not to run the MANT task. For environments where more than one LPAR uses the same
Datacom/AD MUF, remember that the MANT task is designed to run on a single system at a time. Therefore, use
a WA Restart Option configuration file specifying a MAINTTME greater than zero only on one system. Verify that
WA Restart Option configuration files on other systems specify MAINTTME=0 to prevent the MANT task from
running automatically on those systems.

MAINTAGE
Specifies the number of days used to compare against a CMT job's last accessed date to determine whether to
delete a job. The default is zero, which means do not delete any jobs.

AUDITSUP
Specifies whether auditing support is available.
YES

Performs audits of user modifications to WA Restart Option data. Auditing is suspended (ignored) when
the database area containing the audit information fills or is full. YES is the default.

NO
Performs no audits of user modifications to WA Restart Option data.

REQ
Performs audits of user modifications to WA Restart Option data and requires auditing. The WA Restart
Option database is suspended if the database area containing the audit information fills or is full. Use
caution when specifying this option.

AUDITAGE
Specifies the number of days that are used to compare against an audit record's creation date to determine
whether to delete an audit record. The default is 30.

HONORCC
Indicates whether evaluation of the conditional step execution honors the condition codes of all previous steps.
The default is ALL, which indicates that evaluation of conditional step execution considers condition codes in
steps before the restart step.

HSMVOL
Specifies the volume serial number that HSM uses to indicate that a data set has been archived. Set the value to
reflect the VOLSER that is in the catalog, not MIGRT1, MIGRT2, and so on. If you run Disk, you would specify the
Disk archive volume here. You can specify up to eight volumes.
Enclose the values in parentheses and separate with commas.

SUBMSG
Specifies whether the Run Handler (Message U11-046) and Tracking (Message U11-646) issue a message to
indicate the WA Restart Option subsystem that is accessed. Specifying YES lets you verify that jobs are running
under the correct subsystem.
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BYPGDG
Specifies whether WA Restart Option checks for additional or changed input GDG data sets in a rerun. Values for
this option are YES, NO, VER, and CAT. Using value of VER helps identify any differences in GDG data sets and
the catalog according to the bias recorded in the CMT during a restart. If the CMT and catalog do not match, WA
Restart Option abends the job.

We recommend that you become familiar with the other BYPGDG options (CAT, YES, and NO) that can override the
Option Table values and when to use each to obtain intended results.

Datacom/AD MUF Sharing
WA Restart Option and other scheduling packages like  and Jobtrac can share a Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF).

WARNING
WA Restart Option and other scheduling packages like  and Jobtrac cannot share a Datacom/AD MUF with
CAIENF r12.

Business Value:

Sharing the Datacom/AD MUF with other Broadcom products reduces maintenance efforts and resource requirements.

Additional Information:

When sharing the Datacom/AD MUF, verify that Datacom/AD parameters such as the TASKS and number XCFTASK are
set to accommodate each Broadcom product using the same MUF.

In a sysplex sharing a database, only one Datacom/AD MUF is active on one system of the sysplex to support all the
systems. The database is accessible to all the sysplex systems through XCF.

Data Set Placement Considerations
Place heavily used files in Datacom/AD and the WA Restart Option database on volumes that are not high in activity so
that they can be accessed efficiently.

Business Value:

Correct data set placement enables more efficient and improved performance for Datacom/AD and WA Restart Option.

Datacom/AD Files
The most heavily used file in Datacom/AD is the LXX file. The LXX, or the Log file, is updated each time a change is made
to the database. This process lets Datacom/AD buffer updates to the actual database and still maintains data integrity in
the event of an outage. Because this file is highly used, place it so that it can be accessed efficiently.

Do not place any of the Datacom/AD databases on DASD that is highly used, such as paging DASD or JES spool packs.

Generally, Datacom/AD databases are only accessed from one system in the sysplex. A single accessing Datacom/AD
address space runs in the sysplex. Locally on this system, the database is accessed using an SVC. When sharing a
database with other systems in the sysplex, XCF is used to access the database. While the database can reside on any
system in the sysplex, the best performance is achieved when the database is running on the same system as the WA
Restart Option started task.

JEHF File
The most heavily used data area in the WA Restart Option database is the JHF601 file. The JHF601 file contains history
information of jobs and auditing information. Take care to help ensure that this file is place on a low activity volume.
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Implement the Datacom/AD Shadow MUF Feature
Implement the Datacom/AD Shadow MUF feature to prevent potential loss of data.

Business Value:

Sometimes, a failure of the full Datacom/AD MUF or some other unplanned outage occurs. One of the best ways to
minimize any loss of data access is to implement the "Shadow MUF feature" of Datacom/AD. Use of a Shadow MUF
environment also prevents loss of access to data during planned or unplanned outages.

You can only have one Shadow MUF per primary MUF within the sysplex. A Shadow MUF is a nearly identical MUF job
or started task that is running on usually a different LPAR within the z/OS sysplex. Its sole purpose is to extend the ability
for the MUF to be available 24x7. Functionally, the Shadow MUF is waiting in stand-by mode (in the shadows). If you must
bring down the Primary MUF or it goes down due to any unforeseen or unrecoverable error, the Shadow MUF is ready to
take over Datacom/AD processing.

More Information:

For more information about the Shadow MUF environment, see the Datacom Database and Systems Administration
documentation and product information bulletin RI06032 and the following Datacom/AD knowledge documents:

• TEC479261 -- Implementing Shadow MUF
• TEC427804 -- Information about the “Shadow MUF” Facility

The following Datacom presentations are also available regarding the Shadow MUF Facility:

• Datacom/AD MUF Configuration Steps for Unplanned Outages from November 22, 2006.
• Datacom Tuning 109: Continuous Availability.

To find these presentations

1. Log in to Broadcom Support Online as usual.
2. Select "Support By Product" from the left navigation menu.
3. On the next page, enter "Datacom" in the product name field, and select the "Datacom" link.
4. When the Datacom product page is presented, scroll down to the "Recommended Readings" section. Select the link

"Datacom Video and Recorded Webcast Index".
5. Review the many useful presentations on this page or find the keyword "Shadow" on the page to locate these

presentations.

Datacom/AD DBSIDPR Parameters
During the installation of Datacom, a module that is named DBSIDPR was assembled and linked to let you specify which
Datacom/AD MUF is used and configure how to use the MUF. The sample source member that Broadcom provides can
include keywords that attempt to retry the Datacom open by the Datacom/AD interface. WA Restart Option does not
require these keywords. The WA Restart Option module retries the open in intervals until successful. The provided DELAY
keyword can interfere with DBAS timing in our automatic resume processing.

Business Value:

For optimal WA Restart Option interaction with the Datacom/AD MUF, tailor the DBSIDPR module to remove the following
DELAY keywords:

DELAY_RETRY_SECONDS=

DELAY_WAITING_MESSAGE=

DELAY68=

DELAY85=
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Assemble and link the DBSIDPR member after the source code change. Place the member in the Datacom/AD CUSLIB
data set that the WA Restart Option DBAS started task uses.

More Information:

For more information about modifying DBSIDPR parameters, see theDatacom Database and Systems Administration
documentation.

Optimal Performance
Implement the following best practices to obtain optimal performance for WA Restart Option.

Business Value:

For optimal performance of WA Restart Option, consider several general tips. Implementation of these tips ensures
optimal performance of WA Restart Option.

Additional Considerations:

• Before implementing new r11 features
When installing a new release of WA Restart Option, run the new release for a time with the new features disabled.
Once you are confident that the new release is functioning properly, turn on new features one by one.

• Dynamically allocated data sets
Do not implement the use of the dynamically allocated data sets feature until all systems are at the same r11 level. Do
not use this feature in a mixed environment where r3.0 and r11 of WA Restart Option are both in place.

• Shadow MUF
Implement the Shadow MUF feature of Datacom/AD. This feature is one of the best ways to address different possible
outages, including the IPL of different LPARS in a sysplex.

• Diagnostics and debugging
Use the vendor supplied DD statement in the DBAS started task and the U11RMS step to turn off dump processing in
the U11RMS step and the DBAS started task for ABENDAID, Dump Master, Fault Analyzer, and other products. For
any system abends or user abends in WA Restart Option programs, the necessary documentation required is an IPCS
readable dump and related Job log for WA Restart Option, Datacom/AD MUF started task, and any affected batch
jobs.

• Datacom IVP jobs
After installing Datacom/AD, run the Datacom/AD IVP jobs to ensure database access and connectivity.

• Dispatching priorities
Dispatching priorities are now controlled with the Workload Manager (WLM) portion of the operating system usually
through the assigning of service classes to started tasks. Consult with your performance analyst to place the WA
Restart Option and the MUF started tasks in the same service class as the Job Entry Subsystem (JES).

• JEHF allocation
Many sites previously allocated the JEHF small because the site did not use it. If so, we recommend that you make it
larger if you intend to use the auditing feature introduced in r11.

• WA Restart Option batch reports and utilities
For optimal performance, run WA Restart Option batch reports and utilities such as U11MGR, U11RCP, on the LPAR
where the Datacom/AD MUF resides. Also verify that no WA Restart Option batch reports or utilities have the U11RMS
step inserted or hard-coded within their JCL.

Run in a Shared Environment
Proper setup in a shared sysplex environment ensures that WA Restart Option on each LPAR can successfully access the
Datacom/AD MUF.

Business Value:
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Correct WA Restart Option setup in a shared sysplex environment ensures proper updating of the database and avoiding
the possibility duplicate records.

Additional Information:

In a shared sysplex environment, WA Restart Option on each LPAR within the sysplex must share the same Datacom/
AD MUF when you want each to access the same 601 database. Each WA Restart Option on each LPAR in the sysplex
accesses the Datacom/AD MUF using XCF. Consider the following three MUF parameters for an XCF connection:

MUF Parameter
This control statement gives the MUF a name. In this example, the MUF is named ADRRMUF.
MUF ADRRMUF,99,NO

XCFFROM Parameter
This control statement defines the remote systems that can access the MUF.
XCFFROM *,SYSPROD

*
Specifies task names with wildcards that can access the MUF through XCF.
For example, XCFFROM CA11*,SYSPROD. If you want to let any task access the MUF over XCF, you
can use a single asterisk.

SYSPROD
Specifies any name that you select but must match the value of the group name on the TOGROUP
parameter.

TASKS Parameter
This control statement defines the number of tasks and size of each task, number of XCF tasks, and so on.
TASKS 35,33K,0,0,29 # OF TASKS,SIZE,0,0,XCFTASKS

Although only one Datacom/AD MUF must run, CAIRIM has to load the SVC for Datacom/AD on each LPAR where WA
Restart Option runs.

More Information:

For more information about cross-system sharing of the database, see the Programming topics.

Startup and Shutdown
Use the correct startup order with WA Restart Option to ensure successful initialization of the product. Use of the correct
shutdown order ensures that the product terminates in a normal way.

Business Value:

The correct startup and shutdown order ensures the successful initialization and termination of WA Restart Option.

Additional Information:

We recommend the following startup and shutdown order for WA Restart Option.

Startup Order

The following startup order for WA Restart Option is a best practice.

1. Datacom/AD MUF.
Datacom/AD MUF must completely initialize before any attempt to start WA Restart Option.

2. WA Restart Option.
WA Restart Option must completely initialize before starting any scheduling packages like Jobtrac, , or CA 7 that
interface with it.

3. Jobtrac, , or CA 7.
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Shutdown Order

The following shutdown order for WA Restart Option is a best practice.

The shutdown order is the reverse of the startup order.

1. Broadcom Scheduling packages such as Jobtrac, , or CA 7.
2. WA Restart Option.
3. Datacom/AD MUF.

Maintenance
The following sections explain the best practices for maintaining WA Restart Option.

Backup and Recovery Best Practices
Perform backup and recovery operations using DBUTLTY.

Business Value:

WA Restart Option DBAS stores information from the contents of your JCL into the Datacom/AD database. Historical
information about each run of a job is also captured into the Datacom/AD database.

With Datacom/AD, data areas (data sets) or an entire database can be backed up in a number of ways depending on the
purpose of the backup. Backups are done with the Datacom/AD utility DBUTLTY, though in some cases you can use other
tools.

Additional Considerations:

Sample jobs are provided to back up the WA Restart Option database with DBAS active and to load the database from a
backup file. The Datacom/AD MUF must be running to execute these jobs.

L7B0BKUP is designed to back up the WA Restart Option database while DBAS continues to run. This job backs up the
entire database to one file. You can locate this job in your SAMPJCL library. Execute the job with the control statements
as it was shipped.

The following is the sample JCL that is provided in the SAMPJCL library (member AL7BKUP) to perform a backup of the
WA Restart Option database:

//L7B0BKUP JOB ...                                                             

//*********************************************************************        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  PERFORM A BACKUP OF THE CA-11 DATABASE WITH DBAS ACTIVE          *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  ADD A JOBCARD                                                    *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  CHANGE THE JCL STATEMENTS (DATACOM AND CA11) TO MEET YOUR        *        

//*  INSTALLATION STANDARDS.                                          *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  VERIFY THE DATABASE ID                                           *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  NOTE: CA-DATACOM LIBRARIES MAY BE USING DIFFERENT DATASET        *        

//*        HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIERS (HLQS) FOR DIFFERENT DATASET TYPES.  *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*********************************************************************        
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//*                                                                            

//BKUP   EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=4M                                            

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.THLQ.CAILIB    CA-DATACOM CAILIB            

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.CHLQ.CUSLIB    CA-DATACOM CUSLIB            

//CXX      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.CXX            CA-DATACOM CXX               

//BACKUP   DD DSN=CA11.DCOM.HLQ.BACKUP(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE BACKUP FILE 

//SYSIN    DD *                                                                

 LOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=601,AREA=JOB                                           

 LOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=601,AREA=STP                                           

 LOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=601,AREA=DSN                                           

 LOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=601,AREA=JHF                                           

 BACKUP DBID=601,                                                              

       RECID=YES,                                                              

       SEQ=PHYSICAL,                                                           

       UPDATE=NO,                                                              

       SEQBUFS=128,                                                            

       DDNAME=BACKUP                                                           

 UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=601,AREA=JOB                                         

 UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=601,AREA=STP                                         

 UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=601,AREA=DSN  

UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=601,AREA=JHF   

//  

 

NOTE:  IF THE BACKUP DOESN'T COMPLETE AND THE UNLOCKS ARE NOT PERFORMED,

 YOU MUST RUN ANOTHER STEP TO UNLOCK ALL THE AREAS SO       

  DATACOM CAN RESUME WRITING TO DASD. 

Use SAMPJCL library members AL7LD1 or AL7LD2 to load the database from a backup file depending on whether the
Datacom/AD MUF is up or down.

NOTE
For the purpose of relocating, reorganizing, or expanding data areas, use DBUTLTY to take a backup in either
physical or Native Key sequence. In this case, do not have DBAS running. Set the DBUTLTY keyword RECID to
NO and the UPDATE keyword to YES. Now, use the DBUTLTY LOAD command to rebuild the data areas.

If the backup is taken using other than DBUTLTY, do not have DBAS running. The other product should back up a
complete DASD track. Run a "RETIX".

More Information:

Before you attempt backup and recovery operations, read and understand the following topics in the Datacom Database
and Systems Administration documentation:

• Modifying Multi-User Startup Options
• Logging
• Operating with Logging Active
• Using Transaction Backout
• Using Recovery
• Ensuring Data Integrity with Continuous Availability.

Also read the Datacom DBUTLTY Reference topics about the BACKUP, SPILL, LOAD, and RECOVERY commands.
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Perform Spill of the LXX File
Datacom/AD uses the log file (LXX) to keep before images and transaction data before applying updates so that
transactions can be backed out if an application fails or requires a backout. Perform the spill of the LXX whenever the log
file reaches the capacity threshold and before a recovery is attempted to capture the most recent transactions.

Business Value:

Spilling frees up space on the logging file to hold more transactions.

Additional Considerations:

The default value for the Datacom/AD LOGRCV option is LOGRCV=NEVER. Specifying LOGRCV=NEVER or accepting
the default value causes the log (LXX) to be reused and never spilled to a recovery file (RXX). Consequently, this setting
does not allow complete forward recovery of the WA Restart Option database. Therefore, we strongly recommend
specifying LOGRCV=NO. This setting enables the LXX to spill to an RXX periodically as the LXX fills. You can then use
these RXX files with a database backup to perform forward recovery up to the most recent transaction that was written to
the RXX.

Also, we recommend performing regular backups of the database.

NOTE
For more information about recommended backup and restore procedures, see the Programming topics.

The following is the sample JCL that is provided in the SAMPJCL library (member AL7SPLL) to create a recovery file
and perform the spill. This job can be used when LOGRCV is set to NO. Run this job whenever the Log file reaches the
capacity threshold specified in LOGSPILL and again immediately before a recovery is attempted to capture the most
recent transactions.

//L7B0SPLL JOB ...                                                             

//*********************************************************************        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  CREATE A RECOVERY FILE AND MAKE SPACE AVAILABLE ON LOG FILE      *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  ADD A JOBCARD                                                    *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  CHANGE THE JCL STATEMENTS (DATACOM AND CA11) TO MEET YOUR        *        

//*  INSTALLATION STANDARDS.                                          *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*  NOTE: CA-DATACOM LIBRARIES MAY BE USING DIFFERENT DATASET        *        

//*        HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIERS (HLQS) FOR DIFFERENT DATASET TYPES.  *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*                                                                   *        

//*********************************************************************        

//*                                                                            

//SPILL  EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=4M                                            

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.THLQ.CAILIB    CA-DATACOM CAILIB            

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.CHLQ.CUSLIB    CA-DATACOM CUSLIB            

//CXX      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.CXX            CA-DATACOM CXX               

//RXX      DD DSN=CA11.DCOM.HLQ.RECV(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE RECOVERY FILE 

//SYSIN    DD *                                                                

 SPILL                                                                         

//                                                                             
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The following is the sample JCL that is provided in the SAMPJCL library (member AL7RECV). If you want to perform
forward recovery, use the recovery files created after the last backup. Concatenate recovery files in the order of creation
under the RXX DD statement. Stop DBAS during this process.

//L7B0RECV JOB ...                                                           

//*********************************************************************      

//*                                                                   *      

//*  EXECUTE A FORWARD RECOVERY OF THE CA-11 DATABASE.  DBAS MUST NOT *      

//*  BE ACTIVE.                                                       *      

//*                                                                   *      

//*  ADD A JOBCARD                                                    *      

//*                                                                   *      

//*  CHANGE THE JCL STATEMENTS (DATACOM AND CA11) TO MEET YOUR        *      

//*  INSTALLATION STANDARDS.                                          *      

//*                                                                   *      

//*  VERIFY THE DATABASE ID                                           *      

//*                                                                   *      

//*  NOTE: CA-DATACOM LIBRARIES MAY BE USING DIFFERENT DATASET        *      

//*        HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIERS (HLQS) FOR DIFFERENT DATASET TYPES.  *      

//*                                                                   *      

//*                                                                   *      

//*********************************************************************      

//*                                                                          

//RECOVER EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=4M                                         

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.THLQ.CAILIB    CA-DATACOM CAILIB          

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.CHLQ.CUSLIB    CA-DATACOM CUSLIB          

//CXX      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DATACOM.CXX            CA-DATACOM CXX             

//RXX      DD DSN=CA11.DCOM.HLQ.RECV(01),DISP=(OLD,KEEP) RECOVERY FILE       

//SYSIN    DD *                                                              

 RECBASE DBID=601                                                            

 RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD,                                                    

        INDEX=YES,                                                           

        UPDATE=NO                                                            

//                                                                           

More Information:

Before you attempt backup and recovery operations, read and understand the following topics in the Datacom Database
and System Administrator documentation:

• Modifying Multi-User Startup Options
• Logging
• Operating with Logging Active
• Using Transaction Backout
• Using Recovery
• Ensuring Data Integrity with Continuous Availability

Also read the Datacom DBUTLTY Reference topics about the BACKUP, SPILL, LOAD, and RECOVERY commands.

Issue CPUFAIL During Disaster Recovery
This best practice about disaster recovery applies to those sites that restore the WA Restart Option databases to the
current time and date. For sites that decide to initialize the WA Restart Option databases to start fresh at the disaster
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recovery site, the sites have no reason to issue the CPUFAIL command. If you do not initialize your databases for disaster
recovery, consider the following.

Business Value:

Incorporating the following disaster recovery best practice clears the lock from jobs left in lock status that resulted from a
backup of the database or spill files created while WA Restart Option was active.

Additional Considerations:

For integrity, WA Restart Option locks a batch job in the U11RMS step and unlocks the job at job termination. Because
database backups can and are taken in an ongoing processing environment, any number of batch jobs can be on the
backup file that were executing at the time the backup file was written. This situation would also be true for any Datacom/
AD spill files that are written after a backup is taken. When backup files, spill files, or both are used in a disaster recovery,
any number of jobs and members are restored in a LOCK condition which can result in jobs receiving U11-011 with
CRQRC: 0010 on their next run. Part of the lock record key is the CPUID where the job was locked.

WA Restart Option provides a DBAS command to unlock all jobs on a specified CPU. Issue this command on a CPU
ID different from the one that generated the lock for a particular job. For disaster recovery, the assumption is made that
recovery occurs on CPU IDs different from those CPU IDs where the initial processing and backup are done. Thus, enter
the commands on one or more of these systems to perform an “unlock” for all batch jobs after backup/spill file restoration
and before beginning any processing. The command is the CPUFAIL command, and the command format is as follows:

comcharCPUFAIL CPUID=xxxx,ALL

As an example, take a four CPU SYSPLEX with IDs SYS1, SYS2, SYS3 and SYS4 where the backup was done and
disaster recovery systems of DRS2 and DRS4. At system DRS2 enter the command for each of the four SYSPLEX CPUs,
SYS1, SYS2, SYS3, and SYS4.

For example, assume that you are testing in-house and have a test/development system SYT1. Enter the CPUFAIL
command for each of the four systems on this system.

NOTE
Never enter this command on a single CPU to unlock jobs on that CPU. If you do, unpredictable and undesirable
results can occur. That is, this command requires a CPUID different from the one where the command is issued.

More Information:

For more information, see the CPUFAIL command.

DASD Device Conversion
Sometimes circumstances require that you migrate files to a different device type. Follow these best practices to ensure a
successful Datacom/AD file migration.

Business Value:

Successful migrations reduce overhead and improve processing. Verify that the proper DASD device conversion
procedures are adhered to whenever file migration to a different device occurs.

Additional Considerations:

If you use the Datacom/AD DBUTILITY utility, moving Datacom/AD files to a different device type can be a seamless
transition.

Datacom/AD performs its own I/O access rather than using a standard IBM access method. Datacom/AD requires
knowledge of a device type in its control blocks to perform the correct addressability within the data set. When Datacom/
AD track geometry changes, the control blocks must be recreated. Otherwise, a data set can currently reside on a 3390,
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but the Datacom/AD control block indicates that it is on a 3380. The internal code attempts to perform block addressing
based on a 3380 track, which can cause unpredictable results and errors.

Because of these reasons, perform data set migration using DBUTILTY instead of IBM utilities such as DFDSS.

More Information:

For more information, see the Datacom/AD Knowledge Document: QI55626.

Monitor Database Usage and Increase Full Areas
Monitor database usage for WA Restart Option. As necessary, increase any areas that are approaching capacity to avoid
running out of space for that area of the database.

Business Value:

Not running the MANT task on a regular basis can result in one or more of the areas of the 601 database filling up. WA
Restart Option has a MANT subtask function that performs maintenance to the CMT and JEHF to purge old records and
any unused jobs.

Run only one MANT task per Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF) in a sysplex environment. For best performance, the
MANT task runs best when WA Restart Option is SVC connected, meaning that it runs on the same LPAR where the MUF
resides.

A best practice is to use the Datacom/AD space monitor for WA Restart Option in this release to generate a warning
message when an area reaches a specified percentage. Using this feature can help in avoiding the areas of the WA
Restart Option database filling up.

Also use the IBM Health Checker to monitor whether any database area is exceeding the threshold value specified in the
configuration file parameter DBWARN.

Additional Considerations:

If any of the areas such as DSN601, JOB601, STP601, or JHF601 fill up, perform the following:

1. Suspend all WA Restart Option activity against this MUF.

NOTE
If TRKRMS=NO is specified in the configuration file, issue a SHUTDOWN command to WA Restart Option
instead of performing the SUSPEND.

2. Run DBUTLTY (run with the Datacom MUF up).

COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=601

ACCESS STATUS=OFF,DBID=601,USERS=FAIL

Use the following DBUTLTY job:

//DBOFF EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=4M 

//STEPLIB DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR 

// DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.CAILIB,DISP=SHR 

//CXX DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.CXX,DISP=SHR 

//PXX DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.PXX,DISP=SHR 

//LXX DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.LXX,DISP=SHR 

//DDSNAP DD SYSOUT=* 

//SNAPER DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPUNCH DD DUMMY 

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=* 
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//SYSIN DD * 

ACCESS STATUS=OFF,DBID=601,USERS=FAIL 

COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=601 

//

3. Check on the MUF if base has been put in ACCESS OFF.

Message DB00607I - BASE 601 ACCESS OFF (BASE IS CLOSED)

4. Run AL7BKUP JCL to back up the entire WA Restart Option database files.
5. Rename/delete existing 601 file that is increasing (JHF601, DSN601, and so on.)
6. Run AL7AD2 to allocate a larger 601 file with secondary allocation.
7. Run AL7LD1 to reload WA Restart Option database files.
8. Resume or restart WA Restart Option depending on action that is taken in Step 1.

NOTE
Any increase to the JHF601 and DSN601 affects the sizing of the IXX601. As a rule of thumb, make the IXX
as large as the largest of JHF601 or DSN601.

If the IXX601 is the area that fills up, perform the following:

1. Suspend WA Restart Option on all LPARs that share the same 601 database.
2. Set Access Off and execute a COMM CLOSE on DBID 601 (using DBUTLTY).

Note: Before the IXX601 file can be expanded, make database 601 unavailable to WA Restart Option. Use the
Datacom/AD DBUTLTY with the following SYSIN control statements to make database 601 unavailable to WA Restart
Option:

//DBOFF EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=4M 

//STEPLIB DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR 

// DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.CAILIB,DISP=SHR 

//CXX DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.CXX,DISP=SHR 

//PXX DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.PXX,DISP=SHR 

//LXX DD DSN=DATACOM.R11nn.LXX,DISP=SHR 

//DDSNAP DD SYSOUT=* 

//SNAPER DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPUNCH DD DUMMY 

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN DD * 

ACCESS STATUS=OFF,DBID=601,USERS=FAIL 

COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=601 

//

3. Delete IXX601.
4. Increase IXX601 size.
5. Perform DBUTLTY RETIX.

Use the following DBUTLTY job:

//INITRETX EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=3M

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN= DATACOM.R11nn.CUSLIB

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN= DATACOM.R11nn..CAILIB                          

//***                                                              

//***  To rebuild the index for all AREAs, MUF must stay up and all

//***  CA 11 started tasks must be down before this job can run.   

//***  If TRKRMS=YES is specified in the config file, CA 11 can be 
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//***  SUSPENDED instead of taken down to run this job.            

//***                                                              

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SNAPER   DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//CXX      DD  DSN= DATACOM.R11nn..CXX,DISP=SHR      <-----cxx name

//SYSIN    DD  *                                                   

  COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=601                                       

  INIT AREA=IXX,DBID=601                                           

RETIX DBID=601,SORT=1000000                                      

6. Perform DBUTLTY access write.
7. Resume WA Restart Option.

Additional Considerations:

The DBUTLTY DEFRAG function defragments or compresses the IXX lower level (or DXX) of the index. The function
compresses the space available to the index so that space is reclaimed. A DEFRAG can be run at any time without
closing the respective DBID. Perform the DEFRAG function by using the DATACOM DUBLTY with the control statement
of DEFRAG DBID=601. The best time to perform the DEFRAG function is at least once a month or if preferred following
the MANT process to reclaim space available to the index. The following message indicates the completion of the MANT
process:

U11D-D000-7 MANT TASK CYCLE COMPLETE

More Information:

For more information, see Datacom DBUTLTY Reference documentation and the DBAS topics.

Monitor the WA Restart Option Health Checks
Monitor the health checks generated for WA Restart Option.

Business Value:

The IBM Health Checker can monitor the status of WA Restart Option DBAS. Five checks are implemented. One
monitors and reports the status of DBAS. This check issues a message if the subsystem is down or suspended. Another
check issues a message if any database area is above the threshold value specified in the configuration file parameter
DBWARN. These checks run at a recurring interval specified in minutes in the configuration file parameter HLTHCK. The
other three checks run once as DBAS is initialized and when the run command is issued to perform IVP type functions
against the database. If you do not want to enable Health Checker support for a DBAS subsystem, specify HLTHCK=NO,
or let it default to NO.

Additional Considerations:

The following health checks are provided for WA Restart Option:

CA11_CMT_TASK_STATUS_[subsystem]
Issues various CMT tests to help ensure proper operation of the CMT task. This health check is executed once
after the WA Restart Option subsystem is started and in response to the following command:
RUN CA11_CMT_TASK_STATUS_[subsystem]

CA11_DB_SPACE_MONITOR_[subsystem]
Checks to see whether any of the WA Restart Option database areas exceed the capacity threshold specified in
the WA Restart Option configuration parameter DBWARN. This check runs based on the interval specified for the
HLTHCK configuration parameter.
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CA11_JEHF_TASK_STATUS_[subsystem]
Issues various JEHF tests to help ensure proper operation of the JEHF task. This health check is executed once
after the WA Restart Option subsystem is started and in response to the following command:
RUN CA11_JEHF_TASK_STATUS_[subsystem]

CA11_NDA_TASK_STATUS_[subsystem]
Issues various NDA (Native Data Access) tests to help ensure proper operation of the NDA task. This health
check is executed once after the WA Restart Option subsystem is started and in response to the following
command:
RUN CA11_NDA_TASK_STATUS_[subsystem]

CA11_SYSTEM_STATUS_[subsystem]
Checks to see whether the WA Restart Option subsystem is active and operational. The check runs based on the
interval specified for the HLTHCK configuration parameter.

More Information:

WA Restart Option Health Checker Messages:

U11H-nnnn documented in the Messages.

NOTE
The IBM Health Checker user interface displays actual message text that differs slightly from WA Restart Option
documentation because the IBM format is different.
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Messages
The messages and abend codes that WA Restart Option produces are listed in these topics. The messages and codes
are arranged in alphanumerical sequence for easy reference.

This area lists all WA Restart Option and database address space messages, with a reason for its occurrence and an
action to correct it.

The following table illustrates the messages categorized by type.

Message ID Type
CA$LL7M - CAL7W901 API Messages
U11AUTO-001 - U11AUTO-002 U11AUTO Messages
U11-001 - U11-018 Console Operator Messages
U11-020 - U11-039 Miscellaneous
U11-040 - U11-059 Restart Messages
U11-060 - U11-078 Data Set, Catalog Maintenance and TLMS Interface Messages
U11-080 - U11-089 CA 1 Interface Messages
U11-090 - U11-099 System Problems and TLMS Interface Messages
U11-100 - U11-199 Batch Utility Messages
U11-200 - U11-299 Pseudo-processing Messages
U11-400 - U11-499 Online System Messages
U11-600 - U11-699 Tracking and JEHF Messages
U11-800 - U11-899 Converter/Interpreter Interface and IEFUJV Messages
U11-901 - U11-909 Trace Messages
U11-950 - U11-959 Restart Messages
U11D-0000-x -U11D-9999-x WA Restart Option DBAS Messages

Abends (1-999)
S/0xx

Reason:

An unauthorized program has attempted to invoke the WA Restart Option SVC. xx denotes the SVC number in
hexadecimal.

S/1xx

Reason:

A program has attempted to invoke the WA Restart Option SVC using an invalid key in register 15. xx denotes the SVC
number in hexadecimal.

U/0001

Reason:

Unsuccessful SORT. Issued by U11BLD.
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U/0002

Reason:

Missing DD statement. Issued by U11UTI.

U/0004

Reason:

Invalid control statement. See the U11-101 message. Issued by U11ODS.

U/0004

Reason:

PARM field on EXEC statement invalid. Issued by U11MGR.

U/0012

Reason:

An invalid processing code in PARM. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE.

• Processing code is unknown, that is, other than A, F, P, R, N, B, C, or O.
• No comma between processing code and any other PARM information.
• If usage code is required, it must be prior to processing code.
• If usage code is not required, it must not be specified.

See the U11-005, U11-006, U11-015, and U11-016 messages. Operator did not reply Y to the U11-004 message, the
request for operator verification that a job be rerun.

U/0016

Reason:

Requested starting step is not restartable or job is not restartable. See the U11-004 and U11-049 messages. Issued by
U11RMS, U11PRE.

U/0020

Reason:

On restart:

• The JCL has changed since the last F processing.
• The requested starting steps, ending steps, or both are not in the CMT.

See the U11-042, U11-043, U11-045, U11-050, and U11-051 messages.

• A discrepancy was found for GDG processing. See the U11-115 message.

On AUTOF:

CMT verification failed, AUTOF=NO. See the U11-021 and U11-022 messages.

Issued by U11RMS.

U/0020

Reason:

On restart:

The requested starting steps, ending steps, or both are not in the CMT. See the U11-043 and U11-045 messages. Issued
by U11PRE.
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U/0024

Reason:

On P processing:

Even after formatting a new member for the job in the CMT, could not find a member for that job. See the U11-092
message. Issued by U11RMS.

U/0036

Reason:

The table ID field of a requested record from the Job queue is not correct because an attempt to read a particular Job
queue record failed. See the U11-091 message. Issued by U11JQM.

U/0040

Reason:

During restart, the starting step requested or the step specified on the LRTCD= parameter is not in the Job queue. Issued
by U11JQM, U11RMS.

U/0048

Reason:

The job has no member, or an I/O error occurred on the CMT. See the U11-035 and U11-041 messages. Issued by
U11RMS.

U/0048

Reason:

The job has no CMT member, or an I/O error occurred on the CMT. See the U11-041 message. Issued by U11PRE.

U/0052

Reason:

SYSPRINT DD or RMSRPT DD is missing. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE.

U/0053

Reason:

The user exit U11RRSEX has returned a nonzero return code indicating that restart processing should not be allowed to
proceed. See the accompanying message U11-053 for the return code and job name which caused the abend. Issued by
U11RMS.

U/0056

Reason:

In F or R processing, the number of unique GDG indexes for step bias processing was excessive. The MAXUGDG
parameter must be increased in the U11OPT module. Issued by U11RMS.

U/0060

Reason:

The usage code has not changed since the last processing. See the U11-024 message. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE.

U/0061

Reason:

A processing code of C was specified with a starting/ending step. See the U11-110 message. Issued by U11PRE.
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U/0062

Reason:

The reason-for-rerun was not supplied, and the SYSGEN option REASON=ABEND was selected. Issued by U11RMS,
U11PRE.

U/0063

Reason:

BYPGDG=VER is specified, and the CMT and the catalog disagree. See the U11-115 message. Issued by U11PRE.

U/0064

Reason:

Job not restartable. See the U11-036 message. Issued by U11RMS.

U/0064

Reason:

CMT record is bad. See the U11-042 message. Issued by U11PRE.

U/0065

Reason:

The current request specified an extraneous parameter, which should be omitted. Issued by U11OPR, U11OSM, U11PRE.

U/0072

Reason:

In F processing, the number of unique PASS/CATLG data sets encountered was excessive. The MAXPASS parameter
must be increased in the U11OPT module. Issued by U11RMS.

U/0074

Reason:

User exit U11RDSEX has issued a return code indicating an abend should occur. See the U11-058 message. Issued by
U11RMS, U11PRE.

U/0076

Reason:

User exit U11RDSEX has issued an invalid return code (see message U11-059) or MAXOLD table has overflowed (see
message U11-037). Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE.

U/0080

Reason:

Invalid attempt to replace a job in the CMT with PARM=A. Issued by U11RMS.

U/0100

Reason:

Bad JEHF Control record. Issued by U11RCP.

U/0101

Reason:

Invalid control statement. Issued by U11CRD, U11RCP.
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U/0106

Reason:

An unexpected return code was received from user exit U11UCSEX. See the accompanying message U11-106 for the
return code and data set name which caused the abend. Issued by U11UCS.

U/0107

Reason:

VOLUME INCLUDE/EXCLUDE LIST error. Accompanied by message U11-106. Issued by U11UCS.

U/0111

Reason:

An ENQ for a data set failed (see Message U11-114).

U/0138

Reason:

ENQ conflict. Issued by U11U3X.

U/0216

Reason:

The Accounting field length returned from the user accounting exit (U11UAEEX) was invalid. Issued by U11RMS.

U/0220

Reason:

User did not return a valid condition code from U11UPFEX. Issued by U11RMS.

U/0226

Reason:

Failure to read or write Job queue records. Register 15 was not zero on return from the Job queue manager. Issued by
U11JQM. See abend U/0228.

U/0228

Reason:

The WA Restart Option SVC as specified by the user (U11OPT) is not the correct SVC. The user should verify that the WA
Restart Option SVC:

• Has been specified in the User Option table (U11OPT).
• Has been linked correctly to SYS1.LPALIB under the correct name.
• Has not been replaced by another SVC.

Issued by U11JQM.

U/0299

Reason:

DBAS or one of its I/O Tasks is not active. Issued by all programs which invoke the U11INIT macro.

U/0999

Reason:

Internal logic error detected. Issued by U11BLD, U11MGR, U11ODS, U11PJQ, U11RCP, U11RMS, U11R31, U11UTI.
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U/0999

Reason:

Unknown request code. Issued by U11UCS.

U/0999

Reason:

Unknown request code or internal logic error detected. Issued by U11JQM.

U/0999

Reason:

Can be one of the following:

• Error in previous SYSIN input. See the U11-103 message.
• Internal logic error detected.

Issued by U11PRE.

U/0999

Reason:

Can be one of the following:

• Invalid request code.
• Invalid request sequence.
• Length of record updated in place changed.
• Request failure due to DBAS error.

Issued by U11PDS and U11VSM.

Database Address Space Abends (1010-2800)
U/1010

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0000-1. Issued by U11D0000.

U/1011

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0000-3. Issued by U11D0000.

U/1012

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0000-4. Issued by U11D0000.

U/1013

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0000-5. Issued by U11D0000.

U/1014

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0000-6. Issued by U11D0000.
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U/1019

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-C. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1020

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-1. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1021

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-2. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1022

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-4. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1023

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-4. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1024

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-4. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1025

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-4. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1026

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-5. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1027

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-8. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1028

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-9. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1029

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0230-0. Issued by U11D0230.

U/1030

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-9900-1. Issued by U11D9900.

U/1031

Reason:

See description of message U11D-9900-2. Issued by U11D9900.

U/1032

Reason:

See description of message U11D-9900-3. Issued by U11D9900.

U/1040

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0250-1. Issued by U11D0250.

U/1041

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0250-2. Issued by U11D0250.

U/1042

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0250-3. Issued by U11D0250.

U/1050

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0300-1. Issued by U11D0300.

U/1060

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0400-1. Issued by U11D0400.

U/1070

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0420-1. Issued by U11D0420.

U/1071

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0420-1. Issued by U11D0420.

U/1072

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0420-2. Issued by U11D0420.

U/1073

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0420-2. Issued by U11D0420.

U/1074
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-0420-2. Issued by U11D0420.

U/1075

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0420-5. Issued by U11D0420.

U/1076

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0420-8. Issued by U11D0420.

U/1077

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0420-9. Issued by U11D0420.

U/1080

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0430-2. Issued by U11D0430.

U/1081

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0430-3. Issued by U11D0430.

U/1082

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0430-4. Issued by U11D0430.

U/1083

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0430-5. Issued by U11D0430.

U/1084

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0430-6. Issued by U11D0430.

U/1090

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0440-2. Issued by U11D0440.

U/1091

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0440-3. Issued by U11D0440.

U/1092

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0440-4. Issued by U11D0440.
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U/1100

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0450-2. Issued by U11D0450.

U/1101

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0450-2. Issued by U11D0450.

U/1102

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0450-4. Issued by U11D0450.

U/1103

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0450-A. Issued by U11D0450.

U/1105

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0450-C. Issued by U11D0450.

U/1110

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0500-1. Issued by U11D0500.

U/1111

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0500-2. Issued by U11D0500.

U/1112

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0500-3. Issued by U11D0500.

U/1113

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0500-4. Issued by U11D0500.

U/1114

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0500-8. Issued by U11D0500.

U/1115

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0500-A. Issued by U11D0500.

U/1116

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-0500-B. Issued by U11D0500.

U/1117

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0500-C. Issued by U11D0500.

U/1120

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4000-1. Issued by U11D4000.

U/1121

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4000-2. Issued by U11D4000.

U/1122

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4000-4. Issued by U11D4000.

U/1130

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4200-2. Issued by U11D4200.

U/1140

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4300-3. Issued by U11D4300.

U/1141

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4300-4. Issued by U11D4300.

U/1142

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4300-5. Issued by U11D4300.

U/1143

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4300-G. Issued by U11D4300.

U/1160

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4400-2. Issued by U11D4400.

U/1161

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4400-3. Issued by U11D4400.

U/1162
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-4400-4. Issued by U11D4400.

U/1163

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4400-5. Issued by U11D4400.

U/1164

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4400-6. Issued by U11D4400.

U/1170

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4410-2. Issued by U11D4410.

U/1171

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4410-3. Issued by U11D4410.

U/1172

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4410-4. Issued by U11D4410.

U/1173

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4410-5. Issued by U11D4410.

U/1175

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4410-7. Issued by U11D4410.

U/1180

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4420-2. Issued by U11D4420.

U/1181

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4420-3. Issued by U11D4420.

U/1182

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4420-4. Issued by U11D4420.

U/1183

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4420-5. Issued by U11D4420.
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U/1200

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6000-1. Issued by U11D6000.

U/1201

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6000-2. Issued by U11D6000.

U/1202

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6000-7. Issued by U11D6000.

U/1203

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6000-B. Issued by U11D6000.

U/1204

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6000-C. Issued by U11D6000.

U/1205

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6200-2. Issued by U11D6200.

U/1207

Reason:

The DBAS CMT Task could not initialize due to an unrecoverable error. Issued by U11D6203.

Action:

Consult your installation specialist for assistance.

U/1210

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6203-1. Issued by U11D6203.

U/1250

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0220-7. Issued by U11D0220.

U/1260

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-2. Issued by U11D6410.

U/1261

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-3. Issued by U11D6410.
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U/1262

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-4. Issued by U11D6410.

U/1263

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-5. Issued by U11D6410.

U/1264

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-6. Issued by U11D6410.

U/1265

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-7. Issued by U11D6410.

U/1266

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-8. Issued by U11D6410.

U/1267

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-9. Issued by U11D6410.

U/1268

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6410-A. Issued by U11D6410.

U/1270

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6400-2. Issued by U11D6400.

U/1271

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6400-3. Issued by U11D6400.

U/1272

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6400-4. Issued by U11D6400.

U/1273

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6400-5. Issued by U11D6400.

U/1274

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-6400-6. Issued by U11D6400.

U/1275

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6400-7. Issued by U11D6400.

U/1276

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6400-8. Issued by U11D6400.

U/1280

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6420-2. Issued by U11D6420.

U/1281

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6420-3. Issued by U11D6420.

U/1282

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6420-4. Issued by U11D6420.

U/1283

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6420-5. Issued by U11D6420.

U/1360

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6450-2. Issued by U11D6450.

U/1361

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6450-3. Issued by U11D6450.

U/1362

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6450-4. Issued by U11D6450.

U/1363

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6450-6. Issued by U11D6450.

U/1364

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6450-7. Issued by U11D6450.

U/1400
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-1. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1401

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-2. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1402

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-3. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1403

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-4. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1404

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-5. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1405

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-6. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1406

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-7. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1407

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-8. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1408

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-9. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1409

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6300-A. Issued by U11D6300.

U/1690

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7000-1. Issued by U11D7000.

U/1691

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7000-2. Issued by U11D7000.
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U/1693

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7000-8. Issued by U11D7000.

U/1694

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7000-9. Issued by U11D7000.

U/1710

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7400-2. Issued by U11D7400.

U/1711

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7400-3. Issued by U11D7400.

U/1712

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7400-4. Issued by U11D7400.

U/1713

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7400-5. Issued by U11D7400.

U/1714

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7400-6. Issued by U11D7400.

U/1715

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7400-7. Issued by U11D7400.

U/1716

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7400-8. Issued by U11D7400.

U/1720

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7410-2. Issued by U11D7410.

U/1721

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7410-3. Issued by U11D7410.

U/1725

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-7410-7. Issued by U11D7410.

U/1726

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7410-8. Issued by U11D7410.

U/1727

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7410-9. Issued by U11D7410.

U/1728

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7410-A. Issued by U11D7410.

U/1729

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7410-B. Issued by U11D7410.

U/1730

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7420-2. Issued by U11D7420.

U/1731

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7420-3. Issued by U11D7420.

U/1732

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7420-4. Issued by U11D7420.

U/1734

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7420-6. Issued by U11D7420.

U/1740

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7450-2. Issued by U11D7450.

U/1741

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7450-3. Issued by U11D7450.

U/1742

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7450-4. Issued by U11D7450.

U/1743
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-7450-6. Issued by U11D7450.

U/1750

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6430-1. Issued by U11D6430.

U/1780

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7200-2. Issued by U11D7200.

U/1781

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7200-3. Issued by U11D7200.

U/1790

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7210-1. Issued by U11D7210.

U/1791

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7210-2. Issued by U11D7210.

U/1792

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7210-3. Issued by U11D7210.

U/1793

Reason:

Issued following message U11D-7210-4, U11D-7210-5, U11D-7210-6, U11D-7210-7, or U11D-7210-8. Issued by
U11D7210.

U/1794

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7210-9. Issued by U11D7210.

U/1800

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7230-1. Issued by U11D7230.

U/1810

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6470-3. Issued by U11D6470.

U/1811

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6470-4. Issued by U11D6470.
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U/1840

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-1. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1841

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-2. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1842

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-3. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1843

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-4. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1844

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-5. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1845

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-6. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1846

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-7. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1847

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-8. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1848

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-9. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1849

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-A. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1850

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7610-1. Issued by U11D7610.

U/1851

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-7610-2. Issued by U11D7610.

U/1852

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7610-3. Issued by U11D7610.

U/1853

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7610-4. Issued by U11D7610.

U/1854

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7610-5. Issued by U11D7610.

U/1856

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7610-7. Issued by U11D7610.

U/1857

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7610-8. Issued by U11D7610.

U/1858

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7610-9. Issued by U11D7610.

U/1880

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-B. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1881

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-G. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1882

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-D. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1883

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-E. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1884

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-F. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1886
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-7300-I. Issued by U11D7300.

U/1890

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-1. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1891

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-2. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1892

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-3. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1893

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-4. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1894

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-5. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1895

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-6. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1896

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-7. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1897

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-8. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1898

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-9. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1899

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-A. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1900

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-B. Issued by U11D7500.
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U/1903

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-E. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1905

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-G. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1907

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-I. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1908

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-J. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1909

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-K. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1910

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-L. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1911

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-M. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1912

Reason:

U11D-7500 program logic error. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1914

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-P. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1915

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-Q. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1916

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7500-R. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1919

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-7500-U. Issued by U11D7500.

U/1960

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7520-1. Issued by U11D7520.

U/1961

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7520-2. Issued by U11D7520.

U/1962

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7520-3. Issued by U11D7520.

U/1963

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7520-4. Issued by U11D7520.

U/1964

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7520-5. Issued by U11D7520.

U/1965

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7520-6. Issued by U11D7520.

U/1980

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7530-1. Issued by U11D7530.

U/1981

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7530-2. Issued by U11D7530.

U/1982

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7530-3. Issued by U11D7530.

U/1983

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7530-4. Issued by U11D7530.

U/1984

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7530-5. Issued by U11D7530.

U/1985
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-7530-6. Issued by U11D7530.

U/1986

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7530-7. Issued by U11D7530.

U/2000

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7430-1. Issued by U11D7430.

U/2001

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7430-2. Issued by U11D7430.

U/2002

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7430-3. Issued by U11D7430.

U/2003

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7430-4. Issued by U11D7430.

U/2004

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7430-5. Issued by U11D7430.

U/2005

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7430-6. Issued by U11D7430.

U/2006

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7430-A. Issued by U11D7430.

U/2030

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7440-2. Issued by U11D7440.

U/2031

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7440-3. Issued by U11D7440.

U/2032

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7440-4. Issued by U11D7440.
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U/2033

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7440-5. Issued by U11D7440.

U/2090

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-1. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2091

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-2. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2092

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-3. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2093

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-4. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2094

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-5. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2095

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-6. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2096

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-7. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2097

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-8. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2098

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7550-9. Issued by U11D7550.

U/2170

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0225-2. Issued by U11D0225.

U/2171

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-0225-3. Issued by U11D0225.

U/2180

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0425-2. Issued by U11D0425.

U/2181

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0425-3. Issued by U11D0425.

U/2182

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0425-4. Issued by U11D0425.

U/2183

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0425-5. Issued by U11D0425.

U/2190

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4425-2. Issued by U11D4425.

U/2191

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4425-3. Issued by U11D4425.

U/2192

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4425-4. Issued by U11D4425.

U/2193

Reason:

See description of message U11D-4425-5. Issued by U11D4425.

U/2210

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6425-2. Issued by U11D6425.

U/2211

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6425-3. Issued by U11D6425.

U/2212

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6425-4. Issued by U11D6425.

U/2213
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-6425-5. Issued by U11D6425.

U/2220

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7425-2. Issued by U11D7425.

U/2221

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7425-3. Issued by U11D7425.

U/2222

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7425-4. Issued by U11D7425.

U/2223

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7425-5. Issued by U11D7425.

U/2230

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0227-2. Issued by U11D0227.

U/2231

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0227-3. Issued by U11D0227.

U/2232

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0227-7. Issued by U11D0227.

U/2240

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7510-1. Issued by U11D7510.

U/2241

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7510-2. Issued by U11D7510.

U/2242

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7510-3. Issued by U11D7510.

U/2243

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7510-4. Issued by U11D7510.
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U/2250

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7560-2. Issued by U11D7560.

U/2251

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7560-3. Issued by U11D7560.

U/2252

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7560-4. Issued by U11D7560.

U/2253

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7560-5. Issued by U11D7560.

U/2260

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7570-1. Issued by U11D7570.

U/2261

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7570-2. Issued by U11D7570.

U/2262

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7570-3. Issued by U11D7570.

U/2263

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7570-4. Issued by U11D7570.

U/2264

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7570-5. Issued by U11D7570.

U/2265

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7570-6. Issued by U11D7570.

U/2267

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7570-8. Issued by U11D7570.

U/2270

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-7580-1. Issued by U11D7580.

U/2271

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7580-2. Issued by U11D7580.

U/2272

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7580-3. Issued by U11D7580.

U/2273

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7580-4. Issued by U11D7580.

U/2274

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7580-5. Issued by U11D7580.

U/2275

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7580-6. Issued by U11D7580.

U/2276

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7580-8. Issued by U11D7580.

U/2288

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7900-9. Issued by U11D7900.

U/2290

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7910-3. Issued by U11D7910.

U/2310

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0426-2. Issued by U11D0426.

U/2311

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0426-3. Issued by U11D0426.

U/2312

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0426-4. Issued by U11D0426.

U/2410
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-0226-2. Issued by U11D0226.

U/2411

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0226-3. Issued by U11D0226.

U/2412

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0226-4. Issued by U11D0226.

U/2413

Reason:

See description of message U11D-0226-5. Issued by U11D0226.

U/2510

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6480-2. Issued by U11D6480.

U/2511

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6480-3. Issued by U11D6480.

U/2512

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6480-4. Issued by U11D6480.

U/2513

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6480-5. Issued by U11D6480.

U/2514

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6480-6. Issued by U11D6480.

U/2515

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6480-7. Issued by U11D6480.

U/2516

Reason:

See description of message U11D-6480-9. Issued by U11D6480.

U/2610

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7480-2. Issued by U11D7480.
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U/2611

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7480-3. Issued by U11D7480.

U/2612

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7480-4. Issued by U11D7480.

U/2613

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7480-5. Issued by U11D7480.

U/2614

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7480-6. Issued by U11D7480.

U/2615

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7480-7. Issued by U11D7480.

U/2616

Reason:

See description of message U11D-7480-9. Issued by U11D7480.

U/2620

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B000-1. Issued by U11DB000.

U/2621

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B000-2. Issued by U11DB000.

U/2622

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B000-B. Issued by U11DB000.

U/2623

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B000-C. Issued by U11DB000.

U/2630

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B200-2. Issued by U11DB200.

U/2636

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-B203-1. Issued by U11DB203.

U/2640

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B300-1. Issued by U11DB300.

U/2641

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B300-2. Issued by U11DB300.

U/2642

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B300-3. Issued by U11DB300.

U/2643

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B300-4. Issued by U11DB300.

U/2644

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B300-5. Issued by U11DB300.

U/2645

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B300-6. Issued by U11DB300.

U/2646

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B300-7. Issued by U11DB300.

U/2650

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B400-2. Issued by U11DB400.

U/2651

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B400-3. Issued by U11DB400.

U/2652

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B400-4. Issued by U11DB400.

U/2653

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B400-5. Issued by U11DB400.

U/2654
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Reason:

See description of message U11D-B400-6. Issued by U11DB400.

U/2655

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B400-7. Issued by U11DB400.

U/2656

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B400-8. Issued by U11DB400.

U/2660

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B420-2. Issued by U11DB420.

U/2661

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B420-3. Issued by U11DB420.

U/2662

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B420-4. Issued by U11DB420.

U/2663

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B420-5. Issued by U11DB420.

U/2670

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B425-2. Issued by U11DB425.

U/2671

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B425-3. Issued by U11DB425.

U/2672

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B425-4. Issued by U11DB425.

U/2673

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B425-5. Issued by U11DB425.

U/2680

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B450-2. Issued by U11DB450.
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U/2681

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B450-3. Issued by U11DB450.

U/2682

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B450-4. Issued by U11DB450.

U/2683

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B450-6. Issued by U11DB450.

U/2684

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B450-7. Issued by U11DB450.

U/2690

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B410-2. Issued by U11DB410.

U/2691

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B410-3. Issued by U11DB410.

U/2692

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B410-4. Issued by U11DB410.

U/2693

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B410-5. Issued by U11DB410.

U/2694

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B410-6. Issued by U11DB410.

U/2695

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B410-7. Issued by U11DB410.

U/2696

Reason:

See description of message U11D-B410-8. Issued by U11DB410.

U/2697

Reason:
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See description of message U11D-B410-A. Issued by U11DB410.

U/2700

Reason:

The Database Maintenance Task has encountered an error worthy of an abend.

Action:

See the accompanying U11D-D prefixed message for problem determination.

U/2800

Reason:

The NDA Task has encountered an error worthy of an abend.

Action:

See the accompanying U11D-5 prefixed message for problem determination.

WA Restart Option Messages
These topics contain the WA Restart Option messages.

CAGSBBBD01 - CAL7W901
These topics contain the CAGSBBBD01-CAL7W901 messages.

CAGSBBBD01
CA 11 GTS product Starting, BBD=aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The WA Restart Option module in the GTS address space has initialized. The main data area address is aaaaaaaa.

Action:

None.

CAGSBBTE02
CA 11 GTS product Ending, BBD=aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The WA Restart Option module in the GTS address space has terminated. The main data area address is aaaaaaaa.

Action:

None.

CAL7E001
INVALID RETURN FROM U11OCP #005

Reason:

A PUT code (X'08') was expected from U11OCP but a different code was received. This error does not occur during
typical processing.
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Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E002
PASSWORD NOT FOUND ON WHERE

Reason:

A VSQL was received without the following clause:

L7PSWD='CA-11 password'

Even when no password is in use, code a password clause in the following format on the VSQL:

L7PSWD='xxxxxxxx'

This error does not occur during typical processing.

 Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E003
INVALID RETURN FROM U11OCP #010

Reason:

U11OCP expected a GET code (X'04'), PUT code (X'08'), or EOT code (X'12'). U11OCP received a different code. This
error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E004
JOBNAME NOT ENTERED

Reason:

A VSQL was received without the following clause:

JOBNAME='jobname'

Some queries (for example, CMT HISTORY) require a dummy job name. In these cases, any job name can be used in the
job name clause that is coded on the VSQL. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E006
SQLDA COLUMN NOT FOUND IN TABLE
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Reason:

DESCRIBE created a field that was found in the SQLDA. The field does not exist in the L7SQLDA table of the SELECT.
This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E007 1
HH/DDYYY NOT FOUND ON WHERE

Reason:

SL7JOBJ received a VSQL that did not include the following clause:

GENJOB='jobname*'

This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E007 2
HH/DDYYY NOT FOUND ON WHERE

Reason:

SL7DISL received a VSQL without include the following clause:

CYCLE='number of cycles'

This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E007 3
HH/DDYYY NOT FOUND ON WHERE

Reason:

SL7JOBS received a VSQL that did not include the following clause:

JOBNAME='jobname'

This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E007 4
HH/DDYYY NOT FOUND ON WHERE

Reason:
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SL7DISD received a VSQL without the following clause:

CYCLE='relative cycle number'

This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E008
TIME CANNOT BE SPECIFIED UNLESS DATE IS ALSO SPECIFIED

Reason:

A starting time was specified for a JEHF Production Record display, but no starting date was specified. JEHF production
record date and time are both optional. If a time is entered, a date must also be entered.

Action:

Enter a JEHF production record time.

CAL7E009
RERUN DATE NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

A JEHF rerun record update has been requested, but no date was supplied. The JEHF rerun record date must be entered.

Action:

Enter a JEHF rerun record date.

CAL7E010
RERUN TIME NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

A JEHF rerun record update has been requested, but no time was supplied. The JEHF rerun record time must be entered.

Action:

Enter a JEHF rerun record time.

CAL7E011
CONTINUATION NOT REQUESTED BY U11OCP

Reason:

The first part of a command that exceeds 80 characters was issued. The expected continuation code was not received. A
PUT code (X'08') was expected from U11OCP but a different code was received. This error does not occur during typical
processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E012
CONTINUATION NOT ACCEPTED BY U11OCP

Reason:

The last part of a command that exceeds 80 characters was waiting to be issued. The expected continuation code was not
received. A GET code (X'04') was expected from U11OCP, but a different code was received. This error does not occur
during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E013
CA-11 OPTION TABLE SAYS OLMAINT=NO

Reason:

RESTART PREPROCESSING has been specified with online data set maintenance. The system level option that is
specified in the Option Table is set to OLMAINT=NO. You can take advantage of job level online data set maintenance.
Set the system level online data set maintenance option OLMAINT=YES.

Action:

Enter online data set maintenance = NO.

CAL7E016
STEPNAME NOT FOUND ON WHERE

Reason:

A VSQL was received specifying a CMT Step or DD record for update but no step name was specified. This error does
not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E018
DDNAME NOT FOUND ON WHERE

Reason:

A VSQL was received specifying a CMT DD record for update, but no ddname was specified. This error does not occur
during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E020
DD CONCATENATION NUMBER NOT FOUND

Reason:
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A VSQL was received specifying a CMT DD record for update. The DD record in that concatenation cannot be found. This
error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E021
DD CONCATENATION NUMBER MUST BE 000-999

Reason:

A VSQL was received specifying an invalid DD concatenation number. The valid values are 000 through 999. This error
does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E022
FIELD (field-name) CANNOT BE UPDATED

Reason:

A VSQL was received specifying a field-name that cannot be updated. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E023
EXPECTING LT,LE,EQ,NE,GT,GE FOR FIELD (field-name)

Reason:

An invalid RMS condition code logical test value is specified for field-name. The valid logical conditions are LT, LE, EQ,
NE, GT, or GE.

The format of an RMS condition code test is one of the following values:

NONE

Or

 CODE/XX 

Where:

• CODE  Specifies a condition code from 0000 through 4095.
• XX  Specifies a logical condition.

Action:
Specify a valid logical condition.

CAL7E024
UPDATE CYCLE 0 ONLY FROM HERE, USE JEHF RECORD UPDATE
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Reason:

A reason for rerun update is specified for a cycle that is not the current (0) cycle. Only cycle 0 can be updated from the
Job Cycle Detail panel.

To update the reason for rerun for other cycles, use the Update Production Record panel or the Update Rerun Record
panel. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E025
REASON FOR RERUN NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

You specified an update for the reason for without the following clause:

RERERUN='reason'

This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E026
RERUN NUMBER NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

A VSQL was received specifying a reason for rerun update but without the following clause:

RRNUMBER='number'

This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E027
RUPD GREATER THAN LAST-99 CANNOT BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

A reason for rerun update was specified for a rerun that occurred more than 99 reruns ago. Only the last 99 reruns can
be updated from the Job Cycle Detail panel. To update the reason for rerun for earlier reruns, use the Update Production
Record panel or the Update Rerun Record panel.

Action:

Use the Update Production Record panel or the Update Rerun Record panel.

CAL7E028
PERFORM DISPLAY FOR CYCLE (0) BEFORE ATTEMPTING REASON FOR RERUN UPDATE
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Reason:

A reason for rerun update was specified. The last job cycle 0 was not the last cycle that is displayed on the Job Cycle
Detail panel.

Action:

Perform a Job Cycle Detail display for cycle 0.

CAL7E029
SPECIFIED RERUN RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

A JEHF rerun record update is requested, but a record with the specified date and time that cannot be found.

Action:

Specify a valid JEHF rerun record date and time.

CAL7E030
JOBNAME WAS ALREADY SET2PURG

Reason:

An attempt tried to mark a JEHF control record as "set to purge" that is already marked set to purge. To turn off the set to
purge flag, use the Update Production Record panel.

Action:

None.

CAL7E031
THIS IS THE HISTORY MEMBER NAME

Reason:

The history member name is entered as the job name. To look at the history member, use the CMT History panel.

Action:

Specify a valid job name.

CAL7E032
THIS IS A JOB NAME

Reason:

A CMT history display was requested. A valid CMT member name was specified instead of the CMT history member
name. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E033
KEYWORD NOT IN TABLE

Reason:

A JEHF field that does not exist in the L7SQLDA table of FETCH was encountered. This error does not occur during
typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E034
WARNING: REASON FOR RERUN NOT GIVEN

Reason:

The auto setup parameters for the specified job are updated, but no reason for rerun was supplied. If the reason for rerun
requirement is set in the Option Table, this job abends when it is rerun.

Action:

Supply a reason for rerun if it is required.

CAL7E035
THE CMT DID NOT HAVE A MEMBER THAT MATCHED THE JOBNAME PARM

Reason:

The specified job name cannot be found in the CMT.

Action:

Specify a valid job name.

CAL7E036
AN INVALID JOB RECORD READ WAS ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

An invalid CMT Job record was encountered. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E037
SQLDA KEYWORD FOR TARGET (field-name) NOT IN TABLE

Reason:

A VSQL was received specifying an invalid update field-name. The field-name does not exist in the L7SQLDA table of
UPDATE. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E038
DATE FORMAT FOR FIELD (field-name) REQUIRES YY.DDD

Reason:

An invalid date was specified for field-name. Enter the specified date as YY.DDD where YY is the year and DDD is the
Julian date.

Action:

Specify a valid date.

CAL7E039
TIME FORMAT FOR FIELD (field-name) REQUIRES HH:MM:SS

Reason:

An invalid time was specified for field-name. Enter the specified time as HH:MM:SS. The HH is the hour, MM is the
minutes, and SS is the seconds.

Action:

Specify a valid time.

CAL7E040
PROC-STEPNAME (field-name-1) REQUIRES STEPNAME--field-name-2

Reason:

A procstepname was specified for field-name-1. No accompanying stepname was specified for field-name-2.

Action:

Specify a STEPNAME.

CAL7E041
SQLDA KEYWORD FOR TARGET NOT VALID

Reason:

The SQL UPDATE or INSERT command specified an invalid table column name or invalid to update. An error in the data
requestor (such as a scheduling workstation) probably caused the error.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E042
EXPECTING CONDITION CODE OR "NONE" FOR FIELD (field-name)

Reason:

An invalid RMS condition code test value has been specified for field-name. The valid condition code values are from
0000 through 4095 or NONE.
The format of an RMS condition code test is in the following format:
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NONE

Or

CODE/XX

The XX specifies a logical condition. The valid logical conditions are LT, LE, EQ, NE, GT, or GE.

Action:

Specify a valid condition code.

CAL7E043
EXPECTING "/" (9999/XX) FOR FIELD (field-name)

Reason:

An invalid RMS condition code test value is specified for field-name that did not contain a slash (/). The valid condition
code values are from 0000 through 4095 or NONE. The format of an RMS condition code test is in the following format:

NONE

Or

CODE/XX

The XX is a logical condition. The valid logical conditions are LT, LE, EQ, NE, GT, or GE.

 

Action:

Specify a slash (/) between the condition code and the logical condition.

CAL7E044
TIME FORMAT FOR FIELD (field-name) REQUIRES HH:MM:SS:hh

Reason:

An invalid time was specified for field-name. Enter the specified time in the following format:

HH:MM:SS:hh

Where:

• HH 
Specifies the hour

• MM 
Specifies the minutes

• SS 
Specifies the seconds

• hh 
Specifies the hundredths of seconds

Action:
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Specify a valid time.

CAL7E045
FIELD (field-name) CANNOT BE SET TO DISP=UNKNOWN

Reason:

A disposition of UNKNOWN has been specified for field-name. A disposition cannot be reset to UNKNOWN. The valid
second dispositions are NEW, OLD, or MOD. The valid third dispositions are KEEP, DELETE, CATLG, or UNCATLG.

Action:

Specify a valid disposition.

CAL7E046
DISP FOR FIELD (field-name) MUST BE NEW, OLD, SHR, OR MOD
Reason:
An invalid disposition is specified for field-name. The valid dispositions are NEW, OLD, SHR, or MOD.
Action:
Specify a valid disposition.

CAL7E047
DISP FOR FIELD (field-name) MUST BE PASS, KEEP, DELETE, CATLG, OR UNCATLG

Reason:

An invalid disposition has been specified for field-name. The valid dispositions are PASS, KEEP, DELETE, CATLG, or
UNCATLG.

Action:

Specify a valid disposition.

CAL7E051
HOURS CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH FROM DATE/TIME OR TO DATE/TIME

Reason:

A value was entered in the HOURS field and in any of the DATE or TIME fields. You can request a PRODUCTION
STATUS display for one of the following values:

• The previous 1-99 HOURS (eight hours is the default)
• A date/time range that spans FROM DATE/TIME to TO DATE/TIME

Action:

Enter a specific number of hours or a date/time range.

CAL7E052
FROM DATE INCOMPLETE. 5 CHARACTERS (YYDDD) MUST BE SPECIFIED

Reason:
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An invalid FROM DATE was specified. Enter the FROM DATE as YYDDD where YY is the year and DDD is the Julian
date.

Action:

Specify a valid date.

CAL7E053
TO DATE INCOMPLETE. 5 CHARACTERS (YYDDD) MUST BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

An invalid TO DATE was specified. Enter the TO DATE as YYDDD where YY is the year and DDD is the Julian date.

Action:

Specify a valid date.

CAL7E054
FROM DATE AND TO DATE MUST BOTH BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

A date/time range was specified with a FROM DATE, but no TO DATE was specified to end the date/time range.

Action:

Specify an ending date for the time range.

CAL7E055
FROM TIME CANNOT BE SPECIFIED UNLESS FROM DATE IS ALSO SPECIFIED

Reason:

A date/time range was specified with a FROM TIME. No FROM DATE was specified to begin the date/time range. The
beginning of the date/time range cannot be determined without a FROM DATE.

Action:

Specify a beginning date for the time range.

CAL7E056
TO TIME CANNOT BE SPECIFIED UNLESS TO DATE IS ALSO SPECIFIED

Reason:

A date/time range was specified with a TO TIME. No TO DATE was specified to end the date/time range. The ending of
the date/time range cannot be determined without a TO DATE.

Action:

Specify a ending date for the time range.

CAL7E057
INVALID MULTIPLE MESSAGE JOBNAME
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Reason:

The multiple messages facility was not designed to display messages for this panel. This error does not occur during
typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E058
NO MULTIPLE MESSAGES AVAILABLE

Reason:

No messages have been queued for this panel. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E059
REFER TO MULTIPLE MESSAGES PANEL

Reason:

One or more errors were detected during processing of this panel causing the Multiple Messages Panel (TL7FMESS) to
pop up.

Action:

Perform the actions that the Multiple Message panel requires and retry.

CAL7E060
SET table-field-name TO update-value

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to update table-field-name with update-value. The CAL7E061message displays the
CMT or JEHF keyword that is associated with the WA Restart Option table field name.

Action:

See the error message that is associated with this error, and correct the specified field.

CAL7E061
EQUIVALENT CA-11 KEYWORD = keyword-name

Reason:

An error occurred during update processing for the CMT or JEHF record field name that is associated with keyword-name.
The CAL7E060 message displays the  table WA Restart Optionfield name that is associated with this keyword.

Action:

See the error message that is associated with this error and correct the specified field. For more information about
keyword-name, see the Programming topics.
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CAL7E062
FIELD (field-name) CANNOT BE NULL/BLANK

Reason:

Blank or null characters were entered in field-name and an update was attempted.

Action:

Specify a valid value for field-name or cancel the update attempt.

CAL7E063
UPDATE FOR FIELD (field-name) WAS NOT PERFORMED

Reason:

An update was attempted for field-name but was not performed due to an error.

Action:

See the error message that is associated with this error and correct the specified field.

CAL7E064
DEVICE TYPE FOR FIELD (field-name) MUST BE TAPE OR DASD

Reason:

An invalid device type was specified for field-name.

Action:

Specify a device type of either TAPE or DASD.

CAL7E065
ONLY ONE FIELD AT A TIME MAY BE UPDATED FROM THE HISTORY PANEL

Reason:

Multiple field updates of the CMT History record are not currently supported.

Action:

To update multiple fields, make an update to one field, perform the update, update another field, perform the update, and
so on.

CAL7E066
DATE NOT FOUND, INCOMPLETE, NULL, OR BLANK

Reason:

A VSQL was received to update the JEHF Rerun record with an incorrect PARMDATE. This error does not occur during
typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E067
TIME NOT FOUND, INCOMPLETE, NULL, OR BLANK

Reason:

A VSQL was received to update the JEHF Rerun record with an incorrect PARMTIME. This error does not occur during
typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E068
RECORD SPECIFIED FOR UPDATE NOT FOUND

Reason:

The JEHF Rerun record that is specified for update was not found. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E070
THE CMT DID NOT HAVE A MEMBER THAT MATCHED THE JOBNAME

Reason:

This job was not found in the CMT.

Action:

Specify a valid job name.

CAL7E071
AN INVALID JOB RECORD READ WAS ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

An invalid CMT JOB record was encountered. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E072
THE CMT SHOWS THE JOB IS IN PRODUCTION STATUS

Reason:

This job is in P status.

Action:

None.
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CAL7E073
THE STARTING PROC/STEP WAS NOT FOUND IN THE CMT MEMBER

Reason:

The starting procstepname.stepname was not found in the CMT member for this job. Use panel PL7FJOBS to display the
job steps and their restartability.

Action:

Specify a valid starting procstepname.stepname.

CAL7E074
THE CMT MEMBER DOES NOT CONTAIN THE ENDING PROC/STEP NAME

Reason:

The ending procstepname.stepname was not found in the CMT member for this job. Use panel PL7FJOBS to display the
job steps and their restartability.

Action:

Specify a valid ending procstepname.stepname.

CAL7E075
THE STARTING PROC/STEP IS NOT IN A RESTARTABLE STEP

Reason:

The specified starting procstepname.stepname is not restartable. Use panel PL7FJOBS to display the job steps and their
restartability.

Action:

Specify a procstepname.stepname that is restartable.

CAL7E076
WARNING: REASON FOR RERUN NOT GIVEN

Reason:

A reason for rerun is required and none was supplied.

Action:

Specify a reason for rerun.

CAL7E077
A USAGE CODE WAS NEEDED AND NONE WAS SUPPLIED

Reason:

A usage code is required for all jobs being rerun.

Action:

Specify a usage code.
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CAL7E078
THE USAGE CODE HAS NOT BEEN CHANGED FROM THE LAST USAGE CODE

Reason:

The same usage code from last rerun of this job was specified.

Action:

Specify a different usage code.

CAL7E079
WARNING: REASON FOR TABLE NOT FOUND

Reason:

A reason for rerun table was not found.

Action:

None.

CAL7E080
JOB jobname HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY SET FOR RESTART

Reason:

Job jobname has been successfully set for restart.

Action:

None.

CAL7E082
ONLINE DATE SET MAINTENANCE WAS NOT PERFORMED FOR JOB jobname

Reason:

Data set maintenance was not performed for job jobname.

Action:

None.

CAL7E083
RMS SIMULATION WILL BE PERFORMED FOR JOB  jobname

Reason:

Preprocessing with OLMAINT=NO was specified. An RMS Simulation is being performed.

Action:

None.
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CAL7E084
THE JOB IS MARKED AS NON RESTARTABLE IN THE CMT

Reason:

This job is not restartable.

Action:

None. This job cannot be restarted.

CAL7E085
WARNING: REASON FOR RERUN NOT GIVEN

Reason:

No reason for rerun was supplied.

Action:

None.

CAL7E086
JEHF RECORD BEING PROCESSED IS JOBNAME=jobname DATE=date TIME=time

Reason:

An error occurred during updating the reason for rerun for the job name that jobname/date/time specifies.

Action:

See the error message that is associated with this error and make corrections.

CAL7E087
REASON FOR RERUN BEING POSTED IS reason

Reason:

An error occurred updating a job name with this reason.

Action:

See the error message that is associated with this error and make corrections.

CAL7E088
WHERE RRNUMBER=aaa GLB_HIGH_RRNUMBER=bbb GBL_DISD_NAME=ccc CURRENT_CYCLE=ddd 
CURRENT_CYCLE_DONE=eee

Reason:

Diagnostic information for use by Broadcom Support to observe events occurring in the WA Restart Option API.

Action:

None.
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CAL7E089
SPECIFIED REASON FOR RERUN ACCEPTED AND WILL BE POSTED TO THE JEHF DURING RERUN
PROCESSING. TO VIEW THIS REASON, ZOOM TO THE ONLINE RMS FUNCTIONS PANEL.

Reason:

A reason for rerun was specified for the most recent run of this job. The JEHF Production or Rerun record for this job is
not updated with this reason for rerun until the job is actually rerun. If the detail for this job cycle is redisplayed before this
job is rerun, this reason for rerun is not displayed. The Online RMS Functions panel displays this reason for rerun.

Action:

None.

CAL7E090
REASON FOR RERUN MUST BE SUPPORTED BY SLASHES (/).

Reason:

The reason for rerun that you entered contains a beginning or an ending slash.

Action:

Slashes are not required. If you use them, the reason for rerun must have a beginning and an ending slash.

CAL7E091
REASON FOR RERUN MAY NOT CONTAIN IMBEDDED SLASHES .
Reason:
A slash is contained within the reason for rerun.
Action:
Remove the slash from within the reason for rerun.

CAL7E092
SPECIFIED STEP SEQUENCE NUMBER (xxx) WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

A VSQL was received that specified a step sequence number that does not exist in this CMT member. This error does not
occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E700
GETMAIN FAILED IN UPDATE MESSAGE SUBROUTINE

Reason:

An attempt to acquire storage for an error message has failed.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E701
ERROR MSG LENGTH EXCEEDS MAXIMUM IN UPDATE MSG SUBROUTINE

Reason:

An error message that is too long for processing is received. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CALE702
NO RECORDS FOUND WHICH SATISFIED SPECIFICATIONS AND/OR AUTH.

Reason:

The user specified a job name that does not exist or for which the user is not authorized.

Action:

Specify a different selection criteria or a different online system password.

CAL7E800
CA-11 HAS NOT BEEN INITIALIZED

Reason:

The WA Restart Option subsystem requested is not active. If you are running WA Restart Option r2.0 or higher: If you
have an active WA Restart Option subsystem, verify that your WA Restart Option requests are not being directed to a
different WA Restart Option subsystem by the Multiple Subsystem Facility (MSSF).

Action:

Start the required WA Restart Option subsystem.

CAL7E801
API Initialization Successful

Reason:

The WA Restart Option API initialization succeeded.

Action:

None.

CAL7E802
API Re-Initialization Request Ignored

Reason:

The WA Restart Option API initialization has already occurred.

Action:

None.
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CAL7E803
Initialization Storage Unavailable

Reason:

An attempt to acquire storage for the WA Restart Option API global work area has failed.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E805
BLDL failed for U11OCP

Reason:

Module U11OCP cannot be located. The most likely reason is that WA Restart Option is installed in a separate load
library, which is inaccessible to the API.

Action:

Ensure that the library where WA Restart Option is installed is available to the WA Restart Option API.

CAL7E806
LOAD failed for U11OCR

Reason:

Module U11OCR cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E807
LOAD failed for U11API01

Reason:

Module U11API01 cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E808
Trace storage unavailable

Reason:

An attempt to acquire storage for the WA Restart Option API trace area has failed.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E809
LOAD failed for U11APIA

Reason:

Module U11APIA cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E810
LOAD failed for U11APIB

Reason:

Module U11APIB cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E811
LOAD failed for U11APIC

Reason:

Module U11APIC cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E812
LOAD failed for U11APID

Reason:

Module U11APID cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E813
LOAD failed for U11API02

Reason:

Module U11API02 cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E814
LOAD failed for U11APIE

Reason:

Module U11APIE could not be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E815
LOAD failed for U11APIF

Reason:

Module U11APIF cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E816
SQL MODULE STORAGE UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

An attempt to acquire storage for a WA Restart Option API column control block (L7SQLMOD) has failed.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E817
LOAD failed for U11APIG

Reason:

Module U11APIG cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E818
LOAD failed for U11APIH

Reason:

Module U11APIH cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E819
LOAD failed for U11APII

Reason:

Module U11APII cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E820
LOAD failed for U11APIJ

Reason:

Module U11APIJ cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E821
LOAD failed for U11APIK

Reason:

Module U11APIK cannot be found in CAL7LOAD.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E822
GENLEVEL not found in module CAISCAL7

Reason:

The WA Restart Option GENLEVEL cannot be determined. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E850
Invalid SQL Request

Reason:

An invalid SQL request has been received. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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CAL7E851
SQL Request for Invalid Table

Reason:

An SQL request for a table that is unknown to the WA Restart Option API been received. This error does not occur during
typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E852
UPDATE not supported for Table

Reason:

An SQL update request for a table that the WA Restart Option API cannot update has been received. This error does not
occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E853
DELETE not supported for Table

Reason:

An SQL delete request for a table that the WA Restart Option API cannot delete has been received. This error does not
occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E854
Requested table is busy, DESCRIBE failed

Reason:

A request has been made for a panel that is already being displayed. The WA Restart Option API does not support
multiple use of the same panel.

Action:

Make the requested panel current and use it.

CAL7E855
Requested table is busy, SELECT failed

Reason:

A request has been made for a panel that is already being displayed. The WA Restart Option API does not support
multiple use of the same panel.
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Action:

Make the requested panel current and use it.

CAL7E856
Requested table is busy, FETCH failed

Reason:

A request has been made for a panel that is already being displayed. The WA Restart Option API does not support
multiple use of the same panel.

Action:

Make the requested panel current and use it.

CAL7E857
Requested table is busy, UPDATE failed

Reason:

A request has been made for a panel that is already being displayed. The WA Restart Option API does not support
multiple use of the same panel.

Action:

Make the requested panel current and use it.

CAL7E858
Requested table is busy, DELETE failed

Reason:

A request has been made for a panel that is already being displayed. The WA Restart Option API does not support
multiple use of the same panel.

Action:

Make the requested panel current and use it.

CAL7E859
INSERT not supported by CA-11 API

Reason:

An SQL insert request has been received. The WA Restart Option API does not support insert. This error does not occur
during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E860
COMMIT not supported by CA-11 API
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Reason:

An SQL commit request has been received. The WA Restart Option API does not support commit. This error does not
occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E861
Different work area active for SELECT

Reason:

A different work area is active for this panel; therefore a request has been made for already displayed panel. The WA
Restart Option API does not support multiple use of the same panel.

Action:

Make the requested panel current and use it.

CAL7E862
Different work area active for FETCH

Reason:

A different work area is active for this panel; therefore a request has been made for an already displayed panel. The WA
Restart Option API does not support multiple use of the same panel.

Action:

Make the requested panel current and use it.

CAL7E863
Request vectors not available for FETCH

Reason:

A DESCRIBE did not precede this FETCH. This error does not occur during typical processing.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

CAL7E890
API Termination Processing

Reason:

The WA Restart Option API termination is in progress.

Action:

None.
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CAL7E904
NO RERUN RECORDS EXIST FOR THE SPECIFIED PRODUCTION RECORD

Reason:

An attempt has been made to zoom to the Rerun Record panel for a production record that has no reruns.

Action:

Select a production record that has reruns.

CAL7I900
No jobs found within the specified time frame

Reason:

A production status display was requested for a time frame during which no jobs were run. If no time frame was entered,
this message means that no jobs were run during the last eight hours.

Action:

None.

CAL7I902
Request exceeds datarows data rows. Totals will remain ******** until last data buffer is displayed.
Reason:
The number of jobs to display exceeds datarows data rows that are the current data buffer size for this WA Restart
Option API session. To view the actual totals, scroll forward to the final data buffer. For information about increasing data
rows, see your scheduling workstation documentation.
Action:
None.

CAL7I903
Request exceeds datarows data rows. Number of tapes will remain **** until last data buffer is displayed.

Reason:

The number of tapes to display exceeds datarows data rows that are the current data buffer size for this WA Restart
Option API session. To view the actual number of tapes, scroll forward to the final data buffer. For information about
increasing data rows, see your scheduling workstation documentation.

Action:

None.

CAL7W901
Large volumes can cause potential extended processing

Reason:

This request can take longer than usual. Several rows of data can be returned. The number of CMT records, JEHF
records, or both that DBAS has to process can slow this process.

Action:
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Wait for the request to finish processing.

U11AUTO-001 - U11AUTO-002
This section contains the U11AUTO messages.

U11AUTO-001
UNABLE TO ffff eee ELEMENT. RC = nn JOBNAME = jjjjjjjj

Reason:

U11AUTO attempted to perform a database function that was unsuccessful.

ffff
Indicates the database function.

eee
Indicates the database element.

nn
Indicates the return code.

jjjjjjjj
Indicates the job name.

Action:

Ensure that the job is set for restart appropriately.

U11AUTO-002
STEPNAME NOT FOUND: JOBNAME = jjjjjjjj STEPNAME = pppppppp.ssssssss RC = nn

Reason:

U11AUTO cannot find the restart step (pppppppp.ssssssss) for the job (jjjjjjjj).

Action:

Ensure that the job is set for restart appropriately.

U11H-E001 - U11H-0202
This section contains the U11H-E001- U11H-0202 messages.

U11H-E001
NO DBAS SUBSYSTEMS WERE FOUND

Reason:

The WA Restart Option Health Checker check exit was unable to locate any DBAS subsystems. No WA Restart Option
health checks were added. Issued by U11DHCXT.

Action:

Perform the following actions:
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• Verify that the DBAS task has been properly started.
• Contact Broadcom Support for assistance if a DBAS subsystem is up and the problem persists.

U11H-E002
HZSADDCK ERROR RC=xx, REASON=yyyy

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to add a WA Restart Option health check. The xx is the HZSADDCK return code, and yyyy is
the reason code. Issued by U11DHCXT.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Consult the IBM Health Checker for z/OS User Guide for a description of the HZSADDCK macro return and reason
codes.

• Contact Broadcom Support for assistance if necessary.

U11H-E003
CSVDYNEX ERROR RC=xx, REASON=yyyy

Reason:
An error occurred attempting to inactivate the WA Restart Option health check exit. The xx is the CSVDYNEX return code,
and yyyy is the reason code. Issued by U11DHCXT.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11H-E101
HZSFMSG ERROR RC=xx, REASON=yyyy

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to issue a formatted check message. The xx is the HZSFMSG return code, and yyyy is the
reason code. Issued by U11HCCKS.

Action:

Consult the IBM Health Checker for z/OS User's Guide for a description of the HZSFMSG macro return and reason
codes.

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11H-E102
ALESERV ERROR RC=xx

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to obtain an ALET to access the DBAS. The xx is the ALESERV return code. Issued by
U11HCCKS.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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U11H-E103
DEFAULT PARAMETER SUBSYSTEM(xxxx) NOT FOUND

Reason:

The DBAS subsystem could not be located in the default parameter while processing a health checker check. Issued by
U11HCCKS.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11H-0100
The CA WA Restart Option subsystem xxxx is not active on this system

Reason:

A health check request for the xxxx subsystem was issued. The Subsystem Communications Vector Table for that
subsystem cannot be located. Issued by U11HCCKS.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Verify that the listed subsystem is active.
• Contact Broadcom Support for assistance if the subsystem is active.

U11H-0101
The CA WA Restart Option subsystem xxxx is not active on this system.

Reason:

A health checker check exists and has determined that the subsystem identified by xxxx is not active on the system.

NOTE
This message applies only to releases starting at r11.

The system level Name/Token pair that the WA Restart Option initialization created cannot be found. The Name/Token
pair Name is a concatenation of the constant CA11HEALTHCK and the subsystem. This system level Name/Token pair
does not exist. Issued by U11HCCKS.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Determine whether the listed subsystem should be active.
• Restart the listed subsystem if necessary and advisable.
• Verify that a system level Name/Token pair was created if the subsystem is active.
• Contact Broadcom Support for assistance if the subsystem is active, but the system level Name/Token pair does not

exist.

U11H-0102
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy is down

Reason:
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A health checker check exists and has determined that the subsystem identified by yyyy is not active on the system. The
release of the subsystem is xxxx.

Either the initialization process has not completed or the subsystem was previously up and has been shut down. Issued
by U11HCCKS.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Determine whether you require that the listed subsystem is active.
• Restart the listed subsystem if necessary and advisable.

U11H-0103
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem  yyyy is suspended

Reason:

The yyyy subsystem is suspended. The xxxx is the release of the subsystem.

A database error or full condition could cause this suspension. Also, DBAS can have been manually suspended. Issued
by U11HCCKS.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Determine whether you want to suspend the listed subsystem.
• Resume operations for the listed subsystem by issuing the RESUME command if necessary and advisable.

U11H-0104
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy  is up and active.

Reason:

This message is informational.

Action:

None.

U11H-0105
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem xxxx is not up and or is suspended; check has been bypassed.

Reason:

A check has been requested that found the listed release is not active. The check is bypassed.

Action:

None.

U11H-0106
This check is not applicable to CA WA Restart Option release xxxx; check has been bypassed.

Reason:
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A check is requested that is not applicable to the listed release. The check is bypassed.

Action:

None.

U11H-0107
This check has been deferred until the next interval to ensure CA WA Restart Option initialization has completed.

Reason:

A check has been requested, and this is the first time that the check has run. Possibly, WA Restart Option initialization is
not complete. Therefore, the check is deferred until the next interval.

Action:

None.

U11H-0201
One or more database areas for CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy  exceed the capacity
threshold of zz%.

Reason:

The database space monitor for the yyyy subsystem has indicated a situation. One or more database areas exceed the
capacity threshold that the DBWARN configuration parameter specifies. The release of the subsystem is xxxx. Issued by
U11HCCKS.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Issue the DISPLAY SPACE command to display the detailed space monitor information.
• Consider starting the maintenance task to force the archival of information. This action can resolve the capacity

problem.
• Determine whether the database areas are adequately sized. You can take a secondary allocation when space is

available and if secondary allocation is defined for the database area. If secondary allocations are not possible or the
size of a database area requires an increase, follow the procedures in the Backup and Recovery topics to expand the
size of the database areas.

• Check the system console for other error messages.
• Continue to monitor the state of the listed subsystem until the capacity threshold condition is resolved.

U11H-0202
Database area(s) for CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy no longer exceed the capacity
threshold of zz%.

Reason:

The database space monitor for the yyyy subsystem has indicated a situation. All database areas are beneath the
capacity threshold that the DBWARN configuration parameter specifies. The previous capacity threshold condition has
been resolved. The release of the subsystem is xxxx. Issued by U11HCCKS.

Action:

Perform the following actions:
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• Continue to monitor the state of the listed subsystem for a time. Verify that the capacity threshold condition remains
resolved.

• Issue the DISPLAY SPACE command to display the detailed space monitor information.

U11H-0203
All database areas for CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy are below the capacity threshold of
zz%.

Reason:

The database space monitor for the listed subsystem has indicated a situation. All database areas are below the capacity
threshold that the DBWARN configuration parameter specifies.

Action:

None.

U11H-0204
The database space monitor for CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy is not running.

Reason:

The database space monitor for the listed subsystem is not running because the warning threshold specified in the
DBWARN configuration parameter is zero.

Action:

None.

U11H-0301
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy CMT operation is fully functional.

Reason:

The CMT operations for the listed subsystem have been tested and are fully functional.

Action:

None.

U11H-0302
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy CMT test has failed; Test=tttttttt RC=nnn Function=fffffffffffffff

Reason:

The CMT test for the listed subsystem has failed. Test is the name of the failing test, and RC is the return code. Function
is the function that was being tested.

Action:

Perform the following actions:
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• Verify that the CMT task for the listed subsystem is operational.
• Issue the DBAS DISPLAY STATUS and DISPLAY STATUS,CMT commands. They display an overall status of the

DBAS tasks and the CMT task specifically.
• Check the system console for other error messages.
• Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

U11H-0303
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy CMT task is not active or is being shut down; CMT tests
bypassed.

Reason:

The CMT task for the listed subsystem is either not active or is being shut down. The CMT tests are being bypassed. The
CMT task is vital to the operation of WA Restart Option.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Determine whether you want the CMT task for the listed subsystem to be active.
• Start the CMT task for the listed subsystem by issuing the DBAS START CMT command if necessary and advisable.
• Check the system console for other error messages.

U11H-0401
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy JEHF operation is fully functional.

Reason:

The JEHF operations for the listed subsystem are tested and fully functional.

Action:

None.

U11H-0402
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem  yyyy JEHF test has failed; Test=tttttttt RC=nnn
Function=fffffffffffffff

Reason:

The JEHF test for the listed subsystem has failed. Test is the name of the failing test, and RC is the return code. Function
is the function that was being tested.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Verify that the JEHF task for the listed subsystem is operational.
• Issue the DBAS DISPLAY STATUS and DISPLAY STATUS,JEHF commands. They display an overall status of the

DBAS tasks and the JEHF task specifically.
• Check the system console for other error messages.
• Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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U11H-0403
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy JEHF task is not active or is being shut down; JEHF tests
bypassed.

Reason:

The JEHF task for the listed subsystem is either not active or is being shut down. The JEHF tests are being bypassed.
The JEHF task is vital to the operation of WA Restart Option.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Determine whether you want the JEHF task for the listed subsystem to be active.
• Start the JEHF task for the listed subsystem by issuing the DBAS START JEHF command if necessary and advisable.
• Check the system console for other error messages.

U11H-0404
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy JEHF test not executed because JEHF support is inactive.

Reason:

The JEHF test for the listed subsystem has been bypassed because JEHF support is inactive. JEHF support is inactive
because the DBAS configuration file contains no JEHF statement.

Action:

None.

U11H-0501
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy NDA operation is fully functional.

Reason:

The NDA operations for the listed subsystem have been tested and are fully functional.

Action:

None.

U11H-0502
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy NDA test has failed; Test=tttttttt RC=nnn Function=fffffffffffffff

Reason:

The NDA test for the listed subsystem has failed. Test is the name of the failing test, and RC is the return code. Function
is the function that was being tested.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Verify that the NDA task for the listed subsystem is operational.
• Issue the DBAS DISPLAY STATUS and DISPLAY STATUS,NDA commands. They display an overall status of the

DBAS tasks and the NDA task specifically.
• Check the system console for other error messages.
• Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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U11H-0503
CA WA Restart Option release xxxx subsystem yyyy NDA task is not active or is being shut down; NDA tests
bypassed.

Reason:

The NDA task for the listed subsystem is either not active or is being shut down. The NDA tests are being bypassed. The
NDA task is vital to the operation of WA Restart Option.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Determine whether you want the NDA task for the listed subsystem to be active.
• Start the NDA task for the listed subsystem by issuing the DBAS START NDA command if necessary and advisable.
• Check the system console for other error messages.

U11-RHE-14 - U11USI-12 Messages
This section includes the U11-RHE-14 - U11USI-12 messages.

U11-RHE-14
Evict Job restarted outside JES, terminating with U0200

Reason:

A job with the same name was submitted and tried to execute instead of JES2 restarting the job at the next step after the
$EJnnn,STEP command.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Release the evicted job using JES2 to run the remainder of the job.
• Cancel the evicted job using JES2 and submit the job with the RMS F, format, option.

U11TR1-01
JES Step Evict not handled: rrrr

Reason:

WA Restart Option could not process the job changed by the $EJnnn,STEP or $EJnnn,STEP,HOLD command due to one
of these reasons:

1. EVICTJOB option is not turned on
2. N/T pair obtain failed or NTPT error
3. Subsystem is specified in RMS step

Action:

Base your action on the preceding reason:

1. Change the EVICTJOB=YES config option and restart DBAS.
2. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
3. Remove the //SSN@xxxx JCL statement from the RMS step. Ensure that the U11SSSEX, WA Restart Option

Subsystem selection exit, selects the correct subsystem for the job.
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U11TR9-01
JES Step Evict not handled Datacom call error

Reason:

WA Restart Option could not process the job that the $EJnnn,STEP or $EJnnn,STEP,HOLD command changed due to a
Datacom database update error.

Action:

See the U11NDAPR-01 message that has the Datacom error.

U11USI-10
N/T pair found already existing: x
Reason:
An orphaned Name Token Pair for the job already exists.
Action:
Run the job with F, format, option.

U11USI-12
Eyecatcher invalid for x at y
Reason:
An internal error has occurred.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11001 - U11693
This section contains the U11001-U11693 messages.

U11-001
CA-11-PARM RECEIVED FOR JOB jobname PARM=value

Reason:

Indicates that the U11RMS PARM has been received and the value is value. Issued by U11RMS, U11OPR, U11PRE,
U11OSM.

U11-002
CA-11-ENTER PARM INFORMATION FOR JOB  jobname SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The user has specified O processing, and the operator is to enter the PARM information. Used with U11-003.
OPCORCT=YES is the option chosen in U11OPT. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-003
CA-11-ENTER Y OR N FOR VERIFICATION OF PARM FOR JOB jobname  SSN=xxxx

Reason:
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The user has specified O processing, or the operator can correct the PARM information. The operator is to enter, to verify,
or both the parameter information by entering Y for verification or N to reenter the parameter information. This message is
used with U11-002. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-004
CA-11-ENTER Y TO ALLOW RESTART OF JOB  jobname  SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The user has selected the operator to verify that the job is to be rerun (OPVER=YES is the option chosen in U11OPT).
Enter Y to permit restart, otherwise job ends with abend code U/0012. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message.
Issued by U11RMS.

U11-005
CA-11-INVALID PARM parm information JOB=jobname

Reason:

The parm information is one of the following:

BYPASS GDG CHK
Invalid BYPASS GDG option

CONDITION CODE
Invalid condition code

DYNCLEAN
Invalid value specified for the DYNCLEAN RMS parameter. Valid values are YES and NO.

END STEP
Bad ending step

LRTCD CHANGE
Invalid syntax

NO PARM
No PARM entered job name

PROCESSING CODE
Bad processing code

R PROC REJECTED
See Message U11-004 and abend code U/0012

REPL JOBNAME
Invalid job name

REPL PARM
Invalid PARM length

SFAUTOR
Invalid value specified for the SFAUTOR RMS parameter. Valid values are YES and NO.

START STEP
Bad starting step

UNKNOWN INFO
Unknown PARM value

Issued by U11RMS.
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U11-006
CA-11-JOB=jobname PARM=value

Reason:

The user has submitted job name with an invalid PARM value. Used with Message U11-005. See abend code U/0012.
Issued by U11RMS.

U11-007
CA-11 - ENTER REASON FOR RERUN FOR JOB jobname  SSN=xxxx

Reason:

Enter the appropriate reason-for-rerun. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE,
U11OPR, U11OSM.

U11-008
INVALID U11PDS REQUEST SEQUENCE:
xxx xxx xxx yyy   RET ADDR: aaaaaaaa

Reason:

The CMT I/O interface module has detected an invalid request sequence. The xxx denotes the last three successful
requests that the caller made. The yyy is the out-of-sequence request that the caller attempted. The return address to
the caller is indicated by aaaaaaaa. Following the issuance of this message, abend U/0999 can occur, depending on
the U11PDSCL macro options of the caller. The abend is not issued when the U11PDSCL macro specified ABEND=NO.
Issued by U11PDS.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11-009
INVALID U11PDS REQUEST CODE: xx

Reason:

The CMT I/O interface module has detected a request whose code is uninterpretable. The invalid code is denoted by xx.
Following the issuance of this message, abend U/0999 can occur, depending on the U11PDSCL macro options of the
caller. The abend is not issued when the U11PDSCL macro specified ABEND=NO. This type of error never occurs under
normal conditions. Issued by U11PDS.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11-010
CA-11-x PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB jobname

Reason:

Normal terminating message from U11RMS.  The x is the processing code that U11RMS processed. Issued by U11RMS,
U11PRE, U11OPR, U11OSM.
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U11-011
U11PDS REQUEST SERVICE ERROR; REQ: aa SVCRET: bb SVCREAS: cc CRQECB: dddddddd CRQRC: eeee

Reason:

The CMT I/O interface module has indicated that a caller's request could not be serviced because a failure of the WA
Restart Option SVC occurred or DBAS encountered an error while processing the request. The caller's U11PDS request
code is denoted by aa. The return code and reason code returned by U11SVC are indicated by bb and cc, respectively.
The request's ECB as posted by DBAS is denoted by dddddddd. The DBAS return code is indicated by eeee. Issued by
U11PDS.

Possible values for the U11PDS request code (aa) include:

04
FIND request

08
GET request

0C
UPDATE request

10
END UPDATE request

14
BUILD request

18
PUT request

1C
STOW request

20
END BUILD request

24
DELETE request

28
END DELETE request

2C
FINAL request

38
GET HIST request

3C
PUT HIST request

40
OBTAIN REAS request

44
INQUIRY FIND request

The value of SVCRET (bb) is either zero (successful WA Restart Option SVC processing) or eight (failed processing).
Possible values for the U11SVC reason code (cc) include:

04
WA Restart Option SSCVT not found
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08
ELVT damaged or invalid

0C
DBAS or CMT I/O Task not active

10
GETCELL for ASCT failed

14
ASCT damaged or invalid

18
Excessive concurrent task accesses to CMT

1C
ASCT chain lock error

20
GETCELL for RQE failed

24
XMPOST failed

28
DBAS request time out

2C
Uninterpretable POST

30
Invalid model RQE

34
U11SVC work area damaged

38
RQE ECB posted with error

3C
CMT I/O Task terminated and restarted while application was running

40
An ABTERM command has been issued for this job

44
Not authorized for job name

48
External security not active

The value of CRQECB (dddddddd) is either zeros indicating that no DBAS communication occurred, or the actual ECB
contents as posted by DBAS. The high-order byte in the latter case is X'40', while the other three bytes represent the
POST code set by DBAS. A POST code value of X'000063' indicates a DBAS request error.
The value of CRQRC (ee) is zero if a DBAS request was successfully processed or if no DBAS request was made. A
value of X'0010' for CRQRC usually indicates that the CMT member was already held for update by another U11PDS
caller.

The error resulting in the issuance of this message can occur due to events unrelated to the caller's specific request. For
example, DBAS can be experiencing a problem that makes the WA Restart Option database temporarily unavailable.
If so, the DBAS problem can be self-corrected within a short time. Following the issuance of this message, abend
U/0999 can occur, depending on the caller's U11PDSCL macro options. The abend is not issued if the U11PDSCL macro
specified ABEND=NO.
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Action:

Reissue the failing request made to U11PDS, either by program logic that attempts to issue the U11PDSCL macro again,
or by a complete reexecution of the step that accesses the CMT. If the error occurs repeatedly, contact your installation
specialist for assistance.

U11-012
JOB xxxxxxxx DELAYED; (error description) SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The WA Restart Option SVC has detected a DBAS-associated error from which recovery is being attempted. The type of
error is described as (error description) that can be one of the following:

• DBAS abend
• DBAS inactive
• DBAS I/O task inactive
• DBAS I/O task in shutdown
• DBAS request time out
• DBAS suspended

SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message.

Action:

None.

U11-013
ERROR IN CMT HISTORY RECORD PROCESSING

Reason:

U11RMS has detected an error while attempting to process CMT History record data.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11-014
U11VSM REQUEST SERVICE ERROR; REQ: aa SVCRET: bb SVCREAS: cc JRQECB: dddddddd JRQRC: eeee

Reason:

The JEHF I/O interface module has indicated that a caller's request could not be serviced because a failure of the WA
Restart Option SVC occurred, or DBAS encountered an error while processing the request. The caller's U11VSM request
code is denoted by aa. The return code and reason code returned by U11SVC are indicated by bb and cc, respectively.
The request's ECB as posted by DBAS is denoted by dddddddd. The DBAS return code is indicated by eeee. Issued by
U11VSM.
Possible values for the U11VSM request code (aa) include:

04
OPEN request

08
GET request
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0C
PUT request

10
ERASE request

14
POINT request

18
ENDREQ request

20
CLOSE (FINAL) request

The value of SVCRET (bb) is either zero (successful WA Restart Option SVC processing) or eight (failed processing).

Possible values for the U11SVC reason code (cc) include:

08
ELVT damaged or invalid

0C
DBAS or JEHF I/O Task not active

10
GETCELL for ASCT failed

14
ASCT damaged or invalid

18
Excessive concurrent task accesses to JEHF

1C
ASCT chain lock error

20
GETCELL for RQE failed

24
XMPOST failed

28
DBAS request time out

2C
Uninterpretable POST

30
Invalid model RQE

34
U11SVC work area damaged

38
RQE ECB posted with error

3C
JEHF I/O Task terminated and restarted while application was running

40
An ABTERM command has been issued for this job
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44
Not authorized for job name

48
External security not active

The value of JRQECB (dddddddd) is either zeros, indicating that no DBAS communication occurred, or the actual ECB
contents as posted by DBAS. The high-order byte in the latter case is X'40', while the other three bytes represent the
POST code set by DBAS. A POST code value of X'000064' usually indicates a DBAS request error.

The value of JRQRC (ee) is zero if a DBAS request was successfully processed or if no DBAS request was made. Other
values of JRQRC possible include the following:

04
Record not available

08
Record not found or EOD

0C
VSAM control block macro error

10
VSAM request macro error (rc=4)

18
Request attempted control record access

1C
Uninterpretable request

20
Program logic error

24
Previous request timed out

28
VSAM request macro error (rc=8)

2C
VSAM request macro error (rc=12)

30
Data length error

34
STRNO invalid

36
Duplicate key

63
Other error

The error resulting in the issuance of this message can occur due to events unrelated to the caller's specific request. For
example, DBAS can be experiencing a problem that makes the WA Restart Option database temporarily unavailable. If
so, the DBAS problem can be self-corrected within a short time. Following the issuance of this message, abend U/0999
can occur, depending on the caller's U11VSMIO macro options. The abend is not issued if the U11VSMIO macro specified
ABEND=NO.

Action:
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The failing request made to U11VSM should be reissued, either by program logic that attempts to issue the U11VSMIO
macro again, or by a complete reexecution of the step that accesses the JEHF. If the error occurs repeatedly, contact your
installation specialist for assistance.

U11-015
CA-11-INVALID PARM parm information

Reason:

Where parm information is one of the following:

NO PARM
No PARM entered job name

PROCESSING CODE
Bad processing code

START STEP
Bad starting step

END STEP
Bad ending step

CONDITION CODE
Invalid condition code

UNKNOWN INFO
Unknown PARM value

R PROC REJECTED
See Message U11-004 and abend code U/0012

BYPASS GDG CHK
Invalid BYPASS GDG option

See abend code 012. Issued by U11PRE, U11OPR, U11OSM.

U11-016
CA-11-PARM=value

Reason:

The user has submitted a job with an invalid PARM value. Used with Message U11-015. See abend code U/0012. Issued
by U11PRE.

U11-017
PROC/STEP (procname/stepname) EXEC PARM CHANGED TO: DDSR,xxxx....xxxx

Reason:

U11RMS R processing has indicated that the execution PARM information for the named step has been altered during a
restart of the job. The first 30 bytes of the PARM information to be in effect for the step are shown.

This message is produced when WA Restart Option changes the APCDDS EXEC PARM from DDS to DDSR. A PARM
of DDSR indicates to APCDDS that although the step is being rerun, the previous APCDDS processing completed
successfully and APCDDS should not reprocess the report.

Action:
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None.

U11-018
CA-APCDDS TO BE NOTIFIED OF RESTART FOR JOB (jobname)

Reason:

U11RMS R processing has indicated that APCDDS receives an indication that a restart for the named job is being
attempted.

Action:

None.

U11-020
SYSIN CONTROL CARD = 'card value'

Reason:

Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE.

U11-021 1
CMT VERIFICATION FAILED-AUTOF PERFORMED

Reason:

User's JCL and the CMT do not agree. AUTOF performed if AUTOF=YES in U11OPT. See Message U11-020. Issued by
U11RMS.

U11-021 2
CMT VERIFICATION FAILED-USER ABEND U-20

Reason:

The JCL of the user and the CMT do not agree. AUTOF is not performed when AUTOF=NO in U11OPT. See Message
U11-022 and abend code U/0020. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-022
VERIFICATION CODE=cd PROC/STEP=proc.step STEP=step DDNAME=ddname DSN=dsn

Reason:

The cd indicates one of the following codes:

04 (Note 1)
No step records/EOF on CMT

08 (Note 2)
No step records/EOF on Job queue

12
CMT and SCT procnames disagree

16
CMT and SCT stepnames disagree
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20
EOF on SIOT/DDs in CMT

24
Added a new data set, DISP=NEW

28
Added a GDG

32
Changed a DD statement

36
Bias number has changed

40  (Note 3)
Data set DISP changed

44
//CA11NR DD DUMMY added

48
Unknown CMT DD record action field

52
GDG model data set label is not provided

56  (Note 4)
GDG verification failed

60  (Note 5)
DYNCLEAN=NO is not permitted

All information in the Message U11-022 comes from the JCL of the user unless otherwise stated. Issued by U11RMS.

Note 1: More JCL statements were present than listed in the CMT. The PROC/STEP, STEP, or DDNAME can be blank for
the first step processed. Otherwise, they indicate the last CMT record processed.

Note 2: More steps were listed in the CMT than found in the JCL. This field can be blank, or it points to the last CMT
record processed.

Note 3: Disposition changes are only noted for the data sets typically handled by WA Restart Option.

Note 4: GDG bias resolution from the CMT does not match the catalog. That is, the CMT reflects a bias of (+001) and
an absolute generation of G0014V00, while the catalog resolves the bias of (+001) as absolute generation G0015V00.
Also possible, the absolute generation no longer exists.

Note 5: The DYNCLEAN=NO parameter was in effect, and the CMT member contains one or more dynamically allocated
data set records. The DYNCLEAN=NO parameter cannot be used in this case. This situation occurs if the job was
executed previously with DYNCLEAN=YES. Data sets were allocated dynamically, and the job is later executed with
DYNCLEAN=NO in effect.

U11-023
USAGE PARM CHANGED FROM X TO Y

Reason:

The usage code has been changed from X to Y. X and Y represent any user-defined character code. This message is
provided for your information only; it is not an indication of an error. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR, U11OSM.
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U11-024
USAGE PARM NOT MODIFIED SINCE LAST RUN FOR THIS EXECUTION OF FORMAT OR RESTART

Reason:

User is using same usage code as the previous run. Change the usage code or an abend occurs. See abend code
U/0060. Issued by U11RMS, U11OPR, U11OSM, U11PRE.

U11-025
CA-11 - REASON FOR RERUN FOR JOB jobname NOT PROVIDED

Reason:

Issued by U11RMS, U11OPR, U11OSM, U11PRE.

U11-026
CA-11 - REASON FOR RERUN FOR JOB jobname IS xxxx...

Reason:

Issued by U11RMS, U11OPR, U11OSM.

U11-027
PRIOR OCCURRENCE OF JOBNAME=jobname, PARM=A DISALLOWED

Reason:

Issued by U11RMS.

U11-028
JOB NOT SET FOR RESTART, *PROCESSING CODE NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

Issued by U11OPR, U11OSM.

U11-029
'x' PARMS - START STEP=procname stepname END STEP=procname stepname

Reason:

You specified the 'x' processing code. The procname and stepname identify the requested starting and ending steps.
Issued by U11OPR, U11OSM.

Action:

None.

U11-030
JOB=jobname CA-11-PROC/STEP=proc/step USAGE=x yy.dd hh:mm:ss

Reason:
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The CMT Job record processed by F processing. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-031
*PROC-STEP=proc.step STEP=step ( CA-11/USER NOT RESTARTABLE )

Reason:

The step currently being processed is not in restartable status. Issued by U11RMS, U11OPR, U11PRE.

U11-032
DDNAME=ddname DSN=dsname BIAS=(+nnn) UNIT=unit ACTION=x

Reason:

The processing (ACTION) defined for the specified data set. The x is defined as:

S
Scratch and uncatalog on restart

F
Previous scratch failed

X
No action

Issued by U11RMS.

U11-033
xxxxxx: ATTEMPTED UPDATE WHEN NOT IN UPDATE MODE

Reason:

The initial request indicated read-only access but was followed by an update request. The xxxxxx is the module name of
either U11PDS or U11VSM. Issued by U11PDS, U11VSM.

U11-034
**WARNING* - GDG BIAS INCORRECT FOR DSN=dsname*

Reason:

Issued by U11RMS.

U11-035
NO CMT MEMBER FOR JOB. PROCESSING TERMINATED

Reason:

No CMT member was found for this job. See abend code U/0048. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-036
*****WARNING-DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RESTART-CMT NOT CORRECT

Reason:
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Locate failure for a GDG data set. If the GDG bias reference is a (+0), no GDG data set is cataloged to the GDG base.
If the GDG bias reference is a (+1), no GDG base is defined to the catalog. Correct the error and resubmit the job. See
Message U11-094. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-037
MAX (OLD,DELETE/UNCATLG) TABLE FULL.DSN=dsname

Reason:

User has exceeded the number of unique entries in OLD,DELETE/UNCATLG TABLE. Change the MAXOLD=value in
U11OPT. See abend code U/0076. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-038
*****NEW MEMBER xxxxxxxx HAS BEEN ADDED TO CMT *****

Reason:

A new member has been added to the CMT. Issued by U11PDS.

U11-039
*****EXISTING MEMBER xxxxxxxx HAS BEEN REPLACED IN CMT *****

Reason:

An existing member has been replaced, for example, F processing against a job that was already in the CMT. Issued by
U11PDS.

U11-040
ON RESTART GDG CHANGED TO DSN=dsname DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

On restart, GDG data set=dsname at DDNAME=ddname is the fully qualified data set name from the previous production
run. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-041
CANNOT RESTART-NO CMT ENTRY FOR THIS JOB

Reason:

Cannot restart. The CMT has no entry for this job. See abend code U/0048. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR,
U11OSM.

U11-042 1
CANNOT RESTART-CMT ENTRY INVALID

Reason:

See abend code U/0020. Issued by U11RMS, U11OPR, U11OSM, U11PRE.
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U11-042 2
CANNOT RESTART-CMT ENTRY INVALID

Reason:

See abend code U/0064. Issued by U11PRE.

U11-043
CANNOT RESTART-STARTING STEP NOT IN CMT

Reason:

Cannot restart. The starting step is not in the CMT; a JCL change has occurred. See abend code U/0020. Issued by
U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR, U11OSM.

U11-044
CANNOT RESTART-STARTING STEP NOT RESTARTABLE

Reason:

Cannot restart. The starting step has been marked not restartable by either WA Restart Option or the user. See abend
code U/0016 and Message U11-031. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR.

U11-045
CANNOT RESTART-ENDING STEP NOT IN CMT

Reason:

Cannot restart. The ending step is not in the CMT; probable JCL change after the last F processing. See abend code
U/0020. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR, U11OSM.

U11-046
U11RMS JOB jobname WILL INTERFACE WITH DBAS SUBSYSTEM xxxx Release vv.rr.mm

Reason:

xxxx is the subsystem name of the DBAS address space that will process requests for this job, and vv.rr.mm is the
product version release and modification level. This is an optional message controlled by the parameter SUBMSG=Y/N.
SUBMSG is a subparameter of the MAIN parameter in the DBAS configuration file. Issued by U11RMS (U11RHE). See
also Message U11-646.

U11-047
***PROC/STEP=proc/step WILL BE SKIPPED

Reason:

The named PROC.STEP step is skipped because of condition code checks against the U11RMS or other step. Issued by
U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR.
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U11-048
ON RESTART PROC/STEP=proc/step DDNAME=ddname HAS BEEN DUMMIED

Reason:

The user has dummied a DD statement in proc/step. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-049
CANNOT RESTART-JOB NOT RESTARTABLE

Reason:

Cannot restart. WA Restart Option or the user has marked the job not restartable in the CMT. See abend code U/0016.
Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR, U11OSM.

U11-050
ON RESTART-GDG PROCESSING IGNORED FOR OVERRIDDEN GDG-DDNAME=ddname DSN=dsname

Reason:

The user has overridden a GDG data set with a fully qualified data set name or another data set. If BYPGDG=NO in
U11OPT, the job terminates with abend code U/0020. See abend code U/0020. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-051
ON RESTART-GDG DATA SET ADDED-NAME=ddname DSN INDEX=dsname

Reason:

The user has added a GDG data set during a restart. If BYPGDG=NO in U11OPT, the job terminates with abend code
U/0020. See abend code U/0020. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-052
ON RESTART-CATALOG/SCRATCH PROCESSING IGNORED FOR OVERRIDDEN DISPOSITION -
DDNAME=ddname DSN=dsname

Reason:

During a restart, WA Restart Option detected a data set's disposition parameter change from NEW to OLD or SHR and
ignored any Catalog/Scratch processing for the specified DDNAME and data set name. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-053
RESTART FOR JOBNAME=jobname DISALLOWED BY USER EXIT, RETURN CODE=rc

Reason:

The user exit U11RRSEX has returned a nonzero return code. The code indicates not to permit restart processing for the
specified job name to proceed. Verify the correct operation of the U11RRSEX exit at your installation. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-054
UNCATALOG/SCRATCH BYPASSED FOR BASE GDG - DSN=dsname
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Reason:

During Run Handler processing, a DISP=NEW data set was found during routine data set maintenance. Data set
maintenance does not occur if the data set is found to be a GDG base. Issued by U11UCS.

U11-055
RESTART REQUESTED-START PROC/STEP=proc/step END PROC/STEP=proc/step RETURN CODE=nnn

Reason:

The restart information is obtained from preprocessing or Auto Setup. The nnn is the return code that preprocessing has
set for the rerun. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-056
REASON FOR RERUN PREVIOUSLY SUPPLIED WAS 'xx . . .xx'

Reason:

Issued by U11RMS.

U11-057
PROCESSING IGNORED DUE TO U11RDSEX RETURN CODE FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

The user exit U11RDSEX has indicated that typical WA Restart Option processing should not occur for this data set.
Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR.

U11-058
ABEND DUE TO U11RDSEX RETURN CODE FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

The user exit U11RDSEX has indicated that an abend occurs. See abend code U/0074. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE,
U11OPR.

U11-059
ABEND DUE TO INVALID U11RDSEX RETURN CODE FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

The user exit U11RDSEX has issued an invalid return code. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR.

U11-060
LOCATE UNSUCCESSFUL-DSN=dsname

Reason:

Unable to locate the dsname in the OS catalog. Issued by U11UCS.
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U11-061
DATASET WAS EXPIRED; DSN: dsname, VOL: volser, FSEQ: fileseqnum, NEW EXPDT: mm/dd/yy

Reason:

The data set indicated has been successfully expired in the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF). Issued by U11TLM.

U11-062
DATASET WAS NOT EXPIRED; DSN: dsname, VOL: volser, FSEQ:  fileseqnum

Reason:

The data set indicated has not been successfully expired in the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF). The reason the
expiration could not occur is given by the message immediately preceding. Issued by U11TLM.

U11-063
UNCATALOG SUCCESSFUL-DSN=dsname

Reason:

Uncatalog was successful for DSN=dsname. Issued by U11UCS.

U11-064
UNCATALOG UNSUCCESSFUL-DSN=dsname

Reason:

The dsname was not in the system catalog and could not be uncataloged. Issued by U11UCS.

U11-065
SCRATCH SUCCESSFUL-DSN=dsname

Reason:

Scratch successful for disk data set dsname. Issued by U11UCS, U11USI.

U11-066
FIRST VOL=SER=volser R15=nnn VOL LIST CODE=xxx

Reason:

The value for nnn in register 15 indicates one of the following:

004
No volumes containing any part of the data set were mounted, nor did register 0 contain the address of a unit that
was available for mounting a volume of the data set.

007
Data set being used by a utility; probably IDCAMS.

008
An unusual condition was encountered on one or more volumes.
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012
Invalid volume list (not accompanied by the setting of the last byte of each volume pointer).

After the SCRATCH macro instruction is executed, the last byte (the VOL LIST CODE) of each 12-byte entry in the
volume list contains one of the following condition codes:

000
The DSCB for the data set has been deleted from the VTOC on the volume pointed to.

001
The VTOC of this volume does not contain the format-1 DSCB for the data set to be deleted.

002
The SCRATCH macro has failed when the correct password was not supplied in the two attempts allowed, or the
user tried to scratch a VSAM data set.

003
The data set was not deleted from this volume. Either the OVRD option of the SCRATCH macro was not specified
or the retention cycle has not expired.

004
A permanent I/O error was encountered, or an invalid format-1 DSCB was found when processing this volume.

005
It could not be verified that this volume was mounted, and a device for mounting this volume was unavailable.

006
The operator was unable to mount this volume.

007
Data set currently in use.

008
CMT and JCL disagree on unit.

Issued by U11UCS, U11USI.

U11-067
function  SCHEDULED FOR DSN = dsname

Reason:

The specified maintenance function is performed on the specified DSN.

U11-068
R15=nnn VOLSER AND CODE - volser-xxx,volser-xxx,...

Reason:

WA Restart Option was attempting to scratch a multivolume disk data set when an error condition occurred. Issued by
U11UCS, U11USI.

VOLSER=disk volume serial number

Value of nnn in register 15 indicates one of the following:

004
No volumes containing any part of the data set were mounted, nor did register 0 contain the address of a unit that
was available for mounting a volume of the data set.
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008
An unusual condition was encountered on one or more volumes.

012
Invalid volume list (not accompanied by the setting of the last byte of each volume pointer).

After the SCRATCH macro instruction is executed, the last byte (the VOL LIST CODE) of each 12-byte entry in the
volume list contains one of the following condition codes:

000
The DSCB for the data set has been deleted from the VTOC on the volume pointed to.

001
The VTOC of this volume does not contain the format-1 DSCB for the data set to be deleted.

002
The SCRATCH macro failed when the correct password was not supplied in the two attempts allowed, or the user
tried to scratch a VSAM data set.

003
The data set was not deleted from this volume because either the OVRD option of the SCRATCH macro was not
specified or the retention cycle has not expired.

004
A permanent I/O error was encountered or an invalid format-1 DSCB was found when processing this volume.

005
It could not be verified that this volume was mounted, and a device for mounting this volume was unavailable.

006
The operator was unable to mount this volume.

U11-069
(IDCAMS message)

Reason:

Messages from IDCAMS indicating the success or failure of the postponed, scratches, uncatalogs, or both.

U11-070
SCRATCH/UNCATALOG PROCESSING IGNORED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

Normal maintenance is ignored for dsname because of a previous DISP=OLD occurrence of that data set. Issued by
U11RMS, U11OPR, U11PRE.

U11-071
PARM=A SCRATCH/UNCATALOG PROCESSING IGNORED FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

Issued by U11RMS.

U11-072
TLMSCMND DV COMMAND FAILED
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Reason:

A failure has occurred in the interface with TLMS interface. Issued by U11TLM.

U11-073
GDG IN PROCESSING-DSN=dsname

Reason:

The fully qualified name of the GDG in P processing is dsname. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-074
CATALOG AND CMT DISAGREE ON UNIT TYPE-SCRATCH/UNCATALOG *WARNING DSN=dsname*

Reason:

The catalog and the CMT have different unit types specified for the particular data set. Issued by U11UCS.

U11-075
VOLUME SCRATCH STATUS IN VMF UNKNOWN

Reason:

A failure has occurred in the interface with TLMS. Issued by U11TLM.

U11-076
VOLUME IS SCRATCH IN VMF

Reason:

A tape data set to be recreated during a rerun was not expired by the Run Handler (U11RMS). The tape volume is scratch
according to the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF). Issued by U11TLM.

U11-077
DSN IN VMF UNKNOWN

Reason:

A failure occurred in the interface with TLMS. Issued by U11TLM.

U11-078
DSN CONFLICT IN VMF

Reason:

A tape data set to be recreated during a rerun was not expired by the Run Handler U11RMS. The TLMS Volume Master
File (VMF) indicated a difference in the data set name for the given VOLSER and file sequence number. Issued by
U11TLM.
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U11-079
SCHEDULED DATA SET MAINTENANCE DEFERRED TO STEP INITIATION

Reason:

Data set cleanup actions (scratch/uncatalog/expire) is performed by the WA Restart Option SMF Step Initiation exit (USI)
rather than during RMS step processing. The actions are performed on a step-by-step basis for those steps that actually
execute.

U11-080
TAPE VOLUME volser-EXPDT CHANGED FROM yyddd to yyddd DSN=dsname

Reason:

Expiration date for volser has been changed. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-081
CA-1 (TMS) INACTIVE-CANNOT RESET EXPDT OF TAPE VOLUME volser

Reason:

CA 1) is not active. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-082
TAPE VOLUME volser-IS NOT IN CA-1 (TMS) TMC-CANNOT RESET EXPDT

Reason:

The volser is not in the CA 1 TMC. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-083
TAPE VOLUME volser-IS SCRATCHED OR DELETED CANNOT RESET EXPDT-DSN=dsname

Reason:

The tape volume has already been scratched or deleted; cannot reset. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-084
TAPE VOLUME volser-DELETED DSNB for FSEQ=nnn DSN=dsname

Reason:

The tape volume contains more than one file. WA Restart Option has updated the CA 1 TMC to permit recreation of the
nnn data set and subsequent data sets. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-085
TAPE VOLUME volser-FSEQ=nnn-WAS CREATED BY JOB=jobname NOT BY JOB jobname-CANNOT RESET
EXPDT

Reason:
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During R processing, an attempt to reset EXPDT for volser failed because this job did not create the data set. Issued by
U11TMS.

U11-086
TAPE VOLUME volser-EXPDT=yyddd CANNOT CHANGE TO yyddd-DSN=dsname

Reason:

The tape volume has already been expired; cannot reset. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-087
***WARNING*DO NOT RUN WITHOUT CA-1 (TMS) ACTIVE*WARNING***

Reason:

Do not run U11RMS without CA 1 active; message comes after Message U11-081. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-088
TAPE VOLUME volser FSEQ=nnn DSN=dsname NOT DSN=dsname

Reason:

The data set name in the CA 1 TMC does not match the data set name in the JCL to recreate. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-089
TAPE VOLUME volser FSEQ=nnn DSNB NOT FOUND FOR DSN=dsname

Reason:

During R processing for dsname (file sequence nnn), the DSNB could not be found. Issued by U11TMS.

U11-091
QUEUE RECORD ID FROM JOB QUEUE NOT CORRECT

Reason:

Attempt to read a particular Job queue record failed. See abend code U/0036. U11SVC is not available or incorrect SVC
number in U11OPT. Issued by U11JQM.

U11-092
SYSTEM ERROR-FIND FAILED EVEN AFTER F PROCESSING

Reason:

A system error has occurred if the CMT member cannot be found after F processing. See abend code U/0024. Issued by
U11RMS.

U11-093
TLMSCMND EXTERNAL REFERENCE UNRESOLVED
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Reason:

The interface with TLMS cannot function because a TLMS utility module is not link-edited with U11TLM.

Action:

Verify the correct installation of the interface with TLMS. See CAL7SAMP member AL7TLMS.

U11-094
JOB IS NOT RESTARTABLE-RESUBMIT FOR PRODUCTION AFTER CORRECTING PROBLEM WITH CATALOG

Reason:

WA Restart Option has marked this job not restartable. Check any previous messages. See the message U11-036 and
abend code U/0064. Issued by U11RMS.

U11-095
CREATING JOB IN VMF UNKNOWN

Reason:

A failure occurred in the interface with TLMS. Issued by U11TLM.

U11-096
CJOB CONFLICT IN VMF

Reason:

A tape data set to be recreated during a rerun was not expired by the Run Handler U11RMS. The TLMS Volume Master
File (VMF) indicated that the job attempting the rerun and the job that originally created the data set have different job
names. Issued by U11TLM.

U11-097
DS EXPIRATION STATUS IN VMF UNKNOWN

Reason:

A failure occurred in the interface with TLMS. Issued by U11TLM.

U11-098
DS ALREADY EXPIRED IN VMF

Reason:

A tape data set to be recreated during a rerun was not expired by the Run Handler U11RMS. The TLMS Volume Master
File (VMF) indicated that the data set was already expired. Issued by U11TLM.

U11-099
TLMSCMND UPD COMMAND FAILED

Reason:

A failure occurred in the interface with TLMS. Issued by U11TLM.
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U11-101 1
INVALID DELIMITER NEAR COLUMN nn 'data'

Reason:

See abend code U/0004. Issued by U11ODS.

U11-100
'C' PARMS - STEP EXECUTION FLAGS EXIST AND WILL BE HONORED

Reason:

A processing code of C was specified during simulation processing, and step execution flags exist. Auto setup sets the
step execution flags to bypass steps. These steps are not required to execute or during flexible restart processing. Issued
by U11OSM.

Action:

None.

U11-101 2
LOCATE FAILED FOR JOB jobname WILL TRY NEXT JOB

Reason:

Issued by U11ODS.

U11-101 3
LOCATE FAILED FOR JOB jobname, PROCESSING TERMINATED

Reason:

Issued by U11ODS.

U11-103
CA-11-USER ABEND U/nnn FOR JOB jobname

Reason:

One of the SYSIN control statements is in error, specifically the one for JOB jobname. Processing continues at the next
control statement. See abend code U/0999. Issued by U11PRE, U11OPR.

U11-104
SAMPLE exit  EXIT INVOKED. CA-11 ONLINE SYSTEM ACCESS DENIED.

Reason:

The specified installation-provided online user security exit has been invoked. Tailor the installation-provided security
exits to your requirements before using them to restrict online system access. If either security exit (U11LOGEX exit,
U11TXNEX exit, or both) is in effect, the online security system is bypassed. Issued by U11LOGEX and U11TXNEX.
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U11-105
INVALID RETURN CODE FROM EXIT/FUNCTION exit/function.
EXPECTED ZERO OR rc (DECIMAL), RECEIVED rc.

Reason:

The function of the specified online user security exit has returned an invalid nonzero return code. The return code is
changed to the valid nonzero return code for the exit and function combination for compatibility with the online security
system. Access is denied. Verify the correct operation of the U11LOGEX exit of your installation, U11TXNEX exit, or both.
Issued by U11OSR.

U11-106
INVALID RETURN CODE (RC=rc) FROM U11UCSEX FOR DSN=data-set-name ON VOLUME=vol

Reason:

An invalid return code was received from user exit U11UCSEX. Verify the correct operation of the U11UCSEX at your
installation. Issued by U11UCS.

Action:

None.

U11-107
CATALOG MAINTENANCE FUNCTION modification BY modifier FOR DSN=data-set-name ON VOLUME=vol
-modification --NEGATED --MODIFIED TO UNCATLG/EXPIRE/SCRATCH
-modifier --USER EXIT U11UCSEX --VOLUME INCLUDE/EXCLUDE LIST

Reason:

The catalog maintenance function for this data set has been altered. Issued by U11UCS.

Action:

None.

U11-108
U11VCX TABLE ERROR RC=rc

Reason:

An error has been detected in the VOLUME INCLUDE/EXCLUDE LIST (U11VCX). Verify that the macro used to create
the list (U11VOLCX) assembled without any errors. Issued by U11UCS.

U11-109
PROC-STEP=proc.step STEP=step POSTED WITH CC=xxxx [variable text]*

Reason:

Completion code information from a prior execution of the step currently being processed has been posted to the OS Job
queue. This completion code information is then available for testing by steps with EXEC statement COND or IF/THEN/
ELSE condition code checks. If a return code is posted for the step, this indicates that the step has executed during a
prior run in the current cycle. If CC=NOEX is posted, this indicates that either the step has not executed during the current
cycle, the step abended the last time that it executed, or the step does not execute during this rerun.
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Action:

None.

 

U11-110
STARTING/ENDING STEPS INVALID WITH PROCESSING CODE 'C'

Reason:

Processing code C was specified with a starting/ending step. This combination of parameters in invalid. The WA Restart
Option preprocessing request is terminated. Issued by U11OPR and U11PRE.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Specify a processing code of R instead of C when you want to specify a starting or ending step for the WA Restart
Option preprocessing function.

• Specify a processing code of C when you want to use the current values in the CMT for the starting and ending steps
and do not specify a starting or ending step.

U11-111
CURRENT PROC CODE=x, START =procname stepname, END=procname stepname
CURRENT PROC CODE=R, MULTIPLE EXECUTION RANGES EXIST

Reason:

Processing code C was specified with a starting/ending step. This action causes the current processing code, starting
step, and ending step to be used. The current processing code is identified by x, and the current starting and ending steps
are identified by procname stepname. If multiple step execution ranges exist, MULTIPLE EXECUTION RANGES EXIST is
shown instead of a starting and ending step. Issued by U11OPR and U11PRE.

Action:

None.

U11-112
PARAMETER REJECTED: parmname

Reason:

A processing code of B was specified during preprocessing, and an extraneous parameter was specified. Issued by
U11OPR, U11OSM, and U11PRE.

Action:

Omit the parameter parmname in the message.

U11-114
ENQ FAILED: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Reason:

The ENQ for the data set XXXXXXXXX... failed. The data set was in use by another job or TSO user. Issued by U11JQM.
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Action:

Ensure that the data set is not in use and resubmit.

U11-115
GDG VERIFICATION FAILED FOR DDNAME xxxxxxxx DSN xxx.xxxx(+nnn)

Reason:

BYPGDG=VER was specified. The BIAS (+nnn) and the absolute generation (GnnnnVnn) obtained from the CMT do not
agree with the BIAS resolution obtained from the catalog.

Action:

Ensure that the proper generations are used in the restart by either adjusting the catalog or by specifying BYPGDG=YES,
NO, or CAT.

NOTE
The SIM command, either through online or through the batch U11OBD program, can be helpful in determining
which BYPGDG option is appropriate. Issuing the SIM command with the same rerun PARMs that you are using
indicates with a warning the GDG mismatch between the CMT and the catalog.

U11-116
HSM DELETE SUCCESSFUL - DSN = dsname

Reason:

The HSM delete call (ARCHDEL) for the specified DSN was successful.

U11-117
HSM DELETE FAILED. RC=nnn CC=xxxx DSN= dsname

Reason:

The HSM delete call (ARCHDEL) for the specified DSN was unsuccessful. The message displays the return code (nnnn)
and condition code (xxxx) from the call.

U11-118
DYNCLEAN=NO NOT ALLOWED; DYNAMICALLY CREATED DD RECORDS EXIST; MANUAL FORMAT REQUIRED

Reason:

The DYNCLEAN=NO parameter was in effect, and the CMT member contains one or more dynamically allocated
data set records. This message can occur during RMS, simulated RMS, and PRE processing. You cannot use the
DYNCLEAN=NO parameter in this case. This situation occurs if the job was executed previously with DYNCLEAN=YES,
data sets were allocated dynamically, and the job is later executed with DYNCLEAN=NO in effect. See the following
U11-119 messages to determine which data sets were dynamically allocated. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR, and
U11OSM.

Action:

Determine whether to perform cleanup of the dynamically allocated data sets for this job and whether to track creation of
dynamically allocated data sets for this job.
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• If so, consider running the job with DYNCLEAN=YES.
• If not, manual intervention is required. Manual intervention can include 

– Performing manual cleanup of the data sets listed in subsequent U11-119 messages
– Manually deleting the CMT member
– Running the RMS step with "F" (format) processing
– Some combination of these actions.

U11-119
MANUAL CLEANUP MAY BE NEEDED FOR DSN=xxx...xxx

Reason:

This message follows U11-118. The message identifies a data set that the job dynamically allocated in a previous
execution with DYNCLEAN=YES in effect. Issued by U11RMS, U11PRE, U11OPR, and U11OSM.

Action:

If you want to execute with DYNCLEAN=NO, determine whether to clean up the data set manually. For more information,
see message U11-118.

U11-120
THE DYNCLEAN= VALUE DIFFERS FROM THAT USED IN THE LAST PRODUCTION RUN; FORCING
DYNCLEAN=xxx

Reason:

RMS restart processing is being performed or simulated. The DYNCLEAN value in effect is different from the DYNCLEAN
value that is used in the last production run of the job. You cannot change the value of DYNCLEAN for restart processing.
The xxx is the DYNCLEAN value that the RMS processing is using. Issued by U11RMS and U11OSM.

Action:

Verify the use of the appropriate DYNCLEAN value.

U11-121
THE DYNCLEAN= VALUE DIFFERS FROM THAT USED IN THE LAST PRODUCTION RUN; DYNCLEAN=xxx
REQUIRED

Reason:

The job is being set for restart with PRE processing. The DYNCLEAN value in effect is different from the DYNCLEAN
value that is used in the last production run of the job. You cannot change the value of DYNCLEAN for restart processing.
The xxx is the DYNCLEAN value that is required for restart processing. PRE processing for the job is terminated. Issued
by U11PRE and U11OPR.

Action:

Verify the use of the appropriate DYNCLEAN value. Changing the DYNCLEAN value can require manual intervention.
Manual intervention can include:

• Performing manual cleanup of dynamically allocated data sets
• Manual deletion of the CMT member
• Running "F" (format) processing
• Some combination of the preceding actions
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U11-201
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - PARM RECEIVED FOR JOB  jobname - PARM=f,PSEUDO=YES

Reason:

The message Indicates that the U11RMS parameter f,PSEUDO=YES is received, and pseudo-processing is initiating.
The f can be P or R. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-204
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - INVALID MESSAGE ID (nnn) PASSED TO 'U11PSU'

Reason:

The message indicates that message ID passed by U11RMS cannot be found on the U11PSU message table. Issued by
U11PSU.

U11-205
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - PARM=parm info CONTAINS UNDEFINED DATA - JOB=jobname

Reason:

The message indicates that bad parameter information is found. The parm info can be one of the following reasons:

NO PARM
No parameter information

JOBNAME
Invalid job name

PROCESSING CODE
Invalid processing code

START STEP
Invalid start step

END STEP
Invalid end step

CONDITION CODE
Invalid condition code

UNKNOWN INFO
Unknown PARM value

R PROC REJECTED
See the Message U11-004

BYPASS GDG CHK
Invalid bypass GDG option

REASON FOR RERUN
Invalid reason-for-rerun

Issued by U11PSU.

U11-206
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - JOB=jobname, PARM=f,PSEUDO=YES
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Reason:

The message indicates that the current job has specified pseudo processing code. The f can be P or R. Issued by
U11PSU.

U11-210
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - PSEUDO PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB=jobname

Reason:

The message indicates the normal completion of pseudo processing. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-221
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - JCL IN JOB AND CMT DID NOT AGREE - action

Reason:

The message indicates an action that was taken due to JCL inconsistency. The action is either abend code U/0020 or
AUTOF PERFORMED. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-222
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - JCL IN JOB AND CMT DID NOT AGREE - action

Reason:

This message is the same as U11-221. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-224 1
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - USAGE PARM NOT MODIFIED SINCE LAST EXECUTION

Reason:

This message indicates that the usage code must change. See abend code U/0060. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-224 2
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - USAGE PARM NOT MODIFIED SINCE LAST RESTART

Reason:

This message indicates that the usage code must change. See abend code U/0060. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-224 3
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - USAGE PARM NOT MODIFIED SINCE LAST FORMAT

Reason:

This message indicates that the usage code must change. See abend code U/0060. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-225
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - REASON FOR RERUN NOT PROVIDED FOR JOB=jobname
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Reason:

This message indicates that a required reason-for-rerun is not submitted. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-226
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - REASON FOR PSEUDO RERUN FOR JOB jobname - rrr...r

Reason:

This message reports on the submitted reason-for-rerun, where rrr...r is the text of the reason. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-235
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - CANNOT FIND A CMT MEMBER FOR JOB jobname

Reason:

No CMT member was found for this job. See abend code U/0048. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-236
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - LOCATE FAILED FOR GDG gdg dsname IN THE CATALOG

Reason:

Locate has failed for GDG data set. The CMT DD record is invalid unless corrected. See also message U11-294. Issued
by U11PSU.

U11-237
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - ENCOUNTERED MORE OLD,DELETE/UNCATALOG DISPOSITION THAN
CAN CURRENTLY BE HANDLED - DSN=dsname

Reason:

You have exceeded the number of unique entries in OLD,DELETE/UNCATALOG table. Change the MAXOLD value. See
abend code U/0076. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-241
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - CANNOT PERFORM PSEUDO RESTART PROCESSING - NO CMT ENTRY
FOR THIS JOB

Reason:

See abend code U/0048. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-242
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - CANNOT PERFORM PSEUDO RESTART PROCESSING - CMT ENTRY
INVALID

Reason:

See abend code U/0020. Issued by U11PSU.
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U11-243
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - CANNOT PERFORM PSEUDO RESTART PROCESSING - STARTING STEP
NOT IN CMT

Reason:

See abend code U/0064. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-244
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - CANNOT PERFORM PSEUDO RESTART PROCESSING - STARTING STEP
NOT RESTARTABLE

Reason:

See abend code U/0016. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-245
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - CANNOT PERFORM PSEUDO RESTART PROCESSING - ENDING STEP
NOT IN CMT

Reason:

See abend code U/0020. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-249
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - CANNOT PERFORM PSEUDO RESTART PROCESSING - JOB IS NOT
RESTARTABLE

Reason:

See abend code U/0016. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-250
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - REFERENCE PRECEDING MESSAGE (U11-050) - THE JOB PARAMETER
BYPGDG WAS SET TO 'NO'

Reason:

If BYPGDG=NO in U11OPT, job abends. See abend code U/0020. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-251
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - REFERENCE PRECEDING MESSAGE (U11-051) - THE JOB PARAMETER
BYPGDG WAS SET TO 'NO'

Reason:

See abend code U/0020. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-252
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** RESTART STEP HAS CA11CAT DD, REQUIRES BYPGDG=CAT
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Reason:

The restart step has //CA11CAT DD DUMMY. This step requires RMS PARM BYPGDG=CAT.

Action:

Specify BYPGDG=CAT to restart in this step.

U11-255
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - RESTART REQUESTED - START
PROC/STEP=pppppppp/ssssssss/ END
PROC/STEP=pppppppp/ssssssss, RETURN CODE=nn

Reason:

Restart information is obtained from preprocessing or Auto Setup. The nn is the return code set by preprocessing. The
ppp...p is the procname. The sss...s is the stepname. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-263
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - UNCATALOG BYPASSED FOR DSN=dsname IN JOB - jobname

Reason:

In a pseudo-processing mode, U11RMS does not actually uncatalog a data set. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-265
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - UNCATALOG/SCRATCH BYPASSED FOR DSN=dsname IN JOB - jobname

Reason:

In a pseudo-processing mode, U11RMS neither uncatalogs nor scratches a data set. Issued by U11PSU.

U11-294
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - LOCATE FAILED FOR GDG DATA SET

Reason:

Issued by U11PSU.

U11-295
CA-11 - *** PSEUDO PROCESSING *** - ABEND  nnn, BYPASSED FOR JOB - jobname

Reason:

Issued by U11PSU.

U11-300
**** U11xxx CALLED BY PRE-2.2 MACRO - INCOMPATIBLE *****

Reason:

A module using an old release of the interface macro issued a call to the module that U11xxx indicates, either U11PDS or
U11VSM.
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Action:

If the program that received the message is a WA Restart Option module, ensure that the program has the correct
STEPLIBs to the r2.2 CAILIB. If the program is a user-written program, reassemble the program using the r2.2 MACLIB.

U11-315
JOBNAME=jobname, MESSAGE MODULE U11MSN IS NOT LINKED INTO RESIDENT MODULE. MSG U11-nnn WAS
SUPPRESSED

Reason:

Issued by U11MSG.

U11-316
JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx, DBAS IS NOT AVAILABLE, MSG U11-xxx WAS SUPPRESSED

Reason:

The job named was executing a DBAS function when the DBAS address space was canceled or failed.

Action:

Rerun this job when the condition is corrected.

U11-401
MISSING SYSIN OR RMSRPT DD STATEMENT

Reason:

Issued by U11OBD.

U11-402
UPDATE/INQUIRY CANCELED BY OPERATOR

Reason:

Issued by U11ODJ.

U11-403
NO DEVICE UNITS AVAILABLE

Reason:

Issued by U11ODJ.

U11-404
ERROR ON GETUNIT

Reason:

Issued by U11ODJ.
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U11-405
CA-11 ENDED SYSTEM CODE = xxx, USER CODE=xxxx

Reason:

Issued by U11OTD, U11OBD, U11OCD, U11ODC, U11ODJ, U11ORD.

U11-406
BUILD FAILED FOR MODULE U11OCP

Reason:

Issued by U11ODJ.

U11-407
ENTER INQUIRES/UPDATES, USE DEVICE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Issued by U11ODJ.

U11-408
ATTACH FOR pppppppp FAILED R15=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Issued by U11ODJ.

U11-410
CA-11 ONLINE AWAITING PASSWORD

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.

U11-411
ENTER CA-11 ONLINE COMMAND

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.

U11-412
CA-11 ONLINE ENDED – PASSWORD ERROR

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.
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U11-413
INVALID COMMAND ENTERED

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.

U11-414
INVALID KEYWORD ENTERED

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.

U11-415
KEYWORDS/DEFAULTS MISSING

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.

U11-416
INPUT DATA INVALID

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.

U11-420
--INQUIRY ENDED--

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.

U11-425
FAILED COMMAND AUTHORIZATION

Reason:

Issued by U11OCP.

U11-428 1
PLEASE CONTINUE ONLINE 'PRE'

Reason:

Issued by U11OPR.
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U11-428 2
PLEASE CONTINUE ONLINE 'SIM'

Reason:

Issued by U11OSM.

U11-430
CA11HELP DD STATEMENT MISSING

Reason:

Issued by U11OHL.

U11-434
INVALID DELIMITER NEAR COLUMN nn

Reason:

Issued by U11OPL.

U11-435
INVALID PARM INFORMATION

Reason:

Issued by U11OPL.

U11-436
LOCATE FAILED FOR JOB

Reason:

Issued by U11OPL.

U11-437
INVALID CMT RECORD READ

Reason:

Issued by U11OPL.

U11-438
STARTING STEP NOT IN CMT

Reason:

Issued by U11OPL.
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U11-439
ENDING STEP NOT IN CMT

Reason:

Issued by U11OPL.

U11-440
INVALID CONTROL CARD

Reason:

Missing or undefined operation

• Missing or undefined keyword
• Excessive parameter length
• Zero parameter length
• Invalid continuation specification
• Continuation statement not found
• Invalid continuation statement
• Duplicate keyword
• Invalid parameter specification
• Member not present in CMT
• Starting proc/step or step not in CMT

Issued by U11OCI, U11OCU, U11OJB, U11ORU, U11OSP.

U11-441
CONTINUE DISPLAY?

Reason:

Issued by U11OCI.

U11-443
STARTING STEPNAME NOT FOUND

Reason:

Issued by U11OCI, U11OCU.

U11-444
STARTING DDNAME NOT FOUND

Reason:

Issued by U11OCI, U11OCU.

U11-445
AWAITING NEXT REPLY/COMMAND?
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Reason:

Issued by U11OCU.

U11-446
REPLY U TO UPDATE – R TO REJECT

Reason:

Issued by U11OCU.

U11-447
JOBNAME HAS BEEN DELETED

Reason:

Issued by U11OCU.

U11-450 1
INVALID CONTROL CARD

Reason:

Issued by U11OJD, U11OJS.

U11-450 2
MISSING OR UNDEFINED OPERATION

Reason:

Issued by U11OJS.

U11-451
INVALID PARAMETER SPECIFICATION

Reason:

Issued by U11OJD, U11OJS.

U11-452
REQUESTED CYCLE NOT APPLICABLE

Reason:

Issued by U11OJD.

U11-453
REQUESTED MORE CYCLES THAN AVAILABLE

Reason:
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Issued by U11OJD.

U11-460
INVALID CONTROL CARD

Reason:

Issued by U11OJI, U11OJU.

U11-461
INVALID PARAMETER SPECIFICATION

Reason:

Issued by U11OJU, U11OJI, U11OJS.

U11-462
ERROR IN DATE REQUESTED

Reason:

Issued by U11OJU, U11OJI.

U11-463
ERROR IN TIME REQUESTED

Reason:

Issued by U11OJU, U11OJI.

U11-464
REQUESTED JOBNAME NOT IN JEHF

Reason:

Issued by U11OJU, U11OJI.

U11-465
REQUESTED PRODUCTION TIME ERROR

Reason:

Issued by U11OJU, U11OJI.

U11-466
AWAITING NEXT REPLY/COMMAND?

Reason:

Issued by U11OJU, U11OJI.
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U11-467
REPLY U TO UPDATE – R TO REJECT REPLY A REASON FOR RERUN OR REPLY A 'U' TO UPDATE

Reason:

Issued by U11OJU, U11ORU.

U11-468
RECORD HAS BEEN UPDATED - PLEASE REAPPLY UPDATES

Reason:

Issued by U11OJU.

U11-469
THE SPECIFIED RERUN OF jobname ALREADY HAD A REASON FOR RERUN or HAD NO PREVIOUS REASON
FOR RERUN

Reason:

Issued by U11ORU.

U11-470
CMT PRINT FORMAT TERMINATED

Reason:

Issued by U11OCF.

U11-471
INVALID RECORD TYPE

Reason:

Issued by U11OCF.

U11-472
INVALID FUNCTION CODE

Reason:

Issued by U11OCF.

U11-475
JEHF PRINT FORMAT TERMINATED

Reason:

Issued by U11OJF.
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U11-476
INVALID JEHF RECORD TYPE

Reason:

Issued by U11OJF.

U11-477
INVALID FUNCTION CODE

Reason:

Issued by U11OJF.

U11-480
BAD VSAM (JEHF) OPEN

Reason:

Issued by U11OJD, U11OJI, U11OJU, U11OJS, U11ORU.

U11-481
RECORD NOT FOUND IN JEHF

Reason:

Issued by U11OJD, U11OJI, U11OJU, U11OJS, U11ORU.

U11-482
INVALID VSAM KEY SPECIFIED

Reason:

Issued by U11OJD, U11OJI, U11OJS, U11OJU.

U11-483
BAD JEHF CONTROL RECORD

Reason:

Issued by U11OJS, U11OJD, U11OJI, U11OJU.

U11-484
BAD JEHF PRODUCTION RECORD

Reason:

Issued by U11OJS, U11OJD, U11OJI, U11OJU.
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U11-485
RC=rc, SUB CODE=sc BAD VSAM (JEHF) PUT

Reason:

Issued by U11ORU.

U11-486
RC=rc, SUB CODE=sc CLOSE FAIL

Reason:

Issued by U11ORU.

U11-487
JEHF DBAS TASK IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

You attempted to issue a command that accesses the JEHF database, but the JEHF DBAS task is not active. Issued by
U11OJI, U11OJU, U11ORU, U11OJD, and U11OJS.

U11-488
{AUTOSNV|AUTOSAL} MOVED TO CMT JOB RECORD, CAN NO LONGER BE UPDATED IN THE JEHF

Reason:

You attempted to update the AUTOSNV or AUTOSAL flag in the JEHF control record. These records reside in the CMT
job record and cannot be updated in the JEHF. Use CUPD to access the CMT job record and change the flags. Issued by
U11OJU.

U11-490
NOT AUTHORIZED FOR THIS JOB

Reason:

Issued by U11OCI, U11OCU, U11OJB, U11OJI, U11OJD, U11OJU, U11OJS, U11OPR, U11OPL, U11ORS, U11ORT,
U11ORU, U11OSM, U11OSP.

U11-491
KEYWORD=keyword IS PASSWORD PROTECTED AND INCORRECT PASSWORD USED

Reason:

Issued by U11OCU, U11OJU.

U11-495
SCAN LENGTH ERROR

Reason:
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Issued by U11OJI, U11OJF, U11OJU, U11OJD, U11OJS, U11OPR, U11OSM.

U11-600
CA-11 - VERSION xxxx - SMF EXIT INITIALIZATION

Reason:

Issued by U11INT.

U11-601
REPLY U OR PASSWORD

Reason:

You can turn off tracking by entering the master password. Issued by U11INT.

U11-602
CA-11 - VERSION xxxx SMF EXIT INACTIVE

Reason:

Messages 600, 601, and 602 are not issued if the ARTSINIT cataloged procedure is altered to pass module U11INT a
parameter of TRAK or NTRK. These messages are also omitted if the DBAS configuration file specifies the TRAKINIT
parameter. Issued by U11INT.

U11-604
****

Reason:

A blank message that is used to create boxes of asterisks to set off tracking messages. Issued by U11TRT.

U11-605
***

Reason:

A blank message used to create boxes of asterisks to set off tracking messages. Issued by U11TRT.

U11-607
JOBNAME=jobname, PRODJOB#=nnnn, TERMINATED UNSUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

This production (P) run is part of production cycle number nnnn. Issued by U11TR1.

U11-608
JOBNAME=jobname, PRODJOB#=nnnn, RERUN#=rr, TERMINATED UNSUCCESSFULLY

Reason:
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This rerun is part of production cycle number nnnn. The rerun is rerun number rr. Issued by U11TR2.

U11-610
JOBNAME=jobname, ACTION EXIT (U11ACTEX) DECIDED xxxx TO TRACK

Reason:

The xxxx can be blank or not, depending on the decision the user exit U11ACTEX determines. The user exit decision can
override the system default. Issued by U11TRT.

U11-613
JOBNAME=jobname, TRACKING WITHOUT RUN HANDLER

Reason:

The job is being tracked even though it is not under WA Restart Option control for reruns. Issued by U11TRT, U11TR2.

U11-614
JOBNAME=xxxxxxx, TRACKING WITHOUT JEHF ACCESS

Reason:

This informational message indicates that tracking is not recording to the JEHF. Tracking is being done for the purpose of
performing Auto Setup for the job if it fails. Issued by U11TRT.

U11-615
JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx, JEHF ACCESS FAILURE - JOB WILL BE TRACKED WITHOUT JEHF RECORDING

Reason:

A job that was to be tracked with JEHF recording received an error during JEHF access. A message indicating the exact
failure precedes this message. Because the JEHF is no longer available, the tracking for this job completes without JEHF
recording. Issued by U11TRT, U11TR1, U11TR2.

Action:

Contact your data center to notify them that the JEHF is unavailable.

U11-620
JOBNAME=jobname, CONTROL RECORD BUILT

Reason:

This time is the first time this job has run under the Tracking System, and a Control record has automatically been built.
Issued by U11TRT.

U11-624
CA-11 RIM LOADED: aaaaaaaa nnnnnnnn fffffff mm/dd/yy hh.mm

Reason:

Issued during WA Restart Option CAIRIM processing to show module information.
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Action:

None. Informational message.

U11-625
CA-11 RIM *WARNING* MODULE nnnnnnnn FMID=fffffff DOES NOT MATCH INIT ROUTINE FMID=fffffff

Reason:

The usual reason for this message is that the WA Restart Option CAIRIM initialization module found a WA Restart Option
module that did not match the CAIRIM level.

Action:

Double check the source of the module.

U11-626
JOBNAME=jobname, PRODJOB#=nnnn, TERMINATED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

This production (P) run is part of production cycle number nnnn. Issued by U11TR1.

U11-627
JOBNAME=jobname, PRODJOB#=nnnn, RERUN#=rr, TERMINATED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

This rerun is part of production cycle number nnnn. It is rerun number rr. Issued by U11TR2.

U11-628
JOBNAME=jobname, JOB NOT TRACKED, TERMINATED DURING ALLOCATION

Reason:

This run was canceled prior to the execution of the first step; CPU time = 0. No entry was made in the JEHF and AUTOS
was not invoked. If this is a production run, do not attempt a restart; instead, resubmit the production run. Issued by
U11TRT.

U11-629
CA-11 RIM *WARNING* UNEXPECTED MODULE EYECATCHER FOR nnnnnnnn

Reason:

The usual reason for this message is that the WA Restart Option CAIRIM initialization module found a WA Restart Option
module that did not have the standard WA Restart Option module eyecatcher.

Action:

Double check the source of the module.

U11-630
CA-11 RIM INITIALIZATION SUCCESSFUL: VERSION(XXXX), SSN=XXXX, SVC=NNN
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Reason:

Issued from the current WA Restart Option CAIRIM initialization module L7vvINIT, where vv is the current WA Restart
Option version. This message indicates the WA Restart Option product initialization was completed without errors. Issued
by L7vvINIT.

U11-631
CA-11 RIM NOTE: CA-11 xxxxxxxx EXIT MODULE NOT FOUND (yyyyyyyy). EXIT NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

Issued from the current WA Restart Option CAIRIM initialization module L7vvINIT, where vv is the current WA Restart
Option version, xxxxxxxx is the IBM SMF exit name, and yyyyyyyy is the WA Restart Option SMF exit name. This is not
considered an error, but the WA Restart Option SMF exit is not installed in the system. If the WA Restart Option SMF exit
is wanted, this module should be placed in a LINKLIST library. Issued by L7vvINIT.

U11-632
CA-11 RIM - SUBSYSTEM XXXX IS NOT CA-11 OR IS A DIFFERENT VERSION. REINIT? (Y/N)

Reason:

WA Restart Option RIM initialization has found a Subsystem Communication Vector Table (SSCVT) for the subsystem to
be initialized that is not for the current release of WA Restart Option. Either the subsystem is in use by another product or
has been initialized by a different release.

Action:

If the SSCVT is to be used by this release, reply Y. Otherwise, reply N, and resolve the problem before rerunning CAIRIM.

U11-633
CA-11 RIM INITIALIZATION FAILED - RC=zzz

Reason:

Issued from the current WA Restart Option CAIRIM initialization module L7vvINIT, where vv is the current WA Restart
Option version. An error occurred during initialization of WA Restart Option. A specific error message precedes this
message. Issued by L7vvINIT.

RC=008
LPA module load error (See Message U11-634.)

RC=012
SVC Intercept error (See Message U11-635.)

RC=016
SMF Intercept error (See Message U11-636.)

RC=020
Subsystem previously defined (See Message U11-642.)

RC=024
SSVT insertion failed (See Message U11-643.)

RC=028
RIM parameter error (See Message U11-637.)
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RC=032
U11OPT invalid (See Message U11-641.)

U11-634
CA-11 RIM INIT LOAD FOR xxxxxxxx FAILED - RC=zzz

Reason:

Issued from the current WA Restart Option CAIRIM initialization module L7vvINIT, where vv is the current WA Restart
Option release. An error occurred during an attempt to load module xxxxxxxx into LPA. Return code zzz is the reason
code passed from module IEWFETCH. Most common reason is a not found condition (RC=004). Ensure the module is in
a LINKLIST library. Issued by L7vvINIT.

U11-635
CA-11 RIM INIT SVC INTERCEPT FAILED - MOD=xxxxxxxx, SVC=yyy, RC=zzz

Reason:

Issued from the current WA Restart Option CAIRIM initialization module L7vvINIT, where vv is the current WA Restart
Option release. An error occurred during an attempt to engage the WA Restart Option SVC module xxxxxxxx as SVC
number yyy. Contact your installation specialist for assistance. Issued by L7vvINIT.

U11-636
CA-11 RIM INIT SMF EXIT INTERCEPT FAILED - EXIT=IEFxxxxx, RC=zzz

Reason:

Issued from the current WA Restart Option CAIRIM initialization module L7vvINIT, where vv is the current WA Restart
Option release. An error occurred during an attempt to add the WA Restart Option SMF exit xxxxxxxx to Broadcom SMF
Data Interceptor structure. Issued by L7vvINIT.

RC=004
Exit already installed. Check to make sure no other SMFI exit is using WA Restart Option exit name xxxxxxxx.

RC=008
Unable to load requested module. Most common reason is a not found condition. Ensure that the module listed is
in a LINKLIST library.

RC=012
Environmental error. (No CSA available, LOAD error, and so on.) Contact your installation specialist for
assistance.

U11-637
CA-11 RIM PARAMETER ERROR STARTING WITH ' '

Reason:

The member indicated by the RIMPARM parameter in your CAS9 (CAIRIM) procedure, on the library specified in the
OPTLIB parameter, contains an initialization statement that identifies the WA Restart Option RIM initialization module, but
the statement contains a syntax error.

Action:

Correct the error before attempting to start CAS9 again.
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U11-638
CA-11 RIM *NON-PRODUCTION VERSION - SMF EXIT(S) NOT INSTALLED*

Reason:

A release of WA Restart Option other than L7xx was identified to be installed by CAIRIM where xx is replaced with the
current release number. For example, L7B0 is the entry WA Restart Option r11. SMF exits are only installed for the
production version (L7xx).

Action:

See CAL7OPTN member L7B0RIM, the VERSION parameter on the product identification statement.

U11-639
CA-11 RIM ALREADY INITIALIZED. NO ACTION TAKEN

Reason:

The CAS9 (CAIRIM) procedure was started with RIMPARM, which specifies a member that does not contain the REINIT
parameter.

Action:

Either CAS9 was started by mistake, or you need to indicate a different RIMPARM member, or you need to correct the
member indicated.

U11-640
CA-11 RIM REINIT PARM ACCEPTED. CA-11 WILL BE REINITIALIZED

Reason:

The CAS9 (CAIRIM) procedure was started to reinitialize the WA Restart Option SVC and SMF exits.

Action:

None.

U11-641
CA-11 RIM - U11OPT MODULE INVALID. UNABLE TO CONTINUE INITIALIZATION

Reason:

Module U11OPT, loaded from Steplib/Joblib/Linklib by the CAS9 (CAIRIM) procedure, does not contain the proper release
identifier.

Action:

Make sure the current release's Option Table is in the CAS9 steplib.

U11-642
CA-11 RIM - SUBSYSTEM xxx WAS PREVIOUSLY DEFINED

Reason:

The subsystem name duplicates an existing SSCVT entry on your system.
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Action:

Check the SSN= parameters in the CAL7OPTN (L7B0RIM) statement and the DBAS initialization file for the release that
you are trying to initialize.

U11-643
CA-11 RIM - SSVCT INSERTION FAILED - SUBSYSTEM=xxxx, RC=zzz

Reason:

CAIRIM experienced a serious error while attempting to add an SSCVT entry for the DBAS subsystem.

Action:

See CAS9/RIM return codes.

U11-644
CA-11 RIM *WARNING SVC=nnn DOES NOT MATCH U11OPT SVCNO=nnn*

Reason:

The SVC= parameter specified in the RIMPARM member for CAS9/RIM does not match the SVC number defined for WA
Restart Option in the current release's User Option Table. WA Restart Option uses the SVC number in the RIMPARM.

Action:

None.

U11-645
CA-11 RIM - ERROR ADDING U11SS99X EXIT, RC=xx(yyyyyyyy)

Reason:

During WA Restart Option RIM initialization, an error has occurred when attempting to add the Dynamic Allocation exit
module U11SS99X. The RC= value shows the CSVDYNEX return code (xx) and reason code (yyyyyyyy).

Action:

Collect SYSLOG listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11-646
U11TRT JOB jobname IS BEING TRACKED VIA DBAS SUBSYSTEM xxxx

Reason:

The xxxx is the subsystem name of the DBAS address space that processes requests for this job. The parameter
SUBMSG=Y/N controls this optional message. SUBMSG is a subparameter of the MAIN parameter in the DBAS
configuration file. Issued by U11TRT. See also Message U11-046.

U11-647
JOBNAME=jobname,CMT OPTION SELECTED TO AUTO SETUP DUE TO CONDITION CODE TEST

Reason:
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The CMT Job or Step record contains a HIRTCD value the return code of this step matches or exceeds. Issued by
U11TR1, U11TR2.

U11-648
JOBNAME=jobname, U11CCREX EXIT SELECTED xxxx TO AUTO SETUP DUE TO CONDITION CODE TEST

Reason:

The xxxx can be blank or not, depending on the decision the user exit U11CCREX determines. The user exit can override
any condition code test contained within the CMT Job or Step record HIRTCD field. Issued by U11TR1, U11TR2.

U11-649
JOBNAME=jobname,STPROC=procname,STSTEP=stepname,CC=9999, PASSES CONDITION CODE TEST

Reason:

This message is issued whenever the user exit U11CCREX determines that the return code from the step should not
cause a failure condition and Auto Setup should not be performed. Issued by U11TR1, U11TR2.

U11-650
JOBNAME=jobname,STPROC=procname,STSTEP=stepname,CC=9999, FAILS CONDITION CODE TEST

Reason:

This message indicates that the terminating step fails a condition code test as indicated by either Message U11-647 or
U11-648. Auto Setup is performed for this step, and the job is considered unsuccessful. Issued by U11TR1, U11TR2.

U11-651
JOBNAME=jobname,CONTROL RECORD SELECTED xxxx TO AUTO SETUP

Reason:

The xxxx can be blank or not, depending on the values for AUTOSAL and AUTOSNV. The Auto Setup status has been
determined from the Control record. Issued by U11TR3.

U11-652
JOBNAME=jobname, SYSTEM OPTION SELECTED xxxx TO AUTO SETUP

Reason:

The xxxx can be blank or not, depending on the installation Auto Setup default value. The Auto Setup status has been
determined from the U11GEN2 macro parameter, AUTOS, because in the Control record AUTOSAL and AUTOSNV both
equal NO. Issued by U11TR3.

U11-653
JOBNAME=jobname, U11RSTEX EXIT SELECTED xxxx TO AUTO SETUP

Reason:
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xxxx can be blank or not, depending on the decision the user exit U11RSTEX determines. The user exit can override both
the system default (AUTOS parameter of U11GEN2 macro) and the Control record settings for AUTOSAL and AUTOSNV.
Issued by U11TR3.

U11-654
CA-11 Release vv.r.mm

Reason:

Issued during WA Restart Option CAIRIM processing to show product version, release, and modification level.

Action:

None. Informational message.

U11-655
Error processing module CAL7LVLS - error

Reason:

There was an error processing the Continuous Delivery Level Set module CAL7LVLS where the error could be:

• Load - the load module CAL7LVLS was not found.
• Header - the load module CAL7LVLS had a bad header.
• Section - the load module CAL7LVLS had a bad section.

Action:

Research the CAL7LVLS load module.

U11-656
JOBNAME=jobname,STPROC=strtproc, STSTEP=strtstep, Auto Setup PARMS

Reason:

These values are the restart parameters determined by WA Restart Option in the Auto Setup mode. The next P run
precipitates a rerun with these parameters unless they are overridden or the job is marked not set for rerun. Issued by
U11TR3.

U11-662
JOBNAME=  jobname  ,NO STEP TERMINATION SMF RECORDS RECEIVED

Reason:

The WA Restart Option SMF interface requires that both job and step termination records be produced by your SMF
system. Issued by U11TRT.

U11-670
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,OPEN ERROR FOR JEHF
Reason:
An OPEN attempt on the JEHF has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE values, see the
U11VSMIO macro. Issued by U11TRT.
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U11-674
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,CLOSE ERROR FOR JEHF

Reason:

A CLOSE attempt on the JEHF has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE values, see the
U11VSMIO. Issued by U11TRT, U11TR1, U11TR2.

U11-678
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,GET ERROR FOR JCR0 ENTRY

Reason:

A GET on the Control record has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE values, see the
System Structure topic. Issued by U11TRT.

U11-679
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,PUT ERROR FOR JCR0 ENTRY

Reason:

A PUT on the Control record has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE values, see the
System Structure topic. Issued by U11TR1, U11TR2.

U11-681
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,GET ERROR FOR JCR1 ENTRY

Reason:

A GET on a Production record has failed with a return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE values, see the
U11VSMIO macro. Issued by U11TR1, U11TR2.

U11-682
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,PUT ERROR FOR JCR1 ENTRY

Reason:

A PUT on a Production record has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. The JEHF is probably full. For RC and
SUBCODE values, see the U11VSMIO macro. Issued by U11TR1.

U11-683
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,PUT ERROR FOR CURRENT JCR1 ENTRY

Reason:

A PUT on the current (latest) Production record has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE
values, see the U11VSMIO macro. Issued by U11TR1.

U11-684
JOBNAME=jobname. BOGUS PRODUCTION RECORD (JCR1) DELETED.
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Reason:

The job was improperly tracked as a new production cycle although it is actually a restart run of a previously incomplete
cycle. This is a result of the user option TRACK=ALL in combination with the Run-Handler not being the first step of the
job. This message is informational only and indicates that the job is now tracked as a rerun. Statistical data from the JCR1
record that was deleted has been "rolled over" into a new JCR2. Issued by U11TR2.

U11-685
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss. DELETE OF BOGUS JCR1 ENTRY FAILED.

Reason:

An ERASE of the current Production record, which is invalid (see Message U11-684), failed with return code rr and
subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE values, see the U11VSMIO macro. This message indicates a problem with the
JEHF or with the DBAS Subsystem JEHF Interface. Tracking is suppressed for the remainder of this job. Issued by
U11TR2.

U11-686
JOBNAME=jobname. CANNOT TRACK RESTART - NO JCR1 RECORD EXISTS.

Reason:

A restart run of an incomplete production cycle is in progress, but no JCR1 entry can be found on the JEHF database that
represents the current cycle. Because the Rerun record must be "chained" to a Production record, tracking of this job is
not possible. If Message U11-684 was issued previously, it means that the "bogus" Production record was the first (and
only) JCR1 Entry for the job. Issued by U11TR2.

U11-687
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,GET ERROR FOR JCR2 ENTRY

Reason:

A GET on a Rerun record has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE values, see the
U11VSMIO macro. Issued by U11TR2.

U11-688
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,PUT ERROR FOR JCR2 ENTRY

Reason:

A PUT on a Rerun record has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE values, see the
U11VSMIO macro. Issued by U11TR2.

U11-689
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,PUT ERROR FOR CURRENT JCR2 ENTRY

Reason:

A PUT on the current (latest) Rerun record has failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. For RC and SUBCODE
values, see the U11VSMIO macro. Issued by U11TR2.
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U11-690
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss. ENDREQ FAILED ON JEHF UPDATE STRING

Reason:

An ENDREQ on a JEHF Database VSAM string failed with return code rr and subcode ssss. See the U11VSMIO macro
in the For RC and SUBCODE values, see the U11VSMIO macro. ENDREQ is issued to release logical control of a record
so that another record can be accessed. This is done when a JCR2 record is first created to update the prior JCR2
chain pointers, and only if a previous rerun has been executed for the same (that is, current) production cycle. Issued by
U11TR2.

U11-692
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,ERROR FOR CMT MEMBER

Reason:

An abend code U/0999 occurred in the WA Restart Option SMF exit. See abend code U/0999. Issued by U11TR1,
U11TR2.

U11-693
JOBNAME=jobname,RC=rr,SUBCODE=ssss,MISSING CMT STEP RECORD

Reason:

The CMT Step record for the job step currently being processed cannot be found. The CMT request that was issued was
either a FIND or a GET (RC=08). The following vallues are possible for the subcode:

004
End of file or FIND failure

008
GET failure

0010
Member not available

Issued by U11TRT.

Action:

Verify that all the steps in the job currently being processed exist in the CMT member for that job.

U11694 - U11952
This area contains the U11694 through U11952 messages.

U11-694
JOBNAME=jobname, THE RESTART INDICATOR IN THE CMT HAS BEEN CLEARED

Reason:

The Restart Indicator for the specified job name was automatically cleared. The indicator was not reset during Rerun
processing. Issued by U11TR2.

Action:
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None.

U11-696
JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj, JES Step Evict stopping
Reason:
The WA Restart Option SMF step termination exit has found that JES2 accepted the $EJnnn,STEP or
$EJnnn,STEP,HOLD command. The command stops the job at the end of the current step.
Action:
None.

U11-697
JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj, JES Step Evict resuming
Reason:
The WA Restart Option SMF step initialization exit has found that JES2 has restarted the previously evicted job. See the
matching U11-696 message for this job.
Action:
None.

U11-698
Could not locate step record for Evict Job

Reason:

An error occurred while locating the step record.

Action:

Ensure that the RMS step is at the most current level. We recommend running the RMS step with the "//TRACE DD
SYSOUT=*" JCL statement and verifying that the U11RHE module is at the correct level. Otherwise, for assistance
contact Broadcom Support.

U11-699
*U11-699 **** INVALID ENTRY TO CA-11 SVC *****
Reason:
This message appears as the preceding WTO. The message is issued before abends S/0xx or S/1xx are given. The xx is
the SVC number in hexadecimal. Issued by U11SVC.

U11-800
CA-11 C/I INTERNAL TEXT EXIT INIT OPTION - U=NORMAL SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface is being initialized. A reply of U activates the interface. A reply of the
master password deactivates the C/I Exit Interface. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem

issuing the message. Issued by U11U3N.

U11-801
CA-11 INVALID REPLY - U or MASTER PASSWORD SSN=xxxx
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Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface is being initialized. The reply must be U or the master password.
SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Message is a result of the reply to the U11-800 message. Issued by
U11U3N.

U11-802
CA-11 C/I INTERNAL TEXT EXIT **** NOTE **** INACTIVE SSN=xxxx
Reason:
The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface is now inactive because reply to U11-800 or U11-801 was the master
password. Issued by U11U3N. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message.

U11-803
C/I WORK AREA TRACE:
FUNCTION(function code); RC(return code);
PARMJOB(jobname); U3WAJOB(jobname); DISPLACED(jobname);
U3WA(address); U3WX(address); U3WXASCB(address);
U3WXTCB(address);
ASCB(address); TCB(address).

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter work area trace issues this message when the DBAS CIWK flag is turned on. Issued by
U11U3W.

U11-804
CA-11 JES3 C/I EXIT DISABLED. jobname(jobnumber) ATTEMPTED TO DISPLACE jobname/jobname(jobnumber)
WHICH IS ACTIVE.

Reason:

Multiple jobs have been detected in the same converter. This type of error should never occur under normal conditions.
The C/I exit is disabled.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11-806
jobname(jobnumber),start-procname,start-stepname,end-procname, end-stepname,RESTART REQUESTED

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface recognizes a restart request. Issued by U11U3E.

U11-807
jobname(jobnumber),procname,stepname,STEP WILL NOT EXECUTE

Reason:

This informative message from the Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface indicates each step that cannot execute
based on the requested restart specifications. Issued by U11U3E.
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U11-808
jobname(jobnumber),current-procname,current-stepname,STEP WILL EXECUTE

Reason:

This informative message from the Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface indicates each step to execute based on
the requested restart specifications. Issued by U11U3E.

U11-809
jobname(jobnumber),current-procname,current-stepname,STARTING STEPNAME NOT RESTARTABLE

Reason:

This informative message from the Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface indicates that starting stepname requested
is not restartable. Issued by U11U3E.

U11-810
jobname(jobnumber),procname,stepname, ddname,DUMMIED

Reason:

This informative message from the Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface shows dummied ddnames of steps that
are not executed. Issued by U11U3D.

U11-811
jobname(jobnumber),procname,stepname,ddname,DISP=OLD ADDED

Reason:

This informative message from C/I Interface shows ddnames for subsystem data sets that had a disposition parameter
added. Issued by U11U3D.

U11-812
jobname(jobnumber),procname,stepname,ddname,dsname, GDG MODIFIED

Reason:

This informative message from the Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface shows the generation data sets. They are
modified from a relative bias to an absolute generation by the exit for steps that are to execute in the restart. Issued by
U11U3D.

U11-840
//*U11-840 THE FOLLOWING STEP WAS INSERTED BY THE CA-11 IEFUJV EXIT

Reason:

This message appears on a JCL statement when the IEFUJV exit inserts a WA Restart Option step into a job. Issued by
U11CII.
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U11-841
//*U11-841 THE STATEMENT HAS ALTERED YOUR USER EXIT TO CA-11

Reason:

This message appears as a JCL comment statement inserted into a job when U11CIEEX modified the step to be inserted.
Issued by U11CII.

U11-855
**** CA-11 COMMENT CARD ****

Reason:

The TRACE form of the //*CA-11 comment statement generates this message. Issued by U11CII.

U11-856
IOPT= CCARD= RMSSTP= UEXIT=

Reason:

The TRACE form of the //*CA-11 comment statement generates this message. Issued by U11CII.

U11-860
** U11-860 **** NO ENTRIES CHAINED FROM RESIDENT MOD. - FIND ROUTINE ****

Reason:

This message means that the WA Restart Option IEFUJV routine was unable to locate its work areas in CSA. Issued by
U11CII.

U11-861
FLAG1= FLAG2= FLAG3= DPARM=

Reason:

The TRACE form of the //*CA-11 comment statement generates this message. Issued by U11CII.

U11-862
*** U11-862 ****

Reason:

This blank WTO follows U11-861. Issued by U11CII.

U11-865
*** U11-865 ****

Reason:

This message has the same meaning as U11-860. Issued by U11CII.
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U11-871
jobname(jobnumber),PARM TOO LONG NEAR COLUMN nn - PARM=PARM information

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface detected a PARM error at the approximate location listed. The job
executes, but most likely fails in the Run Handler step as a result of the bad PARM. Issued by U11U3E.

U11-876
jobname(jobnumber), INVALID PROCNAME, NEAR COLUMN nn - PARM=PARM information

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface detected PROCNAME error at the approximate location listed. The job
will execute, but most likely fails in the Run Handler step as a result of the invalid PROCNAME. Issued by U11U3E.

U11-877
*** U11-877 **** READ ERROR - CA-11 UJV EXIT ***

Reason:

This message indicates that a bad return code was generated from the VSAM spool READ routine. Issued by U11CII.

U11-878
JOB (jjjjjjjj) IN C/I WHEN DBAS WENT INTO SUSPEND MODE AND WILL BE CANCELLED

Reason:

The DBAS task was suspended either by a manual SUSPEND command or automatically by discovering that the
Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility was not available. This job was going through the C/I process and the DBAS suspend
mode was found. Because the exit has already started manipulating the steps, the job is canceled.

Action:

Resubmit the job after the RESUME of DBAS is performed.

U11-879
JOB RECEIVED NULL POINTER FOR JCT

Reason:

The most common reason for this is that a job was cancelled while the job was going through the C/I process. The
optional JES2 exit has received a JCT with the address of 7FFFF000 which is a null pointer. The job continues with the
cancel process.

Action:

None.

U11-880
** ENTERED MODULE U11CII **

Reason:
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This message, only issued in TRACE mode, indicates that U11CII has received control. Issued by U11CII.

U11-885
** CA-11 FOUND COMMENT CARD **

Reason:

This message, only issued in TRACE mode, indicates that U11CII has recognized a //*CA-11 comment statement. Issued
by U11CII.

U11-886
** CA-11 FOUND EXEC STMT **

Reason:

This message, only issued in TRACE mode, indicates that U11CII has recognized a valid JCL EXEC statement. Issued by
U11CII.

U11-887
JOB (jjjjjjjj) STARTED C/I WHILE DBAS IN SUSPEND MODE

Reason:

The DBAS task was suspended either by a manual SUSPEND command or automatically by discovering that the
Datacom Multi-User Facility was not available. This job started the C/I process and the optional JES2 exit was called. The
DBAS task was found to be in suspend mode. To prevent JES2 from being impacted by the SUSPEND mode, the job
bypasses the typical processing that is done in the JES2 exit.

Action:

None.

U11-888
CATASTROPHIC ERROR DURING EXIT

Reason:

ESTAE recovery for some error was encountered before processing could establish a full retry. The job is now flushed
with a Converter/Interpreter failure. For more information, the error is recorded in SYS1.LOGREC. Issued by U11U3X.

U11-890
jobname(jobnumber),procname,stepname, VSAM return code, VSAM RPL feedback code SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface detected an error when trying to post a message to SYSMSG. The exit
continues processing. No further messages are posted to SYSMSG. However, further investigation of the return code and
feedback code is required. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11U3T, U11U3M.

U11-891
INVALID U3XW POINTER, CLEAN UP COMPLETE ***
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Reason:

An ESTAE recovery in the Converter/Interpreter exit successfully restored invalid work area pointers. The problem abend
was an 0C1 or an 0C4. A System Diagnostic Work Area was provided. Issued by U11U3F.

U11-892
INVALID U3XW POINTER, CLEAN UP INCOMPLETE ***

Reason:

An ESTAE recovery in the Converter/Interpreter exit was not successful in restoring invalid work area pointers. A System
Diagnostic Work Area was provided. An IPL is required to recover. Issued by U11U3F.

U11-893
INVALID U3XW POINTER, CLEAN UP COMPLETE ***

Reason:

An ESTAE recovery in the Converter/Interpreter exit successfully restored invalid work area pointers. The problem abend
was an 0C1 or an 0C4. A System Diagnostic Work Area was not provided. Issued by U11U3F.

U11-894
INVALID U3XW POINTER, CLEAN UP INCOMPLETE ***

Reason:

An ESTAE recovery in the Converter/Interpreter exit was not successful in restoring invalid work area pointers. A System
Diagnostic Work Area was not provided. An IPL is required to recover. Issued by U11U3F.

U11-898
jobname(jobnumber),CARD READ=========>JCL card image<

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface issues this message when the TRACE option is specified. All JCL card
images that the JES3 Converter/Interpreter read are posted. Issued by U11U3I.

U11-899
jobname(jobnumber),procname,stepname,ddname, MODULE ENTERED

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface issues this message when the TRACE option is activated. All modules
that are entered are posted. Issued by U11U3T.

U11-901
JOBQUE TRACE - JOBQUE RECORD READ WRITTEN DATE=yy.ddd TIME=hh.mm.ss.hh RC=rc

Reason:

The rc is the return code issued by U11JQM. Issued by U11JQM.
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U11-952
RESTART STEP HAS CA11CAT, REQUIRES BYPGDG=CAT.

Reason:

The restart step has //CA11CAT DD DUMMY, which requires RMS PARM BYPGDG=CAT.

Action:

Specify BYPGDG=CAT to restart in this step.

Database Address Space Messages
These topics contain the Database Address Space messages.

U11D-0230-11 - U11D-4410-4
These topics include the U11D-0230-11 - U11D-4410-4 messages.

U11D-0230-11
CAL7LVLS error: - error

Reason:

There was an error processing the Continuous Delivery Level Set module CAL7LVLS where the error could be:

• Load - the load module CAL7LVLS was not found.
• Header - the load module CAL7LVLS had a bad header.
• Section - the load module CAL7LVLS had a bad section.

Action:

Research the CAL7LVLS load module.

U11D-0230-12
Level set change from xxxxxxxx to yyyyyyyy

Reason:

During WA Restart Option DBAS initialization, the Continuous Delivery Level Set value has changed. RECOVCSA=NO
will be forced if this occurs.

Action:

None. Informational message.

U11D-0460-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Refresh Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block.

Action:

The command is terminated.
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U11D-0460-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Refresh Command Processor has issued an ESTAE that failed.

Action:

The command is terminated.

U11D-0460-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Refresh Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block.

Action:

The command is terminated.

U11D-0460-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MCMQ

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Refresh Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block.

Action:

The command is terminated.

U11D-0460-7
COMMAND FAILED - CMT ERROR

Reason:

An error was encountered while accessing the CMT for the table indicated in U11D-0460-0.

Action:

The REFRESH command is terminated for the table.

U11D-0460-8
TABLE NOT FOUND ON CMT - REFRESH FAILED

Reason:

The table indicated in message U11D-0460-0 was not found in the database.

Action:

The table is not refreshed.
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U11D-0460-9
NAME SPECIFIED ON TABLE= NOT VALID

Reason:

The table name that is specified in the TABLE= keyword of the REFRESH command is not a valid table name. Valid
values are REASON or ALL.

Action:

Specify the correct value on the command or leave TABLE= off to take the ALL default.

U11D-0460-A
TABLE REFRESH FAILED - PARTIAL TABLE MAY BE LOADED

Reason:

An error occurred while refreshing the table. Part of the table was loaded before the error occurred. The partial table is
usable.

Action:

Check SYSLOG for other messages indicating the cause of the failure such as CSA GETMAIN failure.

U11D-0460-C
NUMBER OF ENTRIES LOADED: xxxx

Reason:

This message shows the number of entries that are loaded during the execution of the REFRESH command.

Action:

None.

U11D-0470-1
ALREADY SUSPENDED

Reason:

The operator has issued a SUSPEND command. DBAS was already in SUSPEND mode from a previous command or
from the failure of the Datacom Multi-User Facility.

NOTE
No immediate action is required.

Action:

Resolve the reason that DBAS is suspended, and enter the RESUME command.

U11D-0470-2
CANCELING AUTOMATIC RESUME

Reason:
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The "comchar SUSPEND" command was issued while DBAS was automatically resuming a connection to the database.
This command puts the product into a waiting mode for a manual RESUME command. You typically see a U11D-0470-3
message after this message.

Action:

None.

U11D-0470-3
ENTER 'RESUME' COMMAND WHEN READY

Reason:

The "comchar SUSPEND" command was issued while DBAS was automatically resuming a connection to the database.
This command puts the product into a waiting mode for a manual RESUME command.

Action:

Enter the RESUME command to continue processing.

U11D-0471-1
NOT SUSPENDED

Reason:

The operator has issued a RESUME command when DBAS was not in SUSPEND mode.

Action:

None.

U11D-0471-2
RESUME AUDITING NOT ALLOWED WHEN DBAS IS SUSPENDED

Reason:

The comchar RESUME AUDIT command was issued, and DBAS is suspended. Auditing cannot be resumed while DBAS
is suspended.

Action:
Issue the comchar RESUME command you want to resume DBAS. If DBAS was suspended because of an audit area full
condition, auditing automatically resumes when DBAS resumes.

U11D-0471-3
AUDITING HAS BEEN RESUMED

Reason:

The comchar RESUME AUDIT command has successfully processed. This message is informational.

Action:

 None.
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U11D-0480-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx

Reason:

Module U11D0480 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0480-2
COMMAND TYPE (MCMCMDTP) IS INVALID

Reason:

Module U11D0480 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0480-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0480 could not establish ESTAE.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0480-4
COMMAND PROCESSING FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0480 abended but recovered from the problem.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0480-8
TABLE ERROR: eeeeeeee

Reason:

The table module U11D4320 has a problem.

Action:

For assistance if the module was not loaded, contact Broadcom Support.
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U11D-0480-9
MODULE xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND

Reason:

The load module that you were searching for was not found.

Action:

Verify the module name.

U11D-0480-10
NO DIAG SETTINGS FOUND

Reason:

No diagnostic settings can be found.

Action:

None.

U11D-0480-11
NO FILES ALLOCATED TO DBAS

Reason:

No files are currently allocated to the DBAS task.

Action:

None.

U11D-0480-12
DISPLAY FILES yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii

DDNAME STATUS

-------- ------

dddddddd   ssssss

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Display Files Command Processor module has issued a multiline WTO showing the files allocated
to the DBAS task. Issued by U11D0480.

Among the data described are the following items:

yy.ddd
Identifes a Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
Identifies the time of day.

iiii
Identifies the CPU ID.
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dddddddd
Identifies the ddname.

ssssssss
Identifies the status.

Action:
None.

U11D-0480-13
DIAG LIST yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii

DDNAME STATUS

-------- ------

dddddddd   ssssss

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Diag List Command Processor module has issued a multiline WTO showing the diagnostic settings
for the DBAS task. Issued by U11D0480.
Among the data described are the following items:

yy.ddd
Identifes a Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
Identifies the time of day.

iiii
Identifies the CPU ID.

dddddddd
Identifies the diagnostic name.

ssssssss
Identifies the status.

Action:

None.

U11D-0480-14
SVC NUMBER VALIDATION FAILED

Reason:

The SVC number must be numeric and must be three digits.

Action:

Verify the SVC number and reissue the command.

U11D-0480-15
DISPLAY MODULE yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii

mmmmmmmm LOADED FROM STEPLIB+000 LENGTH=llllllll A=00
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LEVEL: yyy...yyy WAS FOUND xxxx TIMES

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Display Module Command Processor module has issued a multiline WTO describing the module
attributes as a result DBAS DISPLAY STATUS command issued by the OS console operator. Issued by U11D0480.
Among the data described are the following items:

yy.ddd
Identifes a Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
Identifies the time of day.

iiii
Identifies the CPU ID.

mmmmmmmm
Identifies the module name being displayed.

llllllll
Identifies the module length in hex.

yyy...yyy
Identifies the eyecatcher assembled in the module.

Action:

None.

U11D-0481-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx

Reason:

Module U11D0481 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0481-2
COMMAND TYPE (MCMCMDTP) IS INVALID

Reason:

Module U11D0481 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0481-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0481 could not establish ESTAE.

Action:
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For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0481-4
COMMAND PROCESSING FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0481 abended but recovered from the problem.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0481-5
xxxxxxxx - yyyyyyyy NOT ADDRESSABLE

Reason:

The storage that you want to display is not addressable.
Among the data that is described are the following items:

xxxxxxxx
Identifies the starting address range.

yyyyyyyy
Identifies the ending address range.

Action:

Verify the storage range.

U11D-0481-7
OFFSET PAST LENGTH OF CONTROL BLOCK

Reason:

The offset that you specified is outside the storage range of the control block.

Action:

Verify the storage offset.

U11D-0481-8
UNHANDLED CONTROL BLOCK

Reason:

The control block that you requested is not handled.

Action:

Verify the control block name.

U11D-0481-9
TASK NOT ACTIVE
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Reason:

The control block that you requested requires an active task.

Action:

Start the task.

U11D-0481-10
DISPLAY STORAGE yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii

DDNAME STATUS

-------- ------

dddddddd   ssssss

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Display Storage Command Processor module has issued a multiline WTO showing the storage
contents. Issued by U11D0481.
Among the data described are the following items:

yy.ddd
Identifes a Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
Identifies the time of day.

iiii
Identifies the CPU ID.

dddddddd
Identifies the ddname.

ssssssss
Identifies the status.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx

Reason:

Module U11D0482 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0482-2
COMMAND TYPE (MCMCMDTP) IS INVALID

Reason:

Module U11D0482 was passed a bad address.
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Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0482-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0482 could not establish ESTAE.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0482-4
COMMAND PROCESSING FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0482 abended but recovered from the problem.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0482-10
REFRESH PROCESSING COMPLETE

Reason:

The REFRESH function has completed without errors.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-11
xxxx FAILED FOR yyyyyyyy

Reason:

A macro request failed.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

xxxx
identifies the macro being executed.

yyyyyyyy
identifies the module name.

Action:

Verify the module name.
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U11D-0482-12
MODULE xxxxxxxx IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR REFRESH

Reason:

The module xxxxxxxx is not one that can be refreshed.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-13
DBAS MUST BE SUSPENDED TO REFRESH MODULES IN THE DCWA

Reason:

You must issue the SUSPEND command before you can refresh this module.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-14
MODULE xxxxxxxx MARKED FOR RELOAD DURING RESUME

Reason:

You must issue the RESUME command to complete the refresh of this module.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-15
yyy EP=xxxxxxxx - eeeeeeee

Reason:

The address of the module being replaced is shown.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

yyy
identifies whether it was the OLD or the NEW module.

xxxxxxxx
identifies the entry point of the module.

eeeeeeee
identifies the module eyecatcher if it can be shown.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-16
MODULE xxxxxxxx IS NOT EXECUTABLE
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Reason:

The binder (linkage editor) has marked this module non-executable. DBAS cannot use the module.

Action:

Research the load module problem.

U11D-0482-17
LOADED mmmmmmmm INTO CSA, EP=xxxxxxxx LEN=yyyyyyyy

Reason:

The module was loaded into the CSA.

Among the data described are the following items:

mmmmmmmm
identifies the module name.

xxxxxxxx
identifies the entry point of the module.

yyyyyyyy
identifies the module's length.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-18
PTR=aaaaaaaa (cccc+oooo) REPLACED WITH EP=eeeeeeee

Reason:

The module was replaced in the DBAS control block.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

aaaaaaaa
Identifies the address of the full word in the control block for the module.

cccc
Identifies the control block name.

oooo
Identifies the offset in the control block.

eeeeeeee
Identifies the entry point.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-19
PTR=aaaaaaaa (cccc+oooo) ALREADY SET FOR REFRESH

Reason:
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The module has already been marked for refresh.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

aaaaaaaa
identifies the address of the full word in the control block for the module.

cccc
identifies the control block name.

oooo
identifies the offset in the control block.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-20
REFRESH PROCESSING PENDING RESUME

Reason:

You must issue the RESUME command to complete the REFRESH function.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-21
TABLE ERROR:

Reason:

The table module U11D4320 has a problem.

Action:

For assistance if the module was not loaded, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0482-22
xxxx TASK MUST BE SHUTDOWN AND STARTED TO REFRESH THIS MODULE

Reason:

This module is not supported by the REFRESH command. You can shut down the task and restart it with the DBAS
START command to bring in the latest module.

Action:

Issue the DBAS SHUTDOWN command for the task.

U11D-0482-30
NEW U11OPT IS VER xx AND OLD ONE IS yy

Reason:

This message shows the level of the U11OPT module being refreshed.
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Action:

None.

U11D-0482-31
NEW U11OPT IS EXACTLY THE SAME AS THE OLD ONE

Reason:

The new and old U11OPT are at the same level.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-32
UNHANDLED U11OPT VERSION XX

Reason:

The U11OPT has a version level that U11D0482 does not handle yet.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0482-33
OLD SVC 211 NEW SVC 169 OLD SVC # RETAINED - DBAS MUST BE RESTARTED TO CHANGE THE SVC
NUMBER

Reason:

The new version of U11OPT has specified a different SVC number than the one currently in use. The SVC number is
specified through the CAIRIM parameters, but if not specified, defaults to the one specified in U11OPT.

Action:

Consider the following items:

• If you do not want to change the SVC number, no action is necessary.
• If a different SVC number is required, change the CAIRIM parameter. Run CAIRIM to reinitialize it, and restart DBAS.

U11D-0482-34
FIELD xxxxxxxx IN THE U11OPT CHANGED

Reason:

The field in the U11OPT is different in the new U11OPT compared with the new one.

Action:

None.

U11D-0482-35
COMMAND PROCESSING FAILED
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Reason:

Module U11D0483 has abended but recovered from the problem.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0483-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx

Reason:

Module U11D0483 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0483-2
COMMAND TYPE (MCMCMDTP) IS INVALID

Reason:

Module U11D0483 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0483-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0483 could not establish ESTAE.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0483-10
REFRESH PROCESSING COMPLETE

Reason:

The REFRESH request has completed without errors.

Action:

None.

U11D-0483-11
U11D0220 IS BACK LEVEL: mm/dd/yy   hh:mm

Reason:
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The module U11D0220 is not at the level that is required for this REFRESH request.

Action:

Research whether the module U11D0220 was copied into production.

U11D-0483-12
CONFIG PARSE ERROR yy.dd hh.mm.ss   iiii

Reason:

The module U11D0220 found syntax errors in the configuration file being processed.

Action:

Research the syntax errors and correct.

U11D-0483-13
FIELD ffffffff IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR REFRESH

Reason:

The field could not be refreshed.

Action:

None.

U11D-0483-14
FIELD ffffffff IS ELIGIBLE FOR REFRESH

Reason:

The field could be refreshed by the configuration file being processed.

Action:

None.

U11D-0483-15
FILE TYPE NOT SUPPORTED (DUMMY, HFS, SUBSYS)

Reason:

The ddname could not be processed because it is not supported.

Action:

Research the ddname and reissue the command.

U11D-0483-16
PARSE OF CONFIGURATION FILE FAILED

Reason:

The configuration file had syntax errors.
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Action:

See message U11D-0483-12 for more information.

U11D-0483-17
NO FIELDS FOUND TO UPDATE

Reason:

The configuration file had no fields that could be refreshed.

Action:

See message U11D-0483-12 for more information.

U11D-0483-18
FIELD xxxxxxxx CHANGED TO yyyyyyyy

Reason:

The configuration file field was processed.

Action:

See message U11D-0483-12 for more information.

U11D-0483-19
xxxx TASK MUST BE SHUTDOWN FOR FIELD xxxxxxxx UPDATE

U11D-0483-20

ALLOCATED DD=xxxxxxxx DSN=                                @

U11D-0483-21

SVC 99 R15=rrrr S99ERROR=eeee S99INFO=iiii

S99EERR=xxxx S99EINFO=yyyy S99ERSN=zzzzzzzz

Reason:

An error occurred allocating the data set using dynamic allocation (SVC99).

Among the data that is described are the following items:

rrrr
identifies the register 15 after issuing SVC 99.

eeee
identifies the field S99ERROR in the SVC RB.

iiii
identifies the field S99INFO in the SVC RB.

xxxx
identifies the field S99EERR in the SVC RBX.

yyyy
identifies the field S99EINFO in the SVC RBX.
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zzzzzzzz
identifies the field S99ERSN in the SVC RBX.

Action:
Review the IBM manual MVS Authorized Assembler Services Guide for more information on SVC 99 errors.

U11D-0483-22
ERROR ALLOCATING DSN=dddd

Reason:

An error occurred while allocating the data set.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

dddd
identifies the register 15 after issuing SVC 99.

Action:

Review the data set being specified.

U11D-0483-23
DATASET NAME PARSE ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred while parsing the specified data set name.

Action:

Review the data set being specified.

U11D-0483-24
MEMBER NAME PARSE ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred while parsing the member name specified.

Action:

Review the data set being specified.

U11D-0483-25
DD=xxxxxxxx IS NOT ALLOCATED

Reason:

The ddname specified on the REFRESH command is not allocated.

Action:

Review the ddname being specified.
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U11D-0483-26
DD=xxxxxxxx IS ALREADY ALLOCATED

Reason:

The ddname specified is already allocated.

Action:

Review the ddname being specified.

U11D-0483-27
DD=xxxxxxxx NOT FREED

Reason:

The ddname specified had an error while being freed.

Action:

Review the ddname being specified.

U11D-0483-28
DD=xxxxxxxx WAS FREED

Reason:

The ddname specified was freed as requested.

Action:

Review the ddname being specified.

U11D-0483-29
DD=xxxxxxxx WAS ALLOCATED DUMMY

Reason:

The ddname was allocated as requested.

Action:

None.

U11D-0483-30
DDNAME IS NOT VALID FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

The ddname was invalid.

Action:

None.
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U11D-0483-31
LOAD OF U11D0231 FAILED, REFRESH INCOMPLETE

Reason:

The routine used by DBAS could not be loaded.

Action:

None.

U11D-0483-32
CALL TO U11D0231 FAILED, REFRESH INCOMPLETE

Reason:

The routine that DBAS uses to complete the refresh has abended.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0484-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx

Reason:

Module U11D0484 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0484-2
COMMAND TYPE (MCMCMDTP) IS INVALID

Reason:

Module U11D0484 was passed a bad address.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0484-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0484 could not establish ESTAE.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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U11D-0484-4
COMMAND PROCESSING FAILED

Reason:

Module U11D0484 abended but recovered from the problem.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0484-10
NO PRINT LINES RETURNED FROM U11OOI CALL

Reason:

The U11OOI module did not return any messages in the supplied buffer.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0484-11
LOAD OF OPTIONS FORMAT ROUTINE FAILED

Reason:

The U11OOI module could not be loaded.

Action:

Review the U11OOI member for errors.

U11D-0485-5
SPACE MONITOR TASK IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

This message is seen when the DISPLAY SPACE command is issued while DBAS is suspended or if DBWARN=0 was
specified in the configuration file. This message is informational.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support if the space monitor task has abended.

U11D-0500-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0500, message accompanies abend U/1110.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-0500-2
INVALID ECB

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D0500, the message accompanies abend U/1111.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0500-3
INVALID ECB POINTER

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D0500, the message accompanies abend U/1112.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0500-4
xxxx TASK RECURSIVE ABEND DETECTED

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task abended. The task cannot be
automatically reinstated because another abend occurred within the task, denoted by xxxx. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0500, the message accompanies abend U/1113.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0500-5
xxxx TASK ABENDED, CC=xxxxx

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task has abended with the
completion code shown. The xxxx denotes the abended task. Message U11D-0500-6 is issued, and automatic
reinstatement for the task is attempted. Issued by U11D0500.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance if the automatic reinstatement of the abended task fails.

U11D-0500-6
xxxx TASK BEING REINSTATED

Reason:
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The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task has abended. An attempt
is made to reinstate the task. The xxxx denotes the abended task. Message U11D-0500-5, which describes the abend,
typically precedes this message. Issued by U11D0500.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance if the automatic reinstatement of the abended task fails.

U11D-0500-7
xxxx TASK REINSTATEMENT COMPLETE

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task has abended. An attempt to
reinstate the task was successful. The xxxx denotes the reinstated task. Messages U11D-0500-5 and U11D-0500-6
typically precede this message. Issued by U11D0500.

Action:

None.

U11D-0500-8
xxxx TASK REINSTATEMENT FAILED, CC=xxxxx

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task has abended. The attempt
to reinstate the task has failed with the completion code shown. The task for which reinstatement has failed is xxxx.
Messages U11D-0500-5 and U11D-0500-6 typically precede this message. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D0500, message accompanies abend U/1114.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0500-9
CA-11 DBAS SHUTDOWN INITIATED

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has found a recursive abend of a DBAS task. An automatic
shutdown of DBAS is to follow. Messages U11D-0500-4 and U11D-0500-5, which describe the abend, typically precede
this message. Issued by U11D0500.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0500-A
DETACH FOR xxxx TASK FAILED, RC=xxx

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has issued a DETACH macro for a DBAS task before the
attempted reinstatement of the task following an abend. The DETACH failed with the return code indicated. The DBAS
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task that could not be detached is xxxx. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0500,
message accompanies abend U/1115.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0500-B
ATTACH FOR xxxx TASK FAILED, RC=xxx

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has issued an ATTACH macro for a DBAS task in an attempt to
reinstate the task following an abend. The ATTACH failed with the return code indicated. The DBAS task that could not be
attached is xxxx. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0500, message accompanies
abend U/1116.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0500-C
UNINTERPRETABLE POST

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D0500, message accompanies abend U/1117.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0500-D
xxxx TASK DETACHED

Reason:

The DBAS Task Abnormal Termination Processor module has issued a DETACH macro for a DBAS I/O task (CMT or
JEHF) that has been shut down. Issued by U11D0500.

Action:

None.

U11D-1000-1
WORK AREA GETMAIN FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS Command Exit module has issued a GETMAIN macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D1000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-1000-3
ELVT INVALID

Reason:

The DBAS Command Exit module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D1000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-1000-5
CMDQ CELL NOT OBTAINED, RC=xx

Reason:

The DBAS Command Exit module has issued a U11CBMGR macro to obtain a CMDQ. The macro failed with the return
code indicated. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D1000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-2000-1
WORK AREA GETMAIN FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Task Exit module has issued a GETMAIN macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D2000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-2000-2
C/I WORK AREA TRACE: JOB(jobname); U3WA(address); U3WX(address); ASCT(address); TCB(address).

Reason:

The Converter/Interpreter work area trace issues this message when the DBAS CIWK flag is turned on. Issued by
U11D2000.

Action:

None.

U11D-2000-3
ELVT INVALID

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Task Exit module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D2000.
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Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-2000-5
ASCT CHAIN LOCK ERROR

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Task Exit module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D2000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-2000-6
CMDQ CELL NOT OBTAINED, RC=xx

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Task Exit module has issued a U11CBMGR macro to obtain a CMDQ. The macro failed with the return
code indicated. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D2000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-2000-8
EOT FUNCTION DISABLED IN CA-11 DBAS SSVT

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Task Exit module has experienced a catastrophic error. The module has automatically cleared the
appropriate function byte in the DBAS SSVT so that the exit module no longer receives control at end-of-task time. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D2000.

Action:

An SVC dump is taken automatically whenever this type of error occurs.

WARNING
The End-of-Task exit remains disabled until DBAS is reinitialized. We recommend that you not run DBAS in this
condition for an extended period.

U11D-3000-1
WORK AREA GETMAIN FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Memory Exit module has issued a GETMAIN macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D3000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-3000-3
ELVT INVALID

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Memory Exit module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D3000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-3000-5
ASCT CHAIN LOCK ERROR

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Memory Exit module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D3000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-3000-6
CMDQ CELL NOT OBTAINED, RC=xx

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Memory Exit module has issued a U11CBMGR macro to obtain a CMDQ. The macro failed with the
return code indicated. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D3000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-3000-8
EOM FUNCTION DISABLED IN CA-11 DBAS SSVT

Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Memory Exit module has experienced a catastrophic error. The module has automatically cleared the
appropriate function byte in the DBAS SSVT so that the exit module no longer receives control at end-of-memory time.
This type of error does not under normal conditions. Issued by U11D3000.

Action:

An SVC dump is taken automatically whenever this type of error occurs.

WARNING
The End-of-Memory exit remains disabled until DBAS is reinitialized. We recommend that you not run DBAS in
this condition for an extended period.

U11D-3000-9
ASCT CELL NOT FREED, RC=xx
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Reason:

The DBAS End-of-Memory Exit module has issued a U11CBMGR macro to free an ASCT cell. The macro failed with the
return code indicated. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D3000.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4000-1
DBAS CMD TASK LOGIC ERROR #1

Reason:

A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D4000, message accompanies abend U/1120.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings, and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4000-2
DBAS CMD TASK LOGIC ERROR #2

Reason:

A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D4000, message accompanies abend U/1121.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings, and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4000-3
CMD TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE

Reason:

Self-explanatory. Issued by U11D4000.

Action:

None.

U11D-4000-4
ERROR RETURN CODE xxxx FROM U11CBM DURING xx REQUEST
Reason:
The indicated nonzero return code was returned from the control block manager while performing the indicated request.
Issued by U11D4000, message accompanies abend U/1122.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4100-1
CMD TASK MAINLINE ABEND - xxxxxx

Reason:
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A nonrecoverable abend occurred within CMD task mainline processing. Issued by U11D4100.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings, and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4100-2
CMD TASK CMDQ PROCESSING ABEND - xxxxxx

Reason:

A nonrecoverable abend occurred while the CMD task was processing a command. Issued by U11D4100.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings, and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4100-3
CMD TASK INITIALIZATION ABEND - xxxxxx

Reason:

A nonrecoverable abend occurred during DBAS command task initialization. Issued by U11D4100.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4200-1
CMD TASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

Self-explanatory. Issued by U11D4200.

Action:

None.

U11D-4200-2
ERROR RETURN CODE xxxx FROM U11CBM DURING xx REQUEST

Reason:

The indicated nonzero return code was returned from the control block manager while processing the indicated request
type. Issued by U11D4200, message accompanies abend U/1130.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4300-0
SRC=s CMD: cccccccc

Reason:
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This information message is for Broadcom Support to show the exact command as the DBAS started task received it. The
s is the source of the command that can be a subsystem interface, End of Task, and so on. The cccccccc is the actual
command.

Action:

None.

U11D-4300-1
SYNTAX ERROR IN COMMAND AT COL xxxx

Reason:

A syntax error was found at the specified column within the previous command. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Verify the syntax for the command and reissue it.

U11D-4300-2
UNKNOWN SOURCE FOR COMMAND - COMMAND ABORTED

Reason:

The command being processed by the command task was not queued properly; therefore the source for the command is
unknown. The command is ignored. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

None.

U11D-4300-3
CMDQ ECB NOT POSTED

Reason:

The command queue processor was entered without the proper ECB being posted. Issued by U11D4300, message
accompanies abend U/1140.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4300-4
NO CMDQ CHAIN TO PROCESS

Reason:

The command queue processor gained control and was not able to find any work on the command queue. Issued by
U11D4300, message accompanies abend U/1141.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-4300-5
ERROR DURING FC ON CMDQ - R/C=xxxx

Reason:

The specified nonzero return code was given by the control block manager when attempting to release (free) the
command queue element for the previous command. Issued by U11D4300, message accompanies abend U/1142.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4300-6
UNKNOWN CA-11 DBAS COMMAND

Reason:

The previous command was not recognizable as a valid DBAS command. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Enter a correct DBAS command.

U11D-4300-7
REQUIRED PARAMETER FOR COMMAND OMITTED

Reason:

The previous command was missing a required parameter. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Reenter the command supplying the required parameter.

U11D-4300-8
SYNTAX ERROR IN COMMAND

Reason:

A general syntax error was found in the previous command. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Verify the syntax of the command and reissue it.

U11D-4300-9
UNKNOWN KEYWORD PARAMETER IN COMMAND

Reason:

An unrecognizable keyword parameter was found in the previous command. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Verify the syntax of the command and its keywords and reissue it.
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U11D-4300-A
INVALID DESTINATION IN COMMAND

Reason:

The destination specified in the previous command was invalid. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Verify the syntax for the command and reissue it.

U11D-4300-B
INVALID DESTINATION FOR THIS COMMAND

Reason:

The destination specified in the previous command was invalid. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Verify the syntax for the command and reissue it.

U11D-4300-C
ERROR RETURN CODE xxxx FROM U11CBM WHILE OBTAINING xxxx CONTROL BLOCK

Reason:

The specified nonzero return code was encountered while attempting to obtain the listed type of control block while
processing the previous command. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Reissue the previous command. If the error persists, contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4300-D
xxxx TASK UNABLE TO PROCESS COMMAND

Reason:

The specified task was unable to receive or process the previous command. The task is not active or DBAS is in
SUSPEND mode. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Determine whether DBAS is in SUSPEND mode and if not reissue the previous command. If the problem persists, contact
your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4300-E
UNKNOWN PARSE TABLE KEYWORD DATA TYPE

Reason:

Erroneous data has been encountered within the command parsing control table. The command is ignored. Issued by
U11D4300.

Action:
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Reissue the previous command. If the error persists, contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4300-F
DBAS SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS; MAIN TASK COMMAND IGNORED

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Command Processor module has indicated that a DBAS command that the DBAS MAIN
task typically services is ignored. This message is because the task is servicing the DBAS SHUTDOWN ALL command.
Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

None.

U11D-4300-G
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CMDQ

Reason:

The command queue processor has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D4300, message accompanies abend U/1143.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4300-H
ERROR DURING GC ON APRL - RC=xxxx

Reason:

The control block manager gave the nonzero return code when attempting to acquire (get) an audit pending request list
element for the previous command. Issued by U11D4300.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4400-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CMWA

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4400, message accompanies abend U/1160.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4400-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:
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The DBAS Command Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4400, message accompanies abend U/1161.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4400-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CMDQ

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4400, message accompanies abend U/1162.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4400-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4400, message accompanies abend U/1163.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4400-6
UNINTERPRETABLE COMMAND

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Command Processor module was unable to determine the nature of the command it was
given to process. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4400, message accompanies
abend U/1164.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4410-1
DBAS CMD TASK STATUS DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
CMD TASK CMDS QUEUED xxxxx

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued a multiline WTO. The WTO describes
the status of the Command (CMD) task. Issued by U11D4410.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.
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hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

Action:
None.

U11D-4410-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CMWA

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4410, message accompanies abend U/1170.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4410-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4410, message accompanies abend U/1171.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4410-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CMDQ

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This
type of error does not under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4410, message accompanies abend U/1172.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D4410-5 - U11D6410-3
These topics include the U11D4410-5 - U11D6410-3 messages.

U11D-4410-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4410, message accompanies abend U/1173.
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Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4410-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4410, message accompanies abend U/1175.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4420-1
DBAS CMD TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
SYSTEM INITIALIZED: yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss
CONSOLE CMDS PROCESSED: xxxxxxx
EOT EXIT CMDS PROCESSED: xxxxxxx
EOM EXIT CMDS PROCESSED: xxxxxxx
AVG CMDQ DWELL TIME: xx.xxxx SEC

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO describing the
activity of the Command (CMD) task since initialization. Issued by U11D4420.

Action:

None.

U11D-4420-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CMWA

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4420, message accompanies abend U/1180.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4420-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4420, message accompanies abend U/1181.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-4420-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CMDQ

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4420, message accompanies abend U/1182.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4420-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4420, message accompanies abend U/1183.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4425-1
DBAS COMMAND TASK STORAGE DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss iiii
CMD TASK TCB: f1
CMWA: f1
CMDQ: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
CMWECBL: f1 ECBS: f4

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Storage Display command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO
shows Command Task control block locations and other control block information.
Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

f1
is the address of this control block in memory.

f2
is the number of these control blocks allocated (decimal).

f3
is the number of these control blocks in use (decimal).

f4
is the number of ECBs in list (decimal).

Action:
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None.

U11D-4425-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4425, message accompanies abend U/2190.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4425-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Storage Display module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4425, message accompanies abend U/2191.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4425-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4425, message accompanies abend U/2192.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-4425-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CMWA

Reason:

The DBAS Command Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D4425, message accompanies abend U/2193.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5000-1
NDA TASK LOGIC ERROR #1

Reason:
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A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D5000, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5000-2
NDA TASK LOGIC ERROR #1

Reason:

A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D5000, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5000-3
NDA TASK SHUTDOWN PENDING

Reason:

During the processing of a SHUTDOWN ALL command, the DBAS NDA task indicates that task shutdown is scheduled
but delayed. This message is followed by U11D_5000-5 that details the reason for the shutdown delay. Issued by
U11D5000.

Action:

None.

U11D-5000-4
TIMEOUT DURING NDA TASK SHUTDOWN

Reason:

During the processing of a SHUTDOWN command, the DBAS NDA task was unable to shut down within the allotted time
(3 minutes). Issued by U11D5000.

Action:

User tasks can still be active and making NDA I/O requests. If so, message U11D_5000-5, which describes the user
tasks, follows this message. If no user tasks are active, the NDA task can be hung up or looping. Whenever shut
down time-out occurs, U11D_5000-6 is issued. That message gives the option of continuing normal shutdown or forcing
immediate shutdown to the OS console operator. See the description and action for U11D_5000-6.

U11D-5000-5
THESE NDA APPLICATIONS STILL ACTIVE: ASID: aaaa JOBNAME: jjjjjjjj RB: rrrrrrrr

Reason:

The DBAS NDA task indicates that one or more user tasks are still active and making NDA I/O requests. These tasks thus
delay the shutdown of the NDA task. The user task address space identifier, job name, and program are denoted by aaaa,
jjjjjjjj, and rrrrrrrr respectively. Issued by U11D5000.

Action:

None.
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U11D-5000-6
REPLY 'C' TO CONTINUE, OR 'F' TO FORCE NDA TASK SHUTDOWN SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The DBAS NDA task is giving to the OS console operator the option of continuing the shutdown of the task or forcing an
immediate shutdown. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. This message is preceded by U11D_5000-5.
Issued by U11D5000.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Reply C if user tasks are still active, as indicated by U11D_5000-5, and these tasks must finish.
• Reply F if you want immediate shutdown.

WARNING

By replying F to U11D_5000-6, WA Restart Option processing for user tasks currently active can cease
prematurely. This F reply can result in erroneous contents of CMT members, JEHF records, or both. We do not
recommend such a shutdown procedure.

U11D-5000-B
ELVT DAMAGED OR INVALID

Reason:

The DBAS NDA task has found an invalid DBAS control block. Issued by U11D5000, message accompanies abend
U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5000-C
MTWA DAMAGED OR INVALID

Reason:

The DBAS NDA task has found an invalid DBAS control block. Issued by U11D5000, message accompanies abend
U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5000-D
NDA TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA task has completed its shutdown processing. Issued by U11D5000.

Action:

None.
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U11D-5100-1
NDA TASK MAINLINE ABEND xxxxxx

Reason:

An unrecoverable abend has occurred with the indicated completion code. Issued by U11D5100.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5200-1
NDA TASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

This message is informational. Issued by U11D5200.

Action:

None.

U11D-5200-2
NTWA DAMAGED OR INVALID

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Initialization Mainline module has found an invalid DBAS control block. Issued by U11D5200, message
accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5203-1
RETURN CODE  xxxx ON xxxx POOL xx REQUEST

Reason:

During NDA task initialization, a nonzero return code was given when attempting the specified request on the listed pool.
Issued by U11D5203, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5203-2
CLEANPOOL FAILED FOR NCMQ POOL

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Memory Management Initialization module has encountered an error that does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D5203, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5203-4
ASCT POOL DAMAGED OR INVALID

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Memory Management Initialization module was unable to reinitialize a DBAS control block pool.
Issued by U11D5203, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5203-5
ASCT DAMAGED OR INVALID

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Memory Management Initialization module was unable to reinitialize a DBAS control block pool.
Issued by U11D5203, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5203-6
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Memory Management Initialization module encountered an error that does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D5203, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5203-7
ASCT CHAIN LOCK ERROR

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Memory Management Initialization module encountered an error that does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D5203, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5203-8
CLEANPOOL FOR NRQE POOL FAILED

Reason:
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The DBAS NDA Task Memory Management Initialization module has encountered an error that does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D5203, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-4
GETCELL FOR NTCE FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has issued a U11CBMGR macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-5300-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTCE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-6
GETCELL FOR NTCE FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has issued a U11CBMGR macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-7
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR

Reason:

The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-8
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NRQE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.
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Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5300-A
INVALID REQUEST CODE IN NRQE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task NRQE Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D5300, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5400-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5400-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5400, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5400-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NCMQ

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5400, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5400-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
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Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5400, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5400-6
UNINTERPRETABLE COMMAND

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Command Processor module cannot determine the nature of the command it was given to process.
This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5400, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5400-7
FREECELL FAILED FOR NCMQ

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Command Processor module has issued a U11CBMGR macro that failed. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5400, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5400-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5400, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-1
DBAS CMT TASK STATUS DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
NDA TASK CMDS QUEUED: xxxxx
NDA REQUESTS QUEUED: xxxxx
NDA REQUESTS IN PROCESS: xxxxx

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO describing the status of
the NDA task. Issued by U11D5410.

Action:
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None.

U11D-5410-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-4
UNINTERPRETABLE POST

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-5
UNINTERPRETABLE TASK STATUS

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module cannot determine the status of a task or tasks due to
an error that should not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-6
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:
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The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NCMQ

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NRQE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NCTE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5410-A
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5410, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-5420-1
DBAS NDA TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
TASK INITIALIZED: yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss
REQUESTS PROCESSED: xxxxxxx
AVG TIME PER REQUEST: xx.xxxx SEC

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO describing the activity
of the NDA I/O task since initialization. Issued by U11D5420.

Action:

None.

U11D-5420-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5420, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5420-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5420, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5420-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NCMQ

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5420, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5420-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:
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The DBAS NDA Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5420, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5425-1
DBAS NDA TASK STORAGE DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
CMT TASK TCB: f1
NTWA: f1
NCMQ: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
NRQE: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
ECBL: f1 ECBS: f4
NTCE: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
NPRL: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
NIOE: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Storage Display command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO showing NDA Task
control block locations and other control block information.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
specifies the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
specifies the time of day.

iiii
specifies the CPUID

f1
specifies the address of this control block in memory.

f2
specifies the number of these control blocks allocated (decimal).

f3
specifies the number of these control blocks in use (decimal).

f4
specifies the number of ECBs in list (decimal).

Action:

None.

U11D-5425-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5425, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5425-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Storage Display module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5425, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5425-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5425, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5425-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5425, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5450-1
VERIFY CA-11 DBAS NDA TASK SHUTDOWN (Y/N) SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Shutdown Command Processor module has requested confirmation that NDA task shutdown is to
proceed. This message is issued during the processing of a SHUTDOWN NDA command. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem
issuing the message. Issued by U11D5450.

Action:

Reply Y when the NDA task shutdown is to proceed; otherwise, reply N.

U11D-5450-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTWA

Reason:
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The DBAS NDA Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5450, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5450-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5450, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5450-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5450, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5450-5
NDA TASK SHUTDOWN ALREADY IN PROGRESS

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that the console has issued a SHUTDOWN
ALL command. The command is ignored because the task has already been posted for shutdown. Issued by U11D5450.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5450-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NCMQ

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5450, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-5450-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ECBL

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5450, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5480-1
DBAS NDA APPLICATION DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii

JOB: f1 TCB: f2 ASCB: f3 ASID: f4
RB: f5 STEP: f6 PSTP: f7
NTCFLAG1: f9 NTCFLAG2: f9
UPD NIOES: fa OUT NIOES: fa
ACTIVE NPRL: fc QUEUED CPRL: fc
TIME LST REQ: ff
ACTIVE NRQE: fc NRQFCODE: f9 NRQKFLG: f9
NRQFLAG: f9
NRQVDATA: fg

Reason:

The DBAS CMT Task Display Jobname command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO showing CMT Task
resources being used by a specified DBAS application.

Among the data that is described are the following items:
yy.ddd

specifies the Julian date.
hh.mm.ss

specifies the time of day.
iiii

specifies the CPUID.
f1

specifies the job name of this NDA application.
f2

specifies the TCB address of this NDA application.
f3

specifies the ASCB address of this NDA application.
f4

specifies the ASID of this NDA application.
f5

specifies the RB (program) of this NDA application.
f6

specifies the step name of this NDA application.
f7

specifies the PROCSTEP name of this NDA application.
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f9
specifies the logical flag settings for this NDA application.

fa
specifies the count of NDA I/O elements for this NDA application (decimal).

fc
specifies the address of unit of work for this NDA application.

ff
specifies the time of request origination by this NDA application.

fg
specifies the variable data (request dependent) for this NDA application.

Action:

None.

U11D-5480-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NPRL

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5480, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5480-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Display Jobname module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D5480, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5480-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NRQE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5480, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5480-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTWA
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Reason:

The DBAS NDA Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5480, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5480-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NCMQ

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5480, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5480-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - NTCE

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5480, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-5480-8
JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND

Reason:

DBAS is not processing any NDA requests for the application with the specified job name. Issued by U11D5480.

Action:

None.

U11D-5480-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D5480, message accompanies abend U/2800.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-5480-A
NO ACTIVE NDA APPLICATIONS

Reason:

DBAS is not processing NDA requests for any application currently. Issued by U11D5480.

Action:

None.

U11D-5480-B
DBAS NDA APPLICATION DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
JOB ASID ASCB TCB RB STEP PSTP
.
.
.

------- --------- ----- ----- ------- -------*
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7

Reason:

The DBAS NDA Task Display Jobname command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO giving information for
all active applications. Issued by U11D5480.
Among the data that is described are the following items:
yy.ddd

specifies the Julian date.
hh.mm.ss

specifies the time of day.
iiii

specifies the CPUID.
f1

specifies the job name of the NDA application.
f2

specifies the ASID of the NDA application.
f3

specifies the ASCB of the NDA application.
f4

specifies the TCB of the NDA application.
f5

specifies the RB (program) of the NDA application.
f6

specifies the step name of the NDA application.
f7

specifies the PROCSTEP of the NDA application.

Action:

None.
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U11D-6000-1
CMT TASK LOGIC ERROR #1
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D6000, message accompanies abend U/1200.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6000-2
CMT TASK LOGIC ERROR #2
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D6000, message accompanies abend U/1201.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6000-3
CMT TASK SHUTDOWN PENDING
Reason:
During the processing of a SHUTDOWN CMT command, the DBAS CMT task has indicated that task shutdown is
scheduled but delayed. Message U11D-6000-5 that details the reason for the shutdown delay follows this message.
Issued by U11D6000.
Action:
None.

U11D-6000-4
TIMEOUT DURING CMT TASK SHUTDOWN
Reason:
During the processing of a SHUTDOWN command, the DBAS CMT task was unable to shut down within the allotted
time (three minutes). Issued by U11D6000. User tasks may still be active and making CMT I/O requests. If so, message
U11D-6000-5 that describes the user tasks follows this one. If no user tasks are active, the CMT task may be hung up or
looping. Whenever shutdown time out occurs, U11D-6000-6 is issued that gives the OS console operator the option of
continuing normal shutdown or forcing immediate shutdown.
Action:
See the description and action for U11D-6000-6.

U11D-6000-5
THESE CMT APPLICATIONS STILL ACTIVE: ASID: aaaa JOBNAME: jjjjjjjj RB: rrrrrrrr
Reason:
The DBAS CMT task has indicated that one or more user tasks are still active and making CMT I/O requests, thus
delaying shutdown of the CMT task. The user task address space identifier, job name, and program are denoted by aaaa,
jjjjjjjj, and rrrrrrrr respectively. Issued by U11D6000.
Action:
None.

U11D-6000-6
REPLY 'C' TO CONTINUE, OR 'F' TO FORCE CMT TASK SHUTDOWN SSN=xxxx
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Reason:

The DBAS CMT task has given the OS console operator the option of continuing the shutdown of the task or forcing an
immediate shutdown. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. This message is preceded by U11D-6000-4 or
U11D-6000-5. Issued by U11D6000.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Reply C if user tasks are still active, as indicated by U11D-6000-5, and these tasks must finish,
• Reply F if immediate shutdown is wanted.

WARNING

By replying F to U11D-6000-6, WA Restart Option processing for user tasks currently active can cease
prematurely. This can result in erroneous contents of CMT members, JEHF records, or both. We do not
recommend such a shutdown procedure.

U11D-6000-7
DURING CMT SHUTDOWN, LOGIC ERROR FOR SUBTASK=xxxx
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D6000, message accompanies abend U/1202.
Action:
The CMT task attempts to continue shutdown procedures. If this message occurs frequently, contact your installation
specialist for assistance.

U11D-6000-8
DURING CMT SHUTDOWN, TIMEOUT ON SUBTASK xxxx TERMINATION
Reason:
During normal shutdown, the CMT task requested the xxxx subtask to shut down, and no notification of the subtask
termination was received within three minutes. Issued by U11D6000.
Action:
The CMT task attempts to continue shutdown. If this message occurs frequently, contact your installation specialist for
assistance.

U11D-6000-9
DURING CMT SHUTDOWN, RC=nnnn FROM xxxx SUBTASK DETACH
Reason:
During normal shutdown, the CMT task attempted to DETACH the xxxx subtask and received a return code of nnnn from
the request. Issued by U11D6000.
Action:
The CMT task attempts to continue shutdown. If this message occurs frequently, contact your installation specialist for
assistance.

U11D-6000-A
DURING CMT SHUTDOWN, SUBTASK xxxx ABENDED xxxxxx
Reason:
During normal shutdown procedures, the CMT task found that the xxxx task terminated with an abend code of xxxxxx
when requested to shut down. Issued by U11D6000.
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Action:
The CMT task attempts to continue shutdown. If this message occurs frequently, contact your installation specialist for
assistance.

U11D-6000-B
ELVT DAMAGED OR INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS CMT task has found an invalid DBAS control block. Issued by U11D6000, message accompanies abend
U/1203.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6000-C
MTWA DAMAGED OR INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS CMT task has found an invalid DBAS control block. Issued by U11D6000, message accompanies abend
U/1204.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6000-D
CMT TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT task has completed its shutdown processing. Issued by U11D6000.
Action:
None.

U11D-6100-1
CMT TASK MAINLINE ABEND xxxxxx
Reason:
An unrecoverable abend has occurred with the indicated completion code. Issued by U11D6100.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6200-1
CMT TASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
Reason:
Self-explanatory. Issued by U11D6200.
Action:
None.

U11D-6200-2
CTWA DAMAGED OR INVALID
Reason:
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The DBAS CMT Initialization Mainline module has found an invalid DBAS control block. Issued by U11D6200, message
accompanies abend U/1205.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6203-1
RETURN CODE xxxx ON xxxx POOL xx REQUEST
Reason:
During CMT task initialization, a nonzero return code was given when attempting the specified request on the listed pool.
Issued by U11D6203, message accompanies abend U/1210.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6203-2
CLEANPOOL FAILED FOR COMQ POOL
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Memory Management Initialization module was unable to reinitialize a DBAS control block pool.
Issued by U11D6203, message accompanies abend U/1207.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6203-4
ASCT POOL DAMAGED OR INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Memory Management Initialization module was unable to reinitialize a DBAS control block pool.
Issued by U11D6203, message accompanies abend U/1207.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6203-5
ASCT DAMAGED OR INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Memory Management Initialization module was unable to reinitialize a DBAS control block pool.
Issued by U11D6203, message accompanies abend U/1207.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6203-6
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Memory Management Initialization module has encountered an error that does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D6203, message accompanies abend U/1207.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-6203-7
ASCT CHAIN LOCK ERROR
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Memory Management Initialization module has encountered an error that does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D6203, message accompanies abend U/1207.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6203-8
CLEANPOOL FOR CRQE POOL FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Memory Management Initialization module has encountered an error that does not occur under
normal conditions. Issued by U11D6203, message accompanies abend U/1207.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1400.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1401.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1402.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-4
GETCELL FOR CTCE FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has issued a U11CBMGR macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1403.
Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTCE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1404.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-6
GETCELL FOR CTCE FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has issued a U11CBMGR macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1405.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-7
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1406.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-8
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1407.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CRQE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1408.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6300-A
INVALID REQUEST CODE IN CRQE
Reason:
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The DBAS CMT Task CRQE Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D6300, message accompanies abend U/1409.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6400-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6400, message accompanies abend U/1270.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6400-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6400, message accompanies abend U/1271.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6400-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6400, message accompanies abend U/1272.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6400-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6400, message accompanies abend U/1273.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6400-6
UNINTERPRETABLE COMMAND
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Command Processor module was unable to determine the nature of the command it was given to
process. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6400, message accompanies abend
U/1274.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-6400-7
FREECELL FAILED FOR CCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Command Processor module has issued a U11CBMGR macro that failed. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6400, message accompanies abend U/1275.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6400-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6400, message accompanies abend U/1276.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6410-1
DBAS CMT TASK STATUS DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
CMT TASK CMDS QUEUED: xxxxx
CMT REQUESTS QUEUED: xxxxx
CMT REQUESTS IN PROCESS: xxxxx
MEMBERS HELD FOR UPDATE: xxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO describing the status of
the CMT task. Issued by U11D6410.
Action:
None.

U11D-6410-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1260.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6410-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1261.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D6410-4 - U11D6470-4
These topics include the U11D6410-4 - U11D6470-4 messages.

U11D-6410-4
UNINTERPRETABLE POST
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1262.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6410-5
UNINTERPRETABLE TASK STATUS
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module cannot determine the status of a task or tasks due to
an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1263.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6410-6
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1264.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6410-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1265.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6410-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CRQE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1266.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-6410-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTCE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1267.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6410-A
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6410, message accompanies abend U/1268.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6420-1
DBAS CMT TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
TASK INITIALIZED: yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss
EXISTING MEMBERS ACCESSED: xxxxxxx
NEW MEMBERS WRITTEN: xxxxxxx
REQUESTS PROCESSED: xxxxxxx
AVG TIME PER REQUEST: xx.xxxx  SEC
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO describing the activity
of the CMT I/O task since initialization. Issued by U11D6420.
Action:
None.

U11D-6420-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6420, message accompanies abend U/1280.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6420-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6420, message accompanies abend U/1281.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-6420-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6420, message accompanies abend U/1282.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6420-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS CMT Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6420, message accompanies abend U/1283.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6425-1
DBAS CMT TASK STORAGE DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss iiii
CMT TASK TCB: f1
CTWA: f1
CCMQ: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
CRQE: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
ECBL: f1 ECBS: f4
MEMBER COUNT: f5
CMT EXTENTS: f6
CTCE: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
CPRL: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
CIOE: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Storage Display command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO shows the
CMT Task control block locations and other control block information.
Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

f1
is the address of this control block in memory.

f2
is the number of these control blocks allocated (decimal).

f3
is the number of these control blocks in use (decimal).
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f4
is the number of ECBs in the list (decimal).

f5
is the number of CMT members (decimal).

f6
is the number of CMT directory buffers (decimal).

Action:
None.

U11D-6425-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6425, message accompanies abend U/2210.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6425-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Storage Display module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6425, message accompanies abend U/2211.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6425-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6425, message accompanies abend U/2212.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6425-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Storage Display module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6425, message accompanies abend U/2213.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6430-1
INVALID CONTROL BLOCK - xxxx

Reason:
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The DBAS CMT Task ABTERM Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. The type of control block
is xxxx. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6430, message accompanies abend
U/1750.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6430-2
VERIFY CMT ABTERM FOR ASID=xxxx, TCB=xxxxxxxx, JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx (Y/N) SSN=xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task ABTERM Processor module has asked the OS console operator to confirm that CMT ABTERM
processing is to proceed for the indicated user task. This message is issued only if a DBAS ABTERM command is issued
from the console. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11D6430.
Action:
If CMT ABTERM is to proceed, reply Y; otherwise, reply N.

U11D-6430-3
CMT ABTERM PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR ASID=xxxx, TCB=xxxxxxxx, JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx,
JOBID=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task ABTERM Processor module has indicated that CMT ABTERM processing has ended for the
indicated user task. Issued by U11D6430.
Action:
None.

U11D-6430-4
CMT ABTERM PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOB=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS ABTERM processing has successfully completed for the specified job name. This message is issued only if a
DBAS ABTERM jobname command is issued from the console.
Action:
None.

U11D-6430-5
CMT ABTERM PROCESSING FAILED FOR JOB=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS ABTERM processing has unsuccessfully completed for the specified job name. This message is issued only if
a DBAS ABTERM jobname command is issued from the console.
Action:
None.

U11D-6435-2
xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND IN CMT
Reason:
The DBAS CMT ABTERM processor was unable to find the specified job name in the CMT. Issued by U11D6435.
Action:
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Recheck the job name entered and respecify the command.

U11D-6435-3
INVALID CMBK CONTENTS
Reason:
The DBAS CMT ABTERM processor found an error in the specified job name in the CMT. Issued by U11D6435.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6435-4
xxxxxxxx IS ACTIVE IN CPU yyyy
Reason:
The DBAS CMT ABTERM command was issued for a job name that is currently locked by a CPU other than the one
specified or the CPU ID of the system where the command was issued.
Action:
Reissue the ABTERM command with the CPUID parameter for the actively locked CPU. This should only be done if you
are sure a problem exists on the specified CPU.

U11D-6440-2
ANOTHER CPUFAIL ALREADY IN PROCESS, TRY AGAIN LATER
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Processor module can only handle one CPUFAIL command at a time due to serialization
requirements. Issued by U11D6440.
Action:
Allow the CPUFAIL processing that is currently in progress to finish. Then reenter the CPUFAIL command through the OS
console. CPUFAIL completion is indicated by message U11D-6440-B.

U11D-6440-C
RC=xxxx ON ATTACH FOR CPUFAIL SUBTASK
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Processor module has encountered an error that does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D6440.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6450-1
VERIFY CA-11 DBAS CMT TASK SHUTDOWN (Y/N) SSN=xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Shutdown Command Processor module has requested confirmation that CMT task shutdown is to
proceed. This message is issued during the processing of a SHUTDOWN CMT command. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem
issuing the message. Issued by U11D6450.
Action:
Reply Y if CMT task shutdown is to proceed; otherwise, reply N.
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U11D-6450-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6450, message accompanies abend U/1360.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6450-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6450, message accompanies abend U/1361.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6450-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6450, message accompanies abend U/1362.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6450-5
CMT TASK SHUTDOWN ALREADY IN PROGRESS
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that a SHUTDOWN CMT command was
issued from the console but is ignored because the task has already been posted for shutdown. Issued by U11D6450.
Action:
None.

U11D-6450-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6450, message accompanies abend U/1363.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6450-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ECBL
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6450, message accompanies abend U/1364.
Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6460-1
VERIFY CMT CPUFAIL REQUEST FOR CPUID xxxx: REPLY 'C' TO CONTINUE, 'A'TO ABORT SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Processor module has requested verification that CPUFAIL processing should be initiated
as a result of a CPUFAIL CPUID=xxxx,CMT command issued by the OS console operator. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem
issuing the message. Issued by U11D6460.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions

• Reply C to start cleanup for the failed CPU xxxx.
• Reply A to ignore the CPUFAIL command.

U11D-6460-3
CMT CPUFAIL TERMINATED DUE TO DATACOM ERROR
Reason:
A Datacom error occurred during CPUFAIL processing.
Action:
See the message U11D-6460-8 for more information.

U11D-6460-5
CMT CPUFAIL ABORTED BY OPERATOR
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Processor module has indicated that a reply of A was given to message U11D-6460-1.
Issued by U11D6460.
Action:
None.

U11D-6460-6
CMT CPUFAIL ABORTED DUE TO SUSPEND
Reason:
Database activity is suspended due to a SUSPEND command or failure of the Datacom Multi-User Facility. The CPUFAIL
command is aborted.
Action:
If necessary, reissue the CPUFAIL command after the RESUME command is issued.

U11D-6460-8
DATACOM CMD=ccccc TBL=ttt RC=rr(iii)
Reason:
A nonblank return code was returned from a call to the Datacom database.
Action:
See the Datacom Messages for the return code.
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U11D-6460-9
CMT CPUFAIL FOR REQUESTED CPUID ALREADY IN PROGRESS
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Processor module has indicated that the CPUFAIL command just entered is unnecessary,
and thus is ignored. Issued by U11D6460.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6460-10
HST RECORD UNLOCKED FOR CPUID xxxx
Reason:
CPUFAIL processing successfully unlocked the HST history record.
Action:
None.

U11D-6460-11
HST RECORD COULD NOT BE READ
Reason:
The CPUFAIL process was unable to read the history record.
Action:
See the Message U11D-6460-8 for more information on why all reads failed.

U11D-6460-D
WARNING: CPU REQUESTED FOR CMT CPUFAIL IS THIS CPU

Reason:

The DBAS CMT Task SHUTDOWN Command Processor module has found that the CPU for which outstanding CMT
request cleanup occurs is the same as the CPU on whose console the CPUFAIL was requested. This means that any
CMT requests in process on the current CPU are terminated. Jobs running on the CPU that accesses the WA Restart
Option database likely fail or abend. Issued by U11D6460.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Reply C to message U11D-6460-1 if CPUFAIL is wanted for the current CPU.
• Reply A to abort CPUFAIL processing.

U11D-6470-1
CMT CPUFAIL PROCESSING ABENDED - CC=xxxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Termination Processor module has indicated that an abend occurred during CPUFAIL
processing. Some DBAS resources can still be assigned to one or more failed CPUs in the complex. Issued by
U11D6470.
Action:
Use the DBAS commands DIS ACT,CMT and DIS STA,CMT to investigate whether DBAS performance has been
seriously degraded. If the CMT Task appears to be servicing requests satisfactorily, collect SYSLOG and other problem
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documentation and determine the nature of the abend that occurred. If CMT task resources are "locked up,"cancel DBAS
with a dump and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6470-2
CMT CPUFAIL PROCESSING FOR CPUID xxxx COMPLETE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Termination Processor module has indicated that cleanup and recovery processing for a
failed CPU has completed. Issued by U11D6470.
Action:
None.

U11D-6470-3
UNEXPECTED ENTRY TO CPUFAIL TERMINATION
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Termination Processor module has been given control without a CPUFAIL work area
being made available. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6470, message
accompanies abend U/1810.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6470-4
CPUFAIL SUBTASK DETACH FAILED - RC=xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task CPUFAIL Termination Processor module has issued a DETACH macro that failed. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6470, message accompanies abend U/1811.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D6480-1 - U11D7500-1
These topics include the U11D6480-1 - U11D7500-1 messages.

U11D-6480-1
DBAS CMT APPLICATION DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss   iiii

JOB: f1 TCB: f2 ASCB: f3 ASID: f4

RB: f5 STEP: f6 PSTP: f7

MEMB: f8 CTCFLAG1: f9 CTCFLAG2: f9

UPD CIOES: fa OUT CIOES: fa

ACTIVE CPRL: fc QUEUED CPRL: fc

TIME LST REQ: ff

ACTIVE CRQE: fc CRQFCODE: f9 CRQKFLG: f9

CRQFLAG: f9

CRQVDATA: fg
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Reason:

The DBAS CMT Task Display Jobname command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO showing CMT Task
resources being used by a specified DBAS application.
Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

f1
is the job name of this CMT application.

f2
is the TCB address of this CMT application.

f3
is the ASCB address of this CMT application.

f4
is the ASID of this CMT application.

f5
is the RB (program) of this CMT application.

f6
is the step name of this CMT application.

f7
is the PROCSTEP name of this CMT application.

f8
is the CMT member being accessed by this application.

f9
is the logical flag settings for this CMT application.

fa
is the count of CMT I/O elements for this CMT application (decimal).

fc
is the address of unit of work for this CMT application.

ff
is the time of request origination by this CMT application.

fg
is the variable data (request dependent) for this CMT application.

Action:

None.

U11D-6480-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CPRL
Reason:
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The DBAS CMT Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6480, message accompanies abend U/2510.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6480-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Display Jobname module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6480, message accompanies abend U/2511.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6480-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CRQE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6480, message accompanies abend U/2512.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6480-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6480, message accompanies abend U/2513.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6480-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6480, message accompanies abend U/2514.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6480-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - CTCE
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6480, message accompanies abend U/2515.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-6480-8
JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND
Reason:
DBAS is not processing any CMT requests for the application with the specified job name. Issued by U11D6480.
Action:
None.

U11D-6480-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D6480, message accompanies abend U/2516.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-6480-A
NO ACTIVE CMT APPLICATIONS
Reason:
DBAS is not processing CMT requests for any application at this time. Issued by U11D6480.
Action:
None.

U11D-6480-B
DBAS CMT APPLICATION DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss   iiii
JOB ASID ASCB TCB RB STEP PSTP

------- --------- ----- ----- ------- -------
f1      f2         f3    f4    f5     f6        f7
Reason:
The DBAS CMT Task Display Jobname command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO giving information for
all active applications. Issued by U11D6480.
Among the data described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

f1
is the job name of the CMT application.

f2
is the ASID of the CMT application.

f3
is the ASCB of the CMT application.

f4
is the TCB of the CMT application.
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f5
is the RB (program) of the CMT application.

f6
is the step name of the CMT application.

f7
is the PROCSTEP of the CMT application.

Action:
None.

U11D-7000-1
JEHF TASK LOGIC ERROR #1
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D7000, message accompanies abend U/1690.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7000-2
JEHF TASK LOGIC ERROR #2
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D7000, message accompanies abend U/1691.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7000-3
JEHF TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE
Reason:
The JEHF task has completed its shutdown processing. Issued by U11D7000.
Action:
None.

U11D-7000-4
TIMEOUT DURING JEHF SHUTDOWN
Reason:
The JEHF is waiting for applications to complete and periodically times out to query the operator with Message
U11D-7000-6 that follows this message and U11D-7000-5. Issued by U11D7000.
Action:
Determine whether you want to continue waiting for applications to complete or force a shutdown. Reply to U11D-7000-6.

U11D-7000-5
THESE JEHF APPLICATIONS STILL ACTIVE:
ASID: xxxx JOBNAME: xxxxxxxx RB: xxxxxxxx
Reason:
The JEHF is attempting to shut down normally, but the applications listed have not completed JEHF processing. Issued by
U11D7000.
Action:
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When applications terminate either normally or by being canceled, JEHF shutdown completes.

U11D-7000-6
REPLY 'C' TO CONTINUE OR 'F' TO FORCE JEHF TASK SHUTDOWN SSN=xxxx
Reason:
The JEHF task is waiting on user applications to complete JEHF processing. Message U11D-7000-5, which immediately
precedes this message, specifies the applications. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by
U11D7000.
Action:
Reply C to continue waiting or F to force the JEHF to shut down. If F is specified, it can cause the applications that have
not completed to ABTERM or time out.

U11D-7000-7
JEHF TASK SHUTDOWN PENDING
Reason:
The requested JEHF shutdown cannot proceed because user applications have not completed JEHF processing. Issued
by U11D7000.
Action:
Message U11D-7000-6 follows this message. Reply appropriately to U11D-7000-6.

U11D-7000-8
ERROR REMOVING ECB FROM ECB LIST
Reason:
During normal ECB handling, the count of ECBs in the JEHF task's ECB list has gone negative. Issued by U11D7000,
message accompanies abend U/1693.
Action:
Collect listings and dumps and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7000-9
JEHF TASK LOGIC ERROR #3
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D7000, message accompanies abend U/1694.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7100-1
JEHF TASK NON-RECOVERABLE ABEND xxxxxx
Reason:
A nonrecoverable abend of type xxxxxx occurred. The xxxxxx is either U/xxxx or Sxxx. Issued by U11D7100.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7200-1
JEHF TASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
Reason:
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Self-explanatory. Issued by U11D7200.
Action:
None.

U11D-7200-2
JTWA CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7200, message accompanies abend U/1780.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7200-3
ERROR ON GETMAIN
Reason:
The module save area could not be allocated. Issued by U11D7200, message accompanies abend U/1781.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-1
RETURN CODE xxxx ON xxxx POOL xx REQUEST
Reason:
During JEHF task initialization, a nonzero return code was given when attempting the specified request on the listed pool.
Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend U/1790.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-2
JTWA CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend U/1791.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-3
ERROR ON GETMAIN
Reason:
This module allocates work areas for itself and several other modules. A GETMAIN issued for one of these work areas
failed. Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend U/1792.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-4
ASCT POOL DAMAGED OR INVALID
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Reason:
ASCT pool is invalid, indicating a serious control block problem. Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend
U/1793.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-5
ASCT DAMAGED OR INVALID
Reason:
An ASCT control block is invalid, indicating a serious problem. Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend
U/1793.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-6
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR

Reason:

The TCBE count was invalid. Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend U/1793.

Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-7
ASCT CHAIN LOCK ERROR
Reason:
An error occurred while obtaining the ASCT chain lock. Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend U/1793.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-8
CLEANPOOL FOR JRQE POOL FAILED
Reason:
DBAS was not able to successfully clean up the JRQE pool. Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend U/1793.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7210-9
CLEANPOOL FAILED FOR JCMQ POOL
Reason:
This error should not occur. Issued by U11D7210, message accompanies abend U/1794.
Action:
If problem recurs, contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7230-1
JTWA CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7230, message accompanies abend U/1800.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1840.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1841.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1842.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-4
GETCELL FOR JRPL FAILED
Reason:
U11CBMGR was called to get a JRPL control block, but returned an error condition. Issued by U11D7300, message
accompanies abend U/1843.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1844.
Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-6
GETCELL FOR JTCE FAILED
Reason:
U11CBMGR attempted to get a JTCE control block, but an error condition was returned. Issued by U11D7300, message
accompanies abend U/1845.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-7
APPLICATION NO LONGER ACTIVE OR REQUEST TIMED OUT
Reason:
This error should not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1846.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-8
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1847.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRQE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JRQE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1848.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-A
REQUEST ACCESSED JEHF CONTROL RECORDS
Reason:
A 20-character key with a binary value less than 10 was requested by a user. Most likely, it was a key of zero. Keys less
than 10 are used for control records, accessible only by JEHF.
A zero key can be specified by the user if KGE is specified, indicating that the user wants the first user record in the
database. Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1849.
Action:
If request was from user-written source, examine the U11VSMIO call. Ensure that the requested key was greater than 10
or that the key was zero and KGE was specified. If request was from code supplied by Broadcom, contact your installation
specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7300-B
JRQE REQUEST TYPE INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task JRQE Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1880.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-D
GETCELL FOR JBUF FAILED
Reason:
U11CBMGR was called to get a JBUF, but the call returned an error condition. Issued by U11D7300, message
accompanies abend U/1882.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-E
INVALID BUFFER LENGTH
Reason:
On a get request, the buffer length specified by the user was smaller than the length of the record specified. Issued by
U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1883.
Action:
If the U11VSMIO call in error is in user written code, adjust the size of the buffer to fit the record to be passed. If the error
is in WA Restart Optionv code, contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-F
INVALID STRNO
Reason:
String number specified in JRQE was less than zero or greater than three. If the string number is incorrectly entered in the
U11VSMIO macro, the error is found before the request is sent. The error occurring on the DBAS side, probably indicates
a problem with the JRQE. Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1884.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-G
VSAM CONTROL BLOCK MACRO ERROR
Reason:
A VSAM control block macro call returned an error. Issued by U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1881.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-H
JEHF ABEND IN MODULE U11Dxxxx RC=xxxxxx
Reason:
An error occurred in module U11Dxxxx. The abend code is xxxxxx. Recovery is being attempted. Issued by U11D7300.
Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7300-I
REPETITIVE ERROR ON JEHF REQUEST
Reason:
An error condition is being repeated. To prevent a recursive abend situation, recovery is being discontinued. Issued by
U11D7300, message accompanies abend U/1886.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7400-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7400, message accompanies abend U/1710.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7400-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7400, message accompanies abend U/1711.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7400-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JCMQ control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7400, message accompanies abend U/1712.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7400-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7400, message accompanies abend U/1713.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7400-6
UNINTERPRETABLE COMMAND
Reason:
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The DBAS JEHF task cannot determine the nature of the command that it was given to process. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7400, message accompanies abend U/1714.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7400-7
FREECELL FAILED FOR JCMQ
Reason:
U11CBMGR was called to free a JCMQ control block, but returned an error condition. Issued by U11D7400, message
accompanies abend U/1715.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7400-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7400, message accompanies abend U/1716.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7410-1
DBAS JEHF TASK STATUS DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss   iiii
TASK ID STATUS
JEHF TASK CMDS QUEUED: xxxx
JEHF REQUESTS ACTIVE: xxxx
JEHF REQUESTS PENDING: xxxx
JEHF REQUESTS ON STRINGS: xxxx
Reason:
This message is the JEHF response to the DIS ACT,JEHF command. The yy.ddd is the current year and Julian day.The
hh.mm.ss is the current time in hours, minutes, and seconds. The SYSID is also shown on the first line. The display
shows the number of JEHF commands and requests currently queued, the number of requests currently being processed
(on the active queue), the number of requests currently held (on the pending or string queues). Requests are held if the
active queue is full or if a previous request for the same ASID/TCB and string number is still active. Issued by U11D7410.
Action:
None.

U11D-7410-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7410, message accompanies abend U/1720.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7410-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7410, message accompanies abend U/1721.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7410-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JCMQ control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7410, message accompanies abend U/1725.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7410-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRQE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JRQE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7410, message accompanies abend U/1726.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7410-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JPRL
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JRPL control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7410, message accompanies abend U/1727.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7410-A
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7410, message accompanies abend U/1728.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7410-B
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7410, message accompanies abend U/1729.
Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7410-C
COUNT OF REQUESTS IN ACTIVE QUEUE NOT SAME AS VALUE STORED
Reason:
The running count of requests in the active queue, kept as requests are added and deleted, is different from the count just
made by running the active chain. Issued by U11D7410.
Action:
None, but if the system has other problems, bring this message to the attention of your installation specialist.

U11D-7410-D
COUNT OF REQUESTS IN PENDING QUEUE NOT SAME AS VALUE STORED
Reason:
The running count of requests in the pending queue, kept as requests are added and deleted, is different from the count
just made by running the pending chain. Issued by U11D7410.
Action:
None, but if the system has other problems, bring this message to the attention of your installation specialist.

U11D-7410-E
COUNT OF REQUESTS IN CI CONFLICT QUEUE NOT SAME AS VALUE STORED
Reason:
The running count of requests in the CI Conflict queue, kept as requests are added and deleted, is different from the count
just made by running the CI Conflict chain. Issued by U11D7410.
Action:
None, but if the system has other problems, bring this message to the attention of your installation specialist.

U11D-7420-1
DBAS JEHF TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss   iiii
I/O TASK INITIALIZED: yy.ddd hh.mm.ss
REQUESTS PROCESSED: xxxxxxxxx
AVG TIME PER REQUEST: xx:xxxx SEC
Reason:
This message is the JEHF response to the DIS STA,JEHF command. The yy.ddd is the current year and Julian day. The
hh.mm.ss is the current time in hours, minutes, and seconds. The display also shows the CPU ID on the first line. It tells
the number of requests that have been processed and the average time per request. Issued by U11D7420.
Action:
None.

U11D-7420-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7420, message accompanies abend U/1730.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7420-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7420, message accompanies abend U/1731.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7420-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JCMQ control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7420, message accompanies abend U/1732.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7420-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7420, message accompanies abend U/1734.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7425-1
DBAS JEHF TASK STORAGE DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss   iiii
JEHF TASK TCB: xxxxxxxx
JTWA: xxxxxxxxx
JCMQ: xxxx ALLOC, xxxx IN USE
JRQE: xxxx ALLOC, xxxx IN USE
JTWECBL: xxxxxxxx, ECBS: xxxx
JTCE: xxxx ALLOC, xxxx IN USE
JRPL: xxxx ALLOC, xxxx IN USE
JBUF: xxxx ALLOC, xxxx IN USE
Reason:
This message is the JEHF response to the DIS CB,JEHF command. The yy.ddd is the current year and Julian day. The
hh.mm.ss is the current time in hours, minutes and seconds. The display also shows iiii as the CPU ID on the first line.
The next two lines tell the addresses of the JEHF TCB and JTWA control block. The number of JCMQs, JRQEs, JTCEs,
JRPLs, and JBUFs allocated and in use is also displayed. Issued by U11D7425.
Action:
None.

U11D-7425-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7425, message accompanies abend U/2220.
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Action:

U11D-7425-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7425, message accompanies abend U/2221.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7425-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7425, message accompanies abend U/2222.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7425-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7425, message accompanies abend U/2223.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7430, message accompanies abend U/2000.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7430, message accompanies abend U/2001.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
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The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7430, message accompanies abend U/2002.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7430, message accompanies abend U/2003.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7430, message accompanies abend U/2004.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-6
JEHF ABTERM PROCESSING FAILED FOR ASID=xxxx TCB=xxxxxxxx JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
When JEHF receives an ABTERM command from an ASID/TCB/JOBNAME, it attempts to clear that ASID/TCB/
JOBNAME from its queues. If an error occurs during this process, this message is generated. Issued by U11D7430,
message accompanies abend U/2005.
Action:
If message occurs repeatedly, collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for
assistance.

U11D-7430-7
JEHF ABTERM PROCESSING INITIATED FOR ASID=xxxx TCB=xxxxxxxx JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
ABTERM processing was requested by an application and successfully completed. Issued by U11D7430.
Action:
Typically, none is required. However, ensure that the message is not occurring because the user task is timing out on
database requests. If this is occurring, enter the DIS STA,JEHF command to see if windows are being opened and
closed. If the count of windows opened is not changing, JEHF is hung. Cancel DBAS with a dump, collect SYSLOG and
SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-8
VERIFY JEHF ABTERM FOR ASID=xxxx, TCB=xxxxxxxx, JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx (Y/N) SSN=xxxx
Reason:
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An ABTERM command was received for ASID=xxxx, TCB=xxxxxxxx, JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx. A reply of Y causes ABTERM
processing to continue. A reply of N aborts ABTERM processing. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message.
Issued by U11D7430.
Action:
Reply Y or N to the WTO.

U11D-7430-9
JEHF ABTERM PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR ASID=xxxx, TCB=xxxxxxxx, JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
An ABTERM command that the JEHF received has been processed. All activity that is associated with the specified ASID/
TCB/JOBNAME has been backed out. Issued by U11D7430.
Action:
None.

U11D-7430-A
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D-7430, message accompanies abend U/2006.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-B
BUILD POOL FAILURE FOR BLOCK - JABT
Reason:
The DBAS CMT ABTERM jobname command was issued, and the command processor could not build a JABT queue for
window processing. Issued by U11D7430.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-C
GET CELL FAILURE FOR BLOCK - JABT
Reason:
The DBAS CMT ABTERM jobname command was issued, and the command processor could not get a JABT queue entry
for window processing. Issued by U11D7430.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7430-D
VERIFY JEHF ABTERM FOR JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx SSN=xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS CMT ABTERM jobname command was issued. A reply of Y causes ABTERM processing to continue. A reply
of N aborts ABTERM processing. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11D7430.
Action:
Reply Y or N to the WTO.
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U11D-7440-1
VERIFY JEHF CPUFAIL REQUEST FOR CPUID=xxxx: REPLY "C" TO CONTINUE, "A" TO ABORT
Reason:
This message asks the operator to verify CPUFAIL processing for the requested CPUID. The operator should carefully
verify the CPUID entered before replying to this message. Issued by U11D7440.
Action:
Reply C to continue CPUFAIL processing on CPUID xxxx, or A to abort CPUFAIL processing.

U11D-7440-2
JTWA CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7440, message accompanies abend U/2030.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7440-3
MTWA CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7440, message accompanies abend U/2031.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7440-4
ELVT CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7440, message accompanies abend U/2032.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7440-5
JCMQ CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JCMQ control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7440, message accompanies abend U/2033.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7440-6
REQUESTED CPUID NOT FOUND IN JMCR
Reason:
The CPUID that the operator entered was not in the master control record on the JEHF. The request is ignored. Issued by
U11D7440.
Action:
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Verify the correct spelling of the CPUID of the failing CPU and reenter command.

U11D-7440-7
CPUFAIL ABORTED BY OPERATOR
Reason:
The operator replied A to the CPUFAIL verify message U11D-7440-1. Issued by U11D7440.
Action:
None.

U11D-7440-8
WARNING: CPU REQUESTED IS THIS CPU
Reason:
The operator requested to perform the CPUFAIL function on the current CPU. This function can result in jobs running
under WA Restart Option abending. The function can also help free a JEHF task that is hung. Issued by U11D7440.
Action:
Reply to message U11D-7440-1.

U11D-7450-1
VERIFY CA-11 DBAS JEHF TASK SHUTDOWN (Y/N) SSN=xxxx
Reason:
Shutdown has been requested and is being verified. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by
U11D7450.
Action:
Reply Y to initiate shutdown or N to nullify shutdown of the JEHF task. A reply of Y results in JEHF task shutdown when
FINAL requests have been processed for all active JEHF applications.

U11D-7450-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7450, message accompanies abend U/1740.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7450-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7450, message accompanies abend U/1741.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7450-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
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The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7450, message accompanies abend U/1742.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7450-5
JEHF TASK SHUTDOWN ALREADY IN PROCESS
Reason:
JEHF shutdown has been requested, but JEHF is already in the process of shutting down. Issued by U11D7450.
Action:
None. If you want to force JEHF shutdown to completion, reply F to Message U11D-7000-6 when that message occurs.

U11D-7450-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JCMQ control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7450, message accompanies abend U/1743.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7460-1
VERIFY JEHF CPUFAIL REQUEST FOR CPUID xxxx: REPLY 'C' TO CONTINUE, 'A' TO ABORT SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The DBAS JEHF Task CPUFAIL Processor module has requested verification that CPUFAIL processing should be
initiated as a result of a CPUFAIL CPUID=xxxx, JEHF command issued by the OS console operator. SSN=xxxx is the
subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11D7460.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Reply C to start cleanup for the failed CPU xxxx.
• Reply A to ignore the CPUFAIL command.

U11D-7460-3
JEHF CPUFAIL OPEN FAILURE FOR JEHF
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task CPUFAIL Processor module has issued an OPEN macro that failed. Issued by U11D7460.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7460-4
JEHF CPUFAIL TERMINATED DUE TO DATACOM ERROR
Reason:
A Datacom error occurred during CPUFAIL processing.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7460-5
JEHF CPUFAIL ABORTED BY OPERATOR
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task CPUFAIL Processor module has indicated that a reply of A was given to message U11D-7460-1.
Issued by U11D7460.
Action:
None.

U11D-7460-6
JEHF CPUFAIL ABORTED DUE TO SUSPEND
Reason:
Database activity is suspended due to a SUSPEND command or failure of the Datacom Multi-User Facility. The CPUFAIL
command is aborted.
Action:
Reissue the CPUFAIL command after the RESUME command is issued if necessary.

U11D-7460-9
JEHF CPUFAIL FOR REQUESTED CPUID ALREADY IN PROGRESS
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task CPUFAIL Processor module has indicated that the CPUFAIL command entered is unnecessary,
and thus is ignored. Issued by U11D7460.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7460-D
WARNING: CPU REQUESTED FOR JEHF CPUFAIL IS THIS CPU

Reason:

The DBAS JEHF Task SHUTDOWN Command Processor module has found that the CPU for which outstanding JEHF
request cleanup occurs is the same as the CPU on whose console the CPUFAIL was requested. This means that any
JEHF requests in process on the current CPU is terminated, and jobs running on the CPU that accesses the WA Restart
Option database likely fail or abend. Issued by U11D7460.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Reply C to message U11D-7460-1 you want CPUFAIL for the current CPU.
• Reply A to abort CPUFAIL processing.

U11D-7470-1
JEHF CPUFAIL PROCESSING ABENDED - CC=xxxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task CPUFAIL Termination Processor module has indicated that an abend occurred during CPUFAIL
processing. Some DBAS resources can still be assigned to one or more failed CPUs in the complex. Issued by
U11D7470.
Action:
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Use the DBAS commands DIS ACT,JEHF and DIS STA,JEHF to investigate whether DBAS performance has been
seriously degraded. If the JEHF Task appears to be servicing requests satisfactorily, collect SYSLOG and other problem
documentation and determine the nature of the abend that occurred. If JEHF task resources are locked up, cancel DBAS
with a dump and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7470-2
JEHF CPUFAIL PROCESSING FOR CPUID xxxx COMPLETE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task CPUFAIL Termination Processor module has indicated that cleanup and recovery processing for a
failed CPU has completed. Issued by U11D7470.
Action:
None.

U11D-7470-3
UNEXPECTED ENTRY TO CPUFAIL TERMINATION
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task CPUFAIL Termination Processor module has been given control without a CPUFAIL work area
being made available. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7470, message
accompanies abend U/1810.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7470-4
CPUFAIL SUBTASK DETACH FAILED - RC=xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task CPUFAIL Termination Processor module has issued a DETACH macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7470, message accompanies abend U/1811.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7480-1
DBAS JEHF APPLICATION DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss   iiii
JOB: f1 TCB: f2 ASCB: f3 ASID: f4
RB: f5 STEP: f6 PROC: f7
REQUESTS: JRPL(1) +JRQE(1) JRPL(2) +JRQE(2) JRPL(3) +JRQE(3)
<LAST=f8> f9 f9 f9 f9 f9 f9
NO. REQ: STRING 1...fb STRING 2...fb STRING 3...fb
EXCTL KEYS: fc.yyddd.hhmm   fc.yyddd.hhmm   fc.yyddd.hhmm
ACTIVE REQ: STR1-fd/fe/ff STR2-fd/fe/ff STR3-fd/fe/ff
JRPL ADDR: fg=fh fg=fh fg=fh
FLAGS:<fi> fi.fi.fi fi.fi.fi fi.fi.fi
SQSTP(ERR): fm/fn(fm/fn) fm/fn(fm/fn) fm/fn(fm/fn)
ERROR DATA: fq fr (fs)ft.fu.fv.fw
ERROR KEY: fx
PROC/STEP: f6/f7
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task Display Jobname command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO showing JEHF Task
resources being used by a specified DBAS application.
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Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

f1
is the job name of this JEHF application.

f2
is the TCB address of this JEHF application.

f3
is the ASCB address of this JEHF application.

f4
is the ASID of this JEHF application.

f5
is the RB (program) of this JEHF application.

f6
is the step name of this JEHF application.

f7
is the PROCSTEP name of this JEHF application.

f8
is the last JEHF request completed.

f9
is the address of unit of work for this JEHF string.

fb
is the number of requests on this JEHF string queue.

fc
is the exclusive control key for this JEHF string queue:
jobname.date.time of request; or jobname.CNTL.REC if date/time is zero

fd
is the request type for this JEHF string.

fe
is the request option for this JEHF string.

ff
is the record type being processed by this JEHF string.

fg
is the active unit of work address for this JEHF string.

fh
is the job name from key for this JEHF string.

fi
is the logical flag settings for this JEHF application/string.

fm
is the step number for this JEHF string.
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fn
is the step code for this JEHF string.

fq
is the time error was queued for this JEHF application.

fr
is the time error was posted for this JEHF application.

fs
is the string number of error for this JEHF application.

ft
is the return code of error for this JEHF application.

fu
is the RPL function code of error for this JEHF application.

fv
is the RPL return code of error for this JEHF application.

fw
is the RPL feedback code of error for this JEHF application.

fx
is the key length/key (hex) of error for this JEHF application.

Action:
None.

U11D-7480-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRPL
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7480, message accompanies abend U/2610.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7480-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Display Jobname module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7480, message accompanies abend U/2611.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7480-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRQE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7480, message accompanies abend U/2612.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7480-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7480, message accompanies abend U/2613.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7480-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7480, message accompanies abend U/2614.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7480-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7480, message accompanies abend U/2615.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7480-8
JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND
Reason:
DBAS is not processing any JEHF requests for the application with the specified job name. Issued by U11D7480.
Action:
None.

U11D-7480-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Display Jobname module has found an invalid DBAS control block. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7480, message accompanies abend U/2616.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7480-A
NO ACTIVE JEHF APPLICATIONS
Reason:
DBAS is not processing JEHF requests for any application at this time. Issued by U11D7480.
Action:
None.
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U11D-7480-B
DBAS JEHF APPLICATION DISPLAY yy.ddd hh.mm.ss   iiii
JOB ASID ASCB TCB RB STEP PSTP

------- ------- -------- ---- -------- -------
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF Task Display Jobname command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO giving information
for all active applications. Issued by U11D7480.
Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

f1
is the job name of the JEHF application.

f2
is the ASID of the JEHF application.

f3
is the ASCB of the JEHF application.

f4
is the TCB of the JEHF application.

f5
is the RB (program) of the JEHF application.

f6
is the step name of the JEHF application.

f7
is the PROCSTEP of the JEHF application.

Action:
None.

U11D-7500-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
The error occurred in U11D7500, but the U11D7530 issued the message. The message accompanies abend U/1890.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D7500-2 - U11D8000-10
These topics include the U11D7500-2 - U11D8000-10 messages.
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U11D-7500-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1891.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1892.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-4
ECB POINTER DOES NOT POINT TO ECB IN JRPL
Reason:
U11D7500 processes the ECBs in the JRPL control block. On entry to this module, the ECB pointer was not pointing to a
location within a JRPL. Either the control block is damaged or the pointer is bad. Processing the request cannot continue.
Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1893.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listing and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1894.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRQE
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JRQE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1895.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-7
CONTROL BLOCK MISSING OR INVALID - JBUF
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JBUF control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1896.
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Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-8
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1897.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-9
NO STEP SEQUENCE POINTER IN JRPL
Reason:
A pointer to the next step to execute in the JRPL on entry to U11D7500 is required. Without a pointer, processing cannot
continue. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1898.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-A
STEP SEQUENCE IN JRPL CONTAINS 0 STEP CODE
Reason:
The step sequence pointer was pointing to a step code of zero. Processing the request cannot continue. Occurred in
U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1899.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-B
NO JRQE POINTER IN JRPL
Reason:
U11D7500 is attempting to POST the user and expects to find a JRQE pointer, but none is present. Occurred in
U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1900.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listing and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-C
GET UPDATE REQUESTED ON RECORD UNDER XCTL
Reason:
A GET for update was requested on a record that the user already has under exclusive control. Occurred in U11D7500
but issued by U11D7530.
Action:
If GET for update was issued in user-written code, correct user program logic and resubmit. If requestor was WA Restart
Option code, collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7500-E
KEY OF RECORD HELD NOT KEY OF RECORD REQUESTED

Reason:
A request requiring prior exclusive control (put for update) was received, but the requested record is not under the control
of the requestor. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1903.
Action:
If request was issued in user-written code, issue a prior get-for-update request to correct code and resubmit. If request
was issued by a WA Restart Option function, collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation
specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-F
RECORD NOT AVAILABLE
Reason:
The requested record is under exclusive control of another user. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530.
Action:
Another user has the requested record. SVC processing resubmits the request before returning to the requestor. If no
error is found on the user side, the message can be ignored.

U11D-7500-G
RELEASE XCTL ATTMPTD, BUT RECORD NOT UNDER XCTL
Reason:
Request processing attempted to release control of a record not under exclusive control. This error does not typically
occur under normal conditions. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1905.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-I
NONZERO RETURN CODE FROM GET REQUEST
Reason:
An asynchronous I/O request returned an error indicating an error in the call specifications. This error does not occur
under normal conditions. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1907.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-J
NONZERO RETURN CODE FROM PUT REQUEST
Reason:
An asynchronous I/O request returned an error indicating an error in the call specifications. This error does not occur
under normal conditions. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1908.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-K
NONZERO RETURN CODE FROM ERASE REQUEST
Reason:
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An asynchronous I/O request returned an error indicating an error in the call specifications. This error does not occur
under normal conditions. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1909.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-L
NONZERO RETURN CODE FROM END REQ REQUEST
Reason:
An asynchronous I/O request returned an error indicating an error in the call specifications. This error does not occur
under normal conditions. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1910.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-M
KEY OF RECORD READ NE TO KEY OF RECORD REQUESTED
Reason:
A record was read specifying KEY and KEQ, but the key returned was not the key requested. This error does not occur
under normal conditions. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1911.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-N
JEHF LOGICAL I/O ERROR: RTC=NN, FBC=XX
Reason:
A request was called to perform an I/O operation and returned with a nonzero return code, NN. The feedback and function
codes from the request are shown. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530.
Action:
If help is required, contact your installation specialist for assistance.

Note: The following table documents the RTC= value in this message: 

Hex Equate Description
04 JRQRCRNA RECORD NOT AVAILABLE 
08 JRQRCRNF RECORD NOT FOUND OR EOD
0C JRQRCVCB VSAM CTL BLK MACRO ERROR
10 JRQRCVRQ VSAM REQ MACRO ERROR, R15=4
18  JRQRSUSP DBAS SUSPENDED
1C JRQRCUNK REQUEST TYPE UNKNOWN TO JEHF 
20 JRQRCLOG PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
24 JRQRCTMO PREVIOUS REQUEST TIMED OUT
28 JRQRCLIO VSAM REQ MACRO ERROR, R15=8
2C JRQRCPIO VSAM REQ MACRO ERROR, R15=12
30 JRQRCBUF USER BUFFER < VSAM RECORD
34 JRQRCSNO STRNO NOT ENTERED OR > 3
36 JRQRCDUP DUPLICATE KEY (INSERT)
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63 n/a OTHER ERROR 

U11D-7500-P
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by
U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1914.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-Q
JRPL CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JRPL control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1915.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-R
ECB FLAG NOT SET
Reason:
The flag indicating which type of ECB U11D7500 is processing has not been set. This error does not occur under normal
conditions. Occurred in U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1916.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7500-U
REQUESTED RECORD WAS NOT UNDER EXCLUSIVE CONTROL

Reason:
Request was issued that requires prior exclusive control of record, but record was not under exclusive control. Occurred in
U11D7500 but issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1919.
Action:
If request was issued from user-written code, correct request sequence and retry. If request was issued by CA 11, collect
SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7510-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7510, message accompanies abend U/2240.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7510-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRPL
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JRPL control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued
by U11D7510, message accompanies abend U/2241.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7510-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued
by U11D7510, message accompanies abend U/2242.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7510-4
JEHF RECOVERY FAILED
Reason:
JEHF attempted to recover from an error during request processing but cannot complete the recovery. Issued by
U11D7510, message accompanies abend U/2243.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7510-5
JEHF ABEND IN MODULE U11DXXXX RC =
Reason:
An abend occurred in a JEHF module, U11DXXXX. Issued by U11D7510.
Action:
See the previous message from module U11DXXXX that accompanies the abend.

U11D-7520-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRPL
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JRPL control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued
by U11D7520, message accompanies abend U/1960.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7520-2
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7520, message
accompanies abend U/1961.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7520-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7520, message accompanies abend U/1962.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7520-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7520, message accompanies abend U/1963.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7520-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued
by U11D7520, message accompanies abend U/1964.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7520-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued
by U11D7520, message accompanies abend U/1965.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7530-1
JTWA ABSENT OR INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an absent or invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1980.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7530-2
MTWA ABSENT OR INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an absent or invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1981.
Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7530-3
ELVT ABSENT OR INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an absent or invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1982.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7530-4
PARAMETER LIST INVALID
Reason:
The parameter list passed by U11D7500 to U11D7530 was invalid. This error does not typically occur. Issued by
U11D7530, message accompanies abend U/1983.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7530-5
JTCE MISSING OR INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task found an absent or invalid JTCE control block. This error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7530,
message accompanies abend U/1984.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7530-6
JRPL MISSING OR INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task found an absent or invalid JRPL control block. This error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7530,
message accompanies abend U/1985.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7530-7
JRQE MISSING OR INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task found an absent or invalid JRQE control block. This error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7530,
message accompanies abend U/1986.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7550-1
JTWA ABSENT OR INVALID
Reason:
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The JEHF task has found an absent or invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur. Issued by
U11D7550, message accompanies abend U/2090.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7550-2
MTWA ABSENT OR INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an absent or invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur. Issued by
U11D7550, message accompanies abend U/2091.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7550-3
ELVT ABSENT OR INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an absent or invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur. Issued by U11D7550,
message accompanies abend U/2092.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7550-4
ECB LIST POINTER ABSENT
Reason:
The pointer to the ECB list of the JEHF is not in the JTWA. This type of error does not occur. Issued by U11D7550,
message accompanies abend U/2093.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7550-5
UNABLE TO DELETE ECB
Reason:
The JEHF cannot delete an ECB from the ECB list. Issued by U11D7550, message accompanies abend U/2094.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7550-6
ECB COUNT LESS THAN 0
Reason:
As a result of deleting ECBs from the ECB list, the ECB count has become negative. This message does not typically
occur. Issued by U11D7550, message accompanies abend U/2095.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7550-7
PARAMETER LIST INVALID
Reason:
The parameter list that the caller of U11D7550 passed is invalid. Issued by U11D7550, message accompanies abend
U/2096.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7550-8
ERROR ON GETMAIN
Reason:
The operating system cannot obtain the requested storage. Issued by U11D7550, message accompanies abend U/2097.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7550-9
ERROR ON FREEMAIN
Reason:
The operating system cannot free the requested storage. Issued by U11D7550, message accompanies abend U/2098.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7560-1
JEHF REQUEST ERROR OCCURRED:
CLOSE REQUEST RECEIVED BEFORE ERROR WAS POSTED.
JOBNAME: xxxxxxxx, ERROR STEP: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
KEY: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
REQUEST: xxxxxx; OPTIONS: xx; STRING: xx;
POST CODE: xxxx; R15: xx; FBC: xx
Reason:
The user has specified JPOST=YES on the configuration file JEHF options. This specification causes a CLOSE request
to be posted on receipt by DBAS; not when processing of the CLOSE is complete. As a result, an error on a previous
request, which is already posted, or on the CLOSE itself can go undetected by DBAS since there is no subsequent
request on which to post the error. In this case, DBAS prints out this information with all the error data. Issued by
U11D7560.
Action:
Console operator needs to notify person responsible for job that the job did not complete normally and that the JEHF data
for the job can be in error.

U11D-7560-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur. Issued by U11D7560, message
accompanies abend U/2250.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7560-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur. Issued by U11D7560,
message accompanies abend U/2251.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7560-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7560,
message accompanies abend U/2252.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7560-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7560,
message accompanies abend U/2253.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7570-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRPL
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JRPL control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7570,
message accompanies abend U/2260.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7570-2
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
The JEHF task has found a condition that does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7570, message accompanies abend
U/2261.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7570-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7570,
message accompanies abend U/2262.
Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7570-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7570,
message accompanies abend U/2263.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7570-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7570,
message accompanies abend U/2264.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7570-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7570,
message accompanies abend U/2265.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7570-8
DURING JEHF PRCSSING, CBMGR FC RC=xxxx CBID=xxxx CBAD=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
A call was made to U11CBM requesting a free cell (FC) on control block xxxx at address xxxxxxxx. A nonzero return code
of RC=xxxx was returned. Issued by U11D7570, message accompanies abend U/2267.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7580-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRPL
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JRPL control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7580,
message accompanies abend U/2270.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7580-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
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The JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7580,
message accompanies abend U/2271.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7580-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7580,
message accompanies abend U/2272.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7580-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7580,
message accompanies abend U/2273.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7580-5
VSAM GENCB ERROR
Reason:
A VSAM GENCB macro call returned a nonzero return code. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by
U11D7580, message accompanies abend U/2274.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7580-6
GETCELL FOR JRPL FAILED
Reason:
U11D7580 made a U11CBM call requesting a get cell (GC) for a JRPL. A nonzero return code was returned. Issued by
U11D7580, message accompanies abend U/2275.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7580-7
JEHF ABTERM PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR ASID=xxxx TCB=xxxxxxxx JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
An ABTERM command received by JEHF has been processed, and all activity associated with the ASID/TCB/JOBNAME
specified has been backed out. Issued by U11D7580.
Action:
None.
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U11D-7580-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not typically occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7580, message accompanies abend U/2276.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7610-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7610, message accompanies abend U/1850.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7610-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid MTWA control block. This type of error does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D7610, message accompanies abend U/1851.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7610-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid ELVT control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7610, message accompanies abend U/1852.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7610-4
JRPL NOT FOUND ON PENDING QUEUE
Reason:
Requests are processed by U11D7610 because U11D7600 or U11D7500 has found their JRPL's on the pending queue
and wants them moved to the active queue. If U11D7610 cannot find them on the pending queue, a serious logic error
exists. Issued by U11D7610, message accompanies abend U/1853.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7610-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JTCE
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JTCE control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7610, message accompanies abend U/1854.
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Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7610-7
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D7610, message
accompanies abend U/1856.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7610-8
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7610, message accompanies abend U/1857.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7610-9
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - JRPL
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF task has found an invalid JRPL control block. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions.
Issued by U11D7610, message accompanies abend U/1858.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7900-9
JTWA CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JCPU control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7900,
message accompanies abend U/2288.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7910-1
ERROR GETTING RECORD FOR JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
A GET request returned a nonzero return code attempting to get a record for job name xxxxxxxx. This situation occurred
while running the chain of records for the indicated job name while releasing exclusive control of the records for that job
name. Issued by U11D7910.
Action:
A problem can exist with the JEHF records for job name xxxxxxxx. Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-7910-3
JTWA CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF task has found an invalid JCPU control block. This type of error does not typically occur. Issued by U11D7910,
message accompanies abend U/2290.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7915-1
ERROR GETTING RECORD FOR JOBNAME = xxxxxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS JEHF ABTERM jobname command was issued, and the command processor cannot find the specified job
name in the JEHF.
Action:
Verify the specified job name for syntax and ensure that the job name is correct.

U11D-7915-3
JTWA CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The JEHF ABTERM processor has found an invalid JTWA control block.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-7915-6
JEHF PUT ERROR
Reason:
The JEHF ABTERM processor has issued a PUT request and received a nonzero return code.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-7915-9
JEHF ABTERM PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR JOBNAME = xxxxxxxx
Reason:
The JEHF ABTERM processor has successfully completed.
Action:
None.

U11D-7915-A
JEHF ABTERM PROCESSING FOR JOBNAME = xxxxxxxx, CPU = cccc
Reason:
The JEHF ABTERM processor has started.
Action:
None.
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U11D-7915-B
CONTROL REC ,yyddd,hh:mm:ss.th, LOCK HELD BY cccc, NOT RELEASED
Reason:
The JEHF ABTERM processor cannot process the job because it is held by CPU cccc and locked on yyddd, hh:mm:ss.th.
Action:
Enter the ABTERM command on the CPU cccc.

U11D-8000-1
DB TASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
Reason:
Self-explanatory.
Action:
None.

U11D-8000-2
DB TASK TERMINATION COMPLETE
Reason:
The Database task has completed its shutdown.
Action:
None.

U11D-8000-3
DB SUBTASK(S) FAILED TO INITIALIZE
Reason:
One or more Database subtasks have failed to initialize. Message U11D-0250-3 and abend U/1042 follow this message.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-8000-4
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx NUM: nnnnn AVG RSP: nnnnnnn MS
Reason:
Database statistics have been turned on using the SET STATS,ACT=ON command. One message is issued for each
type of Datacom request indicating the number and average response time in milliseconds, rounded, during the statistics
interval. The series of messages is repeated at the requested interval until the SET STATS,ACT=OFF command is issued.
The response time is often zero indicating less than one half millisecond average response.
Action:
None.

U11D-8000-5
SUSPENDING DATABASE ACTIVITY
Reason:
Either the operator has entered a SUSPEND command or the Datacom Multi-User Facility has failed. DBAS suspends all
database activity until a RESUME command is entered.
Action:
Resolve the problem with the Multi-User Facility, or complete the action that prompted the SUSPEND command and enter
the RESUME command when ready.
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U11D-8000-6
ENTER 'RESUME' COMMAND WHEN READY SSN=xxxx
Reason:
This message follows U11D-8000-5 and serves as a reminder that DBAS is in SUSPEND mode. SSN=xxxx is the
subsystem issuing the message.
Action:
Enter the RESUME command when ready to resume DBAS processing.

U11D-8000-7
RESUMING DATABASE ACTIVITY
Reason:
The operator has issued a RESUME command when DBAS was in SUSPEND mode.
Action:
None. Normal processing resumes.

U11D-8000-8
MAXIMUM ALLOWED SUBTASKS REACHED
Reason:
The DBTASK= value in the configuration file value is too high. DBAS continues to initialize.
Action:
Reduce the value of DBTASKS= in the configuration file. We recommend DBTASKS=5 for most installations.

U11D-8000-9
DATACOM CMD=ccc TBL=ttttt RC=rr(xxx) KEY=kkkkkkk
Reason:
A database error has occurred.
Action:
See the Datacom Messages for the return code.

U11D-8000-10
HEARTBEAT FUNCTION FOUND DATACOM DATABASE UNAVAILABLE
Reason:
Every minute, DBAS tries a call to the Datacom database to ensure that it is available. On this call, we found it was not
available and DBAS is now in automatic resume mode.
Action:
Ensure that the Datacom Multi-User Facility task is operational to service DBAS needs.

U11D8000-11 - U11D9800-1
These topics include the U11D8000-11 - U11D9800-1 messages.

U11D-8000-11
DATACOM DATABASE IS NOT AVAILABLE, AUTOMATIC RESUME STARTING
Reason:
A manual RESUME was issued, and the Datacom database was not available.
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Action:
Ensure that the Datacom Multi-User Facility task is operational to service DBAS needs.

U11D-8000-12
AUTOMATIC RESUME OPENED DATACOM DATABASE
Reason:
The Datacom database was found available. The typical DBAS activity resumes.
Action:
None.

U11D-8000-14
AUTOMATIC RESUME IN PROGRESS SSN=xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS started task attempts to open the Datacom database in one minute intervals until successful or a "comchar
SUSPEND" command is issued to stop the automatic resume process. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message.
Action:
None.

U11D-8000-18
CONNECTED TO CA-DATACOM VERSION rr.r   ssss
Reason:
This informational message contains the level of the Datacom database.
Action:
None.

U11D-8000-26
I/O SUBTASK nnnnn HAS PROCESSED ..nnnnnnnnnnn REQUESTS
Reason:
This message is issued when Database Statistics are turned on using the SET STATS,ACT=ON command. The message
is issued for each database I/O task that has processed emulated PDS or VSAM requests or NDA or audit requests. Each
request can comprise 0 to many interactions with Datacom. The number indicated is after the DBAS startup. This series of
messages is repeated at the statistics interval until the SET STATS,ACT=OFF command is issued.

NOTE
Use this informational message with message U11D-8000-27 to help tune DBAS. 

Action:

None.

U11D-8000-27
REQUESTS DELAYED DUE TO ALL TASKS BUSY..nnnnnnnnnnn
Reason:
This message is issued when Database Statistics are turned on using the SET STATS,ACT=ON command. The message
indicates how many times a request was delayed because all I/O tasks are busy. The number that is indicated is after the
DBAS startup. The message is repeated at the requested interval until the SET STATS,ACT=OFF command is issued.
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NOTE
Use this informational message with message U11D-8000-26 to help tune DBAS.

Action:
None.

U11D-8200-0
SPACE MONITOR TASK INITIALIZATION xxxxxxxx
Reason:
This message is informational.
Action:
None.

U11D-8200-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx

Reason:

The Space Monitor control task did not find a required control block.

Action:

For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8200-2
IGNORING UNKNOWN POST CODE - xxxxxxxx
Reason:
This message is informational.
Action:
None.

U11D-8200-3
AREA=aaa WAS AT nnn% AND IS NOW nnn% (UNDER WARNING LEVEL)
Reason:
The Space Monitor task previously detected a value for this area over the warning threshold, but this area is now under
the warning level. The problem has been resolved.
Action:
None.

U11D-8200-4
SPACE MONITOR TASK ABENDED
Reason:
An error occurred.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8200-5
SSN=ssss DBID=dddd AREA=aaa AT nnn% USED
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Reason:
The Space Monitor task has found a WA Restart Option database using a percentage over the warning percentage.
Action:
Take action to ensure the database does not become full if message U11D-8200-6 shows EXTENTS=15.

U11D-8200-6
EXTENTS=nn DSN=hlq.xxx601

Reason:
The Space Monitor task has found a WA Restart Option database using a percentage over the warning percentage. See
message U11D-8200-5 for the area to which this corresponds.
Action:
Review the extents information for the data set.

U11D-8200-7
VOLUME=vvvvvv FREE CYLINDERS: x ccccccc

Reason:
The Space Monitor task has found a WA Restart Option database using a percentage over the warning percentage. See
message U11D-8200-5 for the area to which this corresponds. This message shows the free cylinders of the current last
volume where the Datacom database resides. If enough free cylinders are not available on that volume, the data set
cannot obtain more space.

The first byte of the Free Cylinders field displays either a “t” (if the volume is Track managed) or a “c” (if the volume is
Cylinder managed), followed by the number of free cylinders on the volume.  

Action:
Ensure that the volume contains enough free cylinders.

U11D-8200-8
SPACE MONITOR yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss iii

AREA           TOTAL     TOTAL      USED               RECORD                   

NAME  DBID    TRACKS    BLOCKS    BLOCKS     FULL       COUNT                   

----  ----  --------  --------  --------  -------  ----------                   

IXX   dddd        tt        bb        uu   pp.pp%         n/a                   

JOB   dddd        tt        bb        uu   pp.pp%          rr                   

STP   dddd        tt        bb        uu   pp.pp%          rr                   

DSN   dddd        tt        bb        uu   pp.pp%          rr                   

JHF   dddd        tt        bb        uu   pp.pp%          rr        

    

AREA      FREE             

NAME CYLINDERS VOLUME EX DSN

---- --------- ------ -- ---

IXX  x    nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.IXX601

JOB  x    nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.JOB601

STP  x    nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.STP601

DSN  x    nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.DSN601

JHF  x    nnnn vvvvvv nn hlq.JHF601
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WARNING PERCENTAGE IS  nn%      

NEXT MONITOR CHECK COUNT: nn MIN

Free Cylinders field marked with "t" for track managed volume

Free Cylinders field marked with "c" for cylinder managed volume

Reason:

This message is displayed at product startup and at the start of every day with only the first section of detail lines.
This message is displayed as the output from the "comchar DISPLAY SPACE" and "comchar DISPLAY
SPACE,TYPE=AREA" commands with both sections.

Action:

If the percentage used is over the warning level, you should research adding extents to the Datacom database file.

U11D-8200-9
SPACE MONITOR TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE

Reason:
Normal shutdown message for the WA Restart Option Space Monitor task.
Action:
None

U11D-8200-10
CASYSTEMTABLES OPEN FAILED, DBID=xxxx - yy
Reason:
An unexpected return code was returned when opening the Datacom System Tables.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8200-11
DATA COLLECTION ROUTINE U11D8950 RC=rrrr SYSDBID=dddd Function=fffff
Reason:
The CA11 CASYSTEMTABLES interface module U11D8950 had a non-zero return code.
Action:
Research U11D-8200-12 message if also displayed, otherwise contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8200-12
Datacom RC=rr CMD=ccccc TBL=ttt Key=kkkkk
Reason:
Datacom call values and return code are shown.
Action:
Research Datacom call return code.

U11D-8200-15
SPACE MONITOR yy.ddd hh.mm.ss iiii
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       Area  Table  Record      Record                                                 

       Name  Name   Length       Count                                                 

       ----  -----  ------  ----------                                                 

       JOB   JOB        ll          cc                                                 

             HST       lll          cc                                                 

             MIS       lll          cc                                                 

             REA        ll          cc                                                 

             Total:                 cc                                                 

                                                                                       

       STP   STP       lll          cc                                                 

             CSD        ll          cc                                                 

             Total:                 cc                                                 

                                                                                       

       DSN   DSN       lll          cc                                                 

                                                                                       

       JHF   PRD       lll          cc                                                 

             RRN       lll          cc                                                 

             AUD       lll          cc                                                 

             Total:                 cc        

      

Reason:

This message is displayed as the output of the "comchar DISPLAY SPACE,TYPE=TABLE" command. The number of
records in each WA Restart Option Datacom table are shown.

Action:

None.

U11D-8200-17
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
This message is informational. 
Action:
None

U11D-8200-18
INCOMPATIBLE VERSION OF U11D8950
Reason:
The U11D8950 module is backleveled.
Action:
Check the normal module search order to ensure that the correct WA Restart Option modules are available to the DBAS
task.

U11D-8300-1
LOGIC ERROR: UNKNOWN CALLING MODULE
Reason:
Mismatched modules can cause this message.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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U11D-8300-2
LOCALGTS NOT IN CONFIG FILE - GTS FUNCTION NOT PERFORMED

Reason:

Provide the name of the local GTS task to WA Restart Option so that it can communicate with remote systems.

Action:

Add LOCALGTS=name to the configuration file.

Perform one of the following actions:

• Use the REFRESH DBAS command.
• Restart the DBAS started task.

U11D-8300-3
INTERFACE MODULE CAGSITLD NOT FOUND

Reason:

The modules needed to invoke the GTS product are not in the typical search order for the DBAS started task.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Add the GTS load library to the DBAS started task.
• Place the library in the system LNKLST.

U11D-8500-1
DATACOM xxxxx FAILED, RC=xx
Reason:
The command xxxxx to the Datacom database failed. DBAS is placed into SUSPEND mode.
Action:
Research and correct the database error.

U11D-8510-1
DATABASE SUBTASK ABEND xxxxx
Reason:
The database generalized ESTAE module has received control because of an abend, which is denoted by the code xxxxx.

NOTE
The recovery process produces a dump.

Action:
If the abend occurs repeatedly or seriously affects system performance, obtain the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8605-E
JOB RECORD FOUND LOCKED BY CPU ID cccc TIME=hh:mm:ss DATE=yyyy.ddd JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj CMT=_
JEHF=_ BID=bbbb
Reason:
The job record was found to be locked during FIND processing.
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Action:
If the owning CPU is down, perform a CPUFAIL to let the job continue.

U11D-8635-1
CA-DATACOM SYSTEM OR DATA AREA FULL

Reason:
A Datacom system area (probably the Index) or a data area has filled while DBAS was attempting to add or replace a
member in the CMT tables. All records for this member are rolled back (deleted). Possibly, you can add some smaller jobs
to the CMT, but correct the error as soon you can.
Action:
Examine the job log of the Datacom task for messages indicating which area has filled. Back up, reallocate, and restore
the area using DBUTLTY. Halt WA Restart Option processing during this time.

U11D-8635-2
CA-DATACOM ERROR ON END BLD,jjjjjjjj,cccc,ttt,rr-iii
Reason:
DBAS has encountered an unrecoverable Datacom error processing a CMT END BLD request. The jjjjjjjj denotes the
job name, and the cccccc denotes the Datacom command. The ttt denotes the table being accessed. The rr denotes the
Datacom return code. The iii denotes the internal Datacom return code.
Action:
Manual intervention is sometimes required to unlock the job using the ABTERM JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj,CMT command. The
restart status and other information can also be incorrect.

U11D-8635-3
CKEY: ssssjjjjjjjj   ffffffff   dddddddd
Reason:
The current key is shown for the action that resulted in the message U11D8635-2. The ssss denotes the subsystem. The
jjjjjjjj denotes the job name. The ffffffff denotes the extra fullwords (if any) for this key type. The dddddddd denotes the
ddname for DSN keys.
Action:
None.

U11D-8635-4
PKEY:  ssssjjjjjjjj   ffffffff   dddddddd
Reason:
The previous key is shown for the action that resulted in the message U11D8635-2. The ssss denotes the subsystem.
The jjjjjjjj denotes the job name. The ffffffff denotes the extra fullwords (if any) for this key type. The dddddddd denotes the
ddname for DSN keys.
Action:
None.

U11D-8645-1
CA-DATACOM ERROR ON FINAL REQ,jjjjjjjj,ccccc,ttt,rr
Reason:
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DBAS has encountered an unrecoverable Datacom error processing a CMT FINAL request. The jjjjjjjj denotes the job
name. The ccccc denotes the Datacom command. The ttt denotes the table being accessed. The rr denotes the Datacom
return code.
Action:
Manual intervention can be required to unlock the job using the ABTERM JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj,CMT command. The restart
status and other information can also be incorrect.

U11D-8645-2
CKEY: ssssjjjjjjjj   ffffffff   dddddddd
Reason:
The current key is shown for the action that resulted in the message U11D8645-1. The ssss denotes the subsystem. The
jjjjjjjj denotes the job name. The ffffffff denotes the extra fullwords (if any) for this key type. dddddddd denotes the ddname
for DSN keys.
Action:
None.

U11D-8645-3
PKEY: ssssjjjjjjjj   ffffffff   dddddddd
Reason:
The previous key is shown for the action that resulted in the message U11D8645-1. The ssss denotes the subsystem.
The jjjjjjjj denotes the job name. The ffffffff denotes the extra fullwords (if any) for this key type. The dddddddd denotes the
ddname for DSN keys.
Action:
None.

U11D-8650-1
DATACOM CMD=ccccc TBL=ttt RC=rr(iii) KEY=kkkk JOB=jjjjjjjj
Reason:
A non-blank return code was returned from a call to the Datacom database.
Action:
See the Datacom Messages for the return code.

U11D-8650-2
RETRY OF CMD=ccccc SUCCESSFUL FOR TBL=ttt KEY=kkkk JOB=jjjjjjjj
Reason:
After an earlier attempt that failed, this message informs that the retry was successful.
Action:
None.

U11D-8650-3
RETRY OF CMD=ccccc UNSUCCESSFUL FOR TBL=ttt KEY=kkkk JOB=jjjjjjjj
Reason:
All attempts to retry the request failed.
Action:
See message U11D-8650-1 for information about the cause of the failure.
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U11D-8650-4
HST RECORD LOCKED BY JOB=jjjjjjjj  WHEN RETRY LIMIT EXCEEDED, REQ JOB=jjjjjjjj
Reason:
The maximum number of retries was exceeded. See message U11D-8650-1 for information about the error.
Action:
None.

U11D-8655-1
DATACOM CMD=ccccc TBL=ttt RC=rr(iii) KEY=kkkk JOB=jjjjjjjj
Reason:
A nonblank return code was returned from a call to the Datacom database.
Action:
See the Datacom Messages for the return code.

U11D-8655-2
RETRY OF CMD=ccccc SUCCESSFUL FOR TBL=ttt KEY=kkkk FOR JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
After an earlier attempt that failed, this message informs that the retry was successful.
Action:
None.

U11D-8655-3
RETRY OF CMD=ccccc UNSUCCESSFUL FOR TBL=ttt KEY=kkkk FOR JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
The maximum number of retries was exceeded. See message U11D-8655-1 for information about the error.
Action:
None.

U11D-8655-4
HST RECORD FOUND LOCKED BY JOB jjjjjjjj WHEN MAX RETRY FOR JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
The maximum number of retries was exceeded. See message U11D-8655-1 for information about the error.
Action:
None.

U11D-8655-5
GETHIST CALL MADE FOR JOB jjjjjjjj BUT CTCGHIST IS NOT ON
Reason:
Logic error.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8690-1
CMT MEMBER mmmmmmmm HELD by cccc
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Reason:
An ABTERM command with JOBNAME was issued in an attempt to unlock a CMT member. The member lock is held by
a CPU other than the CPUID entered on the command or the current one if no CPUID was entered. The member name is
mmmmmmmm. The CPUID of the CPU holding the lock is cccc.
Action:
If necessary, reissue the ABTERM command with CPUID specifying the one reported by the message.

U11D-8690-2
DATACOM CMD=ccccc TBL=ttt RC=rr(iii) KEY=kkkkkkkkkkkk JOB=jjjjjjjj
Reason:
A call to the Datacom database returned a nonblank return code.
Action:
See the Datacom messages for the return code.

U11D-8690-3
JOB RECORD FOR jjjjjjjj WAS NOT UNLOCKED
Reason:
The job record should have been unlocked during ABTERM cleanup but there were problems.
Action:
See message U11D-8690-2 for more information about the problem.

U11D-8690-4
ERROR WHILE PROCESSING JOB jjjjjjjj, CPRL NOT RELEASED
Reason:
This message indicates a logic error.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8690-5
PRE-FINAL CLEANUP IN PROGRESS - jjjjjjjj
Reason:
This message is informational.
Action:
None.

U11D-8690-6
NO HST RECORD FOUND DURING CLEANUP PROCESSING WHEN CTCGHIST WAS ON JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
This message indicates a logic error.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8690-7
HST RECORD NOT READ SUCCESSFULLY DURING CLEANUP PROCESSING FOR JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
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All attempts to read the HST record failed.
Action:
See the message U11D-8690-2 for more information on the problem.

U11D-8690-8
HST RECORD LOCKED BY CPUID cccc TIME=hh:mm:ss DATE=yyyy.ddd JOB jjjjjjjj - CTC JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
This informational message displays the history record lock information
Action:
None.

U11D-8690-9
HST RECORD UNLOCKED SUCCESSFULLY DURING CLEANUP PROCESSING FOR JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
Cleanup processing was successful in unlocking the history record during ABTERM processing
Action:
None.

U11D-8690-A
HST RECORD UNLOCKED FAILED DURING CLEANUP PROCESSING FOR JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
ABTERM processing expected an unlocked record. Problems have occurred.
Action:
See message U11D-8690-2 for more information.

U11D-8690-B
HST RECORD NOT LOCKED BUT CTCGHIST IS ON JOB jjjjjjjj
Reason:
This message indicates a logic error.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8690-C
HST RECORD WAS LOCKED BY CPUID cccc BUT CTCGHIST ON JOB jjjjjjjj ON CPUID  cccc
Reason:
This message indicates a logic error.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-8690-D
JOB RECORD NOT FOUND, NAME=jjjjjjjj/hhhhhhhh   hhhhhhhh
Reason:
This message is only seen when a DDNAME of U11D8690 is allocated to dummy in the JCL of the DBAS started task.
This message shows that the CTC member has changed after the process started.
Action:
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For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-9800-1
xxxxx ABEND RECOVERY IN PROGRESS; ESTAE ISSUER: yyyyyyyy
Reason:
The DBAS Generalized ESTAE module has received control because of an abend, which is denoted by the code xxxxx. If
the DBAS module that issued the ESTAE macro can be determined, the module
is yyyyyyyy. Message U11D-9800-2, which contains more information about the abend that occurred, follows this
message. Issued by U11D9800.
Action:
The recovery processing has produced a dump. If the abend occurs repeatedly or seriously affects system performance,
obtain the dump. This dump can involve shutting down DBAS temporarily. If the abend occurs sporadically and does not
adversely affect system performance, the shutdown of DBAS can be deferred until it is more convenient to do so. The
dump can then be obtained, if wanted. Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D9800-2 - U11DB4-005
These topics include the U11D9800-2 - U11DB4-005 messages.

U11D-9800-2
FAILING MODULE. xxxxxxxxOFFSET. yyyyABEND PSW. zzzzzzzz   zzzzzzzz
Reason:
The DBAS Generalized ESTAE module is attempting to provide as much information about the abend noted by message
U11D-9800-1 as is possible. The actual text of this message varies, depending on the type of abend and the particular
environment at the time of abend. Issued by U11D9800.
Action:
See the reason/action for the previous message U11D-9800-1.

U11D-9900-1
DBAS STIMER SERVICES UNABLE TO FIND ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS STIMER Services module cannot locate a DBAS control block in main storage. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D9900, message accompanies abend U/1030.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-9900-2
STIMER EXIT UNABLE TO FIND MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS STIMER Services module could not locate a DBAS control block in main storage. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D9900, message accompanies abend U/1031.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-9900-3
DBAS STIMER SERVICES LOGIC ERROR
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Reason:
A logic error was found during STIMER processing. Issued by U11D9900, message accompanies abend U/1032.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11DB3-001
LOAD FOR CONVERTER MODULE FAILED
Reason:
During initialization, a necessary module was not found.
Action:
Ensure that the proper CAL7LOAD is accessible. A user abend accompanies this message.

U11DB3-002
OPEN FOR JEHF FILE FAILED
Reason:
The OPEN macro returned a nonzero return code.
Action:
Ensure that the JEHF is in the JCL. The message is accompanied by a user abend.

U11DB3-003
DATACOM DB ERROR READING TABLE ELEMENT
Reason:
Datacom returned a nonzero return code.
Action:
This logic error is accompanied by a user abend.

U11DB4-001
LOAD FOR CONVERTER MODULE FAILED
Reason:
During initialization, a necessary module was not found.
Action:
Ensure that the proper CAL7LOAD is accessible. This message is accompanied by a user abend.

U11DB4-002
OPEN FOR CMT FAILED
Reason:
The OPEN macro returned a nonzero return code.
Action:
Ensure that the CMT is in the JCL. This message is accompanied by a user abend.

U11DB4-003
DATACOM DB ERROR READING TABLE ELEMENT
Reason:
Datacom received a nonzero return code.
Action:
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This logic error is accompanied by a user abend.

U11DB4-004
NEW MEMBER CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The STOW macro received a nonzero return code.
Action:
This logic error is accompanied by a user abend.

U11DB4-005
ERROR READING REAEL
Reason:
Datacom received a nonzero return code while trying to read the reason for rerun table element.
Action:
This logic error is accompanied by a user abend.

U11DA100-1 - U11D-D300-14
These topics include the U11DA100-1 - U11D-D300-14 messages.

U11D-A100-1
AUDITING REQUESTED FOR UNSUPPORTED ELEMENT (XXX) ; IGNORED
Reason:
A change has been made to a database element, and auditing is requested. However, auditing for the database element
type that XXX identifies is not currently supported. Auditing of the database element is ignored.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-A100-2
INVALID UPDATE TYPE SPECIFIED (X) ; IGNORED
Reason:
A change has been made to a database element, and auditing is requested. However, the update type that X identifies is
not currently supported. Auditing of the database element is ignored.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-A100-3
DATABASE AREA CONTAINING AUDIT TABLE IS FULL
Reason:
Auditing has been requested, and no space is available in the database area that contains the audit table. The audit table
resides in the JEHF database area. Auditing of the database element is ignored. Message U11D-A100-4 or U11D-A100-5
is issued. An action is taken based on the value of the AUDITSUP configuration file parameter.
Action:
None.
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U11D-A100-4
AUDITSUP=YES SPECIFIED; AUDITING IGNORED UNTIL FULL CONDITION RESOLVED; SUBSYS=XXXX

Reason:

This message follows message U11D-A100-3 and indicates that auditing is ignored until the database area full condition is
resolved.

Action:

Resolve the database full condition by performing one of the following actions:

• Run the maintenance task to purge aged audit information from the database.
• Reduce the number of days that the database retains auditing information. Change the AUDITAGE configuration file

parameter and run the maintenance task to purge aged audit information from the database.
• Expand the size of the JEHF database area.

Issue the RESUME AUDIT command to resume auditing once the database area is no longer full.

U11D-A100-5
AUDITSUP=REQ SPECIFIED; CA 11 DATABASE SUSPENDED UNTIL FULL CONDITION RESOLVED;
SUBSYS=XXXX
Reason:
This message follows message U11D-A100-3 and indicates that the WA Restart Option database is suspended until the
database area full condition is resolved. This action is taken because the AUDITSUP=REQ configuration parameter was
specified.
Action:
Resolve the database area full condition by performing one of the following actions:

• Run the maintenance task to purge aged audit information from the database.
• Reduce the number of days that the database retains auditing information. Change the AUDITAGE configuration file

parameter and run the maintenance task to purge aged audit information from the database.
• Expand the size of the JEHF database area.

Issue the RESUME command to resume the WA Restart Option database once the database area is no longer full.

NOTE
If you do not want to suspend the database when the audit area fills, use the AUDITSUP=YES configuration file
parameter instead of AUDITSUP=REQ.

U11D-B000-1
DYDS TASK LOGIC ERROR #1
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11DB000, message accompanies abend U/2620.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B000-2
DYDS TASK LOGIC ERROR #2
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11DB000, message accompanies abend U/2621.
Action:
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Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B000-B
ELVT DAMAGED OR INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS task has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. Issued by U11DB000, message accompanies
abend U/2622.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B000-C
MTWA DAMAGED OR INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS task has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. Issued by U11DB000, message accompanies
abend U/2623.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B000-D
DYDS TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS task has completed its shutdown processing. Issued by U11DB000.
Action:
None.

U11D-B100-1
DYDS TASK MAINLINE ABEND xxxxxx
Reason:
An unrecoverable abend occurred with the indicated completion code. Issued by U11DB100.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B200-1
DYDS TASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
Reason:
Initialization of the DYDS task has completed successfully. Issued by U11DB200.
Action:
None.

U11D-B200-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Initialization Mainline module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. Issued by U11DB200,
message accompanies abend U/2630.
Action:
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Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B203-1
RETURN CODE xxxx ON xxxx POOL xx REQUEST
Reason:
During DYDS task initialization, a nonzero return code was given when attempting the specified request on the listed pool.
Issued by U11DB203, message accompanies abend U/2636.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B300-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task YRQE Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB300, message accompanies abend U/2640.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B300-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task YRQE Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB300, message accompanies abend U/2641.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B300-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task YRQE Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB300, message accompanies abend U/2642.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B300-4
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task YRQE Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB300, message accompanies abend U/2643.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B300-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YRQE
Reason:
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The DBAS DYDS Task YRQE Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB300, message accompanies abend U/2644.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B300-6
ERROR ACCESSING DEVICE TABLE
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task YRQE Processor module has issued an EDTINFO macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB300, message accompanies abend U/2645.
Action:
None.

U11D-B300-7
GETCELL FOR YPRL FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task YRQE Processor module has issued a U11CBMGR macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB300, message accompanies abend U/2646.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B400-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB400, message accompanies abend U/2650.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B400-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB400, message accompanies abend U/2651.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B400-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB400, message accompanies abend U/2652.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-B400-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB400, message accompanies abend U/2653.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B400-6
UNINTERPRETABLE COMMAND
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Command Processor module cannot determine the nature of the command it was given to
process. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB400, message accompanies abend
U/2654.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B400-7
FREECELL FAILED FOR YCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Command Processor module has issued a U11CBMGR macro that failed. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB400, message accompanies abend U/2655.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B400-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB400, message accompanies abend U/2656.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B410-1
DBAS DYDS TASK STATUS DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
DYDS TASK CMDS QUEUED: xxxxx
DYDS REQUESTS QUEUED: xxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO describes
the status of the DYDS task. Issued by U11DB410.
Action:
None.

U11D-B410-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YTWA
Reason:
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The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB410, message accompanies abend U/2690.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B410-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB410, message accompanies abend U/2691.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B410-4
UNINTERPRETABLE POST
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11DB410, message accompanies abend U/2692.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B410-5
UNINTERPRETABLE TASK STATUS
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module cannot determine the status of a task or tasks. The
cause is an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB410, message accompanies abend
U/2693.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B410-6
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB410, message accompanies abend U/2694.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B410-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB410, message accompanies abend U/2695.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-B410-8
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YRQE
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB410, message accompanies abend U/2696.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B410-A
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Status Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB410, message accompanies abend U/2697.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B420-1
DBAS DYDS TASK ACTIVITY DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
I/O TASK INITIALIZED: yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss
REQUESTS PROCESSED: xxxxxxxx
AVG TIME PER REQUEST: xx.xxxx SEC
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO describes
the activity of the DYDS I/O task after initialization. Issued by U11DB420.
Action:
None.

U11D-B420-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB420, message accompanies abend U/2660.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B420-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB420, message accompanies abend U/2661.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B420-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YCMQ
Reason:
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The DBAS DYDS Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB420, message accompanies abend U/2662.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B420-5
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB420, message accompanies abend U/2663.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B425-1
DBAS DYDS TASK STORAGE DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
DYDS TASK TCB: f1
YTWA: f1
YCMQ: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
YRQE: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
YPRL: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
ECBL: f1, ECBS: f4

Reason:

The DBAS DYDS Task Storage Display command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO displays
the DYDS Task control block locations and other control block information.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

f1
is the address of this control block in memory.

f2
is the number of these control blocks allocated (decimal).

f3
is the number of these control blocks in use (decimal).

f4
is the number of ECBs (decimal).

Issued by U11DB425.

Action:

None.
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U11D-B425-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Storage Display module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB425, message accompanies abend U/2670.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B425-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Storage Display module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB425, message accompanies abend U/2671.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B425-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Storage Display module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB425, message accompanies abend U/2672.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B425-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Storage Display module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB425, message accompanies abend U/2673.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B450-1
VERIFY CA-11 DBAS DYDS TASK SHUTDOWN (Y/N) SSN=XXXX
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Shutdown Command Processor module has requested confirmation that DYDS task shutdown
is to proceed. This message is issued during the processing of a SHUTDOWN DYDS command. SSN=xxxx is the
subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11DB450.
Action:
Reply Y to proceed with the DYDS task shutdown; otherwise, reply N.

U11D-B450-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type
of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB450, message accompanies abend U/2680.
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Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B450-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type
of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB450, message accompanies abend U/2681.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B450-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type
of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB450, message accompanies abend U/2682.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B450-5
DYDS TASK SHUTDOWN ALREADY IN PROGRESS
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that a SHUTDOWN DYDS command was
issued from the console. The command is ignored because the task has already been posted for shutdown. Issued by
U11DB450.
Action:
None.

U11D-B450-6
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - YCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type
of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB450, message accompanies abend U/2683.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-B450-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ECBL
Reason:
The DBAS DYDS Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type
of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11DB450, message accompanies abend U/2684.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-DCOM-01
DB ERROR: CMD=ccccc,TBL=ttt,RD=rr(iii)

Reason:

DBAS has encountered an unexpected error from Datacom.

ccccc
identifies the five-character command to Datacom.

ttt
identifies the three-character table name to access.

rr
identifies the return code from Datacom.

ii
identifies the three decimal internal return codes from Datacom.

Action:

If the problem persists, report it to your specialist.

U11D-D000-S
MANT TASK SUSPENDED
Reason:
DBAS has entered "Suspend" mode. This message is either in response to a SUSPEND command entered from an
operator console or when it is determined that Datacom is not available.
Action:
Issue the RESUME command from an operator console when Datacom is available.

U11D-D000-1
POSTED ECB NOT FOUND
Reason:
Request for WAIT returned, but the posted ECB was not found.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D000-2
UNKNOWN ECB POSTED
Reason:
Request for WAIT returned, but the posted ECB was not one that was expected.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D000-3
UNKNOWN POST CODE RECEIVED
Reason:
Request for WAIT returned, but the posted ECB contained an unexpected code.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.
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U11D-D000-4
MANT TASK CYCLE BEGINNING
Reason:
The MANT task is beginning to execute.
Action:
None.

U11D-D000-5
MANT TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE
Reason:
A shutdown request for the MANT task has been processed successfully.
Action:
None.

U11D-D000-6
ERROR CLOSING DATABASE
Reason:
During a shutdown, a request to close Datacom received a nonzero return code.
Action:
None.

U11D-D000-7
MANT TASK CYCLE COMPLETE
Reason:
The MANT task has completed a maintenance cycle.
Action:
None.

U11D-D000-8
ERROR CLOSING PURGE FILE
Reason:
During a shutdown, the file that the PURGDSN configuration file parameter referenced did not close properly.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D000-9
ERROR CLOSING REPORT FILE
Reason:
During a shutdown, the file that the RPRTDSN configuration file parameter references did not close properly.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D100-1
MANT TASK MAINLINE ABEND - U/xxxx
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Reason:
The MANT Task ESTAE routine detected an abend in the MANT task. U/xxxx is the original abend.
Action:
Logic error - accompanied by the original abend.

U11D-D100-2
ERROR CLOSING PURGE FILE
Reason:
The MANT Task ESTAE routine cannot close the file that the PURGDSN configuration file parameter referenced.
Action:
Logic error - accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D100-3
MANT TASK INITIALIZATION ABEND - U/xxxx
Reason:
The MANT Task ESTAE routine detected an abend in the MANT task during initialization. U/xxxx is the original abend.
Action:
Logic error - accompanied by the original abend.

U11D-D100-4
ERROR CLOSING REPORT FILE
Reason:
The MANT task ESTAE routine cannot close the file that the RPRTDSN configuration file parameter references.
Action:
Logic error - accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D200-0
MANT TASK – MODULE xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND
Reason:
The MANT task initialization module could not load module xxxxxxxx.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D200-1
NON ZERO RETURN CODE FROM U11CBM
Reason:
The MANT task initialization module could not obtain control blocks from U11CBM.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D200-2
MANT TASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
Reason:
The MANT task has initialized successfully.
Action:
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None.

U11D-D200-3
MANT TASK PURGDD NOT AVAILABLE
Reason:
During initialization, the MANT initialization module could not find the data set referenced by the PURGDSN configuration
file parameter.
Action:
None. The MANT task proceeds without the PURGE file.

U11D-D200-4
MANT TASK REPORT NOT AVAILABLE
Reason:
During initialization, the MANT initialization module could not find the data set referenced by the RPRTDSN configuration
file parameter.
Action:
None. The MANT task proceeds without the REPORT file.

U11D-D300-0
DATACOM OPEN FAILED
Reason:
An open REQUEST to Datacom failed.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D300-1
MANT TASK ADDING CHECKPOINT
Reason:
The MANT task could not find the checkpoint record.
Action:
None. To be expected during the initial database maintenance cycle.

U11D-D300-2
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
Either the ELVT or the MTWA control blocks are invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D300-3
DATACOM CMD=ccccc TBL=ttt RC=rr(iii) KEY=kkkkkkkk
Reason:
A nonblank return code was returned from a call to the Datacom database.
Action:
See the Datacom messages for the return code.
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U11D-D300-4
MANT TASK JOB ELEMENT LOCK NOT OWNED
Reason:
In preparing to release or delete a JOB element, it was discovered that the element was not locked.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D300-5
MANT TASK - PURGDD FAILED TO CLOSE
Reason:
The data set referenced by the PURGDSN configuration file parameter did not close properly.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D300-6
MANT TASK DATABASE ERROR: CLOSE
Reason:
A CLOSE request to Datacom failed.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D300-7
MANT TASK DATABASE ERROR: OPEN
Reason:
An OPEN request to Datacom returned a nonzero return code.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D300-8
MANT TASK - REPORT FAILED TO CLOSE
Reason:
The data set referenced by the RPRTDSN configuration file parameter did not close properly.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D300-9
MANT TASK MAY BE ACTIVE ON ANOTHER SYSTEM
Reason:
When trying to obtain the checkpoint record, an exclusive control error occurred. Execute the MANT task only on one
system, and that system is the one where the Datacom MUF task runs.
Action:
Change the configuration file for the WA Restart Option tasks to have MAINTAGE=0 for those systems where the
Datacom MUF task does not run.
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U11D-D300-10
MANT TASK CYCLE STATISTICS:
Reason:
Informational messages displaying statistics from the MANT task execution follow this message.
Action:
None.

U11D-D300-14
MANT TASK ENDING - rrrrrrrrrrrrr

Reason:

This informational message indicates the reason that the MANT task ended early before processing all jobs in the
database:

• EOJ DETECTED - The MUF signaled all Datacom applications that the MUF must shut down.
• DBAS SUSPENDED - The MANT task detected that the main DBAS was suspended. This message is only issued

when this condition is found in the main I/O module and not the driver.

Action:

None

U11D-D301-2 - U11D-0230-L
These topics include the U11D-D301-2 - U11D-0230-L messages.

U11D-D301-2
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
Either the ELVT or the MTWA control blocks are invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D301-3
MANT TASK DATABASE ERROR: CMD= ccccc TBL=ttt KEY=kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk RC=rc
Reason:
A request to Datacom received a nonzero return code.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.The Datacom return codes are documented in the
Datacom Programming documentation.

U11D-D303-0
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
Either the ELVT or the MTWA control blocks are invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.
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U11D-D303-1
MANT TASK - DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FOR dddddddd FAILED
Reason:
Dynamic allocation was unsuccessful. The data set referenced by the PURGDSN or the RPRTDSN configuration file
parameters that PURGDD or REPRT represent respectively.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D302-2
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
Either the ELVT or the MTWA control blocks are invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D302-3
MANT TASK DATABASE ERROR: CMD= ccccc TBL=ttt KEY=kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk RC=rc
Reason:
A request to Datacom received a nonzero return code.

NOTE
The Datacom return codes are documented in the Datacom Programming documentation.

Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D302-11
MANT TASK - xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.........#
Reason:
Summary messages from the MANT task execution report are echoed to the log for easy viewing of the MANT cycle
process.
Action:
None.

U11D-D303-2
MANT TASK - PURGDD FAILED TO OPEN
Reason:
The file that the PURGDSN configuration file parameter references did not OPEN.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D303-4
MANT TASK - REPORT FAILED TO OPEN
Reason:
The file that the RPRTDSN configuration file parameter references did not OPEN.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.
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U11D-D303-5
SVC99 R15=rrrr S99ERROR=eeee S99INFO=iiii
Reason:
This message has the Dynamic Allocation error information that is required to diagnose the error reported by the Message
U11D-D303-1.
Action:
See the IBM documentation MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide for the Dynamic Allocation error.

U11D-D303-6
UNIT=uuuuuuuu DSN=dataset.name(+001)
Reason:
This message continues with information about the dynamic allocation error from the Message U11D-D303-1. The
unit name from the configuration file is shown. The data set must be specified by either the PURGDSN or REPTDSN
keywords in the configuration file and must be valid Generation Data Group base as created during the installation
process.
Action:
The unit name must be a DASD unit type. Verify that the GDG base definition has been defined and continue with the
SVC 99 (dynamic allocation) diagnosis.

U11D-D303-7
STORCLAS=ssssssss MGMTCLAS=mmmmmmmm DATACLAS=dddddddd
Reason:
This message continues with information about the dynamic allocation error from the Message U11D-D303-1. If the SMS
storage, management or data class values for the PURGE or REPORT file were specified in the configuration file, they
are listed.
Action:
If the SVC 99 error is of an SMS nature, verify the class values.

U11D-D303-8
MANT TASK - ALLOCATED xxxxxx FILE TO DDNAME= DSN=
Reason:
This informational message shows the successful dynamic allocation.
Action:
None.

U11D-D303-9
S99EERR=xxxx S99EINFO=xxxx S99ERSN=xxxxxxx
Reason:
This message is diagnostic information about the dynamic allocation.
Action:
See the IBM z/OS MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide for an explanation of these dynamic
allocation codes.

U11D-D304-0
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
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Either the ELVT or the MTWA control blocks are invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D304-1
MANT TASK - PURGE/REPORT FILES FULL - REALLOCATED
Reason:
The PURGE files, the REPORT files, or both are out of space.
Action:
None. They are closed and reallocated.

U11D-D304-2
MANT TASK - PURGDD FAILED TO CLOSE
Reason:
The data set referenced by the PURGDSN configuration file parameter did not close properly.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D304-3
MANT TASK - REPORT FAILED TO CLOSE
Reason:
The data set referenced by the RPRTDSN configuration file parameter did not close properly.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D306-1
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
An invalid control block was detected. This message probably indicates a logic error.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-D306-2
ERROR READING AUDIT ELEMENT; RC=XXX
Reason:
An error occurred while attempting to read an audit table element. The XXX identifies the return code.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-D306-3
ERROR DELETING AUDIT ELEMENT; RC=XXX
Reason:
An error occurred while attempting to delete an audit table element. The XXX identifies the return code.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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U11D-D306-11
MANT TASK - AUDIT RECORDS DELETED....NNNNN
Reason:
The maintenance task has deleted NNNNN audit records. This message is informational.
Action:
None.

U11D-D400-2
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
Either the ELVT or the MTWA control blocks are invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D400-3
MANT TASK DMCQ CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DMCQ control block is invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D400-4
MANT TASK UNKNOWN COMMAND RECEIVED
Reason:
The MANT task received an unknown command.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D401-0
MANT TASK STATUS  yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
MANT TASK COMMANDS QUEUED: nnnnn
CONTROLLING PARAMETERS:
MAINTTME nnn
MAINTRQS nnnn
MAINTAGE nnn
MAXDAY nnn
MINCNT nn
AUDITAGE nnn
CURRENTLY WORKING ON JOB xxxxxxxx
Reason:
This message is the response to the DISPLAY STATUS command.
Action:
None.

U11D-D401-2
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
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Reason:
Either the ELVT or the MTWA control blocks are invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D401-3
MANT TASK DMCQ CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DMCQ control block is invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D402-0
MANT TASK ACTIVITY  yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
INITIALIZED ON yy.ddd AT hh.mm.ss

COMMANDS PROCESSED 1*

JOB ELEMENTS DELETED 0*

PRODUCTION ELEMENTS DELETED 0*

RERUN ELEMENTS DELETED 0*

DATABASE MAINTENANCE CYCLES 0*

Reason:
This message is the response to the DISPLAY ACTIVITY command.
Action:

None.

U11D-D402-2
MANT TASK ANCHOR CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
Either the ELVT or the MTWA control blocks are invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-D402-3
MANT TASK DMCQ CONTROL BLOCK INVALID
Reason:
The DMCQ control block is invalid.
Action:
Logic error - possibly accompanied by a user abend.

U11D-PDST-1
U11PDSCL ERROR AT type
Reason:
The PDS call "type" failed. See the following messages U11D-PDST-2 or U11D-PDST-3 for what failed.
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Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-PDST-2
ERROR (rr cc vv) ON type
Reason:
This message shows what logic that the U11PDS call attempted.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-PDST-3
DATA INCORRECT IN RCD
Reason:
The PDS call "type" failed because of bad input data.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-PDST-4
INPUT PARAMETER ERROR
Reason:
A bad parameter was found on the parm statement to the utility.
Action:
Correct the parm statement according to the documentation.

U11D-PDST-6
ALL TESTS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY
Reason:
The PDS test utility found no errors.
Action:
None.

U11D-PDST-7
REPLY 'C' TO CONTINUE SSN=xxxx
Reason:
The ERRPAUSE=YES parameter was specified and the utility encountered an error. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing
the message.
Action:
Reply to the WTOR with the character C to tell the utility to continue processing.

U11D-PDST-8
JOB xxxxxxxx WILL NOW WAIT INDEFINITELY
Reason:
The ERRWAIT=YES parameter was specified and a PDS access error occurred.
Action:
The batch job that executed the U11DPDST utility waits until it is canceled or it ABENDs with a S522.
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U11D-PDST-9
CA-11 DBAS CMT I/O TASK HAS BEEN HALTED
Reason:
The ERRHALT=YES parameter was specified, and the utility encountered an error. The CMT task is not halted.
Action:
Stop the DBAS task with the "SHUTDOWN ALL" command.
We recommend using the ERRHALT=YES parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support. Using it impacts all
users of the product.

U11D-S0D5
PREVENTED nnnn
Reason:
DBAS determined that a secondary address space was not nonswappable before issuing an SSAR instruction that would
have resulted in an S/0D5 abend. The nnnn is the last four characters of the module name issuing the message.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0000-1
DBAS MAIN TASK LOGIC ERROR #1
Reason:
A programming logic error occurred within the DBAS Main task. Issued by U11D0000, message accompanies abend
U/1010.
Action:
See abend U/1010.

U11D-0000-2
CA-11 DBAS SHUTDOWN COMPLETE
Reason:
This message indicates that the termination activity in the DBAS task has completed, and the task is ready to terminate.
Issued by U11D0000.
Action:
None.

U11D-0000-3
DBAS MAIN TASK LOGIC ERROR #2
Reason:
A programming logic error occurred within the DBAS Main task. Issued by U11D0000, message accompanies abend
U/1011.
Action:
See abend U/1011.

U11D-0000-4
DBAS MAIN TASK LOGIC ERROR #3
Reason:
A programming logic error occurred within the DBAS Main task. Issued by U11D0000, message accompanies abend
U/1012.
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Action:
See abend U/1012.

U11D-0000-5
ERROR WHILE MAKING DBAS NON-SWAPPABLE
Reason:
An error occurred when DBAS issued a SYSEVENT TRANSWAP macro to make DBAS nonswappable. Issued by
U11D0000, message accompanies abend U/1013.
Action:
See abend U/1013.

U11D-0000-6
CA-11 CPUID OVERRIDE MUST BE 4 CHARACTERS LONG
Reason:
A CPUID override was specified on the PARM= for DBAS (U11D0000). If specified, the CPUID must be four characters in
length.
Action:
Correct the PARM in the DBAS PROC or remove the PARM to use the default CPUID. The SMFID is used for the WA
Restart Option CPUID by default.

U11D-0100-1
CA-11 DBAS ABENDED - SUBSYSTEM INACTIVE SSN=xxxx
Reason:
This message is displayed on the system console when an unrecoverable abend occurs within the DBAS Main task. The
message remains on the console until DBAS is reinitialized. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Issued by
U11D0100.
Action:
Analyze and correct any problems that are described by console messages that are issued before this message. Restart
DBAS.

U11D-0200-1
DBAS INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
Reason:
This message indicates that DBAS initialization has completed and DBAS is ready to service user requests. Issued by
U11D0200.
Action:
None.

U11D-0210-1
ABEND S/xxx IN INITIALIZATION - DBAS ABORTED
Reason:
A system abend occurred during DBAS initialization. Issued by U11D0210.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-0220-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0220-4
OPEN FOR SYSIN FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module could not open the SYSIN data set containing the configuration file
control statements. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0220-5
PARM TYPE INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module found an invalid control statement. The type of every control statement
must be one of the following: MAIN, CMD, DB, CMT, or JEHF. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
Review the configuration topics. Correct all invalid control statements, and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0220-6
KEYWORD INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module found a control statement containing a keyword that is not supported.
Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
Review the configuration topics. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0220-7
CONFIG FILE PROCESSING FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found one or more error conditions, thus resulting in the termination
of DBAS initialization. The errors that are found are described in messages immediately preceding this message. Issued
by U11D0220, message accompanies abend U/1250.
Action:
See the description of the configuration file. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization. For
errors not associated with invalid control statements, contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0220-8
CONFIG FILE PROCESSING COMPLETE
Reason:
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The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has completed successfully. DBAS initialization is proceeding typically.
Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
None.

U11D-0220-9
KEYWORD/TYPE INCOMPATIBLE
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found a control statement containing a type and keyword
combination that is invalid. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
See the description of the configuration file. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0220-A
VALUE ERROR
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found a control statement. The statement contains a keyword with a
value that is too large, too small, or inappropriate for the keyword. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
See the description of the configuration file. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0220-B
KEYWORD DUPLICATION
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found a control statement with a keyword that appeared previously.
Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
See the description of the configuration file. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0220-C
STATEMENT INVALID
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found a control statement with invalid syntax. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
See the description of the configuration file. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0220-D
EXCESSIVE SUBFIELDS IN PARM
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found a control statement with a keyword whose value contains too
many subfields. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
See the description of the configuration file. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization.
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U11D-0220-E
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued
by U11D0220.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0220-F
REQUIRED KEYWORD xxxxxxxx ABSENT
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found that a necessary keyword and its defining value are not in the
configuration file that the user supplied. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
See the description of the configuration file. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0220-G
KEYWORD(S) MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
Reason:
The DBAS Configuration File Processor module has found a keyword. That definition is unnecessary or that conflicts with
another keyword appearing earlier in the configuration file. Issued by U11D0220.
Action:
See the description of the configuration file. Correct all invalid control statements and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0220-M
GTS INTERFACE MODULE CAGSITLD NOT FOUND AND LOCALGTS SPECIFIED IN CONFIG FILE

Reason:

The LOCALGTS keyword was specified in the DBAS configuration file. The load module that is necessary for using the
GTS function cannot be found.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Add the GTS load library to the DBAS started task.
• Place the library in the system LNKLST.

U11D-0220-Q
TRAKINIT=NTRK=NTRK WITH EVICTJOB=YES ARE INCOMPATIBLE, TURNING OFF EVICTJOB=YES
Reason:
The EVICTJOB option requires that tracking is turned on.
Action:
Set TRAKINIT=TRAK in the configuration file and restart DBAS.

U11D-0225-1
DBAS CONFIGURATION DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
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MAIN ABENDPGM=(xxxxxxx),
ARM=YES|NO,
AUDITAGE=nnn,
AUDITSUP=YES|NO,
CI=xxxxx
CLEANUP=JOB/STEP,
DBTASKS=nnn,
DBWARN=nnn,
GBLHIRC=xxxx,
GDGBAS=YES/NO,
HONORCC=value
HSMVOL=xxxxxx,
LOCALGTS=value
MAINTAGE=n,
MAINTRQS=nnnn,
MAINTTME=n,
MAINTTMP=n,
MAXTASKS=xx,
MINSTATS=n
NUMASID=(xxx,xx),
PURGDSN=xxx...xxx,
PURGSPACE=(xxxxx,(xxxxx,xxxxx)),
PURGSTOR=value,
PURGUNIT=xxxxxxxx,
RECOVCSA=YES/NO,
RECURINT=xxxx,
REQTMOUT=xxx,
RMSSTEP=1,2, or 3,
RSNUM=YES/NO,
RPRTDSN=name,
RPRTSPACE=(nnnn,(nnnnn,nnnnn)),
RPRTSTOR=name,
RPTUNIT=nnnn,
RSNUM=YES/NO,
SECFLD=YES/NO,
SECJOB=YES/NO,
SECOPT=I
SECPRFX=L7,
SSN=xxxx,
STEPDEP=YES/NO,
SUBMSG=YES/NO,
TRAKINIT=xxxx,
TRKHIST=YES/NO,
TRKRMS=YES/NO,
URT=xxxxxxxx
CMD COMCHAR=xxxx,
EOT=YES,
EOM=YES
CMT DELAY=xxx
JEHF JPOST=YES/NO

Reason:
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The DBAS Display Configuration Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO displays
values that are specified in the DBAS configuration file.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

Action:

None.

U11D-0225-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS Display Configuration Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0225, message accompanies abend U/2170.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0225-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS Display Configuration Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0225, message accompanies abend U/2171.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0226-1
xxxxxxxx FLAG HAS BEEN SET on/off
Reason:
The DBAS Set/Display Flag Command Processor module has set on/off the indicated DBAS diagnostic flag in response to
a SET command. Issued by U11D0226.
Action:
None.

U11D-0226-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS Set/Display Flag Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0226, message accompanies abend U/2410.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-0226-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS Set/Display Flag Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0226, message accompanies abend U/2411.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0226-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS Set/Display Flag Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0226, message accompanies abend U/2412.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0226-5
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS Set/Display Flag Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0226, message accompanies abend U/2413.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0226-6
DBAS DIAGNOSTIC FLAGS DISPLAY
xxxxxxxx...ON/OFF
xxxxxxxx...ON/OFF
Reason:
The DBAS Set/Display Flag Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO displays the status of
the DBAS diagnostic flags in response to a DISPLAY FLAGS command. Issued by U11D0226.
Action:
None.

U11D-0226-8
Tracking is required and not active, action not performed
Reason:
The EVICTJOB option requires that tracking is turned on.
Action:
Set TRAKINIT=TRAK in the configuration file and restart DBAS.

U11D-0227-1
@@@@@@@@ xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx |................|
@@@@@@@@ xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx |................|
@@@@@@@@ xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx |................|
@@@@@@@@ xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx   xxxxxxx |................|
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Reason:
The DBAS ZAP command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO giving a main storage dump at the current
storage location of the ZAP command processor . Issued by U11D0227.
Action:
None.

U11D-0227-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS ZAP command processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0227, message accompanies U/2230.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0227-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS ZAP command processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0227, message accompanies U/2231.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0227-4
ZAP PROCESSING COMPLETE
Reason:
The DBAS ZAP command processor module has successfully completed the requested function. Issued by U11D0227.
Action:
None.

U11D-0227-5
ZAP PROCESSING FAILED: MOD=xxxxxxxx NOT LOADED
Reason:
The DBAS ZAP command processor module has issued a LOAD macro that failed. The specified module name could not
be located in the DBAS search sequence. Issued by U11D0227.
Action:
Verify that the correct module name was entered and that the correct libraries are specified in JOBLIB/STEPLIB.

U11D-0227-6
ZAP PROCESSING FAILED: DATA NOT VERIFIED
Reason:
The DBAS ZAP command processor module has failed to match user-specified VERIFY data against the data at the
current storage location of the ZAP command processor. Issued by U11D0227.
Action:
Issue the DUMP command to view the data at the current storage location of the ZAP command processor.
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U11D-0227-7
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS ZAP Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0227, message accompanies abend U/2232.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0227-8
ZAP PROCESSING FAILED: MOD=xxxxxxxx NOT DELETED
Reason:
The DBAS ZAP command processor module has issued a DELETE macro that failed. The module name that is specified
on a previous MOD command was not deleted. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D0227.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0227-9
MODULE: xxxxxxxx
LOAD ADDR: xxxxxxxx
LENGTH: xxxxxx
APF CODE: xx
AMODE: xx
Reason:
The DBAS ZAP command processor module has issued a multiple line WTO giving the name, load address, module
length, authorization code, and addressing mode of a module that has been loaded into main storage. The current storage
location is set ZAP command processor to the load address of this module. Issued by U11D0227.
Action:
None.

U11D-0230-0
SUBSYSTEM xxxx FOR WRONG RELEASE; PLEASE RUN CAIRIM REINIT FOR Rx.x.
Reason:
The Subsystem Communication Vector Table (SSCVT) for the WA Restart Option subsystem has not been initialized for
the current release.
Action:
Run CAIRIM Reinitialization for this release of WA Restart Option to ensure that the proper modules are loaded. Restart
DBAS.

U11D-0230-1
SSCVT NOT FOUND FOR SUBSYSTEM=xxxx
Reason:
DBAS could not find the SSCVT for the subsystem name that is assigned to DBAS. Issued by U11D0230, message
accompanies abend U/1020.
Action:
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Verify the subsystem name that is specified by the SSN parameter in the DBAS configuration file. If the configuration file
parameter is incorrect, correct it and restart DBAS. If the configuration file parameter is correct, be sure that the CAIRIM
initialization for your release of WA Restart Option completed successfully.

U11D-0230-2
SUBSYSTEM xxxx ALREADY ACTIVE; REPLY 'O' TO OVERRIDE OR 'A' TO ABORT DBAS INITIALIZATION
Reason:
DBAS initialization is being attempted using a configuration file that specifies a subsystem name parameter SSN=xxxx.
Another subsystem with the identical name appears to be already active. Issued by U11D0230.
Action:
If DBAS is already active, reply A. A U/1021 abend results for the DBAS that issued U11D0230-2. This message can also
be issued if a previously active DBAS was unable to shut down successfully, leaving a DBAS control block in an invalid
state. If this is the case, reply O to the message to continue DBAS initialization.

U11D-0230-3
MODULE xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND
Reason:
A module that is required for successful DBAS initialization cannot be found. DBAS initialization has abended with U/1028.
Issued by U11D0230.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0230-4
ERROR RETURN CODE nnnn FROM U11CBM WHILE BUILDING xxxx CBPOOL
Reason:
A nonzero return code from the CBPOOL manager U11CBM was found while building the named pool. Issued by
U11D0230, message accompanies abend U/1022, U/1023, U/1024, or U/1025.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0230-5
CLEANPOOL FAILED FOR ASCT CBPOOL
Reason:
DBAS initialization encountered an error while attempting to reinitialize a DBAS control block pool. Issued by U11D0230,
message accompanies abend U/1026.
Action:
Reattempt DBAS initialization while specifying RECOVCSA=NO in the DBAS configuration file. If error persists, contact
your specialist for assistance.

U11D-0230-6
CA-11 TRACKING ACTIVE
Reason:
The Tracking System has been activated according to the TRAKINIT parameter in the DBAS configuration file.
Action:
None.
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U11D-0230-7
CA-11 TRACKING INACTIVE
Reason:
The Tracking System has been inactivated according to the TRAKINIT parameter in the DBAS configuration file.
Action:
None.

U11D-0230-8
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
DBAS initialization encountered an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0230, message
accompanies abend U/1027.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0230-9
DBAS INITIALIZATION TERMINATED
Reason:
One or more errors occurred during DBAS initialization. The messages immediately preceding this message describe the
errors. Issued by U11D0230, message accompanies abend U/1028.
Action:
Correct the errors that are described and reattempt DBAS initialization.

U11D-0230-10
CA-11 release rxx at maintenance level yyyy
Reason:
WA Restart Option issues this message at DBAS startup to show the release and level.
Action:
None.

U11D-0230-A
CA-11 C/I INTERFACE ACTIVE
Reason:
The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface has been activated according to the CI parameter in the DBAS
configuration file.
Action:
None.

U11D-0230-B
CA-11 C/I INTERFACE INACTIVE
Reason:
The Converter/Interpreter Internal Text Interface has been inactivated according to the CI parameter in the DBAS
configuration file.
Action:
None.
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U11D-0230-C
UNABLE TO ACCESS CA-DATACOM DATABASE,ccccc,rc
Reason:
During initialization, DBAS encountered an error opening or reading the Datacom database. The command is ccccc, and
return code is rc. Issued by U11D0230, message accompanies abend U/1019.
Action:
For an explanation and assistance with this problem, see the Datacom/DB Messages documentation, contact Broadcom
Support, or both. Correct the problem, and restart DBAS.

U11D-0230-D
REASON TABLE LOAD FAILED
Reason:
An error occurred while loading the Reason-for-Rerun table into CSA.
Action:
See previous messages for more detail of the problem, that is, GETMAIN failure, I/O error, and so on.

U11D-0230-E
SUBSYSTEM DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED
Reason:
During initialization of DBAS, an allocation for ddname @SSNxxxx is issued. The xxxx is the DBAS subsystem ID being
used by this DBAS. The allocation for this dummy file failed.
Action:
Check the SYSLOG for system messages that could explain why this allocation failed.

U11D-0230-F
PLEASE START THE CA-DATACOM MUF
Reason:
Attempting to open the database, DBAS has received a return code 68. The code indicates that the Datacom Multi-User
Facility is not executing.
Action:
Start the Datacom Multi-User Facility.

U11D-0230-G
DBAS R3.0 FOUND ELVT AT Rx.x - FORCING RECOVCSA=NO
Reason:
RECOVCSA=NO was not specified in the configuration file. The value is required to initialize DBAS for a different release
than the previous one that was executing on this system.
Action:
None.

U11D-0230-H
NO REASON FOR RERUN CODES FOUND
Reason:
The DBAS initialization routine found no Reason for Rerun table entries in the Datacom database.
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NOTE
These entries are optional. You can ignore this message when you do not want to define Reason for Rerun table
entries for this subsystem.

Action:
If you depend on these entries, add them with the UPRS command, and then activate using the REFRESH DBAS
command.

U11D-0230-L
REQUIRED MODULE U11D0231 LOAD FAILED
Reason:
Module U11D0231 cannot be loaded into storage.
Action:
Research module U11D0231.

U11D-0232-1 - U11D0460-1
These topics include the U11D-0232-1 - U11D0460-1 messages.

U11D-0232-1
HEALTH CHECK INIT ERROR - REQ=cccccccccccccccc, R15=rr,R0=xxxx
Reason:
DBAS Initialization has encountered an error initializing the IBM Health Checker checks for WA Restart Option. The macro
and specific request are ccc...ccc. The return code in decimal and reason code in hexadecimal rr and xxxx respectively.
DBAS continues the initialization but without the Health Checker check routines for DBAS.
Action:
Perform the following actions:

• Make a note of the contents of this message.
• Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0250-1
DBAS INITIALIZATION SUBTASK ATTACH FAILED - xxxx SUBTASK
Reason:
The ATTACH macro for the indicated subtask failed with a nonzero return code. Issued by U11D0250, message
accompanies abend U/1040.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0250-2
DBAS INITIALIZATION ATTACHER LOGIC ERROR - xxxx SUBTASK
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D0250, message accompanies abend U/1041.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-0250-3
DBAS xxxx SUBTASK INITIALIZATION ABENDED xxxxxx
Reason:
The indicated DBAS subtask initialization has abnormally terminated with the indicated abend code. Issued by U11D0250,
message accompanies abend U/1042.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0260-1
DATABASE UNLOCK TASK STARTED.
Reason:
A task is started during DBAS initialization to unlock any records left locked due to a previous failure of DBAS.
Action:
None.

U11D-0260-2
DATABASE UNLOCK TASK COMPLETED.
Reason:
The Database Unlock Task has completed.
Action:
None.

U11D-0260-3
DATACOM CMD=ccccc TBL=ttt RC=rr(iii) KEY=kkkkkkkkkkkk
Reason:
A call to the Datacom database returned a nonblank return code.
Action:
See the Datacom messages for the return code.

U11D-0260-4
HST RECORD LOCKED BY DIFFERENT CPU ON ALL READ ATTEMPTS
Reason:
During the DBAS initialization, all attempts to read the history record resulting in finding it locked by a different CPU.
Action:
Determine whether the CPU identified in the Message U11D-0260-5 is functional.

U11D-0260-5
HST RECORD LOCKED BY CPU=cccc TIME=hh:mm:ss DATE=yyyy.ddd JOB=jjjjjjjj
Reason:
This message is informational.
Action:
None.
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U11D-0260-6
HST RECORD READ UNSUCCESSFUL
Reason:
All attempts to read the history record at DBAS initialization time resulting in failure.
Action:
See the U11D-0260-3 message for the Datacom error.

U11D-0260-7
HST RECORD UNLOCKED SUCCESSFULLY
Reason:
The history record was found locked during DBAS initialization by this CPU, and it was unlocked.
Action:
None.

U11D-0260-8
HST RECORD NOT UNLOCKED
Reason:
The history record was found to be locked, but we experienced errors trying to unlock it.
Action:
See the Message U11D-0260-3 for the Datacom error.

U11D-0260-9
HST RECORD IS LOCKED BY ANOTHER CPU, RETRY FOR UP TO 2 MINUTES
Reason:
DBAS initialization found that a CPU that is not the current one has locked the HST record. The unlock task attempts
retries for up to 2 minutes in case another CPU unlocks it.
Action:
Automation and operator interaction with DBAS must wait until this unlocking function completes.

U11D-0270-0
JESC TASK INITIALIZATION COMPLETE
Reason:
DBAS was started under the MSTR subsystem, and the task to connect to the primary JES has started.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx
Reason:
A logic error occurred.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.
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U11D-0270-2
IGNORING UNKNOWN POST CODE - xxxxxxxx
Reason:
This message is informational.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support if DBAS fails to connect to the primary JES and JES becomes active.

U11D-0270-3
SUGGEST STARTING DBAS: S pppp,SUB=MSTR
Reason:
This message is informational.
Action:
Research whether you can start DBAS under the primary JES. If the DBAS STC name is the same as the subsystem (for
example, DBAS is called CAL7 and you use subsystem CAL7 in CAIRIM), DBAS starts under the master subsystem.

U11D-0270-4
CONNECT TO JES FUNCTION ABENDED
Reason:
This message is informational.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE
If you can recreate the problem, add a SLIP for the ABEND and get an SVC dump of the ABEND.

U11D-0270-5
DBAS WAS STARTED SUB=MSTR AND WILL CONNECT TO PRIMARY JES SSN=iiii - STATUS IS ACTIVE/INACTIVE
Reason:
This message is self-explanatory.
Action:
Start the primary Job Entry Subsystem.

U11D-0270-6
CONNECTED TO JES SSN=iiii AND OBTAINED JOBID jjjjjjjj
Reason:
DBAS was started with SUB=MSTR and has issued the REQUEST JOBID SSI call to the primary JES. The call was
successful, and messages can now be written to the DBAS JES log.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-7
RETRYING CONNECT TO JES IN ONE MINUTE INTERVALS
Reason:
The initial request for a job ID from the primary JES failed because that JES is not active. WA Restart Option tries to
connect to the primary JES until successful in 1 minute intervals.
Action:
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None.

U11D-0270-8
CONNECT TO JES OCCURRED AT yyyy-mm-dd AT hh:mm
Reason:
This message is informational.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-9
JESC TASK SHUTDOWN COMPLETE
Reason:
DBAS started under the MSTR subsystem, and the task to connect to the primary JES ended.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-10
ATTEMPTING CONNECTION TO JES, COUNT=xxxx
Reason:
This diagnostic message is only issued in debug mode.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-11
IGNORING SSN=iiii OF TYPE xxxx WHILE LOOKING FOR PRIMARY JES SSN=iiii
Reason:
A secondary subsystem of the type JES2 was encountered. DBAS ignored it because DBAS only connects to the primary
JES.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-12
SUBSYSTEM VERIFY SSN=ssss RC=rrrrrrrr
Reason:
The Verify Subsystem SSI call was issued, and this RC was encountered.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-13
REQUEST JOBID SSN=ssss RC=rrrrrrrr
Reason:
The Request JOBID SSI call was issued, and this RC was encountered.
Action:
None.
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U11D-0270-14
RETURN JOBID SSN=ssss RC=rrrrrrrr
Reason:
The Return JOBID SSI call was made, and this RC was encountered.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-15
DISCONNECTING FROM JES SSN iiii AND JOBID jjjjjjjj
Reason:
Either DBAS is shutting down or JES has signaled DBAS that JES is shutting down. DBAS is returning the job ID it
obtained.
Action:
None.

U11D-0270-17
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
This type of error does not typically occur.
Action:
For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

U11D-0300-1
UNEXPECTED COMMUNICATIONS FROM xxxx SUBTASK - DBAS ABORTED
Reason:
Unsolicited communication from the indicated DBAS subtask was received. Issued by U11D0300, message accompanies
abend U/1050.
Action:
Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist.

U11D-0300-2
STATUS INQUIRY TIMEOUT OCCURRED FOR xxxx SUBTASK
Reason:
The subtask indicated did not respond to a status inquiry within a normal time frame. The subtask can be experiencing
problems of a temporary nature due to request servicing workload at the time of status inquiry. Issued by U11D0300.
Action:
Issue a DIS STA command to DBAS from the console. If the subtask indicated in Message U11D-0300-2 still does not
respond typically, issue two or more DIS ACT commands to DBAS to determine whether the subtask is successfully
servicing requests. If multiple activity displays show an unchanging or increasing number of queued requests, the subtask
can be operating abnormally. Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0400-1
DBAS MAIN TASK COMMAND PROCESSOR LOGIC ERROR
Reason:
A programming logic error was found. Issued by U11D0400, message accompanies abend U/1060.
Action:
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Collect SYSLOG and SYSUDUMP listings and contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0420-1
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. The type
of control block is xxxx. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0420, message
accompanies abend U/1070 or U/1071.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0420-2
PROGRAM LOGIC ERROR: (message text varies)
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal conditions.
A description of the error is contained in the message text. Issued by U11D0420, message accompanies abend U/1072,
U/1073, or U/1074.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0420-3
xxxx TASK ALREADY ACTIVE
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module was given a request to start a DBAS I/O task (either CMT, JEHF,
or MANT) when the task was already active. The request was made as a result of a DBAS START command that the OS
console operator issued. The I/O task for which the START was attempted is xxxx. Issued by U11D0420.
Action:
None.

U11D-0420-4
xxxx TASK ATTACHED; INITIALIZATION IN PROGRESS
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module has issued an ATTACH macro for a DBAS I/O task. The task is
either CMT, JEHF, or MANT. The macro is issued as a result of a DBAS START command that the OS console operator
issued. The I/O task thus started is xxxx. A WAIT macro is issued that is dependent on the started I/O task's completion of
its own initialization processing. Once this completion occurs, the I/O task thus started is fully active. Issued by U11D0420.
Action:
None.

U11D-0420-5
ATTACH FOR xxxx TASK FAILED, RC=xxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module has issued an ATTACH macro for a DBAS I/O task (either CMT,
JEHF, or MANT) as a result of a DBAS START command that the OS console operator issued. The I/O task for which the
START was attempted is xxxx. The ATTACH macro failed with the return code indicated. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0420, message accompanies abend U/1075.
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Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0420-6
START REQUEST FOR xxxx TASK FAILED; TASK ABENDED, CC=xxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module has issued an ATTACH macro for a DBAS I/O task (either CMT,
JEHF, or MANT) as a result of a DBAS START command that the OS console operator issued. The I/O task for which
the START was attempted is xxxx. The I/O task abended during its own initialization processing with the completion code
indicated. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0420.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0420-7
START REQUEST FOR xxxx TASK COMPLETE
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module has issued an ATTACH macro for a DBAS I/O task (either CMT,
JEHF, or MANT) as a result of a DBAS START command that the OS console operator issued. The I/O task for which the
START was attempted is xxxx. The I/O task has completed its own initialization processing and is now fully active. Issued
by U11D0420.
Action:
None.

U11D-0420-8
DETACH FOR xxxx TASK FAILED, RC=xxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module has issued a DETACH macro for a DBAS I/O task (either
CMT, JEHF, or MANT) that abended during its own initialization processing. The I/O task that abended is xxxx. The
DETACH macro failed with the return code indicated. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by
U11D0420, message accompanies abend U/1076.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0420-9
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Start Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does
not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0420, message accompanies abend U/1077.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0420-A
xxxx SUBTASK NEVER ACTIVE, ENTER REQUIRED PARAMETER(S)
Reason:
A DBAS START command was issued for the indicated subtask with no parameters. This command indicates to use the
values in effect the last time the subtask was active, but the subtask has never been active. Issued by U11D0420.
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Action:
Reissue the START command with the required parameters specified.

U11D-0425-1
DBAS GENERAL STORAGE DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
MAIN TASK TCB: f1
MTWA: f1
MCMQ: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
DBAS ASCB: f1 ASID: xxxx
SSCVT: f1
SSVT/ELVT: f1
RES MOD: f1
OPT TBL: f1
ASCT: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
TCBE: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
TMQE: f3 IN USE
REGA: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
REGB: f2 ALLOC, f3 IN USE
TOTAL CSA GETMAINED: xxxxxxxx BYTES

Reason:

The DBAS General Storage Display Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO displays the
Main Task control block locations and other control block information.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
is the Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
is the time of day.

iiii
is the CPU ID.

f1
is the storage address of this control block.

f2
is the number of these control blocks allocated (decimal).

f3
is the number of these control blocks in use (decimal).

ASID
is the DBAS address space identifier.

TOTAL CSA GETMAINED
is the bytes of CSA allocated for use by Main task (decimal).

Action:

None.

U11D-0425-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
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Reason:
The DBAS General Storage Display module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0425, message accompanies abend U/2180.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0425-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS General Storage Display module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not occur
under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0425, message accompanies abend U/2181.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0425-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - ELVT
Reason:
The DBAS General Storage Display module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0425, message accompanies abend U/2182.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0425-5
SSCVT NOT FOUND FOR SUBSYSTEM xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS General Storage Display module could not find the SSCVT for the subsystem name xxxx assigned to DBAS.
Issued by U11D0425, message accompanies abend U/2183.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0426-1
DBAS xxxxxxxx COMMAND:  xxxxxxxx   command syntax
Reason:
The DBAS Help Display Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO showing the syntax of the indicated
command. Issued by U11D0426.
Action:
None.

U11D-0426-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS Help Display Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0426, message accompanies abend U/2310.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.
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U11D-0426-3
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS Help Display Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error does not
occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0426, message accompanies abend U/2311.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0426-4
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS Help Display Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0426, message accompanies abend U/2312.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0430-1
DBAS SYSTEM STATUS DISPLAY yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
TASK ID ACTIVE STATUS
CMD f1 f2
MANT f1 f2
CMT f1 f2
JEHF f1 f2
DB f1 f2
NDA f1 f2
DYDS f1 f2
MAIN TASK CMDS QUEUED:  zzzzz
DBAS IS NOT SUSPENDED
AUDITING IS a1, a2, a3

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO. The WTO displays the
status of the major tasks within DBAS as a result of a DBAS DISPLAY STATUS command that the OS console operator
issued. Issued by U11D0430.

Among the data that is described are the following items:

yy.ddd
identifies a Julian date.

hh.mm.ss
identifies the time of day.

iiii
identifies the CPU ID.

zzzzz
specifies the number of queued commands for the DBAS Main task (at least one due to this command).

f1
indicates either Y or N.
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f2
If f1 for task is Y, f2 contains the tasks response time for status inquiry.
If f1 for task is N, f2 is one of the following items:

• MANUAL START NEEDED
• NOT IN CONFIG FILE
• SHUT DOWN
• ABENDED, cc=completion code

If f1 contains Y and f2 contains RESPONSE TIMEOUT, see the description and action for Message U11D0300-2.

The status of the DBAS task is now at the end of this message:
DBAS IS NOT SUSPENDED
or
DBAS SUSPENDED ON yyyy-mm-dd AT hh:mm:ss
If DBAS is suspended, there is an additional line with the following information:
WAITING FOR MANUAL RESUME COMMAND
or
AUTOMATIC RESUME IN PROGRESS
The values for a1 are the following items:

DISABLED
indicates that auditing is not supported.

ENABLED
indicates that auditing is supported.

REQUIRED
indicates that auditing is supported and required.

The value of a2 is ", FULL" if the database area containing the audit table is full.

The value of a3 is ", SUSPENDED" if auditing is currently suspended.

Action:

If DBAS is not suspended, no action is required. If suspended, DBAS only starts servicing work after the resume takes
place. The manual RESUME means that you need to issue the "comchar RESUME" command after the Datacom
database is available. DBAS automatically connects to the Datacom database in automatic resume mode.

If a2 shows ", FULL" and a3 shows ", SUSPENDED" and a1 is "ENABLED" you can resume auditing once the database
full condition is resolved by issuing the "comchar RESUME AUDIT" command.

If a2 shows ", FULL" and a3 shows ", SUSPENDED" and a1 is "REQUIRED" you can resume auditing once the database
full condition is resolved by issuing the "comchar RESUME" command.

U11D-0430-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Status Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0430, message accompanies abend U/1080.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0430-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MCMQ
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Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Status Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0430, message accompanies abend U/1081.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0430-4
UNINTERPRETABLE POST
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Status Command Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D0430, message accompanies abend U/1082.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0430-5
UNINTERPRETABLE TASK STATUS
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Status Command Processor module cannot determine the status of a task or tasks due to
an error that does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0430, message accompanies abend U/1083.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0430-6
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Status Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0430, message accompanies abend U/1084.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0440-1
DBAS SYSTEM ACTIVITY DISPLAY  yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss   iiii
SYSTEM INITIALIZED: yy.ddd   hh.mm.ss
MAIN TASK COMMANDS ISSUED: xxxxxxx
AVG RESPONSE TIME PER CMD: xx.xxxx SEC
CMD TASK ABENDS: xxxxxxx
MANT TASK ABENDS: xxxxxxx
CMT TASK ABENDS: xxxxxxx
JEHF TASK ABENDS: xxxxxxx
DB TASK ABENDS: xxxxxxx SUSPENDED (MANUAL)
NDA TASK ABENDS: xxxxxxx
DYDS TASK ABENDS: xxxxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued a multiple line WTO describing the activity
of the DBAS Main Task after initialization as a result of a DBAS DISPLAY ACTIVITY command that the OS console
operator issued. Issued by U11D0440.
Among the data that is described are the following items:
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yy.ddd
identifies the Julian date of both display and DBAS initialization.

hh.mm.ss
identifies the time of day of both display and DBAS initialization.

iiii
identifies the CPU ID.

NOTE
If the status of the DB (Database) Task is suspended as shown in the last line of this sample message, DBAS is
suspended. DBAS is waiting for a MANUAL RESUME command.

Action:
None.

U11D-0440-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MTWA
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0440, message accompanies abend U/1090.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0440-3
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - MCMQ
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Activity Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. This
type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0440, message accompanies abend U/1091.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0440-4
ESTAE CREATION FAILED
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Display Activity Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of
error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0440, message accompanies abend U/1092.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0450-1
VERIFY CA-11 DBAS SHUTDOWN (Y/N) SSN=xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has requested verification that a shutdown of DBAS
is wanted as a result of a DBAS SHUTDOWN ALL command that the OS console operator issued. SSN=xxxx is the
subsystem issuing the message. Issued by U11D0440.
Action:
Reply Y to the WTOR when you want a DBAS shutdown, otherwise reply N.
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U11D-0450-2
CONTROL BLOCK INVALID - xxxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found a DBAS control block that is invalid. The type
of control block is xxxx. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0450, message
accompanies abend U/1100 or U/1101.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0450-3
xxxx TASK SHUTDOWN ALREADY IN PROGRESS
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task has already been posted
for a shutdown. For this reason, a DBAS command that is entered from the OS console requesting shutdown of the task
is ignored. Issued by U11D0450.
Action:
None.

U11D-0450-4
UNINTERPRETABLE POST
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has found an error that does not occur under normal
conditions. Issued by U11D0450, message accompanies abend U/1102.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0450-5
xxxx TASK SHUTDOWN REQUESTED
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated which DBAS task is next in the automatic
shutdown sequence. Issued by U11D0450.
Action:
None.

U11D-0450-6
xxxx TASK NOT ACTIVE; SHUTDOWN BYPASSED
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task that would typically be shut
down during the automatic shutdown sequence was found to be inactive. Therefore, shutdown processing for the task
is bypassed. Issued by U11D0450.
Action:
None.

U11D-0450-7
xxxx TASK SHUTDOWN ABENDED, CC=xxxxx
Reason:
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The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that shutdown processing within a DBAS task
has abended with the completion code indicated. DBAS attempts to continue the shutdown sequence if any other DBAS
tasks remain active. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0450.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0450-8
REPLY 'C' TO CONTINUE OR 'F' TO FORCE xxxx TASK SHUTDOWN SSN=xxxx

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module provides the option of continuing the shutdown of a DBAS
task or forcing an immediate shutdown. SSN=xxxx is the subsystem issuing the message. Message U11D-0450-D or
U11D-0450-F can precede this message. Issued by U11D0450.

Action:

A DBAS I/O task can have user jobs still making DBAS I/O requests of it. A DBAS I/O task does not shut down until all
requests from users who were active at the time that shutdown was initiated are completed. If such user jobs must finish,
reply C to the message. If an immediate shutdown is wanted, reply F.

WARNING

By replying F to U11D-0450-8, WA Restart Option processing for user jobs currently active can cease
prematurely. This can result in erroneous contents of CMT members, JEHF records, or both.

U11D-0450-9
xxxx TASK ABENDED PRIOR TO SHUTDOWN, CC=xxxxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task scheduled for a shutdown
was found to have abended with the completion code indicated before shutdown processing was initiated. DBAS attempts
to continue the shutdown sequence if any DBAS tasks remain active. Issued by U11D0450.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0450-A
DETACH FOR xxxx TASK FAILED, RC=xxx
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has issued a DETACH macro for a DBAS task during
the automatic shutdown sequence. The DETACH failed with the return code indicated. The DBAS task that could not be
detached is xxxx. This type of error does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0450, message accompanies
abend U/1103.
Action:
Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0450-C
ESTAE CREATION FAILED

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has issued an ESTAE macro that failed. This type of error
does not occur under normal conditions. Issued by U11D0450, message accompanies abend U/1105.
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Action:

Contact your installation specialist for assistance.

U11D-0450-D
TIMEOUT DURING xxxx TASK SHUTDOWN

Reason:

The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that a DBAS task posted for a shutdown has
not completed its shutdown processing within 3 minutes. Issued by U11D0450.

Action:

Message U11D-0450-F can follow this message. If so, see the description of that message for more information. If not,
Message U11D-0450-8 is issued.

U11D-0450-F
THESE xxxx APPLICATIONS STILL ACTIVE:
ASID: aaaa JOBNAME: jjjjjjjj RB: rrrrrrrr
Reason:
The DBAS Main Task Shutdown Command Processor module has indicated that a DBAS I/O task cannot be shut down
until one or more user tasks (applications) completes its WA Restart Option database accesses. The I/O task whose
shutdown cannot proceed is xxxx. The user task address space identifier, job name, and program are aaaa, jjjjjjjj, and
rrrrrrrr respectively. Message U11D-0450-8, which allows an option to continue the shutdown typically or to force an
immediate shutdown, follows this message. Issued by U11D0450. If BAD CTCE appears in the JOBNAME field, reply F to
the Message U11D-0450-8.
Action:
Reply to Message U11D-0450-8.

U11D-0460-0
LOADING TABLE: xxxxxxxx
Reason:
This message indicates the table that the DBAS operator command REFRESH is refreshing.

U11D-0460-1
THE TABLE HAS BEEN REFRESHED
Reason:
This message indicates that the table specified in Message U11D-0460-0 has been successfully refreshed.

U11D-0460-10
GETMAIN FOR TABLE BLOCK FAILED
Reason:
A GETMAIN for a storage block has failed while loading a CMT table into CSA.
Action:
The table LOAD is stopped. Blocks that are allocated before the failure remain loaded.
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Related Documentation
GTS related documentation is available. Select one of the following links to access any of these related documents:

• Use GTS
• GTS Messages

NOTE
Selecting one of these links takes you to a different Tech Docs space.
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